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Foreword 

Particle physics is undergoing a revolution. New ideas from string the- 
ory have stimulated a deep rethinking of diverse problems of physics in- 
volving black holes, quantum chromodynamics, and cosmology. At the 
same time, formal developments are deepening our understanding of string 
theory itself. Experience has shown that formal advances, such as string 
dualities and D-branes, often lead to new ideas for connecting string theory 
to testable extensions of the Standard Model. And indeed, the rich physics 
of branes has given birth to a whole new branch of particle phenomenology 
and model-building, related to direct and indirect experimental signatures 
of extra dimensions. These signatures may be observable at the Tevatron 
and LHC colliders, or at a future Linear Collider. 

The ongoing revolution has been propelled by a number of surprising 
shocks to the orthodoxy of particle theory, an orthodoxy which accompanied 
the rise of the Standard Model three decades ago. String theory, developed 
as a theory of quantum gravity, has turned out to be a remarkable tool for 
gaining profound insights about gauge theories, especially supersymmet- 
ric gauge theories. It turns out that string theory in certain well-defined, 
negatively curved backgrounds is equivalent to a non-abelian gauge theory. 
The original concept of strings from the 1970s as idealizations of QCD flux 
tubes has reemerged in this exact duality. 

String theory makes a robust prediction that there are extra dimensions 
of space, and it provides a number of efficient physical mechanisms for 
hiding their existence from our ordinary experience. String theory also 
provides a concrete realization of holography, a basic principle invoked to 
explain how black holes can exist in a quantum universe. String vacua 
generically contain branes, and we have only begun to map out the huge 
moduli space of possible string compactifications. This suggests that much 
of the complexity and broken symmetries of particle physics may simply 
reflect that we are living in a complex symmetry-breaking ground state of 
the higher dimensional string dynamics. 

The lectures at the 2001 TASI school provided a fascinating snapshot 
of this revolution in the making. We are deeply grateful to all of the lec- 
turers for their superb contributions both inside and outside the lecture 
hall. The nearly 60 students who participated in the 2001 TASI, with their 
energy, talent, and enthusiasm, also contributed greatly to the success of 
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the school. A total of 23 student seminars were given during TASI; this 
activity was organized by the students themselves under the leadership of 
Andreas Birkedal-Hansen and Fred Leblond. 

TASI 2001 took place on the beautiful Boulder campus of the University 
of Colorado. It ran from June 4 to June 29, 2001. Further information and 
background on the school can be found on the web at  

http://physics.colorado.edu/tasiOIannc.html 
http://physics.colorado.edu/tasiOlinfo.html 

We would like to acknowledge the extraordinary efforts of general director 
K. T. Mahanthappa and of Kathy Oliver, who handled the thousand tasks 
that make a school run smoothly. We thank Mu-Chun Chen and Alex 
Flournoy for their important contributions to the everyday operations of the 
school and Tom DeGrand for assistance with computers. Tom DeGrand also 
continued his grand tradition of leading the student hikes and minimizing 
losses due to inexperience or over-enthusiasm. 

The 2001 TASI school was made possible by the generous support of 
the University of Colorado, the US Department of Energy, and the National 
Science Foundation. 

Steve Gubser and Joe Lykken 
TASI 2001 Program Directors 
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SUPERSYMMETRIC GAUGE THEORIES AND 
THE ADS/CFT CORRESPONDENCE 

ERIC D’HOKER 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 

University of California, Los Angeles, C A  90095 
E-mail: dhoker@physics.ucla.edu 

DANIEL Z. FREEDMAN 
Department of Mathematics and Center f o r  Theoretical Physics 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, M A  02139 

E-mail: dzj@math.miL edu 

In these lecture notes we first assemble the basic ingredients of supersymmetric 
gauge theories (particularly N=4 super-Yang-Mills theory), supergravity, and su- 
perstring theory. Brane solutions are surveyed. The geometry and symmetries of 
anti-de Sitter space are discussed. The AdS/CFT correspondence of Maldacena 
and its application to correlation functions in the the conformal phase of N=4 
SYM are explained in considerable detail. A pedagogical treatment of holographic 
RG flows is given including a review of the conformal anomaly in four-dimensional 
quantum field theory and its calculation from five-dimensional gravity. Problem 
sets and exercises await the reader. 

1. Introduction 

These lecture notes describe one of the most exciting developments in 
theoretical physics of the past decade, namely Maldacena’s bold conjec- 
ture concerning the equivalence between superstring theory on certain 
ten-dimensional backgrounds involving Anti-de Sitter space-time and four- 
dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories. This AdS/CFT conjec- 
ture was unexpected because it relates a theory of gravity, such as string 
theory, to a theory with no gravity at all. Additionally, the conjecture re- 
lated highly non-perturbative problems in Yang-Mills theory to questions 
in classical superstring theory or supergravity. The promising advantage of 
the correspondence is that problems that appear to be intractable on one 
side may stand a chance of solution on the other side. We describe the 
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initial conjecture, the development of evidence that it is correct, and some 
further applications. 

The conjecture has given rise to a tremendous number of exciting direc- 
tions of pursuit and to a wealth of promising results. In these lecture notes, 
we shall present a quick introduction to supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory 
(in particular of N = 4 theory). Next, we give a concise description of just 
enough supergravity and superstring theory to allow for an accurate de- 
scription of the conjecture and for discussions of correlation functions and 
holographic flows, namely the two topics that constitute the core subject 
of the lectures. 

The notes are based on the loosely coordinated lectures of both authors 
at the 2001 TASI Summer School. It was decided to combine written ver- 
sions in order to have a more complete treatment. The bridge between the 
two sets of lectures is Section 8 which presents a self-contained introduction 
to the subject and a more detailed treatment of some material from earlier 
sections. 

The AdS/CFT correspondence is a broad principle and the present notes 
concern one of several pathways through the subject. An effort has been 
made to cite a reasonably complete set of references on the subjects we 
discuss in detail, but with less coverage of other aspects and of background 
material. 

Serious readers will take the problem sets and exercises seriously! 

1.1. Statement of the Maldacena Conjecture 

The Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence, 
as originally conjectured by Maldacena, advances a remarkable equivalence 
between two seemingly unrelated theories. On one side (the Ads-side) 
of the correspondence, we have 10-dimensional Type IIB string theory on 
the product space Ads5 x S5, where the Type IIB 5-form flux through 
S5 is an integer N and the equal radii L of Ads5 and S5 are given by 
L4 = 47rg,Nat2, where gs is the string coupling. On the other side (the 
SYM-side) of the correspondence, we have 4-dimensional super-Yang-Mills 
(SUM) theory with maximal N = 4 supersymmetry, gauge group S U ( N ) ,  
Yang-Mills coupling g$M = gs in the conformal phase. The AdS/CFT con- 
jecture states that  these two theories, including operator observables, states, 
correlation functions and full dynamics, are equivalent to one another. 1 9 2 3 3  
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Indications of the equivalence had appeared in earlier ~ o r k . ~ ? ~ ) ~  For a gen- 
eral review of the subject, see Ref. 7. 

In the strongest form of the conjecture, the correspondence is to hold for 
all values of N and all regimes of coupling gs = g $ M .  Certain limits of the 
conjecture are, however, also highly non-trivial. The ‘t Hooft limit on the 
SYM-side,8 in which X = g$,N is fixed as N -+ 03 corresponds to classical 
string theory on Ads5 x S5 (no string loops) on the Ads-side. In this sense, 
classical string theory on Ads5 x S 5  provides with a classical Lagrangian 
formulation of the large N dynamics of N = 4 SYM theory, often referred 
to as the masterfield equations. A further limit X -+ 03 reduces classical 
string theory to classical Type IIB supergravity on Ads5 x S 5 .  Thus, strong 
coupling dynamics in SYM theory (at least in the large N limit) is mapped 
onto classical low energy dynamics in supergravity and string theory, a 
problem that offers a reasonable chance for solution. 

The conjecture is remarkable because its correspondence is between a 10- 
dimensional theory of gravity and a 4-dimensional theory without gravity 
a t  all, in fact, with spin 5 1 particles only. The fact that all the 10- 
dimensional dynamical degrees of freedom can somehow be encoded in a 4- 
dimensional theory living at  the boundary of Ads5 suggests that the gravity 
bulk dynamics results from a holographic image generated by the dynamics 
of the boundary t h e ~ r y , ~  see also Ref. 10. Therefore, the correspondence is 
also often referred to as holographic. 

1.2. Applications of the Conjecture 

The original correspondence is between a N = 4 SYM theory in its confor- 
mal phase and string theory on Ads5 x S 5 .  The power of the correspondence 
is further evidenced by the fact that the conjecture may be adapted to situ- 
ations without conformal invariance and with less or no supersymmetry on 
the SYM side. The Ads5 x S5 space-time is then replaced by other mani- 
fold or orbifold solutions to Type IIB theory, whose study is usually more 
involved than was the case for Ads5 x S5 but still reveals useful information 
on SYM theory. 

2. Supersymmetry and Gauge Theories 

We begin by reviewing the particle and field contents and invariant La- 
grangians in 4 dimensions, in preparation for a fuller discussion of N = 4 
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super-Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in the next section. Standard references 
include Refs. 11, 12,  13; our conventions are those of Ref. 11. 

2.1. Supersymmetry Algebra in 9 f l  Dimensions 

PoincarC symmetry of flat space-time R4 with metric qPv = diag( - + ++) , 
p,  u = 0,1,2,3,  is generated by the translations R4 and Lorentz transforma- 
tions S0(1 ,3) ,  with generators P, and L,, respectively. The complexified 
Lorentz algebra is isomorphic to the complexified algebra of SU(2) x SU(2), 
and its finite-dimensional representations are usually labeled by two posi- 
tive (or zero) half integers (s+, s-), s* E Z/2. Scalar, 4-vector, and rank 
2 symmetric tensors transform under (0, 0), (3, i) and (1,l) respectively, 
while left and right chirality fermions and self-dual and anti-self-dual rank 
2 tensors transform under (i, 0) and (0, 3) and ( 1 , O )  and ( 0 , l )  respectively. 

Supersymmetry (susy) enlarges the PoincarC algebra by including spinor 
supercharges, 

Q g  CY = 1 , 2  left Weyl spinor 

Qba = (QE)t 
(1) 

right Weyl spinor 
l N  

a =  I , . . .  

Here, N is the number of independent supersymmetries of the algebra. 
Two-component spinor notation, (Y = 1 , 2 ,  is related to 4-component Dirac 
spinor notation by 

Q" = (z?) 
The supercharges transform as Weyl spinors of S0(1 ,3)  and commute with 
translations. The remaining susy structure relations are 

By construction, the generators Zab are anti-symmetric in the indices I and 
J ,  and commute with all generators of the supersymmetry algebra. For the 
last reason, the Zab are usually referred to as central charges, and we have 

[Zab,  anything] = 0 (4) Z"b = -Zb" 

Note that for N = 1, the anti-symmetry of Z implies that 2 = 0. 
The supersymmetry algebra is invariant under a global phase rotation of 

all supercharges Q E ,  forming a group U ( ~ ) R .  In addition, when N > 1, the 
different supercharges may be rotated into one another under the unitary 
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group S U ( N ) R .  These (automorphism) symmetries of the supersymmetry 
algebra are called R-symmetries. In quantum field theories, part or all of 
these R-symmetries may be broken by anomaly effects. 

2.2. Massless Particle Representations 

To study massless representations, we choose a Lorentz frame in which the 
momentum takes the form PP = (E,O,O, E ) ,  E > 0. The susy algebra 
relation (3) then reduces to 

We consider only unitary particle representations, in which the operators 
QE act in a positive definite Hilbert space. The relation for cy = ,b = 2 and 
a = b implies 

The relation Q: = 0 follows because the left hand side of (6) implies that 
the norm of Q$l$) vanishes for any state I$) in the Hilbert space. The 
relation Zab = 0 then follows from (3) for cy = 2 and = 1. The remaining 
supercharge operators are 

0 QY which lowers helicity by 1 / 2 ;  
0 Qf = (QY)t which raises helicity by 1 /2 .  

Together, QY and (QY)t, with a = 1 , .  . . ,N  form a representation of dimen- 
sion 2N of the Clifford algebra associated with the Lie algebra S O ( 2 N ) .  All 
the states in the representation may be obtained by starting from the high- 
est helicity state Jh)  and applying products of QT operators for all possible 
values of a. 

We shall only be interested in CPT invariant theories, such as quantum 
field theories and string theories, for which the particle spectrum must 
be symmetric under a sign change in helicity. If the particle spectrum 
obtained as a Clifford representation in the above fashion is not already 
CPT self-conjugate, then we shall take instead the direct sum with its 
CPT conjugate. For helicity 5 1, the spectra are listed in table 1. The 
N = 3 and N = 4 particle spectra then coincide, and their quantum field 
theories are identical. 
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Helicity N = 1  N = 1  N = 2  N = 2  
5 1 gauge chiral gauge hyper 

2.3. Massive Particle Representations 

For massive particle representations, we choose the rest frame with P@ = 

( M ,  0 ,  0 ,  0 ) ,  so that the first set of susy algebra structure relations takes the 
form 

{QE, (Qb)'} = 2 M & T  (7) 

To deal with the full susy algebra, it is convenient to make use of the 
S U ( N ) R  symmetry to diagonalize in blocks of 2 x 2 the anti-symmetric 
matrix Zab = -Zba. To do so, we split the label a into two labels : a = (6, ti) 
where 6 = 1 , 2  and 8 = 1, . . . , r ,  where Af = 2r for Af even (and we append 
a further single label when N is odd). We then have 

1 (8) €12 = -p = Z = diag(cZ1, . . . , EZ,, #) 

where # equals 0 for N = 2r + 1 and # is absent for n/ = 2r. The 
Z,, ti = 1,. . . , r are real central charges. In terms of linear combinations 
Qki E (Q;, f c~( '~ (Q%~) t )  , the only non-vanishing susy structure relation 
left is (the f signs below are correlated) 

{Qzk, (Q;,)'} = StS{(M f 2,) (9) 

In any unitary particle representation, the operator on the left hand side 
of (9) must be positive, and thus we obtain the famous BPS bound (for 
Bogomolnyi-Prasad-Sommerfield, Ref. 14) giving a lower bound on the mass 
in terms of the central charges, 

M 2 lZ,l zi = l , . . .  , r = " / 2 ]  (10) 

Whenever one of the values IZ,,I equals M ,  the BPS bound is (partially) 
saturated and either the supercharge Q%+ or Qt- must vanish. The super- 
symmetry representation then suffers multiplet shortening, and is usually 
referred to as BPS. More precisely, if we have M = IZ& for ti = 1,. . . , r0, 
and M > (Z,( for all other values of ti, the susy algebra is effectively a 

N = 3  N = 4  
gauge gauge 

Table 1. Numbers of Massless States as a function of N and helicity 
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Spin 
5 1 
1 

0 
Total # 

112 

Clifford algebra associated with SO(4.N - 4ro), the corresponding repre- 
sentation is said to be 1/2'0 BPS, and has dimension 22N-2ro.  

N = 1  N = 1  N = 2  N = 2  N = 2  N = 4  
gauge chiral gauge BPS gauge BPS hyper BPS gauge 

1 0 1 1 0 1 
2 1 4 2 2 4 
1 2 5 1 4 5 
8 4 16 8 8 16 

2.4. Field Contents and Lagrangians 

The analysis of the preceding two subsections has revealed that the super- 
symmetry particle representations for 1 < N < 4, with spin less or equal 
to 1, simply consist of customary spin 1 vector particles, spin 1/2 fermions 
and spin 0 scalars. Correspondingly, the fields in supersymmetric theories 
with spin less or equal to 1 are customary spin 1 gauge fields, spin 1/2 Weyl 
fermion fields and spin 0 scalar fields, but these fields are restricted to enter 
in multiplets of the relevant supersymmetry algebras. 

Let 6 denote the gauge algebra, associated with a compact Lie group G. 
For any 1 5 N 5 4, we have a gauge multiplet, which transforms under the 
adjoint representation of G. For N = 4, this is the only possible multiplet. 
For N = 1 and JV = 2, we also have matter multiplets : for N = 1, 
this is the chiral multiplet, and for N = 2 this is the hypermultiplet, both 
of which may transform under an arbitrary unitary, representation R of 
G. Component fields consist of the customary gauge field A,, left Weyl 
fermions +, and A, and scalar fields 4, H and X .  

0 N = 1 Gauge Multiplet (A, Aa),  where A, is the gaugino Majo- 
rana fermion; 

0 N = 1 Chiral Multiplet ($J, $), where +a is a left Weyl fermion 
and $ a complex scalar, in the representation R of G. 

0 N = 2 Gauge Multiplet (A, A,* q 5 ) ,  where A,& are left Weyl 
fermions, and q5 is the complex gauge scalar. Under s U ( 2 ) ~  sym- 
metry, A, and q5 are singlets, while A+ and A- transform as a 
doublet. 

H k ) ,  where $J,h are left Weyl 
fermions and H+ are two complex scalars, transforming under the 
N = 2 Hypermultiplet 

Table 2. Numbers of Massive States as a function of N and spin
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representation R of G. Under s U ( 2 ) ~  symmetry, $I+ are singlets, 
while H+ and H- transform as a doublet. 
N = 4 Gauge Multiplet (A, A: Xi), where A:, a. = I , . . .  , 4  are 
left Weyl fermions and X’, i = l , . . .  , 6  are real scalars. Under 
s U ( 4 ) ~  symmetry, A,  is a singlet, A: is a 4 and the scalars Xi are 
a rank 2 anti-symmetric 6. 

Lagrangians invariant under supersymmetry are customary Lagrangians 
of gauge, spin 1/2 fermion and scalar fields, (arranged in multiplets of the 
supersymmetry algebra) with certain special relations amongst the coupling 
constants and masses. We shall restrict attention to local Lagrangians 
in which each term has a total of no more than two derivatives on all 
boson fields and no more than one derivative on all fermion fields. All 
renormalizable Lagrangians are of this form, but all low energy effective 
Lagrangians are also of this type. 

The case of the N = 1 gauge multiplet ( A ,  A,) by itself is particularly 
simple. We proceed by writing down all possible gauge invariant polynomial 
terms of dimension 4 using minimal gauge coupling, 

where g is the gauge coupling, 61 is the instanton angle, the field strength 
is F,, = a,A, - &A, + i[A,, A,] ,  fi,, = ~ E , , , ~ ~ F P ~  is the Poincari: dual 
of F ,  and D, = a,A + i[A,, A]. Remarkably, C is automatically invariant 
under the N = 1 supersymmetry transformations 

where < is a spin 1/2 valued infinitesimal supersymmetry parameter. Note 
that the addition in (11) of a Majorana mass term mXA would spoil super- 
symmetry. 

As soon as scalar fields are to be included, such as is the case for any 
other multiplet, it is no longer so easy to guess supersymmetry invariant 
Lagraqgians and one is led to the use of superfields. Superfields assem- 
ble all component fields of a given supermultiplet (together with auxiliary 
fields) into a supersymmetry multiplet field on which supersymmetry trans- 
formations act linearly. Superfield methods provide a powerful tool for 
producing supersymmetric field equations for any degree of supersymme- 
try. For N = 1 there is a standard off-shell superfield formulation as well 
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(see Refs. 11, 12, 13 for standard treatments). Considerably more involved 
off-shell superfield formulations are also available for Af = 2 in terms of 
harmonic and analytic ~uperspace, '~  see also the review of Ref. 16. For 
N = 4 supersymmetry, no off-shell formulation is known at  present; one is 
thus forced to work either in components or in the N = 1 or Af = 2 super- 
field formulations. A survey of theories with extended supersymmetry may 
be found in Ref. 23. 

2.5. The Af=l Superfield Formulation 

The construction of field multiplets containing all fields that transform lin- 
early into one another under supersymmetry requires the introduction of 
anti-commuting spin 1/2 coordinates. For Af = 1 supersymmetry, we intro- 
duce a (constant) left Weyl spinor coordinate 8" and its complex conjugate 
@ = (8,)t, satisfying [x",8,] = {8,,8,} = {8,,@} = { @ , f i b }  = 0. 
Superderivatives are defined by 

where differentiation and integration of 8 coordinates are defined by 

s (14) 
d -(1,8O,gb) = d 8 a ( l , 8 B , e d )  = ( O , S a p , O )  

For general notations and conventions for spinors and their contractions, 
see Ref. 11. 

A general superfield. is defined as a general function of the superspace 
coordinates x p ,  O,, 8& Since the square of each 8" or of each 6' vanishes, 
superfields admit finite Taylor expansions in powers of 0 and 9. A general 
superfield S ( x ,  8, e) yields the following component expansion 

S ( X ,  0, #) = $(z) + 8+(x) + &(x) + &'8AA,(~) + O8f(~) + BBg*(z) 

(15) 
1 -- 

2 
+iO8ex(z) - i@Op(z) + -88880(x)  

A bosonic superfield obeys [S, 8"] = [S, g&] = 0, while a fermionic super- 
field obeys (S , ea}  = {S,8&} = 0. If S is bosonic (resp. fermionic), the 
component fields 4, A,, f, g and D are bosonic (resp. fermionic) as well, 
while the fields $J, x, X and p are fermionic (resp. bosonic). The super- 
fields belong to a 2 2  graded algebra of functions on superspace, with the 
even grading for bosonic odd grading for fermionic fields. We shall denote 
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the grading by g(S) ,  or sometimes just S. Superderivatives on superfields 
satisfy the following graded differentiation rule 

Da(SiS2)  = (DaS1)Sz + ( - )g ( s1 )g (S2)S1(DaS~)  (16) 

where g(Si) is the grading of the field S,. 

On superfields, supersymmetry transformations are realized in a lin- 
ear way via super-differential operators. The infinitesimal supersymmetry 
parameter is still a constant left Weyl spinor E l  as in (12) and we have 

6,s = (<Q + fQ)S (17) 

with the supercharges defined by 

d 
Qir = -- aeh + iea&a, (18) 

The super-differential operators D ,  and Qa differ only by a sign change. 
They generate left and right actions of supersymmetry respectively. Their 
relevant structure relations are 

{ Qa 1 Qi, 1 = 2c$Pp { D a ,  Di,} = -20’. 4 P,, (19) 

where P,, = ia,. Since left and right actions mutually commute, all 
components of D anti-commute with all components of Q : {Qa, Dp} = 

{Qa, D B }  = 0. Furthermore, the product of any three D’s or any three Q’s 
vanishes, D,DpD, = QaQpQy = 0. The general superfield is reducible; 
the irreducible components are as follows. 

(a) The Chiral Superfield CP is obtained by imposing the condition 

DhCP = 0 (20)  

This condition is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations of 
(17) since D and Q anti-commute. Equation (20)  may be solved in terms 
of the composite coordinates x$ = xp f i l W 8  which satisfy Dhx: = 0 and 
D,x! = 0. We have 

~ ( x ,  8, 8) = 4 ( ~ + )  + he$(.+) + eeF(x+)  (21) 

The component fields 4 and $ are the scalar and left Weyl spinor fields of 
the chiral multiplet respectively, as discussed previously. The field equation 
for F is a non-dynamical or auxiliary field of the chiral multiplet. 
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(b) The Vector Superfield is obtained by imposing on a general superfield 
of the type (15) the condition 

v = V+ (22) 
thereby setting x = I), g = f and p = X and requiring 4, A ,  and D to  be 
real. 

(c) The Gauge Superfield is a special case of a vector superfield, where 
V takes values in the gauge algebra 6. The reality condition V = Vt is 
preserved by the gauge transformation 

(23) e v - e v ' =  e-iAt  e V e i A  . 

where A is a chiral superfield taking values also in 6. Under the above 
gauge transformation law, the component fields 4, .1c, = x, and f = g of 
a general real superfield may be gauged away in an algebraic way. The 
gauge in which this is achieved is the Wess-Zumino gauge, where the gauge 
superfield is given by 

1 -- 
V(Z, 8,Q) = Q~?~'A,(X) + i 8 8 Q x ( ~ )  - iQ&9X(z) + -50888D(~)  (24) 

The component fields A,  and X are the gauge and gaugino fields of the 
gauge multiplet respectively, as discussed previously. The field D has not 
appeared previously and is an auxiliary field, just as F was an auxiliary 
field for the chiral multiplet. 

2.6. General n/=1 Susy Lagrangians via Superfields 

Working out the supersymmetry transformation (17) on chiral and vector 
superfields in terms of components, we see that the only contribution to 
the auxiliary fields is from the Bd term of Q and thus takes the form of a 
total derivative. However, because the form (24) was restricted to Wess- 
Zumino gauge, F and D transform by a total derivative only if F and D 
are themselves gauge singlets, in which case we have 

6cF = id%,(f$'I)) 

6cD = a,(i(PX - iX3'E) (25) 
These transformation properties guarantee that the F and D auxiliary fields 
yield supersymmetric invariant Lagrangian terms, 

F - terms CF = F = ] d28 Q, 

1 
D - terms Co = -D 2 = / d 4 8  V 
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The F and D terms used to construct invariants need not be elementary 
fields, and may be gauge invariant composites of elementary fields instead. 
Allowing for this possibility, we may now derive the most general possible 
N = 1 invariant Lagrangian in terms of superfields. To do so, we need the 
following ingredients Cu, CG and CK. Putting together contributions from 
these terms, we have the most general N = 1 supersymmetric Lagrangian 
with the restrictions of above. 

(1) Any complex analytic function U depending only on left chiral 
superfields Qi (but not on their complex conjugates) is itself a left chiral 
superfield, since D&@' = 0 implies that D,U(@i) = 0. Thus, for any 
complex analytic function U ,  called the superpotential, we may construct 
an invariant contribution to the Lagrangian by forming an F-term 

CU = J d20 U(@Z) + J d 2 0 m  

(27) = xi F i g  a2 u - - xi,j $i+j a+ta+J + cc 

(2) The gauge field strength is a fermionic left chiral spinor superfield 
W,, which is constructed out of the gauge superfield V by 

4W, = -DD(e-VD,e+V) 

The gauge field strength may be used as a chiral superfield along with 
elementary (scalar) chiral superfields to build up N = 1 supersymmetric 
Lagrangians via F-terms. In view of our restriction to Lagrangians with no 
more than two derivatives on Bose fields, W can enter at most quadratically. 
Thus, the most general gauge kinetic and self-interaction term is from the 
F-term of the gauge field strength W, and the elementary (scalar) chiral 
superfields CPi as follows, 

(29) 

Here, c and c' stand for the gauge index running over the adjoint repre- 
sentation of G, and are contracted in a gauge invariant way. The functions 
T ~ ~ /  (ai) are complex analytic. 

(3) The left and right chiral superfields @ z  and (@')t, as well as the 
gauge superfield V ,  may be combined into a gauge invariant vector super- 
field K ( e v Q i ,  (ai)+), provided the gauge algebra is realized linearly on the 
fields @ z .  The function K is called the Kahler potential. Assuming that the 
gauge transformations A act on V by (23), the chiral superfields @ trans- 
form as @ + @' = ePiA@, so that ev@ transforms as @. An invariant 
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Lagrangian may be constructed via a D-term, 

Upon expanding LK in components, one sees immediately 
terms already generates an action with two derivatives on 

that the leading 
boson fields. As 

a result, K must be a function only of the superfields a' and (ai)+ and V ,  
but not of their derivatives. 

2.7. N' = 1 Non-Renormalization Theorems 

Non-renormalization theorems provide very strong results on the structure 
of the effective action at  low energy as a function of the bare action. Un- 
til recently, their validity was restricted to perturbation theory and the 
proof of the theorems was based on supergraph methods.17 Now, however, 
non-renormalization theorems have been extended to the non-perturbative 
regime, including the effects of instantons." The assumptions underlying 
the theorems are that (1) a supersymmetric renormalization is carried out, 
(2) the effective action is constructed by Wilsonian renormalization (see 
Ref. 19 for a review). The last assumption allows one to circumvent any 
possible singularities resulting from the integration over massless states. 

The non-renormalization theorems state that the superpotential Lu is 
unrenormalized, or more precisely that it receives no quantum corrections, 
infinite or finite. Furthermore, the gauge field term LG is renormalized only 
through the gauge coupling T,,', such that its complex analytic dependence 
on the chiral superfields is preserved. In perturbation theory, T,,, receives 
quantum contributions only through 1-loop graphs, essentially because the 
U ( ~ ) R  axial anomaly is a 1-loop effect in view of the Adler-Bardeen the- 
orem. Non-perturbatively, instanton corrections also enter, but in a very 
restricted way. The special renormalization properties of these two F-terms 
are closely related to their holomorphicity.18 The Kahler potential term LK 
on the other hand does receive renormalizations both at the perturbative 
and non-perturbative levels. 

3. N'= 4 Super Yang-Mills 

The Lagrangian for the N = 4 super-Yang Mills theory is unique and given 
by Ref. 20 as 
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The constants Cfb and Ciab are related to the Clifford Dirac matrices for 
S o ( 6 ) ~  N s U ( 4 ) R .  This is evident when considering N = 4 SYM in D = 4 
as the dimensional reduction on T6 of D = 10 super-Yang-Mills theory (see 
problem set 4.1). By construction, the Lagrangian is invariant under N = 4 
Poincark supersymmetry, whose transformation laws are given by 

6 X i  = [&:,Xi] = CiabAab 

6 A b  = {Q:, APb}  = F~v(U'lv)"p6~ + [xi, X']€@(ci j )ab  
S i b  = {Q:, i b }  = C,abcp .D,Xi 

P P a P  

6A,  = [&:,A,] = (CT,)"'~; (32) 

The constants ( c i j ) , b  are related to bilinears in Clifford Dirac matrices of 
S O ( 6 ) R .  

Classically, C is scale invariant. This may be seen by assigning the 
standard mass-dimensions to the fields and couplings 

(33) 
3 

[A,j = [ X i ]  = 1 [A,] = [ g ]  = [el] = o 
All terms in the Lagrangian are of dimension 4, from which scale invari- 
ance follows. Actually, in a relativistic field theory, scale invariance and 
Poincark invariance combine into a larger conformal symmetry, forming 
the group S 0 ( 2 , 4 )  N SU(2,2) .  Furthermore, the combination of N = 4 
Poincark supersymmetry and conformal invariance produces an even larger 
superconformal symmetry given by the supergroup SU(2,214). 

Remarkably, upon perturbative quantization, N = 4 SYM theory ex- 
hibits no ultraviolet divergences in the correlation functions of its canonical 
fields. Instanton corrections also lead to finite contributions and is believed 
that the theory is UV finite. As a result, the renormalization group p- 
function of the theory vanishes identically (since no dependence on any 
renormalization scale is introduced during the renormalization process). 
The theory is exactly scale invariant a t  the quantum level, and the super- 
conformal group SU(2,214) is a fully quantum mechanical symmetry. 

The Montonen-Olive or S-duality conjecture in addition posits a discrete 
global symmetry of the theory.21 To state this invariance, it is standard to 
combine the real coupling g and the real instanton angle 81 into a single 
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complex coupling 

The quantum theory 

(34) 

is invariant under 61 -+ 91 + 27r, or r -+ r + 1. The 
Montonen-Olive conjecture states that the quantum theory is also invariant 
under the r 4 -l/r. The combination of both symmetries yields the S- 
duality group SL(2,Z), generated by 

ar + b 
c r  + d 

r + -  ad - bc= 1, a ,b ,c ,d  E Z (35) 

Note that when 91 = 0, the S-duality transformation amounts to g -+ l / g ,  
thereby exchanging strong and weak coupling. 

3.1. Dynamical Phases 

To analyze the dynamical behavior of N = 4 theory, we look a t  the potential 
energy term, 

-92 c J ’ t r [ ~ i ,  X ~ I Z  

In view of the positive definite behavior of the Cartan-Killing form on 
the compact gauge algebra 8, each term in the sum is positive or zero. 
When the full potential is zero, a minimum is thus automatically attained 
corresponding to a N = 4 supersymmetric ground state. In turn, any 
N = 4 supersymmetric ground state is of this form, 

i , j  

[ X i , X x j ]  = 0 ,  i , j  = 1 , * . .  , 6  (36) 

There are two classes of solutions to this equation, 

0 The superconformal phase, for which ( X ’ )  = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 6 .  
The gauge algebra 8 is unbroken. The superconformal symmetry 
SU(2,2(4)  is also unbroken. The physical states and operators 
are gauge invariant (i.e. 8-singlets) and transform under unitary 
representations of SU(2,2(4) .  
The spontaneously broken or Coulomb phase, where ( X i )  # 0 for 
a t  least one i .  The detailed dynamics will depend upon the degree 
of residual symmetry. Generically, 8 -+ U(1)‘ where r = rank 8, 
in which case the low energy behavior is that of r copies of N = 4 
U (  1) theory. Superconformal symmetry is spontaneously broken 
since the non-zero vacuum expectation value ( X i )  sets a scale. 
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3.2. Isometries and Conformal Transformations 

In the first part of these lectures, we shall consider the SYM theory in the 
conformal phase and therefore make heavy use of superconformal symmetry. 
In the present subsection, we begin by reviewing conformal symmetry first. 
Let M be a Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) manifold of dimension D 
with metric G p V ,  p,  v = 0,1 , .  ’ .  , D - 1. We shall now review the notions 
of diffeomorphisms, isometries and conformal transformations. 

0 A diffeomorphism of M is a differentiable map of local coordinates 
s p ,  p = 1, . . ]D,  of M given either globally by s p  --+ d” (s )  or infinites- 
imally by a vector field u p ( s )  so that S,xp = -up(.). Under a general 
diffeomorphism, the metric on M transforms as 

G~,(d)ds’pdz’v = GpvdxpdXu (37) 
6,G,, = VpuV + VVup v p u ,  = d p V ,  - r;,v, 

An isometry is a diffeomorphism under which the metric is invariant, 

GL,(z) = G,,(z) or S,G,, = Vpv, + V v u p  = 0 (38) 

0 A conformal transformation is a diffeomorphism that preserves the 
metric up to an overall (in general s-dependent) scale factor, thereby pre- 
serving all angles, 

GL,(z) = w(z)G,,(z) or S,G,, = V p u y  + V v u p  = $G,,V,vP (39) 

The case of M = RD, D 2 3, flat Minkowski space-time with flat 
metric qpv = diag(- + . . .  +) is an illuminating example. (When D = 2, 
the conformal algebra is isomorphic to the infinite-dimensional Virasoro 
algebra.) Since now V, = a,, the equations for isometries reduce to d,v, + 
&up = 0, while those for conformal transformations become d,uy + &up - 
2/Dq,,d,vP = 0. The solutions are 

isometries (1) 

(2) 

v p  constant : translations 

vp = wp,xv : Lorentz 

conformal (3) up = Asp  : dilations 

(4) up = 2c,xpxp - xpxpcp : special conformal (40) 

In a local field theory, continuous symmetries produce conserved currents] 
according to Noether’s Theorem. Currents associated with isometries and 
conformal transformations may be expressed in terms of the stress tensor 
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T,,,. This is because the stress tensor for any local field theory encodes the 
response of the theory to a change in metric; as a result, it is automatically 
symmetric TP’ = T”,. We have 

(41) ‘ P  = T W v  3u - 

Covariant conservation of this current requires that V,jt = (V,TP””)v, + 
TPLVV,v, = 0. For an isometry, conservation thus requires that V,TPw = 
0. For a conformal transformation, conservation in addition requires that 
TPP = 0. Starting out with Poincar6 and scale invariance, all of the above 
conditions will have to be met so that special conformal invariance will be 
automatic. 

3.3. (Super)  Conformal h/=4 Super Yang-Mills 

In this subsection, we show that the global continuous symmetry group 
of N = 4 SYM is given by the supergroup SU(2,214), see Ref. 22. The 
ingredients are as follows. 

Conformal Symmetry, forming the group S0(2 ,4 )  N SU(2,2)  is 
generated by translations PP) Lorentz transformations L,,,) dila- 
tions D and special conformal transformations KP; 

R-symmetry, forming the group S o ( 6 ) ~  N s U ( 4 ) ~ ,  generated by 

Poincar6 supersymmetries generated by the supercharges Q Z  and 
their complex conjugates Qk,, a = 1,. . . ,4. The presence of these 
charges results immediately from N = 4 Poincari: supersymmetry; 
Conformal supersymmetries generated by the supercharges S,, and 
their complex conjugates S:. The presence of these symmetries 
results from the fact that the Poincark supersymmetries and the 
special conformal transformations K ,  do not commute. Since both 
are symmetries, their commutator must also be a symmetry, and 
these are the S generators. 

T A ,  A = l , . . .  , 15; 

The two bosonic subalgebras S0(2 ,4 )  and S u ( 4 ) ~  commute. The su- 
percharges QE and Sg transform under the 4 of su (4 )R ,  while Qha and 
S,, transform under the 4*. From these data, it is not hard to see how the 
various generators fit into a superalgebra, 

P, K,  L,, D QZ S: 

Q b a  Saa T A  
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All structure relations are rather straightforward, except the relations be- 
tween the supercharges, which we now spell out. To organize the structure 
relations, it is helpful to make use of a natural grading of the algebra given 
by the dimension of the generators, 

3.4. Superconformal Multiplets of Local Operators 

We shall be interested in constructing and classifying all local, gauge in- 
variant operators in the theory that are polynomial in the canonical fields. 
The restriction to polynomial operators stems from the fact that it is those 
operators that will have definite dimension. 

The canonical fields Xi, A, and A, have unrenormalized dimensions, 
given by 1, 3/2 and 1 respectively. Gauge invariant operators will be con- 
structed rather from the gauge covariant objects Xi, A,, F$ and the co- 
variant derivative D, , whose dimensions are 

" 

(45) 
5 

[Xi] = [D,] = 1 [F:,] = 2 [A,] = 5 
Here, F$ stands for the (anti) self-dual gauge field strength. Thus, if we 
temporarily ignore the renormalization effects of composite operators, we 
see that all operator dimensions will be positive and that the number of 
operators whose dimension is less than a given number is finite. The only 
operator with dimension 0 will be the unit operator. 

Next, we introduce the notion of superconformal primary operator. 
Since the conformal supercharges S have dimension - 1/2, successive appli- 
cation of S to any operator of definite dimension must a t  some point yield 0 
since otherwise we would start generating operators of negative dimension, 
which is impossible in a unitary representation. Therefore one defines a 

Thus, we have
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superconformal primary operator 0 to be a non-vanishing operator such 
that 

[S,O]* = o  O f 0  (46) 

An equivalent way of defining a superconformal primary operator is as the 
lowest dimension operator in a given superconformal multiplet or represen- 
tation. It is important to distinguish a superconformal primary operator 
from a conformal primary operator, which is instead annihilated by the 
special conformal generators KP, and is thus defined by a weaker condi- 
tion. Therefore, every superconformal primary is also a conformal primary 
operator, but the converse is not, in general, true. 

Finally, an operator 0 is called a superconformal descendant operator 
of an operator 0’ when it is of the form, 

0 = [Q,  0’1, (47) 
for some well-defined local polynomial gauge invariant operator 0’. If 0 
is a descendant of O‘, then these two operators belong to the same super- 
conformal multiplet. Since the dimensions are related by A, = A,! + 1/2,  
the operator 0 can never be a conformal primary operator, because there 
is in the same multiplet a t  least one operator 0’ of dimension lower than 
0. As a result, in a given irreducible superconformal multiplet, there is a 
single superconformal primary operator (the one of lowest dimension) and 
all others are superconformal descendants of this primary. 

It is instructive to have explicit forms for the superconformal primary 
operators in N = 4 SYM. The construction is most easily carried out 
by using the fact that a superconformal primary operator is NOT the Q- 
commutator of another operator. Thus, a key ingredient in the construction 
is the Q transforms of the canonical fields. We shall need these here only 
schematically, 

{ Q , X l = F + + [ X , X l  [ Q , X l = X  
{Q,X}  = D X  [Q,FI = DX (48) 

A local polynomial operator containing any of the elements on the rhs of 
the above structure relations cannot be primary. As a result, chiral primary 
operators can involve neither the gauginos X nor the gauge field strengths 
F*. Being thus only functions of the scalars X ,  they can involve neither 
derivatives nor commutators of X .  As a result, superconformal primary 
operators are gauge invariant scalars involving only X in a symmetrized 
way. 
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The simplest are the single trace operators, which are of the form 

(49) 

where ij, j = l , . . .  , n  stand for the S o ( 6 ) ~  fundamental representation 
indices. Here, “str” denotes the symmetrized trace over the gauge algebra 
and as a result of this operation, the above operator is totally symmetric in 
the SO(G)~-indices ij. In general, the above operators transform under a 
reducible representation (namely the symmetrized product of n fundamen- 
tals) and irreducible operators may be obtained by isolating the traces over 
S o ( 6 ) ~  indices. Since trX2 = 0, the simplest operators are 

t rXiXi - Konishi multiplet 
i 

t rXliXj)  - supergravity multiplet (50) 
where {ij} stands for the traceless part only. The reasons for these nomen- 
clatures will become clear once we deal with the AdS/CFT correspondence. 

More complicated are the multiple trace operators, which are obtained 
as products of single trace operators. Upon taking the tensor product 
of the individual totally symmetric representations, we may now also en- 
counter (partially) anti-symmetrized representations of S o ( 6 ) ~ .  There is 
a one-to-one correspondence between chiral primary operators and unitary 
superconformal multiplets, and so all state and operator multiplets may be 
labeled in terms of the superconformal chiral primary operators. 

3.5. Af = 4 Chiral or BPS Multiplets of Operators 

The unitary representations of the superconformal algebra SU(2,214) may 
be labeled by the quantum numbers of the bosonic subgroup, listed below, 

S0(1,3) x SO(1,l)  x SU(4)R 

(s+, s-) A [TI , ~ z ,  ~ 3 1  (51) 
where sh are positive or zero half integers, A is the positive or zero dimen- 
sion and [ T I , T ~ ,  ~ g ]  are the Dynkin labels of the representations of s U ( 4 )
It is sometimes preferable to refer to S u ( 4 ) ~  representations by their di- 
mensions, given in terms of pi = ri + 1 by 

instead of their Dynkin labels. The complex conjugation relation is 
[Ti, Tz, T3 ] *  = [T3, T z ,  Ti]. 
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In unitary representations, the dimensions A of the operators are 
bounded from below by the spin and s U ( 4 ) ~  quantum numbers. To see 
this, it suffices to restrict to primary operators since they have the low- 
est dimension in a given irreducible multiplet. As shown previously, such 
operators are scalars, so that the spin quantum numbers vanish, and the 
dimension is bounded from below by the s U ( 4 ) ~  quantum numbers. A 
systematic analysis of Ref. 24, (see also Refs. 25, 26) for this case reveals 
the existence of 4 distinct series, 

(1) A = TI + r2 + 7-3; 
(2) A = :rl+r2+3?-3 1 2 2 + $ r l + r ~ + ~ r 3  thisrequiresrl 2 r3+2; 

2 
this requires 7-3 L T I  + 2; 1 3 (3) A = ; i r l + r 2 + 2 ~ 3  2 2$3rl+T2$’r3 2 2 

(4) A L Max 2 + z ~ l  + r2 + ir3; 2 + b 1  3- r2 + 3r 
[ 3  2 .I 

Clearly, cases 2 and 3 are complex conjugates of one another. 

Cases 1 2 and 3 correspond to discrete series of representations, for 
which at  least one supercharge Q commutes with the primary operator. 
Such representations are shortened and usually referred to as chiral multi- 
plets or BPS multiplets. The term BPS multiplet arises from the analogy 
with the BPS multiplets of Poincark supersymmetry discussed in subsec- 
tions 52.3. Since these representations are shortened, their dimension is 
unrenormalized or protected from receiving quantum corrections. 

Case 4 corresponds to continuous series of representations, for which no 
supercharges Q commute with the primary operator. Such representations 
are referred to as non-BPS. Notice that the dimensions of the operators in 
the continuous series is separated from the dimensions in the discrete series 
by a gap of a t  least 2 units of dimension. 

The BPS multiplets play a special role in the AdS/CFT correspondence. 
In Table 3 below, we give a summary of properties of various BPS and non- 
BPS multiplets. In the column labeled by #Q is listed the number of 
Poincark supercharges that leave the primary invariant. 

Half-BPS operators 

The simplest series is given by single-trace operators of the form 
It is possible to give an explicit description of all 1/2 BPS operators. 

where “str” stands for the symmetrized trace introduced previously, 
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Operator type #Q 
identity 16 

114 BPS 4 
112 BPS 8 

118 BPS 2 
non-BPS 0 

Table 3. Characteristics of BPS and Non-BPS multiplets 

spin range s U ( 4 ) ~  primary dimension A 

2 [O,k,Ol, k 2 2 k 
0 [O ,O,OI  0 

3 I[, k,ei ,  [ 2 1 k + 2e 
712 [ l , k , e + 2 m ]  k + 2 [ + 3 m ,  m 2 1 
4 any unprotected 

{il . . . ik} stands for the S 0 ( 6 ) ~  traceless part of the tensor, and n k  stands 
for an overall normalization of the operator which will be fixed by normal- 
izing its 2-point function. The dimension of these operators is unrenormal- 
ized, and thus equal to k .  

However, it is also possible to have multiple trace 1/2 BPS operators. 
They are built as follows. The tensor product of n representations [0, kl  ,0]@ 
. . . @  [0, k,, 01, always contains the representation [O,  k ,  01, k = k l + .  . . + k,, 
with multiplicity 1. (The highest weight of the representation [O,k,O] is 
then the sum of the highest weights of the component representations.) The 
most general 1 / 2  BPS gauge invariant operators are given by the projection 
onto the representation [0, k ,  01 of the corresponding product of operators, 

o ( k l , . . . , k n ) ( x )  o k i ( x ) " ' o k n ( x ) ]  k = kl + . . . + k ,  (54) 1 [O,k,Ol 

Here the brackets [ ] stand for the operators product of the operators inside. 
This product is in general singular and thus ambiguous, but the projection 
onto the representation [0, k ,  01 is singularity free and thus unique. 

1/4 and 1/8 BPS Operators 
There are no single-trace 1/4 BPS operators. The simplest construction 

is in terms of double trace operators. It is easiest to list all possibilities in 
a single expression, using the notations familiar already from the 1 / 2  BPS 
case. The operators are of the form 

k k i  (.) ' ' ' O k ,  k + 21 = kl + . . .  + k ,  (55) 
[e lk  ,ti 

In the free theory, the above operators will be genuinely 1/4 BPS, but 
in the interacting theory, the operators will also contain an admixture of 
descendants of non-BPS  operator^.^^ The series of 1/8 BPS operators starts 
with triple trace operators, and are generally of the form 

k + 21 + 3m = kl + . . . + k ,  (56) 
[t , k ,t + 2ml 

[ o k i  ' ' ' o k ,  
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In the interacting theory, admixtures with descendants again have to be 
included. 

3.6. Problem Sets 

(3.1) Show that the 1-loop renormalization group ,&function for N = 4 
SYM vanishes. 

(3.2) Express the N = 4 SYM Lagrangian in terms of N = 1 superfields. 

(3.3) Work out the full conformal S0(2 ,4)  N SU(2,2) and superconformal 
SU(2,214) structure relations (commutators and anti-commutators of the 
generators). 

(3.4) Derive the Noether currents associated with the Poincar6 QE and con- 
formal S b a  supercharges (and complex conjugates) in terms of the canonical 
fields of N = 4 SYM. 

(3.5) In the Abelian Coulomb phase of N = 4 SYM, where the gauge algebra 
is spontaneously broken to U( l )T ,  T = rank L7, the global superconfor- 

ma1 algebra SU(2,214) is also spontaneously broken. To simplify matters, 
you may take E = SU(2). (a) Identify the generators of SU(2,214) which 
are preserved and (b) those which are spontaneously broken, thus produc- 
ing Goldstone bosons and fermions. (c) Express the Goldstone boson and 
fermion fields in terms of the canonical fields of N = 4 SYM. 

4. Supergravity and Superstring Theory 

In this section, we shall review the necessary supergravity and superstring 
theory to develop the theory of D-branes and D3-branes in particular. 

4.1. Spinors in General Dimensions 

Consider D-dimensional Minkowski space-time M D  with flat metric rlpu = 

diag( -+ . . .+) ,  p , v = O , l , . . .  ,D-1 .  TheLorentzgroupisSO(1,D-1) 
and the generators of the Lorentz algebra Jpu  obey the standard structure 
relations 
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The Dirac spinor representation, denoted So, is defined in terms of the 
standard Clifford-Dirac matrices r W ,  

Its (complex) dimension is given by dimcSD = 2[O/']. 

For D even, the Dirac spinor representation is always reducible because 
in that case there exists a chirality matrix r, with square r' = I ,  which 
anti-commutes with all and therefore commutes with J,,, 

As a result, the Dirac spinor is the direct sum of two Weyl spinors SO = 

S+ $S- .  The reality properties of the Weyl spinors depends on D (mod 8), 
and is given as follows, 

D 5 0 ,4  (mod 8) S- = S; both complex 

D f 2,6 (mod 8) S+ S- self - conjugate (60) 

For both even and odd D, the charge conjugate $' of a Dirac spinor $ is 
defined by 

p = moll* cr,c-l = -(rp)T (61) 

Requiring that a spinor be real is a basis dependent condition and thus 
not properly Lorentz covariant. The proper Lorentz invariant condition 
for reality is that a spinor be its own charge conjugate $" = $; such a 
spinor is called a Majorana spinor. The Majorana condition requires that 
( $ c ) c  = $, or CI'o(CJ?o)* = I ,  which is possible only in dimensions D E 
0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  (mod 8). In dimensions D z 0 ,4  (mod 8), a Majorana spinor is 
equivalent to a Weyl spinor, while in dimension D = 2 (mod 8) it is possible 
to impose the Majorana and Weyl conditions at  the same time, resulting 
in Majorana-Weyl spinors. In dimensions D = 5,6 ,7  (mod 8), one may 
group spinors into doublets @& and it is possible to impose a symplectic 
Majorana condition given by 9: = ?Q7. Useful reviews are in Refs. 12, 
28. 

4.2. Supersymmetry in General Dimensions 

The basic Poincark supersymmetry algebra in MD is obtained by supple- 
menting the Poincark algebra with N supercharges QL, I = 1, ' ' . , N .  Here 
Q transforms in the spinor representation S ,  which could be a Dirac spinor, 
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a Weyl spinor, a Majorana spinor or a Majorana-Weyl spinor, depending 
on D. Thus, a runs over the spinor indices a = l , . . .  ,dim.S. Whatever 
the spinor is, we shall always write it as a Dirac spinor. The fundamental 
supersymmetry algebra could include central charges just as was the case 
for D = 4. However, we shall here be interested mostly in a restricted class 
of supersymmetry representations in which we have a massless graviton, 
such as we have in supergravity and in superstring theory. Therefore, we 
may ignore the central charges. 

A general result, valid in dimension D 2 4, states that interacting 
massless fields of spin > 2 cannot be causal, and are excluded on physical 
grounds. Considering theories with a massless graviton, and assuming that 
supersymmetry is realized linearly, the massless graviton must be part of 
a massless supermultiplet of states and fields. By the above general result, 
this multiplet cannot contain fields and states of spin > 2. This fact puts 
severe restrictions on which supersymmetry algebras can be realized in 
various dimensions. 

The existence of massless unitary representations of the supersymmetry 
algebra requires vanishing central charges, just as was the case in d = 4. 
Thus, we shall consider the Poincarh supersymmetry algebras of the form 
(useful reviews are in Refs. 12, 28, see also Refs. 29 and 30), 

C Q f i ,  (&,"It) = 26'~(rp)!P' CQL, 0,") = 0 (62) 

To analyze massless representations, choose PP = ( E ,  0,.  . . ,0 ,  E ) ,  E > 0, 
so that the supersymmetry algebra in this representation simplifies and 
becomes 

On this unitary massless representation, half of the supercharges effectively 
vanish QL = 0, a = 1. dim S + 1, . . . , dim S .  Half of the remaining super- 
charges may be viewed as lowering operators for the Clifford algebra, while 
the other half may be viewed as raising operators. Thus, the total number 
of raising operators is 1/4 . N . dimR S .  Each operator raising helicity by 
1/2,  and total helicity ranging at  most from -2 to +2, we should have at  
most 8 raising operators and this produces an important bound, 

2 

N dimR S 2 32 (64) 

In other words, the maximum number of Poincarh supercharges is always 
equal to 32. 
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The largest dimension D for which the bound may be satisfied is D = 11 
and N = 1, for which there are precisely 32 Majorana supercharges. In D = 
10, the bound is saturated for N = 2 and 16-dimensional Majorana-Weyl 
spinors. There is indeed a unique D = 11 supergravity theory discovered 
by Cremmer, Julia and S~herk .~ ’  Many of the lower dimensional theories 
may be constructed by Kaluza-Klein compactification on a circle or on a 
torus of the D = 11 theory and we shall therefore treat this method first.32 

4.3. Kaluza-Klein Compactification on a Circle 

We wish to compactify one space dimension on a circle Sk of radius R. 
Accordingly, we decompose the coordinates x p  of RD into a coordinate y 
on the circle and the remaining coordinates x D .  The wave operator with 
flat metric in D dimensions O D  then becomes 

We shall be interested in finding out how various fields behave, in particular 
in the limit R 4 0, referred to as dimensional reduction. 

We begin with a scalar field $ ( x p )  obeying periodic boundary conditions 
on Sk, which has the following Fourier decomposition, 

The d-dimensional kinetic term of a scalar field with mass m then decom- 
poses as follows, 

As R 4 0, all modes except n = 0 acquire an infinitely heavy mass and 
decouple. The zero mode n = 0 is the unique mode invariant under trans- 
lations on Sk. Thus, the dimensional reduction on a circle of a scalar field 
with periodic boundary conditions is again a scalar field. Under dimen- 
sional reduction with any other boundary condition, there will be no zero 
mode left and thus the scalar field will completely decouple. 

Next, consider a bosonic field with periodic boundary conditions trans- 
forming under an arbitrary tensor representation of the Lorentz group 
SO(1 ,D - 1) on MD.  Let us begin with a vector field Ap(xv)  in the 
fundamental of SO(1, D - 1). The index p must now also be split into a 
component along the direction y and the remaining D - 1 directions ji. The 
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first results in a scalar Ay(xD), while the second results in a vector Ap(z’) 
of the D - 1 dimensional Lorentz group SO(1, D - 2 ) .  We notice that this 
decomposition is nothing but the branching rule for the fundamental rep- 
resentation of SO(1, D - 1) decomposing under the subgroup SO(1, D - 2 ) .  
For a field A obeying period boundary conditions and transforming under 
a general tensor representation T of SO(1, D - l), dimensional reduction 
on a circle will produce a direct sum of representations Ti of SO(1, D - 2 ) ,  
which is the restriction of T to the subgroup SO(1, D - 2 ) .  

For a spinor field obeying periodic boundary conditions and transform- 
ing under a general spinor representation S of SO(1, D - l), dimensional 
reduction will produce a direct sum of representations Si of SO(1, D - 2 )  
which is the restriction of S to the subgroup SO(1,D - 2). Finally, as- 
sembling bosons and fermions with periodic boundary conditions in a su- 
persymmetry multiplet, we see that dimensional reduction will preserve all 
PoincarC supersymmetries, and that the supercharges will behave as the 
spinor fields described above under this reduction. 

An important example is the rank 2 symmetric tensor, i.e. the metric 
G,u , 

G,, scalar mixing with dilaton 

G,, metric 
G,, graviphoton (68) 

Again, fields obeying boundary conditions other than periodic will com- 
pletely decouple. 

4.4. D=l1  and D=lO Supergravity Part ic le  and Field 
Contents  

In this subsection, we begin by listing the field contents and the number of 
physical degrees of freedom of the N = 1, D = 11 supergravity theory. By 
dimensional reduction on a circle, we find the N = 2 ,  D = 10 Type IIA 
theory, which is parity conserving and has two Majorana-Weyl gravitini of 
opposite chiralities. Finally, we list the field and particle contents for the 
N = 2, D = 10 Type IIB theory, which is chiral and has two Majorana- 
Weyl gravitini of the same chirality. 

The N = 1, D = 11 supergravity theory has the following field and 
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particle contents, 

G,, SO(9) 4 4 ~  metric-graviton 

{ +,a 1 2 8 ~  Majorana gravitino 
D = 11 APwp 848 antisymmetric rank 3 (69) 

Here and below, the numbers following the little group (for the massless 
representations) SO(9) represent the number of physical degrees of freedom 
in the multiplet. For example, the graviton in D = 11 is given by the rank 2 
symmetric traceless representation of SO(9), of dimension 9 x 10/2-1 = 44. 
The Majorana spinor Q,, as a vector has 9 physical components, but it 
also satisfies the I'-tracelessness condition (rp)P"Q,a = 0, which cuts the 
number down to 8. The 32 component spinor satisfies a Dirac equation, 
which cuts its number of physical components down to 16, yielding a total 
of 8 x 16 = 128. The subscripts B and F refer to the bosonic or fermionic 
nature of the state. 

The N = 2, D = 10 Type IIA theory is obtained by dimensional reduc- 
tion on a circle, 

Type IIA 

' G,, SO(8) 3 5 ~  metric-graviton 
c2 IS dilaton 
BP, 

Al ,  8~ graviphoton 
+:a 112F Majorana-Weyl gravitinos 

, A: 1 6 ~  Majorana-Weyl dilatinos 

2 8 ~  NS-NS rank 2 antisymmetric 
A3WP 5 6 ~  antisymmetric rank 3 (70) 

Here, the gravitinos are again r-traceless. The two gravitinos +:, as well 
as the two dilatinos A$ have opposite chiralities and the theory is parity 
conserving. 

The N = 2, D = 10 Type IIB theory has the following field and particle 
contents, 

Type IIB 

Gpw SO(8) 35B metric-graviton 
C + ic2 2B axion-dilaton 

B,, + iA2,u 5 6 ~  rank 2 antisymmetric 
A L J u  35B antisymmetric rank 4 
I I = 1 J  1 1 2 ~  Majorana-Weyl gravitinos 

, A, I 1=1,2 1 6 ~  Majorana-Weyl dilatinos 

(71) 

The rank 4 antisymmetric tensor has self-dual field strength, a fact 
that is indicated with the + superscript. The gravitinos are again r- 
traceless. The two gravitinos $J:, have the same chirality, while the two 
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dilatinos A: also have the same chirality but opposite to that of the grav- 
itinos. The theory is chiral or parity violating. 

4.5. D=ll  and D=10 Supergravity Actions 

Remarkably, the D = 11 supergravity theory has a relatively simple action. 
It is convenient to use exterior differential notation for all anti-symmetric 
tensor fields, such as the rank 3 tensor A3 = 1 / 3 ! A ~ , , p d x ~ d x ” d x ~ ,  with 
field strength F4 = dA3, 

where K : ~  is the 11-dimensional Newton constant. The action for the Type 
IIA theory may be deduced from this action by dimensional reduction, but 
we shall not need it here. There are also D = 10 supergravities with only 
N = 1 supersymmetry, which in particular may couple to D = 10 super- 
Yang-Mills theory. 

There exists no completely satisfactory action for the Type IIB theory, 
since it involves an antisymmetric field A: with self-dual field strength. 
However, one may write an action involving both dualities of A4 and then 
impose the self-duality as a supplementary field equation. Doing so, one 
obtains’ (see for example Refs. 33, 28) 

SIIB = +- V7?e-2@(2R~ + 88,WP@ - 1H3I2) (73) 4 4  ‘ S  
where the field strengths are defined by 

Fi = dC 
H3 = d B  
F3 = dA2 1 F5 = dA,f 

(74) 
F3 = F3 - CH3 I- F5 = Fs - %A2 A H3 t kB A F3 

and we have the supplementary self-duality condition *F5 = F5. 

’We use the notation 
G E -detGpv 

and 

where F denotes the complex conjugate of F .  For real fields, this 
with that of Ref. 28 

’ U P  

definition coincides 
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The above form of the action naturally arises from the string low energy 
approximation. The first line in (73) originates from the NS-NS sector while 
the second line (except for the fermions) originates from the RR sector, as 
we shall see shortly. Type IIB supergravity is invariant under the non- 
compact symmetry group S U ( 1 , l )  - SL(2, R), but this symmetry is not 
manifest in (73). To render the symmetry manifest, we redefine fields from 
the string metric G,, used in (73) to the Einstein metric G E ~ , ,  along with 
expressing the tensor fields in terms of complex fields," 

GE,, e-'/'GP, I- = C+ie-' 

G3 (F3 - T H 3 ) / &  (75) 

The action may then be written simply as, 

Under the S U ( 1 , l )  - SL(2, R) symmetry of Type IIB supergravity, the 
metric and A: fields are left invariant. The dilaton-axion field I- changes 
under a Mobius transformation, 

, a r + b  
cr + d 

T - + T  =- ad - bc = 1 , a ,  b, c, d E R (77) 

Finally, the B,, and fields rotate into one another under the linear 
transformation associated with the above Mobius transformation, and this 
may most easily be re-expressed in terms of the complex 3-form field G3, 

The susy transformation laws of Type IIB s ~ p e r g r a v i t y ~ ~ ~on the 
fermion fields - the dilatino X and the gravitino $ M  - are of the form, 

"The detailed relation with the SU(1 , l )  formulation of Type IIB supergravity is given 
as follow : the S U ( 1 , l )  frame V g ,  a = 1 , 2  is given by V$ = r / G ,  VJ = ?/
and V$ = I/*. The frame transforms as a SU(1 , l )  doublet and satisfied V? V: - 
V2V: = 1. The complex 3-form is defined by G3 = V:F3 - V:H3 and is a S U ( 1 , l )  
singlet. The complex variable r parametrizes the coset S U ( l , l ) / U ( l ) ;  under this local 
U ( 1 )  group, V;t have charge *1 while G3 has charge + l .  
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(we shall not need the transformation laws on bosons), 

(79) 6~ = Lpv*i?c ImT - L 24 rPyp vG3Pvp + (Fermi)' 

dGp = &D,v + &I'p1"'P51' P q  F 5 P i . " P 5  

K B  

+&(I'pP"TG3paT - 9P'PG3Pvp)q* + (Fermi)' 

Note that in the S U ( 1 , l )  formulation, the supersymmetry transformation 
parameter has U(1) charge 112, so that X has charge 312 and GP has 
charge 112. 

4.6. Superstrings in D = 10 

The geometrical data of superstring theory in the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz 
(RNS) formulation are the bosonic worldsheet field xP and the fermionic 
worldsheet fields $:, which may both be viewed as functions of local world- 
sheet coordinates (', <'. The subscript f indicates the two worldsheet chi- 
ralities. Both xP and $2 transform under the vector representation of the 
space-time Lorentz group. The theory has two sectors, the Neveu-Schwarz 
(NS) and Ramond (R) sectors. The NS ground state is a space-time bo- 
son, while the R ground state is a space-time fermion. The full space-time 
bosonic (resp. fermionic) spectrum of the theory is obtained by applying 
zp and $P fields to the NS (resp. R) ground states. Space-time super- 
symmetry is achieved by imposing a suitable Gliozzi-Scherk-Olive (GSO) 
projection.'' For simplicity, we shall only consider theories with orientable 
strings; the Type I1 and heterotic string theories fit in this category. In- 
teractions arise from the joining and splitting of the worldsheets, so that 
the number of handles (which equals the genus for orientable worldsheets) 
corresponds to the number of loops in a field theory reinterpretation of the 
string diagram. (Standard references on superstring theory include Refs. 34, 
28, lecture notes35 and a review on perturbation theory.36) 

One aspect of string theory that we shall make use of in these lectures 
is the fact that (1) the low energy limit of string theory is supergravity and 
that (2) string theory produces definite and calculable higher derivative 
corrections to the supergravity action and field equations. To explain these 
facts, it is easiest to concentrate on the space-time bosonic fields, since 
space-time fermionic fields require the use of the more complicated fermion 
vertex operator. For Type I1 theories, the space-time bosons arise from two 
sectors in turn; the NS-NS sector and the R-R sector. Fields in the R-R 
sector again couple to the string worldsheet through the use of the fermion 
vertex operator, and for simplicity we shall ignore also these fields here (even 
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Figure 1. Propagating closed strings (a) free, (b) interaction, (c)  two-loop 

though they will of course be very important for the AdS/CFT conjecture). 
The remaining fields are now the same for all four closed orientable string 
theories, Type IIA, Type IIB and the two heterotic strings, namely the 
metric G,,, the NS-NS antisymmetric rank 2 tensor B,, and the dilaton 
a. The full worldsheet action for the coupling of these fields is still very 
complicated on a worldsheet with general worldsheet metric and worldsheet 
gravitino fields xm. The contribution from the worldsheet bosonic field x, 
gives rise to a generalized non-linear sigma model, 

Sz = &i J&[(y""G,u(x) + EmnBpv(x)}dmspdnZu + C Y ' ~ ) @ ( X ) ]  (80) 

where a' is the square of the Planck length, ymn is the worldsheet metric, 
ymn its inverse and R!? its associated Gaussian curvature. The contri- 
bution from the worldsheet fermionic field $$ gives rise to a worldsheet 
supersymmetric completion of the above non-linear sigma model. Here, we 
quote its form only for a flat worldsheet metric and vanishing worldsheet 
gravitino field, 

S, = & J' d2t[GpV(z)($:Dz$; + $!!Dz$Y) + i R p p F $ + $ + $ - $ - ] ( 8 1 )  , U P 0  

where RpUpu is the Riemann tensor for the metric G,, and the covariant 
derivatives are given by 

oZ$: = a,$: + r;,(Z) + - ~ ~ p ~ ~  x) aZxp$; 

D,@/"- = m/"- + rrU(x) - z ~ 3 5 D ( 4  a , ~ :  

2 
1 

(82) 

0 
) 

( 
( 

where H3ppg is the field strength of B,, and 
tions for G. 

is the Levi-Civita connec- 
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The non-chiral scattering amplitudes are given by the functional integral 
over all z, and $& as well as over all worldsheet metrics -ymn and all 
worldsheet gravitini fields xm by 

amplitude = c J’ DY,, D~~ J’ D ~ C ”  D~C,  e-Sx +s$ (83) 
topologies 

The full amplitudes must then be obtained by first chirally ~ p l i t t i n g ~ ~the 
non-chiral amplitudes in terms of the conformal blocks of the corresponding 
conformal field theories of the left and right movers and imposing the GSO 
projection. 

The quantization prescription given by the above formula for the am- 
plitude is in the first quantized formulation of string theory. There, a given 
string configuration (a given worldsheet topology) is quantized in the pres- 
ence of external background fields, such as the metric G,”, the rank 2 
anti-symmetric tensor field B,, and the dilaton a. The quantization of the 
string produces excitations of these very fields as well as of all the other 
string modes. In comparison with the first quantized formulation of par- 
ticles is field theory, the background fields may be interpreted as vacuum 
expectation values of the corresponding field operators. 

If the vacuum expectation value of the dilaton field is 4 = (a), then 
the contribution of the vacuum expectation value to the string amplitude 
is governed by the Euler number x(C) of the worldsheet C, 

kL J;jRY) = x ( C )  = 2 - 2h - b (84) 

where h is the genus or number of handles and b is the number of bound- 
aries or punctures. Therefore, a genus h worldsheet (without boundary) 
will receive a multiplicative contribution of e-(2-2h)$ = g:h-2 which gives 
reason to identify g6 = e4 with the (closed) string coupling constant. For 
open string theories, the expansion is rather in integer powers of the open 
string coupling constant go = e4 l2 ,  

4.7. Conformal Invariance and Supergravity Field 
Equations 

As a two-dimensional quantum field theory, the generalized non-linear 
sigma model makes sense for any background field assignment. However, 
when the non-linear sigma model is to define a consistent string theory, 
further physical conditions need to be satisfied. The most crucial one is 
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that the single string spectrum be free of negative norm states. Such states 
always appear because Poincart5 invariance of the theory forces the string 
map x p  to obey the following canonical relations [zp, i”] N G P ” ,  so that zo 
creates negative norm states. 

The decoupling of negative norm states out of the Fock space construc- 
tion occurs via worldsheet conformal invariance of the non-linear sigma 
model. In particular, conformal invariance requires worldsheet scale in- 
variance of the full quantum mechanical non-linear sigma model. Trans- 
formations of the worldsheet scale A are broken by quantum mechanical 
anomalies whose form is encoded by the ,&functions of the renormalization 
group (RG). As will be explained in the next paragraph, each background 
field has a @-function, and worldsheet scale and conformal invariance thus 
require the vanishing of these P-functions. 

The background fields GPv(z) ,  B,,(z) and @(z) may be viewed as gen- 
erating functions for an infinite series of coupling constants. For example, 
for the metric we have, 

where each of the Taylor expansion coefficients a,, * . ’ ~,,,Gp,(zo) may 
be viewed as an independent set of couplings. Under renormalization, and 
thus under RG flow, this infinite number of couplings flows into itself, and 
the corresponding flows may again be described by generating €unctions 
,B,”,(z), @,”,(z) and Pa‘(.) defined, for example, for the metric by 

Customarily, when an infinite number of couplings occur in a quantum field 
theory, it is termed non-renormalizable, because the prediction of any physi- 
cal observable would require an infinite number of input data to be specified 
at the renormalization point. In string theory, however, this infinite num- 
ber of couplings is exactly what is required to describe the dynamics of a 
string in a consistent background. We now explain how this comes about. 

First, we assume that the whole renormalization process of the non- 
linear sigma model will preserve space-time diffeomorphism invariance. The 
number of terms that can appear in the RG flow is then finite, order by 
order in the a‘ expansion.38 Second, the presence of an infinite number 
of couplings makes it possible to have the string propagate in an infinite 
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family of space-times. The leading order ,f3-functions are given by Ref. 39 
as 

@’, = R,, - kHppo H,p‘ + 8,@8,@ + O(a’) (87) 
P:, = - ~ D p H P , ,  + dpHP,, + O(a’) 

fP = ~(D- lO)+a’ [28 ,@8”~-2V,8 ,~  + ~ R G -  & H p u p H ~ Y P ]  +O(Q’)~ 

To leading order in a’, the requirement of scale invariance reduces precisely 
to the supergravity field equations for the Type I1 theory where all RR 
A-fields have been (consistently) set to 0. String theory provides higher 
a’ corrections to the supergravity field equations, which by dimensional 
analysis must be also terms with higher derivatives in 2,. 

4.8. Branes an Supergravity 

A rank p + 1 antisymmetric tensor field A,, . . .pp+l may be identified with a 
( p  + 1)-form, 

A ( p  + 1)-form naturally couples to geometrical objects Cp+l of space- 
time dimension p + 1, because a diffeomorphism invariant action may be 
constructed as follows 

(89) 

The action is invariant under Abelian gauge transformations pp(x) of rank 
P 

AP+1 Ap+1+ dPP (90) 

because Sp+l transforms with a total derivative. The field Ap+l has a gauge 
invariant field strength Fp+2, which is a p + 2 form whose flux is conserved. 
Solutions to supergravity with non-trivial Ap+l charge are referred to as 
p-branes, after the space-dimension of their geometry. 

Each Ap+l gauge field has a magnetic duaI AF-gl-p which is a differen- 
tial form field of rank D - 3 - p ,  whose field strength is related to that of 
Ap+l by Poincark duality 

(91) 
magn dAD--3-p E *dAp+1 

Accordingly, each p-brane also has a magnetic dual, which is a ( D  - 4 - p )  
brane and which now couples to the field AEYg:-p. 
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name D = 11 Type IIA 
D(-1) instanton - - 

'41, 
DO particle - 
F1 string - B U U  

The possible branes in D = 11 supergravity are very restricted because 
the only antisymmetric tensor field in the theory is APup of rank 3, so 
that we have a 2-brane1 denoted M 2  and its magnetic dual M5. The 
branes in Type IIA/B theory are further distinguished as follows. When 
the antisymmetric field whose charge they carry is in the R-R sector, the 
brane is referred to as a D-brane. D-branes were introduced first in string 
theory in Ref. 40. On the other hand, the 1-brane that couples to the 
NS-NS field B,, is nothing but the fundamental string, denoted F1, whose 
magnetic dual is NS5.41 Below we present a Table of the branes occurring for 
various p in the D = 11 supergravity and in the Type IIA/B supergravities 
in D = 10. 

Type IIB Magnetic Dual 
Ao = C + ie-* D7 

D6 
B W U  NS5 
- 

4.9. Brane Solutions in  Supergravity 

Each brane is realized as a 112 BPS solution in supergravity. The geometry 
of these solutions will be important, and we describe it now. A p-brane has 
a (p + 1)-dimensional flat hypersurface, with PoincarB invariance group 
RP+l x SO(1,p).  The transverse space is then of dimension D - p - 1 and 
solutions may always be found with maximal rotational symmetry SO(D - 
p - 1) in this transverse space. Thus, pbranes in supergravity may be 
thought of as solutions with symmetry groups 

(92) 
D = 11 RP" x SO(1,p) x SO(l0  -p )  i D = 10 RPsl x SO(1,p) x SO(9 -p) 

For example the M2 brane has symmetry group R3 x SO( l ,2 )  x SO(8) 
while the 0 3  brane has instead R4 x SO(1,3) x SO(6). We shall denote 
the coordinates as follows 

D1 string 

Coordinates // to brane xfi p = 0,1,  ' . ' , p  
Coordinates I to brane y" = xPfu u = 1 , 2 , .  . . , D - p - I 

- - A2,u D5 

Table 4. Branes in various theories 

- M2 membrane I ApuP I - M5 

D3 brane I - - A t U , ,  D3 
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Poincark invariance in p+ 1 dimensions forces the metric in those directions 
to be a rescaling of the Minkowski flat metric, while rotation invariance 
in the transverse directions forces the metric in those directions to be a 
rescaling of the Euclidean metric in those dimensions. Furthermore, the 
metric rescaling functions should be independent of xp,  p = 0,1 , .  . . , p .  
Substituting an Ansatz with the above restrictions into the field equations, 
one finds that the solution may be expressed in terms of a single function 
H as follows,42 

Dp ds2 = H(ij)-1/2dxCLdx, + H(y31/2dg2 e@ = H(y3(3-P)/4 

NS5 ds2 = dx@dx, + H(y3dij2 e2@ = H(y3 
M2 ds2 = H(y3-2 /3dzpd~z ,  + H(y31/3dij2 

M5 ds2 = H ( y 3 - 1 / 3 d ~ p d ~ ,  + H(y32/3dif (93) 

Here, the Dp metric is expressed in the string frame. The single function 
H must be harmonic with respect to fj. 

Assuming maximal rotational symmetry by SO(D - p - 1) in the 
transversal dimensions, and using the fact that the metric should tend to 
flat space-time as y + co, the most general solution is parametrized by a 
single scale factor L and is given by 

Since a’ is the only dimensionful parameter of the theory, L must be a 
numerical constant (possibly dependent on the dimensionless string cou- 
plings) times the above a’ dependence. Of particular interest will be the 
solution of N coincident branes, for which we have LD-PP3 = Np,. For 
Dp branes, we have p p  = gs ( 4 ~ ) ( ~ - p ) / ~ I ’ ( ( 7  - P ) / ~ ) ( C U ’ ) ( ~ - ~ - ~ ) / ~ .  

It is easy to see that one still has a solution when H is harmonic without 
insisting on rotation invariance in the transverse space, so that the general 
solution is of the form, 

for any array of N points ij. 

It is very important in the theory of branes in Type IIA/B string theory 
to understand the dependence of the string coupling gs of the various brane 
solutions, in particular of cp .  To do so, we return to the supergravity field 
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equations, (omitting derivative terms in the dilaton and axion fields for 
simplicity), 

Recall that the string coupling is given by gs = e4 where q5 = (a). In both 
Type IIA and Type IIB, the fundamental string F1 and the NS5 brane 
have non-vanishing HPpa fields, but vanishing RR fields Fi. Therefore, 
these brane solutions do not involve the string coupling constant gs and p p  is 
independent of gs. D-brane solutions on the other hand will have HPpa = 0, 
but have at least one of the R-R antisymmetric fields F' # 0. Such solutions 
will involve the string coupling explicitly and therefore pp - gs.  This leads 
for example to the expression given for pp above. Each brane solution 
breaks precisely half of the supersymmetries of the corresponding theory, 
as is shown in Problem Set (4.1). 

4.10. Branes in Superstring Theory 

While originally found as solutions to supergravity field equations, the p 
branes of Type IIA/B supergravity are expected to  extend to solutions 
of the full Type IIA/B string equations. These solutions will then break 
precisely half of the supersymmetries of the string theory. As compared 
to the supergravity solutions, the full string solutions may, of course, be 
subject to a' corrections of their metric and other fields. Often, it is use- 
ful to compare these semi-classical solutions of string theory with solitons 
in quantum field theory, such as the familiar 't Hooft-Polyakov magnetic 
monopole. The fundamental string F1 and the NS5 brane indeed very much 
behave as large size semi-classical solitons, whose energy depends on the 
string coupling via 1/91, as is familiar from solitons in quantum field theory. 

Besides its supergravity low energy limit, the only other well-understood 
limit of string theory is that of weak coupling where gs -+ 0. It is in this 
approximation that string theory may be defined in terms of a genus expan- 
sion in string worldsheets. Remarkably, D-branes (but not the F1 string or 
NS5 branes) admit a special limit as well. As may be seen from (95), in 
the limit where gs 4 0, the metric becomes flat everywhere, except on the 
( p  + 1)-dimensional hyperplane characterized by f = 0, where the metric 
appears to be singular. Thus, in the weak-coupling limit, the D-brane solu- 
tion of supergravity reduces to a localized defect in flat space-time. Strings 
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propagating in this background are moving in flat space-time, except when 
the string reaches the D-brane. The interaction of the string with the D- 
brane is summarized by a boundary condition on the string dynamics. The 
correct conditions turn out to be Dirichlet boundary conditions in the di- 
rections perpendicular to the brane and Neumann conditions parallel to 
the brane. The Dp-brane may alternatively be described in string pertur- 
bation theory as a ( p  + 1)-dimensional hypersurface in flat 10-dimensional 
space-time on which open strings end with the above boundary conditions. 
The open string end points are thus tied to be on the brane, but can move 
freely along the brane. This was indeed the original form~lation;~’ see also 
Ref. 43. 

4.11. The Special Case of D3 branes 

The D3-brane solution is of special interest for a variety of reasons : (1) 
its worldbrane has 4-dimensional PoincarB invariance; (2) it has constant 
axion and dilaton fields; (3) it is regular a t  y = 0; (4) it is self-dual. Given 
its special importance, we shall present here a more complete description 
of the D3-brane. The solution is characterized by 

gs = e+, C constant 

(97) 
B,, = A2,” = 0 
ds2 = H(y)-1/2ds’”dz,  + H ( ~ ) ~ / ~ ( d y ’  + y2dS2z) 

+ -  1 F~~~~~~ - EpupUTvaVH 

Here, E , , , ~ ~ ~ ~  is the volume element transverse to the 4-dimensional 
Minkowski D3-brane in D = 10. The N-brane solution with general lo- 
cations of NI parallel D3-branes Iocated at  transverse position f i  is given 
by 

where the total number of D3-branes is N = C I  N I .  The fact that the 
geometry is regular as f + despite the apparent singularity in the metric 
will be shown in the next section. 

It is useful to compare the scales involved in the D3 brane solution 
and their relations with the coupling constant.”’ The radius L of the D3 

... 

... 
“‘The discussion given here may be extended to Dp branes to some extent. However, 
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brane solution to string theory is a scale that is not necessarily of the same 
order of magnitude as the Planck length lp, which is defined by e$ = a'. 
Their ratio is given instead by L4 = 4rg,Ne$. For g,N << 1, the radius 
L is much smaller than the string length ep, and thus the supergravity 
approximation is not expected to be a reliable approximation to the full 
string solution. In this regime we have gs << 1, so that string perturbation 
theory is expected to be reliable and the D3 brane may be treated using 
conformal field theory techniques. For g,N >> 1, the radius L is much 
larger than the string length ep, and thus the supergravity approximation 
is expected to be a good approximation to  the full string solution. It is 
possible to have at the same time gs << 1 provided N is very large, so 
string perturbation theory may be simultaneously a good approximation. 

The D3 brane solution is more properly a two-parameter family of solu- 
tions, labeled by the string coupling gs and the instanton angle 01 = 2rC, 
or the single complex parameter T = C + ie-4.  The S U ( 1 , l )  N SL(2, R) 
symmetry of Type IIB supergravity acts transitively on T ,  so all solutions 
lie in a single orbit of this group. In superstring theory, however, the range 
of 01 is quantized so that the identification 01 N 01 + 2r may be made, 
and as a result also T N T + 1. Therefore, the allowed Mobius transfor- 
mations must be elements of the SL(2, Z) subgroup of SL(2, R), for which 
a, b, c, d E Z.  These transformations map between equivalent solutions in 
string theory. Thus, the string theories defined on D3 backgrounds which 
are related by an SL(2, Z) duality will be equivalent to one another. This 
property will be of crucial importance in the AdS/CFT correspondence 
where it will emerge as the reflection of Montonen-Olive duality in N = 4 
SYM theory. 

4.12. Problem Sets 

(4.1) The Lagrangian for D = 10 super-Yang-Mills theory (which is con- 
structed to be invariant under N = 1 supersymmetry) is given by 

The supersymmetry transformations are given by ( I ' pv  = [I?, I?]) 

(100) 
1 
2 

SAP = - i ( I ' pA  SX = -FpvI'puC 

when p # 3, the dilaton is not constant and the strength of the coupling will depend 
upon the distance to the brane. 
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for a Majorana-Weyl spinor gaugino A. Show that under dimensional reduc- 
tion on a flat 6-dimensional torus, (with periodic boundary conditions on 
all fields), the theory reduces to D = 4, N = 4 super-Yang-Mills. Use this 
reduction to relate the matrices Ci in the Lagrangian for the D = 4 theory 
to the Clifford Dirac matrices of S 0 ( 6 ) ,  and to derive the supersymmetry 
transformations of the theory. 

(4.2) Assume the following Ansatz for a D3 brane solution to the Type IIB 
sugra field equations : constant dilaton $, vanishing axion C = 0, vanishing 
two-forms AzPU = BPy = 0, F5pvpar - E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H  and metric of the form 

ds2 = H-a (y’)dzp”dp + H i  (y3dy’2 

Here, zp, p = 0, . . . , 3 are the coordinates along the brane, while y’ E R6 
are the coordinates perpendicular to the brane. Show that the sugra equa- 
tions hold provided H is harmonic in the transverse directions (i.e. satisfies 
U,H = 0, except at the position of the brane, where a pole will occur). 

(4.3) Continuing with the set-up of (4.2), show that regularity of the solu- 
tion requires the poles of H to have integer strength. 

(4.4) Show that the D3 brane solution preserves 16 supersymmetries (i.e. 
half of the total number). 

5. The Maldacena AdS/CFT Correspondence 

In the preceding sections, we have provided descriptions of D = 4, N = 4 
super-Yang-Mills theory on the one hand and of D3 branes in supergravity 
and superstring theory on the other hand. We are now ready to exhibit 
the Maldacena or near-horizon limit close to the D3 branes and formulate 
precisely the Maldacena or AdS/CFT correspondence which conjectures 
the identity or duality between N = 4 SYM and Type IIB superstring 
theory on Ads5 x S5. We shall also present the three different forms of the 
conjecture, the first being a correspondence with the full quantum string 
theory, the second being with classical string theory and finally the weakest 
form being with classical supergravity on Ads5 x S5. In this section, the 
precise mapping between both sides of the conjecture will be made for the 
global symmetries as well as for the fields and operators. The mapping 
between the correlation functions will be presented in the next section. For 
a general review see Ref. 7; see also Ref. 44. 
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5.1. Non-Abelian Gauge Symmetry on D3 bmnes 

Open strings whose both end points are attached to a single brane can 
have arbitrarily short length and must therefore be massless. This excita- 
tion mode induces a massless U ( l )  gauge theory on the worldbrane which 
is effectively 4-dimensional flat ~pace - t i rne .~~  Since the brane breaks half of 
the total number of supersymmetries (it is 1 / 2  BPS), the U(l)  gauge theory 
must have N = 4 Poincar6 supersymmetry. In the low energy approxima- 
tion (which has a t  most two derivatives on bosons and one derivative on 
fermions in this case), the N = 4 supersymmetric U(1) gauge theory is free. 

Figure 2. D-branes : (a) single, (b) well-separated, (c) (almost) coincident 

With a number N > 1 of parallel separated D3-branes1 the end points 
of an open string may be attached to the same brane. For each brane, these 
strings can have arbitrarily small length and must therefore be massless. 
These excitation modes induce a massless U ( l ) N  gauge theory with N = 4 
supersymmetry in the low energy limit. An open string can also, however, 
have one of its ends attached to one brane while the other end is attached 
to a different brane. The mass of such a string cannot get arbitrarily small 
since the length of the string is bounded from below by the separation 
distance between the branes (see however problem set (5.4)). There are 
N 2  - N such possible strings. In the limit where the N branes all tend to 
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be coincident, all string states would be massless and the U ( l ) N  gauge sym- 
metry is enhanced to a full U ( N )  gauge symmetry. Separating the branes 
should then be interpreted as Higgsing the gauge theory to the Coulomb 
branch where the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken (generically to 
U( l )N) .  The overall U(1) = U ( N ) / S U ( N )  factor actually corresponds to 
the overall position of the branes and may be ignored when considering 
dynamics on the branes, thereby leaving only a S U ( N )  gauge symmetry.46 
These various configurations are depicted in Fig. 2. 

In the low energy limit, N coincident branes support an N = 4 super- 
Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions with gauge group S U ( N ) .  

5.2. The Maldacena Limit 

The space-time metric of N coincident D3-branes may be recast in the 
following form,'" 

ds2 = (1 + $)-' ( d y 2  + y2dOg) (101) 

where the radius L of the D3-brane is given by 

L4 = 47rg,N(~~')~ 

To study this geometry more closely, we consider its limit in two regimes. 
As y >> L ,  we recover flat space-time RIO. When y < L ,  the geometry 

is often referred to as the throat and would at first appear to be singular 
as y << L. A redefinition of the coordinate 

(103) 
u - L / y  2 

and the large u limit, however, transform the metric into the following 
asymptotic form 

which corresponds to a product geometry. One component is the five-sphere 
S5 with metric L2dRz. The remaining component is the hyperbolic space 
Ad& with constant negative curvature metric L2uP2(du2 + qijdzidxj). In 
conclusion, the geometry close to the brane (y - 0 or u - co) is regular 

'"In this section, we shall denote 10-dimensional indices by M ,  N, . . , 5-dimensional 
indices by p,  v, . . and 4-dimensional Minkowski indices by i, j ,  . . , and the Minkowski 
metric by qij = diag(- + ++). 
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hhlinkowskian flat limil 

I \  

Figure 3. Minkowski region of Ads (a), and throat region of Ads (b) 

and highly symmetrical, and may be summarized as Ads5 x S 5  where both 
components have identical radius L. 

The Maldacena limit’ corresponds to keeping fixed gs and N as well 
as all physical length scales, while letting a’ 4 0. Remarkably, this limit 
of string theory exists and is (very !) interesting. In the Maldacena limit, 
only the Ads5 x S5 region of the D3-brane geometry survives the limit and 
contributes to the string dynamics of physical processes, while the dynamics 
in the asymptotically flat region decouples from the theory. 

To see this decoupling in an elementary way, consider a physical quan- 
tity, such as the effective action C and carry out its a’ expansion in an 
arbitrary background with Riemann tensor, symbolically denoted by R. 
The expansion takes on the schematic form 

Now physical objects and length scales in the asymptotically flat region are 
characterized by a scale y >> L,  so that by simple scaling arguments we 
have R N l / y2 .  Substitution this behavior into (105) yields the following 
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expansion of the effective action, 

(106) 1 1  I 2  1 1 3 1  L = u1a - + u2(a ) - + u3(a ) - + ‘ .  . 
Y2 Y4 Y6 

Keeping the physical size y fixed, the entire contribution to the effective 
action from the limit Q’ -+ 0 is then seen to vanish. 

A more precise way of establishing this decoupling is by taking the 
Maldacena limit directly on the string theory non-linear sigma model in 
the D3 brane background. We shall concentrate here on the metric part, 
thereby ignoring the contributions from the tensor field F:. We denote 
the D = 10 coordinates by x M ,  M = O , l , . . .  ,9, and the metric by 
GMN(x) .  The first 4 coordinates coincide with xp of the Poincarh in- 
variant D3 worldvolume, while the coordinates on the 5-sphere are x M  for 
M = 5 , .  . . , 9  and x4 = u. The full D3 brane metric of (101) takes the form 
ds2 = GMNdxMdxN = L 2 G ~ ~ ( x ;  L )dxMdxN,  where the rescaled metric 
GMN is given by 

G ~ N ( x ; L ) d # d x ~ =  [l+$]’($ +dog) + [1+p] *$qijdzidxj(107) 

Inserting this metric into the non-linear sigma model, we obtain 

L4 -1 

SG = J, fi’YmnGMN(X)&nXMdnXN 

= 2 47ra‘ s, f i y m n G ~ ~ ( x ;  L)d,zMdnzN (108) 

The overall coupling constant for the sigma model dynamics is given by 

Keeping gs and N fixed but letting cd -+ 0 implies that L ---f 0. Under this 
limit the sigma model action admits a smooth limit, given by 

where the metric ~ M N ( X ;  0) is the metric on Ads5 x S5, 

(111) 
1 du2 

U 2  U 2  
G;IMN(X;  L)dx’dxN = -qijdxidxj + - + dog 

rescaled to unit radius. Manifestly, the coupling 1 / 6  has taken over the 
role of a’ as the non-linear sigma model coupling constant and the radius 
L has cancelled out. 
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5.3.  Geometry of Minkowskian and Euclidean AdS 

Before moving on to the actual Maldacena conjecture, we clarify the geom- 
etry of Ads space-time, both with Minkowskian and Euclidean signatures. 
Minkowskian AdSd+l (of unit radius) may be defined in Rd+' with coordi- 
nates (Y- 1, YO, Y1, . * . , y d )  as the d + 1 dimensional connected hyperboloid 
with isometry SO(2, d )  given by the equation 

-Yjl - Y,2 + Yf + . . . f Yd" = -1 (112) 

with induced metric d s 2  = -dY?, - dY: + dY: + . . . + d Y 2 .  The topology 
of the manifold is that of the cylinder S' x R times the sphere Sd-', and 
is therefore not simply connected. The topology of the boundary is conse- 
quently given by dAdSd+l = S1 x Sd-'. The manifold may be represented 
by the coset SO(2, d ) / S O ( l ,  d ) .  A schematic rendition of the manifold is 
given in Fig. 4 (a), with r2 = Y: + . . . + Y:. 

Figure 4. Anti-de Sitter Space (a) Euclidean, (b) Minkowskian, (c) upper half space 

Euclidean AdSd+l (of unit radius) may be defined in Minkowski flat 
space Rdfl with coordinates (Y-l,yO, Y1, . . , y d )  as the d + 1 dimensional 
disconnected hyperboloid with isometry SO(1, d )  given by the equation 

-pl + Y,2 + Yf + . ' .  + Yd" = -1 (113) 

with induced metric d s 2  = -dY!,+dY:+dY:+...+dY:. The topologyof 
the manifold is that of Rdfl. The topology of the boundary is that of the 
d-sphere, dAdSd+l = Sd. The manifold may be represented by the coset 
SO(1, d + 1 ) / S O ( d  + 1). A schematic rendition of the manifold is given in 
Fig. 4 (b), with r2 = Y: + Y: + ..  . + Y:. Introducing the coordinates 
Y-1 + Yo = & and zi = zoY, for i = 1, . I .  , d ,  we may map Euclidean 
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AdSd+l onto the upper half space Hd+l with PoincarC metric ds2, defined 
by 

A schematic rendition is given in Fig. 4 (c). A standard stereographic 
transformation may be used to map H d + l  onto the unit ball. 

5.4. The AdS/CFT Conjecture 

The AdS/CFT or Maldacena conjecture states the equivalence (also referred 
to as duality) between the following theories1 

Type IIB superstring theory on Ads5 x S5 where both Ads5 and 
S5 have the same radius L,  where the 5-form FZ has integer flux 
N = ss5 F: and where the string coupling is gs; 
N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in 4-dimensions, with gauge group 
SU(N) and Yang-Mills coupling QYM in its (super)conformal phase; 

with the following identifications between the parameters of both theories, 

L4 = 4 ~ g , N ( a ’ ) ~  (115) 
2 

gs = gYM 

and the axion expectation value equals the SYM instanton angle (C) = 01. 

Precisely what is meant by equivalence or duality will be the subject of the 
remainder of this section, as well as of the next one. In brief, equivalence 
includes a precise map between the states (and fields) on the superstring 
side and the local gauge invariant operators on the N = 4 SYM side, as 
well as a correspondence between the correlators in both theories. 

The above statement of the conjecture is referred to as the strong form, 
as it is to hold for all values of N and of gs = gCM. String theory quantiza- 
tion on a general curved manifold (including Ads5 x S5), however, appears 
to be very difficult and is at present out of reach. Therefore, it is natural 
to seek limits in which the Maldacena conjecture becomes more tractable 
but still remains non-trivial. 

5.4.1. The ‘ t  Hoofl Limit 

The ‘t Hooft limit consists in keeping the ‘t Hooft coupling X = g$MN = 
g,N fixed and letting N 4 ca. In Yang-Mills theory, this limit is well- 
defined, at least in perturbation theory, and corresponds to a topological 
expansion of the field theory’s Feynman diagrams. On the Ads side, one 
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a Af=4 conformal SYM 
all N ,  g Y M  

g s  = S$M 

‘t Hooft limit of N=4 SYM 
X = g$,N fixed, N - + w  

1 / N  expansion 
a Large X limit of N=4 SYM 

(for N -+ m) 
a ~ - l / 2  expansion 

Full Quantum Type IIB string 
theory on Ads5 x S5 

a L4 = 47rg,Nat2 
a Classical Type IIB string theory 

a gs string loop expansion 
a Classical Type IIB supergravity 

H on Ads5 x S5 
a’ expansion 

* 

e on Ads5 x S 5  

may interpret the ‘t Hooft limit as follows. The string coupling may be 
re-expressed in terms of the ‘t Hooft coupling as g, = X/N. Since X is 
being kept fixed, the ‘t Hooft limit corresponds to weak coupling string 
perturbation theory. 

This form of the conjecture, though weaker than the original version 
is still a very powerful correspondence between classical string theory and 
the large N limit of gauge theories. The problem of finding an action 
built out of classical fields to which the large N limit of gauge theories are 
classical solutions is a challenge that had been outstanding since ‘t Hooft’s 
original paper.8 The above correspondence gives a concrete, though still 
ill-understood, realization of this “large N master-equation” . 

5.4.2. The Large X Limit 

In taking the ‘t Hooft limit, X = g,N is kept fixed while N -+ 00. Once 
this limit has been taken, the only parameter left is A. Quantum field 
theory perturbation theory corresponds to X << 1. On the Ads side of the 
correspondence, it is actually natural to take X >> 1 instead. It is very 
instructive to establish the meaning of an expansion around X large. To do, 
we expand in powers of a! a physical quantity such as the effective action, 
as we already did in (105), 

(116) C = U~CX’R + CL~(CX’)~R’ + Q ( C Y  1 3  ) R 3 + . . . 
The distance scales in which we are now interested are those typical of the 
throat, whose scale is set by the AdS radius L.  Thus, the scale of the 
Riemann tensor is set by 

R N 1/L2 = (g,N)-;/a’ = X - $ / d  (117) 

Table 5.m The three forms of the ^ds/CFT conjectrure in order of decressing
strength
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and therefore, the expansion of the effective action in powers of a’ effectively 
becomes an expansion in powers of A- f , 

c = q X - f  + a2X- l  + a3((W’)3X-3 + .  * * (118) 

The interchange of the roles of (w’ and XP1l2 may also be seen directly from 
the worldsheet non-linear sigma model action of (110). Clearly, any a’ 
dependence has disappeared from the string theory problem and the role 
of a’ as a scale has been replaced by the parameter X - l I 2 .  

5.5.  Mapping Global Symmetr ies  

A key necessary ingredient for the AdS/CFT correspondence to hold is 
that the global unbroken symmetries of the two theories be identical. The 
continuous global symmetry of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory in its 
conformal phase was previously shown to be the superconformal group 
SU(2,214), whose maximal bosonic subgroup is SU(2,2)  x s U ( 4 ) ~  - 
S0(2 ,4)  x s O ( 6 ) ~ .  Recall that the bosonic subgroup arises as the product 
of the conformal group S0(2 ,4)  in 4-dimensions by the s U ( 4 ) ~  automor- 
phism group of the N = 4 Poincark supersymmetry algebra. This bosonic 
group is immediately recognized on the AdS side as the isometry group 
of the Ads5 x S5 background. The completion into the full supergroup 
SU(2,214) was discussed for the SYM theory in subsection 53.3, and arises 
on the AdS side because 16 of the 32 Poincark supersymmetries are pre- 
served by the array of N parallel D3-branes, and in the AdS limit, are 
supplemented by another 16 conformal supersymmetries (which are bro- 
ken in the full D3-brane geometry). Thus, the global symmetry SU(2,214) 
matches on both sides of the AdS/CFT correspondence. 

N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory also has Montonen-Olive or S-duality 
symmetry, realized on the complex coupling constant 7 by Mobius transfor- 
mations in SL(2, Z).  On the AdS side, this symmetry is a global discrete 
symmetry of Type IIB string theory, which is unbroken by the D3-brane 
solution, in the sense that it maps non-trivially only the dilaton and axion 
expectation values, as was shown earlier. Thus, S-duality is also a symme- 
try of the AdS side of the AdS/CFT correspondence. It must be noted, 
however, that S-duality is a useful symmetry only in the strongest form of 
the AdS/CFT conjecture. As soon as one takes the ‘t Hooft limit N -+ co 
while keeping X = g$,N fixed, S-duality no longer has a consistent ac- 
tion. This may be seen for 61 = 0, where it maps gYM -+ 1/gYM and thus 
X -+ N2/X. 
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5.6. Mapp ing  Q p e  IIB Fields and CFT Operators 

Given that we have established that the global symmetry groups on both 
sides of the AdS/CFT correspondence coincide, it remains to show that the 
actual representations of the supergroup SU(2,214) also coincide on both 
sides. The spectrum of operators on the SYM side was explained already 
in subsection $3.5. Suffice it to recall here the special significance of the 
short multiplet representations, namely 1/2 BPS representations with a 
span of spin 2, 1/4 BPS representations with a span of spin 3 and 1/8 
BPS representations with a span of spin 7/2. Non-BPS representations in 
general have a span of spin 4. 

A special role is played by the single color trace operators because out of 
them, all higher trace operators may be constructed using the OPE. Thus 
one should expect single trace operators on the SYM side to correspond to 
single particle states (or canonical fields) on the AdS side;l see also Ref. 47. 
Multiple trace states should then be interpreted as bound states of these 
one particle states. Multiple trace BPS operators have the property that 
their dimension on the AdS side is simply the sum of the dimensions of the 
BPS constituents. Such bound states occur in the spectrum at  the lower 
edge of the continuum threshold and are therefore called threshold bound 
states. A good example to keep in mind when thinking of threshold bound 
states in ordinary quantum field theory is another case of BPS objects : 
magnetic monopoles48 in the Prasad-Sommerfield limit14 (or exactly in the 
Coulomb phase of N = 4 SYM). A collection of N magnetic monopoles with 
like charges forms a static solution of the BPS equations and therefore form 
a threshold bound state. Very recently, a direct coupling of double-trace 
operators to AdS supergravity has been studied in Ref. 49. 

To identify the contents of irreducible representations of SU(2,2)4) on 
the AdS side, we describe all Type IIB massless supergravity and massive 
string degrees of freedom by fields ‘p living on AdSs x S5. We introduce 
coordinates zp,  p = 0,1, ... , 4  for Ads5 and y”, u = 1,. .. , 5  for S5, and 
decompose the metric as 

(119) 
d s  2 = gpv AdSdzpdz” + g,S,dy”dyv 

The fields then become functions ‘ p (z ,  y) associated with the various D = 10 
degrees of freedom. It is convenient to decompose ’p ( z ,  y )  in a series on S5 ,  

00 

~ ( z ,  Y) = C ~A(~)YA(Y) (120) 
A=O 
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Type IIB string theory 
Supergravity Excitations 

112 BPS, spin 5 2 
Supergravity Kaluza-Klein 

112 BPS, spin 5 2 
Type IIB massive string modes 

non-chiral, long multiplets 
Multiparticle states 

Bound states 

N = 4 conformal super-Yang-Mills 
Chiral primary + descendants 

0 2  = t rXtiXj} + desc. 
Chiral primary + Descendants 
( 3 ~  = trXti1 . . . X i A }  + desc. 

e.g. Konishi t rXiXi 
products of ops at distinct points 

OA, (z1) ' ' ' OA, ( X n )  

product of operators at same point 
OA, (z) ' ' ' OA, (z) 

Non-Chiral operators, dims - 

where YA stands for a basis of spherical harmonics on S5. For scalars for 
example, YA are labelled by the rank A of the totally symmetric trace- 
less representations of SO(6). Just as fields on a circle received a mass 
contribution from the momentum mode on the circle, so also do fields com- 
pactified on S5 receive a contribution to the mass. From the eigenvalues 
of the Laplacian on S5, for various spins, we find the following relations 
between mass and scaling dimensions, 

scalars 

spin 1/2, 3/2 

m2 = A(A - 4) 

Iml = A - 2 

p-form m2 = ( A - p ) ( A + p - 4 )  

spin 2 m2 = a(a - 4) (121) 

The complete correspondence between the representations of SU(2,214) on 
both sides of the correspondence is given in Table 6. The mapping of the 
descendant states is also very interesting. For the D = 10 supergravity 
multiplet, this was worked out in Ref. 50, and is given in Table 7. Gener- 
alizations to Ads4 x S7 were discussed in Refs. 51, 52, 53 while those to 
Ads7 x S4 were discussed in Refs. 54, 55, with recent work on AdS/CFT for 
M-theory on these spaces in Refs. 56, 57, 58, 59. General reviews may be 
found in Refs. 61, 60. Recently, conjectures involving also de Sitter space- 
times have been put forward in Ref. 62 and references therein. Finally, we 
point out that the existence of singleton and doubleton representations of 
the conformal group S0(2,4) is closely related with the AdS/CFT corre- 
spondence; for recent accounts, see Refs. 65 63, 64 and 66, and references 
therein. Additional references on the (super)symmetries of Ads are in 
Refs. 68 67, and 69. 

Table 6. Mapping of String and Sugra states onto SYM Opera
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Table 7. Super-Yang-Mills Operators, Supergravity Fields and their Quantum Numbers 
under S0(2,4) x U ( 1 ) y  x s U ( 4 ) ~ .  The range of k is k 2 0, unless otherwise specified. 

SYM Operator I desc I S U G R A  I dim I spin I Y I SL1(4)R I lowest reps I 

5.7. Problem Sets 

(5.1) The Poincark upper half space is defined by H d + l  = { ( zo ,  9 E 
Rdf1,z0 > 0 )  with metric ds2  = ( d z i  + d 2 ) / z i .  (a) Show - by solv- 
ing the geodesic equations - that the geodesics of Hd+l are the half-circles 
of arbitrary radius R, centered at an arbitrary point (0, Z) on the boundary 
of Hd+l. Compute the geodesic distance between any two arbitrary points. 

(5.2) We now represent Euclidean AdSd+l as the manifold in Rd+' given by 
the equation -Y?l + Y: + p2 = -1, with induced metric ds2  = -dY?, + 
dY: + d F 2 .  Show that the geodesics found in problem (5.1) above are 
simply the sections by planes through the origin, given by the equation 

Y-1 - Yo = (R2 - Z2)(Y-I  + Y o )  + 2z. P 
(You may wish to explore the analogy with the geometry and geodesics of 
the sphere Sdfl.) 

(5.3) The geodesic distance between two separate D3 branes is actually 
infinite, as may be seen by integrating the infinitesimal distance ds of the 
D3 metric. Using the worldsheet action of a string suspended between the 
two D3 branes, explain why this string still has a finite mass spectrum. 
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(5.4) Consider a classical bosonic string in AdSd+l space-time, with its 
dynamics governed by the Polyakov action, namely in the presence of the 
AdSd+l metric G,,(x). (We ignore the anti-symmetric tensor fields for 
simplicity.) 

S[ X ]  = J~d2~J;7yrnndmzPdnxv  G,, ( x )  

Solve the string equations assuming a special Ansatz that the solution be 
spherically symmetric, i.e. invariant under the SO(d) subgroup of SO(2, d) .  

6. AdS/CFT Correlation Functions 

In the preceding section, evidence was presented for the Maldacena corre- 
spondence between N = 4 super-conformal Yang-Mills theory with S U ( N )  
gauge group and Type IIB superstring theory on Ads5 x S5. The evidence 
was based on the precise matching of the global symmetry group SU(2,214), 
as well as of the specific representations of this group. In particular, the 
single trace 1/2 BPS operators in the SYM theory matched in a one-to-one 
way with the canonical fields of supergravity, compactified on Ads5 x S5. 
In the present section, we present a more detailed version of the AdS/CFT 
correspondence by mapping the correlators on both sides of the correspon- 
dence. 

6.1. Mapping Super Yang-Mills and AdS Correlators 

We work with Euclidean AdS5, or H = ((ZO,,?),ZO > 0,z’ E R4} with 
Poincard metric ds2 = zo2(dzz + di?), and boundary d H  = R4. (Often, 
this space will be graphically represented as a disc, whose boundary is a 
circle; see Fig. 5.) The metric diverges a t  the boundary zo = 0, because the 
overall scale factor blows up there. This scale factor may be removed by 
a Weyl rescaling of the metric, but such rescaling is not unique. A unique 
well-defined limit to the boundary of Ad& can only exist if the boundary 
theory is scale i n ~ a r i a n t . ~  For finite values of zo > 0, the geometry will still 
have 4-dimensional Poincarh invariance but need not be scale invariant. 

Superconformal N = 4 Yang-Mills theory is scale invariant and may 
thus consistently live at  the boundary d H .  The dynamical observables of 
N = 4 SYM are the local gauge invariant polynomial operators described in 
section 3; they naturally live on the boundary d H ,  and are characterized by 
their dimension, Lorentz group SO(1,3) and s U ( 4 ) ~  quantum  number^.^ 
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On the Ads side, we shall decompose all 10-dimensional fields onto 
Kaluza-Klein towers on S5,  so that effectively all fields cpa(z) are on Ad&, 
and labeled by their dimension A (other quantum number are implicit). 
Away from the bulk interaction region, it is assumed that the bulk fields 
are free asymptotically (just as this is assumed in the derivation of the 
LSZ formalism in flat space-time quantum field theory). The free field 
then satisfies (0 + m i ) &  = 0 with m i  = A(A - 4) for scalars. The 
two independent solutions are characterized by the following asymptotics 
as zo 4 0, 

zf normalizable 

{ non-normalizable 
(122) cPOa(Z0, .3 = 

Returning to the interacting fields in the fully interacting theory, solutions 
will have the same asymptotic behaviors as in the free case. It was argued 
in Ref. 70 that the normalizable modes determine the vacuum expectation 
values of operators of associated dimensions and quantum numbers. The 
non-normalizable solutions on the other hand do not correspond to bulk 
excitations because they are not properly square normalizable. Instead, 
they represent the coupling of external sources to the supergravity or string 
theory. The precise correspondence is as f01lows.~ The non-normalizable 
solutions cpa define associated boundary fields (PA by the following relation 

@,a(?) = 20 lim -io c p a ( z o , q ~ t - ~  (123) 

Given a set of boundary fields (PA(?), it is assumed that a complete and 
unique bulk solution to string theory exists. We denote the fields of the 
associated solution PA. 

The mapping between the correlators in the SYM theory and the dy- 
namics of string theory is given as f o l I ~ w s . ~ > ~  First, we introduce a gener- 
ating functional ~ [ ( P A ]  for all the correlators of single trace operators OA 
on the SYM side in terms of the source fields (PA, 

This expression is understood to hold order by order in a perturbative 
expansion in the number of fields (PA. On the Ads side, we assume that 
we have an action S[cpa] that summarizes the dynamics of Type IIB string 
theory on Ads5 x S5. In the supergravity approximation, S[cpa] is just 
the Type IIB supergravity action on Ads5 x S 5 .  Beyond the supergravity 
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approximation, S [ p A ]  will also include a' corrections due to massive string 
effects. The mapping between the correlators is given by 

r[pA] = extr S [ p A ]  (125) 

where the extremum on the rhs is taken over all fields V A  that satisfy the 
asymptotic behavior (123) for the boundary fields PA that are the sources 
to the SYM operators C3a on the lhs. Additional references on the field- 
state-operator mapping may be found in Refs. 74, 71, 72, 73, 76, and 75. 

6.2.  Quantum Expansion in l / N  - Witten Diagrams 

The actions of interest to us will have an overall coupling constant factor. 
For example, the part of the Type IIB supergravity action for the dilaton 
@ and the axion C in the presence of a metric G,, in the Einstein frame, 
is given by 

and the 5-dimensional Newton constant K; is given by K; = 47r2/N2, a 
relation that will be explained and justified in (239). For large N, 6 5  will be 
small and one may perform a small ~ 5 ,  i.e. a semi-classical expansion of the 
correlators generated by this action. The result is a set of rules, analogous 
to Feynman rules, which may be summarized by Witten diagrams. The 
Witten diagram is represented by a disc, whose interior corresponds to the 
interior of Ads while the boundary circle corresponds to the boundary of 

The graphical rules are as follows, 

Each external source to ~ A ( ? J )  is located at the boundary circle of 
the Witten diagram at a point 21. 
From the external source at ?J departs a propagator to either an- 
other boundary point, or to an interior interaction point via a 
boundary- to- b ulk propagator. 
The structure of the interior interaction points is governed by the 
interaction vertices of the action S, just as in Feynman diagrams. 
Two interior interaction points may be connected by bulk-to-bulk 
propagators, again following the rules of ordinary Feynman dia- 
grams. 

Tree-level 2-, 3- and 4-point function contributions are given as an ex- 
ample in Fig. 5. The approach that will be taken here is based on the 
component formulation of sugra. It is possible however to make progress 
directly in s ~ p e r s p a c e , ~ ~  but we shall not discuss this here. 
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(1) (b) (C) (d) (e) 

Figure 5 .  Witten diagrams (a) empty, (b) 2-pt, (c) 3-pt, (d) 4-pt contact, ( e )  exchange 

6.3.  AdS Propagators 

We shall define and list the solution for the propagators of general scalar 
fields, of massless gauge fields and massless gravitons. The propagators are 
considered in Euclidean AdSd+l, a space that we shall denote by H .  Recall 
that the Poincark metric is given by 

ds2 = gCL,,dz@dz” = Zt2(dz; + d.8) (127) 

Here, we have set the AdSd+l radius to unity. By SO(1, d + 1) isometry of 
H ,  the Green functions essentially depend upon the SO(1, d + 1)-invariant 
distance between two points in H .  The geodesic distance is given by (see 
problem 5.1) 

Given its algebraic dependence on the coordinates, it is more convenient 
to work with the object E than with the geodesic distance. The chordal 
distance is given by u = E - l  - 1. The distance relation may be inverted to 
give u = E-’ - 1 = coshd - 1. 

The massive scalar bulk-to-bulk propagator 

Let pa(z)  be a scalar field of conformal weight A and mass2 m2 = 
A(A - d) whose linearized dynamics is given by a coupling to a scalar 
source J via the action 

The field is then given in response to the source by 
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where the scalar Green function satisfies the differential equation 

1 
6 ( z ,  z’) = -S(z - z’) (0, + m 2 ) G ~ ( z ,  z’) = S(z,  z’) (131) fi 

The (positive) scalar Laplacian is given by 

d 1 
0, = --8a,fig””8v = -&do2 + (d  - l)z080 - z i  8,” (132) 

fi i=l 

The scalar Green function is the solution to a hypergeometric equation, 
given by Ref. 84” 

A A  1 
2 2  2 2 
-, - + - ; A  - d + l;[’) (133) GA(z, 20) = GA([) = 

where the overall normalization constant is defined by 

Since 0 5 < 5 1, the hypergeometric function is defined by its convergent 
Taylor series for all [ except a t  the coincident point < = 1 where z = w. 

The massive scalar boundary-to-bulk propagator 

An important limiting case of the scalar bulk-to-bulk propagator is when 
the source is on the boundary of H .  The action to linearized order is given 
by 

SPA = iX“di lz \ /?[Igl’Yd”ip~8”ip~ + i m  -JaHddz  Pa(gJ(4 (135) 

where the bulk field i p ~  is related to the boundary field PA by the limiting 
relation, 

2 1  

The corresponding boundary-to-bulk propagator is the Poisson kernel, 

“The study of quantum Liouville theory with a SO(2,l) invariant vacuums5 is closely 
related to the study of Ad&, as was shown in Ref. 86. Propagators and amplitudes were 
studied there long agos5 and the N = 1 supersymmetric generalization is also known.87 
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The bulk field generated in response to the boundary source J is given by 

(138) 

This propagator will be especially important in the AdS/CFT correspon- 
dence. 

The gauge propagator 

Let A,(z) be a massless or massive gauge field, whose linearized dy- 
namics is given by a coupling to a covariantly conserved bulk current j p  

via the action 

It would be customary to introduce a gauge fixing term, such as Feynman 
gauge, to render the second order differential operator acting on A,  invert- 
ible when m = 0. A more convenient way to proceed is to remark that the 
differential operator needs to be inverted only on the subspace of all j ,  that 
are covariantly conserved. The gauge propagator is a bivector Gp,i ( z ,  z ’ )  
which satisfies 

r 

= gpv6(z,  2 )  + apav/A(.)  
The term in A is immaterial when integrated against a covariantly conserved 
current. For the massless case, the gauge propagator is given by Refs. 78, 
79, see also Ref. 88 

G,,,, ( 2 , ~ ’ )  = - ( a , a , t ~ ) F ( ~ )  + a,OvjS(~) (141) 
where S is a gauge transformation function, while the physical part of the 
propagator takes the form, 

The massless graviton propagator 

The action for matter coupled to gravity in an AdS background is given 
by 

S, = f L d d + ’ z  &-Rg + A) + S, (143) 

where R, is the Ricci scalar for the metric g and A is the “cosmological con- 
stant”. S, is the matter action, whose variation with respect to the metric 
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is, by definition, the stress tensor TPv. The stress tensor is covariantly 
conserved V,TP” = 0. Einstein’s equations read 

We take A = -d(d - l), so that in the absence of matter sources, we obtain 
Euclidean Ads= H with Rg = -d(d + 1) as the maximally symmetric 
solution. To obtain the equation for the graviton propagator GpV;p~,,t ( z ,  w), 
it suffices to linearize Einstein’s equations around the Ads metric in terms 
of small deviations h,, = SgpV of the metric. One finds 

hllv(z)  = dd+’w & G p V ; p / v ~ ( ~ ,  w ) T ~ ’ ~ ‘ ( w )  (145) L 
where the graviton propagator satisfies 

WpvnXG,xp~v/ 

) 29,ug lU’ 

= (gp@’gVv’ + SpV’gV,’ - d-y S ( z , W )  + Vp‘ApV;V’ + VV’A/LV;~‘  

and the differential operator W is defined by 

WpvKAGn~,iv~ - V a V a G p v ; p ~ v ~  - VpVvGaa;,tvl + VpVaG,,~;p~v~ 
+VvVaGpa;p~v~  - 2GpV;,1V1 + 2gpVGaa;p~V1 (146) 

The solution to this equation is obtained by decomposing G onto a basis 
of 5 irreducible SO(l,d)-tensors, which may all be expressed in terms of 
the metric gpv and the derivatives of the chordal distance dpu, apaufu etc. 
One finds that three linear combinations of these 5 tensors correspond to 
diffeomorphisms, so that we have 

Gpv;IL/Yi = (dpd,,u &&u + a,&u a&’,i~)G(u) + gpvg,rv/H(U) 

+ V ( p S v ) ; p W  + V(p /S , v ) ; v / )  (147) 
The functions G precisely obeys the equation for a massless scalar propa- 
gator Gn(u)  with A = d, so that G(u) = G ~ ( u ) .  The function H(u) is then 
given by 

-(d - l ) H ( u )  = 2(1+  u ) ~ G ( u )  + 2(d - 2 ) ( 1 +  U )  dvG(w) (148) 

which may also be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions. The 
graviton propagator was derived using the above methods, or alternatively 
in De Donder gauge in Ref. 79. Propagators for other fields, such as massive 
tensor and form fields were constructed in Refs. 80 and 81; see also Refs. 82 
and 83. 

L 
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6.4. Conformal Structure of 1- 2- and 3- Point Functions 

Conformal invariance is remarkably restrictive on correlation functions with 
1, 2, and 3 conformal  operator^.^' We illustrate this point for correlation 
functions of superconformal primary operators, which are all scalars, 

The 1-point function is given by 

(OA(x)) = SA,O (149) 

Indeed, by translation invariance, this object must be independent of x, 
while by scaling invariance, an x-independent quantity can have dimension 
A only when A = 0, in which case when have the identity operator. 

The 2-point function is given by 

Indeed, by Poincar6 symmetry, this object only depends upon ($1 - - ~ 2 ) ~ ;  by 
inversion symmetry, it must vanish unless A1 = A,; by scaling symmetry 
one fixes the exponent; and by properly normalizing the operators, the 
2-point function may be put in diagonal form with unit coefficients. 

The 3-point function is given by 

where A = A1 + A2 + A3. The coefficient C A ~ A , A ,  is independent of the 
xi and will in general depend upon the coupling g$M of the theory and on 
the Yang-Mills gauge group through N .  

6.5 .  SYM Calculation of 2- and 3- Point Functions 

All that is needed to compute the SYM correlation functions of the com- 
posite operators 

(152) 
1 

n A  

to Born level (order g",) is the propagator of the scalar field 

OA (x) = -strXil (x) - . . X ~ A  (x) 

where c is a color index running over the adjoint representation of S U ( N )  
while i = 1, . . . , 6  labels the fundamental representation of SO(6). Clearly, 
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the 2- and 3- point functions have the space-time behavior expected from 
the preceding discussion of conformal invariance. Normalizing the 2-point 
function as below, we have ni = str(Tcl . . TCk)str(TC1 . . . T c k ) .  

~ A , , A ,  
(C3A~(21)C3&(22)) = ( 2 1 - 2 z ) ~ ~ l  

1 
(154) ( ~ A I  (Z1)C3Az(22)0A3(23)) ( 2 1  - 2 2 ) A l z  ( 2 ~ - 2 3 ) ~ 2 3  ( 2 3 - 2 1 ) A 3 1  

Using the fact that the number Ai of propagators emerging from operator 
QA, equals the sum Aij + Aik, we find 2Aij = Ai + Aj - Ak, in agreement 
with (151). The precise numerical coefficients may be worked out with the 
help of the contractions of color traces. 

6.6. AdS Calculation of 2- and 3- Point Functions 

On the AdS side, the 2-point function to lowest order is obtained by taking 
the boundary-to-bulk propagator K A ( ~ ,  2) for a field with dimension A and 
extracting the zf behavior as zo + 0, which gives 

in agreement with the behavior predicted from conformal invariance. 

The 3-point function involves an integral over the intermediate super- 
gravity interaction point, and is given by 

where G(A1, A,, A,) stands for the supergravity 3-point coupling and the 
second factor is the integrals over the spherical harmonics of S5. To carry 
out the integral over H ,  one proceeds in three steps. First, use a translation 
to set 2 3  = 0. Second, use an inversion about 0, given by z@ -+ z”/z2 to 
set 2; = 00. Third, having one point at 00, one may now use translation 
invariance again, to obtain for the H-integral 

Carrying out the z’integral using a Feynman parametrization of the integral 
and then carrying out the zo integral, one recovers again the general space- 
time dependence of the 3-point f~nc t ion .~’  A more detailed account of the 
AdS calculations of the 2- and 3-point functions will be given in 58.4. 
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6.7. Non-Renormalization of 2- and 3- Point Functions 

Upon proper normalization of the operators OA, so that their 2-point func- 
tion is canonically normalized, the three point couplings C A ~ , A ~ , A ,  ( & M ,  N )  
may be computed in a unique manner. On the SYM side, small coupling 
Q Y M  perturbation theory yields results for g Y M  << 1, but all N .  On the 
Ads side, the only calculation available in practice so far is at the level of 
classical supergravity, which means the large N limit (where quantum loops 
are being neglected), as well as large 't Hooft coupling = gCMN (where 
a' string corrections to supergravity are being neglected). Therefore, a di- 
rect comparison between the two calculations cannot be made because the 
calculations hold in mutually exclusive regimes of validity. 

Nonetheless, one may compare the results of the calculations in both 
regimes. This involves obtaining a complete normalization of the supergrav- 
ity three-point couplings G(A1, A,, A3), which was worked out in Ref. 91. 
It was found that 

Given that this result holds irrespectively of the dimensions Ai, it was con- 
jectured in Ref. 91 that this result should be viewed as emerging from a 
non-renormalization effect for 2- and 3-point functions of 1/2 BPS opera- 
tors. Consequently, it was conjectured that the equality should hold for all 
couplings, at large N ,  

and more precisely that C A , , A ~ , A ~ ( ~ ~ ,  N )  be independent of g s  in the N -+ 
00 limit. 

Independence on Q Y M  of the three point coupling C A ~ , A , , A ~  ( g C M ,  N )  is 
now a problem purely in N = 4 SYM theory, and may be studied there in its 
own right. This issue has been pursued since by performing calculations of 
the same correlators to order g $ M .  It was found that to this order, neither 
the 2- nor the 3-point functions receive any  correction^.'^ Consequently, a 
stronger conjecture was proposed to hold for all N ,  

Further evidence that this relation holds has been obtained using N = 
1 super field^^^,^^ and N = 2 off-shell analytic/harmonic superfield 
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 method^.^^^,^^' The problem has also been investigated using J\/ = 4 on- 
shell superspace  method^,^^,^^ via the study of nilpotent superconformal 
invariants, which had been introduced for OSp(1,N) in Ref. 97. Similar 
non-renormalization effects may be derived for 1/4 BPS operators and their 
correlators as well.g8 Two and three point correlators have also been inves- 
tigated for superconformal descendant fields; for the R-symmetry current 
in Ref. 90 and later in Ref. 100; see also Refs. 99 and 101. Additional 
references includelo2 and 103. A further test of the Maldacena conjecture 
involving the Weyl anomaly is in Ref. 104. 

6.8. Extremal 3-Point Functions 

We now wish to investigate the dependence of the 3-point function of 1 /2  
BPS single trace operators 

( ~ A I  ( 2 1 ) 0 A z ( 2 2 ) 0 A s ( Z 3 ) )  (161) 

on the dimensions Ai a little more closely. Recall that these operators 
transform under the irreducible representations of s U ( 4 ) ~  with Dynkin 
labels [0, Ai, 01. As a result, the correlators must vanish whenever Ai > 
Aj + Ak for any one of the labels z # j , k ,  since in this case no sU(4)R 
singlet exists. Whenever Ai 5 A j  + A,, for all i , j ,  k, the correlator is 
allowed by s U ( 4 ) ~  symmetry. 

These facts may also be seen at Born level in SYM perturbation theory 
by matching the number of X propagators connecting different operators. 
If Ai > Aj + A,, it will be impossible to match up the X propagator lines 
and the diagram will have to vanish. 

The case where Ai = A j  + Ak for one of the labels i is of special interest 
and is referred to as an extremal c ~ r r e l a t o r . ~ ~ ~  Although allowed by sU(4)R 
group theory, its Born graph effectively factorizes into two 2-point functions, 
because no X propagators directly connect the vertices operators j and k. 
Thus, the extremal3-point function is non-zero. However, the supergravity 
coupling G(A1, A2, A,) N A, -A2-A3 vanishes in the extremal case as was 
shown in Ref. 91. The reason that all these statements can be consistent 
with the AdS/CFT correspondence is because the Ads5 integration actually 
has a pole at the extremal dimensions, as may indeed be seen by taking a 
closer look at the integrals, 
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Thus, the AdS/CFT correspondence for extremal 3-point functions holds 
because a zero in the supergravity coupling is compensated by a pole in the 
Ads5 integrals. 

Actually, the dimensions Ai are really integers (which is why “pole” was 
put in quotation marks above) and direct analytic continuation in them is 
not really justified. It was shown in Ref. 105 that when keeping the dimen- 
sions Ai integer, it is possible to study the supergravity integrands more 
carefully and to establish that while the bulk contribution vanishes, there 
remains a boundary contribution (which was immaterial for non-extremal 
correlators). A careful analysis of the boundary contribution allows one to 
recover agreement with the SYM calculation directly. 

6.9. Non-Renormalization of General Extremal Correlators 

Extremal correlators may be defined not just for 3-point functions, but for 
general (n + 1)-point functions. Let OA and OA, with i = 1, . . .  , n  be 
1/2 BPS chiral primary operators obeying the relation A = A, +. . . + A,, 
which generalizes the extremality relation for the 3-point function. We have 
the extremal correlation non-renormalization conjecture, stating the form 
of the following correlator,lo5 

n 

(163) 
1 

(C?A(x)(3Al ’ ’  ’ o A r ~ ( ~ , ) )  = A ( A Z ;  N ,  (2 - zi)2A, 
i= 1 

The conjecture furthermore states that the overall function A(Ai; N )  is 
independent of the points xi and x and is also independent of the string 
coupling constant g s  = g $ M .  The conjecture also states that the associated 
supergravity bulk couplings G(A; A,, . . . , A,) must vanish.lo5 

There is by now ample evidence for the conjecture and we shall briefly 
review it here. First, there is evidence from the SYM side. To Born level 
(order O ( & M ) ,  the factorization of the space-time dependence in a prod- 
uct of 2-point functions simply follows from the fact that no X-propagator 
lines can connect different points xi; instead all X-propagator lines ema- 
nating from any vertex x, flow into the point x. The absence of O(g$,) 
perturbative corrections was demonstrated in Ref. 109. Off-shell N = 2 
analytic/harmonic superspace methods have been used to show that g Y M  

corrections are absent to all orders of perturbation theory,107~10s 

On the Ads side, the simplest diagram that contributes to the extremal 
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correlator is the contact graph, which is proportional to  

In view of the relation A = A1 + . . . + A,, the integration is convergent 
everywhere in H ,  except when z' -+ Z and zo -+ 0, where a simple pole 
arises in A - A1 - . . . - A,. Finiteness of Type IIB superstring theory on 
Ads5 x S5(which we take as an assumption here) guarantees that the full 
correlator must be convergent. Therefore, the associated supergravity bulk 
coupling must vanish, 

as indeed stated in the conjecture. Assuming that it makes sense to "analyt- 
ically continue in the dimensions A", one may proceed as follows. The pole 
of the z-integration and the zero of the supergravity coupling compen- 
sate one another and the contribution of the contact graph to the extremal 
correlator will be given by the residue of the pole, which is precisely of the 
form (163). It is also possible to carefully treat the boundary contributions 
generated by the supergravity action in the extremal case, to recover the 
same result. lo5 

The analysis of all other Ads graph, which have at  least one bulk-to-bulk 
exchange in them, was carried out in detail in Ref. 105. For the exchange of 
chiral primaries in the graph, the extremality condition A = A, +. . . + A, 
implies that each of the exchange bulk vertices must be extremal as well. 
A non-zero contribution can then arise only if the associated integral is 
divergent, produces a pole in the dimensions, and makes the interaction 
point collapse onto the boundary d H .  Dealing with all intermediate ex- 
ternal vertices in this way, one recovers that all intermediate vertices have 
collapsed onto Z, thereby reproducing the space-time behavior of (163). 
The exchange of descendants may be dealt with in an analogous manner. 

Assuming non-renormalization of 2- and 3-point functions for all (single 
and multiple trace) 1 /2  BPS operators, and assuming the space-time form 
(163) of the extremal correlators, it is possible to prove that the overall 
factor A(&; N )  is independent of gs = g $ M ,  as was done in Ref. 105 in 
a special case. We present only the simplest non-trivial case of n = 3 
and A = 6; the general case may be proved by induction. Assuming the 
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space-time form, we have 

We begin with the OPE 

Using non-renormalization of the 3-point functions ( 0 6 0 2 0 4 )  and 
( 0 6 0 2 [ 0 2 0 2 ] m a x ,  we find that c and c’ are independent of the coupling 
g y M .  Now substitute the above OPE into the correlator (166), and use 
the fact that the 3-point functions ( 0 4 0 2 0 2 )  and ( 0 2 0 2 [ 0 2 0 2 ] m a x  are not 
renormalized. It immediately follows that A in (166) is independent of the 
coupling. 

6.10. Next-to-Extremal Correlators 

The space-time dependence of extremal correlators was characterized by 
its factorization into a product of n 2-point functions. The space-time 
dependence of Next-to-extremal correlators ( O A ( Z ) ~ A ,  ( X I ) .  . . ~ A , ( x , ) ) ,  
with the dimensions satisfying A = A 1  + . . . + A, - 2 is characterized by 
its factorization into a product of n - 2 two-point functions and one 3-point 
function. Therefore, the conjectured space-time dependence of next-to- 
extremal correlators is given by Ref. 108 as 

1 n 
- B(&; N )  
- &(x - 51)2A1--2(2 - x2) 2A2-2 i=3 (. - xi)2Ai 

where the overall strength B(Ai;  N )  is independent of g Y M .  This form is 
readily checked at  Born level and was verified at order 0(g$,) by Ref. 106. 

On the AdS side, the exchange diagrams, say with a single exchange, 
are such that one vertex is extremal while the other vertex is not extremal. 
A divergence arises when the extremal vertex is attached to the operator of 
maximal dimension A and its collapse onto the point x now produces a 3- 
point correlator times n - 2 two-point correlators, thereby reproducing the 
space-time dependence of (168). Other exchange diagrams may be handled 
analogously. However, there is also a contact graph, whose AdS integration 
is now convergent. Since the space-time dependence of this contact term is 
qualitatively different from the factorized form of (168), the only manner 
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in which (168) can hold true is if the supergravity bulk coupling associated 
with next-to-extremal couplings vanishes, 

A = A1 + . . . + A, - 2 (169) 

which is to be included as part of the conjecture.ll0 This type of cancellation 
has been checked to low order in Ref. 111. 

G(A; A,, . . . , A,) = 0 whenever 

6.11. Consistent Decoupling and Near-Extremal 
Correlators 

The vanishing of the extremal and next-to-extremal supergravity couplings 
has a direct interpretation, at least in part, in supergravity. Recall that the 
operator 0 2  and its descendants are dual to the 5-dimensional supergravity 
multiplet on AdS5, while the operators OA with A 2 3 and its descendants 
are dual to the Kaluza-Klein excitations on S5 of the 10-dimensional su- 

shown that the 5-dimensional gauged supergravity theory on Ads5 all by 
itself exists and is consistent. Thus, there must exist a consistent truncation 
of the KaJuza-Klein modes of supergravity on Ads5 x S5 to only the super- 
gravity on Ad&,; see also Ref. 114. In a perturbation expansion, this means 
that if only Ads5 supergravity modes are excited, then the Euler-Lagrange 
equations of the full Ads5 x S5 supergravity must close on these excitations 
alone without generating Kaluza-Klein excitation modes. This means that 
the one l-point function of any Kaluza-Klein excitation operator in the 
presence of Ads5 supergravity alone must vanish, or 

pergravity multiplet. Now, prior work on gauged ~ u p e r g r a v i t y . ~ ~ ’ ,ha S 

G ( A , A l , . . .  ,A,) = 0, Ai = 2, i = I,... , n  for all A 2 4 (170) 

When A > 2n, the cancellation takes place by s U ( 4 ) ~  group theory only. 
For A = 2n and A = 2n - 2, we have special cases of extremal and next- 
to-extremal correlators respectively, but for 4 < A < 2n - 4, they belong 
to a larger class. We refer to these as near-extremal correJatorsll10 

( O A ( ~ ) O ~ ,  (XI). . * OA,(X,)), A = A1 +. + .+A,-2m, 0 5 m < n-2 (171) 

The principal result on near-extremal correlators (but which are not of 
the extremal or next-to-extremal type) is that they do receive coupling 
dependent quantum corrections, but only through lower point functions. lo 

Associated supergravity couplings must vanish, 

G(A, A , , .  . . , A,) = 0, A = A1 + . . .  + A,-2m1 0 < m < n - 2 (172) 

Arguments in favor of this conjecture may be given based on the divergence 
structure of the Ads integrals and on perturbation calculations in SYM. 
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6.12. Problem Sets 

(6.1) Using infinitesimal special conformal symmetry (or global inversion 
under which x p  + xp/x2) show that (Oa(x)O~l(x/)) = 0 unless A' = A. 

(6.2) Gauge dependent correlators in gauge theories such as N = 4 SYM 
theory will, in general, depend upon a renormalization scale p. (a) Show 
that the general form of the scalar two point function to one loop order is 
given by 

for some numerical constants A and B. (b) Show that the 2-pt 
function of the gauge invariant operator O2(x) = trXi(x)Xj(x) - 
l d i j  6 Ck t rXk(x)Xk(x)  is p-independent. (c) Show that the 2-pt function 
of the gauge invariant operator O K ( ~ )  = t rXi(z)Xi(x)  (the Konishi oper- 
ator) is p-dependent. (d) Calculate the 1-loop anomalous dimensions of 0 2  

and OK.  

(6.3) Consider the Laplace operator A acting on scalar functions on the 
sphere Sd with round SO(d + 1)-invariant metric and radius R. Compute 
the eigenvalues of of A. Suggestion : A is related to the quadratic Casimir 
operator L2 E Ci,j=l L:j where Lij are the generators of d+ 1-dimensional 
angular momentum, i.e. generators of SO(d+ 1); thus the problem may be 
solved by pure group theory methods, analogous to those used for rotations 
on S2. 

d+l  

(111.4) Continuing on the above problem, show that the eigenfunctions are 
of the form ci l...ipxal ' ' ' xap , where we have now represented the sphere by 
the usual equation in Rd+' : Ci(xi)2 = R2 and c is totally symmetric and 
traceless. 

7. Structure of General Correlators 

In the previous section, we have concentrated on matching between the 
SYM side and the Ads side of the Maldacena correspondence correlation 
functions that were not renormalized or were simply renormalized from 
their free form. This led us to uncover a certain number of important 
non-renormalization effects, most of which are a t  the level of conjecture. 

However, N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory is certainly not a free quan- 
tum field theory, and generic correlators will receive quantum corrections 
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from their free field values, and therefore will acquire non-trivial coupling 
gs = g$M dependence. In this section, we analyze the behavior of such cor- 
relators. We shall specifically deal with the 4-point function. The relevant 
dynamical information available from correlators in conformal quantum 
field theory is contained in the scaling dimensions of general operators, in 
the operator mixings between general operators and in the values of the 
operator product (OPE) coefficients. As in the case of the 3-point func- 
tion, a direct quantitative comparison between the results of weak coupling 
g y M  perturbation theory in SYM and the large N ,  large ‘t Hooft coupling 
X = g c M N  limit of supergravity cannot be made, because the domains of 
validity of the expansions do not overlap. Nonetheless, general properties 
lead to exciting and non-trivial comparisons, which we shall make here. 

7.1. RG Equations for  Correlators of General Operators 

It is a general result of quantum field theory that all renormalizations of 
local operators are multiplicative. This is familiar for canonical fields; for 
example the bare field $o(z) and the renormalized field $(x) in a scalar field 
theory are related by the field renormalization factor 2 4  via the relation 
$0 (z) = Z&(z). Composite operators often requires additive renormaliza- 
tions; for example the proper definition of the operator $2(z) requires the 
subtraction of a constant C.  If this constant is viewed as multiplying the 
identity operator I in the theory, then renormalization may alternatively 
be viewed as multiplicative (by a matrix) on an array of two operators I 
and $2(z) as follows, 

The general rule is that operators will renormalize with operators with the 
same quantum numbers but of lesser or equal dimension. 

In more complicated theories such as N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory, 
renormalization will continue to proceed in a multiplicative way. If we 
denote a basis of (local gauge invariant polynomial) operators by 01, and 
their bare counterparts by 001, then we have the following multiplicative 
renormalization formula 

Oor(z) = 1 . G J 0 J ( 2 )  (174) 
J 

The field renormalization matrix 21 may be arranged in block lower tri- 
angular form, in ascending value of the operator dimensions, generalizing 
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(173). Consider now a general correlator of such operators 

GI ,,... , I n ( % ;  9 ,  3 (Q(x1). . . &n(xn)) (175) 

and its bare counterpart GoI,, ...,in( x i ; g o , A ) ,  in a theory in which we 
schematically represent the dimensionless and dimensionful couplings by 
g ,  and their bare counterparts by go. The renormalization scale is p and 
the UV cutoff is A. Multiplicative renormalization implies the following 
relation between the renormalized and bare correlators 

GOI, ,...  xi; g o ,  A) (176) 
= CJ,  ,... ,Jn ZI, J1 . . . ZI, J n ( g ,  P ,  4 G J l  ,... ,Jn (xi; 9 ,  P )  

Keeping the bare parameters go and A fixed and varying the renormalization 
scale p,  we see that the lhs is independent of p. Differentiating both sides 
with respect to p is the standard way of deriving the renormalization group 
equations for the renormalized correlators, and we find 

(& + ~ ~ ) G i , , . . . , I ~ ( ~ z ; g , i L )  (177) 

-Cj”=, CJYI,~GI,,...,I~-,,J,I,+, ,..., ~ ~ ( ~ i ; g , p )  = O  

where the RG P-function and anomalous dimension matrix 71 are defined 
by 

For each I ,  only a finite number of J’s are non-zero in the sum over J .  The 
diagonal entries 71’ contribute to the anomalous dimension of the opera- 
tor 01, while the off-diagonal entries are responsible for operator mixing. 
Operators that are eigenstates of the dimension operator D (at a given 
coupling g )  correspond to the eigenvectors of the matrix y. 

7.2. RG Equations for Scale Invariant Theories 

Considerable simplifications occur in the RG equations for scale invariant 
quantum field theories. Scale invariance requires in particular that P ( g * )  = 
0, so that the theory is a t  a fixed point g * .  In rare cases, such as is in fact 
the case for N = 4 SYM, the theory is scale invariant for all couplings. If 
no dimensionful couplings occur in the Lagrangian, either from masses or 
from vacuum expectation vales of dimensionful fields, ylJ is constant and 
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the RG equation becomes a simple scaling equation 

n 

In conformal theories, the dilation generator may be viewed as a Hamilto- 
nian of the system conjugate to radial ev~lution. ' '~ Therefore, in unitary 
scale invariant theories, the dilation generator should be self-adjoint, and 
hence the anomalous dimension matrix should be Hermitian."' As such, 
y~~ must be diagonalizable with real eigenvalues, yi. Standard scaling ar- 
guments then give the behavior of the correlators 

GI ,  ,..., ~ , (Az i ;g* ,X-~p)  = .AvA1 . . * A - A n G ~ l  ,..., ~ , ( z i ; g * , p )  (180) 

where the full dimensions Ai are given in terms of the canonical dimension 
6i by Ai = yi + 6i. 

7.3. Structure of the OPE 

One of the most useful tools of local quantum field theory is the Oper- 
ator Product Expansion (OPE) which expresses the product of two local 
operators in terms of a sum over all local operators in the theory, 

oI(z )oJ(Y)  = ~ C I J K ( z - Y ; g , ~ ) ~ K ( Y )  (181) 
K 

The OPE should be understood as a relations that holds when evaluated be- 
tween states in the theory's Hilbert space or when inserted into correlators 
with other operators, 

(o I ( z )oJ (Y)  n ~ o L ( z L ) )  = CK C I J K ( z - y ;  gi p ) ( o K ( y )  n ~ o L ( z L ) ) ( 1 8 2 )  

From the latter, together with the RG equations for the correlators, one 
deduces the RG equations for the OPE coefficient functions C I J ~ ,  

In a scale invariant theory, we have ,O = 0 and constant. Furthermore, 
if the theory is unitary, 71 may be diagonalized in terms of operators OA, 

ViIn non-unitary theories, the matrix y~ may be put in Jordan diagonal form, and this 
form will produce dependence on p through Inp  terms. A fuller discussion is given in 
Ref. 116. 
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of definite dimension AI. The OPE then simplifies considerably and we 
have, 2o 

The operator product coefficients caIa,aK are now independent of x and 
y, but they will depend upon the coupling constants and parameters of the 
theory, such as Q Y M  and N .  

7.4.  Perturbative Expansion of OPE in Small Parameter 

Conformal field theories such as = 4 SYM have coupling constants 
g Y M ,  61, N and the theory is (super)-conformal for any value of these pa- 
rameters. In particular, the scaling dimensions are fixed but may depend 
upon these parameters in a non-trivial way, 

AI = N S Y M ,  01, N )  (185) 

The dependence of the composite operators on the canonical fields will in 
general also involve these coupling dependences. 

It is interesting to analyze the effects of small variations in any of these 
parameters on the structure of the OPE and correlation functions. Es- 
pecially important is the fact that infinitesimal changes in AT produce 
logarithmic dependences in the OPE. To see this, assume that 

A1 = A: + br 1611 << AT (186) 

[I - (61 + S J  - S K )  In I X  - Y I P ]  (187) ~ A I  ( x ) Q A J  (51) = C K  ( s _ y ; A ~ A : - A ~  

In the special case where the dimensions A: and A; are unchanged, be- 
cause the operators are protected (e.g. BPS) then isolating the logarithmic 
dependence allows one to compute S K  and thus the correction to the di- 
mension of operators occurring in the OPE. A useful reference on anoma- 
lous dimensions and the OPE, though not in conformal field theory, is in 
Ref. 121. 

and now observe that to first order in 61, we have 
c A , A  A o A , ( Y )  

7 .5 .  The 4-Point Function - The Double OPE 

Recall that the AdS/CFT correspondence maps supergravity fields into 
single-trace 1 / 2  BPS operators on the SYM side. Thus, the only correla- 
tors that can be computed directly are the ones with one 1 / 2  BPS operator 
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insertions. To explore even the simplest renormalization effects of non-BPS 
operators, such as their change in dimension, via the AdS/CFT correspon- 
dence] we need to go beyond the 3-point function. The simplest case is 
the 4-point function, which indeed can yield information on the anomalous 
dimensions of single and double trace operators. 

Thanks to conformal symmetry] the 4-point function may be factorized 
into a factor capturing its overall non-trivial conformal dependence times 
a function F(slt) that depends only upon 2 conformal invariants s l t  of 4 
points, 

The conformal invariants of the 4-point function s and t may be chosen as 
follows 

The fact that there are only 2 conformal invariants may be seen as follows. 
By a translation] take 2 4  = 0; under an inversion] we then have xi = 00 and 
we may use translations again to choose xi = 0. There remain 3 Lorentz 
invariants] x:, x; and x 1  ‘ x 2 ,  and thus 2 independent scale-invariant ratios. 
Note that 2 is also the number of Lorentz invariants of a massless 4-point 
function in momentum space. 

A specific representation for the function F may be obtained by 
making use of the OPE twice in the 4-point function, one on the pair 
o A l ( X 1 ) o A 3 ( X 3 )  and once on the pair o A z ( X 2 ) O A 4 ( X 4 ) .  One obtains the 
double OPE, first introduced in Ref. 122 

The OPE coefficients CA,A,A appeared in the simple OPE of the operators 
OA, and OA,. General properties of the OPE and double OPE have been 
studied recently in Refs. 126,123,124, 125, and 127 and from a perturbative 
point of view in Ref. 128; see also Ref. 129. 
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7.6.  4-pt Function of Dilaton/Axion System 

The possible intermediary fields and operators are restricted by the SU(4) R 

tensor product formula for external operators.vii Assuming external op- 
erators (such as the 1/2 BPS primaries) in representations [O,A,O] and 
[0, A', 01, their tensor product decomposes as 

A ' - p  [O,  A, 01 8 [O, A', 01 = @,fflo @v=o [v, A + A' - 2p  - 2v, v] (191) 
For example, the product of two AdSs supergravity primaries in the rep- 
resentation 20' = [0,2,0] is given by (the subscript A denotes antisym- 
metrization) 

20' 8 20' = 1 @ 1 5 ~  @ 20' @ 84 @ 105 @ 1 7 5 ~  (192) 
Actually, the simplest group theoretical structure emerges when taking two 
s u ( 4 ) R  and Lorentz singlets which are SU(2,214) descendants. We consider 
the system of dimension A = 4 half-BPS operators dual to the dilaton and 
axion fields in the bulk; 

0 4  = trFp,Fp"" + . ' ' Oc = trFp,pp"" + . . . (193) 
The further advantage of this system is that the classical supergravity action 
is simple, 

S[G, a, C] = & J, &[-& + A + $ap@@@ + :e2'd,CafiC (194) 

In the AdS/CFT correspondence, 6; may be related to N by 6; = 47r2/N2. 
This system was first examined in Refs. 130 and 131. An investigation 
directly of the correlator of half-BPS chiral primaries may be found in 
Ref. 132. 

I 

7.7. Calculation of 4-point Contact Graph 

The 4-point function receives contributions from the contact graph and 
from a number of exchange graphs, which we now discuss in turn. The 
most general 4-point contact term is given by the following integral, 

""Actually, the possible intermediary fields and operators are restricted by the full 
SU(2,214) superconformal algebra branching rules. Since no N = 4 off-shell super- 
field formulation is available, however, i t  appears very difficult to make direct use of this 
powerful fact. 
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a b 
Figure 6. Disconnected contributions to the correlator (OaOcC3+Oc) to order l /NZ 

S I 

Figure 7. Connected contributions to the correlator (OaOcOa9(?c) to order 1/N2 

This integral is closely related to the momentum space integration of the 
box graph. In fact, we shall not need this object in all its generality, but 
may restrict to the case D ~ ~ A / A / .  The calculation in the general case is 
given in Refs. 133 and 134; see also Ref. 135. 

Figure 8. Definition of the contact graph function D 
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To compute this object explicitly, it is convenient to factor out the over- 
all non-trivial conformal dependence. This may be done by first translating 
x1 t o  0, then performing an inversion and then translating also xi to 0. The 
result may be expressed in terms of 

x E xi3 - xi4 y = xi3 - xi2 (196) 
and is found to be 

Introducing two Feynman parameters, and carrying out the z-integration, 
the integral may be re-expressed as 

x:$’x:fx:t’ nd/21’(A + A’ - d/2) 
(x2 + y2)A’ 2A’I’(A)I’(Ar) ~ A A A ~ A ~ ( x ~ )  = 

Remarkably, for positive integers A and A‘, the integral for any A, A‘ 
and d may be re-expressed in terms of successive derivatives of a universal 
function I ( s ,  t ) ,  

(199) 
1 + At 

In 
1 

1 + A t  - s(1- A2)  s (1-  A2) 
I ( s , t )  = 1 ; ’ d A  

in the following way, 

x (2 )  A’-1 { sA-1 (2 )  A-lI(s, t ) }  

While the function I(sl t )  is not elementary, its asymptotic behavior is easily 
obtained. 

In the direct channel or t-channel, we have 1x131 << 1x121 and Ix24( << 
1x121, so that we have both s , t  -+ 0. Of principal interest will be the 
contribution which contains logarithms of s, and this part is given by (for 
the full asymptotics, Ref. 134); see also Ref. 138: 

In the two crossed channels, we have s --f 1 /2  : in the s-channel 
1x121, 1x341 << 1x131 for which t 4 -1; in the u-channel1~231~15141 << 1x341 for 
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which t + +l. Of principal interest will be the contribution which contains 
logarithms of (1 - t2) ,  and this part is given by (for the full asymptotics, 
see Ref. 134), 

00 O0 r(e+ ;)(I - t2)e 

P g ( s , t )  = -ln(l-t2)=y(1-2s)'cak(t), a'c(t) =c r (i) (2e+ k + 1)c! k=O e=o 

7.8.  Calculation of the 4-point Exchange Diagrams 

A direct approach to the calculation of the exchange graphs for scalar and 
gravitons is to insert the scalar or graviton propagators computed previ- 
ously and then to perform the integrals over the 3-point interaction vertices. 
This approach was followed in Refs. 78, 133, 134. However, it is also possible 
to exploit the special space-time properties of conformal symmetry to take 
a more convenient approach discussed in Ref. 136. This approach consists 
in first computing the 3-point interaction integral with two boundary-to- 
bulk propagators (say to vertices 1 and 3) with the bulk-to-bulk propagator 
between the same interaction vertex and an arbitrary bulk point. Confor- 
mal invariance and the assumption of integer dimension A 2 d / 2  makes 
this into a very simple object. We shall follow the last method to evaluate 
the exchange graphs. 

Figure 9. The t-channel exchange graph 

For the scalar exchange diagram, we need to compute the following 
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... 
integral""' 

As in the past, we simplify the integral by using translation invariance to 
translate z1 to 0, and then performing an inversion. As a result, 

A l f A 3  
A ( ~ , z i , ~ 3 )  = - 4 3 )  I I(w) =&$Ga(w, z)% 

(204) 

We now use the fact that GA is a Green function and satisfies (0, + A(A - 
d))GA(w, 2 )  = 6(w, z ) ,  so that 

In terms of the scale invariant combination C = wi/w2, we have I(w) = 

fs([), A13 = A1 - A3 and the function fs now satisfies the following 
differential equation 

4C2([ - 1)f$ + 4c[(A13 + 1)c - A13 + d/2 - 1]fk (206) 
+(A - A13)(A + A13 - d)fs  = CA3 

Making the change of variables 0 = l/(, we find that the new differential 
equation is manifestly of the hypergeometric type and is solved by 

The other linearly independent solution to the hypergeometric equation is 
singular as c -+ 1, which is unacceptable since the original integral was 
perfectly regular in this limit (which corresponds to G -+ 0). 

It is easier, however, to find the solutions in terms of a power series, 
fs(<) = f s k c k .  Upon substitution into (206), we find solutions that 
truncate to a finite number of terms in <, provided A1 + A3 - A is a 
positive integer. Notice that k need not take integer values, rather k - A3 
must be integer. The series truncates from above at  k,,, = A3 - 1, so that 
f S k  = 0 when k 2 A3, and 

r ( k ) r ( k  + Ai3)r(;{Ai + A3 - A})r(${A + A1 + A3 - d}) 
4 r ( A l ) r ( & ) r ( k + I +  ${A,,-A})r(k+ 1+ ${A13+A - d } )  (208) f S k  = 

viiiIn this subsection, we shall not write explicitly the propagator normalization constants 
Ca; however, they will be properly restored in the next subsection. 
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Still under the assumption that A, + A3 - A is a positive integer, the series 
also truncates from below at kmin = ;(A - A13). 

It remains to complete the calculation and substitute the above partial 
result into the full exchange graphs. The required integral is 

S(2i) = dw&KAz(w~ 52)KAs(w124)A(w, 21,23) (209) 

Remarkably] the expansion terms wf13 Ck = w f 1 + A 3 + 2 k / ~ 2 k  are precisely 
of the form of the product of two boundary-to-bulk propagators, one with 
dimension k, the other with dimension A13 + k. Thus, the scalar exchange 
diagram may be written as a sum over contact graphs in the following way, 

kmax 

S(2:i) = fSkIz131-2A3f2kDkA 13+k ~ ~ ~ ( 2 i )  (210) 
k=k,i, 

The evaluation of the contact graphs was carried out in the preceding sub- 
section for the special cases A1 = A3 and A2 = A4. 

For the massless graviton exchange diagram, we need to compute the 
integral, 

where the stress tensor is generated by two boundary-to-bulk scalar prop- 
agators which we assume both to be of dimension A,, 

+Al(Al - d)KAl ( z ,  Z1)Vp’KA, ( Z I  2 3 )  

Under translation of z1 to 0 and inversion] then using the symmetries of 
rank 2 symmetric tensors on Ad&, and finally using the operator W on 
both sides of Eq. (211), we find 
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where the field up represents an immaterial action of a diffeomorphism while 
the function f ~ ( < )  satisfies the first order differential equation 

2<(1 - <If&(<) - (d - 2)fG(<) = AICA1 (214) 

It is again possible to  solve this equation via a power series f ~ ( [ )  = 

XI,  f G I , c k .  The range of k is found to be d/2 - 1 = k,in 5 k 5 k,,, = 
A1 - 1,  provided A1 - d/2 is a non-negative integer and d > 2. The coefi- 
cients are then given by 

The result is particularly simple for the case of interest here when d = 4 
and A, integer, 

Again, this result may be substituted into the remaining integral in w versus 
the boundary-to-bulk propagators from the interaction point w to x2 and 
z4, thereby yielding again contributions proportional to  contact terms. 

7.9. Struc ture  of A m p l i t u d e s  

The full calculations of the graviton exchange amplitudes are quite 
involved and will not be reproduced completely here.134 Instead, 
we quote the contributions to the amplitudes from the correlator 
[~~~(x~)~~~(x~)O~(X~)C ? ~ ( X ~ ) ] ,  where the graviton is exchanged in the t- 
channel only. The sum of the axion exchange graph I ,  in the s-channel, of 
the axion exchange I ,  in the u-channel and of the quartic contact graph Iq 
is listed separately from the graviton contribution Ig  , 

(217) 1 I ,  + I ,  + Iq = $ [b4xi4D4455 - 3204444 

The most interesting information is contained in the power singularity part 
of this amplitude as well as in the part containing logarithmic singularities. 
Both are obtained from the singular parts of the universal function I ( s ,  t )  
in terms of which the contact functions D A , A ~ A ~ ~ ~  may be expressed. 
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7.10. Power Singularities 

In the s-channel and u-channel, no power singularities occur in the super- 
gravity result. This is consistent with the fact that there are no power 
singular terms in the OPE of 0 4  with OC, since the resulting composite 
operator would have U ( l ) y  hypercharge 4, and the lowest operator with 
those quantum numbers has dimension 8. (More details on this kind of 
argument will be given in $7.12.) 

In the t-channel, where 1x131,1~241 << 1x121, we have s, t -+ 0, with 
s - t2. The power singularities in this channel come entirely from the 
graviton exchange part, given by 

To compare this behavior with the singularities expected from the OPE, 
we derive first the behavior of the variables s and t in the t-channel limit, 

where Jij(x) = 6ij - 2xixj /x2 is the conformal inversion Jacobian tensor. 
Therefore, the leading singularity in the graviton exchange contribution 
may be written as 

with further subleading terms suppressed by additional powers of ~ : 3 / ~ : 2  

and xg4/xf2. The leading contribution above describes the exchanges of 
an operator of dimension 4, whose tensorial structure is that of the stress 
tensor. 

Note that there is also a term corresponding to the exchange of the 
identity operator, with behavior xI;8x,-,8, which derives from the discon- 
nected contribution to the correlator in Fig 5 (a). Note that there is no 
contribution in the singular terms that corresponds to the exchange of an 
operator of dimension 2. One candidate would be 0 2  which is a Lorentz 
scalar; however, it is a 20' under S i 7 ( 4 ) ~ ,  and therefore not allowed in the 
OPE of two singlets. The other candidate is the Konishi operator, which 
is both a Lorentz and s U ( 4 ) ~  singlet. The fact that it is not seen here is 
consistent with the fact that its dimension becomes very large - X1I4 in 
the limit X --f 03 and is dual to a massive string excitation. 
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7.11. Logarithmic Singularities 

The logarithmic singularities in the t-channel are produced by both the 
scalar exchange and contact graphs as well as by the graviton exchange 
graph.'34 They are given by 

Sk+4 r(k + 4, { (k + 4)2(15k2 + 55k + 42)urc+4(t) 
24 Ins 

7r6 5?35:4 k=o 

-- 
I '(k + 1) 

-2(5k2 + 20k + 16)(3k2 + 15k + 22)ak+3(t) } (221) 

To leading order, these expressions simplify as follows, 

Assembling all logarithmic contributions for the various correlators, we 
get116 

Here, the overall coupling constant factor of K ;  has been converted to a 
factor of 1/N2 with the help of the relation K; = 47r2/N2, a relation that 
will be explained and justified in (239). Further investigations of these log 
singularities may be found in Ref. 137. 

7.12. Anomalous Dimension Calculations 

We shall use the supergravity calculations of the 4-point functions for 
the operators 0 4  and OC to extract anomalous dimensions of double- 
trace operators built out of linear combinations of [ 0 4 0 4 ] ,  [c?cc?c] and 
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[ O ~ O C ] .  by taking the limits in vari- 
ous channels of the three 4-point functions (O,(21)0,(22)0,(23)O4(24)) 

example, we extract the following simple behavior from the s-channel limit 
2 1 2 , 2 3 4  -+ 0 of the correlator (0,(21)0C(22)Od,(23)c?C(24)), 

This was done in Ref. 116. 

(OC (21 )OC (22)OC (23)OC (24)) and ( 0 6  (21 )OC(z2) 0 4  (z3)OC (24)). For 

04(21)OC(22) = A4c(z12p)[~6Oc]p(m) + . . * (224) 

where p is an arbitrary renormalization scale for the composite operators 
and AbC is the corresponding logarithmic coefficient function, whose pre- 
cise value in the large N, large X limit is available from the logarithmic 
singularities of the correlator, and is given by 

This leading behavior receives further corrections both in inverse powers of 
N and A. 

From the t-channel and u-channel of the same correlators, we extract 
the leading terms in the OPE of two 0 4 ’ s  and of two Oc’s as follows, 

09(21 (23) (226) 
= S(Z1, 23) + C,,[O@41, + ~,c[OcOcl,  + C 4 T I 7 7 p  + . . . 

= S ( Z l , 2 3 )  + Cc$[O4O41p + ~ c c [ ~ c O c l p  + ccT[Tqp + . . . 
OC (21 ) 0 C  (23)  

where the term S(z1 , 53)  contains all the power singular terms in the ex- 
pansion, and is given schematically by 

The coefficient functions may be extracted from the logarithmic behavior 
as before, 

208 
21N2 C4, = Ccc = 1 - - ln(s13p) 

128 
21N2 C,, = Cc6 = 1 + - ln(z13p) 

Unfortunately, the coefficient functions C+T and C c ~  are not known at  this 
time as their evaluation would involve the highly complicated calculation 
involving two external stress tensor insertions. 
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To make progress, we make use of a continuous symmetry of supergrav- 
ity, namely U( l )y  hypercharge invariance. Most important for us here is 
that the operator 

has hypercharge Y = 2, which is the unique highest values attained amongst 
the canonical supergravity fields, as may be seen from the Table 7. We may 
now re-organize the OPE's of operators 0 4  and Oc in terms of OB and 0;. 
The OPE of OB with 0; contains the identity operator, the stress tensor 
and its derivatives and powers, as well as the Y = 0 operator [OBO;], 

OB(Xl)O;(zZ) =S(zl,zZ) +CBT[TT]p++BB*[OBO;j]p+"' (230) 

while the Y = 4 channel of the OPE is given by 

O B ( ~ ~ ) O B ( ~ Z )  = ( c44  - Cqk)Re[OBOB]p + iA$cIm[OBOB]p (231) 

Since the smallest dimensional operator of hypercharge Y = 4 is the com- 
posite [OBOB], we see that the power singularity terms S(zl, 2 3 )  indeed 
had to be the same for both OPE's in (226). By the same token, the rhs of 
(231) must be proportional to [OBOB]p, so we must have C44 -C4c = 
which is indeed borne out by the explicit calculational results of (225) and 
(228). In summary, we have a single simple OPE 

~ B ( ~ I ) O B ( X Z )  = A4c(XizP) [O~O~]p  + * .  . (232) 

from which the anomalous dimension may be found to bell6 

There is another operator occurring in this OPE channel of which we know 
the anomalous dimension. Indeed, the double-trace operator [ O 2 0 2 ] 1 0 5  

is 1/2 BPS, and thus has vanishing anomalous dimension. Its maximal 
descendant Q4Q4 [O2O2]105 therefore has Y = 0 and unrenormalized di- 
mension 8. For more on the role of the U( l )y  symmetry, see Ref. 117. The 
study of the OPE via the 4-point function has also revealed some surpris- 
ing non-renormalization effects, not directly related to the BPS nature of 
the intermediate operators. In the OPE of two half-BPS 20' operators, 
for example, the 20' intermediate state is not chiral. Yet, to lowest order 
a t  strong coupling, its dimension was found to be protected; see Ref. 118 
and.llg 
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7.13. Check of N-dependence 

The prediction for the anomalous dimension of the operator [OBOB] to or- 
der 1 /N2  obtained from supergravity calculations holds for infinitely large 
values of the ‘t Hooft coupling X = gCMN on the SYM side. As the 
regimes of couplings for possible direct calculations do not overlap, we 
cannot directly compare this prediction with a calculation on the SYM 
side. However, it is very illuminating to reproduce the 1 / N 2  dependence 
of the anomalous dimension from standard large N counting rules in SYM 
theory.l16 We proceed by expansing N = 4 SYM in 1 / N ,  while keeping the 
‘t Hooft coupling fixed (and perturbatively small). The strategy will be to 
isolate the general structure of the expansion and then to seek the limit 
where X -+ 00. 

To be concrete] we study the correlator (c3+(3,O+c3,), though our results 
will apply generally. 

(f) 

Figure 10. Large N counting for the 4-point function 

First, we normalize the individual operators via their 2-point functions] 
which to leading order in large N requires 

0 - -trFp,Fp” + .  ‘ ’ 1 
N 

0, = -trFp,Fpu + . . .  (234) 
1 

“ - N  
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In computing the 4-point function (O+Oc040c), there will first be a dis- 
connected contribution of the form ( 0 4 0 4 )  (O,Oc), which thus contributes 
precisely to order No.  The simplest connected contribution is a Born graph 
with a single gluon loop; the operator normalizations contribute N-4, while 
the two color loops contribute N 2 ,  thereby suppressing the connected con- 
tribution by a factor of N-' compared to the disconnected one. This Born 
graph has no logarithms because it is simply the product of 4 propaga- 
tors. Perturbative corrections with internal interaction vertices will how- 
ever generate logarithmic corrections, and thus contributions to anomalous 
dimensions. In the large N limit, planar graphs will dominate and the only 
corrections are due to non-trivial A-dependence with the same expansion 
order N - 2  and the connected contribution will take the form 

For the anomalous dimensions, a similar expansion will hold, 

The above results were established perturbatively in the 't Hooft coupling. 
To compare with the supergravity results, f and 7 should admit well- 
behaved A + 00 limits. Our supergravity calculation in fact established 
that y p e ~ B ~ ( A  = 00) = -16, a result that could of course not have been 
gotten from Feynman diagrams in SYM theory. 

The calculation of Ads four point functions in weak coupling pertur- 
bation theory was carried out in Refs. 139 and 140; string corrections to 
4-point functions were considered early on in Refs. 141 and 142; further 
4-point function calculations in the Ads setting may be found in Refs. 144, 
143, and 145. More general correlators of 4-point functions and higher cor- 
responding to the insertion of currents and tensor forms may be found in 
Refs. 149, 147, 148, and 150. Finally, an approach to correlation functions 
based on the existence of a higher spin field theory in Anti-de Sitter space- 
time may be found in a series of papers.151 Finally, effects of instantons on 
SYM and AdS/CFT correlators were explored recently in Refs. 156, 152, 
154, 153, 157, and 155. Possible constraints on correlators in AdS/CFT and 
N = 4 SYM from S-duality have been investigated by Ref. 158. Finally, 
very recently, correlators have been evaluated exactly for strings propagat- 
ing in Ads3 in Ref. 232. 
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8. How to  Calculate CFTd Correlation Functions from 
AdSd+l Gravity 

The main purpose of this chapter is to discuss the techniques used to cal- 
culate correlation functions in N= 4, d = 4 SYM field theory from Type 
IIB D = 10 supergravity. We will begin with a quick summary of the 
basic ideas of the correspondence between the two theories. These were 
discussed in more detail in earlier sections, but we wish to make this chap- 
ter self-contained. Other reviews we recommend to readers are the broad 
treatment of Ref. 7 and the 1999 TASI lectures of Klebanov15’ in which 
the AdSICFT correspondence is motivated from the viewpoints of D-brane 
and black hole solutions, entropy and absorption cross-sections. 

The N= 4 SYM field theory is a 4-dimensional gauge theory with gauge 
group S U ( N )  and R-symmetry or global symmetry group SO(6) N SU(4). 
Elementary fields are all in the adjoint representation of S U ( N )  and are 
represented by traceless Hermitean N x N matrices. There are 6 elementary 
scalars X z ( s ) ,  4 fermions 4a(s), and the gauge potential Aj(x). The theory 
contains a unique coupling constant, the gauge coupling g Y M ,  It is known 
that the only divergences of elementary Green’s functions are those of wave 
function renormalization which is unobservable and gauge-dependent. The 
,&function P(gYM) vanishes, so the theory is conformal invariant. The 
bosonic symmetry group of the theory is the direct product of the conformal 
group S0(2 ,4 )  N SU(2,2) and the R-symmetry SU(4). These combine 
with 16 Poincarg and 16 conformal supercharges to give the superalgebra 
SU(2,214) which is the over-arching symmetry of the theory. 

Observables in a gauge theory must be gauge-invariant quantities, such 
as: 

(1) Correlation functions of gauge invariant local composite operators 

(2) Wilson loops - not to be discussed, See, for example, 160, 161, 
- the subject on which we focus, 

162. 

Our primary interest is in correlation functions of the chiral primary oper- 
atorsix 

(237) 

1--k 
ixthe normalization factor N T  is chosen so that all correlation functions of these 
operators are of order N Z  for large N. 
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These operators transform as rank lc symmetric traceless SO(6) tensors - 
irreducible representations whose Dynkin designation is [0, lc, 01. For lc = 

2,3,4 the dimensions of these representations are 20,50,105, respectively. 

Ex. 1:. What is the dimension of the [0,5,0] representation? 

The trXk are lowest weight states of short representations of SU(2,214). 
The condition for a short representation is the relation AtrXk = lc between 
scale dimension A and SO(6) rank. Since the latter must be an integer, 
the former is quantized. The scale dimension of chiral primary operators 
(and all descendents) is said to be “protected” It is given for all gyM by 
its free-field value (i.e. the value at g Y M  = 0). This is to be contrasted 
with the many composite operators which belong to long representations 
of SU(2,214). For example, the Konishi operator K ( z )  = tr(XiXi] is the 
primary of a long representation. In the weak coupling limit, it is known163 
that AK = 2 + 3g$MN/4.rr2 + O(g$M). The existence of a gauge invariant 
operator with anomalous dimension is one sign that the field theory is non- 
trivial, not a cleverly disguised free theory. 

In Sec. 3.4 it was discussed how SU(2,214) representations are “filled 
out” with descendent states obtained by applying SUSY generators with 
A = to the primaries. Descendents can be important. For example, 
the descendents of the lowest chiral primary trX2 include the 15 SO(6) 
currents, the 4 supercurrents, and the stress tensor. 

Some years ago ‘t Hooft taught us (for a review, see Ref. 164) that it is 
useful to express amplitudes in an SU(N) gauge theory in terms of N and 
the ‘t Hooft coupling X = g$MN. Any Feynman diagram can be redrawn 
as a sum of color-flow diagrams with definite Euler character x (in the sense 
of graph theory). n-point functions of the operators t rXk are of the form 

The right side shows the beginning of a weak coupling expansion. One can 
see that planar diagrams (those with x = 2) dominate in the large N-limit. 

The extremely remarkable fact of the AdS/CFT correspondence is that 
the planar contribution to n-point correlation functions of operators t rXk 
and descendents can be calculated (in the limit N + 00, X >> 1) from 
classical supergravity, a strong coupling limit of a QFT4 without gravity 
from classical calculations in a D = 5 gravity theory. Results are inter- 
preted as the sum of the series in (238). Information about operators in 
long representations can be obtained by including string scale effects. It is 
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known that their scale dimensions are of order A t  in the limit above. They 
decouple from supergravity correlators. 

This claim brings us to the supergravity side of the duality, namely to 
type I I B ,  D = 10 supergravity which has the product space-time Ads5 x S 5  
as a classical “vacuum solution”. The first hint of some relation to N = 4 
SYM theory is the match of the isometry group S0(2 ,4)  x SO(6) with 
the conformal and R-symmetry groups of the field theory. The vacuum 
solution is also invariant under 16 + 16 supercharges and thus has the same 
SU(2,2/4) superalgebra as the field theory. 

Type IIB supergravity is a complicated theory whose structure was dis- 
cussed in Secs. 4.4 and 4.5. Here we describe only the essential points nec- 
essary to understand the correspondence with N = 4 SYM theory. Since 
the supergravity theory is the low energy limit of IIB string theory, the 
10D gravitational coupling may be expressed in terms of the dimensionless 
string coupling gs and the string scale 01’ (of dimension 1 2 ) .  The relation 
is K : ~  = 87~Glo = 6 4 7 ~ ~ 9 ~ 0 1 / ~ .  The length scale of the Ads5 and S5 factors 
of the vacuum space-time is L with L4 = 47d2g,N.  The integer N is 
determined by the flux of the self-dual 5-form field strength on S5.  The 
volume of S5 is n3L3 so the effective 5 0  gravitational constant is 

Among the bosonic fields of the theory, we single out the 10D metric 
gMN and 5-form FMNPQR, which participate in the vacuum solution, and 
the dilaton $ and axion C. Other fields consistently decouple from these 
and the subsystem is governed by the truncated action (in Einstein frame) 

Actually there is no covariant action which gives the self-dual relation 
F5 = *Fs as an Euler-Lagrange equation, and the field equations from 
SIIB must be supplemented by this extra condition. 

Using xi, i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3  as Cartesian coordinates of Minkowski space with 
metric qij = (- + ++) and y“, a = 1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6  as coordinates of a flat 
transverse space, we write the following ansatz for the set of fields above: 

ds:o = ___ qijdxidd + d m d a b d y a d y b  

F = d A + * d A  
q5=c-o 

A I L  dxo A dx’ A dx2 A dx3 (241) 
H ( Y a )  
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Remarkably the configuration above is a solution of the equations of motion 
provided that H(ya)  is a harmonic function of ya, i .e .  

Ex. 2:. Verify that the above is a solution. Compute the connection and 
curvature of the metric as an intermediate step. See the discussion of the 
Cartan structure equations in Section 9 for some guidance. 

The appearance of harmonic functions is typical of D-brane solutions 
to supergravity theories. The solutions (241) are - BPS solutions which 
support 16 conserved supercharges. This fact may be derived by study- 
ing the transformation rules of Type IIB supergravity to find the Killing 
spinors. A quite general harmonic function is given by 

L; = ~ T C Y " ~ J ~ N I  (243) L1: 
M 

H = l + C  
I=1 (Y - y d 4  

This describes a collection of A4 parallel stacks of D3-branes, with N I  
branes located at position ya = y? in the transverse space. This "multi- 
center" solution of IIB supergravity defines a 10-dimensional manifold with 
M infinitely long throats as y --t y1 and which is asymptotically flat as y -+ 

00. The curvature invariants are non-singular as y -+ y ~ ,  and these loci are 
simply degenerate horizons. The solution has an AdS/CFT interpretation 
as the dual of a Higgs branch vacuum state of N = 4 SYM theory, a vacuum 
in which conformal symmetry is spontaneously broken. However, we are 
jumping too far ahead. 

Let's consider the simplest case of a single stack of N D3-branes at 
y~ = 0. We replace the ya by a radial coordinate r = plus 5 angular 
coordinates ya on an S5. At the same time we take the near-horizon limit. 
The physical and mathematical arguments for this limit are rather complex 
and discussed in Sec 5.2 above, in Ref. 7 and elsewhere. We simply state 
that it is the throat region of the geometry that determines the physics of 
AdS/CFT. We therefore restrict to the throat simply by dropping the 1 in 
the harmonic function H ( r ) .  Thus we have the metric 

where do: is the SO(6) invariant metric on the unit 5's. The metric de- 
scribes the product space Ads5 x S 5 .  The coordinates (xi, r )  are collectively 
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called z,, below. These coordinates give the Poincarb patch of the induced 
metric on the hyperboloid embedded in 6-dimen~ions.~ 

y ,2  + 5 2  - Y? - Y2” - y3” - Y 2  4 -  - L2 (245) 

Ex. 3:. Show that the curvature tensor in the z,, directions has the maximal 
symmetric form RPYpx = --&I (g,,pgux - g,,xgvp). 

The bulk theory may now be viewed as a supergravity theory in the 
Ad& space-time with an infinite number of 5D fields obtained by Kaluza- 
Klein analysis on the internal space S5. We will discuss the KK decomposi- 
tion process and the properties of the 5D fields obtained from it. The main 
point is to emphasize the 1:l correspondence between these bulk fields and 
the composite operators of the N= 4 SYM theory discussed above. 

The linearized field equations of fluctuations about the background 
(244) were analyzed in Ref. 50. All fields of the D = 10 theory are expressed 
as series expansions in appropriate spherical harmonics on S5. Typically 
the independent 5D fields are mixtures of KK modes from different 10D 
fields. For example the scalar fields which correspond to the chiral primary 
operators are superpositions of the trace h: of metric fluctuations on S5 
with the S5 components of the 4-form potential A a p r b .  The independent 5D 
fields transform in representations of the isometry group SU(4) N SO(6) 
of S5 which are determined by the spherical harmonics. 

The analysis of Ref. 50 leads to a graviton multiplet plus an infinite set 
of KK excitations. We list the fields of the graviton multiplet, together with 
the dimensionalities of the corresponding SO(6) representations: graviton 
hpY,  1, gravitini +,,, 4 @ 4*, 2-form potentials APu,  6,, gauge potentials 
A,, 15, spinors A, 4 @ 4* @ 20 @ 20* = 48, and finally scalars 4, 20’ @ 10 @ 

10* @ 1, = 42. In this notation 10* denotes the conjugate of the complex 
irrep 10, while 6, denotes a doubling of the real 6-dimensional (defining) 
representation of SO(6). 

Each of these fields is the base of a KK tower. For the scalar primaries 
one effectively has the following expansion, after mixing is implemented, 

k=2 

Here Y k ( y )  denotes a spherical harmonic of rank k ,  so that d k ( z )  is a 
scalar field on AdSs which transformsX in the [0, k ,  01 irrep of SO(6). In 

Xindices for components of this irrep are omitted on both r$k and Yk. 
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the same way that every scalar field on Minkowski space contains an infi- 
nite number of momentum modes, each 4 k  contains an infinite number of 
modes classified in a unitary irreducible representation of the Ad& isometry 
group SO(2,4). We will describe these irreps briefly. For more informa- 
tion, see Refs. 24, 165-167. The group has maximal compact subgroup 
SO(2) x SO(4) and irreps are denoted by (A, s, s'). The generator of the 
SO(2) factor is identified with the energy in the physical setting, and A is 
the lowest energy eigenvalue that occurs in the representation. The quan- 
tum numbers s, s' designate the irrep of SO(4) in which the lowest energy 
components transform. Unitarity requires the bounds 

A 2 2 + s + s' if ss' > 0 A 2 1 + s if s' = 0. (247) 

In general A need not be integer, but our KK scalars 4 k  transform in the 
irrep [0, A = k ,  01 in which the energy and internal symmetry eigenvalues 
are locked, a condition which gives a short representation of SU(2,214). 

Each 4 k ( Z )  satisfies an equation of motion of the form 

( o A ~ S  - M 2 ) 4 k  = nonlinear interaction terms (248) 

The symbol 0 is the invariant Laplacian on AdS5, 

Ex. 4:. Obtain its explicit form from the metric in (244). 

Each KK mode has a definite mass M 2  = m2/L2 and the dimensionless 
m2 is essentially determined by SO(6) group theory"' to be m2 = Ic(k - 
4). Formulas of this type are important in the AdS/CFT correspondence, 
because the energy quantum number, A = k in this case, is identified with 
the scale dimension of the dual operator in the N =  4 SYM theory. Later 
we will see how this occurs. 

Since the superalgebra SU(2,214) operates in the dimensionally reduced 
bulk theory all KK modes obtained in the decomposition process can be 
classified in representations of SU(2,214). It turns out that one gets exactly 
the set of short representation discussed above for the composite operators 
of the field theory. There is thus a 1:l correspondence between the KK fields 
of Type IIB D = 10 supergravity and the composite operators (in short 
representations) of n/= 4 SYM theory. The (bk we have been discussing 

XiIn the simplest case of the dilaton field, whose linearized 10D field equation is uncou- 
pled, the masses in the KK decomposition are simply given by the eigenvalues of the 
Laplacian on Sg, namely m2 = k(k +4) .  The mass formula which follows differs because 
of the mixing discussed above. 
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are dual to the chiral primary operators t rXk.  Within the lowest k = 2 
multiplet, the 15 bulk gauge fields A,  are dual to the conserved currents 
Ji of the SO(6) R-symmetry group, and the AdSs metric fluctuation h,, 
is dual to the field theory stress tensor Tij. 

Critics of the AdS/CFT correspondence legitimately ask whether results 
are due to dynamics or simply to symmetries. I t  thus must be admitted that 
the operator duality just discussed was essentially ensured by symmetry. 
The superalgebra representations which can occur in the KK reduction of 
a gravity theory whose “highest spin” field is the metric tensor g M N  are 
strongly constrained. In the present case of SU(2,214) there was no choice 
but to obtain the series of short representations which were found. So 
what we have uncovered so far is just the working of the same symmetry 
algebra in two different physical settings, a field theory without gravity in 
4 dimensions and a gravity theory in 5 dimensions. The more dynamical 
aspects of the correspondence involve the interactions of the dimensionally 
reduced bulk theory, e.g. the nonlinear terms in (248). I t  is notoriously 
difficult to find these terms,Xii but fortunately enough information has been 
obtained to give highly non-trivial tests of AdSJCFT, some of which are 
discussed later. 

8.1. AdSd+l Basics-Geometry and Isometraes 

We now begin our discussion of how to obtain information on correlation 
functions in conformal field theory from classical gravity. For applications 
to the “realistic” case of N = 4 SYM theory, we will need details of Type IIB 
supergravity, but we can learn a lot from toy models of the bulk dynamics. 
In most cases we will use Euclidean signature models in order to simplify 
the discussions and calculations. 

Consider the Euclidean signature gravitational action in d+l dimensions 

-1 
16nG 

s=-  J dd+’.z&(R - A) (249) 

with A = -d(d - 1)/L2. The maximally symmetric solution is Euclidean 
AdSd+l which should be more properly called the hyperbolic space H d + l .  

The metric can be presented in various coordinate systems, each of which 
brings out different features. For now we will use the upper half-space 

XiiExcept in subsectors such as that of the 15 A ,  where non-abelian gauge invariance in 
5 dimensions governs the situation. 
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description 

ds2 = $ ( d z i  + dz?) 
= ~ , , , d Z ~ d z U  

Ex. 5: .  Calculate the curvatures R,, = S?j,,, R = -d(d+l) L2 . 
The space is conformally flat and one may think of the coordinates as  

a (d  + 1)-dimensional Cartesian vector which we will variously denote as 
z ,  = (20, zi) = (20, Z’), with zo > 0. Scalar products z . w and invariant 
squares z2 involve a sum over all d + 1 components, e.g. z . w = 6~”z,w,. 

The plane zo = 0 is a t  infinite geodesic distance from any interior point. 
Yet it is technically a boundary. Data must be specified there to obtain 
unique solutions of wave equations on the spacetime, as we will see later. 
We will usually set the scale L = 1. Equivalently, all dimensionful quantities 
are measured in units set by L. 

The continuous isometry group of Euclidean AdSd+l is S O ( d  + 1 , l ) .  
This consists of rotations and translations of the zi with $d(d  - 1) + d 
parameters, scale transformations zp -+ Xz, with 1 parameter, and special 
conformal transformations whose infinitesimal form is 62, = 2c .  z z ,  - z2c,, 
with c, = ( 0 , c i )  and thus d parameters. The total number of parameters 
is (d  + 2) (d  + 1 ) / 2  which is the dimension of the group S O ( d  + 1 , l ) .  

Ex. 6:. Verify explicitly the Killing condition D,K, + D,K, = 0 for all 
infinitesimal transformations. The covariant derivative D, includes the 
Christoffel connection for the metric (250) .  

Ex. 7:. (Extra credit !) Since AdSd+lis conformally flat, it has the same 
conformal group S O ( d  + 2 , l )  as flat (d  + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space. 
There are d + 2 additional conformal Killing vectors K, which satisfy 
D,K,  + D,K,  - -&?j,,DPK, = 0. Find them! 

The AdSd+lspace also has the important discrete isometry of inver- 
sion. We will discuss this in some detail because it has applications to the 
computation of AdS/CFT correlation functions and in conformal field the- 
ory itself. Under inversion the coordinates z ,  transform to new coordinates 
z: by z ,  = Z ~ / Z ’ ~ ,  and it is not hard to show that the line element (250)  is 
invariant under this transformation. 

Ex. 8:. Show this explicitly. 

Inversion is also a discrete conformal isometry of flat Euclidean space. 
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The Jacobian of the transformation is also useful, 

The Jacobian tells us how a tangent vector of the manifold transforms under 
inversion. 

Ex. 9:. View JPv(z) as a matrix. Show that it satisfies JPp(z)Jpy(~) = b,, 
and has d eigenvalues $1 and 1 eigenvalue -1. 

J,, is thus a matrix of the group O(d + 1) which is not in the proper 
subgroup SO(d + 1). As an isometry, inversion is an improper reflection 
which cannot be continuously connected to the identity in SO(d + 1,l). 

Ex. 10:. (Important but tedious !) Let z,, w, denote two vectors with 
zh, wh their images under inversion. Show that 

8.2.  Inversion and CFT Correlation Functions 

Although we have derived the properties of inversion in the context of 
AdSd+l, the manipulations are essentially the same for flat d-dimensional 
Euclidean space. We simply replace z,, w, by d-vectors xi, yi and take 
xi = 3, etc. Inversion is now a conformal isometry and in most cases 
xlll a symmetry of CFTd. Under the inversion xi -+ xi, a scalar operator 
of scale dimension A is transformed as OA(Z) -+ OL(x)  = x’ OA(X’). 
Correlation functions then transform covariantly under inversion, viz. 

... 

2A 

(OA,(xl)OA,(ZZ) ’ “ ~ A , ( ~ T L ) )  
(254) 

- - (xi)2A1 (xh)2A2 ’ ’  ’ (&)2An(C?A, (X:)OA,(Zk) ‘ ’ * OA,(XL)) 

It is well known that the spacetime forms of 2- and 3-point functions 

XiiiInversion is an improper reflection similar to  parity and is not always a symmetry of 
a field theory action containing fermions. 
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are unique in any CFTd, a fact which can be established using the trans- 
formation law under inversion. These forms are 

A12 = A1 + A2 - As, and cyclic permutations 

It  follows immediately from the exercise above that they do transform cor- 
rectly. 

Operators such as conserved currents Ji and the conserved traceless 
stress tensor Tij are important in a CFTd. Under inversion Ji(x) -+ 

Jij(z’)z’2(d-1),&(x’) with an analogous rule for Tij. The 2-point function 
of a conserved current takes the form 

The exercise above can be used to show this tensor does transform correctly. 
Here are some new exercises. 

Ex. 11:. show that the second line in (257) follows from the manifestly 
conserved first form and obtain the missing coefficient. 

Ex. 12:. Use the projection operator 7rij = - OSij to write the 2-point 
correlator of the stress tensor and then convert to a form with manifestly 
correct inversion properties, 

(Tzj(x)Tkl(y)) = [2r237rkl - 3(Xzkrjl + r z l r j k ) ]  ( z - y F z d - 4 )  

N J , , , ( ~ - Y ) J , ~ ( I - Y ) S - ~ C U ~ - ~ ~ , , ~ , , ~  (258) 
(x - y) I d  

This form is unique. For d 2 4 there are two independent tensor struc- 
tures for a 3-point function of conserved currents and three structures for 
the 3-point function of TZ3. For more information on the tensor structure 
of conformal amplitudes, see the work of Osborn and collaborators, for 

I t  is useful to mention that any finite special conformal transformation 
can be expressed as a product of (inversion) (translation) (inversion). 

Ex. 13:. Show that the finite transformation is x, -+ (z, + z2a,)/(1 + 2 a .  
z + a2x2) .  Show that the flat Euclidean line element transforms with a 
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conformal factor under this transformation. Show that the commutator of 
an infinitesimal special conformal transformation and a translation involves 
a rotation plus scale transformation. 

The behavior of amplitudes under rotations and translations is rather 
trivial to test. Special conformal symmetry is more difficult, but it can 
be reduced to inversion. Thus the behavior under inversion essentially 
establishes covariance under the full conformal group. 

We will soon put the inversion to good use in our study of the AdS/CFT 
correspondence, but we first need to discuss how the dynamics of the cor- 
respondence works. 

8.3.  AdS/CFT Amplitudes in a Toy Model 
Let us consider a toy model of a scalar field 4 ( z )  in an AdSd+l Euclidean 
signature background. The action is 

We will outline the general prescription for correlation functions due to 
Witten3 and then give further details. The first step is to solve the non- 
linear classical field equations 

(260) 
bS - = (-0 +m2)$ + b& + . . .  = 0 
64 

with the boundary condition 

This is a modified Dirichlet boundary value problem with boundary data 
&Z). The scaling rate is that of the leading Frobenius solution of the 
linearized versionXiV of (260). 

Exact solutions of the non-linear equation (260) with general boundary 
data are beyond present ability, so we work with the iterative solution 

xivTo simplify the discussion we restrict throughout to the range m2 > -$ and consider 
A > i d .  See Ref. 170 for an extension to the region i d  2 A 2 $ ( d  - 2) close to the 
unitarity bound. See also paper by P. Minces and V. 0. Rivelles, JHEP 0112,010 (2001) 
[hep-th/Ol10189]. 
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The linear solution 40 involves the bulk-to-boundary propagator 

which satisfies (0 + m 2 ) K ~ ( z o , q  = 0. Interaction terms require the 
bulk-to-bulk propagator G ( z ,  w) which satisfies (-OZ + m2)G(a, w) = 

6 ( z ,  w)/d and is given by the hypergeometric function 

r ( A ) r ( A  - $ + i) 
( 4 ~ ) ( ~ + l ) / T ( 2 A  - d + 1) 

This differs from the form given in Sec. 6.3 by a quadratic hypergeometric 
transformation, see Ref. 133. 

For several purposes in dealing with the AdS/CFT correspondence it is 
appropriate to insert a cutoff a t  20 = E in the bulk geometry and consider a 
true Dirichlet problem at this boundary. This is the situation of 19th cen- 
tury boundary value problems where Green's formula gives a well known 
relation between G and K .  Essentially K is the normal derivative a t  the 
boundary of G. The cutoff region has less symmetry than full Ads. Exact 
expressions for G and K in terms of Bessel functions in the @pace conju- 
gate to z' are straightforward to obtain, but the Fourier transform back to 
zo, z'is unknown. See Sec. 8.5 below. 

The next step is to substitute the solution 4 ( z )  into the action (259) to 
obtain the on-shell action S[$] which is a functional of the boundary data. 
The key dynamical statement of the AdS/CFT correspondence is that S[4] 
is the generating functional for correlation functions of the dual operator 
O(2) in the boundary field theory, so that 

Another way to state things is that the boundary data for bulk fields 
play the role of sources for dual field theory operators. The integrals in 
the on-shell action diverge at  the boundary and must be cut off either as 
discussed above or by a related However we will proceed 
formally here. 

m e t h o d .
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Figure 11. Some Witten Diagrams 

From the expansion of S[$] in powers of $, one obtains a diagrammatic 
algorithm (in terms of Witten diagrams) for the correlation functions. Some 
examples are given in Figure 11. In these diagrams the interior and bound- 
ary of each disc denote the interior and boundary of the Ads geometry. 
The rules for interpretation and computation associated with the diagrams 
are as follows: 

are points of flat Euclideand space where field (a) boundary points 

(b) bulk points z ,  w E AdSd+l and are integrated as 
(c) Each bulk-to-boundary line carries a factor of K A  and each bulk- 

to-bulk line a factor of G(z, w) 
(d) An n-point vertex carries a coupling factor from the interaction 

terms of the bulk Lagrangian, e.g. L = + ic$4 + . . . with the 
same combinatoric weights as for Feynman-Wick diagrams. This is 
most clearly derived using the cutoff discussed above. 

theory operators are inserted. 
d d + ' z m  

Let us examine this construction more closely beginning with the linear 
solution for bulk fields. 

Ex. 14:. Show that the linearized field equation can be written as 

(.,"a," - (d  - l )~odo + z;V2 - m2)$ = 0 (267) 

and that K(zo,2) given above is a solution. Plot K(zo,Z) as a function of 
14 for several fixed values of ZO. Note that it becomes more and more like 
6(T,) as zo 4 0. 

The exercise shows that (Po(.) in (262) is indeed a solution of (267) and 
suggests that it satisfies the right boundary condition. Let's verify that 
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it has the correct normalization at the boundary. Because of translation 
symmetry there is no loss of generality in taking 2 = 0. We then have 

d+O,O) = c4 J d d . ' ( 7 3 ) 4 i ( . ' )  
= CAz,d-A J d?g(&I)A&OG) 
+ c A z , ~ - ~ I A $ ( o )  (268) 

zo+O 

Thus we do satisfy the boundary condition (261) provided that Ca = & 
and the integral does indeed give the value of CA in (264). 

8.4. How to Calculate 3-Point Correlation Functions 

Two-point correlations do not contain a bulk integral and turn out to re- 
quire a careful cutoff procedure which we discuss later. For these reasons 
3-point functions are the prototype case, and we now discuss them in some 
detail. The basic integral to be done is: 

(w - .')2 = wo" + (G - .')2 

Let us first illustrate the use of the method of inversion. We change 
integration variable by wp = w;/w" and at the same time refer boundary 
points to their inverses, 2.e. 2 = ."/(.")2 and the same for g , Z .  The 
bulk-to-boundary propagator transform very simply 

KA(W, .') = 12/lzAKA(W', 2 ') (270) 

with the prefactor associated with a field theory operator On(?) clearly 
in evidence. The AdS volume element is invariant, i.e. dd+lw/w,d+' = 

dd f l  w'/wAd+' since inversion is an isometry. 

Ex. 15:. Use results of previous exercises to prove these important facts. 

We then find that 

A(.', yi 2) = 1.' ' I z A 1  Ig ' 1 2 A z  12 'IzA3A(Z ', y' ', z' ') (271) 

Thus the AdS/CFT procedure produces a 3-point function which trans- 
forms correctly under inversion. See (254). 

This is a very general property which holds for all AdS/CFT correlators. 
Suppose you wish to calculate (JrJjbJk) .  The Witten amplitude is the 
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product (see Ref. 90) of 3 vector bulk-to-boundary propagators, each given 
by 

in which the Jacobian (251) appears. The bulk indices are contracted with 
a vertex rule from the Yang-Mills interaction fabcA;Ab,8,A;. If you try 
to do the change of variable in detail, you get a mess. But the process 
is guaranteed to produce the correct inversion factors for the conserved 
currents, namely 12 ’12(d-1)Jii/ (Z ’), etc, because inversion is an isometry of 
AdS,j+land all pieces of the amplitude conspire to preserve this symmetry. 

Ex. 16:. Show that G,i(w, Z) satisfies the bulk Maxwell equation 

8,fig”” ( d , G p i ( ~ ,  2) - 8pG, i (~ ,  2) )  = 0 (273) 

where 8, = d/dw,. Express G,i(w,Z) in terms of the inverted 
G,yi( (w‘, 2 ’). 

We can conclude that all AdS/CFT amplitudes are conformal covariant! 
A transformation of the SO(d + 1,l) isometry group of the bulk is dual to 
an SO(d + 1,l) conformal transformation on the boundary. Since there 
is a unique covariant form for scalar 3-point functions, given in (254), the 
AdS/CFT integral A(?, y’, Z) is necessarily a constant multiple of this form. 
Our exercise also shows conclusively that a scalar field of Ads mass m2 is 
dual to an operator CIA(?) of dimension A given by (261). 

We still need to do the bulk integral to obtain the constant C. It is 
hard to do the integral in the original form (269) because it contains 3 
denominators and the restriction wo > 0. But we can simplify it by using 
inversion in a somewhat different way. We use translation symmetry to 
move the point 2- 0, ie. A ( Z , f j , q  = A(?--Z,fj-Z,O) s A(u’,v’,O). The 
integral for A(C, i7, 0) is similar to (269) except that the third propagator is 
simplified, 

There is no denominator in the inverted frame since z’ = 0 - z’ = 03. 

After inversion the integral is 
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The integral can now be done by conventional Feynman parameter methods, 
which give 

where a stands for 

T d / 2  r( f (Ai+Az-A,))r( ; ( A ~ + A ~ - A I ) ) ~ (  $ (A3SAi -Az))r( (Ai+Az+Az-d)) 
2 r (Ai) r (Az)r (&)  

Ex. 17:. Repristinate the original variables 2, y’, 2 to obtain the form (256) 
with E = a. 

The major application of this result was already discussed in Sec. 6.7. 
A Princeton groupg1 obtained the cubic couplings bklm of the Type IIB 
supergravity modes on Ads5 x S5 which are dual to the chiral primary 
operators t rXk,  etc. of N = 4  SYM theory. They combined these couplings 
with the Witten integral above and observed that the AdS/CFT prediction 

( t rX IC (2) t r X’ ( y’) t rX (2,)) = bklm c k  cl c, A (2)  y’, 3 (277) 

for the large N, large X supergravity limit agreed with the free field Feyn- 
man amplitude for these correlators. They conjectured a broader non- 
renormalization property. It was subsequently confirmed in weak coupling 
studies in the field theory that order g2, g4 and non-perturbative instanton 
contributions to these correlations vanished for all N and all gauge groups. 
General all orders arguments for non-renormalization have also been de- 
veloped. The non-renormalization of 3-point functions of chiral primaries 
(and their descendents) was a surprise and the first major new result about 
N = 4 SYM obtained from AdS/CFT. (See the references cited in Sec 6.7.) 

8.5.  2-Point Functions 

This is an important case, but more delicate, since a cutoff procedure is 
required to obtain a concrete result from the formal integral expression. 
Since 3-point functions do not require a cutoff, one way to bypass this 
problem is to study the 3-point function (Ji(z)Oa(z)OL(y)) of a conserved 
current and a scalar operator O A ( ~ )  assumed to carry one unit of U(1) 
charge.xv The Ward identity relates ( J ~ O A O ~ )  to ( 0 ~ 0 ; ) .  There is a 

““When no ambiguity arises we will denote boundary points by I, y, z etc. rather than 
2, a, z. 
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Ex. 18:. Derive (279) from (278). 

To implement the gravity calculation of (J iOaOi)  we extend the bulk 
toy model (259) to include a U(1) gauge coupling 

(280) 
1 
4 

L = -FpuFpu + ij””(8, + iAp)4*(& - iAu)4 

In application to the duality between Type IIB sugra and N = 4 SYM, the 
U(1) would be interpreted as a subgroup of the SO(6) R-symmetry group. 
The cubic vertex leads to the Ads integral 

H 
d+ 1 

(L%(Z)OA(Z)OL(Y)) = -i l v G p i ( W 1  Z)w;KA(w, z) aw, a KA(w,y’) 

(281) 

Ex. 19:. The integral can be done by the inversion technique, please do it. 

The result is the tensor form (278) with coefficient 

( A - d / 2 N  f 
= ~ ~ / ~ r ( A - d / 2 )  

Using (279) we thus obtain the 2-point function 

We now discuss a more direct c o m p u t a t i ~ n ~ ? ~ ~  of 2-point correlators 
from a Dirichlet boundary value problem in the AdS bulk geometry with 
cutoff a t  zo = E .  This method illustrates the use of a systematic cutoff, and 
it may be applied to (some) 2-point functions in holographic RG flows for 
which the 3-point function ( J ~ O A O ~ )  cannot readily be calculated. 

The goal is to obtain a solution of the linear problem 

unique conformal tensor for namely

and the Ward indentity is
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The result will be substituted in the bilinear part of the toy model action to 
obtain the on-shell action. After partial integration we obtain the boundary 
int egr a1 

Since the cutoff region zo 2 E does not have the full symmetry of Ads, 
an exact solution of the Dirichlet problem is impossible in s-space, so we 
work in pspace. Using the Fourier transform 

4(zo,  2) = /d%-e’”i4(*o,p3 (286) 

we find the boundary value problem 

[zo”d,Z - (d - 1)zodo - (p2zo” + rn2)]4(zo,p3 = 0 
(287) 

446p3 = 

where $(p3 is the transform of the boundary data. The differential equa- 
tion is essentially Bessel’s equation, and we choose the solution involving 
the function ~ $ ~ K , ( p z o ) ,  where u = A - d / 2 , p  = Id, which is exponen- 
tially damped as zo 4 00 and behaves as as zo + 0. The second 
solution Z;’~I, ( p z o )  is rejected because it increases exponentially in the 
deep interior. The normalized solution of the boundary value problem is 
then 

The on-shell action in p-space is 

which leads to the cutoff correlation function 

To extract a physical result, we need the boundary asymptotics of the 
Bessel function K,(pc). The values of u = A - d / 2  which occur in most 
applications of AdS/CFT are integer. The asymptotics were worked out for 
continuous u in the Appendix of Ref. 90 with an analytic continuation to the 
final answer. Here we assume integer u,  although an analytic continuation 
will be necessary to define Fourier transform to 2-space. The behavior of 
K,(u) near u = 0 can be obtained from a standard compendium on special 
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functions such as.173 For integer u,  the result can be written schematically 
as 

K”(u) = u-”(a0 +u1u2 +azu4+.  . .) +u’h(u) (bo+bluZ +b2u4 +. . .)(291) 

where the ail bi are functions of u given in Ref. 173. This expansion may 
be used to compute the right side of (290) leading to 

( o A ( ~ o A ( ~ ) ~  = (2?i)d:y++43. [-$ + v ( l +  c2E2p2 + c4f4p4 + . . . ) 
a. E p I @ € )  (1 + d2E2pZ + ’ . ’ )] (292) 2 1 4  zu zu 

where the new constants ci, di are simply related to a,, bi. From Ref. 173 
we obtain the ratio 

which is the only information explicitly needed. 

This formula is quite important for applications of AdS/CFT ideas to 
both conformal field theories and RG flows where similar formulas appear. 
The physics is obtained in the limit as E 4 0, and we scale out the factor 
c2(A--d) which corresponds to the change from the true Dirichlet boundary 
condition to the modified form (261) for the full AdS space. We also drop 
the conventional momentum conservation factor ( 2 ~ ) ~ 6 ( p ’ +  3 and study 

The first part of this expression is a sum of non-negative integer powers 
pZm with singular coefficients in E .  The Fourier transform of pZm is Om6(Z- 
g), a pure contact term in the ?-space correlation. Such terms are usually 
physically uninteresting and scheme dependent in quantum field theory. 
Indeed it is easy to see that the singular powers E ~ ( ~ - ~ ) ~ ~  carried by the 
terms corresponds to their dependence on the ultraviolet cutoff A2(A-m)-d 
in a field theory calculation. This gives rise to the important observation 
that the E-cutoff in Ads space which cuts off long distance effects in the 
bulk corresponds to an ultraviolet cutoff in field theory. Henceforth we drop 
the polynomial contact terms in (294). 

The physical p-space correlator is then given by 
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This has an absorptive part which is determined by unitarity in field theory. 
Its Fourier transform is proportional to l / ( x  - y)2A which is the correct 
CFT behavior for ( ( 3 ~ 0 ~ ) .  The precise constant can be obtained using 
differential reg~lar iza t ion '~~ or by analytic continuation in v from the region 
where the Fourier transform is defined. 

The result agrees exactly with the 2-point function calculated from the 
Ward identity in (283). 

8.6. Keg AdS/CFT Results for n/=4 S Y M  and CFTd 
Correlators 

We can now summarize the important results discussed in this chapter and 
earlier ones for CFTd correlation functions from the AdS/CFT correspon- 
dence. 

(i) the non-renormalization of (trXktrX'trXm) in N =4 SYM theory 
(ii) 4-point functions are less constrained than 2- and 3- point functions 

in any CFT. In general they contain arbitrary functions F(<,q)  of two 
invariant variables, the cross ratios 

One way to extract the physics of 4-point functions is to use the operator 
product expansion. This is written 

which is interpreted to mean that a t  short distance inside any correlation 
function, the product of two operators acts as a sum of other local operators 
with power coefficients. For simplicity we have indicated only the contri- 
butions of primary operators. Thus, in the limit where ) 2 1 2 ) , ) ~ ~ ~ )  << ) q 3 ) ,  

a 4-point function must factor as 

(OA, (Zl)OAz(x2)oA3(x3)OA4(z4)) (298) 
a12 a34 EP ( 2 1 ~ ) ~ 1 + ' 2 - ~ P  ( x 3 4 ) A 3 + p a d - A P  

One must expect that AdS/CFT amplitudes satisfy this property and in- 
deed they do in a remarkably simple way. The amplitude of a Witten dia- 
gram for exchange of the bulk field qbp(z) dual to Oa,(Z') factors with the 
correct coefficients cp, ~ 2 1 2 ~ ~  ~ 2 3 4 ~  determined from 2- and 3-point functions. 
This holds for singular powers, e.g. A1 + A2 - Ap > 0. 
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The AdS/CFT amplitude also contains a In(<) term in its short distance 
asymptotics. This is the level of the OPE at which 0, =: OA, ( 2 ) 0 ~ ,  (g : 
contributes. In N = 4 SYM theory the normal product is a double trace 
operator, e.g. : trXk(y)trX1(y) :, which has components in irreps of SO(6) 
contained in the direct product (0, k, 0) 8 (0, I ,  0). The irreducible compo- 
nents are generically primaries of long representations of SU(2,2(4). Their 
scale dimensions are not fixed, and have a large N expansion of the form 
A k l  = k + 1 + Tkl/N2 + ' ,  ' .  The contribution A Y k l  can be read from the 
In(<) term of the 4-point function. It is a strong coupling prediction of 
AdS/CFT, which cannot yet be checked by field theoretic methods. 
(iii) Another surprising fact about N = 4 SYM correlators suggested by 
the AdS/CFT correspondence is that extremal n-point functions are not 
renormalized. The extremal condition for 4-point functions is A1 = A2 + 
A3 + A4. The name extremal comes from the fact that the correlator 
vanishes by SO(6) symmetry for any larger value of A,. As discussed 
in detail in Secs. 6.8 and 6.9, the absence of radiative corrections was 
suggested by the form of the supergravity couplings and Witten integrals. 
This prediction was confirmed by weak coupling calculation and general 
arguments in field theory. Field theory then suggested that next-to-external 
correlators (A, = A2 + A3 + A4 - 2) were also not renormalized, and this 
was subsequently verified by AdS/CFT methods. 

It is clear that the AdS/CFT correspondence is a new principle which 
stimulated an interplay of work involving both supergravity and field theory 
methods. As a result we have much new information about the N = 4 SYM 
theory. It confirms that AdS/CFT has quantitative predictive power, so 
we can go ahead and apply it in other settings. 

9. Holographic Renormalization Group Flows 

We have already seen that AdS/CFT has taught us a great deal of useful 
information about n/= 4 SYM theory as a CFT4. But years of elegant work 
in CFT2 has taught us to consider both the pure conformal theory and its 
deformation by relevant operators. The deformed theory exhibits RG flows 
in the space of coupling constants of the relevant deformations. For general 
dimension d we can also consider the CFTd perturbed by relevant operators. 
For N =  4 SYM theory, the perturbed Lagrangian would take the form 
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For d > 2 there is the additional option of Coulomb and Higgs phases in 
which gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken. The Lagrangian is not 
changed, but certain operators acquire vacuum expectation values, e.g. 
(Xi) # 0 in N= 4 SYM. In all these cases conformal symmetry is broken 
because a scale is introduced. The resulting theories have the symmetry 
of the Poincar6 group in d dimensions which is smaller than the conformal 
group SO(1, d + 1). Our purpose in this chapter is to explore the descrip- 
tion of such theories using D = d + 1 dimensional gravity. We will focus on 
relevant operator deformations. 

9.1. Basics of RG Flows in a Toy Model 

The basic ideas for the holographic description of field theories with RG 
Aow were presented in Refs. 175, 176. We will discuss these ideas in a 
simple model in which Euclidean (d  + 1)-dimensional gravity interacts with 
a single bulk scalar field with action 

We henceforth choose units in which 47rG = 1. In these units 4 is dimen- 
sionless and all terms in the Lagrangian have dimension 2. We envisage a 
potential V ( $ )  which has one or more critical points, ie. V’(4i) = 0, at 
which V(4i)  < 0. We consider both maxima and minima. See Figure 12. 

Figure 12. Potential V($) 
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The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion of our system are 

For each critical point $i there is a trivial solution of the scalar equation, 
namely $ ( z )  = $i. The Einstein equation then reduces to 

This is equivalent to the Einstein equation of the action (249) if we iden- 
tify hi = 4V(+i) = -d(d - l)/L:. Thus constant scalar fields with 
AdSd+lgeometries of scale Li are solutions of our model. We refer to them 
as critical solutions. 

However, more general solutions in which the scalar field is not con- 
stant are needed to describe the gravity duals of RG flows in field theory. 
Since the symmetries must match on both sides of the duality, we look for 
solutions of the D = d + l-dimensional bulk equations with d-dimensional 
Poincar6 symmetry. The most general such configuration is 

This is known as the domain wall ansatz. The coordinates separate into a 
radial coordinate r plus d transverse coordinates xi with manifest Poincar6 
symmetry. Several equivalent forms which differ only by change of radial 
coordinate also appear in the literature. 

Domain wall metrics have several modern applications, and it is worth 
outlining a method to compute the connection and curvature. Symbolic 
manipulation programs are very useful for this purpose, but analytic meth- 
ods can also be useful, and we discuss a method which uses the Cartan 
structure equations. A similar method works quite well for brane metrics 
such as (241). One proceeds as follows using the notation of differential 
forms: 

(1) The first step is to choose a basis of frame l-forms ea = eEdx” such 
that the metric is given by the inner product ds2 = eababeb. 

(2) The torsion-free connection l-form is then defined by dea+wab/\eb = 

0 with the condition wab = -wba. The connection is valued in the 
Lie algebra of SO(d + 1). 
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(3) The curvature 2-form is 

(305) 
1 
2 

Rab = dwab + wac A wcb = -RZi ec A ed. 

The general formulas for uib and R$ which appear in textbooks can be 
deduced from these definitions. However, for a reasonably simple metric 
ansatz and suitable choice of frame, it is frequently more convenient to use 
the definitions and compute directly. It takes some experience to learn to 
use the d and A operations efficiently. One must also remember to convert 
from frame to coordinate components of the curvature as needed. 

forms ez = eA(T)dzi, i = 1 . . . d ,  and the radial form eD = dr. 

Ex. 20:. Use the Cartan structure equations with the frame 1-forms above 
to obtain the domain wall connection forms: 

For the domain wall metric a convenient frame is given by the transverse 

..̂ . .  
w23 = 0 wDi = A’ ( r lea ’ (306) 

Find next the curvature 2-forms: 
- ?  ^ ^  

Rij = -A12ei A e3 
RaD = -(All + A12)el ,D 

Next obtain the curvature tensor (with coordinate indices) 

RE = -A12 (6 i  hi - 6i6i 

R@ = -(A’! + A/2)$ 

RLL = 0 

k l  1 , )  

3 D  

The final task is to find the Ricci tensor components 

R . . 23 = - e2A (A” + dA’2) Sij  

(307) 

R ~ D  = 0 

Ex. 21:. If you still have some energy compute the non-vanishing compo- 
nents of the Christoffel connection, namely 

GD 23 = -e2*A‘S.. 23 62 3 D  - - A’S; (310) 
The fact that certain connection and curvature components vanish could 
have been seen in advance, since there are no possible Poincarh invariant 
tensors with the appropriate symmetries. We can introduce a new radial 
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coordinate z ,  defined by 
to conformally flat form. It’s Weyl tensor thus vanishes. 

= ecA(‘). This brings the domain wall metric 

We now ask readers to manipulate the Einstein equation G I  = RE - 
;bIR = 2T,” for the domain wall and deduce a simple condition on the 
scale factor A(r). 

Ex. 22:. Deduce that 

D - d(d-1)A/2 = 2 ~ :  G* - 2 
(311) 

Gi = bj(d - 1)  (A// + ;dAl2) = 2Tji 

Compute Gf - GE for any fixed diagonal component (no sum on i)and 
deduce that 

Thus we certainly have A” < 0 in the dynamics of the toy model. 
However there is a much more general result, namely Tj - T i  < 0 for any 
PoincarC invariant matter configuration in all conventional models for the 
bulk dynamics] for example, several scalars with non-linear cT-model kinetic 
term. In Lorentzian signature, the condition above is one of the standard 
energy conditions of general relativity. Later we will see the significance of 
the fact that A”(r) < 0. 

Ex. 23:. Complete the analysis of the Einstein and scalar equations of mo- 
tion for the domain wall and obtain the equations 

It is frequently the case that the set of equations obtained from a given 
ansatz for a gravity-matter system is not independent because of the 
Bianchi identity. Indeed in our system the derivative of the A” equation 
combines simply with the the scalar equation to give (312). We can thus 
view the system (313) as independent. 

I t  is easy to see how the previously discussed critical solutions fit into 
the domain wall framework. At each critical point 4i of the potential, the 
scalar equation is satisfied by $ ( T )  E q5i. The A” equation then gives 
A(T)  = d~e + ao. The integration constant a0 has no significance since it 
can be eliminated by scaling the coordinates xi in (304). The sign above is 
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a matter of convention and we choose the positive sign. The metric (304) 
is then equivalent to our previous description of AdSd+l with the change 
of radial coordinate zo = Lie = i .  With this sign convention we find that 
r + $00 is the boundary region and r -+ -00 is the deep interior. 

_ -  

Our main goal now is to discuss more general solutions of the system 
(313) in a potential of the type shown in Figure 12. We are interested in 
solutions which interpolate between two critical points, producing a domain 
wall geometry which approaches the boundary region of an Ads space with 
scale L1 as r -+ +oo and the deep interior of another Ads with scale Lz as 
r + -m. Such geometries are dual to field theories with RG flow. 

To develop this interpretation let’s first look at the quadratic approxi- 
mation to the potential near a critical point, 

where we use the fluctuation h = d - d i  and the scaled mass rn: = L?V”(4i) 
with V(q5i) = -d(d - 1)/4L:. Let’s recall the basic AdS/CFT idea that 
the boundary data for a bulk scalar field is the source for an operator in 
quantum field theory. We apply this to the fluctuation h(r, Z) which will be 
interpreted as the bulk dual of an operator QA(?) whose scale dimension 
is related to the mass rn? by (261). Given the discussion of Sec. 8.3 it 
is reasonable to suppose that a general solution of the non-linear scalar 
equation of motion (301) will approach the critical point with the following 
boundary asymptotics for the fluctuation, 

in which h(Z) contains 6, describing the boundary behavior of the domain 
wall profile plus a remainder i (Z). We can form the on-shell action S[$+h] 
which is a functional of this boundary data.xvi 

A neat way to package the statement that the bulk on-shell action gen- 
erates correlation functions in the boundary field theory is through the 
generating functional relation 

(e-[sCFT+s ddz’OA (5) ($+L(z))]) = ,-s[$+h] (316) 

xviA complete discussion should include the bulk metric which is coupled to q5(r, 5). We 
have omitted this for simplicity. See Refs. 177, 178 for a recent general treatment. 
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in which (...) on the left side indicates a path integral in the field theory. 
This is a simple generalization of a formula which we have implicitly used 
in Sec. 8.3 for CFT correlators, and SCFT must still appear. The natural 
procedure in the present case is to define correlation functions by 

The term A S  = ddz'OA (Z)? then remains in the QFT Lagrangian and 
describes an operator deformation of the CFT with coupling constant 4. 
If 0 > m2 > -$ < 0, that is if the critical point $i is a local maxi- 
mum which is not too steep, then d > A > i d ,  and we are describing a 
relevant deformation of a CFTuv,  one which will give a new long dis- 
tance realization of the field theory. I t  is worth remarking that the lower 
bound agrees exactly with the stability c r i t e r i ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ' * ~  for field theory in 
Lorentzian AdSd+l. I t  is the lower mass limit for which the energy of 
normalized scalar field configurations is conserved and positive. 

If the critical point is a local minimum, then rn? > 0, and the dual 
operator has dimension A > d. We thus have the deformation of the CFT 
by an irrelevant operator] exactly as describes the approach of an RG flow 
to a CFTIR a t  long distance. We thus see the beginnings of a gravitational 
description of RG flows in quantum field theory! 

9.2. Interpolating Flows, I 

Interpolating flows are solutions of the domain wall equations (313) in which 
the scalar field $(r)  approaches the maximum $1 of V($)  in Fig. 12 as r -+ 

+a and the minimum $ 2 ,  as r -+ -a. The associated metric approaches 
an Ads geometry in these limits as discussed in the previous section. Exact 
solutions of the second order non-linear system (313) are difficult (although 
we discuss an interesting method in the next section). However, we can 
learn a lot by linearizing about each critical point. 

We thus set $(r)  = $i + h(r)  and A' = & + a'(r)  and work with 
the quadratic approximate potential in (314). (See Footnote xiv.) The 
linearized scalar equation of motion and its general solution are 
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One may then linearize the scale factor equation in (313) to find a' = C3(h2) 
so that the scale factor A(r)  is not modified to linear order 

Ex. 24:. Verify the statements above. 

The basic idea of linearization theory is that there is an exact solution 
of the nonlinear equations of motion that is well approximated by a linear 
solution near a critical point. Thus as r -+ +oo, we assume that the exact 
solution behaves as 

The fluctuation must disappear as r -+ +m. For a generic situation in 
which the dominant B term is present, this requires < A1 < d or mf < 
0. Hence the critical point associated with the boundary region of the 
domain wall must be a local maximum, and everything is consistent with 
an interpretation as the dual of a QFTd which is a relevant deformation of 
an ultraviolet CFTd. 

Near the critical point $2, which is a minimum, we have mi > 0 so 
A2 > d. This critical point must be approached at  large negative r ,  where 
the exact solution is approximated by 

$(r )  T ~ o  $2 + B2e(A2-d)T/Lz + C2e-AxT/L2. (322) 

The second term diverges, so we must choose the solution with Ca = 0. 
Thus the domain wall approaches the deep interior region with the scaling 
rate of an irrelevant operator of scale dimension A2 > d exactly as required 
for infrared fixed points by RG ideas on field theory. 

The non-linear equation of motion for $(r)  has two integration con- 
stants. We must fix one of them to ensure C = 0 as r -+ -m. The remain- 
ing freedom is just the shift r -+ r + ro and has no effect on the physical 
picture. A generic solution with C = 0 in the IR would be expected to ap- 
proach the UV critical point at  the dominant rate Be(A1-d)r/L1 which we 
have seen to be dual to a relevant operator deformation of the CFTuv.  It 
is possible (but exceptional) that the C = 0 solution in the IR would have 
vanishing B term in the UV and approach the boundary as Cle-AIT/L1. 
In this case the physical interpretation is that of the deformation of the 
CFTuv by a vacuum expectation value, (OA,) - C1 # 0. See Refs. 181, 
182, 183, 170. 
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The domain wall flow “sees” the AdSIR geometry only in the deep 
interior limit. To discuss the CFTIR and its operator perturbations in 
themselves, we must think of extending this interior region out to a complete 
AdSd+lgeometry with scale LIR = L2. 

The interpolating solution we are discussing is plotted in Figure 13. 
The scale factor A(r )  is concave downward since A”(r)  < 0 from (312). 
This means that slopes of the linear regions in the deep interior and near 
boundary are related by 1/LIR > 1/Luv (where we have set Luv = LI). 
Hence, 

(323) 
-d(d-1) -d(d-1) 

VIR = 4L;, < VUV = 4L2 
U V  

Thus the flow from the boundary to the interior necessarily goes to a deeper 
critical point of V(4). Recall that the condition A”(r)  < 0 is very general 
and holds in any physically reasonable bulk theory, e.g. a system of many 
scalars 4’ and potential V(4’). Thus any Poincark invariant domain wall 
interpolating between Ads geometries is irreversible. 

Figure 13. Profile of the scale factor A(r)  

The philosophy of the AdS/CFT correspondence suggests that any con- 
spicuous feature of the bulk dynamics should be dual to a conspicuous 
property of quantum field theory. The irreversibility property reminds us 
of Zamolodchikov’s c-theoremlS4 which implies that RG flow in QFTz is 
irreversible. We will discuss the c-theorem and its holographic counterpart 
later. Our immediate goals are to present a very interesting technique for 
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exact solutions of the non-linear flow equations (313) and to discuss a “re- 
alistic” application of supergravity domain walls to deformations of N = 4 
SYM theory. 

9.3. Interpolating Flows, I1 

The domain wall equations 

constitute a non-linear second order system with no apparent method 
of analytic solution. Nevertheless, a very interesting procedure which 
does give exact solutions in a number of examples has emerged from the 
literature. 185-188 

Given the potential V($) ,  suppose we could solve the following differ- 
ential equation in field space and obtain an auxiliary quantity, the super- 
potential W($) :  

We then consider the following set of first order equations 

ddJ - dW - -  - 
dr dd  (327) 

These decoupled equations have a trivial structure and can be solved se- 
quentially, the first by separation of variables, and the second by direct 
integration. (We assume that the two required integrals are tractable.) 
It is then easy to show that any solution of the first order sys- 
tem (326, 327, 328) is also a solution of the original second order 
system (324, 325). 

Ex. 25:. Prove this! 

It is also elementary to see that any critical point of W ( 4 )  is also a 
critical point of V ( 4 )  but not conversely. 
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Ex. 26:. Suppose that W ( $ )  takes the form W M -&(A + + p h 2 )  near a 
critical point. Show that A, p are related to the parameters of the approx- 
imate potential in (314) by X = ;(d - 1) and m2 = p(p - d). Show that 
the solution to the flow equation (327) approaches the critical point a t  the 
rate h N e.-PTIL with p = A, the vev rate, or p = d - A the operator 
deformation rate. 

This apparently miraculous structure generalizes to bulk theories with 
several scalars 4' and Lagrangian 

(329) 
1 1  
4 2  

L = --R+ -aP$IaP$I + v($I) 

The superpotential W($') is defined to satisfy the partial differential equa- 
tion 

w 2 = v  d 

The first order flow equations 

(330) 

automatically give a solution of the second order Euler-Lagrange equations 
of (329) for Poincark invariant domain walls. 

Ex. 27:. Prove this and derive first order flow equations with the same 
property for the non-linear a-model (in which the kinetic term of (329) is 
replaced by ~ G I J  ( 4K)8P4'8fiq5 J .  

The equations (331) are conventional gradient flow equations. The solu- 
tions are paths of steepest descent for W($'),  everywhere perpendicular to 
the contours W(4') = const. In applications to RG flows, the $'(r)  repre- 
sent scale dependent couplings of relevant operators in a QFT Lagrangian, 
so we are talking about gradient flow in the space of couplings-an idea 
which is frequently discussed in the RG literature! 

There are two interesting reasons why there are first order flow equations 
which reproduce the dynamics of the second order system (324, 325). 
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(1) They emerge as BPS conditions for supersymmetric domain walls 
in supergravity theories. For a review, see Ref. 189. The superpo- 
tential W(4') emerges by algebraic analysis of the quantum trans- 
formation rule. Bulk solutions have Killing spinors, and bulk super- 
symmetry is matched in the boundary field theory which describes 
a supersymmetric deformation of an SCFT. 

(2) They are the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the dynamical system 
of gravity and scalars.lgO The superpotential W(q5') is the classi- 
cal Hamilton-Jacobi function, and one must solve (326) or (330) to 
obtain it from the potential V(4'). This is very interesting the- 
oretically but rather impractical because it is rare that one can 
actually use the Hamilton- Jacobi formulation to solve a dynamical 
system explicitly. Numerical and approximate studies have been 
i n s t r u c t i ~ e . ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  However, most applications involve superpoten- 
tials from BPS conditions in gauged supergravity. One may also 
employ a toy model viewpoint in which W(4')  is postulated with 
potential V(4')  defined through (326) or (330). 

9.4. Domain Walls in D = 5 ,  N = 8 ,  Gauged Supergravity 

The framework of toy models is useful to illustrate the correspondence 
between domain walls in (d+l)-dimensional gravity and RG flows in QFTd. 
However it is highly desirable to have "realistic examples" which describe 
deformations of n/ = 4 SYM in the strong coupling limit of the AdS/CFT 
correspondence. There are two reasons to think first about supersymmetric 
deformations. As just discussed, the bulk dynamics is then governed by a 
superpotential W(q5') with first order flow equations. Further the methods 
of Seiberg dynamics can give control of the long distance non-perturbative 
behavior of the field theory, so that features of the supergravity description 
can be checked. 

We can only give a brief discussion here. We begin by discussing the 
relation between D = 10 Type IIB sugra dimensionally reduced on AdSs x 
S5 of Ref. 50 and the D = 5, N = 8 supergravity theory with gauge group 
SO(6) first completely constructed in Ref. 192. As discussed in Section 9.3 
above, the spectrum of the first theory consists of the graviton multiplet, 
whose fields are dual due to all relevant and marginal operators of n/ = 4 
SYM plus Kaluza-Klein towers of fields dual to operators of increasing A. 
On the other hand gauged N = 8 supergravity is a theory formulated in 5 
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dimensions with only the fields of the graviton multiplet above, namely 

gPv Q: A t  B,, Xabc  
1 8 15 12 48 42 (333) 

It is a complicated theory in which the scalar dynamics is that of a nonlinear 
g-model on the coset E ( 6 , 6 ) / U S p ( 8 )  with a complicated potential V(4'). 

Gauged N = 8 supergravity has a maximally symmetric ground state 
in which the metric is that of AdS5. The global symmetry is S O ( 6 )  with 
32 supercharges, so that the superalgebra is SU(2,214). Symmetries then 
match the vacuum configuration of Type IIB sugra on Ads5 x S5. Indeed 
D = 5, N = 8 sugra is believed to be the consistent truncation of D = 10 
Type IIB sugra to the fields of its graviton multiplet. This means that 
every classical solution of D = 5, N = 8 sugra can be "lifted" to a solution 
of D = 10 Type IIB sugra. For example the SO(6) invariant Ads5 ground 
state solution lifts to the Ads5 x S5 geometry of (244) (with other fields 
either vanishing or maximally symmetric). There is not yet a general proof 
of consistent truncation, but explicit lifts of nontrivial domain wall solutions 
have been given.lg3-lg6 Consistent truncation has been established in other 
similar theories. 9791 9s 

In the search for classical solutions with field theory duals it is more 
elegant, more geometric, and more "braney" to work a t  the level of D = 10 
Type IIB sugra. There are indeed very interesting examples of Polchinski 
and S t r a s ~ l e r ' ~ ~  and Klebanov and Strassler.200 Another example is the 
multi-center D3-brane solution of (241,243) which is dual to a Higgs de- 
formation of N = 4 SYM in which the S U ( N )  gauge symmetry is broken 
spontaneously to SU(N1) @ SU(N2) @ .. . @ SU(Nn(r). In these examples 
the connection with field theory is somewhat different from the emphasis in 
the present notes. For this reason we confine our discussion to domain wall 
solutions of D = 5 N = 8 sugra. This is a realistic framework since the 
D = 5 theory contains all relevant deformations of N = 4 SYM, and expe- 
rience indicates that 5 0  domain wall solutions can be lifted to solutions of 
D = 10 Type IIB sugra. 

For domain walls, we can restrict to the metric and scalars of the theory 
which are governed by the action 

The 42 scalars sit in the 27-bein matrix V2L(dK) of E ( 6 ,  6 ) / U S p ( 8 ) .  The 
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indices a, b and AB have 8 values. They are anti-symmetrized (with sym- 
plectic trace removed) in most expressions we write. The coset metric 
G I J ,  the potential V and other quantities in the theory are constructed 
from Vik .  Symmetries govern the construction, but the nested structure 
of symmetries makes things very complicated. 

A simpler question than domain walls is that of critical points of V(4'). 
The AdS/CFT correspondence requires that every stable critical point with 
V < 0 corresponds to a CFT4. Stability means simply that mass eigenval- 
ues of fluctuations satisfy rn2 > -4 so that bulk fields transform in unitary, 
positive energy representations of SO(2,4) (for Lorentz signature). 

Even the task of extremizing V(q5k) is essentially impossible in a space 
of 40 variables, (V does not depend on the dilaton and axion fields), so one 
uses the following simple but practically important trick:201 

(a) Select a subgroup H of the invariance group SO(6) of V ( 4 K ) .  
(b) The 424K may be grouped into fields 4 which are singlets of H and 

others < which transform in non-trivial representations of H. 
(c) It follows from naive group theory that the expansion of V takes 

the form V(4,<)  = Vo(4) + V2(4)t2 -t 0(c3) with no linear term. 
(d) Thus, if 4 is a stationary point of b(q5), then 6, < = 0 is a stationary 

point of V(4,c) .  The problem is then reduced to minimization in a 
much smaller space. 

h 

8s The same method applies to all solutions of the equations of motion a - 
4 K  - 

0, and to the Killing spinor problem since that gives a solution to the 
equations of motion. The general principle is that if S is invariant under 
G, in this case G = SO(6),  and H c G is a subgroup, then a consistent 
H-invariant solution to the dynamics can be obtained by restricting, ab 
initio, to singlets of H .  

All critical points with preserved symmetry H 2 SU(2)  are known.202 
There are 5 critical points of which 3 are non-supersymmetric and 
u n ~ t a b l e . ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~  There are two SUSY critical points of concern to us. The 
first with H = SO(6) and full = 8 SUSY is the maximally symmet- 
ric state discussed above, and the second has H = SU(2)  8 U(1) and 
M = 2  SUSY.  The associated critical bulk solutions are dual to the unde- 
formed N = 4  SYM and the critical IR limit of a particular deformation of 
N = 4  SYM. 
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The search for supersymmetric domain walls in J!!= 8 gauged super- 
gravity begins with the fermionic transformation rulesxvii which have the 
form: 

where A is an index for the 48 spinor fields xabc. The f a  are 4-component 
symplectic Majorana spinorsls6 (with spinor indices suppressed and a = 

l , . . .  , 8 ) .  The matrices W t ,  P,"I and Q;t' are functions of the scalars 
cp' which are part of th'e specification of the classical supergravity theory. 
Killing spinors ~ ~ ( 5 ,  r )  are spinor configurations which satisfy 6$$=0 and 
6xA=0. The process of solving these equations leads both to the ea(5- ,
and to conditions which determine the domain wall geometry which sup- 
ports them. These conditions, in this case the first order field equations 
(331, 332), imply that the bosonic equations of motion of the theory are 
satisfied. 

Ex. 28:. For a generic SUSY or sugra theory, show that if there are Killing 
spinors for a given configuration of bosonic fields, then that configuration 
satisfies the equations of motion. Hint: 

where B and I) denote the boson and fermion fields of the theory and 6B 
and 6$ their transformation rules. 

We now discuss the Killing spinor analysis to outline how the first order 
flow equations arise. 

Ex. 29:. Using the spin connection of Ex: 20, show that the condition 
6$,"=0 can be written out in detail as 

We can drop the first term because the Killing spinor must be translation 
invariant. What remains is a purely algebraic condition, and we can see 
that the flow equation (328) for the scale factor directly emerges with su- 
perpotential W(q5) identified as one of the eigenvalues of the tensor W;. In 

xvl'Conventions for spinors and y-matrices are those of Ref. 186 with spacetime signature 
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detail one actually has a symplectic eigenvalue problem, with 4 generically 
distinct W’s as solutions. Each of these is a candidate superpotential. One 
must then examine the 48 conditions 

6xA = (y5P,Al&41 - Q:)ea = 0 (339) 

to see if SUSY is supported on any of the eigenspaces. One can see how 
the gradient flow equation (331) can emerge. Success is not guaranteed, 
but when it occurs, it generically occurs on one of the four (symplectic) 
eigenspaces. The 5 0  Killing spinor solution satisfies a y5 condition effec- 
tively yielding a 4d Weyl spinor, giving N = 1 SUSY in the dual field 
theory. Extended N > 1 SUSY requires further degeneracy of the eigen- 
values. (The SQF = 0 condition which has not yet been mentioned gives a 
differential equation for the r-dependence of ( r ) )  

Ex. 30:. I t  is a useful exercise to consider a simplified version of the Killing 
spinor problem involving one complex (Dirac) spinor with superpotential 
W ( 4 )  with one scalar field. The equations are 

(0 !I -1’ 32WYP)f = o  

(-iyJQ/$ - %)€ = 0 
(340) 

Show that the solution of this problem yields the flow equations (327,328) 
and 

A 

E = e T q  (341) 

where q is a constant eigenspinor of y5. Show that a t  a critical point 
of W, there is a second Killing spinor (which depends on the transverse 
coordinates x2). See Ref. 69. This appears because of the the doubling of 
supercharges in superconformal SUSY. 

Needless to say the analysis is impossible on the full space of 42 scalars. 
Nor do we expect a solution in general, since many domain walls are dual 
to non-supersymmetric deformations and cannot have Killing spinors. In 
Ref. 186, a symmetry reduction to singlets of an SU(2) subgroup of SO(6) 
was used. After further simplification it was found that N = 1 SUSY with 
SU(2) x U(1) global symmetry was supported for flows involving two scalar 
fields, 4 2  a field with A = 2 in the 20’ of SO(6) in the full theory, and $3 

a field with A = 3 in the 10 + representation. (In,lss these fields were 
called 43,& respectively.) The fields 4 2 , 4 3  have canonical kinetic terms as 
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92 
in (329). Using p = e fi, the superpotential is 

3p6 - 21 (342) 

Ex. 31:. Show that W($2,43) has the following critical points: 
3 (i) a maximum at $2 = 0,$3 = 0, at which W = --= 

(ii) a saddle point at $2 = L l n 2 , $ ~  = 4zi  ln3 at which W = -%. 213 

4 5  
(The two solutions are related by a 2 2  symmetry and are equivalent). 

Thus there is a possible domain wall flow interpolating between these two 
critical points. The flow equation (331) cannot yet be solved analytically 
for W of (342), but a numerical solution and its asymptotic properties were 
discussed in Ref. 186. See Figure 14. 

I 
- 0 . 2  -0.1 0 0.1 0 . 2  

Figure 14. Contour plot of W ( 4 ~ , 4 3 )  

In accord with the general discussion of Section 9.2, the solution should 
be dual to a relevant deformation of N = 4 S Y M  theory which breaks 
SUSY to n/ = 1 and Aows to an SCFT4 at  long distance. In the next 
section we discuss this field theory and the evidence that the supergravity 
description is correct. 

In the space of the two bulk fields $2, $3 there is a continuously infinite 
set of gradient flow trajectories emerging from the N = 4 critical point. 
One must tune the initial direction to find the one which terminates a t  the 
n/= 1 point. All other trajectories approach infinite values in field space, 
and the associated geometries, obtained from the flow equation (332) for 
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A(r)  have curvature singularities. There are analytic domain wall flows 
with 4 3  = 0 (Refs. 204, 295) and in other sectors of the space of scalars 
of r\r = 8 sugra, and a number of 2-point correlation functions have been 
~ o m p ~ t e d . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~Nevertheless the curvature singularities are a t  least 
a conceptual problem for the AdS/CFT correspondence. In any case we do 
not discuss singular flows here. 

9.5. SUSY Deformations of n/=4  SYM Theory 

It  is useful for several purposes to describe the N = 4 SYM theory in 
terms of N = 1 superfields. The 4 spinor fields X a  are regrouped, and 
X4 is paired with gauge potential Aj in a gauge vector superfield V .  The 
remaining X112>3 may be renamed @1>2$3  and paired with complex scalars 
z1 = X1 + i X 4 ,  z2 = X 2  + i X 5 ,  z3 = X3 + i X 6  to form 3 chiral superfields 
Qi. In the notation of Section 2.5, the Lagrangian consists of a gauge kinetic 
term plus matter terms 

,C = d48tr(6Zegv@' + d28gtr@3[@1,@2] + h.c. (343) s 1 s  
The manifest supersymmetry is n/ = 1 with R-symmetry SU(3) 63 U(1). 
Full symmetry is regained after re-expression in components because the 
Yukawa coupling g is locked to the S U ( N )  gauge coupling. This formulation 
is commonly used to explore perturbative issues since the N = 1 supergraph 
formalism (first reference in Ref. 13) is quite efficient. This formulation suits 
our main purpose which is to discuss SUSY deformations of the theory. 

A general relevant n/ = 1 perturbation of N = 4 SYM is obtained by 
considering the modified superpotential 

u = gtr@3[@1, a21 + iM,,ptr@"@p 2 (344) 

This framework is called the n/ = 1* theory. The moduli space of vacua, 
= 0, has been s t ~ d i e d ~ ~ ~ > ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  and describes a rich panoply of dynam- 

ical realizations of gauge theories, confinement and Higgs-Coulomb phases, 
and as we shall see, a superconformal phase. 

We discuss here the particular deformation with a mass term for one 
chiral superfield only 

u = gtr@3[a1, a21 + krntr(@3)2 2 (345) 

The R-symmetry is now the direct product of SU(2) acting on and 
U ( ~ ) R  with charges (f, f ,  1) for @ ' I ' ) ~ .  The massive field Q3 drops out of 
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the long distance dynamics, leaving the massless fields all2. We thus find 
symmetries which match those of the supergravity flow of the last section. 
However to establish the duality, it needs to be shown that long distance 
dynamics is conformal. We will briefly discuss the pretty arguments of 
Leigh and Strassler213 that show this is the case. 

The key condition for conformal symmetry is the vanishing of p- 
functions for the various couplings in the Lagrangian. In a general N = 1 
theory with gauge group G and chiral superfields @, in representations R, 
of G,  the exact NSVZ gauge P-function is 

where 7, is the anomalous dimension of Qff and T(R,) is the Dynkin index 
of the representation. (If T" are the generators in the representation R,, 
then trT"Tb 3 T(R,)Gab). In the present case, in which G = SU(N)  and 
all fields are in the adjoint, we have T ( R a )  = T(G) = N,  and 

P ( g )  - 2N(7l + 7 2  + 7 3 )  

In addition we need the @function for various invariant 
Tr(al)n1 (a2)nz (@3)n3, 

3 3 

(347) 

field monomials 

,=l ,=I 

This form is a consequence of the non-renormalization theorem for super- 
potentials in = 1 SUSY. The first two terms are fixed by classical 
dimensions and the last is due to wave function renormalization. For the 
two couplings in the superpotential (345) we have 

P I J J  = 71 + 7 2  + 7 3  (349) 

P0,0,2 = 1 - 273. (350) 

One should view the 7, (9 ,  m) as functions of the two couplings. The condi- 
tions for the vanishing of the 3 P-functions have the unique S U ( 2 )  invariant 
solution 

71 = 7 2  = - 
1 
- 7 3  = - 
2 

1 
4 

.- (351) 

which imposes one relation between g ,  m, suggesting that the theory has a 
fixed line of couplings. The ,B = 0 conditions are necessary conditions for 
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a superconformal realization in the infrared, and Leigh and Strassler give 
additional arguments that the conformal phase is realized. 

N = 1 superconformal symmetry in 4 dimensions is governed by the 
superalgebra SU(2,2,11). This superalgebra has several types of short rep- 
resentations. (See Appendix of Ref. 186). For example, chiral superfields, 
either elementary or composite, are short multiplets in which scale dimen- 
sions and u ( 1 ) ~  charge are related by A = $r.  For elementary fields 
A, = 1 + Y,, and one can see that the 7, values in (351) are correctly 
related to the U ( ~ ) R  charges of the a,. 

The observables in the SCFTIR are the correlation functions of gauge 
invariant composites of the light superfieldsxviii W,, a', a'. We list sev- 
eral short multiplets together with the scalc dimensions of their primary 
components 

The first 3 operators are chiral, the next is the multiplet containing the 
SU(2) current, and the last is the multiplet containing u ( 1 ) ~  current, su- 
percurrent, and stress tensor. Each multiplet has several components. 

9.6. AdS/CFT Duality for  the Leigh-Strassler Deformation 

We now discuss the evidence that the domain wall of N = 8 gauged super- 
gravity of Section 9.4 is the dual of the mass deformation of N = 4 SYM 
of Section 9.5. There are two types of evidence, the match of dimensions of 
operators, discussed here, and the match of conformal anomalies discussed 
in the next chapter. Critics may argue that much of the detailed evidence is 
a consequence of symmetries rather than dynamics. But it is dynamically 
significant that the potential V ( @ )  contains an IR critical point with the 
correct symmetries and the correct ratio V~R/V& to describe the IR fixed 
point of the Leigh-Strassler theory. The AdS/CFT correspondence would 
be incomplete if D = 5 N = 8 sugra did not contain this SCFT4. 

Whether due to symmetries or dynamics, much of the initial enthusiasm 
for AdS/CFT came from the 1 : 1 map between bulk fields of Type IIB 
sugra and composite operators of N = 4 SYM. The map was established 
using the relationship between the AdS masses of fluctuations about the 

xviiithe index of the field strength superfield W, is that of a Lorentz group spinor, while 
that of is that of SU(2)  flavor. 
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Ads5 x S5 solution and scale dimensions of operators. The same idea may be 
applied to fluctuations about the IR critical point of the flow of Section 9.4. 
One can check the holographic description of the dynamics by computing 
the mass eigenvalues of all fields in the theory, namely all fields of the 
graviton multiplet listed in Section 9.4. This task is complicated because 
the Higgs mechanism acts in several sectors. Scale dimensions are then 
assigned using the formula in (261) for scalars and its generalizations to 
other spins. The next step is to assemble component fields into multiplets of 
the SU(2,211) superalgebra. One finds exactly the 5 short multiplets listed 
at  the end of Section 9.5 together with 4 long representations. The detailed 
match of short multiplets confirms the supergravity description, while the 
scale dimensions of operators in long representations are non-perturbative 
predictions of the supergravity description. 

It would be highly desirable to study correlation functions of operators 
in the Leigh-Strassler flow, but this requires an analytic solution for the 
domain wall, which is so far unavailable. 

9.7. Scale Dimension and AdS Mass 

For completeness we now list the relation between A and the mass for the 
various bulk fields which occur in a supergravity theory. For d = 4 some 
results were given in Ref. 167. For the general case of for AdSd+l, the 
relations are given below with references. There are exceptional cases in 
which the lower root o f f  is appropriate. 

 scalar^:^ 
spin or^:^^^ 

A* = $(d  f d w ) ,  
A = $ ( d  + alml), I 

vectors A, = $ ( d  f J(d - 2 ) 2  + 4m2), 
p - f o r m ~ : ~ ~ ~  A = $ ( d  f J(d  - 2p)2 + 4m2), 
first-order (d/2)-forms (d even): A = i ( d  + 2lml), 
spin-3/2 :215,216 

massless ~ p i n - 2 : ~ ~ ~  
A = i ( d +  2lml), 

A = $ ( d  + d w ) .  

10. The c-Theorem and Conformal Anomalies 

In this chapter we develop a theme introduced in Sec. 9.2, the irreversibility 
of domain walls in supergravity and the suggested connection with the 
c-theorem for RG flows in field theory. The c-theorem is related to the 
conformal anomaly. We discuss this anomaly for 4d field theory and the 
elegant way it is treated in the AdS/CFT correspondence. This suggests a 
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simple form for a holographic c-function, and monotonicity follows from the 
equation A”(r)  < 0. It follows that any RG flow which can be described 
by the AdS/CFT correspondence satisfies the c-theorem. The holographic 
computation of anomalies agrees with field theory for both the undeformed 
N =  4 SYM theory and the JV = 1 Leigh-Strassler deformation. 

10.1. The c-Theorem in  Field Theory 

We briefly summarize the essential content of Zamolodchikov’s c-theoremlg4 
which proves that RG flows in QFT2 are irreversible. We consider the 
correlator (Tzz(z,.Z)Tzz(0)) in a flow from a CFTuv to a CFTIR. It has 
the form 

where M2 is a scale that is present since conformal symmetry is broken. 
The function c(M2zz) has the properties: 

(1) c(M2zZ) 4 cuv as /zI --+ 0 and c(M2zz) 4 CIR as IzI 4 00 where 
cuv and C I R  are central charges of the critical theories CFTuv and 

(2) c(M2zz) is not necessarily monotonic, but there are other (non- 
unique) c-functions which decrease monotonically toward the in- 
frared and agree with c(M2zZ) at  fixed points. Hence cuv > CIR 

which proves irreversibility of the flow! 
(3) the central charges are also measured by the curved space Weyl 

anomaly in which the field theory is coupled to a fixed external 
metric gi j  and one has 

CFTIR. 

C (e )  = --R 
12 (354) 

for both CFTuv and CFTIR. 

The intuition for the c-theorem comes from the ideas of Wilsonian renor- 
malization and the decoupling of heavy particles at low energy. Since Tij 

couples to all the degrees of freedom of a theory, the c-function measures 
the effective number of degrees of freedom at scale z = &. This number 
decreases monotonically as we proceed toward longer distance and more 
and more heavy particles decouple from the low energy dynamics. These 
are fundamental ideas and we should see if and how they are realized in 
QFT4 and AdSs/CFT4. 



First we define two projection operators constructed from the basic 
Tz3 = aza, - 6,, 0 , 

l$yli = *zjTkl  

(355) 
a$!., = 2nz3rkl - 3(Tzkq1+ n z l ~ , k )  

In any QFT4 the ( T T )  correlator then takes the form 

In a flow between two CFT's, the central function218 c(m2x2) ap- 
proaches central charges C U V ,  C I R  in the appropriate limits, but f ( M 2 x 2 )  --f 

0 in the UV and IR since effects of the trace T: must vanish in conformal 
limits. 

The correlators of Tij can be obtained from a generating functional 
formally constructed by coupling the flat space theory covariantly to a 
non-dynamical background metric g i j  ( x ) .  For example, in a gauge theory 
one would take 

(357) 

The effective action is then defined as the path integral over elementary 
fields, e.g. 

e-s'ff [gl J [ c i ~ , j e - ~ [ g

Correlation functions are obtained by functional differentiation, viz. 

(Tz131(51) ' . ' TZnh (2,)) (359) 
( _ ) n - l 2 n  6" 

( n )  Sef f 191 - - 
* . . Jm 6g21J1 ( a )  ' . ' gzn3n x 

with gZ3 --f hz3.  

Consider two background metrics related by a Weyl transformation 
g' 23 ( x )  = e2u(z)gz3(x). Since the trace of Tz, vanishes in a CFT and 
(T,") = -bS/Ga, one might expect that Sef f [g]  = Sef f [g /] .  However, Se,f[g] 
is divergent and must be regulated. This must be done even for a free the- 
ory (such as the pure U(1) Maxwell theory). In a free theory the correlators 
of composite operators such as Tz3 are well defined for separated points but 
must be regulated since they are too singular a t  short distance to have a 

131
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well defined Fourier transform. Regularization introduces a scale and leads 
to the Weyl anomaly, which is expressed as 

where the Weyl tensor and Euler densities are 

W2. =R2. -2Rz.+LR2 z i k l  ajkl  23 3 

(361) 
( TtijmnRmnk1)2 1 = R;jki  - 4R2. + R2 23 

The anomaly must be local since it comes from ultraviolet divergences, 
and we have written all possible local terms of dimension 4 above. One 
can show that OR2 violates the Wess-Zumino consistency condition while 
OR is the variation of the local term Jd4x,,4jR2 in S e f f [ 9 ] .  Finite local 
counter terms in an effective action depend on the regularization scheme 
and are usually considered not to carry dynamical information. (But see 
Ref. 219 for a proposed c-theorem based on this term. See Ref. 220 for a 
more extensive discussion of the Weyl anomaly.) 

For the reasons above attention is usually restricted to the first two 
terms in (360). The scheme-independent coefficients c, a are central charges 
which characterize a CFT4. One can show by a difficult argument221i222 
that c for the critical theories CFTuv,  CFTJR agrees with the fixed point 
limits CUV,  C I R  of c(M2x2) in (356). The central charge a is not measured 
in (TT)  but agrees with constants auv ,  U I R  obtained in short and long 
distance limits of the 3-point function (TTT),  see Refs. 169, 223. 

What can be said about monotonicity? One might expect CUV > CIR, 

since the Weyl central charge is related to (TT)  and thus closer to the notion 
of unitarity which was important in Zamolodchikov’s proof. However this 
inequality fails in some field theory models.  card^^'^ conjectured that the 
inequality a u v  > U I R  is the expression of the c-theorem in QFT4. This 
is plausible since a is related to the topological Euler invariant in common 
with c for QFT2, and Cardy showed that the inequality is satisfied in several 
models. Despite much effort (see Ref. 225 and references therein), there is 
no generally accepted proof of the c-theorem in QFT4. 

The values of c, a for free fields have been known for years. They were 
initially calculated by heat kernel methods, as described in Ref. 220. The 
free field values agree with C U V ,  auv in any asymptotically free gauge the- 
ory, since the interactions vanish at  short distance. For a theory of NO real 
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scalars, N;  Dirac fermions, and N1 gauge bosons, the results are 

cuv = &[No + 5N; + 12N11 
(362) 

auv = &\No + 1lN; + 62Ni] 

In a SUSY gauge theory, component fields assemble into chiral multiplets 
(2 real scalars plus 1 Majorana (or Weyl) spinor) and vector multiplets (1 
gauge boson plus 1 Majorana spinor). For a theory with N ,  chiral and NV 
vector multiplets, the numbers above give 

cuv = &p, + 3Nvl 

auv = &[NX + 9NVl. 
(363) 

It is worthwhile to present some simple ways to calculate these cen- 
tral charges which are directly accessible to field theorists. Because of the 
relation to (TijTkl) detailed above, the values of c ~ v  can be easily read 
from a suitably organized calculation of the free field 1-loop contributions 
of the various spins. For gauge bosons one must include the contribution 
of Faddeev-Popov ghosts. 

Ex. 32:. Do this. Work directly in s-space at separated points. No integrals 
and no regularization is required. Organize the result in the form of the 
first term of (356). 

In SUSY gauge theories the stress tensor has a supersymmetric partner, 
the U ( ~ ) R  current Ri. There are anomalies when the theory is coupled to 
gij  and/or an external vector K(s)  with field strength &. Including both 
sources one can write the combined anomalies aszz2 

Anomalies in the coupling of a gauge theory to external sources may be 
called external anomalies. There are also internal or gauge anomalies for 
both (Tj) and Ri. The gauge anomaly of Ri is described by an additional 
term in (364) proportional to p(g)FijF’j ,  but this term vanishes in a CFT. 

The formula (364) can be used to obtain c, a from 1-loop fermion triangle 
graphs for both the UV and IR critical theories. The triangle graph for 
(RiTjkx,) is linear in the U ( ~ ) R  charges T& of the fermions in the theory, 
while the graph for (RiRjRk) is cubic. We consider a general N = 1 
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theory with gauge group G and chiral multiplets in representations R, of 
G. Comparing standard results for the anomalous divergences of triangle 
graphs with (364), one finds (see Refs. 222, 226), 

c - a = - l ( d i m G  16 + C ,  dimR,(r, - 1)) (365) 

5a - 3c = &(dimG + C ,  dimR,(r, - 1)3 (366) 

We incorporate the facts that the U ( ~ ) R  charge of the gaugino is rx = 1 
while the charge of a fermion $, in a chiral multiplet is related to the charge 
of the chiral superfield P by T &  = r ,  - 1. 

If asymptotic freedom holds, then the CFTuv is free, and one obtains 
its central charges C U V ,  a u v  using the free field U ( ~ ) R  charges, rx = 1 for 
the gaugino and T, = $ for chiral multiplets. The situation is more com- 
plex for the CFTIR since the central charges are corrected by interactions. 
Seiberg and others following his techniques have found a large set of SUSY 
gauge theories which do flow to critical points in the 1R.l' The N= 1 su- 
perconformal algebra SU(2,211) contains a U(1)R current Si which is in 
the same composite multiplet as the stress tensor. In many models this 
current is uniquely determined as a combination of the free current Ri plus 
terms which cancel the internal (gauge) anomalies of the former. Of course, 
the current Si must also be conserved classically. Thus the S-charges 
of each a, arrange so that all terms in the superpotential U((a,) have 
charge 2. I t  is the S-current which is used to show that anomalies match 
between Seiberg duals. These anomalies can be calculated from 1-loop 
graphs because the external anomalies are 1-loop exact for currents with 
no gauge anomaly. This is just the standard procedure of 't Hooft anomaly 
matching. The charge assigned by the Si current is rx = 1 for gauginos and 
uniquely determined values r, for chiral multiplets. It can be s h o
that CIR, U I R  are obtained by inserting these values in (365). 

Given this theoretical background it is a matter of simple algebra to 
obtain the UV and IR central charges and subtract to deduce the following 
formulas for their change in an RG flow: 

cuv - CIR = & C ,  dimR,(2 - 3~, ) [ (7  - 6r,)' - 171 (367) 

uuv - U I R  = & c, dimR,(3r, - 2)'(5 - 3r,) (368) 

These formulas were appliedzz6 to test the proposed c-theorem in the very 
many Seiberg models of SUSY gauge theories with IR fixed points. Results 
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indicated that the sign of cuv - CIR is model-dependent, but auv  - aiR > 0 
in all models. Thus there is a wealth of evidence that the Euler central 
charge satisfies a c-theorem, even though a fundamental proof is lacking. 

Ex. 33:. Serious readers are urged to verify as many statements about the 
anomalies as they can. For minimal credit on this exercise please obtain 
the flow formulas (367) from (365). 

Let us now apply some of these results to the field theories of most 
concern to us, namely the undeformed N = 4 theory and its N = 1 mass 
deformation. We can view the undeformed theory as the UV limit of the 
flow of its N = 1 deformation. The free R-current assigns the charges 
(1, -i, -+, -i) to the gaugino and chiral matter fermions of the N = 1 
description, while the S-current of the mass deformed theory with super- 
potential in (345) assigns (1, -;, -;, 0). In both cases these are elements 
of the Cartan subalgebra of s U ( 4 ) ~  and have vanishing trace. It is easy to 
see that the formula (365) for c - a is proportional to this trace and van- 
ishes. The same observation establishes that both currents have no gauge 
anomaly. The formula (366) then becomes 

Applied to the free current and then the S-current, this gives 

auv  = cuv = i ( ~ ~  - 1) 
(370) 

u I R  = cIR = g a ( ~ ~  - 1). 

The relation A = :T between scale dimension and U ( ~ ) R  charge also 
leads to the assignment of charges we have used. In the UV limit we have 
the N = 4 theory with chiral superfields W,, CJo with dimensions 2 , l .  In 
the IR limit we must consider the SU(2) invariant split Wa,CJ1,2,@3, and 
the Leigh-Strassler argument for a conformal fixed point which requires 
A = Z, i , 9, 2. These values give the fermion charges used above. It is no 
accident that r = 0 for the fermion 7+b3. The Q3 multiplet drops out a t  long 
distance and thus cannot contribute to IR anomalies. 

10.2. Anomalies and the c-Theorem from AdS/CFT 

One of the early triumphs of the AdS/CFT was the calculation of the central 
charge c for N =  4 SYM from the (TT)  correlator whose absorptive part 
was obtained from the calculation of the cross-section for absorption of a 
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graviton wave by the D3-brane geometry.' This was reviewed in Ref. 159 
and we will take a different viewpoint here. 

We will describe in some detail the general approach of Henningson and 
Skenderis17' to the holographic Weyl anomaly. This leads to the correct 
values of the central charges and suggests a simple monotonic c-function. 

We focus on the gravity part of the toy model action of Sec 9.1 

d5z&(R + 5) + d4zfi2K] 
l2 J .=--IS -1 

16rG (371) 

in which we have added the Gibbons-Hawking surface term which we will 
explain further below. Lower spin bulk fields can be added and do not 
change the gravitational part of the conformal anomaly. 

One solution of the Einstein equation is the AdSd+1 geometry which we 
previously wrote as 

ds2 = e%6ijdxidxj + dr2 (372) 
2P 

We introduce the new radial coordinate p = e - 7  in order to follow the 
treatment of Ref. 171. The boundary is now at  p = 0. 

Ex. 34:. Show that the transformed metric is 

dp2 1 
ds2 = L 2 [ ,  + -6ijdxidxi] 

4P P 
(373) 

This is just Ad& in new coordinates. We now consider more general solu- 
tions of the form 

dp2  1 
ds2 = L2[- + -gij(x,p)dxidxj] 

4P2 P 
(374) 

with non-trivial boundary data on the transverse metric, viz. 

92, ( X I  P )  Zo 32, ( X I  (375) 

The reason for this generalization may be seen by thinking of the form 
& ( x )  = 6,, + hz,(x). The first term describes the flat boundary on which 
the CFT4 lives, while h,, ( x )  is the source of the stress tensor T,,. We can 
use the formalism to compute (T,,), (TtjTkl), etc. 

Ex 35:. Consider the special case of (374) in which g,, (2 ,  p )  = gZ3 (x) de- 
pends only on the transverse x z .  Let R z , k l ,  R,, and R denote Riemann, 
Ricci and scalar curvatures of the 4d metric gZ3 (x). Show that the 5 0  met- 
ric thus defined satisfies the EOM R,, = -4gPv if R,, = 0. Show that the 
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5 0  curvature invariant is 

Thus, as observed in Ref. 228, if Rij = 0, we have a reasonably generic 
solution of the 5 0  EOM's with a curvature singularity on the horizon, 
p -+ m. 

As we will see shortly we will need to introduce a cutoff a t  p = E and 
restrict the integration in (371) to the region p 2 E. The induced metric 
at the cutoff is 'yij = 7 .  The measure fi appears in the surface term in 
(371) as does the trace of the second fundamental form 

We now consider a particular type of infinitesimal 5D diffeomorphism 
first considered in this context in Ref. 229: 

p = p'(1 - 20(z')) 
= z'i +ai(z ' ,  p') 

with 

(378) 

EX. 36:. Show that gk5 = g55 and gki = g5i = 0 under this diffeomorphism, 
but that 

(380) 
d 

g i j  -+ g f i j  = gi j  + 2a(1 - p - ) g i j  + V i a j  + V 3 2  .a.  
8, 

In the boundary limit, ai -+ 0 and p$gij  -+ 0, so that 

gij(z) 4 S l i j ( z )  = (1 + 2a(z))gij(z) (381) 
Hence the effect of the 5D diffeomorphism is a Weyl transformation of the 
boundary metric! 

This raises a puzzle. Consider the on-shell action S[i j i j ]  obtained by 
substituting the solution (374) into (371). Since the bulk action and 
the field equations are invariant under diffeomorphisms, we would expect 
S[&] = S[jjfij]. But AdS/CFT requires that S[i j i j ]  = S, f f[gi j] ,  and we 
know that, due to the Weyl anomaly, S e f f [ & ]  # S , j f [ t j f i j ] .  

The resolution of the puzzle is that S[&] as we defined it is meaningless 
since it diverges. This isn't the somewhat fuzzy-wuzzy divergence usually 
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blamed on the functional integral for Sef f [S i j ]  in quantum field theory. It 
is very concrete; when you insert a solution of Einstein’s equation with the 
boundary behavior above into (371), the radial integral diverges near the 
boundary. 

Therefore we define a cutoff action SE[gij] as the on-shell value of (371) 
with radial integration restricted to p 2 E .  One can study its dependcnce 
on the cutoff to obtain and subtract a counterterm action S,[gijlct to cancel 
singular terms as E -+ 0 . SE[ijijlct is an integral over the hypersurface p = E 

of a local function of the induced metric -yij and its curvatures, and it is 
not Weyl invariant. The renormalized action is defined as 

s r e n [ S ]  l i i (se[Sl  -Se[g]ct) (382) 

We now outline how the calculation of correlation functions and the 
conformal anomaly proceeds in this formalism and 
necessary details. The variation of S,,, is 

then discuss further 

bS,,,[g] = f ] d4xf i (T i j )bgi j .  

The variation defines the quantity (Tij(x))  which, in 

(383) 

the light of (358), is 
interpreted as the expectation value of the field theory stress tensor in the 
presence of the source gij, and it depends non-locally on the source. Cor- 
relation functions in the CFT are then obtained by further differentiation, 
e.g. 

The contributions to (T i j (x ) )  come from the surface term in the radial 
integral in Se[ij] and from S,[tjIct. Possible contributions involving bulk 
integrals vanish by the equations of motion. 

The variation 6gij  is arbitrary; let’s choose it to correspond to a Weyl 
transformation, 2.e. S?jij = -2tjijbc7. Then (383) gives 

which is a standard result in quantum field theory in curved space. The 
quantity (Tt) is to be identified with the conformal anomaly of the CFT 
and must therefore be local. It is local, and the holographic computation 
gives (as we derive below) 
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(The 2-point function (384) must be non-local, and it is. See Refs. 177, 178 
for recent studies in the present formalism, and 210 for a closely related 
treatment .) 

The holographic result may be compared with the field theory (Ti) in 
(360). The absence of the invariant R:jkI in (386) requires c = a. Thus 
we deduce that any CFT4 which has a holographic dual in this framework 
must have central charges which satisfy c = a (at least as N -+ 03 when the 
classical supergravity approximation is valid.) This is satisfied by N = 4 
SYM but not by the conformal invariant N = 2 theory with an S U ( N )  
gauge multiplet and 2N fundamental hypermultiplets. 

Ex. 37:. Show that when c = a the QFT trace anomaly of (360) reduces to 

c . ’  (T!)  = -(RZ3Rij - 
a 87r2 

1 
3 
- R2) (387) 

Thus agreement with the holographic result (386) requires c = g. To 
check this recall that G is the 5D Newton constant, so that G = = 

$, where the last equality incorporates the requirement that Ads5 x S5 
with 5-form flux N is a solution of the field equations of D = 10 Type IIB 
sugra. This gives the anomaly of undeformed N= 4 SYM theory on the 
nose! 

The Henningson-Skenderis method is very elegant and has useful 
genera1i~ations.l~~ It is worth discussing in more detail. The treatment 
starts with the mathematical result230 that the general solution of the Ein- 
stein equations can be brought to the form (374), and that the transverse 
metric can be expanded in p near the boundary as 

S i j ( Z ,  P )  = aj + PS(2) i j  + P2S(4) i j  + P2 In P h ( 4 ) i j  + ’ . . (388) 

The tensor coefficients are functions of the transverse coordinates xi. The 
tensors g(2)ijr h ( 4 ) i j  can be determined as local functions of the curvature 
R i j k l  of the boundary metric t&. One just needs to substitute the expansion 
(388) in the 5D field equations R,, = -49,” and grind out a term-by-term 
solution. 

Ex. 38:. Do this and derive g ( 2 ) i j  = i ( R i j  - i R t j i j ) .  Very serious readers 
are encouraged to obtain the more complicated result for h(4) i j  given in 
(A.6) of Ref. 172. 

The tensor is only partially determined by this process of near- 
boundary analysis. Specifically its divergence and trace are local in the 
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curvature R i j h l ,  but transverse traceless components are left undetermined. 
This is sensible since the EOM's are second order, and the single Dirichlet 
boundary condition does not uniquely fix the solution. At the linearized 
level the extra condition of regularity at large p (the deep interior) is im- 
posed. The transverse traceless part of g(4)ij then depends non-locally on 
i j i j  and eventually contributes to n-point correlators of Tij in the dual field 
theory. 

The local tensors in (388) are sufficient to determine the divergent part 
of SE[ij]. It is tedious, delicate (but straightforward!) to substitute the ex- 
pansion in (371), integrate near the boundary and identify the counterterms 
which cancel divergences. The result is 

where R i j  and R are the Ricci and scalar curvatures of the induced metric 
~ i j  = " j ? " ) .  The first two terms in (389) thus have power singularities as 
E -+ 0. Recall the discussion of cutoff dependence in Section 8.5. In the p = 

zg coordinate, the bulk cutoff E should be identified with l / A 2  where A is 
the UV cutoff in QFT. Thus we find the quartic, quadratic, and logarithmic 
divergences expected in QFT4! See Appendix B of Ref. 172 for details of 
the computation of (389). 

The next step is to calculate 

However, one must vary the boundary data bgij = 2batjij while maintaining 
the fact that the interior solution corresponds to that variation. Thus one 
is really carrying out the diffeomorphism of (378) so that 66 = 2 ~ 6 4 2 ) .  All 
terms of Se[tj] are invariant under the combined change of coordinates and 
change of shape of the cutoff hypersurface. The first two terms in S,[ijIct 
are also invariant. There is the explicit variation 6 In E = -2ba(z) in the 
logarithmic counterterm, and this is the only variation since the boundary 
integral is the difference of the Wey12 and Euler densities and is invariant. 
Thus we find the result (386) stated earlier in a strikingly simple way! 

The method just described may be applied to the calculation of holo- 
graphic conformal anomalies in any even dimension. 171,17' However for 
odd dimension the structure of the near-boundary expansion (388) changes. 
There is no In p term and no logarithmic counterterm either. Hence no con- 
formal anomaly in agreement with QFT in odd dimension. 
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10.3. The Holographic c-Theorem 

The method just discussed can be extended to apply to the Weyl anomalies 
of the critical theories a t  end-points of holographic RG flows. In general we 
can consider a domain wall interpolating between the region of an AdSuv 
with scale Luv and the deep interior of an AdSIR with scale LIR. The 
holographic anomalies are 

7T 7T 
8G uv CIR = - L ~  cuv = -L3 

8G I R  (391) 

The first result can be derived by including relevant scalar fields in the 
previous method, and latter by applying the method to  an entire Ads 
geometry with scale LIR.  

For any bulk domain wall one can consider the following scale-dependent 
function (and its radial derivative): 

C(T) = “4 8G A 

C/(T) = - R -3A” 
8G A’” 

(392) 

We have C’(r) 2 0 as a consequence of the condition A” 5 0 derived from 
the domain wall EOM’s in Section 9.2. Thus C ( r )  is an essentially perfect 
holographic c-function: 

(1) It decreases monotonically along the flow from U V  + IR. 
(2) It interpolates between the central charges cuv and CIR. 

(3) If perfect, it would be stationary only if conformal symmetry holds. 
This is true if the domain wall is the solution of the first order flow 
equations discussed in Sec 9.3 and thus true for SUSY flows. 

The moral of the story is that the c-theorem for RG flows, which has 
resisted proof by field theory methods, is trivial when the theory has a 
gravity dual since A” 5 0. See Refs. 175, 186. 

Finally, we note that for the mass deformed N = 4 theory the ratio 
(&)3 = (w)3 = g. Thus the holographic prediction of C I R  = aIR 

agrees with the field theory result in (370)! See Ref. 231. 
There is much more to be said about the active subject of holographic 

RG flows and many interesting papers that deserve study by interested 
theorists. We hope that the introduction to the basic ideas contained in 
these lecture notes will stimulate that study. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, the promise of solving strong coupling Yang-Mills theory by con- 
sidering the Type IIB superstring on anti de Sitter space (AdS) via the 
AdSICFT correspondence has led to a renewed interest in perturbative 
string theory and its formulation on background curved spaces. The first 
lecture reviews the derivation of the physical spectrum and scattering am- 
plitudes in the old covariant quantization for open and closed bosonic string 
theory, with attention given to the structures that will require modification 
when the background spacetime is curved. The second lecture reviews var- 
ious worldsheet formulations for the superstring, including the Berkovits- 
Vafa-Witten variables which provide a manifestly supersymmetric and co- 
variant quantization in six dimensions. In the third lecture, these world- 
sheet fields are used to solve the string constraints on the vertex operators 
for the Type IIB superstring on Ad& x S3 x K3 with background Ramond 
flux. A short section on computing correlation functions using these fields 
has been added in 4.3. 

2. Old Covariant Quantization 

We review the traditional quantization, Refs. 1-6, of the open and closed 
bosonic strings and point to the steps that need generalization to accom- 
modate strings with background Ramond fields. 
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2.1. Open Bosonic String 

We introduce the Fubini-Veneziano fields: 

where 

[u&,uK] = qp”mG,,-,; [ q p , p ” ]  = i q p ” ;  [q@,uK] = 0,n # 0; n E Z .  

These commutators are the Lorentz covariant quantization conditions. Here 
p p  = ug. The fields X p ( z )  are restricted to appear in an exponential 
or as a derivative, since they do not exist rigorously as quantum fields 
which have a well-defined scaling dimension. The mctric is space-like, 
rlpu = diag(-l,1, ... l), p = 0,1, ..., d - 1; and the ug satisfy the hermitic- 
ity relations a$ = uf,. In flat spacetime, momentum is conserved and 
it is convenient when quantizing to  use a basis of momentum eigenstates, 
Ilc) = ei”qlO), p p l k )  = k l k ) ,  to represent [ q p , p y ]  = i q p ” ,  where the vacuum 
state 10) satisfies ugl0) = 0,n 2 0. When the spacetime contains Ads, 
the isometry group no longer contains translations, so we lose momentum 
conservation and will just work in position space. 

A string is a one-dimensional object that moves through spacetime and 
is governed by an action that describes the area of the worldsheet. Its 
trajectory z@(o,T) describes the position of the string in space and time. 
r is the evolution parameter -co < r < 00, and u is the spatial coordinate 
labelling points along the string; 0 5 o 5 n for the open string, which is 
topologically an infinite strip; and 0 5 o 5 27r for the closed string which 
is topologically an infinite cylinder with periodicity condition Z ~ ( O ,  r )  = 
Z@(O + 27r,r). g@(a,r)  is the two-dimensional metric, a ,p  = 0 , l .  The 
action for the bosonic string is 

Sz = --A J dadr[ m g a o  aaxpao X” Gp,(z )  

( 2 )  

+E”Pa,Swp  2” Bp&) +4m R 4(x) I . (3) 
The Regge slope a’ has dimensions of length squared [LIZ; the string tension 
is defined as T = A. The low energy limit of the string theory is an 
effective point field theory. This corresponds to the leading term in an 
expansion in the external momentum times &?. In the zero Regge slope 
1imitj.e. the infinite string tension limit, the interactions of the vectors and 
tensors are those of Yang-Mills bosons and gravitons. In the other limit, 
the zero tension limit, one expects an infinite number of massless particles. 
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It is conjectured for strings on Ads that both limits may be simple field 
theories, since interacting massless particles of spin higher than 2 appear to 
be consistent in an Einstein spacetime, whereas they are not in flat space. 

For general G,,(x), from a 2d point of view, S 2  is a nontrivial interacting 
field theory: a conformally invariant non-linear sigma model. To quantize 
in flat spacetime, we choose G,,(x) = q,,, and the other background fields 
to vanish: the two form field potential B,, and the dilaton 4. This choice 
reduces S:! to a free worldsheet theory. As a result, the correlation functions 
even at tree level in the string loop expansion are exact in a'. The Type 
IIB superstring on Ads5 x S5 requires additional background fields besides 
the curved metric G,,(x). In this latter case, S 2  is a nontrivival worldsheet 
theory where the string tree level amplitudes will appear as an expansion 
in 01'. 

and the dimen- 
sionless string coupling constant g. These are both related to the dila- 
ton vacuum expectation value (Ol4lO), and thus the string has no free 
dimensionless (nor dimensionful) parameters. The gravitational coupling 
is n = m, Newton's constant is G = ; the Planck mass 

iS m p L A N C K  = (g); N 2.2 X w 5 g m  N 1.2 X 101gGeV; the Planck 
,., 1.6 x 10-33cm. The Planck time is 

~ P L A N C K  = (7) hG 4 rv 

At these scales, the effects of stringiness will be important, whereas at larger 
distance scales or lower energies, an ordinary point quantum field theory 
QFT can be used as an effective theory. In flat space and for (Ol@lO) = 0, 
from identification of the graviton vertices we find f i  = i g m ,  and from 
the Yang-Mill vertices, gym = g. Then a' N i.e. a' N f i2 ,  specifi- 
cally a' = 2n2/g2 = 16.irG/g2. Thus the value of the universal Regge slope 
parameter a' is given in terms of Newton's constant G and the Yang-Mills 
coupling g.  In particular since g is of order 1, a' is of order the Planck length 
(squared). We see that the scale of the entire unified string theory is set by 
the Planck mass. This scale does not appear to be associated with the se- 
cret of any symmetry breaking, as does the scale m a  = v'm = m H  

given by the Higgs mass mH - 250Gev. Discussions of the gauge hierar- 
chy problem, i.e. why is m / r n p L A N C K  so small, what sets the ratio of m to 
m P L A N C K ?  and what is the origin of mass, 2.e. how is m # O? are beyond 
the scope of these lectures. 

The worldsheet action S:! has two-dimensional general coordinate in- 
variance gap .+ d , A " d ~ A f l g ~ s  ,., gap + fYa,g"o + 8, f agP7 + 8, foga, 

The string has two parameters: the length scale 

m 2 p L ~ N c K  

hG 4 length is ~ P L A N C K  = (F) 
set. 

I 

m'PL A N c K 
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and xi' 4 x p  + f "dax"; and local Weyl rescaling gap + A(a, r ) g a p  and 
x p  -+ xp. These symmetries allow one to make the covariant gauge choice 
gap = qap = diag(-1,l). This results in the remnant constraint equa- 
tions (&xp f dTxp)' = 0 which are equivalent to a,x . &x = 0 and 

The equations of motion are a2.p - 8;xp = 0. The open string bound- 
ary conditions are d,xp(a, T )  = 0 at (T = 0, T .  The general solution of the 
equations of motion with these string boundary conditions is 

8,s. a,x + a,x. a,x = 0. 

xp(n, 7) = 4'1 + pp7 + i cnz0 $e-inT cos nc 

1 = Q ~ + + P ' ~ T + $ & ~ - ; ~ L  aM ( e - i n ( T f U )  + e- iT I (T -U)  

1 -  (4) - LXfi(ei(T+a)) + fXp(e i (T -" )  
- 2  

In covariant gauge, we implement the constraint equations by observing 
that 

(8,~" f a7x")2 = Z ' L ( Z )  , z = ei(T*u) (5) 

where 

L ( z )  = f : a(.) . a(.) := CLnZ-n-2 (6) 
n 

. So the expectation value of the 
constraints vanish (as ti -+ 0) for the physical state conditions in covariant 
gauge in the old covariant quantization: 

and a"(.) 5 iT d X ' ( z )  = Cnan.rn-l 

L,I$) = 0 forn > 0 .  (8) 

Furthermore (7) is the mass shell condition p2 = -m2, where :m' = 
N - 1 so that LO = fp' + N = 1. Here N = c,"==, a_,  . a,. That is to 
say a physical state I$) has momentum k which takes on a specific value 
corresponding to the Nth  excited level, a'k' = 1 - N .  The physical state 
conditions (7,8) can be shown to eliminate ghosts, i.e. negative norm states 
when d = 26. This result is known as the No-Ghost the~rern. ' ,~ 

If instead, we had considered light-cone gauge, we would have observed 
that in the constraints (8,~" f dTxp)' = 0 there is still residual gauge 
invariance to choose the light-cone gauge where x+((T, T )  = q+ + p + ~ ,  and 
the equations of motion are (82 - 8;) xi = 0 , 1 5 i 5 d - 2. 
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2 .2 .  Locality of Worldsheet Fields 

A conformal field theory 'FI is a Hilbert space of states H ,  such as the space 
of finite occupation number states in a Fock space, together with a set 
of vertex operators V($ , z ) ,  i.e. conformal fields which are in one to one 
correspondence with the states $ E F(H), where F ( H )  is a dense subspace 
of the Hilbert space H of states. 

3-1 = ( H ,  W($,  .) : $ E F ( H ) ) ) .  (9) 

The conformal field theory requires that the vertex operators V ( $ ,  z )  form 
a system of mutually local fields, where limz+o V ( $ ,  .)lo) = $ for each 
field. That is to say the conformal fields V ( $ , z )  acting on the vacuum 
create asymptotic "in" states $ = V($,O)lO) with conformal weight h$, 
LO$ = h+$ (recall that z = 0 is ir = t = -00) on the cylinder. There 
is a one to one correspondence between the fields and the states in the 
Hilbert space they create at z = 0. Locality implies the s-t duality relation 
V ( $ ,  z)V($,  5) = V(V($ ,  z - c)$, c )  which provides a precise version of the 
operator product expan~ion .~  In particular locality requires 

V($ ,  z)V(4, C) - V($,OV($,  z )  (10) 

where the left side is defined for (21 > I</, the right side for ICI > (zI > and 
N denotes analytic continuation. Locality ensures well defined scattering 
amplitudes. We shall also assume that the theory has a hermitian structure, 
in the sense that there is a definition of conjugation on the states, $ H $, 
an antilinear map with V($,  z )  = z-2hV(ez*L1$, l /z*) t  . 

2.3.  Virasoro Algebra 

One of the conformal fields is the Virasoro current 

n 

It satisfies the operator product expansion 

which can be reexpressed as either of 
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Vertex operators for physical states are primary fields. In this case 4 is a 
highest weight state for the Virasoro algebra, or primary state, V(4 ,  C) is a 
primary field and 

-1 dV 
L(z)V(4,5) = h4(z  - 5r2w> C) + (2 - 5) z(4, C) . (14) 

Therefore in covariant gauge, the vertex operators for physical states have 
to satisfy,’ 

d 
[Ln, V(+,  z ) ]  = zn+l -V(+, d z  2 )  + (n  + l ) z V ( + ,  z )  ( 1 5 )  

for all n, and 

z-+o lim V(+, z)10 >= + . (16 )  

This follows from V ( z )  = CrV&T-h ; so that [L,,K] = (-r + n(h - 
l))Vn+r. Since V , l O  >= 0 for r > -h, and + = V(0)lO >= V-hlO >, then 
L,$ = [Ln, V-h]lO >= 0 for n 2 1 , and physical fields are primary fields 
of conformal dimension h = 1. (Note that if (15) holds only for n = 0, k1 
then V(4,  C) is a quasi-primary f ie ld . )  

2.4. Mass Spectrum and Tree Level Amplitudes 

We now consider the first few mass levels. For N = 0, there is one state 
+ = Ik) with k 2  = 2. The vertex operator for this state is 

V ( k ,  z )  =: exp{ik.X(z)} := exp{ik.X<(a)}e i k . q  z k . p  exp{ik.X>(z)} (17) 

where Xl”, ( z )  = i Cn=o $zPn .  Since zLoV(k, l ) z P L o  = zV(k, z ) ,  the four 
point open string tree amplitude for these tachyonic scalars is 

A4 =a’so dz(O; -~iIV(lc2,1)V(ks,z)1O;k4) 

< 

1 

= a ’ ( 2 ~ ) ~ ~ 6 ’ ~ ( k 1  + k2 + k3 + kq) &l d z ~ ~ ~ ‘ ~ ~ ( 1  - ~ ) ~ ~ ‘ ~ 3  

= ~ ’ ( 2 ~ ) ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ( k i  + k2 + k3 + ke)B(- l  - is, -1 - i t )  
= (u’(2T)26626(k1 + k2 + k3 f k 4 ) B ( - l  - a’s, -1 - a’t) 

(18)  

Here the Mandelstam variables are s = -(k1 + k 2 ) 2 ,  t = -(k2 + k 3)2  I 

and u = - ( k l  + k3)2 ; the overall factor of a’ is due to the propagator. As 
mentioned earlier, this string amplitude is exact in a’, reflecting the fact the 
worldsheet theory has free operator products a”(z)a”(<) = +”(z - < ) - 2 .  

Here a”(.) = C n a n z - n - l  . The three point open string tree amplitude 
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for these tachyonic scalars is A3 = (0; - k l ( V ( k z ,  1)lO; k3) = (27r)26626(k1 + 
k2 + k3 + k4). The first excited level, N = 1, contains the vector states 
$J = E . a-llk) with k 2  = 0. In order to satisfy L,$J = 0 for TI > 0, (in 
particular Ll$J = 0) we must have E . k = 0. The vertex operator for this 
state is 

The three point open string tree amplitude for these massless vectors is 

where 

and we have recovered the dependence on the dimensional parameter 01' 

by dimensional analysis, ie. k ---t a k .  The four point open string tree 
amplitude for these massless vectors has tachyon poles and is given by Ref. 4 
as 
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2.5. Closed Bosonic String 

The closed string satifies the same equations of motion 8:xp -8,xp = 0 but 
is toplogically a cylinder with boundary condition xp(o, r )  = xp(o+ 27r, r ) .  
The general solution is 

L P  
where X i ( z )  = qp  - ipg lnz + i xnfO +zvn, X g ( z )  = qp - ipglnz + 
i xnfo +zpn ,  and p~ = p~ = p .  The covariant quantization conditions 
are 

R P  

The physical state conditions are 

L,RI+) = I$),  L,RI$) = 0 ,  forn > 0 .  (28) 

The mass shell condition is p2 = -m2 where m2 = N L  + N R  - 2 and N L  = 
NR. L;, L h  are two commuting Virasoro algebras, both with c = d = 26. 
In this quantization of the closed string in flat spacetime, the theory is seen 
to be a tensor product of left and right copies of the open string case. One 
can form vertices for the closed string by taking the tensor products of open 
string conformal fields for the left- and right movers, and using the variable 
z for the left vertices and Z with the right vertices. Here we have defined 
a euclidean world sheet metric ir = t ,  so that z = eteiu,  Z = etewiU , which 
maps the cylinder traced by the moving string onto the complex plane.7 
Time ordering is radial ordering; t = constant hypersurfaces are circles 
concentric about the origin of the z - plane. In fact the local operator 
product relations will extend naturally to arbitrary Riemann surfaces with 
local conformal coordinates z,Z. Since for closed strings, ( L i  + LOR)/$) = 
21$), the tachyon Ik) = ei2k’q10)1 k2 = 2 has vertex operator 

V ( k ,  z ,  Z )  =: exp{ik . X L ( z ) }  :: exp{ik. X R ( E ) }  : (29) 
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When the spacetime is not flat, the conformal fields in general will not 
factor into left times right, although the two copies of the Virasoro algebra 
will remain holomorphic (and antiholomorphic). l2 

The four point closed string tree amplitude for the tachyonic scalars in 
flat spacetime is again exact in a‘: 

A4 = d J d2z ( - k l IV(kz ,  l,l)zZV(ka, z ,  z) lk4)  
2;) 

= - ( 2 ~ ) ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ( k ~  21r + k2 + k3 + k 4 )  J d 2 z  l t 1 2 k 3 . k 4 4 ) 1  - ~ ) ~ ~ z . ~ 3  

= q 2 . r r ) 2 6 b 2 6 ( k 1  + k2 + k3 + k4) r(-i-~’s)r(-i-(y’t)r(-i-~’~) 
2?r r(2+a’s)r(2+(y’t)r(2+a’~) 

which is totally symmetric under the exchange of s, t ,  u. The massless level 
NL = N R  = 1 contains the states + = e L  . afilcR . a!,lk) with k 2  = 0, and 
e L  . k = c R .  k = 0, forming the spin two graviton, the 2-form antisymmetric 
tensor, and the dilaton. 

The preceeding analysis of physical state conditions can be reexpressed 
in an equivalent formulation using BRST coh~mology,~ which includes both 
the “matter” sector described above and a BRST “ghost” sector with equal 
and opposite central charge. The worldsheet variables used to formulate 
strings in curved spacetime with Ramond flux, do not exhibit such a ‘matter 
times ghost” factorization,10~12~20 although they still define physical state 
conditions as a version of cohomology. 

(30) 

3. Various Formulations of Superstring Worldsheet Fields 

3.1. Ramond- Neveu- Schw arz (RN S) 

This a Lorentz covariant but not manifestly supersymmetric quantization. 

The Neveu-Schwarz ( N S )  fields b p ( z )  = have {b(!,bF} = 
v ~ ” & , - ~ ;  where T ,  s E Z + i and by+ = b t S .  They are used to construct 
the super Virasoro generators G(z)  = a(.) .b(z)  and L ( z )  = 3 : a ( z )  .a(.) : 

+i : 9 . b(z)  : which satisfy the N = 1 super Virasoro algebra 

1 

[ ~ m ,  Lnl = (m - n)Ln+m + f (m3 - m)bm,-n 

[Lnr Gs] = (f - s)Gn+s. 
{GT, Gs} = 2&+s + 5(r2 - :)&,-s 

(31) 

The No-Ghost theorem selects c = i d  = 15. The physical state conditions 
in the F2-picture are LoJ$) = ;I$), Lnl$) = 0 for n > 0, G,I$) = 0 for 
s > 0 .  In a superconformal field theory the states are in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with a conformal superfield V(+, z ,  6) = Vo(4, z )  + SVl($J, z ) ,  
where 6 is a fermionic coordinate, the supersymmetry partner of z .  VO($J, z )  
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and V1 ($, z )  are called the lower and upper components of the superfield 
respectively. 

2-0 lim vO($,z)IO) = I$), z-0 lim Vt($,z)lO) = G-+I$). 

[L, VO($, 211 = ~n+l$VO(A 2) + h(. + l)znvO($, 2) 

[Ln, Vt($,z)l = .“+l$.($,z) + (h+  $) (n+ l)znVl($,z) 

(32)  

In covariant gauge, the vertex operators for physical states have to satisfy 

{Gs, vO($J,z)}k = .s++vl($,z) 
[G,, vl(+,z)lr = ~++w dz + 2 h ( s +  :)z”-+v0(~,z) (33) 

for all n and s, for h = $. At level N = 0, there is one state $ = Ik) with 
k2 = 1. Its vertex operator has components 

V O ( ~ ,  z )  =: exp{ik. x(z )}  : , ~ ( k ,  z )  = GIG. b ( z )  : exp{ik. ~ ( z ) }  : . 
(34) 

Unlike the bosonic case, the three point amplitude for the Neveu-Schwarz 
tachyon vanishes: A3 = (-lcllV1(k2,l)lk3) = 0. 

The massless vector is a t  level N = i ,  $ = E . b-; lk) with k2  = 0. To 
satisfy L,$ = 0 for n > 0, G,$ = 0 for s > 0 (in particular G+$ = 0) we 
must have E . k = 0. Its vertex operator has components 

vO(~C, E ,  z )  = E . b(z)ei”x(z) , 
K ( k ,  E ,  z )  = { d%k . b ( z )  6 .  b ( z )  4- E a(.)} exp{ik. X ( z ) }  . (35) 

b-; + E . a-1)lk). The three point open For this state, G-+$ = ( k  . 
string tree amplitude for these massless vectors is 

A3 = (-klJ~i .b+Vi(k2,~~,1)~3.b_+Jkg) 

= ( 2 7 p P ( k 1  + k2 + k3) m E ; I E ; E ;  t,,x(kz). (36)  

We see that the Neveu-Schwarz computation of A3 has no 01‘ corrections, in 
contrast with (20) .  Non-renormalization theorems for the superstring often 
prevent 01’ corrections to the tree level three point functions, although not 
to four point functions. For both expressions, the zero slope limit reduces 
to the conventional three gluon field theory coupling: lim,J,o A3 & = 

The space of states for the open superstring, f i ,  is obtained by start- 
ing with the states of the untwisted Neveu-Schwarz theory, ‘FI, intro- 
duced above, then adding in keeping only the subspace of each defined 
by 8 = 1, with 82 = 1. The states of the untwisted theory are gener- 
ated by the action of d infinite sets of half-integrally moded oscillators, 

(27r)dd’0(Ci kz)€y€;€;  t , ,A(ki)  . 
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bf ,  0 5 p 5 d - 1 (together with the integrally moded oscillators, ug) ,  
on the vacuum state, 10). The twisted sector is obtained from the ac- 
tion of d infinite sets of integrally moded oscillators, d g ,  (together with 
the integrally moded oscillators, ug) ,  on the twisted ground states which 
form a 2 d / 2  irreducible representation, X, of the gamma matrix Clifford 
algebra, {y”}. The involution B is defined on the untwisted space 7-L 
by 010) = ( - l ) l O ) ,  0b:B-l = -bf,  and on the twisted space, K T ,  by 
610); = *lo)$, B d g F 1  = -dg,  where X = 10); + 10); Whenever d is 
even we can define ydfl = y1y2..  . yd  which satisfies {ydfl,y”} = 0, 
(yd+l)’ = 1. The operators +(l f ydfl(-l)Cn>od-n’dn) are chirality 
projection operators; they project onto spinors of definite chirality. A 
spinor of definite chirality is called a Weyl spinor; and the restriction to 
spinors of one chirality or the other is called a Weyl condition. In the 
Neveu-Schwarz sector, B = ( -1 ) ( -1 )~~>0  b - 5 ’ b s  , and in the Ramond sector, 
,g yd+l(- l )C, , ,d-n.dn . The Ramond Fock space splits into two S O ( d )  
invariant subspaces, according to the eigenvalue of 0 ,  the ground states be- 
ing denoted by 10);. The B = 1 subspace is thus a projection onto the odd b 
sector, and onto chiral fermions in the Ramond sector, and is known as the 
Gliozzi-Scherk- Olive (GSO) projection. The worldsheet fermion fields are 
q!+‘(z) in either the Neveu-Schwarz $+‘(z) = bP(z)  or Ramond representa- 
tion $+‘(z) = d b ( z )  = C, dgzWn-; , representing the vertices for emitting 
the massless vector state from a Neveu-Schwarz or Ramond line, respec- 
tively. The ground state la) of the Ramond sector of the superstring is a 
spacetime fermion which is in one-to-one correspondence with a worldsheet 
field Sa(z)  called a spin field 

1.) = 2’0 lim Sa(z)lO).  

$P(z)Sa(C) - ( z  - C)-+yySb (C) 

(37) 

The spin fields are non-local with respect to the ordinary superconformal 
fields $P ( z ) :  

+ ” ( z ) V ( O  ( z  - C1-l 
a”(.).”(() N ( Z  - O p 2 ,  a’(z)$”(C) N 0 ,  a”(z)Sa(C) - 0 (38) 

due to the non-meromorphic structure of the operator product of 1c, with S. 
It follows that the worldsheet supercurrents G(z) are not local with respect 
to the spin fields. It follows that in the presence of background Ramond 
fields, the superconformal invariance of the worldsheet action Sz would 
appear to be violated: the supersymmetrization of the bosonic Polyakov 
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action (3) contains terms of the form 

S2 = -- d a d ~ f i (  8 a ~ P 8 0  Z” -t iq”rP8~$”) G,,(z) (39) 

and is superconformally invariant, called the guiding principle of the R N S  
description of perturbative superstrings. When a background Ramond field 
BPV is required, one might try to add to S2 a term such as 

47rcw‘ I J ’  

J’ dfYdTS,LS,R [y , 7 ” ] a b B p y  (Z) (40) 

but the presence of spin fields jeopardizes the superconformal invariance. 
Several efforts to answer this problem have been made, some of which we 
cite here.30,31~32~33J2~20 One formulation12y20 which survives quantization 
dispenses with spin fields altogether. It is discussed in sections 3.3 and 4. 

An extension of the R N S  superstring to include BRST ghost fields 
recasts the physical state conditions as cohomology. In this reformula- 
tion, in addition to the left and right moving “matter” fields X ” ( z , Z ) ,  
$ i ( z ) , $ c ( Z )  combining to give central charge c = 15, there are “ghost” 
fields b ~ ( z ) ,  C L ( Z ) ,  PL(z),~L(z) and b R ( Z ) ,  C R ( Z ) , P R ( Z ) ,  YR(Z) contributing 
c = -15. Left and right-moving BRST charges each have the structure 
Q N c(Lm + $L,) + r (Gm + $G,) and the left and right Virasoro genera- 
tors have zero central charge L N L ,  + L,. 

3.2.  Green-Schwarz (GS) 

This is a supersymmetric but not Lorentz covariant quantization. The open 
string worldsheet fields are S, ( z ) ,  U P (  Z )  and satisfy meromorphic operator 
products 

Sa(2)Sb(<) N ( Z  - [)-‘cab, u i ( z ) d ( < )  N ( z  - C)-2dij, u i ( ~ ) S a ( C )  - 0 (41) 

since the coordinates are limited to the light-cone 1 5 i , j  5 8, and 
1 5 u,b  5 8. Here the R N S  spin field S”(Z)  has been promoted to a 
fundamental worldsheet variable, whereas in the R N S  case in fact it is ex- 
pressible as a combination of the $ fields, S - eb...d. The Green-Schwarz 
formulation of the superstring dispenses with the need to sum over differ- 
ent spin stuctures (related to the NS and R sectors) in the one-loop string 
amplitudes. 

3.3. Berkovits- Vafa- Witten (BVW) 

This is a covariant and supersymmetric quantization in six spacetime 
dimensions. It has been applied primarily to compactifications of the 
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Type IIB string either in the "flat" case R6 x K3, or the "curved" case 
A d s 3  x S3 x K3. BVW provides a partially covariant quantization of the 
Green-Schwarz superstring. Eight of the sixteen supersymmetries are man- 
ifest, in the sense that they act geometrically on the target space of the 
worldsheet sigma model. In addition, there are no worldsheet spin fields 
and so can more easily incorporate Ramond-Ramond background fields. 

The BVW worldsheet fields are X",  O", ea, the conjugate fermions 
p",p" for 1 5 m 5 6 ;  1 5 a 5 4, and two additional worldsheet bosons 
p,  g, ,8,5. These describe the d = 6 part of the Type IIB string. The K3 
part is described by the standard RNS description of a T4/Zz orbifold. The 
0"'s are ordinary conformal fields, not spin fields. In flat space, the world- 
sheet variables are holomorphic and satisfy free operator products relations 
including 

In curved space, the worldsheet fields are no longer holomorphic, and the 
worldsheet action becomes a sigma model with the supergroup PSU(212) as 
target, which is no longer a free conformal field theory nor a Wess-Zumino- 
Witten (WZW) model. 

A ten dimensional version of these variables has appeared recently. 20-25 

In flat spacetime, field redefinitions give back the RNS formalism. In 
A d s 5  x S5, vertex operator constraint equations have been c o n ~ i d e r e d
The Berkovits variables are given by the ten-dimensional superspace vari- 
ables X @ ( z , Z ) ,  OE(z ,Z) ,  O g ( z , Z ) ,  for 0 5 p 5 9, 1 5 Q: 5 16; and the con- 
jugate fermionic worldsheet fields p z ( z ,  Z ) ,  & ( z ,  Z) .  There are additional 
worldsheet bosons that are spacetime spinors XE(z, z ) ,  X",z, E ) ,  which sep- 
arately satisfy Xay$XP = 0 and carry 22 degrees of freedom. The con- 
struction includes left and right-moving BRST charge operators and Vi- 
rasoro generators. The contribution to the central charge is 10 + 22 from 
the worldsheet bosons, and -32 from the worldsheet fermions. The vari- 
ables do not exhibit the "matter times ghost" structure of conventional the 
BRST formalism. For A d s 5  x S5 spacetime, the worldsheet fields are not 
holomorphic. 

4. Type IIB Superstrings on Ads3 x S3 x K3 

Compatification of the Type IIB superstring on either R6 x K3 or A d &  x 
S3 x K3 yields a d = 6 ,  N = (2,O) theory which has sixteen supercharges. 
The 6d massless particle content is a supergravity multiplet and 21 tensor 
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multiplets. In flatspace the multiplets are representations of the light-cone 
little group SO(4): sg (3,3) + 5(3,1) + 4(3,2) , tensor (1,3) + 5(1,1) + 
4(1,2). In curved space the number of physical degrees of freedom in the 
multiplets remains the same. The "compactification independent" 6d fields 
make up the supergravity multiplet and one of the tensor multiplets, they 
are the graviton (3,3), an antisymmetric tensor (3,l)  + (1,3), and a scalar 
(1,l) :  gmn(z) ,  bmn(z),  +(z); four self-dual tensors (3 , l )  and four scalars 
contained in V ~ - ( Z ) ~  F++(x),  A;+'(z), A:-"; and four gravitinos (3,2) 
and four spinors (1,2) contained in E;, (z) fka (z) , xk (z), x& (z) . 

The vertex operator which describes these states is given in terms of 
the (compactification independent) worldsheet fields X m ,  8", ea by the su- 
perfield 
K , ~  = oae"v;- + eaeb8'igzf;a + Q a-ii-6 e e ua6(ma m - 

+ e a 0 b-ti-6 6 8 (T,b(Tti6(gmn m n + bmn + ?jmn$) + Qa(f73)&+a + (6'3)a8T"A:-a 
+ , 9 a @ ( 6 3 ) - g m j i +  a ab m ti + ( @ ) a , p e 6 g m -  a b ~ & a  + (e3)a(e3)tiF++a". (43) 

The string constraint equations which select the physical states are gener- 
ated in this formalism by a topological N = 4 superVirasoro algebra we will 
discuss in the next section. For flat spacetime, the constraints will result 
in that all the above 6d fields satisfy amam+ = 0 and 

m 8 gmn = -an+, ambmn = o , amx;b = am Xm -+b = o 
1 (44) +b - 8 F**ba = a--F++6a = 0 a a b x m  - ati6.kb = 0 , cb cb 

where 
F+-at i  = a t i 6 A t - a  F-+aii  = aabA;+ii  1 F--aii = a a b a i i 6 v : -  

bb 

(45) 
ab - --s - n6-- 

Xka = a Emb 7 Xm - a Em6 * 

These are equivalent to the equations of motion for D = 6, N = 
(2,O) s~pergravityl~ with one tensor multiplet expanded around the six- 
dimensional Minkowski metric. 

In the curved case A d s 3  x S3, the constraints will result in a different 
set of equations of motion for the 6d fields. We give the answer here for 
the bosonic 6d fields, and show the derivation in section 4.2. The six- 
dimensional metric field g,,, the dilaton +, and the two-form bT, satisfy 
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This is the curved space version of the flat space zero Laplacian condition 
dPdpb,, = dPdpgTs = P d P 4  = 0. 

Four self-dual tensor and scalar pairs come from the string bispinor fields 
, ab , b , a+b .  From the string constraint equations they sat- F++ab v-- A+-" A- 

isfy 

These can be shown13 to be equivalent to the linearized supergravity 
equationsI6 for the supergravity multiplet and one tensor multiplet of the 
d = 6, N = (2,O) theory expanded around the Ads3 x S3 metric and a 
self-dual three-forml by using the following field identifications: the vertex 
operator components in terms of the supergravity fields g p T s ]  gi,,, h,,, ~ , 
1 5 i 5 5, (and 2 5 I <  5 ) are 

which follows from choosing the graviton trace hAA to satisfy 41 - hA, = 
-2 C'4'. Here Hp,, = dpb,, + d,b,, + d,bp,. The combinations C'4' and 
B'gi,, reflect the s O ( 4 ) ~  symmetry of the D = 6 , N  = (2,O) theory on 
Ad& x S3. We relabel C' = Ci+, BI = Bi+.  To define the remain- 
ing string components in terms of supergravity fields, we consider linearly 
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4.1. Topological Strings 

The origin of the constraints is an N = 4 twisted superconformal alge- 
bra. In this section, we review how the superstring can be reformulated as 
an N = 4 topological string theory, and show how this formalism gives a 
description of the superstring with manifest d = 6 spacetime supersymme- 
try. That is to say, the spectrum of the superstring can be identified with 
the states surviving a set of N = 4 constraints. We begin this subsection 
by remembering how the bosonic string can be reorganized as an N = 2 
topological string.l0Il2 An N = 2 topological string has a twisted N = 2 
superconformal algebra 

T ( z ) F ( ( )  = ( z  - <)-22T(<) + ( z  - C)-'aT(C) , 
T(z)G+(C) = ( Z  - C)-2G+(<) + ( Z  - <)-'aG+(C) , 
F(z)G-(C) = ( 2  - C)-22G-(C) + ( Z  - C)-'aG-(C) , 

G + ( ~ ) G - ( c )  = (. - 0 - 3 5  + ( z  - c ) - ~ J ( c )  + ( 2  - ~)- lT(c) ,  
G + ( ~ ) G + ( c )  = o , * 
G-(z)G-(C) = 0 , 

T ( z ) J ( C )  = ( z  - C)-3(-;) + ( z  - C)-2J(C) + ( z  - C)-laJ(C) , 

independent quantities

is given in terms of the fourth tensor/scalar pair
through
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Equations (56) is related to the generators of the (untwisted) N = 2 super- 
conformal algebra: 

where the generators differ only by the twisted Virasoro generator P ( z )  = 
L ( z )  + i a J ( z ) .  Since the OPE'S (56) resemble somewhat those of the 
bosonic string (58), (ie. only the starred equations (x) in (56) differ), 
we can define physical fields relative to QO cohomology where G+(z )  = 

En Qnz-n-l . Physical fields correspond to chiral primary fields @+(z)  
with ghost charge +1 and dimension 0 (they arise from operators that have 
ghost charge $1 and dimension before the algebra is twisted), so that 
{Qo, @+(<)) = 0. 

Bosonic string theory can be viewed as a two-dimensional conformal 
field theory with certain additional features (we concentrate on left-movers 
and will denote right-movers with barred notation): 
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jghost(z)jBRST(<) = (2 - <)-34C(C) + ( z  - <)-'28C(<) + (2  - C)-'jBRST(C), 

jghost(z)b(C) = - ( z  - <)-'b(C) 9 (58) 
where the generators are 

Ttot =T,N=O+T~'O=TN=O-2::bdc,X m - c d b c ;  
~ B R S T ( Z )  = cT, + :: cTg :: + ;d2c = cT, - cbdc :: + ;d2c 

b ( z )  
jghost(z) = Ecb; (59) 

and c(z)b(C) = -b(<)c(z) = ( z  - <)-' + :: c(z)b(C) ::. The normal ordering 
has been defined putting the annihilation operators to the right of the 
creation operators, where b,lO)bc = 0 for n 2 -1; ~ ~ 1 0 ) ~ ~  = 0 for n 2 2. 
The BRST charge is Q = & Cm,,(rn - 
n) :: c-,c-,b,+, ;. Then Q @ 1 0 ) ~ )  = 0. The ghost charge is JO = 
C, ; crib-, ; . Then (c1 1 4 ) ~ )  has ghost charge eigenvalue, i.e. ghost 
number, equal to one. The physical state conditions in the "old covariant" 
formalism are (LE - l ) l $ )~  = 0, L : [ ~ ) x  = 0 for n > 0. Since Q/$)  = 0 
implies (cg(L$ - 1) + C,c-,L$) I$) = 0 when I$) = ~ 1 1 0 ) ~ ~  @ I ~ ) x ,  
then in the BRST formalism the physical vertex operators are defined by 
ghost number one fields a+(.) that obey {Q,@+(z ) }  = 0, i.e. the OPE 
of j ~ ~ s ~ ( z ) @ + ( < )  has no single pole. So here, every physical state is in 
one-to-one correspondence with a primary field of the Virasoro algebra of 
dimension 0, i.e. @ + ( z )  = c ( z ) ~ x ( z ) .  Thus we have used the twisted N = 2 
supervirasoro algebra t o  define physical fields relative to QO cohomology 
where G+(z)  = C,  &,z-,-' . Physical states correspond to  chiral p r i m a y  
fields @+(z)  with ghost charge +1 and dimension 0. 

For N = 2 topological strings, c = 9. N = 4 topological strings are 
used when c = 6. From an N = 2 superconformal algebra with c = 6, we 
construct a topological N = 4 string by defining the remaining generators 
and twisting the N = 4 superconformal algebra: 

d z j ~ ~ s ~ ( z )  = Em c m L z  - 

P(z )T(<)  = (2 - <)-22P(<) + ( z  - <)-'aF(<), 
- 2  + F(z)G+(<) = ( z  - C) G (C) + (2 - C)-'aG+(C) 1 
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Since the superstring can be written as an N = 2 super Virasoro algebra 
with c = 6, it's necessary to find additional generators making up an N = 4 
topological string. In R N S  variables they are 

F ( z )  = TC=l + Tg"" 
1 

= TC=1 - 2 ; b a c ;  - ;abc;  -;;flay; - - X  2 xa,By; 

G+(z)  = yGm + c(Tm - $pay - i dpy  - bdc) - y2b  + d2c + d ( ~ J 7 )  
G - ( z )  = b J ( z )  = cb + 7J J + ( z )  = CV J - ( z )  = bJ 
G + ( Z )  = 7 

G - ( z )  = b(ie@G, + qe2@db - c a t )  

+ J(Tm - ;,Bay - (61) - 2bdc + cdb) + d2< ,  

with c(z)b(<) = -b(<)c(z) = ( z  - < ) - I  + ; c(z)b(<) ;. Also the super- 
reparametrization ghosts with y(z),B(<) = ,B(<)y(z) = ( z  - <)-' + 
; y(z),B(<) ; have been bosonized as ( p  = i e -@dJ ,y  = -iqe@) with 

<) + ; 4 ( z ) d ( < )  ; so that e-@(')e@(C) =: e-@(z)+@(c) : ( z  - <). 
The generators (61) satisfy the ( c  = 6) twisted N = 4 superconformal 

algebra given in (60). Since the algebra is twisted, the Virasoro generators 
close with no anomaly (i.e. c = 0 )  but c still appears in the rest of the 
algebra, such as the anomaly of the U(1) current J .  For the IIB superstring 
we have both the holomorphic N = 4 superconformal algebra (60) and an- 
other anti-holomorphic one. The holomorphic generators, when specialized 
for IIB compactified to 6d, and rewritten in terms of BVW worldsheet 
variables which display manifest 6d spacetime supersymmetry and eschew 
spin fields, become 

E(z)v(C) = -7(C)J(z) = ( z  - c1-l + ;<(z)rl(C) ; 1 and 4(z )4 (< )  = - 1nb - 

1 1 1 
2 2 

T = - -dxmdxm - padOa - f p d p  - -dads + d2(p  + ia) + TC 

G+ = - e - 2 ~ - i o  ( P ) ~  + $e-Ppapbdxab 
1 + eio ( - i a x m a x ,  2 - p , ~ a  - ,a(p + i a )d (p  + ig) 
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e-iu + G, 
a(p + in) + J c  

( p ) 4  + ge--2p-i0 papbaxab e i H c  ( -e -3p-2 iu  

1 1 + e-P(--axmaxm 2 - pad8" - Z a ( p  + iu)d(p + i f f )  

These currents are given in terms of the left-moving bosons axm,  p, u, and 
the left-moving fermionic worldsheet fields p a ,  8", where 1 5 m 5 6 , l  5 
a 5 4. The conformal weights of p a ,  8a are 1 and 0, respectively. We define 
p4 = &€abcdPaPbpcpd = ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ;  and axab = axm ng where 0% nnac + 
uEb nmac = vmn 6:. Here lowered indices mean fsmab f Z f a b c d f f g ,  Note that 
eP and eiO are worldsheet fermions. Also epfiu 3 epeio = -eiOeP. Here 
J~ 3 i a ~ ~ ,  J,+ -eiHc, J -  c -  = e--iHc . Both T ,  G*, J ,  J*,  G* and the 
generators describing the compactification FC, G& Jc,  J,&, G; satisfy the 
twisted N = 4, c = 6,  superconformal algebra (60), i e .  both and Tc 
have c = 0. However, as seen in (refeq:n4tw) and (56), c still appears in the 
twisted N = 4 and N = 2 algebras; and the N=2 generators in (62) F ,  G*, J 
decompose into a c = 0 six-dimensional part and a c = 6 compactification- 
dependent piece. (That is to say, the uncompactified piece of the twisted 
N = 2 generators in (62) satisfies (56) with c = 0, not just for the Virasoro 
generator but also whereever c appears in (56). 

The other non-vanishing OPE's are xm(z ,  Z)xn(<, c) = -vmn In Iz - <I; 
for the left-moving worldsheet fermion fields pa(z)eb(<) = ( z  -<)-Id:; and 
for the left-moving worldsheet bosons p(z)p(<) = - ln(z - <) ; fs(z)u(<) = 
- ln(z - <) . Right-movers are denoted by barred notation and have similar 
OPE's. 

Both holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sets of generators are used 
to implement the physical state conditions on the vertex operators, a 
procedurei0~1i~12 which results in a set of string constraint equations for 
flat spacetime. The notation On@ denotes the pole of order d + n in the 
OPE of 0 with @, when 0 is a dimension d operator. For the generators 
(62) since G+ and G+ are dimension one, and nilpotent, in analogy with 
the bosonic string, the physical N = 4 topological vertex operators @ + ( z )  
are defined by the conditions: 

1 

G$@+ = 0 ;  G$@+ = 0 ;  (Jo - 1)@+ = 0 .  (63) 
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These are the physical conditions for a BRST-invariant vertex operator in 
the standard RNS formalism for the superstring. Since 6; = ~ 0 ,  the G$ 
cohomology is trivial, i .e .  G$@+ = 0 implies a+ = G$V. So it is always 
possible to define a V satisfying 

a+ = G;v ; G;G;v = J ~ V  = 0 .  (64) 

Note that @++(z) is a worldsheet fermion and V ( z )  is a worldsheet boson. 
To describe the massless compactification independent states we introduce 
the U(1)-neutral vertex operator V ( z ) ,  but it is straightforward to go from 
V ( z )  to the U(1) charge equal to one vertex operator @ ( z ) ,  using the re- 
lationship described above. In addition to (64), one can use the gauge 
invariance V N V + G; A + G$A to further require 

G i V  = GiV = ToV = 0 .  (65) 

In this gauge the physical U(1)-charged vertex operators @++(z) of the 
closed N = 4 toplogical string must satisfy 

-+ 
0 G,f@++ = G$@++ = c!,f@++ = @++ = 0 

G-@++ 0 = G:-@++ 0 = To@++ = (Jo - 1) a++ = 0 , 
G-@++ 0 = -G-@++ = TO@++ = (Jo - 1) a++ = 0 .  (66) 

Similarly the U(1)-neutral vertex operator V defined by @++ = G' 0 0  G+V 
must satisfy the conditions 

=+ 
G$G;V = G$Go V = 0 ,  

-- 
G i V  = GiV = G i V  = So V = ToV = ToV = JoV = JoV = 0 .  (67) 

The integrated form of the closed superstring vertex operator @'++(z) is 
J d'zG:,@++. In terms of V it will be defined as 

The N = 4 topological prescription'' for calculating superstring tree- 
level amplitudes is 

Note that since V are U(1)-neutral, the amplitude (69) has operators with 
a total U(1) charge equal to 2. This is related to the RNS requirement that 
non-vanishing tree scattering amplitudes must have total superconformal 
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ghost charge -2 and total conformal ghost charge 3. The closed N = 4 
topological tree-level amplitudes are given by 

< K ( z 1 ,  f l ) (G$GivZ(zZ,  ZZ))(G;G$h(Z39 53))  

nT=4 d2ZTG11G'_1G;G$V(ZT, f T )  > (70) 

4.2. String Constraint Equations 

Using (67) on the general massless vertex operator 
00 v = C em(ia+~)+n(ia+P) v ~ , ~ ( ~ ,  e,(j)  , 

rn,n=--00 
we find in flat spacetime the constraints from the left and right-moving 
worldsheet super Virasoro algebras to be 

apa ,vm, ,  = 0 (74) 

for -1 5 m,n 5 1, with the notation V, = d / d e a ,  7% = d / d @ ,  dab = 
-apabdp. These conditions further imply Vrn,n = 0 for m > 1 or n > 
1 or m < 1 or n < 1, leaving nine non-zero components. In fact, the 
independent degrees of freedom can be shown to reside in V ~ I ,  and the 
surviving constraints yield (44). 

In Ads3 x S3 space, we generalize13 the flat space string constraint 
equations (72-74) as follows: 

F4&,, = Fa FbKab&,, = 0 
1 €abed 
- 6 Fb Fc FdV1,n = -iFb KabV& + 2iFaVo,n - EaV-l,n 

Fa Fb V0,n - $€abed Kcd  V-l,n = 0 ,  Fa V - I , ~  = 0 ;  (75) 

F4Vn,J = F,FGK""n)l = 0 
1 p6EdF-F F-  - -a6 
- 6 b E *Vn,l = -iFbK Vn,o + 2iF'Vn,o - E,Vn,-l 

(76) 
- Ed - _  

FaFEVn,O - $ C , ~ E J  K Vn,-1 = 0 ,  Fa Vn,-1 = 0. 
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There is also a spin zero condition constructed from the Laplacian 
- -  

( F a  Ea + ;Cab& Kab K c d )  V n , m  = ( F s  E a  + ;SshEgK' lb  KEd ) Vn,m = 0 .  
(77) 

We derived the curved space equations (75-77) by deforming the flat space 
equations by requiring invariance under the PSU(212) transformations (78) 
that replace the d = 6 super Poincare transformations of flat space. The 
Lie algebra of the supergroup PSU(212) contains six even elements Kab E 
SO(4) and eight odd E,, Fa. They generate the infinitesimal symmetry 
transformations of the constraint equations: 

We write E,, Fa, and Kab for the operators that represent the left action 
of e,, f a ,  and t a b  on g. In the above coordinates, 

where we have introduced an operator t L  that generates the left action of 
S U ( 2 )  x S U ( 2 )  on h alone, without acting on the 6's. Here 

_. _ _  
( 1 7 (80) = g ( x , e , $ )  = e@ a fa i C p c d  z p t c d  e@aea - e o n f a  h e@aea - 

_. 

t L a b g  = eonfa ( - t a b )  h ( x )  eenea , (81) 

and we found (79) by requiring F a g  = f a g ,  E a g  = eag, K a b g  = - tabg-  
Similar expressions hold for the right-acting generators K,-,, E a ,  and F a .  

The operators ttb, t$ describe invariant derivatives on the SO(4) 
group manifold. These can be related to covariant derivatives 7Ld = 
-upcdDp ,  'X id  E o p F d  Dp , where for example, acting on a function, 
TL = t L  and TR = tR .  But when acting on fields that carry vec- 
tor or spinor indices, they differ so that for example on spinor indices 

In fact, for the Type IIB superstring on Ads3 x S3 x K3 with background 
Ramond flux, a sigma model" with conventional local interactions (no 
spin fields in the action) was found using the supergroup PSU(212) as 

tpve = 7-p v, + $6,. S b C K  - Q b d a C K .  z e  
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target, coupled to ghost fields p and CT. The spacetime symmetry group 
is PSU(212) x PSU(212), acting by left and right multiplication on the 
group manifold, i.e. by g 4 agb-l where g is a PSU(2(2)-valued field, 
and a, b E PSU(212) are the symmetry group's Lie algebra elements. The 
supergroup is generated by the super Lie algebra with 12 bosonic generators 
forming a subalgebra S0(4)2 together with 16 odd generators. Hence our 
model has non-maximal supersymmetry with 16 supercharges. 

The PSU(212)-valued field g is given in terms of q 8 ,  and e, which are 
identified as coordinates on the supergroup manifold. In addition, the Type 
IIB on Ads3 x S3 x M has worldsheet variables describing the compacti- 
fication degrees of freedom on the four-dimensional space M .  The vertex 
operators Vmn(z, 8 ,  e) are examples of the field g. 

To interpret the generators Eat Fa, K a b ,  we recall that in flat space, the 
d = 6 supersymmetry algebra for the left-movers is given by 

In flat space we have Fa(z) = pa(.) and Ea(z) = ~Eabcdeb(Z)d2,(Z)BmCd. 
We distinguish between the currents and their zero moments Ea, Fa which 
together with P a b  also generate the flat space supersymmetry algebra 

[Pab, Pcd] = 0 = [Pab, F c ]  = [Paby Ec] I 

On Ad& x S3, the Poincare supersymmetry algebra (84) is replaced by the 
P S U (  2 12) superalgebra 

[Kab, Kcd] = dacKbd - dadKbc - dbcKad + 6bdKac 
[Kabl Ec] = 6acEb - CibcEa , 
[Kab, Fc] = 6acFb - SbcFa 

where
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1 
2 

{ E a l  Fb} = -eabcdKCd 1 

{Ea, Eb} = 0 = { p a ,  Fb} (85) 

The generators q:, which generate the Ads tranformations (78), still have 
a form similar to (83) but E, ( z  , Z )  , Fa ( z  , Z )  are no longer holomorphic and 
their zero moments with respect to z satisfy (85). 

For the bosonic field components of the vertex operator the Ads con- 
straint equations (75-77) result in 

0 hgs VG- = -4 "2 C'$ bbh hgs Gmn (86) 

Oh 9 FC+ag = 0 ,  Oh: A,+g = 0 , Ohgs A:-" = 0 (88) 

ab 9 hh-C'm t'L6h - h t ,  h s  b abC'rhGmn O l  R ,"hb UzC':6Gmn = 0 .  (91) 

We have expanded Gmn = gmn + bmn + gmn$. The SO(4) Laplacian is 
0 $Eabcd tFb tid = i E a 6 E j t $  t$. In order to compare this with the su- 
pergravity field theory, we can use our expressions for the group manifold 
invarinat derivatives terms of covariant derivatives. We will also use the 
fact that on Ads3 x S3 we can write the Riemann tensor and the metric 
tensor as 

1 

1 ab 
Rmnpr = a ( 3mrRnp + gnpRmr - GnrRmp - gmpRnr ) 

- 
(92) gmn = 5 am gn ab . 

The sigma matrices amab satisfy the algebra nmabgtC + anab C'ac = rlmn6: 
in flat space, where vmn is the six-dimensional Minkowski metric. Sigma 
matrices with lowered indices are defined by c'Z = kEabcdcTmcdl although for 
other quantities indices are raised and lowered with d a b ,  so we distinguish 
UZ from b a c b b d ~ m c d .  In curved space, vmn is replaced by the Ads3 x 
S3 metric gmn. We then find from the string constraints that the six- 
dimensional string field components gmn, bmn, $, etc. satisfy (46,47). 
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4.3. Correlation Functions 

We will review'? the six-dimensional three-graviton tree level amplitude 
in (6d) flat space, for Type IIB superstrings on R6 x K3 in the BVW 
formalism. It is contained in the closed string three-point function 

< V(z1,ZI) (GtG;V(z2, Z~) ) (G~G:V(Z~ ,  Z3)) > (93) 

where the vertex operators are given by 

V(z,Z) = e i u ( Z ) + P ( Z )  e i5( j )+ i j ( j )  Qa(z)Qb(z) ,ijfi(z) 
x 8 ( ~ )  02 cg64mn(X(Z, 2)) , (94) 

when the field 

4mn = Smn + bmn + Gmn 4 
satisfies the constraints we found previously am$,, = 0, and Wmn = 0 .  
These constraints imply the gauge conditions dmbmn = 0 for the two-form, 
and dmgmn = -dn4 for the traceless graviton gmn and dilaton 4 .  There is 
a residual gauge symmetry 

gmn -+ Smn + 8mEn + a n e m ,  4 -+ 4 ,  bmn 4 bmn (95) 

with Qn = 0 ,  d . = 0 .  To evaluate (93), we extract the simple poles as 

G,fG: V(Z, Z )  = eiu eiu (-4) [4mn(X) a X m a X n  

- paQb gg npca8Xn 8, q5mn(X) 
- pae6 lT;6 fSPEfidXrn dpf#)mn(x) 

+ paQb p,e6 C T ~  apca u Z ~  CT'" dpaq 4mn(X) ] (96) 

G,'E,+ v ( ~ ,  2) = eiHc+2p+iu eiHc+2p+iu gaob @i g6 m nab ggc &wc(X) . (97) 

Using the OPE'S for the ghost fields and H c ,  we partially compute (93) by 
evaluating the leading singularities to find 

< Vi(zi,Zi) (G~+G~+V~(Z~,Z~))(G:F~> 
= (Z1 - 22)(&! - Z3)(z1 - 23)-l(Zl - &)(22  - %g)(Z1 - 23)-' 

4 < eiHc (z3)e~(2~)+2~(~3)e iu(~i  )+ia(zz)+iu(zs) 

eiRc(~3)e~(~1)+2~(~3)eiu(zl)+ib(~~)+iu(~3) 

x Qa(~i)Qb(~i)e"(Z1)gc(E1) 02 0:6 4mn(X(Zi, 2,)) 

x [4jk(X(-Z2, Z2)) dXj(Z2)8Xk(Z2) 
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Evaluating the remaining 2 2 ,  2 3  operators products, and using the SL(2, C) 
invariance of the amplitude to take the three points to constants z1 -+ 03, 

21 -+ 00, 22 4 1 , 2 2  -+ 1,  2 3  -+ O , Z 3  -+ 0,  we find 

which results in 

The second equality follows from the vacuum expectation value of the ghost 
fields, H c  and eight fermion zero modes 

< e i H c  (0)+3p(O)f3iu(O) e i H c  (0)+3p(O)+3ib(O) p @ b , g c e d  gii$bp$ > 
- 1 abcd $kJ 

0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  

. (101) - I s 6  

w e  have also used various sigma matrix identities. Since ( a m a n a p a q ) d d  = 
gmngPq + gmqijnP - i jmPi jnq  where in flat space gmn = vmn, and using the 
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gauge condition am$,, = 0 once more, we find 

To compare this with the supergravity field theory, we consider the 
Einstein-Hilbert action 

Expanding to third order in 6 using g,,, = Q,, + 2/~h,,, we find the three- 
point interaction 1 3 .  In harmonic gauge, i.e. when Ph,, - $a,hg = 0 ,  and 
on shell Oh,, = 0, the cubic coupling is given by 

The gauge transformations 

leave invariant the harmonic gauge condition and 1 3 ,  given in (104) , when 
Q, = 0 .  With this gauge symmetry, we could further choose hg = 0, 
dc”h,, = 0. Then 13 is the three-graviton amplitude, and it is invariant 
under residual gauge transformations that have a. < = 0. 

To identify the string theory three-graviton amplitude from (103), we 
set bmn to zero, and use the field identifiations that relate the string fields 
gmn, 4 to the supergravity field h,, via 4 3 -+hg and gmn hmn - 
Egmnhg, 1 -  where h,, is in harmonic gauge. Then q5mn = h,, - ?gmnhz, 1 -  
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= I3 + 1; (106) 

where I; is the one graviton - two dilaton amplitude, 13 is the three graviton 
interaction in harmonic gauge, and d = 6. I3 and I; are invariant separately 
under the gauge transformation (105) with Qn = 0 and 8 .  < = 0, which 
corresponds to the gauge symmetry of the string field 4mn 4 4mn +am(, + 
a,<, . I3 by itself is also invariant under gauge transformations for which 
8 .  < # 0, and these can be used to eliminate the trace of h,, in 13. In 
the string gauge, the trace of $,, is related to the dilaton 4; = 64, so 
even when b,, = 0, (103) contains both the three graviton amplitude and 
the one graviton - two dilaton interaction. So it turns out we could have 
extracted 13 from (103) simply by setting both b,, = 0 and 4 = 0, since 
then 4mn = gmn and d"g,, = 0 .  

Correlation functions on Ads3 x S3 have also been ~ t u d i e d . ' ~  

5 .  Concluding Remarks 

Type IIB superstrings on Ads3 x S3 x K3 can have either Neveu-Schwarz or 
Ramond background flux to ensure the background metric is a solution to 
the equations of motion. The Neveu-Schwarz case corresponds to a WZW 
model and has been extensively s t ~ d i e d . ~ O - ~ ~  Since these two cases are S- 
dual to each other, the massless spectrum is the same, but the perturbative 
massive spectrum will be different. For the Type IIB superstring on Ads5 x 
S5, the flux supporting the metric can only be R a m ~ n d . ' ~ - ' ~  Thus the 
Ad& x S3 analysis discussed in these lectures is meant as a step towards 
the Ads5 case. 

The conjectured duality between M-theory or Type IIB string theory 
on anti-de Sitter (Ads) space and the conformal field theory on the bound- 
ary of Ads space34-39 may be useful in giving a controlled systematic 
approximation for strongly coupled gauge theories. The formulation of 
vertex operators and string theory tree amplitudes for the IIB superstring 

and from (103) the on shell string tree amplitude is
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on Ads5 x S5 will allow access to the dual conformal S U ( N )  gauge field 
theory CFT4 at large N ,  but small fixed ‘t Hooft coupling x = g$,N in 
the dual correspondence, as ( g $ M  N )  4 (47r) = R&/Q’. Presently only the 
large N, and large fixed ‘t Hooft coupling x limit is accessible in the C F T ,  
since only the supergravity limit (a’ -+ 0) of the correlation functions of 
the Ads theory is known. 

Tree level n-point correlation functions for n 2 4 presumably have a‘ 
corrections, since the worldsheet theory is not a free conformal field theory. 
However, there may be sufficiently many symmetry currents to determine 
the tree level correlation functions exactly in Q’ as well. This might be 
possible via integrable methods for sigma models which have a supergroup 
manifold target ~ p a c e l ~ a ~ ~  such as the Ad& x S3 theory. 
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A brief, example-oriented introduction is given to special holonomy and its uses 
in string theory and M-theory. We discuss Ak singularities and their resolution; 
the construction of a K 3  surface by resolving T4/Z2; holomorphic cycles, cali- 
brations, and worldsheet instantons; aspects of the low-energy effective action for 
string compactifications; the significance of the standard embedding of the spin 
connection in the gauge group for heterotic string compactifications; Gz holonomy 
and its relation to  N = 1 supersymmetric compactifications of M-theory; certain 
isolated Gz singularities and their resolution; the Joyce construction of compact 
manifolds of Gz holonomy; the relation of D6-branes to M-theory on special holon- 
omy manifolds; gauge symmetry enhancement from light wrapped Ma-branes; and 
chiral fermions from intersecting branes. These notes are based on lectures given 
at TASI ’01. 

1. Introduction 

Special holonomy plays a prominent role in string theory and M-theory pri- 
marily because the simplest vacua preserving some fraction of supersymme- 
try are compactifications on manifolds of special holonomy. The case that 
has received the most intensive study is Calabi-Yau three-folds (CYs), first 
because heterotic string compactifications on such manifolds provided the 
first semi-realistic models of particle phenomenology, and second because 
type I1 strings on Calabi-Yau three-folds exhibit the seemingly miraculous 
property of “mirror symmetry.” Recently] seven-manifolds with Gz holon- 
omy have received considerable attention] both because they provide the 
simplest way to  compactify M-theory to four dimensions with N = 1 su- 
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persymmetry, and because of some unexpected connections with strongly 
coupled gauge theory. 

The purpose of these two lectures, delivered at  TASI ’01, is to introduce 
special holonomy in a way that will make minimal demands on the reader’s 
mathematical erudition,” but nevertheless get to the point of appreciating 
a few deep facts about perturbative and non-perturbative string theory. 
Some disclaimers are in order: these lectures do not aspire to mathematical 
rigor, nor to completeness. I have made a perhaps idiosyncratic selection 
of material that will hopefully serve as a comprehensible invitation to the 
wider literature. To enhance the appeal of mathematical concepts that may 
seem abstruse or dreary to the theoretical physicist, I have tried to introduce 
such concepts either in the context of the simplest possible examples, or 
in the context of a piece of well-known or important piece of string theory 
lore. A possible downside of this approach is an occasional loss of clarity. 

These lectures were constructed in with the help of some rather stan- 
dard references: the survey of differential geometry by Eguchi, Gilkey, 
and Hansen;’ some of the later chapters of the text by Green, Schwarz, 
and Witteq2 appendix B of Polchinski’s text;3 and the original papers by 
D. Joyce on compact manifolds of Gz h ~ l o n o m y . ~ ~ ~  The student of string 
theory wishing to  go beyond these lectures will find Refs. 1-5 excellent 
jumping-off points. Also, a set of lectures on special holonomy from a 
pedagogical but more mathematical point of view has appeared.6 

2. Lecture 1: on Calabi-Yau manifolds 

2.1. A k  spaces 

The simplest non-trivial Calabi-Yau manifolds are four-dimensional, even 
though the ones of primary interest in string model building are six- 
dimensional. To begin our acquaintance with four-dimensional Calabi- 
Yau’s, let’s first consider some non-compact orbifolds. In particular, regard 
four-dimensional flat space as C2 (that is, the Cartesian product of the 
complex plane with itself). There is a natural S U ( 2 )  action on C2, where 
the two complex coordinates form a doublet. Let I? be a discrete subgroup 
of SU(2):  for example, I? could be the group of transformations acting on 

aIt is my hope that a graduate student who has learned General Relativity, knows 
the basic facts about Lie groups and their representations, and has at least a nodding 
acquaintance with string theory, will be able to follow the gist of this presentation. Some 
of the more advanced topics will require more erudition or background reading. 
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C2 like this: 

where (a, b)  are coordinates on C2, and w is any of the n + 1 complex 
numbers satisfying wn+' = 1. The simplest case would be n = 1, so that 
r = Z2, and then the only non-trivial transformation just changes the sign 
of a and b t h a t  is, it reflects us through the origin of R4 = C2. Now form 
the orbifold C2/r. Overlooking the singular point at the origin, this is a 
manifold of holonomy I?. More properly, we should call it an orbifold of 
holonomy r. 

I haven't even defined holonomy yet, so how can we make such a state- 
ment? Consider a two-dimensional analogy: R2 admits a natural SO(2) 
action, and we could also embed r = Zn+l c SO(2)  = U(1) in a natural 
way. The orbifold R2/r is a cone of holonomy I?. This claim we can under- 
stand just with pictures, and the complex case is only a slight extension. 
Suppose, as in figure 1, we take a vector at some point away from the tip of 
the cone, and parallel translate it around a loop. This is easy to do in the 
original Cartesian coordinates on R2: the vector doesn't change directions. 
For the loop that I drew, and for r = ZS, the vector comes back to itself 
rotated by an angle cp = ~ / 3 .  This is what holonomy is all about: when 

I \ 
I \ , \ 

I \ 

Figure 1. Left: parallel transport of a vector around the tip of a cone changes its 
direction. Right: the same parallel transport, where the cone is thought of as a plane 
modded out by a discrete group. 

vectors get parallel-transported around some closed loop, their lengths re- 
main constant but their direction can change, and the holonomy group of 
an n-dimensional real manifold is the subgroup of O(n)  that includes all 
possible changes of direction for a vector so transported. It is a property 
of the manifold as a whole, not of any special point or closed loop. So for 
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the example in figure 1, the holonomy group is zg, acting on the tangent 
plane of the orbifold in the obvious way. (We can define holonomy in the 
presence of an orbifold singularity-or any other isolated singularity-just 
by restricting to paths that avoid the singularity). A generic, smooth, ori- 
entable manifold has holonomy SO(n).  The smaller the holonomy group, 
the more special the manifold. If the holonomy group is trivial, the manifold 
is flat. A non-vanishing Riemann tensor is a local measure of non-vanishing 
holonomy, but we don’t need to  know details of this yet. 

The argument around figure 1 can be repeated to show that C2/Z,+1 
has holonomy Z n + l .  This orbifold is called an A, singularity. It’s a singular 
limit of smooth Calabi-Yau manifolds, as we’ll see next. 

The origin of C2/Z,+1 is a curvature singularity. A persistent theme 
in string theory is the resolution of singularities. Singularity resolution is 
relatively easy work for Calabi-Yau manifolds because we often have an 
algebraic description of them. To see how such descriptions arise, note that 
a and b are double-valued on C2/Z2,  but 

(2) 2 2 z 1 = a  , z 2 = b  , z 3 = a b  

are single-valued. We can pick any two of these as good local coordinates 
for C2/Z2.  They are related by the equation 

(3) 2 z3 = z1z2. 

This is an equation for C2/Z2 in C 3  (and the complex structure is correctly 
inherited from C 3 ,  though the Kahler structure is not-if you don’t know 
what this means, ignore it for now). A nearby submanifold of C 3 ,  which is 
completely smooth, is 

(4) 

(5) 

2 2  23 - E = z1z2, 

or, after a linear complex change of variables 

zf + z2” + z; = E 2  

where we can, without loss of generality, assume c2 > 0. Clearly, if E = 0, 
we recover our original C2/Z2 orbifold. 

Writing zj = xj + iy j ,  we can recast (5) as 

, z . i j = o .  (6) 2 2  - i j 2  = €2 

Now define r2 = Z2 + y” = x:=l IziI2. For large r ,  our deformed manifold, 
(4) or (5) , asymptotically approaches the original “manifold,” (3). Fur- 
thermore, we can easily see that r2 > c2, and that for r2 = c2, we have to 
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have y’ = 0 and 5? = c2: this is a sphere of radius E .  In fact, the manifold 
defined by (5) can also be described as the cotangent bundle over S2, de- 
noted T*S2. To understand this, parametrize S2 using a real vector w’ with 
G2 = c2. Any 1-form on S2 can be expressed as y’. dw’, where y’. w’ = 0. 
The space of all possible 1-forms over a point on S2 is R2. The total space 
of 1-forms over S2, which we have called T*S2,  is thus some fibration of 
R2 over S2. And we’ve just learned that this total space is parametrized 
by (w’, f) with G2 = c2 and y’. w’ = 0. Now if we change variables from w’ 
to Z = w’d-, we reproduce (6). 

Let’s review what’s happened so far. The original orbifold, C2/Z2, is 
a cone over S3/Zz.  Note that S3/Z2 is smooth, because the 2 2  action 
on S3 induced from (1) has no fixed points. (It’s the identification of 
antipodal points). In fact, S3/Z2 is the SO(3) group manifold. The higher 
S3/Zn+1 are also smooth because the Zn+l action has no fixed point on 
the U(1) Hopf fiber. Our algebraic resolution of the singularity led us to 
a smooth manifold which was asymptotic to  the cone over S3/Z2, but had 
a S2 of radius E at its Yip” rather than a singularity. This is illustrated 
schematically in figure 2. 

s3/ z, 

S2 
Figure 2. 
the S2 doesn’t. 

S 3 / Z z  is a U(1) fibration over S 2 ,  and in the interior, the U(1) shrinks but 

This was just the beginning, because we have yet to really specify the 
metric on the manifolds specified by (5). We should not simply suppose 
that the metric naturally inherited from C3 is the one we want. In fact, the 
beautiful truth for these manifolds is that there is a one-parameter family 
of Ricci-flat Kahler metrics respecting the obvious SO(3) symmetry of the 
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equation (5) (explanation of the word “Kahler” will be forthcoming). These 
metrics have SU(2)  holonomy. This means, precisely, that  the spin con- 
nection, W p a b ,  generically an SO(4) gauge field, lies entirely in one SU(2)  
subgroup of SO(4) = s U ( 2 ) ~  x s U ( 2 ) R .  By convention we could say that 
the holonomy group is s U ( 2 ) ~ .  Then a constant right-handed spinor field 
E R  obviously satisfies 

1 

just because the second term is a linear combination of the generators of 
rotation in S U ( ~ ) L ,  under which E R  is invariant. The integrability condition 
of the equation (7) is 

(7) v p 6  = + q W p a b y a b f R  = 0 ,  

(8) 
1 

[ v p ,  v v ] E R  = - R p v a b Y a b E R  = 0 4 
for any E R  such that 75ER = - E R .  (That’s an equivalent way of saying that 
a spinor is right-handed). Thus, for any spinor E (right-handed or not), 

1 2 3 4  
R p v a b y a b ( l  - Y5lE = R p v a b y a b ( l  - 7 ?’ 7 ) E  

and, evidently, this can be true if and only if the Remann tensor is self-dual: 

(10) 
1 
2 R p v a b  = - E a b c d R p v a b .  

Because (10) looks a lot like the equations for an instanton in non-abelian 
gauge theory, the metric of SU(2)  holonomy on (5) is known as a “gravita- 
tional instanton.” This metric is known explicitly, and is called the Eguchi 
Hansen space, or EH2: 

2 dr2 + r2 (ff2 + ff; + ( 1  - ( € / T ) 4 ) 4  , 1 - (+)4 
(11) ds = 

where 

ox = cos $JdO + sin $J sin ed+ oy = - sin +do + cos $J sin ed+ 
(121 
1- I 

oZ = d$J + cos Bd+ . 

It’s worth noting that the metric on S3 can be written as 

ds& = a2 + u; + 0; = do2 + sin2 Bd+’ + (d$J + cos ed+)’, (13) 
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and the 1-forms gi are invariant under the left action of SU(2) on S3 = 
SU(2). To cover S3 once, we should let 0 5 8 5 T ,  0 5 4 < 27r, and 
0 5 $ < 47r. On the other hand, in the expression (11) for the Eguchi- 
Hansen metric, $ is restricted to  range over [0, 27r). Thus the metric for 
large r is indeed a cone over SO(3) = S3/Z2: the Z2 action on S3 is just 

Clearly, (11) is the promised one-parameter family of metrics on the 
resolved A1 singularity. The parameter is E, and one can verify that the S2 
at r = E indeed has radius E in the metric (11). The SO(3)  symmetry of 
(5) is included in the SU(2) invariance of the oi. 

Having thoroughly disposed of this simplest example of a special holon- 
omy metric, it’s worth saying that a Calabi-Yau n-fold is, in general, a 
manifold of 2n real dimensions whose holonomy group is SU(n) (or a sub- 
group thereof-but usually we mean that the holonomy group is precisely 
SU(n)) .  Any particle physicist will have encountered the embedding of 
SU(2) in SO(4) as one of the “chiral” subgroups. The inclusion of SU(n)  in 
SO(2n) can be described by saying that the 2n real-dimensional vector rep- 
resentation of S0(2n) ,  which we could write as ( 2 1 ,  y1, x2, y2, . . . , x,, y,), 
becomes the n-dimensional complex representation of SU(n)  , which we 
could write as ( z I , z ~ ,  . . . , 2,) where zJ = xj + iyj .  Having a holonomy 
group SU(n)  necessarily means that the Calabi-Yau n-fold is Ricci-flat: 
this is a frequently observed property of special holonomy manifolds. But 
not always: for instance, Kahler manifolds are 2n real-dimensional mani- 
folds with holonomy group U ( n )  (or a subgroup thereof), and these aren’t 
Ricci-flat unless the holonomy group is contained in SU(n).  

The results described so far for the A1 singularity admit interesting 
generalizations in several directions: 

$-+$+27r. 

0 A, singularity: Here the natural, single-valued coordinates are z1 = 
an+’, z2 = bn+’, and 23 = ab, and they are related by the equation 
z:+’ = z1z2, which can be deformed to n L 2 i ( z 3  - C k )  = 2 1 . ~ 2 .  If 
the constants & are all distinct, the deformed equation defines a 
smooth manifold in C3. All such manifolds admit Ricci-flat met- 
rics. The “tip of the resolved cone” is a rather more complicated 
geometry now: there are n(n+ 1) /2  holomorphic embeddings of S2 
into a resolved A, singularity, but only n are distinct in homology. 
Thus bz = n for these manifolds. 

0 D, and EG, E7, Ea are the other finite subgroups of SU(2) .  One 
can find algebraic descriptions and resolutions of C2/r for these 
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cases as well, in a manner similar to the A, cases. 
0 Another important class of SU(2) holonomy metrics is the multi- 

center Taub-NUT solutions. They are U(1) fibrations over R3, 
with metric 

ds$N = HdT2 + H-'(dx'' + 6 .  d q 2  where 

R n+l  

V x C = - V H ,  H=E+-~------- 
2 , I?- r'il 

a= 1 

Clearly, H is a harmonic function on R3. There appears to be a 
singularity in (14) when r' is equal to one of the r'i, but in fact the 
manifold is completely smooth, for all Fi distinct, provided d1 is 
made periodic with period 2rR.  When k > 1 of the 6 coincide, 
there is an A k - 1  singularity. An efficient way to see this is that, 
with k of the r', coincident, we've made the "wrong" choice of the 
periodization of z": the right choice of period, to make the local 
geometry non-singular, would have been 27rkR. We can get from 
the right choice to the wrong choice by modding out 2'' by Z k ,  

and now what's left is to convince yourself that this is the same 
z k  action that produced A k - 1  from c2. If E > 0,  the geometry 
far for large T is metrically the product S1 x R3 (see figure 3). If 
E > 0, asymptotically the space is a cone over S3/Z,: that is, in 
(14) with E = 0 we have exhibited explicitly the general metric of 
SU(2) holonomy on a resolved A, singularity. 

R3 x S' 
V 

Figure 3. Single-center Taub-NUT (k = 1 in (14)) interpolates between R3 x S1 and 
an R4 which is well-approximated by the tangent plane to the tip of the cigar. Having 
k centers coincident amounts to orbifolding by Zk in the s1 direction, and results in an 
A k - 1  at the tip of the cigar. 

It's now possible to outline the construction of a compact Calabi- 
Yau 2-fold, also known as a K3 surface. It's worth remarking that 
all compact, smooth Calabi-Yau 2-folds with precisely SU( 2) holon- 
omy are homeomorphic (not at  all an obvious result). Suppose 
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we start with T4 = R4/Z4, where the lattice Z 4  is just the one 
generated by the unit vectors (1,0,0,0), (0, 1,0,0), (O,O, l , O ) ,  and 
(O,O,O, 1). Now let us identify by the action of 2 2  which reflects 
through the origin: this is precisely the Z 2  action that we used to 
define the A1 singularity, so evidently there will be such a singu- 
larity at the origin. Actually, on T4 as a whole, there are 16 fixed 
points of the Z2 action, and each is an A1 singularity: they are a t  
points ( T I ,  r2,r3, r4), where each ri can be chosen independently as 
0 or 1/2. It’s worth verifying that these are all the fixed points. A 
good way to  go about it is to show that the fixed points in R4 of 
the combined action of Z 4  and 2 2  are the images of the 16 points 
we just mentioned under action of the Z 4 .  A look at figure 4a) 
may help. At any rate, we now have a compact but singular space, 
and its holonomy is obviously Z 2 ,  with the usual caveat of avoid- 
ing fixed points (the argument is the same as always: translate a 
vector around the space, and the most it can do is switch its sign). 
The “Kummer construction’’ of a smooth K3 space is to cut out 
a region of radius R around each of the 16 A1 singularities, and 
replace it by a copy of the Eguchi-Hansen space, cut off at the 
same finite radius R, and having an S2 of radius E > 0 at its tip. 
This procedure works topologically because the surface r = R of an 
Eguchi-Hansen space is S3/Z2 ,  and that’s the same space as we got 
by cutting out a region around the A1 singularity: the boundary of 
B4/Z2,  where B4 is a ball with boundary S3. See figure 4b). The 
metric does not quite match after we’ve pasted in copies of EH2, 
but it nearly matches: the errors are O(c4/R4). Neglecting these 
small errors, we have a smooth manifold of SU(2) holonomy: the 
crucial point here is that each EH2 has the same SU(2) subgroup 
of SO(4) as its holonomy group, namely the SU(2) which contains 
the original discrete Z2 holonomy of the A1 singularity-and that 
Z 2  is the same for all 16 fixed points. A non-trivial mathematical 
analysis shows that the O(t4/R4) can be smoothed out without 
enlarging the holonomy group. It’s easy to understand from this 
analysis that K3 has 22 homologically distinct 2-cycles: T4 started 
out with 6 that are undisturbed by the 2 2  orbifolding (think of their 
cohomological partners, for instance drl A dr2, obviously 2 2  even); 
and each EH2 adds one to the total because of the unshrunk S2 
at its tip. As remarked earlier, all K3 surfaces are homeomorphic. 
Hence all of them have second Betti number b2 = 22. 
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1 resolve 

Figure 4. (a): Schematic description of T4/Z2. The unit cell of a square torus is 
quotiented by the action of a Z2 whose fixed points are indicated by x’s. (Actually there 
would be 24 = 16 such fixed points for T4, but we could only draw T 2  here). Each fixed 
point is an A1 singularity, so the boundary of a region around it is S3/Z2 in the quotient 
space. The quotient is an orbifold of Z2 holonomy: parallel transport of a vector along 
a curve, plus its reflected image, are shown. (b) We resolve a B4/Zz region around each 
A1 singularity into the central portion of an Eguchi-Hansen space, with an unshrunk S2 
of radius E .  

It’s worth reflecting for a moment on why we were able to  get so far 
in the study of the AI, spaces just by manipulating complex equations like 
zi = 2 1 ~ 2 .  This defining equation for the A1 space does not determine its 
metric, but it does determine its complex structure. That is, the notion of 
holomorphicity is inherited from C3 to the subspace defined by the algebraic 
equation. Another way to say it is we automatically have a distinguished 
way of assembling four real coordinates into two complex coordinates. Note 
that we haven’t said anything yet about the metric! The natural notion 
of a metric that is “compatible’’ with a given complex structure is what’s 
called a Kahler metric: it is one which can be expressed locally as 

for some function K(z i ,  Z j )  which is called the Kahler potential. Evidently, 
K(zi ,Ej)  can be modified by the addition of a holomorphic or an anti- 
holomorphic function. It is quite straightforward to show that the Christof- 
fel connection associated with a Kahler metric preserves the splitting of the 
tangent plane into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic pieces: for instance, 
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if a vector points in the z1 direction, then after parallel transport, it may 
have components in the z1 and z2 directions, but none in the 2’ and Z2 
directions. This is why Kahler metrics on an n-complex-dimensional space 
necessarily have holonomy U (  n) . 

Yau proved that if a smooth, compact manifold, admitting a complex 
structure and a Kahler metric, obeys a certain topological condition (van- 
ishing of the first Chern class), then it’s possible to find a Ricci-flat Kahler 
metric. (Some further facts are not so hard to show: the Ricci-flat metric is 
unique given the cohomology class of the Kahler form; and Ricci-flat Kahler 
metrics are precisely those with holonomy contained in SU(n)). By virtue 
of Yau’s theorem, we can go far in the study of SU(n)  holonomy manifolds 
just by manipulating simple algebraic equations: the equations specify a 
topology and a complex structure (inherited from the complex structure in 
the flat space or projective space in which we write the defining equations) 
and provided we can demonstrate the (rather weak) topological hypotheses 
of Yau’s theorem, we can be sure of the existence of a SU(n)  holonomy 
metric even if we can’t write it down. Perhaps the simplest way to look at 
it is that you get to  U ( N )  holonomy just by knowing the complex struc- 
ture. The Kahler metric is detailed and difficult information, but a lot of 
interesting facts can be learned without knowing much about it other than 
its existence. 

We have discussed some of the simplest special holonomy manifolds, 
and sketched the Kummer construction for a compact K3; but much much 
more remains unsaid. There are highly developed ways of constructing 
Calabi-Yau three-folds, of which elliptic fibration, toric geometry, and the 
intersection of algebraic varieties ip complex projective spaces deserve spe- 
cial mention. Far too much is in the literature to even summarize here; 
but the interested reader will find much already in the references to  these 
lectures. 

2.2 .  Non-linear sigma models and applications to string 
theory 

I find it irresistible at this point to  detour into some applications of no- 
tions from special holonomy to supersymmetry and string theory. In four 
dimensions, the most general renormalizable lagrangian for a single chiral 
superfield, @ = + P+, + PB,F, is 
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with W ( @ )  some cubic polynomial. Let us work in Euclidean signature. 
The most general eflective action for several chiral superfields (that is, a 
totally general local form up to two derivative) is the following: 

C = d40K(%, (a:) + ( / d 2 0 W ( @ )  + h.c.) s 
(17) 

where in the last line I have eliminated the auxiliary fields Pi through their 
algebraic equations of motion. In expanding things out in components I 
have left out various interaction terms, and I have not been particularly 
careful with all factors of 2 and signs. 

If the superpotential is 0, then the lagrangian is just 

L = g i j ( @ ,  &ap@ap@ + fermions, (18) 

which is just a non-linear sigma model with a Kahler target. There are 
various reasons to  be interested in the lagrangians (17) and (18), but let us 
point out one that is particularly relevant to string theory. If we make a 
dimensional reduction to two dimensions, setting @ = Z i / m ,  then we 
obtain an action 

The bosonic part written out explicitly is precisely the so-called Polyakov 
action, Spol = & J d2z gabdzXa&Xb, written in terms of complex vari- 
ables, Zj  0: X2jP1 + iX2j. The action (19) describes strings propagating 
on a Kahler manifold. We know (see for instance E. D'Hoker's lectures 
at this school) that conformal invariance forces this manifold to be ten- 
dimensional and Ricci fiat, in the leading approximation where a' is small 
compared to characteristic sizes of the manifold. For instance, the target 
space could be a Calabi-Yau manifold times flat space: this is part of the 
standard strategy for getting four-dimensional models out of the heterotic 
string (more on this later). 

A simpler example would be for the target space just to be R6 times 
the Eguchi-Hansen space, EH2. (In fact, we could even use the singular 
orbifold limit, provided sSz B2 = .rr; but it is too much to consider here in 
detail how string physics can be smooth on a singular geometry). Pursuing 
our simple R6 x EH2 example a little further: an obvious thing for a string 
to do is to wrap the S2 in EH2. The string is then an instanton with 
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respect to the R6 directions, and to compute its contribution to the path 
integral, the first thing we have to  know is the minimal classical action 
for such a string.b To this end, it is worth recalling that the Polyakov 
action coincides with the Nambu-Goto action after the worldsheet metric 
is eliminated through its algebraic equation of motion. So the minimal 
action will be attained by a worldsheet wrapped on the minimal area S2. 
Finding this S2 is straightforward work, since we have the explicit metric 
for EH2: it's obviously T = E .  But for a more general discussion, it's worth 
introducing a little more technology, in the form of the Kahler form 

J = igi,-(Zk, ZL)dZi A d Z 3  . (20) 

Since both g i jdzZ idzZ j  and g i jdzZ idzZ j  are everywhere positive quanti- 
ties, it's clear that 

with equality precisely if gijdzZidzZj = 0, which is equivalent to dzZi  = 0 
for all i. This last equation expresses the condition that the map z --+ Z i ( z )  
is a holomorphic embedding of the worldsheet into the target spacetime. 
Obviously, we could consider anti-holomorphic embeddings, and prove in 
an analogous way that precisely they saturate the inequality & ssz J 2 
-Spol. A string anti-holomorphically embedded in EH2 would just be one 
at  r = E ,  wrapping the S2 with the opposite orientation. Thus we have 
world-sheet instantons and world-sheet anti-instantons. 

The inequality (21) is deceptively simple. Actually it illustrates a very 
powerful notion: calibration. To see things in a properly general light, first 
note that we didn't need the two-cycle to be S2: it could have been any 
homologically non-trivial two-cycle, call it C. Furthermore, we could have 
derived a pointwise form of the inequality in (21) (obvious since we didn't 
need any integrations by parts to get the inequality we did derive). That 
pointwise form would say that the pullback of the Kahler form J to the 
worldsheet is equal to a multiple of the volume form (defined through the 
induced metric on the worldsheet), and the multiple is a function that never 
exceeds 1. A final important ingredient to the setup of a calibration is that 
J is closed, d J  = 0. This arises because J = id8K, where d is the exterior 

bWe would eventually have in mind formulating a string theory in R57' via Wick rotation 
from R6_or, in the more physically interesting case of a Calabi-Yau three-fold, in R391 

via Wick rotation from R4-but we carry on in the hallowed tradition of doing all 
computations in Euclidean signature until the very end. 
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derivative with respect to  the Za's, and is the exterior derivative with 
respect to  the 2"s. So to state the whole setup once and for all and with 
full generality: a calibration is a closed pform which restricts (or, more 
precisely, pulls back) onto any p-submanifold to a scalar multiple of the 
induced volume form, where the multiple is nowhere greater than 1; and a 
calibrated cycle is one whose induced volume form precisely coincides with 
the pullback of the calibration form. An inequality like (21) then ensures 
that the volume of the calibrated cycle is minimal among all possible cycles 
in its homology class: this is because the integral of the calibrating form 
(i.e. the left hand side of (21)) depends only on the homology of what 
you're integrating it over. 

Suppose now we have a compactification of string theory from ten di- 
mensions to four on a (compact) Calabi-Yau three-fold, CY3. If we pick a 
basis N A  of homology two-cycles for CY3, then we could define the Kahler 
parameters as vA = J N A  J .  From the preceding discussion, vA is just the 
minimal area two-cycle in a given equivalence class. A natural complexifi- 
cation of vA is 

where B is the NS 2-form, assumed to have dB = 0. The T A  are the 
so-called complexified Kahler moduli of the Calabi-Yau compactification. 
The claim is that they become massless complex fields in four dimensions. 
To see this in precise detail, we should perform a rigorous Kaluza-Klein 
reduction. Without going that far, we can convince ourselves of the claim 
by expanding 

(23) 
A 

where the W A  are harmonic two-forms with J N A  W B  = d i ;  and (23) is basi- 
cally the beginnings of a Kaluza-Klein reduction, where T A  depends only 
on the four non-compact dimensions. Since the left hand side of (23) is 
harmonic (or may at least be made so by a gauge choice) and the W A  are 
harmonic, the T A  are indeed massless fields in four dimensions. Compact- 
ification on CY3 preserves 1/4 of supersymmetry (a theme to be developed 
more systematically in the next lecture), which means hl = 1 supersym- 
metry in d = 4 for a heterotic string compactification, and N = 2 su- 
persymmetry in d = 4 for a type I1 string compactification. Since we 
have at least N = 1 supersymmetry, the complex scalar fields T A  must be 
components of chiral superfields, with an action of the form (16), for some 
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Kahler target manifold that describes all possible values of the complexified 
Kahler moduli for a given Calabi-Yau compactification.c What a mouth- 
ful! Now comes the nice part: having learned that the T A  are massless 
fields based on an argument that applied for any Calabi-Yau, we can confi- 
dently say that V = 0 identically, so also the superpotential W = 0. These 
are classical statements, because the argument that the T A  were massless 
was based on classical field equations. However, as is often the case, W 
is protected against contributions from loops by the unbroken JV = 1 su- 
persymmetry. More precisely, a Peccei-Quinn symmetry for J N A  B, plus 
holomorphy, protects W against all perturbative string corrections. There 
are in fact non-perturbative corrections that come from the world-sheet 
instantons discussed above: the action of such an instanton is 

and because of the explicit TA-dependence, we obviously must expect some 
nonperturbative e-TA/2Ka' contribution to W to arise from these instan- 
tons. 

This is about all one can learn about the dynamics of complexified 
Kahler moduli for CY3 compactifications of superstrings based on N = 1 
supersymmetry. It's actually quite a lot: we have non-linear sigma model 
dynamics on a Kahler manifold whose complex dimension is b2 of the 
CY3 , corrected only non-perturbatively in the small dimensionless pa- 
rameters TA/27ra'. More can be learned, however, if there is N = 2 
supersymmetry-that is, for CY3 compactifications of a type I1 superstring. 
Then one can show that the Kahler metric on the moduli space follows from 
the Kahler potential 

( 2 5 )  

where J is the Kahler form of the CY3 (but K is the Kahler potential for the 
many-dimensional moduli space, and as such is a function of T A  and F A ) .  
Explaining how (25 )  arises from N = 2 supersymmetry would take us too 
far afield; it is enough for us to know that, whereas N = 1 supersymmetry 
usually protects only the holomorphic object W from corrections, N = 2 
supersymmetry tightly constrains the Kahler form as well, protecting it 

=We have not substantially constrained how these moduli might couple to  other sorts of 
matter. This issue is beyond the scope of the present lectures. 
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in this case from all perturbative string corrections. There are worldsheet 
instanton corrections, as before. 

A substantial omission in our treatment is that we haven’t discussed 
complex structure moduli. Understanding them, and also the worldsheet 
origin of both types of moduli, is crucial to the formulation of mirror sym- 
metry in string theory. The reader may wish to consult TASI lectures from 
previous years (for instance Ref. 7) for an introduction to these fascinating 
topics. 

A truly remarkable property of heterotic string theory dynamics is that 
the form (25)  continues to  hold true, modulo similar non-perturbative cor- 
rections, in N = 1 compactifications of the heterotic string with the “stan- 
dard embedding” of the spin connection in the gauge group. “Standard em- 
bedding” means that one sets gauge potentials A,’J in a particular S U ( 3 )  
subgroup of S 0 ( 3 2 ) ,  or of Eg x E8, equal to  the spin connection w,; of the 
CY3. In contrast to the results presented so far, the fact that (25)  persists 
for these N = 1 constructions goes beyond anything one could understand 
based only on low-energy effective field theory, and is truly stringy in its 
origin. Before returning to the narrower venue of special holonomy, let us 
then detour into a demonstration of this claim. Amusingly, almost all the 
tools we will use have already been introduced. 

The basic point is that, for the standard embedding, the CY3 part of 
the heterotic worldsheet CFT is identical to the corresponding part of the 
type I1 worldsheet CFT. Because the heterotic CFT factorizes into a R3x1 
part, a CY3 part (to be described), and an “extra junk” part, the physical 
dynamics of the CY3 is the same for the heterotic and type I1 constructions. 
It’s as if there were a “secret” N = 2 supersymmetry in the heterotic string. 
To write down type I1 superstring propagation on a CY3, we need to make 
the non-linear sigma model (19) explicitly supersymmetric. With the help 
of superfields 

X” = X a  + i8$“ + i&$” + 8eFa , 
one can write a simple supercovariant worldsheet action: 

SCY, = - 1 d 2 z d 2 8 g a b ( X ) D g X a D ~ X b  27m‘ 
r 
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where the second equality holds after auxiliary fields have been algebraically 
eliminated. The covariant derivatives are defined as follows: 

DQ = + 08, Dg = dg + ed, 

or$" = &$" + dzXbr:c(X)+c ( 2 8 )  

oZGa = a,Ga + aZxbr:c(x)~c. 
The complicated second term in Dz$a and D,qa are the pull-backs of the 
Calabi-Yau connection to the string worldsheet. The full action for type I1 
superstrings on R3l1 x CY3 is 

SII  = - 2ra' J d2zd20~, ,DgX'"D~X" + Scy3 .  (29) 

The heterotic string possesses only the anti-holomorphic fermions 4": in- 
stead of the corresponding ten holomorphic fermions $", the heterotic 
string has 32 holomorphic fermions X I .  (The choice of GSO projection de- 
termines whether we have SO(32) or Eg x Eg as the gauge group. In the 
latter case, SO(16) x SO(16) is manifest in the above description, as rota- 
tions of the X I ' S  in two sets of 16. For further details about the heterotic 
string, standard string theory texts should be consulted). The action of the 
heterotic string is 

where the only new derivative we need to define is 

DZX' = d,XI + A ; ( X ) & X M X J ,  (31) 

the second term being the heterotic gauge field pulled back to the world- 
sheet. (It's easiest to think of the A; either as SO(32) gauge fields, or in 
the Eg x Es case as SO(16) x SO(16) gauge fields, which have to be aug- 
mented by some other fields to make up the full Eg x Eg, but these other 
fields will never be turned on in our construction). Now for the punch-line: 
we can embed Scy, into S H ~ ~  by "borrowing" six of the X I  to  replace the 
six lost $". More explicitly, 

$ I  e;(X)+,  -+ A', W ,  I J  4 A i J ,  + Fab I J  

I J  (32) 
SIJeaeb = gab I = 1,. . . , 6  Dz$' = a,$' + d z X a w i J ( X ) + J .  
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Thus, quite literally, we are embedding a particular S U ( 3 )  c SU(4) = 
SO(6) C S0(16), and the SO(16) is either part of SO(32) or E8. Clearly, 
SU(3)  c SU(4) in only one way, and SO(6) c SO(16) so that SO(6) 
rotates only 6 components of the real vector representation of SO(16)). 

A lesson to remember, even if not all the details registered, is that the 
spin connection can be thought of as just another connection (acting on 
the tangent bundle so that V a v J  = d a w I + w a I ~ w J ) ,  and it is not only well- 
defined, but in fact quite convenient, to  set some of the gauge fields of the 
heterotic string equal to the spin connection of SU(3)  holonomy that we 
know exists on any Ca.labi-Yau. Less minimal choices have been extensively 
explored-see for example D. Waldram’s lectures at this school. 

3. Lecture 2: on GZ holonomy manifolds 

Given that all string theories can be thought of as deriving from a single 
eleven-dimensional theory, M-theory, by a chain of dualities, it is natural to 
ask what are the sorts of seven-dimensional manifolds we can compactify 
M-theory on to  obtain minimal supersymmetry in four-dimensions.d This 
is the most obvious string theory motivation for studying seven-manifolds 
of G2 holonomy, as indeed we shall see that M-theory on such manifolds 
leads to  N = 1 supersymmetry in d = 4. 

But what is Gz? It can be defined as the subgroup of SO(7) whose 
action on R7 preserves the form 

‘p = dy’ A dy2 A dy3 + dy’ A dy4 Ady5 + dy’ Ady6 A dy7 + dy2 Ady4 Ad$ 

- dy2 A dy5 A dy7 - dy3 A dy4 A dy7 - dy3 A dy5 A dy6 

1 
6 

E -cpabcdyadybdyc. 

(33) 
The ‘pabc happen to be the structure constants for the imaginary octonions. 
We will not use this fact, but instead take the above as our definition of 
G2. Let’s now do a little group theory. SO(7) has rank 3 and dimension 
21. Three obvious representations are the vector 7, the spinor 8, and the 
adjoint 21. G2, on the other hand, has rank 2 and dimension 14. See 
figure 5 .  

dSome people might prefer the phrasing, “All string theories are special limits of a 
mysterious theory, M-theory, of which another limit is eleven-dimensional supergravity.” 
I will prefer to  use M-theory in its more restrictive sense as a theory emphatically tied to 
eleven dimensions-in other words, the as-yet unknown quantum completion of eleven- 
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Figure 5.  
roots plus one node at  the origin. 

The Dynkin diagram for Gz. The weights comprising the 7 are the six short 

It  has two obvious representations: the fundamental 7 (comprising the 
short roots plus one weight at the origin) and the adjoint 14. As a historical 
note, it’s worth mentioning that Gz enjoyed brief popularity as a possible 
group to  describe flavor physics: the 7 was supposed to  be the multiplet 
of pseudoscalar mesons. That looked OK until it was realized that the q 
had to  be included in this multiplet, which made the 8 of SU(3)  clearly 
superior. Besides, spin 3/2 baryons almost filled out the 10 of SU(3) ,  and 
then the discovery of the 0- completed that multiplet and clinched SU(3)’s 
victory. To return to basic group theory, it’s worth noting some branching 
rules: 

SO(7) II G:! G2 II SU(3)  

21 = 14 @ 7 7 3 3 ~ 3 3 ~ 3 1  
(34) 

7 = 7  

8 = 7 @ 1  

14 = 8,dj @ 3 @ 3 

The second rule in the right column suggests another construction of G:!, as 
SU(3)  plus generators in the 3 and the 3-this is similar to the construction 
of Eg from SO(16) plus spinor generators. 

The construction of G:! as a subgroup of SO(7) makes it clear that G2 
is a possible holonomy group of seven-manifolds. Before explaining this in 
detail, let us re-orient the reader on the concept of holonomy. Recall that 
on a generic seven-manifold, parallel transport of a vector around a closed 
curve brings it back not to  itself, but to the image of itself under an SO(7) 
transformation which depends on the curve one chooses. See figure 6. The 
reason that the transformation is in SO(7) is that the length of the vector 
is preserved: parallel transport means t”V,va = 0 along the curve C ,  and 
this implies t,V,(gapvawP) = 0 (because V,g,p = 0); so indeed the length 

dimensional supergravity. 
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Figure 6. Parallel transport of a vector 'u around a curve C. Upon returning to  the point 
of origin P ,  'u has undergone some rotation, which for a seven-manifold is an element of 
SO(7). 

of the vector v is the same, all the way around the curve. Suppose we now 
choose some seven-bein e:, satisfymg babeEei = gap. Parallel transporting 
all seven of these 1-forms around our closed curve C results in 

ez -+ Oabei ,  (35)  
where Oab E SO(7). Parallel transport in this context means transport 
with respect to the covariant derivative V,e: = awe: - r;,e;: that is, we 
treat a merely as a label. One often defines another covariant derivative, 
D,, such that a flat index a results in an extra term involving the spin 
connection: thus for instance 

D,eE = a,,.; - I'&e; + wvabe;. (36)  
The spin connection can then be defined by the equation D,eE = 0. 

Thus far our setup has nothing to do with Gz: we have merely explained 
(or re-explained) some standard aspects of differential geometry. Now sup- 
pose our seven-manifold is special, in that for some choice of seven-bein eQl, 
the t hree-form 

'p = el A e2 A e3 + el A e4 A e5 + el A e6 A e7 + e2 A e4 A e6 

(37) - e2 A e5 A e7 - e3 A e4 A e7 - e3 A e5 A e6 

- a b c  
= g'pabce e e 

satisfies V,'p,p, = 0. That means, in particular, that if we parallel 
transport p around C, it comes back to itself. Rephrasing this state- 
ment using (35) and the concise form 'p = i'pabceaebeCI we see that 
'pabcOadObeOcf = (Pdef. SO the SO(7) transformation Oab is actually an el- 
ement of G2; and since the curve C was arbitrary, the manifold's holonomy 
group is G2. 
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The presentation of the previous paragraph is in the order that my 
intuition suggests; however it's actually backwards according to a certain 
logic. A mathematician might prefer to  state it this way: it so happens that 
preservation of the form (33) under a general linear transformation implies 
preservation of the metric dab. So we could start with a manifold M7 en- 
dowed only with differential structure, choose a globally defined three-form 
'p on it, determine the metric g," in terms of 'p,e determine the connection 
V, in terms of gbv, and then ask that V,'papy = 0 in order to have a Gz 
holonomy manifold. This amounts to  a set of hugely non-linear differential 
equations for the three-form coefficients 'pap,. 

The decomposition 8 = 7@1 of the spinor of SO(7) into representations 
of G2 is important, because it means that Gz holonomy manifolds admit 
precisely one covariantly constant spinor. To construct it, start at any point 
P ,  choose E at  P as the singlet spinor according to the above decomposition, 
and then parallel transport E everywhere over the manifold. There is no 
path ambiguity because the spinor always stays in the singlet representation 
of Gz. All other spinors are shuffled around by the holonomy: only the 
one we have constructed satisfies V,E = 0. The equation for preserved 
supersymmetry in eleven-dimensional supergravity, with the four-form G(4) 
set to zero, is 

&b, = v,q = 0 .  (38) 

For an eleven-dimensional geometry R331 x M7, where M7 has G2 holon- 
omy, the solutions for q in (38) are precisely E tensored with a spinor in 
R3l1: that is, compactification on M7 preserves one eighth of the possible 
supersymmetry, which amounts to  N = 1 in d = 4. It can also be shown 
that if a manifold has precisely one covariantly constant spinor E ,  then its 
holonomy group is G2, or at least a large subgroup thereof. One can in fact 
construct the covariant three-form 'p as a bilinear in E .  

It would seem that Gz holonomy compactifications of 11-dimensional 
supergravity would be of utmost phenomenological interest; however, one 
should recall Witten's proof3 that compactifications of 11-dimensional su- 
pergravity on any smooth seven-manifold cannot lead to  chiral matter in 
four dimensions. With a modern perspective, we conclude that we should 
therefore be studying singularities in G2 holonomy manifolds, or branes, or 
some other defects where chiral fermions might live. 

eA formula for the metric in terms of p will be given in section 3.1. The validity of this 
formula already requires that 'p have some non-degeneracy properties. A more careful 
analysis can be found in Ref. 8. 
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The usual starting point for investigating singularities in an n- 
dimensional manifold is to look at non-compact manifolds which are asymp- 
totically conical: 

ds? N d r 2  + r2dS1:-, (39) 
for large T .  Note that if N were replaced by an exact equality, then the 
metric d s i  would be singular at r = 0 unless dS1;-, is the metric on 
a unit (n  - 1)-sphere. In the previous lecture, we encountered a prime 
example of this sort of singularity: A k  singularities in four-manifolds lo- 
cally have the form (39) with dS2; being the metric of the Lens space 
S 3 / Z k + , .  Another frequently discussed example is the conifold singular- 
ity in Calabi-Yau three-folds: this is locally a cone over the coset space 
T1’ = SU(2)  x SU(2)/U(1)dia,. The conifold admits a Calabi-Yau met- 
ric that is known explicitly, as are certain resolutions of the singularity 
which remain Calabi-Yau (much like the resolutions of the A k  singularities 
discussed in the previous lecture). As remarked previously, one can gain 
tremendous insight into Calabi-Yau singularities through algebraic equa- 
tions: for instance, the A1 space and the conifold can be described, respec- 
tively, via the equations xf=l z: = 0 and zfxl z? = 0. Sadly, there is 
no such algebraic tool known for describing singular or nearly singular Gz 
holonomy manifolds. And in fact, there are essentially only three known 
asymptotically conical metrics of Gz holonomy. The bases of the cones are 
CP3, u,~,”~$(l , ,  and S3 x S3, but the metrics d o :  that appear through (39) 
in the Gz holonomy metrics are not the obvious metrics on these spaces (just 
as, in fact, the metric on T1’ induced by the Calabi-Yau metric on the coni- 
fold is not quite the metric suggested by the coset structure). The three 
metrics admit isometry groups S0(5) ,  SU(3) ,  and SU(2)3 ,  respectively. 
(Don’t get confused between isometry and holonomy: isometry means that 
after some transformation the metric is the same as before, whereas holon- 
omy tells us how complicated the transformation properties of vectors are 
under parallel transport). And at the “tip” of the three respective asymp- 
totically conical metrics, an s4, or a CP’, or an s3, remains finite. See 
figure 7 for a schematic depiction of the S4 case. 

We may describe the explicit Gz holonomy metrics in terms only slightly 
more complicated than the explicit metric (11) for EHz. For the SO(5) 
symmetric case, one has 

where d s i  is the SO(5) symmetric metric on a unit S4, the pi are three 
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CP3 

Figure 7. 
doesn’t. 

CP3 a S2 fibration over S4, and in the interior, the S2 shrinks but the S4 

Cartesian coordinates on S2, subject to C:=1(pi)2 = 1, and A; is an S U ( 2 )  
gauge field on S4 carrying unit instanton number. We can be a little more 
explicit about this gauge field, as follows. S4 is a space of SO(4) holonomy, 
but SO(4) % s U ( 2 ) ~  x s U ( 2 ) R ,  and the spin connection w/, ab  is decom- 
posable into S U ( ~ ) L  and s U ( 2 ) R  pieces as W i f b ,  = w p  cd (6:6f * $Ecdab) .  

The gauge field A; can be taken proportional to a k b w i  abr where g 6 b  are the 
Pauli matrices. The CP2 case is identical to the above discussion, only one 
takes dsi to be the SU(3)  symmetric metric on a CP2 whose size is such 
that the Ricci curvature is three times the metric (as is true for a unit S4). 
Clearly, when r = 1, the S2 part of the metric shrinks to nothing, while the 
S4 or CP2 remains finite. Topologically, the whole space is a bundling of 
R3 over S4 or CP2, and the base is the corresponding S2 bundle over S4 
or C P ~ .  

The SU(2)3 symmetric case is actually more “elementary,” in the sense 
that we do not need to  discuss gauge fields. The metric is 

dr2 1 r2 + -r2(1 - r-’)(vf + v: + v,”) + -(of + o: + 0,”) (41) ds? = p 9 12 

where vi = Ci - ioi, and C, and oi are left-invariant one-forms on two 
different S3’s. Clearly, only one of these S3’s stays finite as r + 1. Topo- 
logically, the whole space is a bundling of R4 over S3.  Any G2 holon- 
omy metric can be rigidly rescaled without changing its holonomy group: 
thus we can claim to have exhibited three one-parameter families of G2 
holonomy metrics, each parametrized by the S4, or CP2, or S 3 ,  that re- 
mains unshrunk. A perfectly conical metric has an isometry under scaling: 
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dr2 + r2ds2g .+ d(s2r)’ + ( s 2 ~ ) ~ d R g  for any constant factor s2. Thus the 
asymptotics of the rescaled metrics is always the same. And the limit 
where the unshrunk space at the center goes to zero volume is an exactly 
conical metric. Considerably more detail on these G2 holonomy metrics 
can be found in the original papers.lOill 

It may seem that our discussion of G2 holonomy metrics is remarkably 
unenlightening and difficult to generalize. This is true! Despite more than 
15 years since the discovery of the metrics (40) and (41), there are few 
generalizations of them, and little else known about explicit G2 holonomy 
metrics. One interesting generalization of (41) is the discovery of less sym- 
metric versions where, as with Taub-NUT space, there is a V (  1) fiber which 
remains finite a t  infinity.I2 Nevertheless, there are several generally useful 
observations to make at this point: 

0 G2 holonomy implies Ricci flatness. A mathematically rigorous 
proof is straightforward, but a nice physical argument is that 
G2 holonomy on MT implies unbroken supersymmetry for eleven- 
dimensional supergravity on R39’ x M7 with G(4) = 0; and super- 
symmetry implies the equations of motion, which for G(4) = 0 are 
precisely Ricci flatness. Ricci flatness is a common feature of spe- 
cial holonomy manifolds: SU(n) and SpZn(7) holonomy manifolds 
are also necessarily Ricci-flat; but V(n)  holonomy manifolds are 
not. 
The condition V,’p,py = 0 can be shown to be equivalent to the 
apparently weaker condition d’p = 0 = d * ‘p. These first order 
equations can be considerably easier to solve than R,, = 0. The 
three-forms for each of the three “classical” G2 holonomy metrics 
are explicitly known, but we would not gain much from exhibiting 
their explicit forms. 

0 The three-form ‘p, as well as its Hodge dual *’p, are calibrations. 
Examples of calibrated three- and four-cycles are the unshrunk S3, 
S4, and CP2 at  T = 1 in the metrics (40) and (41). An M2-brane 
on the unshrunk S3 would be a supersymmetric instanton in M- 
theory, similar to the worldsheet instantons arising from strings on 
holomorphic curves. An exploration of such instantons (including 
their zero modes) can be found in Ref. 13 

0 M-theory has a 3-form potential, C. Just as we formed J + ZB in 
string theory, so we can form ‘p 3- ZC, and then Jss(’p + ZC) is the 
analog of a complexified Kahler parameter JNA ( J  + ZB). As an ex- 
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ample of the use of this analogy, one may show that M2 - brane in- 
stantons make a contribution to the superpotential whose dominant 
behavior is exp { - - 7 ~ 2  ss3 (‘p + ZC)}. Perturbative corrections to 
the classical superpotential are forbidden by the usual holomor- 
phy plus Peccei-Quinn symmetry argument. However, in contrast 
to the case of type I1 superstrings, or heterotic strings with the 
standard embedding, where the Kahler potential could be related 
to a holomorphic prepotential, it is difficult to  say anything sys- 
tematic about the Kahler potential for G2 compactifications: no 
“hidden” supersymmetry is available, and perturbative corrections 
at all orders seem to be allowed. 

Recall that after discussing the A1 singularity in detail, we were able 
to go on to construct a smooth, compact SU(2)  holonomy manifold by 
resolving A1 singularities of an orbifold of T4 by a discrete subgroup of 
SU(2) .  Around each fixed point, we cut out little regions of the orbifold, 
whose local geometry was B 4 / Z 2  (B4 being a unit ball), and we replaced 
them by cut-off copies of the Eguchi-Hansen space EH2. Smoothing out 
the small discontinuities in the metric at the joining points, without losing 
SU(2)  holonomy, was an interesting subtlety that we left for the mathemat- 
ical literature. It turns out that a very similar strategy suffices to construct 
smooth compact G2 holonomy manifolds. This is called the Joyce construc- 
tion, and it was the way in which the first explicit examples of compact G2 
holonomy manifolds were f ~ u n d . ~ ~ ~  We start with an orbifold T7/I’, where 
T7 is the square unit torus parametrized by 2 = (z l , .  . . ,z7),  and is a 
discrete subgroup of G2, to be specified below. I’ has a set of fixed points 
S which, in the upstairs picture, is locally a three-dimensional submanifold 
of T7. Each fixed point is an A1 singularity. The key step is to  replace 
S x B4/Z2 by S x EH2, and then argue that after smoothing out the small 
discontinuities, the resulting smooth manifold has G2 holonomy. 

A particular example of this strategy begins with the discrete subgroup 
r generated by the following three transformations: 

a :  2 4  ( - 2 1 , - 2 2 , - 2 3 1 - 2 4 , 2 5 , 2  6 7  , 2  ) 

p :  2 4  ( - 2 1 , ;  - 2 2 , 2 3 , 2 4 , - 2 5 , - - 2 6 , 5 7 )  (42) 
y : 5 -.. 4 (; - 2 1 , 2 2 ,  ; - 2 3 ,  2 4 ,  - 5 5 , 2 6 ,  - 2 7 ) .  

These generators have several nice properties which make the Joyce con- 
struction work: 
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0 They commute. The group r is Z i .  
0 They preserve a three-form 'p of the form (33) (with an appropriate 

relabellings of the xi's as yj's), so indeed the action of r induced 
by (42) on the tangent space of T7 is a subgroup of the usual action 
of G2 c SO(7). (This is what we mean, precisely, by 
The generators a, P, and y each individually has a fixed point set 
in T7 consisting of 16 T3's. P and y act freely on the fixed point 
set of a,  and similarly for the fixed point sets of ,B and y. 
The 48 T3's coming from the fixed point sets of the generators a, 
P, and y are disjoint, but the 16 from a are permuted by p and y, 
and similarly for the 16 from P and from y. Thus on the quotient 
space, S consists of 12 disjoint T3's. 

c G2). 

Since S has 1 2  disjoint components in the quotient space, we must ensure 
when replacing S x B4/Z2 by S x EH2 that all 12 SU(2)'s are in the same 
G2. To this end, we exploit the fact that EH2 is hyperkahler, which is to 
say its metric is Kahler with respect to three different complex structures. 
In practice, what this means is that there exist covariantly constant w1 , w2, 

and w3 (the three possible Kahler forms), which in local coordinates a t  any 
given point can be written as 

~1 = dy' A dy4 + dy2 A dy3 

~2 = dy' A dy3 - dy2 A dy4 (43) 

~3 = dy' A dy2 + dy3 A dy4. 

(On the singular space C2/Z2, the yi could be taken as real coordinates for 
C2). Now, the cotangent space of any one of the 12 T3's is spanned by three 
one-forms: dxi, dxj, and dxk for some choice of i, j, and k. For a correct 
ordering of i, j, and k, and correct identification of the y coordinates in 
(43) with the remaining four x coordinates, the form 

'p = ~1 A dx' + ~2 A dx2 + ~3 A dx3 + dxl A dx2 A dx3 (44) 

is precisely the original three-form (33), written at  the location of each T3 
in a way which the replacement B4/Z2 --t EH2 clearly preserves. This 
is the reasoning that allows us to say that the holonomy group is still 
contained in G2 after the resolution. As before, we gloss over the subtlety 
of smoothing out the discontinuities; this is well treated in Joyce's original 
 paper^.^^^ There it is also shown that the moduli space of G2 metrics is 
locally H3(M7,  R) = R43 for this example. The moduli space of M-theory 
on this manifold is locally H3(M7,  C) because of the complexification 'p + 
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ZC. The Kahler potential on this moduli space is probably hard to  compute 
beyond the classical level, for the reasons explained above. 

Beautiful and impressive though the Joyce construction is, we still seem 
as yet rather stuck in mathematics land in our study of G2 holonomy man- 
ifolds. There are two main themes in the relation of G2 holonomy to string 
theory. One, which we will not discuss, centers on a relationship with 
strongly coupled gauge theories, developed in Refs. 14, 15, 16. The other, 
perhaps more obvious relation, is with configurations of D6-branes in type 
IIA string theory. To begin, we should recall the basic ansatz relating type 
IIA string theory to M-theory: 

where C, is the Ramond-Ramond one-form of type IIA, and is the dila- 
ton. The classical geometry for n + 1 flat, parallel D6-branes can be cast 
in the form (45): 

ds?,  = ds&6,1 + H d F 2  + H - ' ( d z l 1  + 2 .  d q 2  

Here F parametrizes the three directions perpendicular to  the D6-branes, 
whose centers are at the various Fi. Since the eleven-dimensional geometry 
is the direct product of flat R6>' and multi-center Taub-NUT, the holonomy 
group is S U ( 2 ) ,  and hence 1/2 of supersymmetry is preserved. It is indeed 
appropriate, since parallel DG-branes preserve this much supersymmetry. A 
more general observation is that, since D6-branes act as sources only for the 
metric, the Ramond-Ramond one-form, and the dilaton, and these fields are 
organized precisely into the eleven-dimensional metric, a n y  configuration 
of DG-branes that solves the equations of motion must lift to  a Ricci-flat 
manifold in eleven dimensions; and if the configuration of DG-branes is 
supersymmetric, then the eleven-dimensional geometry must have at least 
one covariantly constant spinor, and hence special holonomy. In particular, 
if there is a factor of flat R3l1 in the geometry, and some supersymmetry 
is unbroken the rest of it must be a seven-manifold whose holonomy is 
contained in G2. In the example above, the seven-manifold is R3 times 
multi-center Taub-NUT. 

Before developing this theme further, it seems worthwhile to  explore 
the dynamics of n + 1 parallel DG-branes, as described in (46), a little 
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further. Recall that we learned in lecture 1 that there are n homologically 
non-trivial cycles for the n + 1-center Taub-NUT geometry: topologically, 
this is identical to a resolved A, singularity. Thus there exist n harmonic, 
normalizable two-forms, call them wi. These forms are localized near the 
centers of the Taub-NUT space, and they are the cohomological forms dual 
to the n non-trivial homology cycles. Furthermore, there is one additional 
normalizable 2-form on the Taub-NUT geometry, which can be constructed 
explicitly for n = 0, but which owes its existence to no particular topological 
property. Let us call this form wo. If we expand the Ramond-Ramond 
three-form of type IIA as 

n. 

q3) =CWZAA~+ . . .  , 
i=O 

(47) 

where the Ai depend only on the coordinates of R6,', then each term rep- 
resents a seven-dimensional U(1) gauge field localized on a center of the 
Taub-NUT space. This is very appropriate, because there is indeed a U(1) 
gauge field on each D6-brane: through (47) we are reproducing this known 
fact from M-theory. Better yet, recall that there are n(n + 1)/2 holomor- 
phic embeddings of S2  in a n + 1-center Taub-NUT space. An M2-brane 
wrapped on any of these is some BPS particle, and an anti-holomorphic 
wrapping is its anti-particle. A closer examination of quantum numbers 
shows that these wrapped M2-branes carry the right charges and spins to 
be the non-abelian W-bosons that we know should exist: in the type IIA 
picture they are the lowest energy modes of strings stretched from one D6- 
brane to another. It's easy to understand the charge quantum number for 
the case n = 1, that is for two D6-branes. The form wo corresponds to 
what we would call the center-of-mass U(1) of the D6-branes. The form w1 
is dual to the holomorphic cycle over which we wrap an M2-brane: this is 
precisely the holomorphic S2 at  T = E in the Eguchi-Hansen space (1 l), as 
discussed after (21). Thus ss2 w1 = 1, which means that an M2-brane on 
this S2 does indeed have charge +l under the U(1) photon which we called 
A1 in (47). This is the relative U(1) in the D6-brane description, and the 
wrapped M2-brane becomes a string stretched between the two D6-branes, 
which does indeed have charge under the relative U(1). 

When two D6-branes come together, one of the holomorphic cycles 
shrinks to zero size, and there is gauge symmetry enhancement from 
U(1) x U(1) to U(2). In the generic situation where the D6-branes are 
separated, the unbroken gauge group is U(l),+l on account of the Higgs 
mechanism. This is a pretty standard aspect of the lore on the relation 
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between M-theory and type IIA, but I find it a particularly satisfying re- 
sult, because it shows that wrapped M2-branes have to be considered on 
an equal footing with the degrees of freedom of eleven-dimensional super- 
gravity: in this instance, they conspire to generate U ( n )  gauge dynamics. 
See figure 8. Such a conspiracy is one of the reasons why we believe the 

IIA w/ D6’s M-theory on Taub-NUTS 

U( 1)  ~ pure supergravity 
photon mode 

w+ - wrapped M2-brane 

D6 D6 

Figure 8. Stretched string degrees of freedom in type IIA lift t o  very different things in 
M-theory: a U(1) photon with both its ends on a single D6-brane lifts t o  a zero-mode of 
C M N P ,  whereas a W+,  with one end on one D-brane and the other on another, lifts t o  
a wrapped M2-brane. These states can be tracked reliably from weak to strong string 
coupling because they are BPS. 

type duality between IIA string theory and 11-dimensional M-theory goes 
beyond the supergravity approximation. 

Let’s return to our earlier observation that any configuration of D6- 
branes in type IIA must lift to  pure geometry in eleven dimensions. Actu- 
ally, more is true: any type IIA configuration that involves only the metric, 
the dilaton, and the Ramond-Ramond one-form should lift to pure geome- 
try in eleven dimensions. This means we can include 06-planes as well as 
D6-branes. Our focus here, however, will be on D6-branes only. Consider, 
in particular, a set of D6-branes which all share a common R331, which we 
could regard as our own four dimensions. Assume that the configuration 
preserves N = 1 supersymmetry in d = 4. Then the lift to  eleven dimen- 
sions should generically be R3z1 times a Gz holonomy manifold. (We have 
not entirely ruled out cases where the holonomy group is smaller than Ga, 
but we expect such configurations to be quite special, if they exist a t  all). 

Suppose, for instance, that the other six dimensions in the type IIA de- 
scription are non-compact and asymptotically flat (or else compact/curved 
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on a much larger length scale than we are considering for now), and that 
each D6-brane stretches along some flat R3 c R6. When would this con- 
figuration preserve N = 1 supersymmetry? The answer to this sort of 
question was given in one of the early papers on D-branes,17 and it relies 
on a fermionic Fock-space trick which is also of use in the study of spinors 
and differential forms on Calabi-Yau spaces. The best way to state the 
result of Ref. 17 is to first choose complex coordinates on R6, call them z ' ,  
z2,  and z3.  Obviously there are many inequivalent ways to form the -ti, but 
suppose we've made up our mind on one for the moment. Now, the SU(3)  
acting on the zi  by 

- -  
(48) zi + Ri j z j  zi .--) Rt i7z j  

3 '  

is obviously a subgroup of all possible SO(6) rotations. Let us construct 
Dirac gamma matrices obeying {I'Zi,I'z'} = 2gi3 c( S i j .  Clearly, the rzl 
and I'z' are fermionic lowering/raising operators, up to a normalization. We 
can define a Fock space vacuum E in the spinor representation of the Clifford 
algebra via rZiE = 0 for all i. The full Dirac spinor representation of SO(6) 
now decomposes under the inclusion SU(3)  c SO(6) as 8 = 1 @ 3 @ 3 @ 1. 
The singlets are E itself and I'z11'z21'z3~; the 3 is and the 3 is rz'irz'c 

With this mechanism in place, we can state and immediately understand 
the results of Ref. 17: suppose one D6-brane lies along the R3 spanned by 
the real parts of zl, z2 ,  and z3.  Consider a collection of other D6-branes on 
R3's related by various SU(3)  rotations, and, optionally, arbitrary transla- 
tions. The claim is that this configuration preserves N = 1 supersymmetry. 
To understand why this is so, we need only recall that the first D6-brane 
preserves the half of supersymmetry satisfying 

i= I 

where CR is the right-handed spacetime spinor that comes from the anti- 
holomorphic sector on the worldsheet, and E L  is the left-handed spacetime 
spinor that comes from the holomorphic sector. The rotated D6-branes also 
preserve half of supersymmetry, but a different half, namely 

i= 1 

Some supersymmetry is preserved by the total collection of D6-branes iff we 
can find simultaneous solutions to  (49) and (50) for the various SU(3)  ro- 
tations Rij that appear. In fact, if E L  is the Fock space vacuum E tensored 
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with an arbitrary chiral spinor in four-dimensions, and EIR is rZ1lz2
times the same four-dimensional chiral spinor, then (49) is obviously satis- 
fied; but also (50) is satisfied, because 

- .  3 

gR = n Rt ijrz3 eL = (det Rt ij)rzl rz2rz3 E L  (51) 
i= 1 

when E L  is as stated above; and det Rtij  = 1 for an SU(3)  matrix. 
More in fact was shown in Ref. 17: it turns out that N = 1 d = 4 

chiral matter lives at the intersection of D6-branes oriented at unitary an- 
gles in the manner discussed in the previous paragraph. We will not here 
enter into the discussion in detail, but merely state that the GSO projec- 
tion that acts on string running from one D6-brane to  another one at a 
unitary angle from the first winds up projecting out the massless fermions 
of one chirality and leaving the other. Clearly, such strings carry bifunda- 
mental charges under the gauge group on the D6-branes they end on; so if 
one intersects, say, a stack of two coincident D6-branes with another stack 
of three, the four-dimensional dynamics of the intersection is U(3)  x U(2)  
gauge theory with chiral “quarks” in the (3,z). This is remarkably simi- 
lar to  the Standard Model! See figure 9. After these lectures were given, 

3 D6’s 

Figure 9. Three coincident D6-branes intersecting two coincident D6-branes at a unitary 
angle. Strings are shown that give rise to  U ( 3 )  x U ( 2 )  gauge fields (on the respective 
D6-brane worldvolumes) and chiral fermions in the (3,Z) (at the intersection). 

work has appeared” where explicit compact constructions are given, in- 
volving D6-branes and 06-planes, whose low-energy dynamics includes the 
supersymmetric Standard Model (as well as some other, possibly innocuous, 
extra degrees of freedom). See also the related work.lg As is clear from the 
previous discussion, such constructions lift in M-theory to  configurations 
which involve only the metric, not G(4). Only there are singularities in the 
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eleven-dimensional metric where D6-branes cross. As shown in Ref. 16, the 
singularity in the G2 holonomy lift of two D6-branes intersecting at unitary 
angles is precisely the cone over CP3 exhibited in (40) (or, properly, the 
limit of this geometry where the S4 shrinks); whereas the singularity in the 
G2 holonomy lift of of three D6-branes (all at different, unitarily related 
angles) is the cone over L r ( l ) x L I ( l )  s L I ( 3 )  (of a form very similar to (40), as dis- 
cussed above). More detail can be found in Ref. 16, and also in the earlier 
work,20 on the D6-brane interpretation of resolving the conical singularity. 
Oddly, it seems that the generalizations of these G2 holonomy cones to 
any number of D6-branes, intersecting all at different angles, is not known. 
Also, the full geometry interpolating between the near-intersection region, 
where the metric is nearly conical, and the asymptotic region, where the 
metric is nearly Taub-NUT close to  any single D6-brane, is not known. 
Finding either sort of generalization of the existing result (40) would be 
very interesting, and possibly useful for studying the dynamics of M-theory 
compactifications. 

A word of explanation is perhaps in order on why we have focused so 
exclusively on M-theory geometries with G(4) = 0. Really there are two. 
First, on a compact seven-manifold, there are rather tight constraints on 
how G(4) may be turned on-see for example Ref. 21. The main context of 
interest where non-zero G(4) seems necessary is compactifications of Horava- 
Witten theory: there is seems impossible to satisfy the anomaly condition 
tr R A R - 3 tr F A F = 0 on each Es plane individually, so some G(4) is 
needed to “soak out” the anomaly. The second reason to  consider M-theory 
geometries first with G(4) = 0 is that, in an expansion in the gravitational 
coupling, the zeroth order equations of motion are indeed Ricci-flatness. For 
instance, in Horava-Witten compactifications, the necessary G(4) is only a 
finite number of Dirac units through given four-cycles. As long as only 
finitely many quanta of G(4) are turned on, and provided the compactifi- 
cation scale is well below the eleven-dimensional Planck scale, one would 
expect to learn much by starting out ignoring G(4) altogether. This is not 
to say that nonzero G(4) won’t have some interesting and novel effects: 
see for e ~ a m p l e . ~ ’ ? ~ ~  It is fair to say that our understanding of M-theory 
compactifications is in a very primitive state, as compared, for instance, to 
compactifications of type I1 or heterotic strings. It is to be hoped that this 
topic will flourish in years to come. 
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3.1. Addendum: further remarks o n  intersecting D6-branes 

My original TASI lectures ended here, but in view of the continuing interest 
in G2 compactifications of M-theory, it seems worthwhile to  present a little 
more detail on intersecting D6-branes and their M-theory lift. This in fact 
is a subject where rather little is known, so I will in part be speculating 
about what might be accomplished in further work. 

First it's worthwhile to reconsider the work of Ref. 17 in light of a 
particular calibration on R6. Consider the complex three-form R = dz' A 
dz2 Adz3, where the zi are, as before, complex coordinates on R6 such that 
the metric takes the standard Kahler form. R is called the holomorphic 
three-form, or the holomorphic volume form, and if space had permitted, 
some elegant results could have been presented about how the analogous 
form on a curved complex manifold relates to its complex structure, as 
well as to covariantly constant spinors, if they exist. Our purpose here is 
to note that ReR is a calibration, in the sense explained in section 2.2. 
Clearly Re R calibrates the plane in the Re zl, Re z 2 ,  Re z3 directions. Any 
S U ( 3 )  change of the coordinates zi preserves R; in fact such a map is the 
most general linear map that does so. So it is not hard to convince oneself 
that all planes related to the one we first mentioned by a SU(3)  rotation 
are also calibrated by ReR. One can now concisely restate the result that 
D6-branes stretched on R3v1 must be at unitary angles in the remaining R6 
to preserve supersymmetry: supersymmetric intersecting D6-branes must 
all be calibrated by ReR, for some suitable choice of the 2%. Choice of 
the zi here includes the ability to rotate R e 0  by a phase. A more general 
truth is that supersymmetric D6-branes on a three-cycle of a Calabi-Yau 
manifold are those calibrated by ReR. Such three-cycles are called special 
lagr angian manifolds. 

It can be shown (see for example Ref. 16) that the G2 cones over CP3 
and u ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ( l )  are limits of the M-theory lift of two and three D6-branes 
intersecting at a common point and at unitary angles. It is even known how 
the G2 resolutions of these cones corresponds to deformed world-volumes 
of the D6-branes: for instance, for the cone over CP3, the D6-brane world- 
volume has an hour-glass shape which is topologically S2 x R2. 

We can describe in a straightforward fashion, though without mathe- 
matical rigor, how supersymmetric D6-brane configurations spanning R3>l 

fWe have not been quite precise in the main text: more accurately, D6-branes should 
wrap special lagrangian manifolds, and such a manifold has the properties that  both the 
Kahler form and Im R pull back to  zero, as well as being calibrated by Re R. 
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and a special lagrangian manifold in R6 can be lifted to manifolds of G2 
holonomy in eleven dimensions. As explained in section 3, the eleven- 
dimensional lift of a single flat D6-brane is Taub-NUT space times R62l, 
which we will conveniently write as R3?l x R3. Intuitively speaking, we 
should be able to  lift any D6-brane configuration with no coincident or in- 
tersecting D6-branes, just by making an affine approximation to the curving 
D6-brane world volume at  each point, and lifting to Taub-NUT times the 
D6-brane world-volume times R3y1. From now own let's ignore the R3>l 
part. Then in the seven remaining dimensions, the geometry far from any 
brane is R6 x S1. Near the D6-brane world volume, we cut out a region in 
R6 that surrounds the brane, and since locally this region is R3 x B3, we 
can replace R3 x B3 x S1 in the seven dimensional geometry by R3 times a 
cut-off Taub-NUT. Gluing in the Taub-NUT space should cause only very 
small discontinuities, which hopefully could be erased through some real 
analysis. 

There is a meaningful point to check, though: in our putative almost-G2 
manifold, formed by gluing into R6 x S1 a cut-off Taub-NUT snaking along 
what was the D6-brane world volume, we'd like to see that the holonomy on 
different parts of the "snake" is always (nearly) contained in the same G2. 
To this end, we need to write down a covariantly constant three-form 'p for 
R3 times Taub-NUT. This can be done in different ways, because there are 
different embeddings of SU(2) into G2. Let xl, x2, and x3 be coordinates 
on R3, and let y', y2, y3, and xl' be coordinates on Taub-NUT. One choice 
suggested by the discussion in section 3 is to  use the fact that Taub-NUT 
is hyperkahler, and construct 

~p = ~1 A dxl + ~2 A dx2 + ~3 A dx3 + dxl A dx2 A dx3 , (52) 
where the wi are the Kahler structures. This is not the choice of cp that 
we will be particularly interested in. Instead, we want a cp which will 
have some transparent connection with the complex structure of R6.  If we 
choose complex coordinates z j  = xj +iyj  for j = 1,2 ,3 ,  then a D6-brane in 
the x1-z2-x3 plane (or any SU(3) image of it) is calibrated by ReR. The 
standard Kahler form on R6 = C3 is 

(53) 

(54) 

2 

2 
J = - (dzl A dZ1 + dzz A dZ2 + d23 A dZ3) , 

and one can readily verify that 

cpo = R e 0  - J A dz" 

is a G2-structure on R6 x S1 (whose holonomy is certainly a subgroup in 
G2). Actually, much more is true: the 'po in (54) can be constructed in 
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the same way for any CY3 x S1, and it represents an inclusion of SU(3)  in 
G2, In fact the Joyce construction we explained in section 3 is believed to 
generalize to Z2 orbifolds of CY3 x S1, acting with two fixed points on the 
S1 and as an anti-holomorphic involution on the CY3. 

The obvious vielbein for X = R3 x (Taub-NUT) is 
e1 = d x l  e2 = d x 2  e3 = d x  3 

(55) 
e4 = d-dy' e5 = d m d y 2  e6 = d m d y 3  

where 
R d V  = *,dH and H = - . 

214 
Here *, represents the Hodge dual in the y j  directions only, and x l1  - 
xl1 + 2nR. One can now modify 'po slightly to  give a G2-structure on X :  

'p = dx' A d x 2  A dx3 - (1 + H )  (dx' A dy2 A dy3 + dy l  A dx2  A dy3 

+ dy l  A dy2 A d x 3 )  - J A (dx" + V )  

= 'po - H ( d d  A dy2 A dy3 + dy' A d x 2  A dy3 + dyl  A dy2 A d x 3 )  - J A V . 
(57) 

Now, 'p -+ 'po as 14 -+ 00. The key point is that 'po is invariant under 
SU(3)  changes of the coordinates zi: this is so because both R and J are 
S U ( 3 )  singlets. So the 'p we would construct locally a t  any point along 
the lift of the D6-brane world-volume asymptotes to the same 'po. This is 
the desired verification that the holonomy of the entire approximation to 
the seven-dimensional manifold is (nearly) in the same G2. I have included 
the "(nearly)" because of the errors in the affine approximation to  the D6- 
brane world-volume. This error can be uniformly controlled if there are no 
coincident or intersecting D6-branes. A way to think about it is that we 
make R much smaller than the closest approach of one part of the world- 
volume to another. 

A remarkable fact is that the deformation of the Ga-structure, 'p - 'po, 
in (57), is linear in H .  This is true despite the fact that the vielbein and 
the metric are complicated non-linear functions of H .  It is tempting to 
conjecture that an appropriate linear modification of po, along the lines of 
(57), will be an exact G2 structure on the whole seven-manifold, even in 
cases where D6-branes intersect (of course, in such a case one must exclude 
the singularity right a t  the intersection). However, we have been unable 
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to verify this.g Knowing the covariantly constant three-form suffices to 
determine the metric, via the explicit formula 

gCLu = (det spu)-l ’gspu where 
(58) 

where = f l ,  and the sign is chosen to make spu positive definite. 
Convincing oneself of the truth of this formula (which appeared quite early, 
see for instance Ref. 10) is pretty straightforward: spy is symmetric, but 
scales the wrong way under rigid rescalings of the manifold to be a metric. 
The determinant factor in the definition of gpu corrects this problem. The 
strategy of finding ‘p first and then deducing gCLu has been of use in a recent 
investigation in the string theory l i t e r a t ~ r e . ~ ~  
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String theorists and their predecessors have studied the effects of higher dimen- 
sional spacetimes at very short distances for decades. New theories, which offer 
a novel approach to the hierarchy problem, have proposed that extra dimensions 
might be visible at larger distances, comparable to the TeV scale. This allows for 
experiment to explore their presence. Here, we review the principal features of 
these scenarios and their resulting phenomenology. 

1. Introduction 

In particle physics, 4-dimensional Minkowski spacetime is the underlying 
fundamental framework under which the laws of nature are formulated 
and interpreted. Relativistic quantum fields exist in spacetime, interac- 
tions occur at spacetime points and the laws governing these fields and 
their interactions are constructed using weighted averages over their space- 
time histories. According to the general theory of relativity, fluctuations 
of the spacetime curvature provide gravitational dynamics. Indeed, experi- 
ments show evidence for the predictions of general relativity and hence that 
spacetime is dynamical at very long length scales. However, gravitational 
dynamics have yet to be probed at short distances, and it is possible that 
they are quite different from that implied by a simple extrapolation of the 
long range theory. 

Early attempts to extend general relativity in order to unify gravity 
and electromagnetism within a common geometrical framework trace back 
to Gunnar Nordstrom (1914),l Theodor Kaluza (1921) and Oscar Klein 
(1926).’ They proposed that unification of the two forces occurred when 
spacetime was extended to a five dimensional manifold and imposed the 
condition that the fields should not depend on the extra dimension. A dif- 
ficulty with the acceptance of these ideas at the time was a lack of both 
experimental implications and a quantum description of gravitational dy- 
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namics. Today, one of the most striking requirements of modern string 
theory, which incorporates both gauge theories and gravitation, is that 
there must be six or seven extra spatial dimensions. Otherwise the theory 
is anomalous. Recently, concepts developed within string theory have led 
to new phenomenological ideas which relate the physics of extra dimensions 
to observables in a variety of physics experiments. 

These new theories have been developed to address the hierarchy prob- 
lem, i. e., the large disparity between the scale where electroweak symmetry 
breaking occurs and the traditional scale of gravity defined by the Planck 
scale. The source of physics which generates and stabilizes this sixteen 
order of magnitude difference between the two scales is unknown and rep- 
resents one of the most puzzling aspects of nature. The novel approach 
to this long-standing problem proposed in these recent theories is that the 
geometry of extra spatial dimensions may be responsible for the hierarchy: 
the gravitational field lines spread throughout the full higher dimensional 
space and modify the behavior of gravity. Indeed, the fact that gravity 
has yet to be measured at energy scales much above lop3  eV in laboratory 
experiments admits for the possibility that at higher energies gravity be- 
haves quite differently than expected. The first scenario of this type to be 
proposed3 suggested that the apparent hierarchy between these two impor- 
tant scales of nature is generated by a large volume of the extra dimensions, 
while in a later theoretical framework4i5 the observed hierarchy results from 
a strong curvature of the extra dimensional space. If new dimensions are 
indeed relevant to the source of the hierarchy, then they should provide de- 
tectable signatures at the electroweak scale. These physics scenarios with 
additional dimensions hence afford concrete and distinctive phenomenolog- 
ical predictions for high energy colliders, as well as producing observable 
consequences for astrophysics and short-range gravity experiments. 

Theoretical frameworks with extra dimensions have some general fea- 
tures, we briefly introduce a couple of the principal properties here. In 
most scenarios, our observed 3-dimensional space is a 3-brane (sometimes 
called a wall), where the terminology is derived from a generalization of 
a 2-dimensional membrane. This 3-brane is embedded in a higher D- 
dimensional spacetime, D = 3 + 6 + 1, with 6 extra spatial dimensions 
which are orthogonal to our 3-brane. The higher D-dimensional space is 
known as the “bulk”. String theory contains branes upon which particles 
can be naturally confined or localized.6 In a general picture, branes carry 
the Standard Model (SM) gauge charges and the ends of open strings are 
stuck to the branes and represent the Standard Model fields. Fields, such 
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as gravitons, which do not carry Standard Model gauge charges correspond 
to closed strings and may pop off the brane and propagate throughout the 
bulk. 

The picture is thus one where matter and gauge forces are confined 
to our 3-dimensional subspace, while gravity propagates in a higher di- 
mensional volume. In this case, the Standard Model fields maintain their 
usual behavior, however, the gravitational field spreads throughout the full 
3 + 6 spatial volume. Conventional wisdom dictates that if the additional 
dimensions are too large, this would result in observable deviations from 
Newtonian gravity. The extra dimensional space must then be compacti- 
f ied,  ie, made finite. However, in some alternative theories ,5 )7  the extra 
dimensions are infinite and the gravitational deviations are suppressed by 
other means. 

If the additional dimensions are small enough, the Standard Model fields 
are phenomenologically allowed to propagate in the bulk. This possibil- 
ity allows for new model-building techniques to address gauge coupling 
unification,8 supersymmetry the neutrino mass spectrum," 
and the fermion mass hierarchy.12 Indeed, the field content which is al- 
lowed to propagate in the bulk, as well as the size and geometry of the bulk 
itself, varies between different models. 

As a result of compactification, fields propagating in the bulk expand 
into a series of states known as a Kaluza-Klein (KK) tower, with the indi- 
vidual KK excitations being labeled by mode numbers. Similar to a particle 
in a box, the momentum of the bulk field is then quantized in the compact- 
ified dimensions. For an observer trapped on the brane, each quanta of 
momentum in the compactified volume appears as a KK excited state with 
mass m2 = $2. This builds a KK tower of states, where each state carries 
identical spin and gauge quantum numbers. If the additional dimensions 
are infinite instead of being compactified, the &dimensional momentum 
and resulting KK spectrum is continuous. 

More technically, in the case where gravity propagates in a compactified 
bulk, one starts from a D-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action and performs 
a KK expansion about the metric field of the higher dimensional spacetime. 
The graviton KK towers arise as a solution to the linearized equation of 
motion of the metric field in this background. l3 The resulting 4-dimensional 
fields are the Kaluza-Klein modes. Counting the degrees of freedom within 
the original higher dimensional metric, the reduction of a spin-2 bulk field 
results in three distinct classes of towers of KK modes: symmetric tensor, 
vector fields and scalar fields. The KK zero-mode fields are massless, while 

breaking,
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the excitation states acquire mass by 'eating' lower spin degrees of freedom. 
This results in a single 5-component tensor KK tower of massive graviton 
states, S - 1 gauge KK towers of massive vector states, and S(6- 1)/2 scalar 
towers. The zero-mode scalar states are radius moduli fields associated with 
the size of the additional dimensions. 

A generalized calculation of the action for linearized gravity in D di- 
mensions can be used to compute the effective 4-dimensional theory, The 
spin-2 tower of KK states couples to Standard Model fields on the brane 
via the conserved symmetric stress-energy tensor. The spin-1 KK tower 
does not induce interactions on the 3-brane. The scalar KK states couple 
to the Standard Model fields on the brane via the trace of the stress-energy 
tensor. 

The possible experimental signals for the existence of extra dimensions 
are: (i) the direct or indirect observation of a KK tower of states, or (ii) the 
observation of deviations in the inverse-square law of gravity in short-range 
experiments. The detailed properties of the KK states are determined by 
the geometry of the compactified space and their measurement would reveal 
the underlying geometry of the bulk. 

We now discuss each of the principal scenarios and how they may be 
probed in experiment. 

2. Large Extra Dimensions 

The large extra dimensions scenario postulated by Arkani-Hamed, Di- 
mopoulos and Dvali (ADD)3 makes use of the string inspired braneworld 
hypothesis. In this model, the Standard Model gauge and matter fields are 
confined to a 3-dimensional brane that exists within a higher dimensional 
bulk. Gravity alone propagates in the S extra spatial dimensions which 
are compactified. Gauss' Law relates the Planck scale of the effective 4-d 
low-energy theory, Mpl, to the scale where gravity becomes strong in the 
4 + &dimensional spacetime, M D ,  through the' volume of the compactified 
dimensions V6 via 

ibI& = vgM;+J. (1) 

Taking M D  N TeV, as assumed by ADD, eliminates the hierarchy between 
Mp1 and the electroweak scale. Mp1 is simply generated by the large volume 
of the higher dimensional space and is thus no longer a fundamental scale. 
The hierarchy problem is now translated to the possibly more tractable 
question of why the compactification scale of the extra dimensions is large. 
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If the compactified dimensions are flat, of equal size, and of toroidal 
form, then & = (27rRC)'. For M D  N TeV, the radius R, of the extra 
dimensions ranges from a fraction of a millimeter to N 10 fermi for 6 
varying between 2 and 6. The compactification scale (l/R,) associated 
with these parameters then ranges from - eV to tens of MeV. The 
case of one extra dimension is excluded as the corresponding dimension (of 
size R, M 10l1 m) would directly alter Newton's law at solar-system dis- 
tances. Our knowledge of the electroweak and strong forces extends with 
great precision down to distances of order mm, which corresponds to 
N (100 GeV)-l. Thus the Standard Model fields do not feel the effects of 
the large extra dimensions present in this scenario and must be confined to 
the 3-brane. Therefore in this model only gravity probes the existence of 
the extra dimensions a. 

The existence of large extra dimensions would affect a broad range of 
physical processes. Their presence may be detected in tests of short range 
gravity, astrophysical considerations, and collider experiments. We now 
review each of these in turn. 

2.1. Short Range Test of Gravity 

Until very recently, the inverse square force law of Newtonian gravity had 
been precisely tested only down to distances of order a centimeter.14-18 
Such tests are performed by short range gravity experiments that probe 
new interactions by searching for deviations from Newtonian gravity at 
small distances. There are several parameterizations which describe these 
potential deviations;lg the one most widely used by experiments is that 
where the classical gravitational potential is expanded to include a Yukawa 
interaction: 

Here, T is the distance between two masses ml and m2 and is fixed by 
the experimental apparatus, (Y is a dimensionless parameter relating the 
strength of the additional Yukawa interaction to that of gravity, and X is 
the range of the new interaction. 

The two-body potential given by Gauss' Law in the presence of addi- 

~ 

aHowever, any Standard Model singlet field, e.q., a right handed neutrino, could also be 
in the bulk in this scenario. 
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tional dimensions (for distances r < R,) is expressed as: 

1 7121m2 V(r) = - gTM;+' rS+l (3) 

in the conventions of Ref. 20, which we emply throughout these lectures. 
When the two masses are separated by a distance r > R, and the dimen- 
sions are assumed to  be compactified on a torus of radius R, the potential 
becomes: 

ie., the usual l / r  Newtonian potential is recovered using Gauss' Law. 
The parameters in the general form of the two-body potential in Eq. (2) ,  
(a  and A) depend on the number of extra dimensions and the type of 
compactification;21 for the simple case of compactifying on a torus, the 
range X of the new interaction is the compactification radius R,, and a = 26. 
It should be noted that the dependence of Eq. (4) on M D  is related to the 
compactification scheme through the precise form of the volume factor. 

The most recent Cavendish-type experiment22 excludes scenarios with 
a 2 3 for X 2 140 pm at 95% confidence level. These results are dis- 
played as the curve labeled Eot-Wash in Figure 1. Interpreted within the 
framework of two large additional spatial dimensions, the results imply that 
R, < 190 pm. The relation of this bound to the fundamental scale M D  
depends on the compactification scheme. For 6 > 2, R, is too small for 
the effects of extra dimensions to  be probed in mechanical experiments. 
Results from other searches are also shown in the a - X plane in this fig- 
ure. The predictions and allowed regions in the (Y - X parameter space 
from other theoretical considerations are also presented in the figure; they 
include scenarios with axions, dilatons and scalar moduli fields from string 
theory, and attempted solutions to the cosmological constant problem. 

2 .2 .  Astrophysical and Cosmological Constraints 

Astrophysical and cosmological considerations impose strict constraints on 
theories of extra dimensions; in particular, early universe cosmology can 
be drastically altered from the standard picture. The typical energy scale 
associated with such considerations is of order 100 MeV, and models with 
KK states that can be produced in this energy regime are highly restricted. 

For the case of large extra dimensions of flat and toroidal form, the 
astrophysical bounds far surpass those from collider or short range gravity 
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Figure 1. 95% confidence level upper limits on the strength a (relative to Newtonian 
gravity) as a function of the range X of additional Yukawa interactions. The region 
excluded by previous e x p e r i r n e n t ~ ’ ~ ~ ’ ~ ~ ~ ~  lies above the curves labeled lrvine, Moscow 
and Lamoreaux, respectively. The most recent results’’ correspond to the curves labeled 
Eot-Wash. The heavy dashed line is the result from Ref. 22 the heavy solid line shows 
the most recent analysis that uses the total data sample. 

experiments for 6 = 2. If these large additional dimensions are compactified 
on a hyperbolic manifold instead, then the astrophysical constraints are 
avoided24 as the modified spectrum of KK graviton states admits for a 
first excitation mass of order several GeV. Alternatively, these bounds are 
also weakened if a Ricci term is present on the brane since that serves to 
suppress graviton emission rates.25 

We now describe the various astrophysical and cosmological considera- 
tions that restrict this scenario. These processes include graviton emission 
during the core collapse of supernovae, the heating of neutron stars from 
graviton decays, considerations of the cosmic diffuse y-ray background, 
overclosure of the universe, matter dominated cooling of the universe, and 
reheating of the universe. The restrictions obtained from processes that 
include effects from the decays of KK states rely on the assumption that 
the KK modes can only decay into Standard Model particles on one brane, 
i. e., there are no additional branes in the theory, and that decays into other 
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KK modes with smaller bulk momenta do not occur. 
During the core collapse of type I1 supernova (SN), most of the grav- 

itational binding energy is radiated by neutrinos. This hypothesis has 
been confirmed by measurements of neutrino fluxes from SN1987A by the 
Kamiokande and IMB collaborations.z6 Any light, neutral, weakly interact- 
ing particle which couples to nucleons, such as bulk gravitons, will compete 
with neutrinos in carrying energy away from the stellar interior. The rate 
a t  which the supernova core can lose energy through emission of KK states 
can then be used to constrain the fundamental scale M D . ~ ~ > ~ ~  The gravi- 
ton emission process is nucleon ‘gravisstrahlung’, N + N --+ N + N + X, 
where N can be a proton or neutron, and X represents the contributions 
from massive KK graviton states, ordinary gravitons, and the KK dilaton 
(scalar) modes which are a remnant of the bulk graviton decomposition. If 
present, this gravisstrahlung process would provide an additional heat sink 
and accelerate the supernova cooling in violation with the observations of 
SN1987A. This process is highly dependent on the temperature of the core 
at collapse, which is estimated to be T x 30 - 70 MeV, and on the core 
density, p M (3 - 10) x 1014gcm-3. The most conservative constraint on 
KK emissionz8 yields R, 5 7.1 x 
mm for 6 = 3, taking T S N I ~ ~ ~ A  = 30 MeV. 

A complementary bound arises from the radiative decay of the Kaluza 
Klein gravitons produced by the core collapse of all supernovae that have 
exploded during the history of the universe (SNe). The two photon decay 
mode is kinematically favored for the lower mass KK modesz9 with this 

lifetime being T~~ E 3 x 109yr . Over the age of the universe, 
a significant fraction of the KK states emitted from supernovae cores will 
have decayed into photons, contributing to the cosmic diffuse y-ray back- 
ground. This is estimated using the present day supernova rate and the 
gravisstrahlung rate discussed above. A bound on the size of the additional 
dimensions is then imposed from the measured cosmic y-ray background. 
For a choice of cosmological parameters the predicted y-flux exceeds the ob- 
servations by EGRET or COMPTEL3’ unless the fraction of the SN energy 
released via gravisstrahlung is less than about 0.5-1% of the total. For two 
extra dimensions, the limit on the compactification radius is R, 5 0.9 
mm and for three extra dimensions the bound is R, 5 0.19 lop6  mm .31 

Additional contributions to the cosmic diffuse y-ray background arise when 
the KK gravitons are produced from other sources such as neutrino annihi- 
lation, v p  --f G, -+ yy. These were considered in Ref. 32, and by placing a 

mm for 6 = 2 and R, _< 8.5 x 

( l 3  
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bound on the normalcy temperature required by Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 
the limit R, 5 5.1 x mm for 6 = 2 is obtained. In Ref. 32, it is assumed 
that the universe enters the radiation dominated epoch instantaneously at 
the reheating temperature. However, it is plausible that the universe enters 
the radiation epoch after being reheated by the decay of a massive scalar 
field or by some other means of entropy production. If a large number 
of KK states are produced during reheating, they are non-relativistic and 
hence are not diluted by entropy production. Their subsequent decays con- 
tribute to the diffuse y-ray background. Using data from COMPTEL and 
EGRET,30 the constraints on M D  are tightened and are 167, 21.7, 4.75, 
and 1.55 TeV for b = 2,3,4,  and 5, respectively, assuming that a 1 GeV 
maximum temperature is reached during reheating.33 

The escape velocity of a neutron star is similar to the average speed 
of thermally produced KK states in a SN core collapse, and hence a large 
fraction of the KK states can become trapped within the core halo. The 
decays of these states will continue to be a source of y-rays long after the SN 
explosion. Comparisons of the expected contributions to the y-ray flux rate 
from this source with EGRET data3' from nearby neutron stars and pulsars 
constrains34 the fraction of the SN energy released via gravisstrahlung to  be 
less than about of the total. For two extra dimensions this yields the 
bound M D  2 450 TeV and for 6 = 3 the constraint is M D  2 30 TeV. The 
expected sensitivity from GLAST35 will increase these limits by a factor of 
2 to 3. 

The Hubble space telescope has observed that the surface temperature of 
several older neutron stars is higher than that expected in standard cooling 
models. A possible source for this excess heat is the decays of the KK 
graviton states trapped in the halo surrounding the star. The y's, electrons, 
and neutrinos from the KK decays then hit the star and heat it. For the 
estimated heating rate from this mechanism not to exceed the observed 
luminosity, the fraction of the SN energy released via gravisstrahlung must 
be 2 5 x lo-' of the with the exact number being uncertain by 
a factor of a few due to theoretical and experimental uncertainties. This 
is by far the most stringent constraint yielding M D  2 1700,60 TeV for 
6 = 2 , 3 ,  respectively. Although the calculations for SN emissions have 
not been performed for 6 > 4, simple scaling suggests that this mechanism 
results in MD 2 4 , 0 . 8  TeV for 6 = 4 , 5 ,  respectively. 

Once produced, the massive KK gravitons are sufficiently long-lived as 
to potentially overclose the universe. Comparisons of KK graviton pro- 
duction rates from photon, as well as neutrino, annihilation to the criti- 

total,
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cal density of the universe results3' in R, < 1.5h x lop5  m for 2 addi- 
tional dimensions, where h is the current Hubble parameter in units of 100 
km/sMpc. While this constraint is milder than those obtained above, it is 
less dependent on assumptions regarding the existence of additional branes. 

Overproduction of Kaluza Klein modes in the early universe could ini- 
tiate an early epoch of matter radiation equality which would lead to a too 
low value for the age of the universe. For temperatures below N 100 MeV, 
the cooling of the universe can be accelerated by KK mode production and 
evaporation into the bulk, as opposed to the normal cosmological expan- 
sion. Using the present temperature of the cosmic microwave background of 
2.73 K (= 2.35 x lo-'' MeV) and taking the minimum age of the universe 
to be 12.8 Gyrs (= 6.2 x lo3' MeVp1), as determined by the mean ob- 
served age of globular clusters, a maximum temperature can be imposed at 
radiation-matter equality which cannot be exceeded by the overproduction 
of KK modes at  early times. The resulting lower bounds are M D  are 86, 
7.4, and 1.5 TeV for 6 = 2,3, and 4 re~pec t ive ly .~~ Further considerations of 
the effects from overproduction of KK states on the characteristic scale of 
the turn-over of the matter power spectra a t  the epoch of matter radiation 
equality show that the period of inflation must be extended down to very 
low temperatures in order to be consistent with the latest data from galaxy 
surveys.37 

We collect the constraints from these considerations in Table 1, where 
we state the restrictions in terms of bounds on the fundamental scale M D .  
We note that the relation of the above constraints to M o  is tricky as nu- 
merical conventions, as well as assumptions regarding the compactification 
scheme, explicitly enter some of the computations; in particular, that of 
gravisstrahlung production during supernova collapse. In addition, all of 
these bounds assume that all of the additional dimensions are of the same 
size. The constraints in the table are thus merely indicative and should not 
be taken as exact. 

To conclude this section, we discuss the possible contribution of graviton 
KK states to the production of high-energy cosmic rays beyond the GZK 
cut-off of lozo eV. About 20 super-GZK events have been observed and 
their origin is presently unknown. KK graviton exchange can contribute to 
high-energy u-nucleon scattering and produce hadronic sized cross sections 
above the GZK cut-off for M D  in the range of 1 to 10 TeV.3s 
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Table 1 .  Summary of constraints on the fundamental scale M D  in 
TeV from astrophysical and cosmological considerations as discussed 
in the text. 

Supernova Cooling28 
Cosmic Diffuse y-Rays: 

Cosmic SNe3I 
U P  A n n i h i l a t i ~ n ~ ~  

Neutron Star Halo34 
Overclosure of Universe32 
Matter Dominated Early Universe36 
Neutron Star Heat Excess34 

:Po I ; I 
1.5 

1 - - 

2.3. Collider Probes 

If such dimensions are present and quantum gravity becomes strong at  the 
TeV scale, then observable signatures a t  colliders operating at  TeV energies 
must be induced. 

We begin by discussing the derivation of the 4-dimensional effective 
theory, which is computed within linearized quantum gravity. The flat 
metric is expanded via 

where the upper case indices extend over the full D-dimensional spacetime 
and hAB represents the bulk graviton fluctuation. The interactions of the 
graviton are then described by the action 

with TAB being the symmetric conserved stress-energy tensor. Upon com- 
pactification, the bulk graviton decomposes into the various spin states 
as described in the introduction and Fourier expands into Kaluza-Klein 
towers of spin-0, 1, and 2 states which have equally spaced masses of 
m,- = ,/m., where 6 = (nl,nz, ... ns) labels the KK excitation level. 
The spin-1 states do not interact with fields on the 3-brane, and the spin-0 
states couple to the trace of the stress-energy tensor and will not be con- 
sidered here. Their phenomenology is described in Ref. 39. Performing 
the KK expansion for the spin-2 tower, setting TAB = qS&TbV6(yi)  for 
the Standard Model fields confined to  the brane, and integrating the ac- 
tion over the extra dimensional coordinates yi gives the interactions of the 
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graviton KK states with the Standard Model fields. All the states in the 
KK tower, including the f i  = 0 massless state, couple in an identical man- 
ner with universal strength of MG1. The corresponding Feynman rules are 
catalogued in Refs. 20, 29. 

One may wonder how interactions of this type can be observable at  
colliders since the coupling strength is so weak. In the ADD scenario, there 
are (ERc)6 massive Kaluza-Klein modes that are kinematically accessible in 
a collider process with energy E. For b = 2 and E = 1 TeV, that totals 1030 
graviton KK states which may individually contribute to a process! It is the 
sum over the contribution from each KK state which removes the Planck 
scale suppression in a process and replaces it by powers of the fundamental 
scale M D  N TeV. The interactions of the massive Kaluza-Klein graviton 
modes can then be observed in collider experiments either through missing 
energy signatures or through their virtual exchange in Standard Model 
processes. At future colliders with very high energies, it is possible that 
quantum gravity phenomena are accessible resulting in explicit signals for 
string or brane effects; these will be discussed briefly a t  the end of this 
section. We now discuss in detail the two classes of collider signatures for 
large extra dimensions. 

The first set of collider reactions involves the real emission of Kaluza- 
Klein graviton states in the scattering processes efe-  -i y ( 2 )  + G,, and 
( p ) p  + g + G,, or in 2 + ff+ G,. The produced graviton behaves as if it 
were a massive, non-interacting, stable particle and thus appears as missing 
energy in the detector. The cross section is computed for the production of 
a single massive KK excitation and then summed over the full tower of KK 
states. Since the mass splittings between the KK states is so small, the sum 
over the states may be replaced by an integral weighted by the density of 
KK states. The specific process kinematics cut off this integral, rendering 
a finite and model independent result. The expected suppression from the 
Mil1 strength of the graviton KK couplings is exactly compensated by a 
M:, enhancement in the phase space integration. The cross section for 
on-shell production of massive Kaluza Klein graviton modes then scales as 
simple powers of f i /A ! l~ ,  

The exact expression may be found in Refs. 20, 40. It is important to note 
that due to integrating over the effective density of states, the radiated 
graviton appears to have a continuous mass distribution; this corresponds 
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to the probability of emitting gravitons with different extra dimensional 
momenta. The observables for graviton production, such as the y/Z angu- 
lar and energy distributions in e+e- collisions, are then distinct from those 
of other physics processes involving fixed masses for the undetectable par- 
ticles. In particular, the SM background is given by the 3-body production 
e+e- 4 vijy. 

The cross section for e+e- 4 yG, as a function of the fundamental 
Planck scale is presented in Fig. 2 for fi = 1 TeV. The level of SM back- 
ground is also shown, with and without electron beam polarization set at 
90%. We note that the signal (background) increases (decreases) with in- 
creasing fi. Details of the various distributions associated with this process 
can be found in Ref. 40. 

Searches for direct KK graviton production in the reaction e+e- ---t 

G, + y( 2) at LEP 11, using the characteristic final states of missing energy 
plus a single photon or Z boson, have e x c l ~ d e d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  fundamental scales up 
to M D  - 1.45 TeV for two extra compactified dimensions and M D  N 0.6 
TeV for six extra dimensions. These analyses use both total cross section 
measurements and fits to angular distributions to set a limit on the graviton 
production rates as a function of the number of extra dimensions. The 
expected discovery reach from this process has been computed in Ref. 43 
a t  a high energy linear e+e- collider with fi = 800 GeV, 1000 fb-l of 
integrated luminosity, and various configurations for the beam polarization. 
These results are displayed in Table 2 and include kinematic acceptance 
cuts, initial state radiation, and beamsstrahlung. 

The emission process at hadron colliders, for example, qtj 4 g + G,, 
results in a monojet plus missing transverse energy signature. For larger 
numbers of extra dimenisons the density of the KK states increases rapidly 
and the KK mass distribution is shifted to higher values. This is not re- 
flected in the missing energy distribution: although the heavier KK gravi- 
tons are more likely to carry larger energy, they are also more likely to 
be produced at  threshold due to the rapidly decreasing parton distribution 
functions. These two effects compensate each other, leaving nearly identical 
missing energy distributions. In addition, the effective low-energy theory 
breaks down for some regions of the parameter space as the parton-level 
center of mass energy can exceed the value of M D .  Experiments are then 
sensitive to the new physics appearing above M D  that is associated with 
the low-scale quantum gravity. 

Searches from the Tevatron Run I yield similar results as those from LEP 
11,44 however it is anticipated that Run I1 a t  the Tevatron will have a higher 
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The cross section for e+e-  -+ yG, for ,,h = 1 TeV as a function of the fun- 
damental Planck scale, labled here by M,, for various values of 6 as indicated. The cross 
sections for the SN background, with and without 90% beam polarization, correspond 
to the horizontal lines as indicated. The signal and background are computed with the 
requirement E, < 450 GeV in order to eliminate the y Z  -+ vVy contribution to the 
background. From Ref. 20. 

~ensitivity.~' An ATLAS simulation45 of the missing transverse energy in 
signal and background events a t  the LHC with 100 ft-' is presented in 
Fig. 3 for various values of M D  and 6. This study results in the discovery 
range displayed in Table 2. The lower end of the range corresponds to 
where the ultraviolet physics sets in and the effective theory fails, while the 
upper end represents the boundary where the signal is observable above 
background. 

If an emission signal is observed, one would like to determine the values 
of the fundamental parameters, M D  and b. The measurement of the cross 
section at  a linear collider a t  two different values of 6 can be used to 
determine these parameters43 and test the consistency of the data with the 
large extra dimensions hypothesis. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Lastly, we note that the cross section for the emission process can be 
reduced somewhat if the 3-brane is flexible, or soft, instead of being rigid.46 
In this case, the brane is allowed to recoil when the KK graviton is radiated; 
this can be parameterized as an exponential suppression of the cross section, 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the missing transverse energy in background events and signal 
events for 100 fb-l. The contribution of the three principal Standard Model background 
processes is shown as well as the distribution of the signal for several values of 6 and 
M D  From Ref. 45. 

with the exponential being a function of the brane tension AT 

where x, is the scaled energy of the photon. For reasonable values of the 
brane tension, this suppression is not numerically large. The brane tension 
can also be determined by mapping out the cross section as a function of 
6 as shown in Fig. 4. 

The second class of collider signals for large extra dimensions is that of 
virtual graviton e~change ' ' ,~~  in 2 + 2 scattering. This leads to deviations 
in cross sections and asymmetries in Standard Model processes, such as 
efe-  + ff. It may also give rise to new production processes which are 
not present a t  tree-level in the Standard Model, such as gg + !+!-. The 
signature is similar to that expected in composite theories and provides a 
good experimental tool for searching for large extra dimensions for the case 
& <  MD. 
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Figure 4. Dependence of the cross section for the process e+e- + yG, on the center- 
of-mass energy, normalized to  the case where M D  = 5, 6 = 2 at & = 500 GeV. From 
top to bottom, the curves correspond to 6 = 7 ,6 ,5 ,4 ,3 ,2 .  The dashed curves correspond 
to the case where the brane tension is set to AT = 800 GeV. 

Table 2. 95% CL sensitivity to  the fundamental scale M D  in TeV for different 
values of 6, from the emission process for various polarization configurations 
and different colliders as discussed in the text. fi = 800 GeV and 1 ab-l has 
been assumed for the LC and 100 fi3-l for the LHC. Note that the LHC only 
probes M D  within the stated range. 

Graviton exchange is governed by the effective Lagrangian 

4x 
M i  ’ L = i-T VTpv t h.c. (9) 

The amplitude is proportional to the sum over the propagators for the 
graviton KK tower which may be converted to an integral over the density 
of KK states. However, in this case, there is no specific cut-off associated 
with the process kinematics and the integral is divergent for b > 1. This 
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introduces a sensitivity to the unknown ultraviolet physics which appears 
a t  the fundamental scale. This integral needs to be regulated and several 
approaches have been proposed: (i) a naive cut-off s ~ h e m e ~ ~ ~(ii) brane 
 fluctuation^,^^ or (iii) the inclusion of full weakly coupled TeV-scale string 
theory in the scattering process.4g The most model independent approach 
which does not make any assumptions as to the nature of the new physics 
appearing at  the fundamental scale is that of the naive cut-off. Here, the 
cut-off is set to M H  # M D ;  the exact relationship between M H  and M D  is 
not calculable without knowledge of the full theory. The parameter X = f l  
is also usually incorporated in direct analogy with the standard parameter- 
ization for contact interactions5’ and accounts for uncertainties associated 
with the ultraviolet physics. The substitution 

is then performed in the matrix element for s-channel KK graviton ex- 
change with corresponding replacements for t- and u-channel scattering. 
As above, the Planck scale suppression is removed and superseded by pow- 
ers of M H  -TeV. 

The resulting angular distributions for fermion pair production are quar- 
tic in cos0 and thus provide a unique signal for spin-2 exchange. An illus- 
tration of this is given in Fig. 5 which displays the angular dependence of 
the polarized Left-Right asymmetry in efe-  -+ bb. 

The experimental analyses also make use of the cut-off approach. Using 
virtual Kaluza-Klein graviton exchange in reactions with diphoton, diboson 
and dilepton final states, e+e- ---f G, + yy, VV, e l ,  LEP experiments51 
exclude M H  5 0.5-1.0 TeV independent of the number of extra dimensions. 
At the TevatronlS2 the combined Drell-Yan and diphoton channels exclude 
exchange scales up to - 1.1 TeV. In addition, H1 and ZEUS a t  HERA53 
have both placed the bound M H  ;2 800 GeV. 

The potential search reach for virtual KK graviton exchange in pro- 
cesses at  future accelerators are listed in Table 3. These sensitivities are 
estimated for the LHC,54 a high energy efe- linear ~ol l ider ,~’  as well as 
for a yy ~ o l l i d e r , ~ ~  where the initial photon beams originate from Compton 
laser back-scattering. Note that the yy + WW process has the highest 
sensitivity to graviton exchange. 

In summary, present facilities have searched for large extra dimensions 
and excluded their existence for fundamental scales up to - TeV. The reach 
of future facilities will extend this reach to a sensitivity of - 10 TeV. If this 
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Figure 5. Distribution of the angular dependence ( z  = cos 0) of the polarized Left-Right 
asymmetry in e+e- - bb with fi = 500 GeV, taking M D  = 1.5 TeV and X = f l .  
The solid histogram is the Standard Model expectation. The two sets of data points 
correspond to the two choices of sign for A,  and the error bars represent the statistics in 
each bin for an integrated luminosity of 75 fb-'. From Ref. 47. 

Table 3. 
M H  from various processes at  future accelerators. 

The estimated 95% CL search reach for 

M H  (TeV) 
4.1 
7.2 
3.5 
13.0 
8.0 
7.5 
7.1 

scenario is indeed relevant to the hierarchy, then it should be discovered in 
the next round of experiments. In addition] future experiments will have 
the capability to determine the geometry of the higher dimensional space, 
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such as the size and number of extra dimensions, as well as the degree of 
the brane tension. 

If the fundamental scale of gravity is a t  roughly a TeV, then future 
colliders will directly probe new exotic degrees of freedom in addition to the 
Kaluza Klein modes of extra dimensions] including the effects of quantum 
gravity itself. We do not yet have unambiguous predictions for this new 
and unknown physics, but it could take the form of new strongly interacting 
gauge sectors or string or brane excitations. For example, the exchange of 
string Regge excitations of Standard Model particles in 2 -+ 2 scattering4g 
would appear as a contact-like interaction] similar to that of graviton KK 
exchange, but with a large strength. 

It is possible that inelastic scattering at energies >> TeV could be dom- 
inated by the production of strongly coupled objects such as microscopic 
black holes.56 Assuming that these decay via Hawking radiation, they would 
then be observable in future very high-energy ~ o l l i d e r s . ~ ~  

3. TeV-'-Sized Extra Dimensions 

The possibility of TeV-'-sized extra dimensions naturally arises in 
braneworld t h e o r i e ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  By themselves, they do not allow for a reformu- 
lation of the hierarchy problem, but they may be incorporated into a larger 
structure in which this problem is solved. In these scenarios, the Standard 
Model fields are phenomenologically allowed to propagate in the bulk. This 
presents a wide variety of choices for model building: (i) all, or only some, 
of the Standard Model gauge fields exist in the bulk; (ii) the Higgs field 
may lie on the brane or in the bulk; (iii) the Standard Model fermions may 
be confined to the brane or to specific locales in the extra dimension. The 
phenomenological consequences of this scenario strongly depend on the lo- 
cation of the fermion fields. Unless otherwise noted, our discussion assumes 
that all of the Standard Model gauge fields propagate in the bulk. 

The masses of the excitation states in the gauge boson KK towers de- 
pend on where the Higgs boson is located. If the Higgs field propagates 
in the bulk, the zero-mode state of the Higgs KK tower receives a vacuum 
expectation value (vev) which is responsible for the spontaneous breaking 
of the electroweak gauge symmetry. In this case, the resulting mass matrix 
for the states in the gauge boson KK towers is diagonal and the excitation 
masses are shifted by the mass of the gauge zero-mode] which corresponds 
to the Standard Model gauge field, giving 

ms = (mi + 6 ' n'/R:)1/2. (11) 
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However, if the Higgs is confined to the brane, its vev induces mixing, 
amongst the gauge KK states of order (rnoRJ2. The KK mass matrix 
must then be diagonalized in order to determine the excitation masses. For 
the case of 1 extra TeV-'-sized dimension, the coupling strength of the 
gauge KK states to the Standard Model fermions on the brane is fig, 
where g is the corresponding Standard Model gauge coupling. 

We first discuss the case where the Standard Model fermions are rigidly 
fixed to the brane and do not feel the effects of the additional dimen- 
sions. For models in this class, precision electroweak data place strong 
constraints5' on the mass of the first gauge KK excitation. Contributions 
to electroweak observables arise from the virtual exchange of gauge KK 
states and a summation over the contributions from the entire KK tower 
must be performed. For D > 5, this sum is divergent. In the full higher 
dimensional theory, some new, as of yet unknown, physics would regularize 
this sum and render it finite. An example of this is given by the possibility 
that  the brane is flexible or n ~ n - r i g i d , ~ ~  which has the effect of exponentially 
damping the sum over KK states. Due to our present lack of knowledge of 
the full underlying theory, the KK sum is usually terminated by an explicit 
cut-off, which provides a naive estimate of the magnitude of the effects. 

Since the D = 5 theory is finite, it is the scenario that is most often 
discussed and is sometimes referred to as the 5-dimensional Standard Model 
(5DSM). In this case, a global fit to the precision electroweak data including 
the contributions from KK gauge interactions yields5g rnl N RL1 2 4 TeV. 
In addition, the KK contributions to the precision observables allow for the 
mass of the Higgs boson to be somewhat heavier than the value obtained 
in the Standard Model global fit. Given the constraint on R, from the 
precision data set, the gauge KK contributions to the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the muon are small.6o 

Such a large mass for the first gauge KK state is beyond the direct reach 
at present accelerators, as well as a future e+e- linear collider. However, 
they can be produced as resonances at the LHC in the Drell-Yan channel 
provided rnl 5 6 TeV. Lepton colliders can indirectly observe the existence 
of heavy gauge KK states in the contact interaction limit via their s-channel 
exchanges. In this case the contribution of the entire KK tower must be 
summed, and suffers the same problems with divergences discussed above. 
The resulting sensitivities to the gauge KK tower in the 5DSM from direct 
and indirect searches at various facilities is displayed in Table 4. 

We now discuss the scenario where the Standard Model fermions are 
localized at specific points in the extra TeV-'-sized dimensions. In this 
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Table 4. 
the first KK gauge boson e x ~ i t a t i o n . ~ ~  

95% CL search reach for the mass ml of 

LHC 100 fb-’ 
LEP I1 

LC fi = 0.5 TeV 500 fb-’ 
LC fi = 1.0 TeV 500 fb-’ 

13.0 
23.0 

case, the fermions have narrow gaussian-like wave functions in the extra 
dimensions with the width of their wave function being much smaller than 
R;’. The placement of the different fermions at  distinct locations in the ad- 
ditional dimensions, along with the narrowness of their wavefunctions, can 
then naturally suppress” operators mediating dangerous processes such as 
proton decay. The exchange of gauge KK states in 2 --t 2 scattering pro- 
cesses involving initial and final state fermions is sensitive to the placement 
of the fermions and can be used to perform a cartography of the localized 
fermions16’ i. e., measure the wavefunctions and locations of the fermions. 
At very large energies, it is possible that the cross section for such scattering 
will tend rapidly to zero since the fermions’ wavefunctions will not overlap 
and hence they may completely miss each other in the extra dimensions.62 

Lastly, we discuss the case of universal extra d i r n e n ~ i o n s , ~ ~  where all 
Standard Model fields propagate in the bulk, and branes need not be 
present. Translational invariance in the higher dimensional space is thus 
preserved. This results in the tree-level conservation of the &dimensional 
momentum of the bulk fields, which implies that KK parity, (-l)n, is ’ con- 
served to all orders. The phenomenology of this scenario is quite different 
from the cases discussed above. Since KK parity is conserved, KK exci- 
tations can no longer be produced as s-channel resonances; they can now 
only be produced in pairs. This results in a drastic reduction of the col- 
lider sensitivity to such states, with searches a t  the Tevatron yielding the 
b o ~ n d s ~ ~ ) ~ ~  ml ;2 400 GeV for two universal extra dimensions. The con- 
straints from electroweak precision data are also lowered and yield similar 
bounds. Since the KK states are allowed to be relatively light, they can 
produce observable e f f e ~ t s ~ ~ i ~ ~  in loop-mediated processes, such as b 4 sy, 
g - 2 of the muon, and rare Higgs decays. 
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4. Warped Extra Dimensions with Localized Gravity 

In this scenario, the hierarchy between the Planck and electroweak scales is 
generated by a large curvature of the extra  dimension^.^)^ The simplest such 
framework is comprised of just one additional spatial dimension of finite 
size, in which gravity propagates. The geometry is that of a 5-dimensional 
anti-de-Sitter space (AdSs), which is a space of constant negative curvature. 
The extent of the 5th dimension is y = TR,. Every slice of the 5th dimen- 
sion corresponds to a 4-d Minkowski metric. Two 3-branes, with equal and 
opposite tension, sit a t  the boundaries of this slice of Ads5 space. The 
Standard Model fields are constrained to the 3-brane located at  the bound- 
ary y = xRc, known as the TeV-brane, while gravity is localized about the 
opposite brane at  the other boundary y = 0. This is referred to as the 
Planck brane. 

The metric for this scenario preserves 4-d Poincare invariance and is 
given by 

ds2 = e-2kyrlpudxpdxu - d y 2 ,  (12) 
where the exponential function of the 5th dimensional coordinate multiply- 
ing the usual 4-d Minkowski term indicates a non-factorizable geometry. 
This exponential is known as a warp factor. Here, the parameter k governs 
the degree of curvature of the Ads5 space; it is assumed to be of order the 
Planck scale. Consistency of the low-energy theory sets k / z p ~  5 0.1, with 
z p l  = M p l / f i  = 2.4 x 10l8 being the reduced 4-d Planck scale. The 
relation 

-3 
-2 M 5  
M,1= 

is derived from the 5-dimensional action and indicates that the (reduced) 5- 
dimensional fundamental scale a 5  is of order ~ P I .  Since k N M5 - Mp1, 
there are no additional hierarchies present in this model. 

The scale of physical phenomena as realized by a 4-dimensional flat 
metric transverse to the 5th dimension is specified by the exponential warp 
factor. The scale A, = MpIe-ICRcT then describes the scale of all physical 
processes on the TeV-brane. With the gravitational wavefunction being 
localized on the Planck brane, A, takes on the value N 1 TeV providing 
kR ,  N 11 - 12. It has been demonstrated66 that this value of kRc  can be 
stabilized within this configuration without the fine tuning of parameters. 
The hierarchy is thus naturally established by the warp factor. Note that 
since kR ,  N 10 and it is assumed that k - 10l8 GeV, this is not a model 
with a large extra dimension. 

- -  

- 
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Two parameters govern the 4-d effective theory of this scenario:67 A, 
and the ratio k l U p 1 .  Note that the approximate values of these parameters 
are known due to the relation of this model to the hierarchy problem. As 
in the case of large extra dimensions, the Feynman rules are obtained by a 
linear expansion of the flat metric, 

which for this scenario includes the warp factor multiplying the linear ex- 
pansion. After compactification, the resulting KK tower states are the 
coefficients of a Bessel expansion with the Bessel functions replacing the 
Fourier series of a flat geometry due to the strongly curved space and 
the presence of the warp factor. Here, the masses of the KK states are 
m, = xnke-lcRcT = x,A,k/Mpl with the x, being the roots of the first- 
order Bessel function, ie., J1(xn) = 0. The first excitation is then naturally 
of order a TeV and the KK states are not evenly spaced. The interactions 
of the graviton KK tower with the Standard Model fields on the TeV-brane 
are given by 

Note that the zero-mode decouples and that the couplings of the excita- 
tion states are inverse TeV strength. This results in a strikingly different 
phenomenology than in the case of large extra dimensions. 

In this scenario, the principal collider signature is the direct resonant 
production of the spin-2 states in the graviton KK tower. To exhibit how 
this may appear at a collider, Figure 6 displays the cross section for e+e- -+ 
p+p- as a function of &, assuming ml = 500 GeV and varying k / x p l  in 
the range 0.01 - 0.05. The height of the third resonance is greatly reduced 
as the higher KK excitations prefer to decay to the lighter graviton states, 
once it is kinematically allowed.68 In this case, high energy colliders may 
become graviton factories! If the first graviton KK state is observed, then 
the parameters of this model can be uniquely determined by measurement 
of the location and width of the resonance. In addition, the spin-2 nature 
of the graviton resonance can be determined from the shape of the angular 
distribution of the decay products. This is demonstrated in Figure 7, which 
displays the angular distribution of the final state leptons in Drell-Yan 
production, p p  -+ e f t - ,  at  the LHC.69 

Searches for the first graviton KK resonance in Drell-Yan and dijet data 
from Run I a t  the Tevatron restrict67 the parameter space of this model, 
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Figure 6. The cross section for e+e- + p+p- including the exchange of a KK tower 
of gravitons in the Randall-Sundrum model with rnl = 500 GeV. The curves correspond 
to IC/%pl = in the range 0.01 - 0.05. 

as shown in Figure 8. These data exclude larger values of k /=PI for values 
of ml which are in kinematic reach of the accelerator. 

Gravitons may also contribute to precision electroweak observables. A 
precise description of such contributions requires a complete understanding 
of the full underlying theory due to the non-renormalizability of gravity. 
However, naive estimates of the size of such effects can be obtained in 
an effective field theory by employing a cut-off to regulate the theory.70 
The resulting cut-off dependent constraints indicate71 that smaller val- 
ues of k / x p l  are inconsistent with precision electroweak data, as shown 
in Figure 9. 

These two constraints from present data, taken together with the theo- 
retical assumptions that (i) A, 5 10 TeV, i e . ,  the scale of physics on the 
TeV-brane is not far above the electroweak scale so that an additional hier- 
archy is not generated] and (ii) k / u p l  ;5 0.1 from bounds on the curvature 
of the AdSS, result in a closed allowed region in the two parameter space. 
This is displayed in Figure 9, which also shows the expected search reach 
for resonant graviton KK production in the Drell-Yan channel a t  the LHC. 
We see that the full allowed parameter space can be completely explored a t  
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Figure 7. The angular distribution of "data" at the LHC from Drell-Yan production of 
the first graviton KK excitation with ml = 1.5 TeV and 100 ft-' of integrated lumi- 
nosity. The stacked histograms represent the Standard Model contributions, and gg and 
qtj initiated graviton production as labeled. The curve shows the expected distribution 
from a spin-1 resonance. From Ref. 69. 

the LHC, given our theoretical prejudices, and hence the LHC will either 
discover or exclude this model. 

If the above theoretical assumptions are evaded, the KK gravitons may 
be too massive to be produced directly. However, their contributions to 
fermion pair production may still be felt via virtual exchange. In this case, 
the uncertainties associated with the introduction of a cut-off are avoided, 
since there is only one additional dimension and the KK states may be 
neatly summed. The resulting sen~ i t iv i t i e s~~  to A, a t  current and future 
colliders are listed in Table 5. 

The Goldberger-Wise mechanism66 for stabilizing the separation of the 
two 3-branes in this configuration with IcR, N 10 leads to the existence 
of a new, relatively light scalar field. This field is the radion and it is 
related to the radial fluctuations of the extra dimension, and to the scalar 
remnant of the bulk graviton KK decomposition. The radion couples to 
the Standard Model fields via the trace of the stress energy tensor with 
strength N TL/A,. These interactions are similar to those of the Higgs 
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Figure 8. Exclusion regions for resonance production for the first KK graviton excita- 
tion in the Drell-Yan and dijet channels at the Tevatron. The solid curves represent the 
results from Run I, while the dashed, dotted curves correspond to Run I1 with 2, 300 
fl-' of integrated luminosity respectively. The excluded region lies to the left of the 
curves. From Ref. 67. 

Table 5. 95% CL search reach for A, in 
TeV in the contact interaction regime tak- 
ing 500, 2.5, 2, and 100 fb-' of integrated 
luminosity at the LC, LEP 11, Tevatron, and 
LHC, respectively. From Ref. 67. 

I 0.01 I 0.1 I 1.0 
LEP I1 I 4.0 I 1.5 I 0.4 1 LC 6 = 0.5 TeV 1 20; 1 5; 1 il.; I 

LC f i  = 1.0 TeV 
Tevatron Run I1 0.5 

LHC 20.0 7.0 3.0 

boson, and it is allowed to mix with the Higgs, which alters the couplings 
of both fields. The phenomenology of this field is detailed in Refs. 39, 72. 

Astrophysical bounds are not present in this scenario since the first 
graviton KK state occurs at a -TeV. However, the TeV scale graviton KK 
states can induce high energy cosmic rays. In this case, neutrino annihi- 
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Figure 9. Summary of experimental and theoretical constraints on the Randall- 
Sundrum model in the two-parameter plane k/Mpl-ml, for the case where the Standard 
Model fields are constrained to the TeV-brane. The allowed region lies in the center as 
indicated. The LHC sensitivity to graviton resonances in the Drell-Yan channel is rep- 
resented by the diagonal dashed and solid curves, corresponding to 10 and 100 fW1 of 
integrated luminosity, respectively. From Ref. 71. 

lation within a GZK distance of the earth can produce a single graviton 
KK state on resonance which subsequently decays h a d r ~ n i c a l l y . ~ ~  For neu- 
trinos of mass m, - to 10-1 eV, and graviton resonances of order a 
TeV, super-GZK events can be produced. Under the assumption that the 
incident neutrino spectrum extends in neutrino energy with a reasonably 
slow fall-off, the existence of a series of s-channel KK graviton resonances 
will lead to a series of ultra-GZK events. The rates for these bursts are 
generally a t  or near the present level of observability for a wide range of 
model parameters. The fact that such events are not as yet observed can 
be used to constrain the parameter space of this model once a specific 
form of the neutrino energy spectrum is assumed. This is demonstrated 
in Fig. 10. 

In a variant of this model, the Standard Model fields may propagate in 
the bulk. This is desirable for numerous model building reasons as men- 
tioned in the introduction. As a first step, one can study the effect of placing 
the Standard Model gauge fields in the bulk and keeping the fermions on 
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Figure 10. Allowed region in the (k /Mpl)-rnl  plane for various values of X which de- 
scribes the fall with energy of the neutrino flux as E-'l2.  The solid (dotted) diagonal 
red curve excludes the region above and to  the left from direct searches for graviton 
resonances at  the Run I (11, 30 fb-') Tevatron. The light blue (green) curve is an in- 
direct bound from the oblique parameter analysis (based on the hierarchy requirement 
that A, < 10 TeV) and excludes the region below it. The black dashed (dotted) curves 
excluding the regions above them at 95% CL based on present (anticipated future Auger) 
cosmic ray data. 
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the TeV-brane. In this case, one finds74 that the fermions on the brane 
couple to the KK gauge fields - 9 times more strongly than they couple to 
the Standard Model gauge fields. This results in strong bounds on gauge 
KK states from their contributions to electroweak precision data. A global 
fit to the electroweak data set yields the constraint ml 2 25 TeV on the 
first gauge KK mass, implying A, 2 100 TeV. 

This bound can be relaxed if the fermions also reside in the b ~ l k
In this case, a third parameter is introduced, corresponding to the bulk 
fermion mass which is given by m5 = uk with u being of order one. The 
parameter u controls the shape of the fermion zero mode wavefunction. The 
resulting phenomenology is markedly different , and is highly dependent on 
the parameter u. In particular, large mixing is induced between the zero- 
mode top-quark and the states in its KK tower. This results76 in substantial 
shifts to the p-parameter and forces the third generation of fermions to be 
confined to the TeV-brane with only the first two generations of fermions 
being allowed to reside in the bulk. 

An alternate scenario is possible5 when the second brane is taken off to 
infinity, ie., R, -+ co, and the Standard Model fields are confined to the 
brane at  y = 0 where gravity is localized. In this case, the graviton KK 
modes become continuous, ie., the gap between KK states disappears, and 
their couplings to the Standard Model fields are much weaker than Mpl. 

This configuration no longer allows for a reformulation of the hierarchy 
problem, but can potentially be observable77 in sub-mm gravitational force 
experiments. 

Another consistent scenario of this type involves two branes, both with 
positive tension, separated in a five-dimensional Anti-de Sitter geometry 
of infinite extent.78 The graviton is localized on one of the branes, while 
a gapless continuum of additional gravity modes probe the infinite fifth 
dimension. The phenomenological effects of this framework are similar 
to the process of real graviton emission in the ADD scheme with six large 
toroidal dimensions. In this scenario, the resulting cosmological constraints 
are found to be very mild.7g 

5 .  Summary 

If the structure of spacetime is different than that readily observed, gravita- 
tional physics, particle physics and cosmology are all immediately affected. 
The physics of extra dimensions offers new insights and solutions to fun- 
damental questions arising in these fields. Here, we have summarized the 
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pioneering frameworks with extra spatial dimensions which have observable 
consequences at the  TeV scale. We have outlined some of the  experimental 
observations in particle and gravitational physics as well as astrophysical 
and  cosmological considerations tha t  can constrain or confirm these sce- 
narios. These developing ideas and the  wide interdisciplinary experimental 
program tha t  is charted out to investigate them mark a renewed effort to 
describe the  dynamics behind spacetime. We look forward to the  discovery 
of a higher dimensional spacetime. 
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CONTENTS: 
o Introduction, Perspective - since particle physics beyond the SM is presently in 
an incoherent state, with lots of static, a long introduction is needed, including 
some history of the supersymmetry revolutions, physics not described by tbe SM, 
indirect evidence for low energy supersymmetry and how flavor physics should be 
approached. 
o Derive the supersymmetric Lagrangian - the superpotential W. 
o Soft supersymmetry breaking - underlying physics - L,,ft - the MSSM. 
o The p opportunity - R-parity conservation. 
o Count of parameters - constraints - measuring the parameters. 
o Connecting the weak and unification scale. 
o Derivation of the Higgs mechanism - in what sense does supersymmetry ezplain 

o The Higgs spectrum - t anp ,  Yukawa couplings, constraints. 
o LEP Higgs physics - Tevatron Higgs physics can confirm the Higgs mechanism 

o g, A, 
o Effects of soft phases - all observables, not only CPV ones, gp - 2, EDMs, ij 

o Phase structure of simple D-brane models. 
o Tevatron superpartner searches, signatures. 
o Extensions of the MSSM. 
o The importance of low scale supersymmetry is not only that we learn of another 

the Higgs physics. 

and coupling proportional to  mass - Higgs sector measurements. 
- cannot in general measure t a n 0  at  hadron colliders. 

phase, LSP CDM, possible connections to stringy physics. 

profound aspect of our world, but also to provide a window to Planck scale 
physics, in order to  connect string theory and our world. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For about 400 years we have improved our understanding of the physical 
world until we discovered and tested the Standard Model (SM) of particle 
physics, which provides a complete description of our world, of all that we 
see. We know that the basic constituents are quarks and leptons, and we 
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have a complete theory of the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces. 
We also know that much is unexplained, such as what is the cold dark 

matter (CDM) of the universe, and why is the universe made of matter 
rather than being an equal mixture of matter and antimatter, neither of 
which can be explained by the SM. Below I will make a longer list of 
questions the SM cannot answer. And there are conceptual reasons also 
why we expect to find new physics beyond the SM. 

While a number of approaches to physics beyond the SM have been 
worth considering, only one so far has actually explained and predicted 
phenomena beyond the SM, the supersymmetric extension of the SM, which 
will be the focus of these lectures. As we will see, the supersymmetric SM 
has a number of successes, and as yet no failures. I t  is not yet a complete 
theory in the sense that we do not yet understand fully the physics of all of 
its parameters, but it is a complete effective theory because we can write 
the full effective Lagrangian of the theory. One of its important successes 
is that it can be a valid theory to very high energy scales or very short 
distances, near to the Planck scale. Another is that it is not sensitive to 
new physics at some high scale. 

Superstring theories have become very attractive in recent years as well. 
They are formulated near the Planck scale with ten dimensions and presum- 
ably unbroken supersymmetry. String theories only predict or explain that 
there is a gravitational force, and that we live in at most 10 dimensions. 
What is exciting about them from our point of view is that they seem to 
be able to accommodate the SM forces and quarks and leptons, and pos- 
sibly explain how these forces and particles originate. So in these lectures 
we will assume that the basic theory is a string theory at the Planck scale 
(loosely speaking). We do not distinguish string theory from M-theory for 
our top-motivated purposes, since the effective low scale theory from both 
will be parameterized by the same Lagrangian. 

Historically, physics has progressed by one basic method, with experi- 
ment and theory intermingling as each level of the world was understood. 
That method will continue to work as supersymmetry is established experi- 
mentally, as its parameters (masses, flavor rotation angles, phases, vacuum 
expectation values) are measured, and as supersymmetry breaking is stud- 
ied. But the historical approach can only take us to  a broken supersym- 
metric theory near the unification and string scales. It cannot be used to 
learn the form of the 10D supersymmetric string theory. There is a barrier 
that  can only be crossed by human imagination. To cross it we must know 
the Lagrangian of the broken supersymmetric theory near the unification 
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and string scales, and we must understand the 10 D supersymmetric string 
theory very well. Then it will be possible to guess how to jump the barrier. 
In my view it will not be possible to do that until the broken supersym- 
metric theory near the Planck scale is known. No amount of thinking will 
tell us how to compactify the string theory, or to break supersymmetry, or 
to recognize the vacuum of the theory, because there is no practical way to 
recognize if one has it right. 

Let’s pursue this in a little more detail. Sometimes people argue that 
calculating fermion masses will be a convincing way to learn when a com- 
pactification is correct. But the hierarchy of fermion masses implies that 
will be very hard to do. The small masses are unlikely to arise at  the tree 
level, but rather depend on non-renormalizable operators and possibly on 
supersymmetry breaking effects. So perhaps the large masses can be calcu- 
lated, but not the smaller ones, and if the large ones have Yukawa couplings 
of order unity that will be common to many theories. It is of course known 
that huge numbers of manifolds give three families of chiral fermions. A 
little thought suggests very strongly that most of the usual “string phe- 
nomenology” is of a similar nature, and is very unlikely to point toward the 
correct vacuum. Indeed, suppose some string theorist already knew how to 
compactify and to break supersymmetry and to find the correct vacuum. 
How would they convince themselves, or anyone else? 

However, the supersymmetry soft-breaking Lagrangian, L,,ft may of- 
fer more hope for testing theory. The parameters of L,,ft are measurable, 
though little has been known until recently about how to measure most of 
them, and much of these lectures will be about how to measure them. If a 
theorist has an approach to compactification and to breaking supersymme- 
try, then Lsof t  is likely to be calculable more easily than the full Yukawa 
matrix in that approach, and thus knowledge of L,,ft may test ideas better 
than knowledge of the fermion masses. The parameters of L,,ft may be 
less sensitive to uncertain higher order corrections (unless the leading term 
vanishes in which case the one-loop radiative correction is usually not hard 
to work out). The flavor structure of L,,ft depends on the flavor struc- 
ture of the Yukawas and may help untangle that. Progress will come from 
measuring L,,ft at the weak scale, and extrapolating it to the unification 
scale. The patterns of the soft parameters may be typical of one approach 
or another to compactification or supersymmetry breaking or the vacuum 
structure, so the measured L,,ft may focus attention toward particular so- 
lutions to these problems. Superpartners should be directly detected in the 
next few years, and once the initial excitement is past we will turn to the 
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challenging and delightful opportunity to untangle the data and measure 
the Lagrangian. 

Supersymmetry is an idea as old as the SM, and it has not been the 
most fashionable way to describe the real world in recent years. Conse- 
quently many students have not become familiar with supersymmetry as a 
practical theory, nor have they seen the arguments for its validity. Once 
superpartners are directly observed it will not be necessary to include these 
arguments, but at the present time there is some static in the messages 
most students get, so it is worthwhile to  include some tables summarizing 
why classic supersymmetry is the best approach. In these largely pedagog- 
ical lectures I will also not focus on extensive referencing, with apologies 
to many authors. Some references are given to help the reader find the 
relevant additional papers. Many topics are integrated into these lectures, 
and most have been worked on by many authors, so I either have to provide 
extensive referencing or little referencing, and the latter seems reasonable 
here in a pedagogical treatment. For thorough referencing to  the literature 
before the past three years the chapters in Ref. 1 are useful. I will in places 
follow the approach of Martin in Ref. 1, and he has very good referenc- 
ing; the larger version of his chapter on the web is more valuable than the 
printed chapter.2 

We can 
basically split it into five “revolutions” : 

It is good to recall some of the history of supersymmetry. 

HISTORY OF SUPERSYMMETRY REVOLUTIONS 

lSt 1970-72 The idea 
2nd 1974 Supersymmetric relativistic quantum theory 
3Td 1975 Local supersymmetry, supergravity 
4th 1979-83 Supersymmetry solves many problems 
5th 2000-03 Higgs boson and superpartners observed 

Next let us consider a list of important questions that the SM does not 
deal with. Consequently, these can point the way beyond the SM. 

2. PHYSICS NOT DESCRIBED BY THE STANDARD 
MODEL 

0 Gravity 
0 Cosmological Constant 
0 Dark Energy 
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0 What is (are) the inflation(s)? 
0 Strong CP problem 
0 Hierarchy problem 
0 How is the electroweak symmetry broken (EWSB)? 
0 Gauge coupling unification 
0 Matter asymmetry of the universe 
0 Cold dark matter 
0 3 families 

Neutrino masses 
0 Values of quark and charged lepton masses 
0 Approximate Yukawa unification of bottom, tau, and perhaps top 
0 The value of the Higgs boson mass 115 GeV if the LEP signal is confirmed 

The SM cannot account for or explain any of these. I t  can accommo- 
date some of them. Any approach that claims to be making any progress 
(such as large extra dimension ideas) should be able to deal with some or 
most of these simultaneously. Where do they lead us? Supersymmetry of 
the form we are focusing on in these lectures is relevant to most or all of 
these. (There are additional reported deviations from the SM that could 
be relevant and arise from superpartner loops (a) the condition for charged 
current universality, or unitarity of the CKM m a t r i ~ , ~  and (b) the number 
of neutrinos is slightly less than 3.4) 

3. THE HIERARCHY PROBLEM 

The hierarchy problem is the SM problem that quantum corrections raise 
the Higgs boson mass up to the highest mass scale there is. It is a serious 
problem - as someone said, the quantum corrections are not only infinite, 
they are large. The high mass scales do not have to couple directly to the 
Higgs boson; the coupling can be through several loops, as Martin explains 
in some detail. All SM masses (W and Z and quarks and charged leptons) 
are proportional to mh so if mh is large they are too. 

Supersymmetry was not invented or designed to solve this problem (con- 
trary to what is often stated), but it did. If supersymmetry is unbroken 
then loops with particles cancel loops with their superpartners in general. 
For broken supersymmetry the effect is proportional to a power of some 
couplings times the square of the difference of the masses of superpartner 
pairs, and a log of mass ratios. Any solution of the hierarchy problem must 
be insensitive to high scales, and to higher order corrections. If an approach 
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is claimed to deal with the hierarchy problem it must explain how the weak 
and gravitational scales are determined. Later when we discuss EWSB we 
examine in what sense supersymmetry provides this explanation. Some- 
times people make connections between the cosmological constant problem 
and the Higgs hierarchy problem, but they are not the same because the 
calculation of the cosmological constant sums over all states, while the cal- 
culation of the Higgs mass only sums over states with SM gauge quantum 
numbers. Another way to think of the supersymmetry solution is that the 
Higgs doublet becomes a chiral supermultiplet so h and its superpartner 
have the same mass, and the fermion masses are not quadratically diver- 
gent so its superpartner mass is not quadratically divergent. 

4. GAUGE COUPLING UNIFICATION 

One of the most important things we have learned from LEP is that the 
gauge couplings unify a t  an energy above about 10l6 GeV in a world de- 
scribed by a supersymmetric theory, though not in the SM. Further, where 
they meet points toward a unification with gravity near the Planck scale. 
Together these make one of the strongest indications of the validity of the 
view of physics a t  the foundation of these lectures. Any other view has 
to claim this unification is a coincidence! The gauge coupling unification 
implies two important results: 

(1) The underlying theory is perturbative up to the unification scale. 
Sometimes it is said there should be a desert (apart from the superpartners) 
but that is not so - only that whatever is in that range (such as right 
handed neutrinos) does not destroy the perturbativity of the theory. 

(2) Physics is simpler at or near the unification scale. That need not 
have happened - nothing in the SM implies such a result. 

There is another important clue. The supersymmetric gauge coupling 
unification misses by about 10%. More precisely, the experimental value 
of the strong coupling a3 is about 10-15% lower than the value computed 
by running down theoretically from the point were the SU(2) and U(1) 
couplings meet. The details are interesting here - the one-loop result is 
somewhat small because of a cancellation, and the two-loop contribution 
therefore not negligible. If one only took into account the one-loop effect 
the theoretical value would be close to the experimental one but the two- 
loop effect increases the separation. Nature is kind here, on the one hand 
giving us information about the need for supersymmetric unification, and 
on the other giving us a further clue about the physics near the unification 
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scale, or about particles that occur in the “desert” and change the running 
somewhat. 

5. (INDIRECT) EVIDENCE FOR WEAK SCALE 
SUPERSYMMETRY 

We have described two of the strongest pieces of evidence for weak scale 
supersymmetry. The third and to some the strongest is that this approach 
can explain the central problem of how the electroweak symmetry is broken 
- we will consider that in great detail after we derive the supersymmetric 
Lagrangian. First we list here additional evidence for weak scale super- 
symmetry. Sometimes people wrongly imagine that supersymmetry was 
invented to explain some of what it explains so the approximate date when 
it was realized that each of these pieces of evidence existed is listed. Of 
course the theory existed even before it was realized that it solved these 
problems - it was not invented for any of them. For completeness we 
include the evidence we have already examined. 

1980 - Can stabilize hierarchy of mass scales. 
1982 - Provides an explanation for the Higgs mechanism. 
1982 - Gauge coupling unification. 
1982 - Provides cold dark matter candidate. 
1982 - Heavy top quark predicted. 
1992 - Can explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe. 
1993 - Higgs boson must be light in general supersymmetric theory. 
1990 - Realization that either superpartners are light enough to find 

at  LEP, or their effects on precision data must be very small and unlikely 
to be observed a t  LEP/SLC. Supersymmetry effects a t  lower energies arise 
only from loops, which explains why the SM works so well even though it 
is incomplete. 

1982/1995 - Starting from a high scale with a value for sin2 Ow of 3 / 8 ,  
which arises in any theory with a unified gauge group that contains SU(5), 
and also in a variety of string-based theories, the value for sin2 Ow a t  the 
weak scale is 0.2315 and agrees very accurately with the measured value. 

Some of these successes are explanations, and some are correct predic- 
tions. I t  is also very important that all of them are simultaneously achieved 
- often efforts to  deal with the real world can apparently work for one ef- 
fect, but cannot describe the range of phenomena we know. 

There are theoretical motivations for low energy supersymmetry too. 
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It is the last four-dimensional space-time symmetry not yet known to be 
realized in some way in nature, it adds a fermionic or quantum structure to 
space-time, it allows theories to be extrapolated to near the Planck scale 
where they can be related to gravity, local supersymmetry is supergravity 
which suggests a connection of the supersymmetric SM to gravity, it al- 
lows many problems in string theory and string field theory to be solved, 
including stabilizing the string vacuum. It is expected, though not yet 
demonstrated, that low energy supersymmetry is implied by string theory. 
Not all of these necessarily require low energy supersymmetry. In any case, 
improving the theory is nice but is not strong motivation for something to 
exist in nature, so we have emphasized the evidence that actually depends 
on data. 

6. CURRENT LIMITS ON SUPERPARTNER MASSES 

The general limits from direct experiments that could produce superpart- 
ners are not very strong. They are also all model dependent, sometimes a 
little and sometimes very much. Limits from LEP on charged superpart- 
ners are near the kinematic limits except for certain models, unless there 
is close degeneracy of the charged sparticle and the LSP, in which case the 
decay products are very soft and hard to observe, giving weaker limits. So 
in most cases charginos and charged sleptons have limits of about 95 GeV. 
Gluinos and squarks have typical limits of about 250 GeV, except that  if 
one or two squarks are lighter the limits on them are much weaker. For 
stops and sbottoms the limits are about 85 GeV separately. 

There are no general limits on neutralinos, though sometimes such lim- 
its are quoted. It is clear no general limits exist - suppose the LSP was 
pure photino. Then it could not be produced a t  LEP through a Z which 
does not couple to photinos, and suppose selectrons were very heavy so it’s 
production via selectron exchange is very small in pair or associated pro- 
duction. Then no cross section a t  LEP is large enough to set limits. There 
are no general relations between neutralino masses and chargino or gluino 
masses, so limits on the latter do not imply limits on neutralinos. In typical 
models the limits are M ~ s p  2 40 GeV, Mfi2 2 85 GeV. Superpartners get 
mass from both the Higgs mechanism and from supersymmetry breaking, 
so one would expect them to typically be heavier than SM particles. All SM 
particles would be massless without the Higgs mechanism, but superpart- 
ners would not. Many of the quark and lepton masses are small presumably 
because they do not get mass from Yukawa couplings of order unity in the 
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superpotential, so one would expect naively that the normal mass scale for 
the Higgs mechanism was of order the Z or top masses. In models chargino 
and neutralino masses are often of order Z and top masses, with the colored 
gluino mass a few times the Z mass. 

There are no firm indirect limits on superpartner masses. If the g,, - 2 
deviation from the SM persists as the data and theory improve the first 
such upper limits will be deduced. If in fact supersymmetry explains all 
that we argue above it is explaining, particularly the EWSB, then there are 
rather light upper limits on superpartner masses, but they are not easily 
made precise. Basically, what is happening is that EWSB produces the Z 
mass in terms of soft-breaking masses, so if the soft-breaking masses are 
too large such an explanation does not make sense. The soft parameters 
that are most sensitive to this issue are Ms (basically the gluino mass) and 
p which strongly affects the chargino and neutralino masses. Qualitatively 
one therefore expects rather light gluino, chargino, and neutralino masses. 
If one takes this argument seriously one is led to expect M? 5 500 GeV; 
M g 2 ,  M e  5 250 GeV; and  ME^ 5 100 GeV. These are upper limits, 
seldom saturated in models. There are no associated limits on sfermions. 
They suggest that these gaugino states should be produced in significant 
quantities a t  the Tevatron in the next few years. 

There are some other clues that some superpartners may be light. If the 
baryon number is generated at the EW phase transition then the lighter 
stop and charginos should be lighter than the top. If the LSP is indeed the 
cold dark matter, then at  least one scalar fermion is probably light enough 
to allow enough annihilation of relic LSPs, but there are loopholes to this 
argument. 

7. WHAT CAN SUPERSYMMETRY EXPLAIN? 

Supersymmetry can explain much that the SM cannot, as described above, 
particularly the Higgs physics as we will discuss in detail below. Some- 
times people who do not understand supersymmetry say it can “explain or 
fit anything”. In fact it is the opposite. Supersymmetry is a full theory, 
and all that is unknown is the masses (which are matrices in flavor space) 
and the vacuum expectation values, exactly as for the SM. There are many 
conceivable phenomena that supersymmetry could not explain, including 
sharp peaks in spectra a t  colliders, a world with no Higgs boson below about 
200 GeV, a top quark lighter than the W, deviations from SM predictions 
greater than about 1% for any process with a tree-level SM contribution 
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(including Z decay to cc), leptoquarks, wide WW or ZZ resonances, excess 
high-Pt leptons at  HERA, large violations of p / e  universality, and much 
more. None of these has occurred, consistent with supersymmetry, but a 
number of them have been reported and then gone away, and supersymme- 
try did not “explain” them while they were around. Supersymmetry alone 
also cannot explain some real questions such as why there are three families 
or the p - T mass ratio. 

8. HOW DOES FLAVOR PHYSICS ENTER THE 
THEORY? 

The “flavor problem” is one of the most basic questions in physics. By this 
usually three questions are intended. First, why are there three families of 
quarks and leptons, and not more or less? Second, why are the symmetry 
eigenstates different from the mass eigenstates? Third, why do the quarks 
and leptons have the particular mass values they do? Supersymmetry does 
not provide the answers to those questions directly, though it will affect the 
answers. The second and third questions are of course related, but different. 
We could know the answer to the second question but not the third. For 
example, the actual values of masses of the lighter quarks and leptons could 
depend on operators beyond the tree level in the superpotential. The u,d,e 
masses are so small that they could get large corrections from a number of 
sources. 

Where to look for those answers is not something that is agreed on - 
many people have tried to understand flavor physics a t  the TeV scale. Su- 
persymmetry does suggest where to find the answers. Supersymmetry is 
like the SM in that it accommodates the three families and the flavor rota- 
tions but does not explain them. It clearly suggests that the flavor physics 
has basically entered once the superpotential is determined, i.e. when the 
Yukawa couplings in the superpotential are fixed. That occurs as soon as a 
4D theory is written and depends in a basic way on the string physics and 
on the compactification and on the determination of the string vacuum. 
Since the superpotential of the observable sector does not know about su- 
persymmetry breaking, the basic flavor physics probably does not depend 
on supersymmetry breaking either, though how the flavor physics manifests 
itself in L,,ft may. That in turn suggests that learning the Yukawa cou- 
plings and the off-diagonal structure of the trilinears and squark and slepton 
mass matrices can guide us to the formulation of how to compactify and 
how to find the string vacuum, and can test ideas about such physics. The 
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role of supersymmetry breaking is unclear. For example, the structure of 
the trilinear soft-breaking terms can be calculated in terms of the Yukawa 
couplings and their derivatives, but may depend on how supersymmetry is 
broken as well. 

An important point is that we are likely to learn more from data on the 
superpartner masses than we did from the quark masses (as we will discuss 
later). That is because the parameters of L,,ft are rather directly related to 
an underlying theory, while the quark and lepton masses probably are not. 
Probably what we learned from the fermion masses is that some Yukawa 
couplings are of order unity while others are small a t  tree level, arising 
from non-renormalizable operators and/or breaking of discrete symmetries 
and supersymmetry. The masses of the first and second family quarks 
and leptons are probably determined by or very sensitive to small effects 
that are hard to calculate (the first family masses are in the MeV range, 
while the theory makes sense for the 100 GeV range), while the squark 
and slepton masses, and probably the phases, and the approximate size of 
off-diagonal flavor dependent squark and slepton masses and trilinears all 
generally emerge from the theory at  leading order and are thus much more 
easily interpretable than the fermion masses. 

The next question is how to measure the flavor-dependent elements of 
L,,ft, which has 112 flavor-dependent parameters not counting neutrino 
physics. Although certain combinations of them affect collider physics, and 
the masses of the mass eigenstates can be measured a t  colliders, most of 
them affect rare decays, mixing, and CP violation experiments. Collider 
studies of superpartners may tell us little about flavor physics directly. If 
they are to have an observable effect, of course, the supersymmetric con- 
tributions to the decays and mixing and CP violation must be significant, 
which is most likely for processes that are forbidden at  tree level such as 
b + s f y, mixing, penguin diagrams, p + e + y, etc. 

The absence of flavor-changing decays for many systems puts strong 
constraints on some soft parameters. If the off-diagonal elements of the 
squark or slepton mass matrices and trilinears were of order the typical 
squark or slepton masses then in general there would be large flavor mixing 
effects, since the rotations that diagonalize the quarks and charged lep- 
tons need not diagonalize the squarks and sleptons. However, many of the 
constraints from flavor-changing processes in the literature have been eval- 
uated with assumptions that may not apply, so people should reevaluate 
them for any approach they find attractive for other reasons. Much effort 
has gone into constructing models of L,,ft that guarantee without tuning 
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the absence of FCNC, and several approaches exist. If one of them is con- 
firmed when data exists it will be a major clue to the structure of the high 
energy theory. Our view that the flavor physics is determined a t  the high 
scale implies that the resulting structure of the squark and slepton mass 
matrices, and the trilinear coefficients, is also determined a t  the high scale 
and not by TeV-scale dynamics. Thus the absence of FCNC is not and 
should not be explained by an effective supersymmetric theory. Rather, 
the pattern of soft-breaking terms that is measured and gives small FCNC 
will help us learn about the underlying (presumably string) theory. Similar 
remarks could be made about proton decay. 

Once the soft flavor parameters are measured it is necessary to deduce 
their values at  the unification or string scales in order to compare with 
the predictions of string-based models, or to stimulate the development of 
string-based models. There are two main issues that arise. One is how to 
relate measured values of the CKM matrix and soft parameters to the values 
of Yukawa matrices and soft parameters a t  the unification scale, assuming 
no other physics enters between the scales. This is subtle because the 
number of independent parameters is considerably less than the number of 
apparent parameters in L,,ft and the superpotential Yukawas, as discussed 
in Section 17, and the RGE running will for a generic procedure involve 
non-physical parameters. This problem has recently been solved15 giving a 
practical technique to convert measurements into the form of the high scale 
theory. 

The second issue is that presumably there is not a desert between the 
high and low scales. Both gauge coupling unification and radiative elec- 
troweak symmetry breaking imply that no part of the theory becomes 
strongly interacting below the unification scale. But we expect heavy RH 
neutrinos, axion physics, and perhaps “exotic” states such as those often 
generated in stringy models, e.g. vector multiplets, fractionally charged 
uncolored fermions, etc. This issue has not been studied much.6 Perhaps 
by examining appropriate combinations of quantities for the RGE running, 
and by imposing appropriate conditions, it will be possible to use consis- 
tency checks to control the effects of intermediate scale physics. 

9. DERIVATION OF THE SUPERSYMMETRY 
LAGRANGIAN 

In order to understand the predictions and explanations of supersymme- 
try, particularly for the Higgs sector, we must learn the derivation of the 
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supersymmetry Lagrangian. I will present the arguments fully though not 
all the algebra. I will largely follow the approach of Martin. 

Consider a massless and therefore two-component fermion, II, whose su- 
perpartner is a complex scalar 4. Both have two real degrees of freedom. 
But in the off-shell field theory the fermion is a four-component field with 
four degrees of freedom, and we want supersymmetry to hold for the full 
field theory. So we introduce an additional complex scalar F so that there 
are four scalar degrees of freedom also. F is called an auxiliary field. The 
combined fields (II,, 4, F )  are called a chiral superfield or chiral supermul- 
tiplet. I will not be systematic or careful about the two-component vs. 
four-component notation since the context usual is clear. The Lagrangian 
can be taken to be 

-Lfree = C(ap4:8p4i + qiypdpII,i + F:Fi). (1) 
i 

The sum is over all chiral supermulitplets in the theory. Note that the 
dimensions of F are [F]  = m2. The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion 
for F are F = F* = 0 ,  so on-shell we revert to only two independent 
degrees of freedom. One can define supersymmetry transformations that 
take bosonic degrees of freedom into fermionic ones; we will look briefly 
a t  them later. The supersymmetry transformations can be defined so that 
Lfree  is invariant. Next we write the most general set of renormalizable 
interactions , 

(3) 
1 
2 

Lint = -- WijII,i$j + WZFi + C.C. 

Here Wij and W i  are any functions of only the scalar fields, remarkably, 
and Wij is symmetric. If Wij or W i  depended on the fermion or auxiliary 
fields the associated terms would have dimension greater than four, and 
would therefore not be renormalizable. There can be no terms in Lint that 
depend on 4: or 4i since such terms would not transform into themselves 
under the supersymmetry transformations. 

Now imagine supersymmetry transformations that mix fermions and 
bosons, 4 -+ 4 + q!~, II, + II, + ~ 4 .  We should go through these transfor- 
mations in detail with indices, but one can see the basic argument simply. 
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Here E must be a spinor so each term behaves the same way in spin space, 
and we can take E to be a constant spinor in space-time, and infinitesimal. 
Then the variation of the Lagrangian (which must vanish or change only 
by a total derivative if the theory is invariant under the supersymmetry 
transformation) contains two terms with four spinors: 

Neither term can cancel against some other term. For the first term 
there is a Fierz identity (&)($'j$k) + (&$'j)($'k$~~) + (&$'k)($'i$'j)  = 0, so if 
and only if 6Wij/sq5k is totally symmetric under interchange of i,j,k the first 
term vanishes identically For the second term the presence of the hermitean 
conjugation allows no similar identity, so it must vanish explicitly, which 
implies SWij/S4z = 0,and thus Wij cannot depend on 4*!  Wij must be 
an analytic function of the complex field 4. 

Therefore we can write 

(5) wij = Mij + y i j k 4 k ,  

where Mij is a symmetric matrix that will be the fermion mass matrix, 
and yijk can be called Yukawa couplings since it gives the strength of the 
coupling of boson k with fermions i , j ;  yijk must be totally symmetric. 
Then it is very convenient to define 

and Wij = d2W/64,S4j. W is the "superpotential", an analytic function 
of 4, and a central function of the formulation of the theory. W is fully 
supersymmetric and gauge invariant and Lorentz invariant , and an ana- 
lytic function of 4 (i.e. it cannot depend explicitly on 4 * ) ,  so it is highly 
constrained. It determines the most general non-gauge interactions of the 
chiral superfields. 

A similar argument for the parts of bLint which contain a spacetime 
derivative imply that Wi is determined in terms of W as well, 

Because interactions are now present, the equations for F are non-trivial, 
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The scalar potential is related to the Lagrangian by L = T - V, so 
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(8) 

i 

This contribution is called an "F-term" , and is automatically bounded from 
below, an important improvement. 

The above analysis was appropriate for chiral superfields, which will 
contain the fermions and their superpartners. Now we repeat the logic for 
the gauge supermultiplets that contain the gauge bosons and their super- 
partners. Initially they are massless gauge bosons, like photons, A:, with 
gauge index a ,  and two degrees of freedom. Their superpartners are two- 
component spinors A". But as above, off shell the fermion has four degrees 
of freedom, while the massive boson has three, the two transverse polar- 
izations and a longitudinal polarization. So again it is necessary to add an 
auxiliary field, a real one since only one degree of freedom is needed, called 
D". Then the Lagrangian has additional pieces 

where 

Fiv  = 8,A: - 8,AE - g f abCALA: (11) 

and the covariant derivative is 

D,A" = 8,Aa - 9 fabcALAc. (12) 

Note that the notation is unfortunate, with both the covariant derivative 
and the new field being denoted by the standard "D".  Also, I have not been 
careful about two component vs. four component spinors. It is crucial 
for gauge invariance that the same coupling g appears in the definition of 
the tensor F and in the covariant derivative. Lagrangians always have to 
contain all of the terms allowed by gauge invariance, etc., and here we can 
see another term to add, 
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There is one more term that can be added that mixes the fields, Ata($tTa4), 
and its conjugate, with an arbitrary dimensionless coefficient. Requiring the 
entire Lagrangian to be invariant under supersymmetry transformations 
determines the arbitrary coefficient and gives a resulting Lagrangian 

= L g a u g e  + Lchiral+ ga(4*Ta+)Da - f i g a [ ( F T a + ) X a  + ~ + ~ ( + +
(14) 

where all derivatives in earlier forms are replaced by covariant ones. Re- 
markably, the requirement of supersymmetry fixed the couplings of the last 
terms to be gauge couplings even though they are not normal gauge in- 
teractions! The equations of motion for D” give Da = -g(4*Ta4), so the 
scalar potential is 

The sum is over a = 1 , 2 , 3  for the three gauge couplings. The two terms 
are called “F-terms” and “D-terms” . Remarkable, the unbroken supersym- 
metric theory gives a scalar potential bounded from below. On the one 
hand that is good since unbounded potentials are a problem, but it also 
implies that the Higgs mechanism cannot happen for unbroken supersym- 
metry since the potential will be minimized at  the origin. In the above, 

Lchiral = Dp4: f f i4 i  + ‘$iTpDfi$i (16) 

This completes the derivation of the unbroken supersymmetry Lagrangian. 

10. NON-RENORMALIZATION THEOREM 

For unbroken supersymmetry there is a very important result, called the 
non-renormalization theorem, that is very useful for building models to re- 
late the theory to the real world. Because of this result the supersymmetry 
fields get a wave function renormalization only, so they have the familiar 
log running of couplings and masses, but no other renormalizations. Con- 
sequently the parameters of the superpotential W are not renormalized, in 
any order of perturbation theory. In particular, terms that were allowed 
in W by gauge invariance and Lorentz invariance are not generated by 
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quantum corrections if they are not present at tree level, so no F-terms are 
generated if they are initially absent. If there is no p-term in the super- 
potential (see below) , none is generated. The non-renormalization theorem 
is difficult to probe without extensive formalism, so I just state it here. 
References and a pedagogical derivation are given in reference 7. 

11. TOWARD SOFTLY-BROKEN SUPERSYMMETRY 
WITH A TOY MODEL 

Consider the Wess-Zumino model, with, 

and 
1 
2 

L = (84)’ + i 9 b p a p @  - FiF ,  + (-W++99 - W,F, + c.c.). (18) 

This is written in two component notation. W, = -F i  = m4+ $44 
is the derivative of the superpotential with respect to 4,and W@+ the sec- 
ond derivative. We put 4 = ( A  + iB) /2  and F, = ( F  + iG) /2 ,  where 
A, B ,  F, G are real scalars, and switch to four component notation. Under 
the supersymmetry transformations, with E a constant spinor, 

6A = C 7 5 9  (19) 
6B = -c*, (20) 
6 9  = F E  - G 7 5 ~  + + y p d p B ~  (21) 
J F  = - c 7 p a p 9 ,  ( 2 2 )  
6G = -F757’8p9  (23) 

the Lagrangian changes by a total derivative, so the action is invariant with 
the usual assumptions. 

Now substitute for W, and W,, etc. Then the Lagrangian is 

m 9 --(2AF - 2BG) - -(F(A2 - B2)  - 2GAB).  (24) 2 2 J z  
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Now the equations of motion for F, G are 

Substituting these gives interaction vertices X A ( A 2  - B2).  
2 J z  

With one coupling strength g and one mass m the full Lagrangian is 
supersymmetric. (Note that without supersymmetry there can be four 
different masses and four different couplings, so there are six relations pre- 
dicted by supersymmetry which only allows one mass and one coupling.) 
But when supersymmetry is broken we expect the masses to differ. Suppose 
we allow four different masses, mA, me ,  m+, and m,, where the last is the 
mass that is needed in some terms to give each term dimension four, so it 
multiplies g. It’s clear how to rewrite the Lagrangian with these separate 
masses. There are four three-particle vertices, A$$, A3, AB2, B$$. Now 
if we write the expression for a tadpole graph, 

we see that in general this has a quadratic divergence, which cancels in the 
supersymmetry limit as expected. The fermion loop gives a minus sign, the 
factor of 4 in the first term arises from Tr(yfipfi+m+) = Trm+ = 4m+, and 
the 3 in the last from the A3. But - and here is the important point - the 
divergence still cancels if mA # mB # m,, but not if m+ # m,. Thus extra 
contributions to boson masses do not reintroduce quadratic divergences - 
they are called “soft” supersymmetry breaking. But extra contributions to 
fermion masses do lead to quadratic divergences, “hard” supersymmetry 
breaking. This result is true to all orders in perturbation theory, though 
this pedagogical argument does not show it. Some of the results are ob- 
vious since couplings proportional to masses will not introduce quadratic 
divergences, but it is still helpful to see the supersymmetry structure. After 
the supersymmetry breaking there are three masses and one coupling, so 
there are still four tests that the theory is a broken supersymmetric one. 

To understand the general structure of supersymmetry breaking better, 
recall how symmetry breaking works in the SM. It is not possible to break 
the SU(2)  x U(1) symmetry from within the SM. So a new sector, the Higgs 
sector is needed. Interactions are assumed in the Higgs sector that give a 
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potential with a minimum away from the origin, so the Higgs field gets a vev 
which breaks the symmetry. To generate mass for W, 2, q ,  1 an interaction 
is needed to transmit the breaking to the “visible” particles W, 2, q ,  1. For 
fermions this interaction is LfeTmion = geELeRh + cc -+ gevEe after h gets a 
vev for the fermions, and we can identify me = gev. Similarly, for the gauge 
bosons the Lagrangian term (Dph)(D,h) --f g2hhWpW, + g2v2WpWp 
giving W, 2 masses. The fundamental symmetry breaking is spontaneous (h 
gets a vev), but the effective Lagrangian appears to have explicit breaking. 

The situation is very similar for supersymmetry. I t  is not possible to 
break supersymmetry in the “visible” sector, i.e. the sector containing 
the superpartners of the SM particles. A separate sector is needed where 
supersymmetry is broken. Originally it was called the “hidden” sector, but 
that is not a good name since it need not be really hidden. Then there must 
be some interaction(s) to transmit the breaking to the visible sector. Since 
the particles of both sectors interact gravitationally, gravity can always 
transmit the breaking. Other interactions may as well. We will have to 
find out how the breaking is transmitted from data on the superpartners, 
their masses and decays and phases and flavor rotations. Different ways 
of transmitting the breaking give different patterns of the soft parameters 
that we discuss below. A significant complication is that the effects of the 
supersymmetry breaking are mixed up with effects of the transmission. All 
the effects of the supersymmetry breaking and of the way it is transmitted, 
for any theory, are embedded in the soft-breaking Lagrangian that we turn 
to studying. 

12. THE SOFT-BREAKING LAGRANGIAN 

The (essentially) general form of L,,ft iss 

This obviously breaks supersymmetry since only scalars and gauginos get 
mass, not their superpartners. It is soft as in our example above because 
it can be proved to not introduce any quadratic divergences. Models for 
supersymmetry breaking, however they originate, in string theory or super- 
gravity or dynamically, all lead to this form. We will write it for the SSM 
shortly. 
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If all fields carry gauge quantum numbers there are terms that could be 
added to this without generating quadratic divergences, such as 4:q4j +k, 
but such terms seldom arise in models so they are usually i g n ~ r e d . ~  If such 
terms are truly absent once measurements are analyzed, their absence may 
be a clue to how supersymmetry is broken and transmitted. 

13. THE MINIMAL SUPERSYMMETRIC 
STANDARD MODEL 

To write the supersymmetric SM we first take all of the quarks and leptons 
and put them in chiral superfields with superpartners. For each set of 
quantum numbers, such as up quarks or electrons, the scalar, fermion, and 
auxiliary fields ( 4 ,  +, F )  form a supermultiplet in the same sense as ( n , p )  
form a strong isospin doublet or ( ve , e )  form an electroweak doublet. All 
superpartners are denoted with a tilde, and there is a superpartner for 
each spin state of each fermion - that is important since the SM treats 
fermions of different chirality differently. The gauge bosons are put in 
vector superfields with their fermionic superpartners. Since W is analytic 
in the scalar fields, we cannot include the complex conjugate of the scalar 
field as in the SM to give mass to the down quarks, so there must be two 
Higgs doublets (or more) in supersymmetry, and each has its superpartners. 
The requirement that the trace anomalies vanish so that the theories stay 
renormalizable, TR(Y3) = TR(T&Y) = 0 ,  also implies the existence of the 
same two Higgs doublets. (The relevance of anomalies may seem unclear 
since we are only writing an  effective theory, while anomaly conditions only 
need to be satisfied for the full theory. But if the anomaly conditions are 
not satisfied it may introduce a sensitivity to  higher scales that  the effective 
theory should not have.) 

We proceed by first constructing the superpotential so we can calculate 
the F-terms, and then writing the Lagrangian, following equation 6 and 
summing over all the particles. The most general superpotential, if we 
don’t extend the SM and don’t include RH neutrinos, is 

w = iiYu&Hu - dYd&Hd - eY,LHd + pHuHd. (28) 

All the fields are chiral superfields. The bars over u, d, e are in the sense 
of Martin’s notation, specifying the conjugate fields. The signs are con- 
ventional so that masses later are positive. Indices are suppressed - for 
example, the fourth and first terms are 

P( Hu) OL (Hd)D C O L D  and G i  (Yu)ij Qj”, (Hu ) D & O L P .  (29) 
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The Yukawa couplings Y, etc. are dimensionless 3x3 family matrices 
that determine the masses of quarks and leptons, and the angles and phase 
of the CKM matrix after H,” and H: get vevs. They also contribute to the 
squark-quark-higgsino couplings etc. since the fields in W are superfields 
containing all the components. This is the most general superpotential 
for the SSM if we assume baryon and lepton number are conserved (we’ll 
return to this question). To see the structure more explicitly we can use 
the approximations 

Y, = (:: :), Y d =  (:: :), Ye= (:: :), (30) 
0 0 Yt 0 0 Y b  0 0 Y, 

which gives 

w = yt(ttH: - Em,+)  - & ( m i  - bbH,O) (31) 

-Y,(tv,Hi - 77-H:) + p(H,+H,- - HtH,O) 

There are also other interactions from W such as vertices HZtktL, 
fitt;lfL, fi:f~t~, etc., all with the same strength x. All of them are mea- 
surable, and it will be an important check of supersymmetry to confirm 
they are all present with the same strength. All are dimensionless, so 
supersymmetry-breaking will only lead to small radiative corrections to 
these coupling strengths. In general one goes from one to another of these 
by changing any pair of particles into superpartners. 

Before we turn to writing the full soft-breaking Lagrangian, we first look 
at  two significant issues that depend on how supersymmetry is embedded 
in a more basic theory. 

14. THE p OPPORTUNITY 

The term pH,Hd in the superpotential leads to a term in the Lagrangian 

L = ........ + p(I;TTfi i  - t;T:fi,O) + ....... (32) 

which gives mass terms for higgsinos in the chargino and neutralino mass 
matrices, so p enters there. This term also contributes to the scalar Higgs 
potential from the F-terms, 

2 2 v = ....... ]PI2 (]HE1 + IHd”l + ...) + ....... (33) 
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so these terms affect the Higgs mass, and F-terms also give contributions 
to the Lagrangian that affect the squark and slepton mass matrices, 

L = ..... p*(EY,iiH;* + ....) + .... (34) 
Thus phenomenologically p must be of order the weak scale to maintain 

the solutions of the hierarchy problem, gauge coupling unification, and 
radiative electroweak symmetry breaking. The naive scale for any term in 
the superpotential is one above where the supersymmetry is broken, e.g. 
the string scale or unification scale, and since p occurs in W one would 
naively expect p to be of order that scale, far above the weak scale. In 
the past that has been called the “p problem”. But actually it is a clue to 
the correct theory and is an opportunity to learn what form the underlying 
theory must take. For example, in a string theory we expect all the mass 
terms to vanish since the SM particles are the massless modes of the theory, 
so in a string theory p,  which is a mass term, would naturally vanish. That 
could be a clue that the underlying theory is indeed a string theory. In 
the following we will view p = 0 as a “string boundary condition”. Older 
approaches added symmetries to require p = 0. Note that because of the 
non-renormalization theorem once p is set to zero in W it is not generated 
by loop corrections. 

We also know phenomenologically that the p contribution to the 
chargino and neutralino masses and the Higgs mass cannot vanish, or some 
of them would be so light they would have been observed, so we know that 
somehow a piece that plays the same role as p is generated. We will call it 
peff  , but whenever there is no misunderstanding possible we will drop the 
subscript and just write p for p e f f .  Different ways of generating peff give 
different relations to the other soft-breaking parameters, a different phase 
for pe f f ,  a characteristic size for peffl  etc. Once it is measured we will 
have more clues to the underlying theory. Any top-down approach must 
generate peff and its phase correctly. 

15. R-PARITY CONSERVATION 

The p opportunity looks like the p problem if one views supersymmetry as 
an effective low energy theory without seeing it as embedded in a more fun- 
damental high scale theory. Similarly, if we view supersymmetry as only a 
low energy effective theory there is another complication that arises. There 
are additional terms that one could write in W that are analytic, gauge 
invariant, and Lorentz invariant , but violate baryon and/or lepton number 
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conservation. No such terms are allowed in the SM, which accidentally 
conserves B and L to all orders in perturbation theory, though it does not 
conserve them non-perturbatively. These terms are 

The couplings A, A’, A” are matrices in family space. Combining the second 
and third one can get very rapid proton decay, so one or both of them 
must be required to be absent. That is not the way one wants to have a 
theory behave. Rather, B and L conservation consistent with observation 
should arise naturally from the symmetries of the theory. Most, but not 
all, theorists expect that an underlying symmetry will be present in the 
broader case to forbid all of the terms in WR. 

There are two approaches to dealing with WR. We can add a symmetry 
to the effective low energy theory, called R-parity or a variation called 
matter parity, which we assume will arise from a string theory or extended 
gauge group. R-parity is multiplicatively conserved, 

R = (-1)3(B-L)+2S (36) 

where S is the spin. Then SM particles and Higgs fields are even, super- 
partners odd. This is a discrete Zz symmetry. Such symmetries that treat 
superpartners differently from SM particles and therefore do not commute 
with supersymmetry are called R-symmetries. Equivalently, one can use 
“matter parity”, 

p, = (-1)XB-L). (37) 

A term in W is only allowed if P, = $1. Gauge fields and Higgs are 
assigned P, = +1, and quark and lepton supermultiplets P, = -1. P, 
commutes with supersymmetry and forbids WR. Matter parity could be an 
exact symmetry, and such symmetries do arise in string theory. If R-parity 
or matter parity holds there are major phenomenological consequences, 

0 At colliders, or in loops, superpartners are produced in pairs. 
Each superpartner decays into one other superpartner (or an odd 

number). 
The lightest superpartner (LSP) is stable. That determines super- 

symmetry collider signatures, and makes the LSP a good candidate for the 
cold dark matter of the universe. 
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The second approach is very different, and does not have any of the 
above phenomenological consequences. One arbitrarily sets A/  or A” = 0 
so there are no observable violations of baryon number or lepton number 
conservation. Other terms are allowed and one sets limits on them when 
their effects are not observed, term by term. In the MSSM itself R-parity 
must be broken explicitly if it is broken at  all. If it were broken sponta- 
neously by a sneutrino vev there would be a Goldstone boson associated 
with the spontaneous breaking of lepton number (called a Majaron), and 
some excluded Z decays would have been observed. 

We will not pursue this ad hoc approach, because we do not like arbi- 
trarily setting some terms to zero, and we do not like giving up the LSP 
as cold dark matter if we are not forced to. Further, large classes of the- 
ories conserve R-parity or matter parity.1° Often theories have a gauged 
U ( ~ ) B - L  symmetry that is broken by scalar vevs and leaves P, automati- 
cally conserved. String theories often conserve R-parity or P,. Often theo- 
ries conserve R-parity at  the minimum of the Higgs potential. Baryogenisis 
via leptogenesis probably requires R-parity conservation because the usual 
B + L violation plus L violation would allow the needed asymmetries to be 
erased. The lepton number needed for v seesaw masses violates L by two 
units and does not violate R-parity conservation. In general, when super- 
symmetry is viewed as embedded in a more fundamental theory, R-parity 
conservation is very likely and easily justified. Ultimately, of course, exper- 
iment will decide, but we will assume R-parity conservation in the rest of 
these lectures. 

16. DEFINITION OF MSSM 

At this stage we can define the effective low energy supersymmetry theory, 
which we call the MSSM, as the theory with the SM gauge group and 
particles, and the superpartners of the SM particles, and conserved R- 
parity, and two Higgs doublets. Perhaps it would be better to include 
right handed neutrinos and their superpartners as well, but that is not yet 
conventional. 

17. THE MSSM SOFT-BREAKING LAGRANGIAN 

We can now write the general soft-breaking Lagrangian for the MSSM, -- 
-L,,ft = i ( M 3 5 j  + M2WW + M i E Z  + c.c.) 
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For clarity a number of the indices are suppressed. M1,2,3 are the complex 
bino, wino, and gluino masses, e.g. M3 = lM31 ei43, etc. In the second line 
m i ,  etc, are squark and slepton hermitean 3x3  mass matrices in family 
space. The au,d,e are complex 3x3 family matrices, usually called trilinear 
couplings. b is sometimes written as B p  or as mi or as mS2. Additional 
parameters come from the gravitino complex mass and from peff = pei@u ; 
we will usually risk writing the magnitude of peff as just p assuming the 
context will distinguish this from the original p of the superpotential. This 
may seem to involve a lot of parameters, but all the physical parameters are 
observable from direct production and study of superpartners and their ef- 
fects. The absence of observation of superpartners and their effects already 
gives us useful information about some of the parameters. It is important 
to understand that all of these parameters are masses or flavor rotation an- 
gles or phases or Higgs vevs, just as for the SM. If we had no measurements 
of the quark and lepton masses and interactions there would be even more 
parameters for the SM than here. 

With this Lagrangian we can do general, useful, reliable phenomenology, 
as we will see. For example, in the SM we did not know the top quark 
mass until it was measured. Nevertheless, for any chosen value of the top 
mass we could calculate its production cross section at  any collider, all of 
its decay BR, its contribution to radiative corrections, etc. Similarly, for 
the superpartners we can calculate expected signals, study any candidate 
signal and evaluate whether it is consistent with the theory and with other 
constraints or data, and so on. A possible signal might have too small or 
large a cross section to be consistent with any set of parameters, or decay 
BR that could not occur here. Many examples can be given. We can also 
study whether superpartners can be studied at  any proposed future facility. 
Further, most processes depend on only a few of the parameters - we will 
see several examples of this in the following. 

Now let us count the parameters of the broken supersymmetric theory 
relative to the SM. There are no new gauge or Yukawa couplings, and still 
only one strong CP angle 8, so that is already rather economical. Then 
0 m i ,  etc are 5 3x3 hermitean matrices -+ 9 real parameters each --+ 45 
0 U u , d , e  are 3 3x3 complex matrices ---f 18 real parameters each + 54 

M1,2,3, p,  b are complex + 10 
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m&u,d are real by hermiticity -+ 2 
giving a total of 111 parameters. As for the CKM quark matrix it is possible 
to redefine some fields and absorb some parameters. Baryon and lepton 
number are conserved, and there are two U(l)  symmetries that one can see 
by looking a t  the Lagrangian. One arises because if p and b are zero there 
is a symmetry where Hu,d -+ eiLuHu,d and the combinations LE, Qfi, Q d  -+ 

eciaLg, Qfi, Qd. For example, one can take Q -+ eWiaQ, L -+ e-aaL, and 
E,u,d invariant. Such a symmetry is called a Peccei-Quinn symmetry if 
it holds for p = 0 but is broken when p # 0. The other arises because 
if Mi,ai,b = 0 there is a continuous R-symmetry, e.g. the Higgs fields 
can have charge 2, the other matter fields charge 0, and the superpotential 
charge 2. Symmetries are called R-symmetries whenever members of a 
supermultiplet are treated differently. 

With these four symmetries, four parameters can be absorbed. Also, 
the SM has two parameters in the Higgs potential, p2q52 + Xq54, so to count 
the number beyond the SM we subtract those 2. Then there are 111-4- 
2=105 new parameters. The SM itself has 3 gauge couplings, 9 quark and 
charged lepton masses, 4 CKM angles, 2 Higgs potential parameters, and 
one strong CP phase -+ 19. So there are 124 parameters altogether. When 
massive neutrinos are included one has RH v masses, and the angles of 
the flavor rotation matrix (which has 3 real angles and 3 phases for the u 
case since the Majorana nature of the neutrinos prevents absorbing two of 
the phases). In the following we will discuss how to measure many of the 
parameters. All are measurable in principle. Once they are measured they 
can be used to test any theory. In practice, as always historically, some 
measurements will be needed to formulate the underlying theory (e.g. to 
learn how supersymmetry is broken and to compactify) and others will then 
test approaches to doing that. 

Only 32 of these parameters are masses of mass eigenstates! There 
are four neutralinos, two charginos, four Higgs sector masses, three LH 
sneutrinos, six each of charged sleptons, up squarks, and down squarks, 
and the gluino. We will examine the connections between the soft masses 
and the mass eigenstates below. Of the 32 masses, only the gluino occurs 
directly in Lsoft - the rest are all related in complicated ways to L,,ft! 
One could add the gravitino with its complex mass to the list of parameters. 
Even the gluino mass gets significant corrections that depend on squark 
masses. 

Some of the ways these parameters contribute is to determining the 
breaking of the EW symmetry and therefore to the Higgs potential, and the 
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masses and cross sections and decays of Higgs bosons, to the relic density 
and annihilation and scattering of the LSP, to flavor changing transitions 
because the rotations that diagonalize the fermion masses will not in gen- 
eral diagonalize the squarks and sleptons, to baryogenesis (which cannot 
be explained with only the CKM phase), to superpartner masses and sig- 
natures a t  colliders, rare decays with superpartner loops (e.g. b -+ s + y), 
electric dipole and magnetic dipole moments, and more. 

18. CONNECTING HIGH AND LOW SCALES 

Two of the most important successes of supersymmetry depend on con- 
necting the unification and EW scales. We will not study this topic in 
detail here since Martin covers it thoroughly, but we will look at  the as- 
pects we need, particularly for the Higgs sector. The connection is through 
the logarithmic renormalization and running of masses and couplings, with 
RGEs. In general we imagine the underlying theory to be formulated at 
a high energy scale, while we need to connect with experiment a t  the EW 
scale. We can imagine running the theory down (top-down) or running 
an effective Lagrangian determined by data up (bottom-up). It is neces- 
sary to calculate for all the parameters of the superpotential and of the 
soft-breaking Lagrangian. The RGEs are known for gauge couplings and 
for the superpotential couplings to three loops, and to two loops for other 
parameters, for the MSSM and its RHv extension. We will only look at 
one-loop results since we are mainly focusing on pedagogical features. An 
interesting issue is that calculations must be done with regularization and 
renormalization procedures that do not break supersymmetry, and that is 
not straightforward. How to do that is not a solved problem in general, but 
it is understood through two loops and more loops in particular cases, so 
in practice there is no problem. 

Since our ability to formulate a deeper theory will depend on deducing 
from data the form of the theory at the unification scale, learning how to 
convert EW data first into an effective theory at  the weak scale, and then 
into an effective theory at the unification scale, is in a sense the major 
challenge for particle physics in the coming years. There are of course 
ambiguities in running to the higher scales. Understanding the uniqueness 
of the resulting high scale theory, and how to resolve ambiguities as well as 
possible, is very important. 

For the Higgs sector we need to examine the running of several of the 
soft masses, whose RGEs follow. The quantity t is ln(Q/Qo), where Q is 
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the scale and QO a reference scale. 

6 1 6 ~ ~ d M $ ~ / d t  M 3Xt - 692 lM2I2 - 29: IM1I2 (39) 

Note that Xt,b are positive so M$u,d decrease as they evolve toward the 
EW scale from a high scale, and unless tan p is very large, Xt is larger than 
xb. We also need to look a t  just the leading behavior of the squark running, 

1 6 ~ ~ d M i , / d t  = Xt + xb + ... (42) 

167r2dM2,/dt = 2Xt + ... (43) 

16x2dMj3/dt = 2Xb + ... (44) 

Think back to the SM, where the coefficient (usually called p2 there but 
remember that p is not the same as our p )  of 4' in the Higgs potential must 
be negative to lead to spontaneous symmetry breaking with the minimum 
of the potential away from the origin. Here M$u plays the role, effectively, 
of the SM p2 .  We see that because of the large Xt the right hand side of the 
equation for MAu is indeed the largest, and not only does M$u decrease 
as it runs but the other quantities run slower so they do not get vevs at  
the same time. Thus the theory naturally can lead to a derivation of the 
Higgs mechanism! This is extremely important. The theory could easily 
have had a form where no Higgs vev formed, or where a Higgs vev could 
only form if some squark also got a vev, which would violate charge and 
color conservation. The precise conditions for REWSB are somewhat more 
subtle in supersymmetry - Mgu does not actually need to be negative, 
just smaller than as we will see next. 
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19. RADIATIVE ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY 
BREAKING (REWSB) 

The Higgs sector is the natural domain of supersymmetry. The Higgs 
mechanism" occurs as the scale decreases from the more symmetric high 
scale, with vacuum expectation values becoming non-zero somewhat above 
the EW scale. As we will see, the Higgs mechanism is intricately tied up 
with supersymmetry and with supersymmetry breaking - there is no Higgs 
mechanism unless supersymmetry is broken. This should be contrasted 
with the other big issue of flavor physics, the origin of the number of fam- 
ilies and the differences between the flavor and mass eigenstates, which is 
already in the structure of the theory at the unification scale, as discussed 
above. Supersymmetry accommodates the flavor issues, and allows data 
to constrain them, but supersymmetry can explain the Higgs physics with 
string boundary conditions (we'll be more precise about that later). 

Once we have the superpotential and L,,ft we can calculate the scalar 
potential that determines the Higgs physics - that is very different from 
the SM case where one adds the scalar potential in by hand. The result is 
for the electrically neutral fields, 

From now on again we will just write p for p e f f .  Now we want to minimize 
this. If it has a minimum away from the origin vevs will be generated. If 
we had included the charged scalars we could use gauge invariance to ro- 
tate away any vev for (say) H Z .  Then we would find that the minimization 
condition d V / d H i  = 0 implied that ( H T )  = 0, so at  the minimum electro- 
magnetism is an unbroken symmetry. The only complex term in V is b. We 
can redefine the phases of H,,Hd to absorb the b phase, so we can take b 
as real and positive. Then by inspection we will have a minimum when the 
term with b subtracts the most it can, so (H,) (Hd) will be real and posi- 
tive. Since H,, Hd have hypercharge .ti, we can use a hypercharge gauge 
transformation to take the two vevs separately real and positive. Therefore 
at the tree level CP is conserved in the Higgs sector and we can choose the 
mass eigenstates to have definite CP. 

Writing dV/aH,  = dV/dHd = 0 one finds that the condition for a 
minimum away from the origin is 
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b2 > (1P12 + Miu)(lP12 + Mid) .  (48) 

So Miu  < 0 helps to generate EWSB but is not necessary. There is no 
EWSB if b is too small, or if 1p12 is too large. For a valid theory we must 
also have the potential bounded from below, which was automatic for the 
unbroken theory but is not when the soft terms are included. The quartic 
piece in V guarantees V is bounded from below except along the so-called 
D-flat direction (H,) = (Hd) , so we need the quadratic terms positive along 
that direction, which implies 

2b < 2 JpI2 + Miu  + M i d .  (49) 

Remarkably, the two conditions cannot be satisfied if M2u = M2 H d ,  so the 
fact that Miu  runs more rapidly than Mid  is essential. They also cannot 
be satisfied if MgU = M i d  = 0, i.e. if supersymmetry is unbroken! 

We write (H,,d) = v,,d. Requiring the Z mass be correct gives 

2Mi 
v; + Vd 2 = v2 = ~ M (174GeV)2 €3 + gz” 

and it is convenient to write 

t a n p  = v,/vd. (51) 

Then v, =vsinp, vd =vcosp, and with our conventions 0 < p < 7~12. 
With these definitions the minimization conditions can be written 

(52) 
1 
2 1pI2 + M$d = b t a n p -  -Mzcos2p 

2 1 
2 

lpl + M$u = bcotp+ - M ~ c o s ~ ~ .  

These satisfy the EWSB conditions. They can be used (say) to eliminate b 
and lp12 in terms of t a n p  and Mg.  Note the phase of p is not determined. 
These two equations have a special status because they are the only two 
equations of the entire theory that relate a measured quantity ( M i )  to soft 
parameters. If the soft parameters are too large, these equations would 
require very precise cancellations to keep the Z mass correct. 

We have two Higgs fields, each an SU(2) doublet of complex fields, so 
8 real scalars. Three of them are Nambu-Goldstone bosons that are eaten 
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by W*, Z to become the longitudinal states of the vector bosons, just as 
in the SM, so 5 remain as physical particles. They are usually classified 
as 3 neutral ones, h, H ,  A,  and a charged pair, H*. The mass matrix is 
calculated from V with M$ = ka2V/a4iaq5j where q&,j run over the 8 real 
scalars. Then the eigenvalue equation det \ A  - M:I = 0 determines the 
mass eigenstates. This splits into block diagonal 2x2 factors. The factors 
for the charged states and the neutral one in the basis (ImH,,  I m H d )  each 
have one zero eigenvalue, the Nambu-Goldstone bosons. The two CP even 
neutrals can mix, with mixing matrix 

(k )  = JZ (cos a - s i n a )  ( ReH, - v.) 
s ina  COSQ ReHd - Vd (53) 

The resulting tree level masses are 

rn>+M; 1 - J ( m i  + M Z ) 2  - 4 m i M ;  cos2 2p, (54) 
d , , H  = 2 2 

m i  = 2b/sin2P, (55) 

(56) ma+ = m i  + M ~ + .  2 

From eq. 54, one can see that if m i  4 0 then mi  4 0, and if m i  gets large 
then mi + 0, so mi has a maximum. A little algebra shows the maximum 
is 

where we havc emphasized that this maximum docs not include rsdiativc 
corrections. This important result leads to the strongest quantitative test of 
the existence of supersymmetry, that there must exist a light Higgs boson. 
If the gauge theory is extended to larger gauge groups there are additional 
contributions to the tree level mass, but they are bounded too. 

There are also significant radiative corrections. l2 The Higgs potential 
has contributions to the h4 term from loops involving top quarks and top 
squarks. These are not small because the top Yukawa coup!ing is of order 
unity and the top-Higgs coupling is proportional to the top mass. To in- 
clude the effect one has to calculate the contribution to the Higgs potential, 
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reminimize, and recalculate the mass matrix eigenvalues. The result is 

where the last equality uses lcos2pI = 1, which is true for t a n p  2 4. The 
contributions from two loops have mainly been calculated and are small but 
not negligible. This result shows that if mh M 115 GeV, it is necessary that 
the tree level term give essentially the full M z  contribution, so cos2 2p M 1. 

If t a n p  is large the REWSB situation is more complicated. Then the 
top and bottom Yukawa couplings are approximately equal, so from the 
RGEs [equations 39-41] we see that run together, and both can 
go negative, or the conditions [equations 48,491 may not be satisfied. The 
EWSB conditions can be rewritten [using equation 551 so one condition is 
that 

2 m I  M M $ ~  - M $ ~  - M$. (59) 

Experimentally, m i  2 M i  (or A would have been observed at LEP 
or the Tevatron), so the EWSB condition is that  M i u  must be smaller 
than M i d  by an amount somewhat larger than Mi. That allows a narrow 
window, and preferably the theory would not have to be finely adjusted to 
allow the REWSB to occur. Also, in this situation the other condition can 
be written 

when t a n p  is large, and this is a clear fine tuning32 since the natural scale 
for b is of order the typical soft term, presumably of order or somewhat 
larger than M i .  So REWSB is possible with large t a n 0  but i t  is necessary 
to explain why this apparent fine tuning occurs. The actual effects of 
increasing tan@ are complicated. The b and r Yukawas get larger, so the 
top and stop and m&u,d RGEs change. mLu,d get driven more negative, 
but the larger Yukawas decrease the stop masses, which makes mLu less 
negative, etc. 

If t a n p  is large, theories with M i u  and M i d  split are then favored. 
That could occur in the unification scale formulation of the theory. One 
possible way to get a splitting even if MAu, M$d start degenerate is via 
D-terms from extending the gauge theory.I3 D-terms arise whenever a U( l )  
symmetry is broken. Under certain circumstances their magnitude may be 
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of order the weak scale even though the U(1) symmetry is broken at a high 
scale, and they can contribute if the superpartners are charged under that 
U(l)  symmetry. If one looks at  SO(10) breaking to SU(5)xU(l) and the 
breaking of this U( l ) ,  the soft masses are 

m: = mi = m2 21 = m2 10 +mi 
2 2 mL = ma = m: - 3m2, 
mgd,, = mfo f 2m2,. 

The main point for us is that m&, and m$, are split. The splitting af- 
fects the other masses, so in principle mk is accessible experimentally if 
sufficiently many scalar masses can be measured. 

Note that because b is in L,,ft it is not protected by a non- 
renormalization theorem. So to have b small at the weak scale does not 
mean it is small at the unification scale. It’s RGE is 

so if it starts out a t  zero it is regenerated from the second term, or alterna- 
tively cancellations can make it small a t  the weak scale. Such cancellations 
would look accidental or fine tuned if one did not know the high scale the- 
ory, but the appropriate way to view them would be as a clue to the high 
scale theory. Similarly, large t a n p  would presumably mean that one vev 
is approximately zero at  tree level and a small value is generated for it by 
radiative corrections. No theory is currently known that does that, but if 
an appropriate symmetry can be found that does it will be a clue to the 
high scale theory. 

Before we leave Higgs physics we will derive one Feynman rule to illus- 
trate how that works. From above we write 

(61) 
1 Hd = vcosp + -(-hsina! + Hcosa + iAsinp) fi 
1 H ,  = vs inp  + -(hcosa + Hsina  + iAcosp). 

Then from the covariant derivative term there is the Lagrangian contribu- 
tion 

J2 
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so substituting this gives the h Z Z  vertex 

g22v Z’”Z,h(sinPcosa - cospsina)  = - g2Mz  sin(P - a)ZPZ,h 
2 cos2 e cos ew 

(63) 

Similar manipulations give the couplings 

h H A 
tt, CC, GU cosa /s inp  s ina /cosp  co tp  

W W , Z Z  sin(P-a)  cos(p-a)  0 
Z A  c o s ( P - a )  s i n ( p - a )  0 

The ZAh and Z H A  vertices are non-zero, while the Zhh and Z H H  vertices 
vanish; there is no tree level ZW*HF vertex. 

Finally, we note that in the supersymmetric limit where the soft param- 
eters become zero one has 

bb, m... -sin a/ cos p cos a/ sin p tan p (64) 

So the minimum is at p = 0, H ,  = Hd; the latter implies t a n p  =l. 

20. YUKAWA COUPLINGS, tanp , AND 
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
CONSTRAINTS ON tanp 

It’s important to understand how t a n p  originates, and what is known about 
it. At high scales the Higgs fields do not have vevs, so t a n p  does not 
exist. The superpotential contains information about the quark and lepton 
masses through the Yukawa couplings. As the universe cools, at the EW 
phase transition vevs become non-zero and one can define t a n p  =Vu/Vd. 
Then quark and lepton masses become non-zero, mq,l = Yq,lv,,d. 

There are two values for tan p that are in a sense natural. As pointed out 
just above, the supersymmetric limit corresponds to tan p =l. Typically 
in string theories some Yukawa couplings are of order gauge couplings, and 
others of order zero. The large couplings for each family are interpreted 
as the top, bottom, and tau couplings. If x Y b  then t a n b  N mt/mb. 

Numerically this is of order 35, but a number of effects could make it rather 
larger or smaller, e.g. the values of mt and m b  change considerably with 
scale, and with RGE running so m,(Mz)/rnb(Mz) N 50. Finally t a n p  
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is determined a t  the minimum of the Higgs potential, and can be driven 
smaller. 

There are theoretical limits on t a n p  arising from the requirement that 
the theory stay perturbative a t  high scales (remember, the evidence that the 
entire theory stays perturbative is both the gauge coupling unification and 
the radiative EWSB). Requiring that = ggnt/&Mw sin p not diverge 
puts a lower limit on s inp which corresponds to t a n p  2 1.2 when done in 
the complete theory, and similarly Y b  = g z r n b / a M w  cosp leads to t a n p  
5 60. This upper limit is probably reduced by REWSB. 

There are no measurements of tanP,  and as I emphasize below it is 
not possible to measure t a n 0  a t  a hadron collider in general. Perhaps we 
will be lucky and find ourselves in a part of parameter space where such a 
measurement is possible, or more likely, a combination of information from 
(say) g p  - 2 and superpartner masses will lead to at  least useful constraints 
on tan 0. LEP experimental groups have claimed lower limits on tan 0 from 
the absence of superpartner signals, but those are quite model dependent 
and do not hold if phases are taken into account. Similarly, there is a real 
lower limit on t a n p  from the absence of a Higgs boson below 115 GeV, as 
explained above and in Section 22. That limit is about 4 if phases are not 
included, but lower when they are. 

21. IN WHAT SENSE DOES SUPERSYMMETRY 
EXPLAIN EWSB? 

Understanding the mechanism of EWSB, and its implications, is still the 
central problem of particle physics. Does supersymmetry indeed explain 
it? If so, the explanation depends on broken supersymmetry, and we have 
seen that in the absence of supersymmetry breaking the EW symmetry is 
not broken. That’s OK. An explanation in terms of supersymmetry moves 
us a step closer to the primary theory. Historically we have learned to go 
a step at  a time, steadily moving toward more basic understanding. If we 
think of supersymmetry as an effective theory at  the weak scale only, then 
we would expect the sense in which it explains EWSB to be different from 
that we would find if we think of low energy supersymmetry as the low en- 
ergy formulation of a high scale theory. That is, top-motivated bottom-up 
is different from bottom-up. I t  should be emphasized that one could have 
supersymmetry breaking without EWSB, but not EWSB without super- 
symmetry breaking. 

I t  may clarify the issues to first ask what needs explanation. We can 
explicitly list 
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(1) Why are there Higgs scalar fields, i.e. scalars that carry SU(2) xU(1) 

(2) Why does the Higgs field get a non-zero vev? 
(3) Why is the vev of order the EW scale instead of a high scale? 
(4) Why does the Higgs interact differently with different particles, in 

Let us consider these questions. 
At least scalars are naturally present in supersymmetric theories, and 

generally carry EW quantum numbers, whereas in the SM scalars do not 
otherwise occur. If we connect to a high scale theory, some (most) explicitly 
have SM-like Higgs fields, e.g. in the Es representation of heterotic string 
theories. Basically as long as we view supersymmetry as embedded in a 
high scale theory we will typically have Higgs scalars present, though not 
in all possible cases. That in turn can point to the correct high scale theory. 

We have seen that the RGE running naturally does explain the origin of 
the Higgs vev if the soft-breaking terms and p e f f  are of order the weak scale, 
and if one Yukawa coupling is of order the gauge couplings. If we view the 
theory as a low energy effective theory we have seen that we do not know 
why p in the superpotential is zero, but if we view the theory as embedded 
in a string theory then it is natural to have p = 0 in the superpotential. We 
referred to this as string boundary conditions. Then how pef f  is generated 
points toward the correct high scale theory. If pef f  is of order the weak scale 
then it is appropriate to explain the Higgs mechanism and gauge coupling 
unification. Similarly, the mechanism of supersymmetry breaking has to 
give soft masses of order the weak scale if supersymmetry explains (or, as 
some prefer to say, predicts) gauge coupling unification. 

In a string theory, for example, we expect some Yukawa couplings to be 
of order the gauge couplings. We identify one of those with the top quark. 
Then the running of A4$u is fast and it is driven negative, or decreases 
sufficiently, to imply the non-zero Higgs vev. The relevant soft-breaking 
terms, particularly M i u  and must be of order the weak scale. The 
theory accommodates different couplings for all the fermions. It does not 
explain the numerical values of the masses, but allows them to be different 
- that is non-trivial. 

So a complete explanation requires thinking of supersymmetry as em- 
bedded in a deeper theory such as string theory (so scalar fields exist in the 
theory, and p M 0, and the top Yukawa is of order l), and requires that the 
soft terms are of order the weak scale after supersymmetry is broken. If 
we only think of supersymmetry as a low energy effective theory not all of 

quantum numbers, a t  all? 

particularly different fermions? 
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these elements are present, so the explanation is possible but incomplete. It 
is not circular to impose soft-breaking parameters of order the weak scale 
to explain the EWSB since one is using supersymmetry breaking to ex- 
plain EW breaking, which is important progress - that is how physics has 
increased understanding for centuries. 

It is also very important to note that the conditions on the existence 
of Higgs and on p and on the soft parameters are equally required for the 
gauge coupling unification - if they do not hold in a theory then it will 
not exhibit gauge coupling unification. The explanation of EWSB requires 
in addition to the conditions for gauge coupling unification only that there 
is a Yukawa coupling of order the gauge couplings, i.e. a heavy top quark, 
which is a fact. 

Perhaps it is amusing to note that two families are needed to have both 
a heavy fermion so the EW symmetry is broken, and light fermions that 
make up the actual world we are part of. No reasons are yet known why 
a third family is needed - it is clear that CP violation could have arisen 
from soft phases with two families, and does not require the three family 
SM. 

Now that we have developed some foundations we turn to applications 
in several areas. 

22. CURRENT AND FORTHCOMING HIGGS PHYSICS 

There are two important pieces of information about Higgs physics that 
both independently suggest it will not be too long before a confirmed dis- 
covery. But of course it is such an important question that solid data is 
needed. 

The first is the upper limit on mh from the global analysis of precision 
LEP (or LEP + SLC STevatron) data.14 Basically the result is that there 
are a number of independent measurements of SM observables, and every 
parameter needed to calculate at the observed level of precision is mea- 
sured except mh. So one can do a global fit to the data and determine the 
range of values of mh for which the fit is acceptable. The result is that at 
95% C.L. mh should be below about 200 GeV. The precise value does not 
matter for us, and because the data really determines In mh the sensitivity 
is exponential so it moves around with small changes in input. What is 
important is that there is an upper limit. The best fit is for a central value 
of order 100 GeV, but the minimum is fairly broad. The analysis is done 
for a SM Higgs but is very similar for a supersymmetric Higgs over most of 
the parameter space. 
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In physics an upper limit does not always imply there is something below 
the upper limit. Here the true limit is 011 a contribution to the amplitude, 
and maybe it can be faked by other kinds of contributions that mimic it. 
But such contributions behave differently in other settings, so they can be 
separated. If one analyzes the possibilitie~l~ one finds that there is a real 
upper limit of order 450 GeV on the Higgs mass, if (and only if) additional 
new physics is present in the TeV region. That new physics or its effects 
could be detected at  LHC and/or a 500 GeV linear electron collider, and/or 
a higher intensity Z factory ( “giga-Z” ) that accompanies a linear collider. 
So the upper limit gives us very powerful new information. If no other new 
physics (besides supersymmetry) occurs and conspires in just the required 
way with the heavier Higgs state, the upper limit really is about 200 GeV. 

The second new information is a possible signal from LEP16 in its closing 
weeks for a Higgs boson with r n h = 1 1 5  GeV. The ALEPH detector was 
the only group to do a blind analysis, and it is technically a very strong 
detector, so its observation of about a 3g signal is important information. I t  
was not possible to run LEP to get enough more data to confirm this signal. 
Fortunately, its properties are nearly optimal for early confirmation a t  the 
Tevatron, since its mass is predicted, and cross section and branching ratio 
to bb are large. Less is required to confirm a signal in a predicted mass bin 
than to find a signal of unknown mass, so less than 10 fb-’ of integrated 
luminosity will be required if the LEP signal is indeed correct. If funding 
and the collider and the detectors all work as planned confirming evidence 
for h could come in 2004. 

Suppose the LEP h is indeed real. What have we learned?17 Most 
importantly, of course, that a point-like, fundamental Higgs boson exists. 
It is point-like because its production cross section is not suppressed by 
structure effects. It is a new kind of matter, different from the century 
old matter particles and gauge bosons. It completes the SM, and points 
to how to extend the SM. It  confirms the Higgs mechanism, since it is 
produced with the non-gauge-invariant Z Z h  vertex, which must originate 
in the gauge-invariant ZZhh vertex with one h having a vev. 

The mass of 115 GeV also tells us important information. First, the 
Higgs boson is not a purely SM one, since the potential energy would be 
unbounded from below a t  that mass. Basically the argument is that one 
has to write the potential with quantum corrections, and the corrections 
from fermion loops dominate because of the heavy top and can be negative 
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if mh is too small. The SM potential is 

where the argument of the In is some function of the masses larger than one. 
In the usual way X = mi/2v2. The second term in the brackets is negative, 
so X and therefore mh has to be large enough. The full argument has to 
include higher loops, thermal corrections, a metastable universe rather than 
a totally stable one, etc., and requires mh to be larger than about 125 GeV 
if h can be a purely SM Higgs boson. 

Second, 115 GeV is an entirely reasonable value of mh for supersym- 
metry, but only if tan/? is constrained to be larger than about 4. That is 
because as described above, the tree level contribution is proportional to 
lcos2pI and to get a result as large as 115 it is necessary that lcos2/?I be 
essentially unity, giving a lower limit on tan/? of about 4 . Even then the 
tree level can only contribute a maximum of M z  to mh. The rest comes 
from the radiative corrections, mainly the top loop. Numerically one gets 

mi FZ (91)2 + (40)2 {In 3 + ...I 
where m: is an appropriate average of the two stop mass eigenstates. The 
second term must supply about 25 GeV, which is quite reasonable. 

The LEP signal, assuming it is correct, can only provide us a limited 
amount of information since it only supplies two numbers, mh and 0 x BR. 
The full Higgs potential depends on a t  least 7 parameters,1s so none of 
them can be explicitly measured. Because the potential depends on the 
stop loops, it depends on the hermitean stop mass matrix (equation 69 
below). 

Since the elements are complex, in general the loop contributions to 
the Higgs potential will be complex, so the potential will have to be re- 
minimized taking into account the possibility of a relative phase between 
the Higgs vevs. One can write 

At the minimum of the potential it turns out that 0 cannot be set to zero 
or absorbed by redefinitions. The resulting B is a function of the phase of 
p,  $ p ,  and of the phase(s) in at (and of course of other parameters). Thus 
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mh and (Th x BR(bb) are functions of the magnitudes of p and at ,  m i ,  mE, 
b,  t a n p  , and the physical phase(s) q5p + q5at at least. Since some of these 
are matrices they can involve more than one parameter. Also, if t a n p  is 
large there will be important sbottom loops, and chargino and neutralino 
loops can contribute. So only in special cases can data about the Higgs 
sector be inverted to measure tan p and the soft parameters, and only then 
if there are at least 7 observables. 

If 0 is significant then even and odd CP states mix and there are 3 
mixed neutral states which could all show up in the bb or yy spectrum, and 
those spectra could show different amounts of the three mass eigenstates. 
Both cross section and BR for the lightest state can be different from the 
SM and from the CP conserving supersymmetry case. 

One can check that the phase can be very important. For example, 
if a Higgs is observed at  LEP and the Tevatron one can ask what region 
of parameter space is consistent with a given mass and (Th x BR(bb). The 
answer is significantly different, for example for t a n p  , if the phase is in- 
cluded. Or if no Higgs is observed one can ask what region of parameters 
is excluded. If the phase is included the actual limit on mh is about 10% 
lower than the published limits from LEP, below 100 GeV. Similarly, lower 
values of t a n p  are allowed if phases are included than those reported by 
LEP experimenters. 

23. THE STOP MASS MATRIX 

Arranging the stop mass terms from the Lagrangian in the form 

the resulting Hermitean stop mass matrix is 

> -  (69) 
+ m: + A, v(at sin p - p K  cos p)  

mi3 + m: + A, 
mt = 

The A’s are D-terms, from the ($*Tq5)’ piece of the Lagrangian - 
A, = (i - $ sin’ Qw) cos 2pM;, A, = $ sin2 OW cos 2PM;. These EW D- 
terms are proportional to the T3 and hypercharge charges. The pieces 
proportional to sin’ 8w come from the breaking of the U(l)  symmetry and 
vanish if sin’dw --f 0. The m: comes from the F-terms in the scalar po- 
tential, q’H:*H:c i~  and a similar term for i ~ ,  when the Higgs get vevs. 
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F-terms in V also give the term -p.Lytt;"fH:* which gives the second term 
in the 12 position when H: gets a vev. The soft term azLt;"QgH: gives the 
first 12 term when the Higgs gets a vev. Similar mass matrices are writ- 
ten for all the squarks and sleptons. For the lighter ones the Yukawas and 
possibly the trilinears are small, and the fermion masses are small, so only 
the diagonal elements are probably large. Each of the elements above is a 
3x3 matrix, so mt is a 6x6 matrix. at and p. and even v are in general 
complex. 

24. WHAT CAN BE MEASURED IN THE HIGGS 
SECTOR? 

Assuming the LEP signal is indeed valid, as suggested particularly by the 
ALEPH blind experiment, and it is confirmed a t  the Tevatron, what can 
we eventually learn? I will focus on the Tevatron and LHC since they will 
be our only direct sources of Higgs information in the next decade. The 
Tevatron can use the WWh,  ZZH channels. In addition once mh is known 
the inclusive channel, with about a p b  cross section, can be used. If the 
total cross section a t  the Tevatron for Higgs production is 1.5 pb, and each 
detector gets 15 fb-'  of integrated luminosity, the total number of Higgs 
bosons produced is about 45,000 in a known mass bin. At some level it will 
be possible to measure gWWhgb& and gZZhgbbh from axBR for the WWh 
and ZZh channels, so their ratio tests whether h couples to gauge bosons 
proportional to mass. Once mh is known it will be possible to see h --f 77 
in both inclusive production and associated production with a W ,  and test 
if the coupling to fermions is proportional to mass. A similar test comes 
from not seeing h 4 p.p (or seeing a few events of this mode since it should 
occur a bit below the level). The inclusive production is dominantly 
via a top loop so it measures gtth indirectly, and this is complicated since 
superpartner loops contribute as well as SM ones. It may be possible to 
see the t fh final state dire~t1y. l~ Since B R ( y y )  is at the lop3  level an 
observation or useful limit will be possible here if the resolution is good 
enough. All of these can give very important tests of what the Higgs sector 
is telling us. 

I t  is also interesting to ask if data can distinguish a SM Higgs from a su- 
persymmetric one, though most likely there will be signals of superpartners 
as well as a Higgs signal so there will not be any doubt. If t a n p  is large 
the ratio of bb to 77 is sensitive to supersymmetric-QCD effects and can 
vary considerably from its tree level value.20 The ratio of top to bottom 
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couplings is sensitive to ways in which the supersymmetric Higgs sector 
varies from the SM one. If t a n p  is large and mA is less than about 150 
GeV it is possible A can be observed a t  the Tevatron. Altogether, the 
Tevatron may be a powerful Higgs factory if it takes full advantage of its 
opportunities. I t  is still unlikely that there will be enough independent 
measurements a t  the Tevatron to invert the equations relating the soft pa- 
rameters and tan p to observables. The lighter stop mass eigenstate il may 
be observable a t  the Tevatron, and provide another observable for the Higgs 
sector. 

At LHC it is very hard to learn much about the lightest Higgs h if its 
mass is of order 115 GeV. It will most likely be observed in the inclusive 
production and decay to yy, but observation in the yy mode does not tell us 
much about the Higgs physics once the Higgs boson has been discovered, 
which will have occurred if indeed mh x 115 GeV. The yy mode does 
not demonstrate the Higgs mechanism is operating since it occurs for any 
scalar boson. The SM does have a definite prediction for BR(yy) from 
the top and W loops, and superpartner loops can be comparable, so a 
measurement would be very interesting. Note that one cannot assume the 
yy BR is known. 

Maybe it will be possible to detect the 77 mode at LHC using WW 
fusion to produce h and tagging the quarks.21 This mode also confirms 
the non-gauge-invariant W W h  vertex. Considerable additional information 
about the Higgs sector may come from observing the heavier Higgs masses 
and o x  BR, and the heavier stop. Since A + yy but not to ZZ, WW it may 
be possible to see A if it is not above the tf threshold. Decays of the heavy 
Higgs to 7's are enhanced if t a n p  is large. Note that one cannot assume 
only SM decays of h in analysis since channels such as h-, LSP + LSP are 
potentially open and can have large BR since they are not suppressed by 
factors such as mE/M&. The combined data from the Tevatron and LHC 
may provide enough observables to invert the Higgs sector, a t  least under 
certain reasonable and checkable assumptions. 

25. NEUTRALINOS AND CHARGINOS 

The lightest superpartners are likely to be the neutralinos and charginos, 
possibly the lighter stop, and the gluino. Their mass matrices have en- 
tries from the higgsino-gaugino mixing once the SU(2) xU(1) symmetry is 
broken, so the mass eigenstates are mixtures of the symmetry eigenstates. 
When phases are neglected these matrices are described in detail in many 
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places so I will not repeat that here. However, it is worth looking at  the 
most general case including phases for several instructive reasons. The 
chargino mass matrix follows from the L,,ft, in the wino-higgsino basis: 

The situation is actually more subtle - this is a submatrix of the actual 
chargino mass matrix, but this contains all the information - and the 
reader should see Martin or earlier reviews for details. Also, the off-diagonal 
element can be complex too since it arises from the last term in eq.14 when 
the Higgs gets a vev, and the vev can be complex as explained above; 1 will 
just keep the phases of M2 and p here. The masses of the mass eigenstates 
are the eigenvalues of this matrix. To diagonalize it one forms the hermitean 
matrix M t M .  The easiest way to see the main points are to write the sums 
and products of the mass eigenstates, 

= M;p2 + 2M& sin2 2p - 2MkMzpsin 2p cos(42 + 4p)  
Experiments measure the masses of the mass eigenstates. One thing to 

note is that the masses depend on the phases 4 2  and 4p, even though there 
is no CP violation associated with the masses, Often it is implicitly assumed 
that phases can only be measured by observing CP-violating effects, but we 
see that is not so. The combination 4 2  + q5p is a physical phase, invariant 
under any reparameterization of phases, as much a basic parameter as tan ,8 
or any soft mass. 

If one wants to measure the soft masses, p ,  tan p , $2 + 4p it is necessary 
to invert such equations. Since there are fewer observables than parame- 
ters to measure, additional observables are needed. One can measure the 
production cross sections of the mass eigenstates. But then additional pa- 
rameters enter since exchanges of sneutrinos (at an electron collider) or 
squarks (at a hadron collider) contribute. One can decide to neglect the 
additional contributions, but then one is not really doing a measurement. 
If one “measures” t a n p  from the above equations by setting the phase to 
zero, as is usually done, the result is different from that which would be 
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obtained if the phase were not zero. When the phases are present the phe- 
nomenology, and any deduced results, can be quite different. We saw that 
for the Higgs sector above. I t  is studied for the chargino sector in Ref. 22. 
Similar arguments apply for the neutralino mass matrix. 

One implication of this analysis is that tan p is not in general measurable 
a t  a hadron collider - there are simply not enough ob~ervables.'~ One can 
count them, and the equations never converge. Depending on what can 
be measured, by combining observables from the chargino and neutralino 
sectors, and the Higgs sector, it may be possible to invert the equations. 
This is a very strong argument23 for a lepton collider with a polarized 
beam, where enough observables do exist if one is above the threshold 
for lighter charginos and neutralinos, because measurements with different 
beam polarizations (not possible a t  a hadron collider) double the number of 
observables, and measurements with different beam energies (not possible 
a t  a hadron collider) double them again. The precise counting has to be 
done carefully, and quadratic (and other) ambiguities and experimental 
errors mean that one must do a thorough simulationz4 to be sure of what is 
needed, but there appear to be sufficient observables to measure the relevant 
parameters. The issue of observing the fundamental parameters of L,,ft is 
of course broader, as discussed in Section 17. There are 33 masses in the 
MSSM including the gravitino, but 107 new parameters in L,,ft (including 
the gravitino). The rest are flavor rotation angles and phases. Many can 
be measured by combining data from a linear electron collider above the 
threshold for a few superpartners and hadron colliders. I t  is also necessary 
to include flavor changing rare decays to measure the off-diagonal elements 
of the sfermion mass matrices and the trilinear couplings. 

26. NEUTRALINOS 

In a basis Qo = ( B ,  W3, a d ,  gu) terms in the Lagrangian can be rearranged 
into -!j(Qo)TMfiQo with the symmetric 

- -  

Although the elements are complex, this matrix can still be diagonalized 
by a unitary transformation. Its form in a basis q' = (y,Z,h,,h,) is 
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sometimes useful: 

MIS& + MZC& (Mi - M~)SWCW 0 
Mi.&+Mzc& M z  

p sin 2P - p  cos 2P ( -p sin 2p 

Mc = 

If MI M MZ and/or if tan P is large (so sin 2P M 0) this takes a simple form. 
The lightest neutralino is the lightest eigenvalue of this, and may be the 

LSP. Its properties then determine the relic density of cold dark matter (if 
the LSP is indeed the lightest neutralino). It also largely determines the 
collider signatures for supersymmetry. It will be a linear combination of 
the basis states, 

with laI2 + IPI2 + IyI2 + 161' = 1. 
An interesting limit that is a t  least pedagogically instructive arises if we 

take MI M MZ (at the E W  scale) and tan P M 1, and p < M z .  Then fi1 M 6, 
where h = h d  sin P + hu cos P, and M c l  M p. NZ M 7, with M s 2  M M2, 

a M -P M -45" so cos(a - P )  and cos2P -+ 0. At tree level the Zyh ,  hyh, 
and Zhh vertices vanish, and the dominant decay of the second neutralino 
is NZ -+ N1 + y. Mcl 2 Ms2.  

- 

- - 

27. EFFECTS OF PHASES 

The effects of phases have been considered much less than the masses. As 
we saw above for charginos and the Higgs sector they affect not only CP- 
violating observables but essentially all observables. They can have signifi- 
cant impacts in a variety of places, including gp -2 , electric dipole moments 
(EDMs), CP violation in the K and B systems, the baryon asymmetry of 
the universe, cold dark matter, superpartner production cross sections and 
branching ratios, and rare decays. We do not have space to give a com- 
plete treatment, but only to make some points about the importance of the 
observations and what they might teach us about physics beyond the SM 
in general; while we focus to some extent on the phases because they are 
usually not discussed, our concern is relating them to the entire L,,ft. 

There are some experiments that suggest some of the phases are small, 
mainly the neutron and electron EDMs. On the other hand, we know that 
the baryon asymmetry cannot be explained by the quark CKM phase, so 
some other phase(s) are large, and the soft phases are good candidates. 
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Recently it has been argued that very large phases are needed if baryoge- 
nesis occurs at the EW phase t r a n ~ i t i o n ; ~ ~  see also Ref. 26. Further, there 
is no known symmetry or basic argument that the soft phases in general 
should be small. If the outcome of studying how to measure them was 
to demonstrate that  some were large that could be very important because 
both compactification and supersymmetry breaking would have to give such 
large phases. The phase structure of the effective soft Lagrangian at the 
weak scale and at the unification scale are rather closely related, so it may 
be easier to deduce information about the high scale phases from data than 
about high scale parameters in general. If the outcome of studying how 
to measure the phases was to demonstrate that the phases were small that 
would tell us different but very important results about the high scale the- 
ory. I t  would also greatly simplify analyzing weak scale physics, but that 
is not sufficient reason to assume the phases are small. 

28. gp - 2  

In early 2001 it was reported that the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon was larger than the SM prediction by a significant amount. The ex- 
periment is now analyzing several times more data than the original report 
was based on, and the SM theory is being reexamined. 

Even if the effect disappears, it is worth considering g - 2 experiments, 
because in a supersymmetric world the entire anomalous moment of any 
fermion vanishes if the supersymmetry is unbroken, so magnetic moments 
are expected to be very sensitive to the presence of low energy supersymme- 
try, and particularly of broken supersymmetry. The analysis can be done 
in a very general and model independent manner,27 and illustrates nicely 
how one can say a great deal with supersymmetry even though it seems to 
have a number of parameters. So it is also pedagogically interesting. There 
are only two supersymmetric contributions, a chargino-sneutrino loop and 
a smuon-neutralino loop. One can see that starting from the complete the- 
ory, with no assumptions beyond working in the MSSM, there are only 11 
parameters that can play a role out of the original set of over 100, 

IM21 1 (M1( 1 (PI 1 (A,( ,mfir , imfi~,mG,tanp,  4 2  + 4 p ,  41 + d),, d)A + 4 p .  
In the general case all 11 of them can be important, and the experi- 

mental result will give a complicated constraint among them. But if we 
ask about putting an upper limit on superpartner masses, which would be 
of great interest, we can say more. For larger masses one can see that the 
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chargino-sneutrino diagram dominates, and in addition that it is propor- 
tional to tanp;  The t a n p  factor arises from the needed chirality flip on a 
chargino line. Thus only the magnitudes of M2, and p ,  tan@, m, and the 
phase enter in this limit. If we illustrate the result by assuming a com- 
mon superpartner mass rsZ (just for pedagogical reasons, not in the actual 
calculations), we find that 

Further, to put upper limits on the masses we can take the phase to 
be zero since it turns out to enter only in the above form under these 
assumptions (for the general case see Ref. 28). And if we express results in 
terms of the lighter chargino mass rather than M2 and p we can eliminate 
one parameter; for a given chargino mass there will be ranges of M2 and p. 
So we are down to three parameters, with no uncontrolled approximations 
or assumptions. We will not focus on details of the data here since the new 
data in 2002 will in any case require a new analysis. If the effect persists 
there will be significant upper limits on the superpartner masses. Note the 
relevant physical phase here is 4 2  + 4p. 

It is interesting to consider the supersymmetry limit so the supersym- 
metric SM contribution vanishes. In that limit the two lighter neutralino 
masses vanish, and their contribution cancels the photon contribution, the 
two heavier neutralino masses become M z  and their contribution cancels 
that of the 2, and the two charginos have M w  and cancel the W contribu- 
tion. Since the chargino has a sign opposite to that of the W in the super- 
symmetric limit but the same sign for the broken supersymmetry physical 
situation it is important to check that indeed the piece proportional to tan p 
does change sign as needed. 

29. ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENTS 

In the SM electric dipole moments are unobservably small, of order 10-33e 
cm. That is basically because they are intrinsically CP-violating quantities, 
and for CP violation to occur in the SM it is necessary for all three families 
to affect the quantity in question. Gtherwise one could rotate the CKM 
matrix in such a way that the phase did not occur in the elements that 
contributed. So it must be at least a two-loop suppression. There must 
also be a factor of the electron or quark mass because of a chirality flip, 
with the scale being of order M w .  In addition there is a GIM suppression. 
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Interpreting results will be complicated because the neutron, and any nu- 
clear EDM, can have a contribution from strong CP violation, while the 
electron can only feel effects from EW interactions. 

Naively, the EDM is the imaginary part of a magnetic moment opera- 
tor, and the real part is the magnetic moment. So EDMs can arise from 
the same diagrams as g,, - 2 , but for the electron and for quarks (in neu- 
trons). It is more complicated in reality because the part of the amplitude 
that has an imaginary part may not give the dominant contribution to the 
magnetic moment. It has been known for a long time that if the soft phases 
were of order unity and if all contributions were independent, then the su- 
persymmetry contributions to EDMs are too large by a factor of order 50. 
However, over a significant part of parameter space various contributions 
can cancel. Some of that cancellation is generic, e.g. between chargino and 
neutralino in the electron EDM because of the relative minus sign in eq.32. 
The smallness of EDMs may be telling us that the soft phases are small. 
Then we need to find out why they are small. Or it may be telling us that 
cancellations do occur. Cancellations look fine tuned from the point of view 
of the low energy theory, but small phases look fine tuned too. Relations 
among soft parameters in the high scale theory will look fine-tuned in the 
low scale theory if we do not know the origin of those relations. If t an@ 
is very large cancellations become unlikely since the chargino contribution 
will dominate the eEDM just as it does for g,, - 2 , but if t a n 0  is of order 
4-5 the situation has to be studied carefully. 

30. MEASURING PHASES AT HADRON COLLIDERS 

Phases, as well as soft masses, can affect distributions at colliders. We 
briefly illustrate that  here for an oversimplified model.2g Consider gluino 
production at a hadron collider. The Lagrangian contains a term 

It is convenient to redefine the fields so the phase is shifted from the masses 
to the vertex, so one can write & = ei43l2Xg. Then writing the Lagrangian 
in terms of 1c, the vertices q@j get factors e*i@3/2 .  The production cross 
sections for gluinos, for example from q + tj + lj + j by squark exchange, 
have factors e+i43/2 at one vertex and e-a@3/’ at the other, so they do not 
depend on the phase. That is clear from general principles since 4 3  is not 
by itself a physical, reparameterization-invariant phase. But gluinos always 
decay, and for example in the decay j --f q + 4 + B mediated by squarks 
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there is a factor of ei@3I2 at  the q@j vertex and a factor ei@1/2 at the qijB 
vertex, so the rate depends on the physical relative phase $3 - $1. In general 
it is more complicated with all the relative phases of the neutralino mass 
matrix entering. In this simple example the experimental distribution in 
Bin0 energy is 

where x = EBmi and y = mBmg. Other distributions are also affected. 
If one tries to obtain information from gluino decay distributions without 
taking phases into account the answers will be misleading if the phases are 
not small. The same result is of course true for many superpartner decays. 
It is important to realize that the same phases are appearing here as appear 
for example in studying E and E’ in the kaon system or in b + s + y. 

31. LSP COLD DARK MATTER 

If it is stable, the LSP is a good candidate for the cold dark matter of the 
universe. Historically, it is worth noting that this was noticed before we 
knew that non-baryonic dark matter was needed to understand large scale 
structure. It is a prediction of supersymmetry. We discussed above why we 
expected R-parity or a similar symmetry to hold, with the stability of the 
LSP as one of its consequences. Then the basic argument is simple. As the 
universe cools, soon after the EW phase transition all particles have decayed 
except photons, e*, u*, d*,  neutrinos, and LSPs. The quarks form baryons, 
which join with electrons to make atoms. The relic density of all but LSPs is 
known to be 0 s ~  < 0.05, while Omatter M 113. The LSPs annihilate as the 
universe cools, with a typical annihilation cross section uann - pLspG$E2, 
and in the early universe E - T. The expansion rate is governed by the 
Hubble parameter H - T2/Mpl .  The LSPs freeze out and stop annihilating 
when their mean free collision path is of order the horizon, so uann - H. 
This gives a density p ~ s p  - l /MplG$ - lo-’ GeV3. At freeze-out T - 1 
GeV, and p.., is of order the entropy S - T 3  - 1 GeV3, so p L s p / p y  - lo-’, 
similar to the density of baryons. Thus 0 ~ s p  - (MLSp/Mproton)02bary
Quantitative calculations in many models confirm this. 

But the actual calculations of the relic density depend on several soft 
parameters such as masses of sleptons and gauginos, and also on t a n p  
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and on soft phases. In the absence of measurements or a theory that can 
convincingly determine all of these, we cannot in fact say more than that 
qualitatively the LSP is a good candidate, even if WIMPS are apparently 
discovered. Since we have argued above that in practice it is unlikely that 
t an@ will be measured accurately at hadron colliders (though we may be 
lucky with gp - 2 plus hadron colliders), it may be difficult to compute 
flmatteT accurately even after LSPs are detected. It should be emphasized 
that detection of LSPs is not sufficient to argue they are actually providing 
the cold dark matter3' - LSPs could be detected in direct experiments 
scattering off nuclei, and in space based searches, and at colliders even if 
R ~ s p  5 0.05. Alternatively, they could make up the CDM even though 
they were not detected in direct and space based experiments. 

Further, in recent years it has come to be understood that LSPs may 
be produced dominantly by processes that are not in thermal equilibrium 
rather than the equilibrium process described above. In that case the relic 
density is not so simply connected to the LSP nature. 

32. COMMENTS ON RELATING CP VIOLATION AND 
STRING THEORY; COULD THE CKM PHASE BE 
SMALL? 

Where does CP violation originate? Can the pattern of CP phenomena 
give us important clues to formulating and testing string theory? Very 
little work has been done about the fundamental origins of CP violation. 
In 1985 Strominger and Witten discussed how to define CP transformations 
in string theory, and in 1993 Dine, Leigh, and McIntyre argued that CP was 
a gauge symmetry in string theory, for both strong and EW CP violation. 
As a gauge symmetry it could not be broken explicitly, perturbatively. or 
non-perturbatively. More recently Bailin et al, Dent, Geidt, and Lebedev 
have discussed aspects of this question. Little thought has been given to 
CP violation in D-brane worlds, Type IIB theories with SM particles as 
Type I open strings, and so on. 

From the point of view of connecting to the observable world, however 
the CP violation originates it will appear as phases in either the Yukawa 
couplings in the superpotential, or as phases in L,,ft. Any theory for CP 
violation will produce characteristic patterns of such phases. So if we could 
measure those phases perhaps we would have rather direct information 
about such questions as moduli dependence of Yukawas, supersymmetry 
breaking and transmission, vevs of moduli and the dilaton, and the com- 
pactification manifold. 
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If one begins with a string theory including proposed solutions to how to 
compactify, and to break supersymmetry, the connection to the observable 
world is first made by writing down the Kahler potential, gauge kinetic 
function, and superpotential, W = Yolpr&q$~&. Then L,,ft is calculated 
for the assumed approach to supersymmetry breaking, etc. The trilinear 
terms, for example, are linear combinations of the Yukawas and derivatives 
of the Yukawas with respect to moduli fields. So if the Yukawas have large 
phases it seems likely the trilinear terms will also have large phases. On the 
other hand, phases could enter the trilinears through the Kahler potential 
even if they were not present in the Yukawas. Recalling that the quark 
CKM phase is unable to provide the CP violation needed for the baryon 
asymmetry, it is interesting to consider the possibility that all CP violation 
originates in the soft phases. It is possible to describe CP violation in the 
kaon and B systems with only soft phases.31 

Phenomenologically there are a number of ways that soft phases could be 
shown to be large. One is observing an eEDM. The nEDM is not so simple 
to interpret since it could arise from strong CP violation,. but perhaps the 
relative size of the nEDM and HgEDM could show the effect of soft phases. 
The Higgs sector could show phase effects, as could superpartner masses, 
production cross sections, and decay BR. The size of K L  --f .irovv could 
deviate from the SM prediction. I t  is much harder to demonstrate that 
~ C K M  # 0. 

33. PHASES (AND FLAVOR STRUCTURE) OF L,,ft 

The soft-breaking Lagrangian has, as we have seen, many phases, and inter- 
esting and potentially important flavor structure. Few top-down models, 
e.g. string based models, have studied or even looked a t  the phase and 
flavor structure. There is and will be much more data on these topics, and 
there should be much more theoretical analysis of them. We have looked 
a little a t  string motivated models that give interesting phase structure. 
There is some work on this by Bailin et a1 for the heterotic string. Follow- 
ing the framework of Ibanez, Munoz, and R i g ~ l i n , ~ ~  we have looked at  how 
the phases emerge in some D-brane models.33 

If one embeds the MSSM on one brane, usually the gaugino masses Mi 
all have the same phase, arid using the freedom from a U( 1) symmetry as one 
can rotate that phase away. An interesting structure emerges if one embeds 
the SM gauge groups on two intersecting branes. We studied the simplest 
case with SU(2) on one brane, and SU(3)xU(1) on the other. While we 
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did not try to derive such a structure from an actual compactification, it 
is known that explicit compactifications of intersecting branes exist, and 
that open strings connecting D-branes intersecting at non-vanishing angles 
lead to theories with chiral fermions, so it is plausible that such a model 
can exist. We follow Ibanez et a1 in assuming the supersymmetry breaking 
occurs in a hidden sector, and is transmitted by complex F-term moduli 
vevs to the superpartners. Then this model gives for soft terms 

and all the other soft terms are real. One important lesson is that such a 
theory has only 9 parameters - the many parameters of L,,ft have been 
reduced by the theory down to this number. They are 

a 2  - 011 , m 3 / 2 ,  tan P, 14 , IAt I , 4 p ,  x1, x2, x 3 .  (77) 
Here only the relative phase of the moduli vevs enters, m 3 / 2  is the 

gravitino mass and sets the overall mass scale, and the Xi are measures 
of the relative importance of different moduli. The Xi could be measured, 
in which case they would tell us about the structure of the theory, and/or 
they could be computed in a good theory. Measuring the string-based 
parameters here would teach us about formulating and testing string theory. 
Any theory will have relations among the soft parameters so the actual 
number of parameters is far smaller than the full number of L,,ft. This 
number could be reduced further by some assumptions. Also, not all of 
them will contribute in any given process, as we have seen. The resulting 
theory can be used to simultaneously study collider physics and LSP cold 
dark matter as is usual, and also CP violation. An extended version of the 

In this model one can illustrate how results of the low energy theory can 
appear fine-tuned and somewhat arbitrary because they are not apparently 
due to a symmetry when they originate in dynamics that occur at the 
high scale and are hidden at the low energy scale. If the gluino-gluon box 
diagram indeed explains direct CP violation in the kaon system, then one 
needs a certain phase relation to hold, 

can also address flavor issues. 

a% ( $ A , d M i )  " (78) 

which seems fine-tuned. But as we saw in eq.76, M 3  and the elements of 
A have the same phase in this D-brane based theory, and so the quantity 

model
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in eq.78 is zero at  the high scale. Since the phases of Ms and of A run 
differently, a small phase is generated at the low scale. While we are not 
arguing this is the actual explanation for E / K ,  it does nicely illustrate how 
such phases could be related by an underlying theory yet not follow from 
any low energy symmetry. 

34. DIRECT EVIDENCE FOR SUPERPARTNERS?-AT 
THE TEVATRON? 

So far all the evidence for low energy supersymmetry is indirect. Although 
the evidence is strong, it could in principle be a series of coincidences. More 
indirect evidence could come soon from improved gIL - 2 , other rare decays, 
b-factories, proton decay, CDM detection. But finally it will be necessary to 
directly observe superpartners, and to show they are indeed superpartners. 
That could first happen at  the Tevatron collider. 

Indeed, as we discussed earlier, if supersymmetry is really the explana- 
tion for EWSB then the soft masses should be of order M z ,  and the cross 
sections for their production are typical EW ones, or larger for gluinos, so 
superpartners should be produced in significant quantities at the Tevatron 
collider that has just begun to take data after a six year upgrade in lu- 
minosity. Assuming the luminosity and the detectors are good enough to 
separate signals from backgrounds, if direct evidence for superpartners does 
not emerge at  the Tevatron then either nature does not have low energy 
supersymmetry or there is something completely missing from our under- 
standing of low energy supersymmetry. There is no other hint of such a gap 
in our understanding. Thus if superpartners do not appear a t  the Tevatron 
many people will wait until LHC has taken data to be convinced nature is 
not supersymmetric, but it is unlikely that superpartners could be found 
at  the LHC if they are not first found at  the Tevatron. So let us examine 
how they are likely to appear a t  the Tevatron. 

Accepting that supersymmetry explains EWSB, we expect the gluinos, 
neutralinos, and charginos to be rather light. The lighter stop may be light 
as well. Sleptons may also be light though there is somewhat less motivation 
for that. We can list a number of channels and look at  the signatures for 
each of them. Almost all cases require a very good understanding of the 
SM events that resemble the possible signals, both in magnitude (given the 
detector efficiencies) and the distributions. Missing transverse energy will 
be denoted by $ Z T .  It is reasonable to expect the Tevatron to have an 
integrated luminosity of 2 fb-' per detector by sometime in 2004, and 15 
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f b-' by sometime in 2007. Until we know the ordering of the superpartner 
masses we have to consider a number of alternative decays of $2, el, E l ,  9, 
e t ~ . ~ ~  

N 1 +  N 1  

This channel is very hard to tag at  a hadron collider. 

These channels can be produced through an s-channel 2 or a t-channel 
squark exchange. The signatures depend considerably on the character of 
f i 2 ,  $3. escapes. If $2 has a large coupling to $I+ 2 (for real or virtual 
2) then the $1 will escape and the 2 will decay to e or p pairs each 3% of 
the time, so the event will have missing energy and a prompt lepton pair. 
There will also be tau pairs and jet pairs, but those are somewhat harder 
to identify. Or, perhaps $2 is mainly photino and $1 mainly higgsino, in 
which case there is a large BR for f i z  -+ $I+ y and the signature of $2 is 
one prompt y and missing energy. The production cross section can depend 
significantly on the wave functions of $1, $2. If the cross section is small for 
$1 + $2 it is likely to be larger for fi1 + $3. Most cross sections for lighter 
channels will be larger than about 50 f b, which corresponds to 200 events 
(not including BR) for an integrated luminosity of 2 fb-' per detector. 

$1 + $2,3 

El+  z;, 
These states are produced through s-channel W' or t-channel squarks. 

The escapes, so the signature comes from the C1 decay, which depends 
on the relative sizes of masses, but is most often 4 lk+$Z T. This is the 
signature if sleptons are lighter than charginos (61 -+ i' + v, followed by 
ik 4 I* +El), or if sneutrinos are lighter than charginos by a similar chain, 
or by a three-body decay (61 4 $1 +virtual W, W 4 1'+ v). But it is not 
guaranteed - for example if stops are lighter than charginos the dominant 
decay could be --+ t + b. In the case where the lepton dominates the 
event signature is then l*+F , so it is necessary to find an excess in this 
channel. Compared to the SM sources of such events the supersymmetry 
ones will have no prompt hadronic jets, and different distributions for the 
lepton energy and for the missing transverse energy. 

- 

0 $2 + c, 
If E2 decays via a Z to fi1 + I +  + 1- and decays to fi1 + l', this 

channel gives the well-known "tri-lepton" signature, three charged leptons, 
$ZT , and no prompt jets, which may be relatively easy to separate from 
SM background. But it may be that Ez 4 51 + y, so the signature may 
be 1' + y+$ZT. 

i+ + i- 
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Sleptons may be light enough to be produced in pairs. Depending on 
masses, they could decay via i’ .+ l* + &, + u, W + 6. If f i 1  is mainly 
higgsino decays to it are suppressed by lepton mass factors, so [* --+ l* +@z 
may dominate, followed by f i z  -+ @I + y.36 

For a complete treatment one should list all the related channels, and 
combine those that can lead to similar signatures. The total sample may be 
dominated by one channel but have significant contributions from others, 
etc. It should also be emphasized that the so-called “backgrounds” are not 
junk backgrounds that cannot be calculated, but from SM events whose 
rates and distributions can be completely understood. Determining these 
background rates is essential to identifying a signal and to identifying new 
physics, and requires powerful tools in the form of simulation programs, 
which in turn require considerable expertise to use correctly. The total 
production cross section for all neutralino and chargino channels a t  the 
Tevatron collider is expected to be between 0.1 and 10 pb,  depending on 
how light the superpartners are, so even in the worst case there should be 
several hundred events in the two detectors. If the cross sections are on the 
low side it will require combining inclusive signatures to demonstrate new 
physics has been observed. 

0 gluinos can be produced via several channels, ij + 3,  ij + el, 3 + N1, 

etc. 
If supersymmetry indeed explains EWSB it would be surprising if the 

gluino were heavier than about 500 GeV, as argued above. Then the total 
cross section for its production should be large enough to observe it a t  
the Tevatron. If all its decays are three-body, e.g. ij --j 4 + 4 followed by 
@ -+ q + (?I, etc, then the signature has energetic jets, @ T, and sometimes 
charged leptons. There are two channels that are particularly interesting 
and not unlikely to occur - if t + f or b + 6 are lighter than ij then they 
will dominate because they are two-body. The signatures can then be quite 
different, with mostly b and c jets, and smaller multiplicity. 

Gluinos and neutralinos are normally Majorana particles. Therefore 
they can decay either as particle or antiparticle. If, for example, a decay 
path ij -+ t(- W-6) + f occurs, with W -  -+ e-u, there is an equal prob- 
ability for ij -+ e+ + .... Then a pair of gluinos can with equal probability 
give same-sign or opposite sign dileptons! The same result holds for any 
way of tagging the electric charge - we just focus on leptons since their 
charge is easiest to identify. The same result holds for neutralinos. The SM 
allows no way to get prompt isolated same-sign leptons, so any observation 
of such events is a signal beyond the SM, and very likely a strong indication 
of supersymmetry. 

- 
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0 Stops can be rather light, so they should be looked for very seriously. 
They can be pair-produced via gluons, with a cross section that is about 
1/8 of the top pair cross section. It is smaller because of a p-wave threshold 
suppression for scalars, and a factor of 4 suppression for the number of spin 
states. They could also be produced in top decays if they were lighter than 
mt - Mfil  , and in gluino decays if they are lighter than mj - mt, which 
is not a t  all unlikely. Their obvious decay is f + E + b, which will indeed 
dominate if m,- > me. If this relation does not hold, it may still dominate 
as a virtual decay, followed by E real or virtual decay (say to W + El), 
in which case the final state is 4-body after W decays, and suppressed by 
4-body phase space. That may allow the one-loop decay f -+ c + f i ~  to 
dominate stop decay. As an example of how various signatures may arise, 
if the mass ordering is t > + fi1, then a produced 
t f  pair will sometimes (depending on the relative branching ratio, which 
depends on the mass values) have one top decay to W + b and the other 
to c + f i1 ,  giving a W + 2 jets signature, with the jets detectable by b or 
charm tagging, and thus an excess of such events. 

0 An event was reported by the CDF collaboration from Tevatron Run 
1, p p  + eeyyF , that is interesting for several reasons, both as a possible 
signal and to illustrate some pedagogical issues. That such an event might 
be an early signal of supersymmetry was suggested in 1986. I t  can arise36,37 
if a selectron pair is produced, and if the LSP is higgsino-like, in which case 
the decay of the selectron to e + fi1 is suppressed by a factor of me. Then 
E + e + f i 2  dominates, followed by f i z  -+ f i1+ y. The only way to get such 
an event in the SM is production of WWyy with both W + e + v, with an 
overall probability of order lop6  for such an event in Run 1. Other checks 
on kinematics, cross section for selectrons, etc., allow a supersymmetry in- 
terpretation, and the resulting values of masses do not imply any that must 
have been found at  LEP or as other observable channels a t  the Tevatron, 
though over some of the parameter space some associated signal could have 
been seen. There are many consistency conditions that must be checked if 
such an interpretation is allowed, and a number of them could have failed 
but did not. Indeed, a related interpretation that had the decay of the se- 
lectron to electron plus very light gravitino is excluded by the absence of a 
signal at  LEP for events with two photons and large missing energy. If this 
event were a signal additional ones would soon occur in Run 2. Because 
of the needed branching ratios there would be no trilepton signal a t  the 
Tevatron, since f i 2  decays mainly into a photon instead of l+l - ,  and the 
decay of f i3  would be dominated by fiv. 

> f > fi1 and t > 
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Although it might look easy to interpret any non-standard signal or 
excess as supersymmetry, in fact a little thought shows it is very difficult. 
As illustrated in the above examples, a given signature implies an ordering 
of superpartner masses, which implies a number of cross section and decay 
branching ratios. All must be right. All the couplings in the Lagrangian 
are determined, so there is little freedom once the masses are fixed by the 
kinematics of the candidate events. To prove a possible signal is indeed 
consistent with supersymmetry one has also to check that relations among 
couplings are indeed satisfied. Such checks will be easy at  lepton colliders, 
but difficult a t  hadron colliders, so we do not focus on them here. There 
can of course be alternative interpretations of any new physics, but in all 
cases it will be possible to show the supersymmetry one is preferred (if it 
is indeed correct) - that is a challenge we would love to have. 

35. AFTER THE FIRST CELEBRATION 

Once a signal is found, presumably at  the Tevatron, there will of course be 
a lot of checking required to confirm it because it will not be dramatic, as 
discussed above, but rather excesses in a few channels that slowly increase 
with integrated luminosity. Deducing even the masses of mass eigenstates 
may be difficult if more than one channel contributes significantly to a topo- 
logical excess. Nevertheless, it will be possible to very quickly deduce some 
general results about supersymmetry breaking and how it is transmitted. 

For example, one of the key questions is the nature of the LSP.38 That 
can immediately exclude some ways to transmit supersymmetry breaking 
and favor others, and constrain ideas about how supersymmetry breaking 
occurs. From the discussion above we can make a table whose columns 
are various forms the LSP can take and whose rows are qualitative sig- 
natures that do not require complete studies, though they still require an 
understanding of the backgrounds: 

- 
B h unstable 

prompt y’s no some yes no 
trileptons yes no no no 
large F T  yes yes yes no 

The table can be extended to other and more detailed LSP descriptions 
such as wino LSP, degenerate LSP and NLSP, etc. It can be extended to 
a number of additional signatures and made more quantitative. There are 
some caveats that can be added - e.g. for the gravitino case it can happen 
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that long lifetimes for the lightest neutralino change the signature. But 
the basic point that qualitative features of the excess events will tell us a 
considerable amount remains. An unstable LSP implies that R-parity (or 
matter parity) is not conserved, a gravitino LSP implies gauge mediation 
for the way the supersymmetry breaking is transmitted, and the bin0 and 
higgsino LSP’s suggest gravity mediation, with different consequences for 
cold dark matter. 

36. EXTENSIONS OF THE MSSM 

I want to emphasize that it may be very important to not restrict analysis 
of data by over constraining the MSSM with additional assumptions. Also 
I have focused on the MSSM for pedagogical simplicity, but nature could 
define simplicity differently. Surely the neutrino sector must be added, and 
that affects RGE’s for the sectors we have examined. There is good moti- 
vation for extra U( l )  symmetries, which may lead to extra D-terms and to 
extra neutralinos that mix to affect the neutralino mass eigenstates behavior 
and the CDM physics. There will be Planck-scale suppressed operators that 
may be crucial for flavor physics and for understanding the fermion masses 
and for precise calculations of gauge coupling unification. There may be ex- 
tra scalars related to inflation, and axions, which affect cosmology and CDM 
physics. By using the MSSM without assuming relations among parame- 
ters many of these affects can be allowed for, while if parameters are related 
by ad hoc assumptions the extensions could only appear if inconsistencies 
appeared in the analysis - that is hard to see because of the initially large 
experimental uncertainties. For example, extra D-terms shift various scalar 
masses and separate M i u  and M:d, so assuming all the scalars masses are 
degenerate does not allow the D-term contributions to appear. 

37. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

These lectures have emphasized how to construct a supersymmetric descrip- 
tion of nature at the weak scale based on forthcoming data from colliders, 
rare decays, static properties, cold dark matter studies, and more, and how 
to connect that to a unification scale description, so that we can eventu- 
ally learn a complete effective Lagrangian near the Planck scale. That is 
the most that can be achieved by the traditional approach of science. If 
we also understand string theory (and we do not distinguish here between 
string theory and M-theory) well enough, possibly we will be able to bridge 
the gap to the Planck scale in 10 dimensions and formulate a fundamental 
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theory. If so a number of features of the effective theory will be able to test 
ideas about the fundamental theory. The most important features of the 
experimental discovery of supersymmetry will be threefold: we will under- 
stand the natural world better; we will know we are on the right track to 
make more progress; and we will be opening a window to see physics at the 
Planck scale, which makes immensely more likely that we will be able to 
formulate and test a fundamental theory at  the Planck scale. 

Sometimes I am asked “what is left to compute” by students or postdocs 
looking for interesting projects, and interested workers in related areas. 
Much is indeed already known about supersymmetry from over two decades 
of work by a number of good people. But in fact we have just gotten to 
the stage where the most important problems can be addressed!. Little is 
known about how to relate data to the parameters of L,,ft in practice, little 
is known about the flavor properties of L,,ft and how to compute them 
theoretically or extract them from data uniquely, and little is known about 
how to relate data a t  the weak scale to an effective Lagrangian a t  the string 
scale. There is much to understand and to compute. The third of those 
issues will be the main focus of supersymmetry research once superpartners 
are being directly studied. 

There are several practical features that should be emphasized. Unless 
we are missing important basic ideas, a Higgs boson and superpartners will 
be produced a t  the Tevatron collider. Supersymmetry signals have two es- 
caping LSP’s, so they are never dramatic or obvious or easy to interpret. 
They will appear as excesses in several channels, where channels are labeled 
by numbers of leptons and jets, and missing transverse energy. Once su- 
perpartners are found, the entire challenge to experimenters is to measure 
the parameters of L,,ft, which has been the main subject of these lectures. 
The relations of the parameters of L,,ft to data is complicated, and it is 
easy to get the wrong answers if care is not taken. Although there seem 
to be a large number of parameters, any given measurement depends only 
on a few, and most parameters enter in a number of places, so using in- 
formation from one place in other analysis will greatly facilitate progress. 
Interpreting the data and learning its implications will be challenging, and 
it is a challenge we are eager to have. 
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1. Overview 

The last few years in cosmology have been thrilling ones, as dramatic im- 
provements in observational technology have begun to impose stringent 
constraints on theoretical ideas in cosmology built up over the preceding 
two decades. For the purposes of this article I’ll focus on the following set 
of overall goals: 

0 To obtain a physical description of the Universe, including its global 
dynamics and matter content. 

0 To measure the cosmological parameters describing the Universe, 
and to develop a fundamental understanding of as many of those 
parameters as possible. 

0 To understand the origin and evolution of cosmic structures. 
0 To understand the physical processes which took place during the 

extreme heat and density of the early Universe. 

Over recent years, much progress has been made on all of these topics, to the 
extent that it is widely believed amongst cosmologists that we may stand 
on the threshold of the first precision cosmology, in which the parameters 
necessary to describe our Universe have been identified and will soon be, in 
most cases at least, measured to a satisfying degree of precision. Whether 
this optimism has any grounding in reality remains to be seen, though so 
far the signs are promising in that the basic picture of cosmology, centred 
around the Hot Big Bang, has time and again proven the best framework 
for interpreting the constantly improving observational situation. 

In particular, the process of cosmological parameter estimation is well 
underway, thanks to observations of distant Type Ia supernovae, of galaxy 
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clustering] and of the cosmic microwave background. These have estab- 
lished a standard cosmological model, where the Universe is dominated by 
dark energy, contains substantial dark matter, and with the baryons from 
which we are made comprising only around 4%. Overall this model can be 
described by around ten parameters (e.g. see Ref. l), and the viable region 
of parameter space is starting to shrink under pressure from observations. 
However, it is worth bearing in mind that we seek high precision determi- 
nations at least in part because they ought to shed light on fundamental 
physics, and there progress has been less rapid. Some parameters are likely 
to have no particular fundamental importance (for instance] there would 
probably be little fundamental significance were the Hubble constant to 
turn out to be 63 kms-’ Mpc-’ rather than say 72 kms-l Mpc-’, though 
accurate determination of this parameter is essential if we are to pin down 
other parameters)] but the 10% or so measured accuracy of the baryon den- 
sity is to be set against the lack of even an order-of-magnitude theoretical 
understanding thus far. 

This article does not attempt to cover the complete range of moden 
cosmology, but is intended as a status report on a subset of topics which 
I’ve chosen as being potentially of the most interest to theoretical particle 
physicists. The main descriptive sections concern structure formation in the 
Universe and the inflationary cosmology, and the final section is a mixed 
bag of especially topical subjects. 

2. Structure Formation in the Universe 

2.1. Gravitational instability 

One of the most powerful tools in cosmology is the development of struc- 
tures. By ‘structure’ I mean anything corresponding to inhomogeneity 
within the Universe, be it galaxies, variations in the gravitational potential] 
or anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background. The evolution of struc- 
tures proves sensitive to all the main cosmological parameters] and hence 
is well suited to constraining them. Different types of observation natu- 
rally probe different physical regimes, for instance small verses large scales, 
and also different stages of the Universe’s evolution, with the microwave 
background probing the Universe when it was around one thousandth of its 
present size. 

The young universe was much closer to uniformity than the present 
state; for instance the irregularities in the cosmic microwave background 
are only around one part in lo5 ,  while the present matter distribution fea- 
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tures highly overdense galaxies with voids in between. The main driving 
force in this evolution, a t  least in its initial stages, is simply gravity; any 
initial overdensity will exert an unbalanced gravitational force upon neigh- 
bouring material and will tend to accrete material, amplifying the original 
perturbations. At least until well after the cosmic microwave background 
radiation is released, the perturbation evolution is well described on all 
scales by linear perturbation theory, though ultimately linear theory for 
the density field breaks down on short scales as virialized galaxies begin 
to form. On sufficiently large scales linear theory remains adequate even 
today. 

The Hot Big Bang model, supplemented by gravitational instability in 
order to form structures, gives an excellent broad-brush description of our 
Universe. However, like any theory or model in physics, its predictions 
depend on some input parameters not specified by the theory. A key goal 
is to measure those parameters to a satisfying degree of accuracy. For 
example, the detailed process of gravitational instability depends on 

0 The expansion rate of the Universe (the Hubble parameter). 
0 The density of the material providing the gravitational attraction. 
0 The physical properties of the material; for example does it only 

experience gravitational attraction, or are other interactions im- 
portant? 

0 The form of the initial perturbations that get the whole structure 
formation process going. 

Current ideas in cosmology suggest that around 10 parameters may be 
sufficient to describe our Universe. At present, however, we don’t even know 
the complete set of important parameters, far less have accurate values for 
them all. The hope is that over the next few years we will both identify the 
important parameters and measure them to high accuracy, in many cases 
a t  the percent level. 

2.2. Quantifying microwave background anisotropies 

Although the strongest tests of cosmological models will always come from 
the combination of all available data, cosmic microwave background (CMB) 
anisotropies have received much attention lately (and are likely to be the 
single most important tool for constraining inflation, as discussed in the 
next section), and so it is worth spending some time defining the necessary 
terminology. 
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We observe the temperature T(0,qh) coming from different directions. 
We write this as a dimensionless perturbation and expand in spherical har- 
monics 

There is no unique prediction for the coefficients atm, but in the simplest 
inflationary cosmologies they are drawn from a gaussian distribution whose 
mean square is independent of m and given by the radiation angular 
power spectrum 

ensemble 
ce = ( laem12) 

The ensemble average represents the theorist's ability to average over all 
possible observers in the Universe (or indeed over different quantum me- 
chanical realizations), whereas an observer's highest ambition is to estimate 
it by averaging over the multipoles of different m as seen at  our own lo- 
cation. The radiation angular power spectrum depends on all the cosmo- 
logical parameters, and so it can be used to constrain them. To extract 
the full information polarization also has to be measured; this gives three 
additional power spectra, describing two independent modes of polariza- 
tion, and the cross-correlation between the temperature anisotropies and 
one polarization mode (other cross-correlations vanish assuming absence of 
parity violation). 

Computation of the power spectra requires a lot of physics: gravitational 
collapse, photon-electron interactions (and their polarization dependence), 
neutrino free-streaming etc. But as long as the perturbations are small, 
linear perturbation theory can be used which makes accurate calculations 
possible. A major step forward for the field was the public release of Seljak 
& Zaldarriaga's code CMBFAST~ which can compute the spectra within one 
percent accuracy for a given cosmological model in around one minute. An 
example spectrum is shown in Figure 1. 

2.3. Recent CMB resu l ts  

During 2000 and 2001 studies of microwave anisotropies took a huge leap 
forward with the first results from a new generation of instruments. First 
out with results was the Boomerang c~l laborat ion,~ followed closely by the 
Maxima c~llaboration;~ these made the first accurate mapping of the first 
peak in the angular power spectrum, corresponding to the first gravitational 
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Figure 1. 
The annotations name the different features. 

The radiation angular power spectrum for a particular cosmological model. 

compression of the primordial fluid. The location of this peak is fixed 
primarily by the propagation of light to us after last-scattering, and is a 
sensitive probe of the geometry of the Universe. These results are consistent 
with a flat geometry, with only a small margin for error, and provided a 
convincing exclusion of a low-density open Universe with Ro - 0.3 which 
had up until then been regarded as a viable cosmology. 

The first Boomerang and Maxima results gave tentative, but inconclu- 
sive, indication of further features to small angular scales. The situation 
improved further in mid 2001, with new results from the DASI experiment5 
and a reanalysis of the Boomerang data6 including a much larger fraction 
of the total dataset. These results are shown in Figure 2, alongside a 
best-fitting theoretical model. These latest results show the first clear ev- 
idence for further oscillations in the angular power spectrum, as predicted 
in Figure 1. This observation is of particular qualitative significance for 
the inflationary cosmology, as discussed in the next section, and of quanti- 
tative significance for constraining the baryon density as described in the 
following subsection. 
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Figure 2. A best-fit cosmology with a cosmological constant is shown in comparison 
to  recent CMB anisotropy results. The data sets of Boomerang, Maxima and DASI are 
shown with the best-fit calibration values for those experiments presuming this best-fit 
model is correct. [Figure courtesy of Julien Lesgourgues.] 

2.4. The standard cosmological model 

The observations of the last few years have led to the establishment of a 
standard cosmological model, with ingredients as follows. 

Cosmological constant N 66% 
Cold dark matter N 30% 

Photons and neutrinos 
Spatial flatness. 
Hubble constant around 70 km s-l Mpc-l. 
Initial conditions seeded by slow-roll inflation. 

Baryons N 4% 

This model is in remarkable agreement with observational data. 
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Baryons 

There are now three independent powerful ways of estimating the baryon 
density of the Universe. Listing the uncertainties at  95% confidence, we 
have 

Nucleosynthesis: Obaryonh2 = 0.019 zk 0.002. 
It is widely, though not universally, thought that the measurement 
of the deuterium abundance in high-redshift absorption systems 
gives a highly-accurate probe of the baryon density during nucle- 
osynthesis. 

The baryon density can be inferred from the CMB spectrum, as 
it governs the relative heights of the first and second peaks (corre- 
sponding to compressions and rarefactions of the cosmic fluid re- 
spectively). While the Boomerang 2000 results gave a suspiciously 
high value for this, reanalysis in 2001 plus new results from DASI 
have brought the value into excellent agreement with nucleosyn- 
thesis. 

Clusters are observed via X-ray emission from hot intracluster gas. 
This gas is in hydrostatic equilibrium against gravity which is prin- 
cipally supplied by the dark matter. For the standard cosmological 
model this agrees excellently with nucleosynthesis. 

Microwave background: O I , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  = 0.02 f 0.01. 

Cluster baryon fraction: Obaryon/(Ocdm + Obaryon) = 0.12 f 0.05. 

Cosmological constant 

Famously, in 1998 two teams studying distant supernovae discovered that 
they were fainter than expected, and having eliminated other possible 
causes concluded that this was due to the expansion history of the Universe, 
and required a presently-accelerating co~mology.~ This can be brought 
about by a cosmological constant A, and if one additionally restricts to 
a flat geometry as motivated by the CMB, this leads to the cosmological 
constant density of the Standard Cosmological Model. 

Now, if that was the sole evidence for a cosmological constant I wouldn’t 
believe it for a second. However the circumstantial evidence is extremely 
powerful; for instance: 

(1) Microwave anisotropies show the Universe is flat (or close to flat), 

( 2 )  Nucleosynthesis plus the cluster baryon fraction imply Qcdm + 
provided the initial perturbations are adiabatic. 

Obaryon - 0.3 which implies QA N 0.7. 
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(3) The correct galaxy power spectrum is reproduced if (!&dm + 
flbaryon)h N 0.2 (where h is the Hubble constant in the usual units); 
this concurs well with direct measures of h. 

As a result of this and other arguments, the so-called ACDM model 
presently has no serious rivals. 

Current 

2002 

2001-2004 

2002-2005 

2007 

2010?? 

Table 1. 

NASA’s Map satellite was launched in mid-2001 and is currently 
making an all-sky survey of the CMB (results late 2003??). 
Maxima and Boomerang make the first serious attempts to measure 
CMB polarization anisotropies. 
Main operations phase of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey,* seeking to 
redshift a million galaxies. 
First systematic surveys for high-redshift galaxy clusters using X- 
rays and the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect. 
ESA’s Planck satellite launched, for high-resolution all-sky mapping 
of CMB temperature and polarization. 
Launch of the LISA satellites, capable of probing a stochastic grav- 
itational wave background (though not the inflationary one except 
in exceptional models). 

The cosmological constant poses the twin problems of its unexpectedly 
small magnitude (in fundamental physics terms) and the mystery of why it 
should only come to dominate the Universe at  the present epoch (around 
redshift 0.3). To address these, instead of a pure cosmological constant, 
one might prefer an effective one, for example a slowly-rolling potential- 
dominated scalar field as described in the next section for early Universe 
inflation. Such scenarios are known as quintessence. Current observations 
force such scenarios to be quite close to the pure cosmological constant, and 
though differences may yet be unveiled by improved experiments it appears 
only quite limited information will be available. It is actually becoming 
quite hard to construct simple quintessence models capable of matching all 
observations while employing plausible initial conditions. 

2.5. What’s coming up ? 

Table 1 shows a selection (far from complete) of things to look out for in 
coming years which will drive further moves to precision cosmology. 
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3. The Inflationary Cosmology 

3.1. Overview and models 

This section focusses on the last two of the goals listed a t  the start of 
this article. The claim is that during the very early Universe, a physical 
process known as inflation took place, which still manifests itself in our 
present Universe via the perturbations it left behind which later led to the 
development of structure in the Universe. By studying those structures, 
we hope to shed light on whether inflation occurred, and by what physical 
mechanism. An extensive account of inflation appears in my textbook with 
David L ~ t h . ~  

I begin by defining inflation. The scale factor of the Universe at  a given 
time is measured by the scale factor u( t ) .  In general a homogeneous and 
isotropic Universe has two characteristic length scales, the curvature scale 
and the Hubble length. The Hubble length is more important, and is given 
by 

a 
cH-' where H E  - .  

U 
(3) 

Typically, the important thing is how the Hubble length is changing with 
time as compared to the expansion of the Universe, i.e. what is the be- 
haviour of the comoving Hubble length H-' /u? 

During any standard evolution of the Universe, such as matter or radi- 
ation domination, the comoving Hubble length increases. I t  is then a good 
estimate of the size of the observable Universe. Inflation is defined as any 
epoch of the Universe's evolution during which the comoving Hubble length 
is decreasing 

d ( H - l l u )  
d t  < o - a > o ,  (4) 

and so inflation corresponds to any epoch during which the Universe has 
accelerated expansion. During this time, the expansion of the Universe 
outpaces the growth of the Hubble radius, so that physical conditions can 
become correlated on scales much larger than the Hubble radius, as required 
to solve the horizon and flatness problems. 

As discussed in the last section, there is very good evidence from obser- 
vations of Type Ia supernovae that the Universe is presently a~celerat in
This is usually attributed to the presence of a cosmological constant. This 
is clearly a t  some level good news for those interested in the possibility of 
inflation in the early Universe, as it indicates that inflation is possible in 
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principle, and certainly that any purely theoretical arguments which sug- 
gest inflation is not possible should be treated with some skepticism. 

If the Universe contains a fluid, or combination of fluids, with energy 
density p and pressure p ,  then 

a > 0 p +  3p < 0 ,  (5) 
(where the speed of light c has been set to one). As we always assume a 
positive energy density, inflation can only take place if the Universe is dom- 
inated by a material which can have a negative pressure. Such a material is 
a scalar field, usually denoted 4. A homogeneous scalar field has a kinetic 
energy and a potential energy V ( 4 ) ,  and has an effective energy density 
and pressure given by 

The condition for inflation can be satisfied if the potential dominates. 
A model of inflation typically amounts to choosing a form for the po- 

tential, perhaps supplemented with a mechanism for bringing inflation to 
an end, and perhaps may involve more than one scalar field. In an ideal 
world the potential would be predicted from fundamental particle physics, 
but unfortunately there are many proposals for possible forms. Instead, it 
has become customary to assume that the potential can be freely chosen, 
and to seek to constrain it with observations. A suitable potential needs a 
flat region where the potential can dominate the kinetic energy, and there 
should be a minimum with zero potential energy in which inflation can 
end. Simple examples include V = m24’/2 and V = corresponding to 
a massive field and to a self-interacting field respectively. Modern model 
building can get quite complicated - see Ref. 10 for a review. 

3.2. Inflationary cosmology: perturbations 

By far the most important aspect of inflation is that it provides a possible 
explanation for the origin of cosmic structures. The mechanism is funda- 
mentally quantum mechanical; although inflation is doing its best to make 
the Universe homogeneous, it cannot defeat the uncertainty principle which 
ensures that residual inhomogeneities are left over. These are stretched to 
astrophysical scales by the inflationary expansion. Further, because these 
are determined by fundamental physics, their magnitude can be predicted 
independently of the initial state of the Universe before inflation. However, 
the magnitude does depend on the model of inflation; different potentials 
predict different cosmic structures. 
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One way to think of this is that the field experiences a quantum ‘jitter’ 
as it rolls down the potential. The observed temperature fluctuations in the 
cosmic microwave background are one part in lo5,  which ultimately means 
that the quantum effects should be suppressed compared to the classical 
evolution by this amount. 

Inflation models generically predict two independent types of perturba- 
tion: 

Density perturbations 6 i ( k ) :  These are caused by perturbations in the 
scalar field driving inflation, and the corresponding perturbations 
in the space-time metric. 

Gravitational waves A$(k ) :  These are caused by perturbations in the 
space-time metric alone. 

They are sometimes known as scalar and tensor perturbations respectively, 
because of the way they transform. Density perturbations are responsible 
for structure formation, but gravitational waves can also affect the mi- 
crowave background. 

We do not expect to be able to predict the precise locations of cosmic 
structures from first principles (any more than one can predict the pre- 
cise position of a quantum mechanical particle in a box). Rather, we need 
to focus on statistical measures of clustering. Simple models of inflation 
predict that the amplitudes of waves of a given wavenumber k obey gaus- 
sian statistics, with the amplitude of each wave chosen independently and 
randomly from a gaussian. What it does predict is how the width of the 
gaussian, known as its amplitude, varies with scale; this is known as the 
power spectrum. 

With current observations it is a good approximation to take the power 
spectra as being power laws with scale, so 

In principle this gives four parameters - two amplitudes and two spectral 
indices - but in practice the spectral index of the gravitational waves is 
unlikely to be measured with useful accuracy, which is rather disappoint- 
ing as the simplest inflation models predict a so-called consistency relation 
relating r z ~  to the amplitudes of the two spectra, which would be a distinc- 
tive test of inflation. The assumption of power-laws for the spectra requires 
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assessment both in extreme areas of parameter space and whenever obser- 
vations significantly improve. 

3.3.  The current status of inflation 

The best available constraints come from combining data from different 
sources; for two recent attempts see Wang et a1.l and Efstathiou et a1.l1 
Suitable data include observations of the recent dynamics of the Universe 
using Type Ia supernovae, cosmic microwave anisotropy data, and galaxy 
correlation function data. 

Currently inflation is a definite qualitative success, with striking agree- 
ment between the predictions of the simplest inflation models and obser- 
vations. In particular, the locations of the microwave anisotropy power 
spectrum peaks are most simply interpreted as being due to an adiabatic 
initial perturbation spectrum in a spatially-flat Universe. The multiple 
peak structure strongly suggests that the perturbations already existed a t  
a time when their corresponding scale was well outside the Hubble radius. 
No unambiguous evidence of nongaussianity has been seen. 

Quantitatively, however, things have some way to go. At present the 
best that has been done is to try and constrain the parameters of the power- 
law approximation to the inflationary spectra. The gravitational waves 
have not been detected and so their amplitude has only an upper limit and 
their spectral index is not constrained at all. The current situation can be 
summarized as follows. 

Amplitude b ~ :  COBE determines this (assuming no gravitational waves) 
to about ten percent accuracy (at one-sigma) as approximately SH = 
1.9 x f I 2 , O . '  on a scale close to the present Hubble radius (see 
Ref. 12,  9 for accurate formulae). 

Spectral index n: This is thought to lie in the range 0.8 < n < 1.05 
(at 95% confidence). It would be extremely interesting were the 
scale-invariant case, n = 1, to be convincingly excluded, as that 
would be clear evidence of dynamical processes a t  work, rather than 
symmetries, in creating the perturbations. 

Gravitational waves T :  Measured in terms of the relative contribution 
to large-angle microwave anisotropies, the tensors are currently con- 
strained to be no more than about 30%. 
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3.4. Inflation and CMB oscillations 

A key property of inflationary perturbations is that they were created in the 
early Universe and evolved freely from then. Although a general solution 
to the perturbation equations has two modes, growing and decaying, only 
the growing mode will remain by the time the perturbation enters the 
horizon. This leads directly to the prediction of an oscillatory structure 
in the microwave anisotropy power spectrum, as seen in Figure l.13 The 
existence of such a structure is a robust prediction of inflation; if it is not 
seen then inflation cannot be the sole origin of structure. 

The most significant recent development in observations pertaining to 
inflation is the first clear evidence for multiple peaks in the spectrum, seen 
by the DASI This 
is a crucial qualitative test which inflation appears to have passed, and 
which could have instead provided evidence against the entire inflationary 
paradigm for structure formation. These observations lend great support to 
inflation, though it must be stressed that they are not able to 'prove' infla- 
tion, as it may be that there are other ways to produce such an oscillatory 
structure.14 

and Boomerang' experiments shown in Figure 2. 

3.5.  Prospects for the future 

It remains possible that future observations will slap us in the face and 
lead to inflation being thrown out. But if not, we can expect an incremen- 
tal succession of better and better observations, culminating (in terms of 
currently-funded projects) with the Planck satellite. l5 Faced with observa- 
tional data of exquisite quality, an initial goal will be to test whether the 
simplest models of inflation continue to fit the data, meaning models with 
a single scalar field rolling slowly in a potential V ( 4 )  which is then to be 
constrained by observations. If this class of models does remain viable, we 
can move on to reconstruction of the inflaton potential from the data. 

Planck, currently scheduled for launch in February 2007, should be 
highly accurate. In particular, it should be able to measure the spectral 
index to an accuracy better than f0.01, and detect gravitational waves 
even if they are as little as 10% of the anisotropy signal. In combination 
with other observations, these limits could be expected to tighten signif- 
icantly further, especially the tensor amplitude. Such observations would 
rule out almost all currently known inflationary models. Even so, there will 
be considerable uncertainties, so it is important not to overstate what can 
be achieved. 
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Figure 3. Sample reconstruction of a potential, where the dashed line shows the true 
potential and the solid lines are thirty Monte Carlo reconstructions (real life can only 
provide one). The upper panel shows the potential itself which is poorly determined. 
However some combinations, such as (dV/dq5)/V3/2 shown in the lower panel, can be 
determined at an accuracy of a few percent. See Ref. 16 for details. 

Reconstruction can only probe the small part of the potential where 
the field rolled while generating perturbations on observable scales. We 
know enough about the configuration of the Planck satellite to be able to 
estimate how well it should perform. Ian Grivell and I recently described 
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a numerical technique which gives an optimal construction.16 Results of 
an example reconstruction are shown in Figure 3, where it was assumed 
that the true potential was Xq54. The potential itself is not well determined 
here (the tensors are only marginally detectable) , but certain combinations, 
such as (dV/dq5)/V3/2, are accurately constrained and would lead to high- 
precision constraints on inflation model parameters. 

4. Selected topics 

The previous sections overviewed the status of two areas of cosmology. In 
this section, I give a short account of some particular topics which have 
received a lot of attention lately. 

4.1. Does cold dark matter really work? 

Of the topics in this article, perhaps the one with the greatest potential 
significance for elementary particle physicists is this one: Is the dark mat- 
ter really cold? Until lately the opinion of the astrophysics community 
was united behind this assumption, based on the remarkable success with 
which the cold dark matter model explains many observations in structure 
formation. However, more recently questions have opened up as to whether 
or not the cold dark matter assumption gives a good fit to observations on 
short scales, and in particular to the structure within galaxies. 

High-resolution simulations of galaxy formation indicate that the dark 
matter retains considerable clumpiness when the small structures which 
first form are absorbed into larger structures. The persistence of substruc- 
ture is a success for explaining the structure of galaxy clusters, where thou- 
sands of galaxies can retain their identity upon assimilation, but fails dis- 
mally in explaining our own galaxy where only a handful of dwarf satellites 
are 0 b ~ e r v e d . l ~  Even if they were stripped of their visible baryon compo- 
nents, such knots of dark matter would be sufficient to destroy the observed 
thin disks of spiral galaxies. 

Potentially related to this are two further problems: 

0 Dwarf galaxy cores: theory predicts that the density diverges to- 
wards the centre of halos, whereas in well-observed dwarf galaxies 
a uniform-density core is seen. 

0 Bulge constitution: enough microlensing events have been seen to- 
wards the Milky Way bulge to suggest that they explain all the 
dark matter in the central regions of our galaxy, leaving no room 
for particle dark matter. 
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It remains unclear whether these problems are really so robust that the 
cold dark matter paradigm is under serious threat. However they have been 
taken sufficiently seriously as to motivate a slew of papers on alternative 
sark matter properties, including warm dark matter, self-interacting dark 
matter, annihilating dark matter or condensated dark matter. Whether 
any of these could provide a unified solution to the problems listed above 
is unclear, but needless to say all have major consequences for dark matter 
search strategies and particle physics phenomenology. 

4.2. Do neutrinos play a role? 

What role can neutrinos play in cosmology? This is a topical question as 
evidence mounts up in favour of a non-zero neutrino mass from solar and 
atmospheric neutrino experiments. 

Assuming standard interactions and negligible lepton asymmetry, the- 
ory predicts 

Neutrinos could have a measurable effect on structure formation, through 
their free-streaming, even if 0, were as little as 0.01, meaning my N 0.5 eV 
suggesting that neutrinos play only a very minor role in structure formation. 
However recent observations favour even smaller values. However if for some 
reason there were a substantial lepton asymmetry, there could be an effect 
at even smaller masses. 

It’s also worth noting that, even if massless, the behaviour of relic neu- 
trinos does have to be taken into account to compute quantities such as 
the microwave anisotropy power spectrum. Observations of it therefore do 
offer an indirect confirmation that the relic neutrino population predicted 
by theory does in fact exist. 

4.3. Are existing treatments of inflation oversimplistic ? 

Much of the information disseminated from the inflationary community to 
the broader physics and astronomy community is based around the simplest 
paradigm, where a single scalar field slow-rolls down a potential. While this 
continues to be in excellent agreement with observation, and is a power- 
ful working hypothesis worthy of testing in its own right, much work has 
recently gone into studying more complicated situations. It is a contin- 
uing challenge to uncover the full phenomenology of models with more 
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than one dynamical field. Such a situation changes many of the usual as- 
sumptions. There is no longer a unique trajectory for the inflation field, 
and predictions for the density perturbations may well become dependent 
on initial conditions. Perhaps more importantly, the perturbations are 
no longer guaranteed to be adiabatic, and isocurvature perturbations may 
well be non-gaussian and/or correlated with the adiabatic component. If 
the single-field paradigm fails, it will be important to understand whether 
there remain well-motivated inflationary models capable of explaining the 
data, particularly as efforts to determine cosmological parameters such as 
h and 0~ will flounder if the initial perturbations cannot be accurately 
parametrized. 

4.4. The bmneworld 

At a particle physics conference or school you can quite happily state that 
‘it is generally accepted that our Universe has more than three spatial di- 
mensions’ without much fear of contradiction, though it is probably not 
necessary even to step out of a physics building to find out how limited 
this general acceptance actually is. Nevertheless, extra dimensions have 
been with particle theorists consistently for a long time now, and undoubt- 
edly they are an issue which may be of considerable importance for early 
Universe cosmology. 

Until recently, it had been assumed that the failure to observe the pre- 
dicted extra dimensions meant that the extra ones were “curled up” to be 
unobservably small. However, there is a now a new idea, the braneworld, 
which proposes that at least one of these extra dimensions might be rela- 
tively large, with us constrained to live on a three-dimensional brane run- 
ning through the higher-dimensional space. Gravity is able to propagate in 
the full higher-dimensional space, which is known as the bulk. 

This radical idea has many implications for cosmology, both in the 
present and early Universe, and so far we have only scratched the sur- 
face of possible new phenomena. Already many exciting results have been 
obtained; here there is only space to consider a few pertinent questions. 

a)  Are there modifications to the evolution of the homogeneous Universe? 
The answer appears to be yes; for example in a simple scenario (known as 
Randall-Sundrum Type 1118) the F’riedmann equation is modified at  high 
energies so that, after some simplifying assumptions, it readslg 

87rG 
3 
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where X is the tension of the brane. This recovers the usual cosmology a t  
low energies p << A, but otherwise we have new behaviour. This opens new 
opportunities for model building, see for example Ref. 20. 

b) A r e  inflationary perturbations different? 
Again the answer is yes - there are modifications to the formulae giving 
scalar and tensor perturbations.’l Unfortunately the main effect of this is 
to introduce new degeneracies in interpreting observations, as a potential 
can always be found matching observations for any value of X .” The initial 
perturbations therefore cannot be used to test the braneworld scenario. 

c)  Do perturbations evolve differently after they  are laid down o n  large 
scales? 
The answer here is less clear. It is possible that perturbation evolution is 
modified even a t  late times, e.g. perturbations in the bulk could influence 
the brane in a way that couldn’t be predicted from brane variables alone. 
Whether there is a significant effect is unclear and is likely to be model 
dependent. 

4.5. The Ekpyrotic universe 

It has recently been proposed that the Big Bang is actually the result 
of the collision of two branes, dubbed the Ekpyrotic Univer~e.’~ It has 
been claimed that this scenario can provide a resolution to the horizon 
and flatness problems, essentially because causality arises from the higher- 
dimensional theory and allows a simultaneous Big Bang everywhere on our 
brane, though existing implementations solve the problem by hand in the 
initial conditions. As I write this, it remains unclear how to successfully 
describe the instant of collision between the two branes (the singularity 
problem), and considerable controversy surrounds whether or not the sce- 
nario can also generate nearly scale-invariant adiabatic perturbations. 24 

Both aspects are required to make it a serious rival to inflation.” 
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We present three lectures on heterotic M-theory and a fourth lecture extending 
this theory to more general orbifolds. In Lecture 1, Hoiava-Witten theory is briefly 
discussed. We then compactify this theory on Calabi-Yau threefolds, choosing the 
“standard” embedding of the spin connection in the gauge connection. We derive, 
in detail, both the five-dimensional effective action and the associated actions of 
the four-dimensional “end-of-the-world” branes. Lecture 2 is devoted to showing 
that this theory naturally admits static, N = 1 supersymmetry preserving BPS 
three-branes, the minimal vacuum having two such branes. One of these, the 
“visible” brane, is shown to support a three-generation E6 grand unified theory, 
whereas the other emerges as the “hidden” brane with unbroken Eg gauge group. 
Thus heterotic M-theory emerges as a fundamental paradigm for so-called “brane 
world” scenarios of particle physics. In Lecture 3 , we introduce the concept of 
“non-standard” embeddings. These are shown to permit a vast generalization of 
allowed vacua, leading on the visible brane to new grand unified theories, such 
as SO(10) and S U ( 5 ) ,  and to the standard model SLI(3)c x s U ( 2 ) ~  x U(1)y.  
It is demonstrated that non-standard embeddings generically imply the existence 
of five-branes in the bulk space. The physical properties of these bulk branes is 
discussed in detail. Finally, in Lecture 4 we move beyond HoEava-Witten theory 
and consider orbifolds larger than S1/Z2. For explicitness, we consider M-theory 
orbifolds on S1/Z2 x T4/Z2, discussing their anomaly structure in detail and 
completely determining both the untwisted and twisted sector spectra. 

1. The Five-Dimensional Effective Theory 

In this first lecture, we introduce our notation and briefly discuss the theory 
of the strongly coupled heterotic sting introduced by HoEava and Witten. In 
this theory, there is an eleven-dimensional bulk space bounded on either end 
of the dl-direction by two “end-of-the-world” ten-dimensional nine-branes, 
each supporting an N = 1, Es supergauge theory. We then begin our 
construction of heterotic M-theory by compactifying the Hofava-Witten 
theory on a Calabi-Yau threefold. This leads to a five-dimesional bulk 
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space bounded at  the ends of the fifth dimesion by two end-of-the-world 
four-dimensional three-branes. Assuming, in this lecture, the "standard" 
embedding of the spin connection into one of the E8 gauge connections we 
derive, in detail, both the five-dimensional bulk space effective action and 
the associated actions of the four-dimensional boundary branes. We end 
this lecture by discussing some of the properties of this effective theory and 
explicitly giving the N = 2 supersymmetry transformations of the bulk 
space quantum fields. 

We begin by briefly reviewing the description of strongly coupled het- 
erotic string theory as 11-dimensional supergravity with boundaries, as 
given by Hofava and Witten.lV2 Our conventions are as follows. We will con- 
sider eleven-dimensional spacetime compactified on a Calabi-Yau space X, 
with the subsequent reduction down to four dimensions effectively provided 
by a double-domain-wall background, corresponding to an S1 1 2 2  orbifold. 
We use coordinates XI with indices I ,  J ,  K ,  . . ' = 0,. . . ,9 ,11 to parameter- 
ize the full 11-dimensional space M11. Throughout these lectures, when we 
refer to orbifolds, we will work in the "upstairs" picture with the orbifold 
S 1 / 2 2  in the xl1-direction. We choose the range xll E [-np, np] with the 
endpoints being identified. The 2 2  orbifold symmetry acts as --+ -x . 
Then there exist two ten-dimensional hyperplanes fixed under the 2 2  sym- 
metry which we denote by Mli ) ,  i = 1 ,2 .  Locally, they are specified by 
the conditions xl1 = 0,np.  Barred indices I ,  J ,  K ,  . . . = 0,. . ' , 9  are used 
for the ten-dimensional space orthogonal to the orbifold. We use indices 
A, B ,  C, . . . = 4,. . . 9  for the Calabi-Yau space. All fields will be required to 
have a definite behaviour under the Zz orbifold symmetry in D = 11. We 
demand a bosonic field @ to be even or odd; that is, @(xll)  = &@(-
For a spinor !IJ the condition is I'll!IJ(-xl') = Q(dl) so that the projec- 
tion to one of the orbifold planes leads to a ten-dimensional Majorana-Weyl 
spinor with positive chirality. Spinors in eleven dimensions will be Majo- 
rana spinors with 32 real components throughout the paper. 

11 

- - _  

The bosonic part of the action is of the form 

s = SSG + S Y M  (1) 

where SSG is the familiar 11-dimensional supergravity 
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and SYM are the two Es Yang-Mills theories on the orbifold planes explicitly 
given by 

Here F Z  are the two E8 gauge field strengths and CIJK is the 3-form 
with field strength G I J K L  = 24 ~ [ I C J K L I .  In order for the above theory to 
be supersymmetric and anomaly free, the Bianchi identity for G should be 
modified such that 

where the sources are given by 

Under the 2 2  orbifold symmetry, the field components gfJ, g11,11, C
are even, while gfll ,  C f J K  are odd. 

The modification of the right hand side of equation (4) has important 
consequences. While the standard embedding of the spin connection of the 
Calabi-Yau threefold into the gauge connection 

t rF( l )  A F ( l )  = t rR A R (6) 

leads to vanishing source terms in the weakly coupled heterotic string 
Bianchi identity (which, in turn, allows one to set the antisymmetric tensor 
gauge field to zero), in the present case, one is left with non-zero sources 
f t r R  A R on the two hyperplanes. This follows from the fact that the 
sources in the Bianchi identity (4) are located on the orbifold planes with 
the gravitational part distributed equally between the two planes. The con- 
sequence is that not all components of the antisymmetric tensor field G can 
vanish. We find, for the standard embedding (6), that all components of G 
vanish with the exception of 

1 
GABCD = - - ~ E A B C D ~ ~  6 WEF E(x") (7) 

where 
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Here e ( x 1 l )  is the step function which is +1 (-1) for d1 positive (negative) 
and 

(9) 

where RAB is a fixed Calabi-Yau metric and u is the associated volume of 
the Calabi-Yau threefold. The two-form WAB is the Kahler form associ- 
ated with RAB (that is, wa6 = iOa6 where a and 6 are holomorphic and 
anti-holomorphic indices) and C, is the Poincare dual four-cycle of w .  Fur- 
thermore, in deriving this result, we have turned off all Calabi-Yau moduli 
with the exception of the radial breathing mode. This will be sufficient for 
all applications dealing with the universal moduli. 

Phenomenologically, there is a regime where the universe appears five- 
dimensional. We would, therefore, like to derive an effective theory in 
the space consisting of the usual four space-time dimensions and the orb- 
ifold. We will, for simplicity, consider the universal zero modes only; that 
is, the five-dimensional graviton supermultiplet and the breathing mode 
of the Calabi-Yau space, along with its superpartners. These form a hy- 
permultiplet in five dimensions. Furthermore, to keep the discussion as 
straightforward as possible, we will not consider boundary gauge matter 
fields. This simple framework suffices to illustrate our main ideas and was 
presented as such in Ref. 3. The general case was presented in Ref. 4. 
Our five-dimensional conventions are the following. Upon reduction on 
the Calabi-Yau space we have a five-dimensional spacetime M5 labeled by 
indices a,  p, y, . . . = 0, . . . ,3,11. The orbifold fixed planes become four- 
dimensional with indices p, u, p, . . . = 0, .  . . , 3. The 11-dimensional Dirac- 
matrices I? with {I?, r J }  = 2 g I J  are decomposed as F' = {ya@X, l @ X A }  
where y" and X A  are the five- and six-dimensional Dirac matrices, respec- 
tively. Here, X is the chiral projection matrix in six dimensions with X2 = 1. 
In five dimensions we use symplectic-real spinors5 +i where i = 1 , 2  is an 
SU(2)  index, corresponding to the automorphism group of the N = 1 su- 
persymmetry algebra in five dimensions. We will follow the conventions 
given in Ref. 6. 

We can perform the Kaluza-Klein reduction on the metric 

ds; ,  = V - 2 / 3 g , p d ~ " d ~ : P  + V 1 / 3 R ~ ~ d X A d X B  . (10) 

Since the compactification is on a Calabi-Yau manifold, the background 
corresponding to metric (10). preserves eight supercharges, the appropriate 
number for a reduction down to five dimensions. It might appear that we 
are simply performing a standard reduction of 1 1-dimensional supergravity 
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on a Calabi-Yau space to five dimensions; for example, in the way described 
in Ref. 7. There are, however, two important ingredients that we have not 
yet included. One is obviously the existence of the boundary theories. We 
will return to this point shortly. First, however, let us explain a somewhat 
unconventional addition to the bulk theory that must be included. 

Specifically, for the nonvanishing component GABCD in eq. (7)  there is 
no corresponding zero mode field a. Therefore, in the reduction, we should 
take this part of G explicitly into account. In the terminology of Ref. 8, such 
an antisymmetric tensor field configuration is called a %on-zero mode”. A 
more recent name for such a field configuration is a non-vanishing “G-flux” . 
More generally, a non-zero mode is a background antisymmetric tensor field 
that solves the equations of motion but, unlike antisymmetric tensor field 
moduli, has nonvanishing field strength. Such configurations, for a p fo rm 
field strength, can be identified with the cohomology group H P ( M )  of the 
manifold M and, in particular, exist if this cohomology group is nontrivial. 
In the case under consideration, the relevant cohomology group is H4 (X) 
which is nontrivial for a Calabi-Yau manifold X since h2i2 = hlll > - 1. 
Again, the form of GABCD in eq. (7)  is somewhat special, reflecting the 
fact that we are concentrating here on the universal moduli. In the general 
case, GABCD would be a linear combination of all harmonic (2,2)-forms. 

The complete configuration for the antisymmetric tensor field that we 
use in the reduction is given by 

and the non-zero mode is 

where (Y was defined in eq. (8). Here, WABC is the harmonic (3 ,O)  form 
on the Calabi-Yau space and E is the corresponding (complex) scalar zero 
mode. In addition, we have a five-dimensional vector field A, and 3-form 

aThis can be seen from the mixed part of the Bianchi identity ~ = G A B C D  = 0 which 
shows that the constant a: in eq. (7) cannot be promoted as stands to a fivedimensional 
field. It is possible to dualize in five dimensions so the constant a: is promoted to  a 
five-form field, but we will not pursue this formulation here. 
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Cap7, which can be dualized to a scalar u. The total bulk field content of 
the five-dimensional theory is then given by the gravity multiplet 

(gap, A,, $9 (13) 

(V, u, E ,  f ,  I?. (14) 

together with the universal hypermultiplet 

Here $: and CZ are the gravitini and the hypermultiplet fermions respec- 
tively and i = 1 , 2  since they each form a doublet under the SU(2)  auto- 
morphism group of N = 2 supersymmetry in five dimesnions. From their 
relations to the 11-dimensional fields, it is easy to see that gPU, g11,11, All, 
u must be even under the 2 2  action whereas gP1l, d,, < must be odd. 

Examples of compactifications with non-zero modes in pure 11- 
dimensional supergravity on various manifolds including Calabi-Yau three- 
folds have been studied in Ref. 9. There is, however, one important way 
in which our non-zero mode differs from other non-zero modes in pure 
11-dimensional supergravity. Whereas the latter may be viewed as an op- 
tional feature of generalized Kaluza-Klein reduction, the non-zero mode in 
Hoiava-Witten theory that we have identified cannot be turned off. This 
can be seen from the fact that the constant cx in expression (12) cannot be 
set to zero, unlike the case in pure 11-dimensional supergravity where it 
would be arbitrary, since it is fixed by eq. (8) in terms of Calabi-Yau data. 
This fact is, of course, intimately related to the existence of the boundary 
source terms, particularly in the Bianchi identity (4). 

Let us now turn to a discussion of the boundary theories. In the five- 
dimensional space Ms of the reduced theory, the orbifold fixed planes con- 
stitute four-dimensional hypersurfaces which we denote by M i i ) ,  i = 1 , 2 .  
Clearly, since we have used the standard embedding, there will be an E6 

orbifold plane Mi’). For simplicity, we will set these gauge matter fields to 
zero in the following. The field content of the orbifold plane Mi2)  consists of 
an Eg gauge field A?) and the corresponding gauginos. In addition, there 
is another important boundary effect which results from the non-zero in- 
ternal gauge field and gravity curvatures. More precisely, for the standard 
embedding defined in (6) 

gauge field A,  (1) accompanied by gauginos and gauge matter fields on the 
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In view of the boundary actions (3), it follows that we will retain cosmolog- 
ical type terms with opposite signs on the two boundaries. Note that the 
size of those terms is set by the same constant a,  given by eq. (8), which 
determines the magnitude of the non-zero mode. 

We can now compute the five-dimensional effective action of HoEava- 
Witten theory. Using the field configuration (10)-(15) we find from the 
action (1)-(3) that 

s5 = s g r a v  + Shyper  + Sbound (16) 

where 

2 

( 17c) 
2 

- 1 x/ G V t r F j ; )  . 
~ ~ ~ Q G u T  i=l 

In this expression, we have now dropped higher-derivative terms. The 4- 
form field strength Gap+ is subject to the Bianchi identity 

which follows directly from the 11-dimensional Bianchi identity (4). The 
currents J ( % )  have been defined in eq. (5). The five-dimensional Newton 
constant ~5 and the Yang-Mills coupling  GUT are expressed in terms of 
1 1-dimensional quantities as 

We have checked the consistency of the truncation which leads to the above 
action by an explicit reduction of the 11-dimensional equations of motion 
to five dimensions. Note that the potential terms in the bulk and on the 
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boundaries arise precisely from the inclusion of the non-zero mode and the 
gauge and gravity field strengths, respectively. Since we have compactified 
on a Calabi-Yau space, we expect the bulk part of the above action to 
have eight preserved supercharges and, therefore, to correspond to mini- 
mal N = 1 supergravity in five dimensions. Accordingly, let us compare 
the result (17) to the known N = 1 supergravity-matter theories in five 
dimensions.6) 'Oy1 ' l2 

In these theories, the scalar fields in the universal hypermulti- 
plet parameterize a quaternionic manifold with coset structure MQ = 

SU(2,1)/SU(2) x U(1). Hence, to compare our action to these we should 
dualize the threeform Capr to a scalar field u by setting (in the bulk) 

Then the hypermultiplet part of the action (17b) can be written as 

where q" = (V, u, <, f ) .  The covariant derivative V ,  is defined as V,q" = 

8,qU -ae(z")d,k" with k" = (0 ,  -2,0,0).  The sigma model metric h,, = 
&&KQ can be computed from the Kahler potential 

K Q = - ~ ( S + S - ~ C ~ ) ,  S = v + < f + i ~ J ,  c=c. (22) 

Consequently, the hypermultiplet scalars q" parameterize a Kahler mani- 
fold with metric hu,. It can be demonstrated that k" is a Killing vector 
on this manifold. Using the expressions given in Ref. 13, one can show 
that this manifold is quaternionic with coset structure M Q .  Hence, the 
terms in eq. (21) that are independent of a describe the known form of 
the universal hypermultiplet action. How do we interpret the extra terms 
in the hypermultiplet action depending on a? A hint is provided by the 
fact that one of these a-dependent terms modifies the flat derivative in the 
kinetic energy to a generalized derivative V,. This is exactly the combi- 
nation that we would need if one wanted to gauge the U(1) symmetry on 
MQ corresponding to the Killing vector k", using the gauge field A, in 
the gravity supermultiplet. In fact, investigation of the other terms in the 
action, including the fermions, shows that the resulting five-dimensional 
theory is precisely a gauged form of supergravity. Not only is a U(1) isom- 
etry of MQ gauged, but at the same time a U(1) subgroup of the SU(2)  
automorphism group is also gauged. 
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What about the remaining a-dependent potential term in the hyper- 
multiplet action? From D = 4, N = 2 theories, we are used to the idea 
that gauging a symmetry of the quaternionic manifold describing hyper- 
multiplets generically introduces potential terms into the action when su- 
persymmetry is preserved (see for instance14). Such potential terms can 
be thought of as the generalization of pure Fayet-Iliopoulos terms. This is 
precisely what happens in our theory as well, with the gauging of the U(1) 
subgroup inducing the a-dependent potential term in (21). The general 
gauged action was discussed in detail in Ref. 4. 

The phenomenon that the inclusion of non-zero modes leads to gauged 
supergravity theories has already been observed in type I1 Calabi-Yau 
c o m p a c t i f i ~ a t i o n s . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  From the form of the Killing vector, we see that 
it is only the scalar field 0, dual to the 4-form Gaoydr which is charged un- 
der the U(1) symmetry. Its charge is fixed by a.  We note that this charge is 
quantized since, suitably normalized, trR A R is an element of H 2 i 2 ( X ,  Z). 

To analyze the supersymmetry properties of the solutions shortly to be 
discussed, we need the supersymmetry variations of the fermions associ- 
ated with the theory (16). They can be obtained either by a reduction of 
the 11-dimensional gravitino variation or by generalizing the known five- 
dimensional transformations6i12 by matching onto gauged four-dimensional 
N = 2 theories. I t  is sufficient for our purposes to keep the bosonic terms 
only. Both approaches lead to 

where ~i are the Pauli spin matrices. 
In summary, we see that the relevant five-dimensional effective theory 

for the reduction of Hofava-Witten theory is a gauged N = 1 supergravity 
theory with bulk and boundary potentials. 
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2. The Domain Wall Solution and Generalizations 

In the second lecture, we show that the effective five-dimensional bulk space 
theory does not have flat space for its static vacuum. Instead, the the- 
ory naturally admits static, N = 1 supersymmetry preserving BPS three- 
branes, the minmal vacuum consisting of two end-of-the-world three-branes. 
One of these branes, the one with the spin connection embedded in the 
gauge connection, supports a three generation Es grand unified theory 
and, hence, is called the “visible” or physical brane. The other brane is 
the “hidden” brane with an unbroken E8 supergauge theory. Thus, het- 
erotic M-theory emerges as a fundamental paradigm for so-called “brane 
world” scenarios of particle physics. In the second part of this lecture, we 
generalize the results of Lecture 1 to include, not just the universal hyper- 
multiplet, but all (1,l)-moduli in the bulk space, as well as matter scalar 
multiplets on the boundary three-branes. 

In order to re-construct the D = 4, N = 1 effective theory originally dis- 
cussed we expect there to be a three-brane domain wall in five dimensions 
with a worldvolume lying in the four uncompactified directions. These so- 
lutions should break half the supersymmetry of the fivedimensional bulk 
theory and preserve Poincar6 invariance in four dimensions.This domain 
wall can be viewed as the “vacuum” of the fivedimensional theory, in the 
sense that it provides the appropriate background for a reduction to the 
D = 4, N = 1 effective theory. 

We notice that the theory (16) has all of the prerequisites necessary for 
such a three-brane solution to exist. Generally, in order to have a ( D  - 2)- 
brane in a D-dimensional theory, one needs to have a ( D  - 1)-form field 
or, equivalently, a cosmological constant. This is familiar from the eight- 
brane3’ in the massive type IIA supergravity in ten  dimension^,^^ and has 
been systematically studied for theories in arbitrary dimension obtained 
by generalized (Scherk-Schwarz) dimensional reduction.32 In our case, this 
cosmological term is provided by the bulk potential term in the action (16). 
From the viewpoint of the bulk theory, we could have multi three-brane 
solutions with an arbitrary number of parallel branes located at  various 
places in the d1 direction. As is well known, however, elementary brane 
solutions have singularities a t  the location of the branes, needing to be 
supported by source terms. The natural candidates for those source terms, 
in our case, are the boundary actions. Given the anomaly-cancellation 
requirements, this restricts the possible solutions to those representing a 
pair of parallel three-branes corresponding to the orbifold planes. 
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From the above discussion, it is clear that in order to find a three-brane 
solution, we should start with the Ansatz 

ds: = a(y)’dzPdzv~,, -+ b(y)’dy’ (24) 

v = V(Y) 

where a and b are functions of y = zl1 and all other fields vanish. The 
general solution for this Ansatz, satisfying the equations of motion derived 
from action (16), is given by 

a = aoH1/’ 

where ao, bo and co are constants. We note that the boundary source 
terms have fixed the form of the harmonic function H in the above solu- 
tion. Without specific information about the sources, the function H would 
generically be glued together from an arbitrary number of linear pieces with 
slopes *$a. The edges of each piece would then indicate the location of 
the source terms. The necessity of matching the boundary sources at y = 0 
and xp,  however, has forced us to consider only two such linear pieces, 
namely y E [0,7rp] and y E [-xp,O]. These pieces are glued together at 
y = 0 and xp (recall here that we have identified x p  and -xp) .  Therefore, 
we have 

which shows that the solution represents two parallel three-branes lo- 
cated at  the orbifold planes. We stress that this solution solves the five- 
dimensional theory (16) exactly, and is valid to all orders in K .  

Of course, we still have to check that our solution preserves half of 
the supersymmetries. When gap and V are the only non-zero fields, the 
supersymmetry transformations (23) simplify to 

The Killing spinor equations d$~h = 0, dCi = 0 are satisfied for the solu- 
tion (25) if we require that the spinor € a  is given by 

(27) 
= H1/4€i i j  

0 y11& = ( 7 3 ) j f O  
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where €6 is a constant symplectic Majorana spinor. This shows that we have 
indeed found a BPS solution preserving four of the eight bulk supercharges. 

Let us discuss the meaning of this solution in some detail. First, we no- 
tice that it fits into the general scheme of domain wall solutions in various 
dimensions. It is, however, a new solution to the gauged supergravity ac- 
tion (16) in five dimensions which has not been constructed previously. In 
addition, its source terms are naturally provided by the boundary actions 
resulting from Holava-Witten theory. Most importantly, it constitutes the 
fundamental vacuum solution of a phenomenologically relevant theory. The 
two parallel three-branes of the solution, separated by the bulk, are oriented 
in the four uncompactified space-time dimensions, and carry the physical 
low-energy gauge and matter fields. Therefore, from the low-energy point 
of view where the orbifold is not resolved the three-brane worldvolume is 
identified with four-dimensional space-time. In this sense the Universe 
lives on the worldvolume of a three-brane. 

Thus far, we have limited the discussion to the universal hypermultiplet 
only, coupled to N = 1 fivedimensional gauged supergravity. This result 
can be extended in a straighforward fashion to include all the (1,l) moduli 
of the Calabi-Yau threefold. We will not, however, explicitly include the 
( 2 , l )  sector as it is largely unaffected by the specific structure of Hofava- 
Witten theory. We now explain the generalized structure of the zero mode 
fields used in the reduction to five dimensions. We begin with the bulk 
space. Including the zero modes, the metric is given by 

where g A B  is the metric of the Calabi-Yau space X. Its Kahler form is 
defined by w , ~  = ig,a and can be expanded in terms of the harmonic (1,l)- 
forms w ~ A B ,  i = 1,. . . , hl>l  as 

W A B  = CL'W~AB . (29) 

The coefficients ui = ai (xa)  are the (1,l) moduli of the Calabi-Yau space. 
The Calabi-Yau volume modulus V = V ( x a )  is defined by 

v = ' s  & 
v x  

where 6 g  is the determinant of the Calabi-Yau metric g A B  and v is defined 
in (9). The modulus V then measures the Calabi-Yau volume in units of 
u. The factor VP2l3 in eq. (28) has been chosen such that the metric g a p  is 
the five-dimensional Einstein frame metric. Clearly V is not independent 
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of the (1, I) moduli ui but it can be expressed as 

(31) 
1 

V = - K ( u )  , 
6 

K ( u )  = d i j k a i d u k  

where K(u)  is the Kahler potential and d i j k  are the Calabi-Yau intersection 
numbers. 

Let us now turn to the zero modes of the antisymmetric tensor field. 
We have the potentials and field strengths, 

Capr 7 Gal376 

(32) 1 i  C,AB = -&WiAB 

C a b c  = -<wabc 

G,PAB = F i p w i A l 3  

G a a b c  = X a W a b c  . 
6 

1 
6 

The five-dimensional fields are therefore an antisymmetric tensor field Capy 
with field strength G,py~, h'>' vector fields A: with field strengths .FAp and 
a complex scalar < with field strength X ,  that arises from the harmonic 
(3,O) form denoted by wabc .  In the bulk the relations between those fields 
and their field strengths are simply 

These relations, however, will receive corrections from the boundary con- 
trolled by the 11-dimensional Bianchi identity (4). We will derive the 
associated five-dimensional Bianchi identities later. 

Next, we should set up the structure of the boundary fields. The starting 
point is the standard embedding of the spin connection in the first Es gauge 
group such that 

trF(') A F(') = trR A R . (34) 

As a result, we have an Es gauge field A;') with field strength FLL' on the 
first hyperplane and an EB gauge field A?) with field strength FL;) on the 
second hyperplane. In addition, there are h'!' gauge matter fields from the 
(1,l) sector on the first plane. They are specified by 

A!) = A b  + w i b C T  C P  Cip (35) 

where A b  is the (embedded) spin connection. Furthermore, p ,  q,  T ,  . . . = 
1,. . . , 27 are indices in the fundamental 27 representation of E6 and Tap 
are the (3,27) generators of E8 that arise in the decomposition under the 
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subgroup S U ( 3 )  x Eg. Their complex conjugate is denoted by Tap. The 
Cip are hi>' complex scalars in the 27 representation of Eg. Useful traces 
for these generators are tr(TapTbq) = btb; and tr(TapTbqT,,) = wabcfpqr 

where f p q r  is the totally symmetric tensor that projects out the singlet in 
273. 

So far, what we have considered is similar to a reduction of pure 11- 
dimensional supergravity on a Calabi-Yau space, as for example performed 
in Ref. 7, with the addition of gauge and gauge matter fields on the bound- 
aries. An important difference arises, however, because the standard em- 
bedding (34) ,  unlike in the case of the weakly coupled heterotic string, no 
longer leads to vanishing sources in the Bianchi identity (4 ) .  Instead, there 
is a net five-brane charge, with opposite sources on each fixed plane, propor- 
tional to f t r R  A R. The nontrivial components of the Bianchi identity (4) 
are given by 

(36) 
As a result, the components GABCD of the antisymmetric tensor field are 
nonvanishing. We find that 

where 

Here, the four-cycles Ci are the Poincare duals of the harmonic (1, 1)-forms 
wi. The index of the coefficient ai in the second part of the first equation 
has been raised using the inverse of the metric 

on the (1,l) moduli space. Note that, while the coefficients ai with lowered 
index are truly constants, as is apparent from eq. (38) ,  the coefficients cui 
depend on the (1,l) moduli ui since the metric (39)  does. We can derive 
an expression for the boundary t rF2  and trR2 terms in the action essential 
for the reduction of the boundary theories. We have 

v - l a i w A B  trRABRAB = t rF t2F( l lAB = 4 h l r  (5)  2'3 W i A B  
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while, of course 

trFfiF(2)AB = 0 .  (41) 
The expression (37) for GABCD with ai as defined in (38) is, as pre- 

viously discussed, the new and somewhat unconventional ingredient in our 
reduction. This configuration for the antisymmetric tensor field strength is 
the generalized nonzero mode or G-flux. Generally, a nonzero mode is de- 
fined as a nonzero internal antisymmetric tensor field strength G that solves 
the equation of motion. In contrast, conventional zero modes of an anti- 
symmetric tensor field, like those in eq. (33), have vanishing field strength 
once the moduli fields are set to constants. Since the kinetic term G2 is pos- 
itive for a nonzero mode it corresponds to a nonzero energy configuration. 
Given that nonzero modes, for a p fo rm field strength, satisfy 

dG = d*G = 0 

they correspond to harmonic forms of degree p. Hence, they can be iden- 
tified with the pth cohomology group H p ( X )  of the internal manifold X .  
In the present case, we are dealing with a four-form field strength on a 
Calabi-Yau threefold X so that the relevant cohomology group is H 4 ( X ) .  
The expression (37) is just an expansion of the nonzero mode in terms of 
the basis of H 4 ( X ) .  The appearance of all harmonic ( 2 , 2 )  forms shows that 
it is necessary to include the complete (1,l) sector into the low energy effec- 
tive action in order to fully describe the nonzero mode. On the other hand, 
harmonic ( 2 , l )  forms do not appear here and are, hence, less important in 
our context. We stress that the nonzero mode (37), for a given Calabi-Yau 
space, specifies a fixed element in H 4 ( X )  since the coefficients ai are fixed 
in terms of Calabi-Yau properties. Thus we see that, correctly normalized, 
G is in the integer cohomology of the Calabi-Yau manifold. We emphasize 
that in heterotic ill-theory, we are not free to turn off the non-zero mode. 
Its presence is simply dictated by the nonvanishing boundary sources. 

Let us now summarize the field content which we have obtained above 
and discuss how it fits into the multiplets of five-dimensional N = 1 super- 
gravity. We know that the gravitational multiplet should contain one vector 
field, the graviphoton. Thus, since the reduction leads to hl)’ vectors, we 
must have hl,’ - 1 vector multiplets. This leaves us with the scalars 
a’, the complex scalar E and the three-form Cap,. Since there is one scalar 
in each vector multiplet, we are left with three unaccounted for real scalars 
(one from the set of ui, and E )  and the three-form. Together, these fields 
form the “universal hypermultiplet;” universal because it is present inde- 
pendently of the particular form of the Calabi-Yau manifold. From this, it 

(42) 
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is clear that it must be the overall volume breathing mode V = &dzJkuzuJuk 
that is the additional scalar from the set of the uz which enters the universal 
multiplet. The three-form may appear a little unusual, but recall that in 
five dimensions a three-form is dual to a scalar CT. Thus, the bosonic sector 
of the universal hypermultiplet consists of the four scalars (V, o,(, c), as 
presented previously. 

The hlil - 1 vector multiplet scalars are the remaining u z .  More properly, 
since the breathing mode V is already part of a hypermultiplet it should 
be first scaled out when defining the shape moduli 

(43) bZ = V-1/3uz . 

Note that the hl,l moduli bz represent only hlil - 1 independent degrees of 
freedom as they satisfy the constraint 

K ( b )  dz,kbzvbk = 6 . (44) 

(45) 

The graviton and graviphoton of the gravity multiplet are given by 

2 
(gas ,  QbZd",. 

Therefore, in total, the five dimensional bulk theory contains a gravity 
multiplet, the universal hypermultiplet and hlil - 1 vector multiplets. The 
inclusion of the ( 2 , l )  sector of the Calabi-Yau space would lead to an 
additional h2>l set of hypermultiplets in the theory. Since they will not 
play a prominent r61e in our context they will not be explicitly included in 
the following. 

On the boundary Mi1) we have an E6 gauge multiplet (A; ) ,  x(l)) and 
hlil chiral multiplets ( C a p ,  $P) in the fundamental 27 representation of Es. 
Here C a p  denote the complex scalars and q z P  the chiral fermions. The other 
boundary, carries an E8 gauge multiplet (A?) ,  x@)) only. Inclusion 
of the ( 2 , l )  sector would add h2i1 chiral multiplets in the 27 representation 
of EG to the field content of the boundary Mi') .  Any even bulk field will 
also survive on the boundary. Thus, in addition to the four-dimensional 
part of the metric, the scalars bz together with dill and V and CT survive 
on the boundaries. These pair into h1?l chiral muliplets. 

We are now ready to derive the bosonic part of the five-dimensional 
effective action for the (1,l) sector. Inserting the expressions for the various 
fields into the 11-dimensional supergravity action (1) and dropping higher 
derivative terms we find 
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with 

All fields in this action that originate from the 11-dimensional antisym- 
metric tensor field are subject to a nontrivial Bianchi identity. Specifically, 
from eq. (4) we have 

with the currents defined by 
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Jky = -2iV-'I'jk ((D,C)jp(Dyc)k - (Dpc) i (DvC) jp)  (49b) 
i 

(49c) J - --V-ld. .  f (DPC)iPCj4Ckr. 
P - 2 v k  Pqr  

The five-dimensional Newton constant ~5 and the Yang-Mills coupling 
 GUT are expressed in terms of 11-dimensional quantities as 

We still need to define various quantities in the above action. The metric 
Gij is given in terms of the Kahler potential K as 

I d  d 
2 dba db3 

Gij = ---- 1nK.  

The corresponding connection is defined as 

We recall that 

K = d i j k  bil? bk , (53) 

where d i j k  are the Calabi-Yau intersection numbers. All indices i, j ,  I c ,  . . . 
in the five-dimensional theory are raised and lowered with the metric Gij. 
We recall that the fields bi are subject to the constraint 

K = 6  (54) 

which should be taken into account when equations of motion are derived 
from the above action. Most conveniently, it can be implemented by adding 
a Lagrange multiplier term J - S X ( K ( b )  - 6) to the bulk action. Further- 
more, we need to define the superpotential 

1 
(55) W = - d . .  f CiPCjqckr 6 a3k Pqr 

and the D-term 

where T(") ,  u = 1, . . . ,78 are the Ec generators in the fundamental repre- 
sentation. The consistency of the above theory has been explicitly checked 
by a reduction of the 11-dimensional equations of motion. 
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The most notable features of this action, a t  first sight, are the bulk and 
boundary potentials for the (1,l) moduli V and bz that appear in Shyper  

and Sbound.  Those potentials involve the five-brane charges ail defined by 
eq. (38), that characterize the nonzero mode. The bulk potential in the 
hypermultiplet part of the action arises directly from the kinetic term G2 
of the antisymmetric tensor field with the expression (37) for the nonzero 
mode inserted. It can therefore be interpreted as the energy contribution 
of the nonzero mode. The origin of the boundary potentials, on the other 
hand, can be directly seen from eq. (40) and the 10-dimensional boundary 
actions. Essentially, they arise because the standard embedding leads to 
nonvanishing internal boundary actions due to the crucial factor 1/2 in 
front of the trR2 terms. This is in complete analogy with the appearance 
of nonvanishing sources in the internal part of the Bianchi identity which led 
us to introduce the nonzero mode. The action presented in (46) and (47b) 
was first derived in Ref. 4. 

3. Bulk Five-Branes and Non-Standard Embeddings 

In this third lecture, we begin by discussing the simplest BPS three-brane 
solution of the generalized five-dimensional heterotic M-theory presented 
in Lecture 2 .  We then commence a major extension of heterotic M-theory. 
Until now, we have employed the standard embedding of the spin connec- 
tion of the Calabi-Yau threefold into the gauge connection of the visible 
brane. However, unlike the case of the weakly coupled heterotic string, 
there is nothing compelling about the standard embedding in heterotic M- 
theory. Quite the contrary, it is more natural to consider LLnon-standar 
embeddings. Here, we will only briefly discuss such embeddings, referring 
the reader to the TASI 2001 lectures by Daniel Waldram for details. In this 
lecture, we focus on one of the important phenomena assoaciated with non- 
standard embeddings, namely, the appearance of one or more bulk space 
three-branes (actually, M5-branes wrapped on holomorphic curves in the 
Calabi-Yau threefold). In the second part of this lecture, we will discuss 
the existence and properties of bulk space wrapped five-branes in detail. 

We would now like to find the simplest BPS domain wall solutions of the 
generalized five-dimensional heterotic M-theory. $ r o m  the above results, 
it is clear that the proper Ansatz for the type of solutions we are looking 
for is given by 

ds; = a ( y ) 2 d z ~ d z ” ~ , ,  + b(y)”dy2 

v = V(Y) (57) 
bz = bi(y) , 
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where we use y = xl1 from now on. A solution to the generalized equations 
of motion is somewhat hard to find, essentially due to the complication 
caused by the inclusion of all (1, 1) moduli and the associated Kahler struc- 
ture. The trick is to express the solution in terms of certain functions 
f z  = f'(y) which are only implicitly defined rather than trying to find 
fully explicit formulae. It turns out that those functions are fixed by the 
equations 

d i j k  f' f k  = Hi , Hi = -2 f ika i ly l  + ki (58) 
where k and Ici are arbitrary constants. Then the solution can be written 
as 

where & is another arbitrary constant. We have checked that this solution 
is indeed a BPS state of the theory; that is, that it preserves four of the 
eight supercharges. Note that we have chosen the above solution to have 
no singularities other than those at the two boundaries. Specifically, the 
harmonic functions Hi in eq. (58) satisfy 

Hi" = 4 J z k ~ 1 i ( S ( y )  - S(y - T P ) )  , (60) 

indicating sources a t  the orbifold planes y = 0 , r p .  Recall that we have 
restricted the range of y to y E [-np, ~ p ]  with the endpoints identified. This 
explains the second delta-function at y = r p  in the above equation. We 
conclude that the solution (60) represents a multi-charged double domain 
wall (three-brane) solution with the two walls located at the orbifold planes. 
It preserves four-dimensional Poincar6 invariance as well as four of the eight 
super charges. 

In Lecture 2, we have presented a related three-brane solution which 
was less general in that it involved the universal Calabi-Yau modulus V 
only. Clearly, we should be able to recover this solution from eq. (60) if we 
consider the specific case hlil = 1. Then we have dlll = 6 and it follows 
from eq. (58) that 

f l  = ($kal,y/  + kl) 1/2 
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Inserting this into eq. (60) provides us with the explicit solution in this case 
which is given by 

u =  OH'/^ 
b = boH2 

v = b o ~ 3 .  

1 a l y l + c o ,  a =  a Jz H = - -  
3 

The constant uo, bo and co are related to the integration constants in eq. (GO) 
by 

(63) 

Eq. (62) is indeed exactly the solution that was found in Lecture 2. It 
still represents a double domain wall. However, in contrast to the general 
solution it couples to one charge (Y = a’ only. Geometrically, it describes a 
variation of the five-dimensional metric and the Calabi-Yau volume across 
the orbifold. 

At this point, we introduce an important generalization which greatly 
expands the scope, theoretical interest and phenomenological implications 
of heterotic M-theory. First, note that all of our previous results have as- 
sumed that the gauge field vacuum on the Calabi-Yau threefold is identical 
to the geometrical spin connection. That is, we have assumed the standard 
embedding defined in (6). Since any Calabi-Yau threefold has holonomy 
group S U ( 3 ) ,  it follows that the spin connection and, hence, the gauge con- 
nection has structure group G = SU(3) .  The four-dimensional low energy 
theory then exhibits a gauge group H which is the commutant of G in Eg. 
Since G = SU(3) ,  it follows that H = Es, as we discussed above. Although 
the choice of the standard embedding was natural within the context of 
weakly coupled heterotic superstring theory, there is no reason to single 
it out from other gauge vacua in M-theory. Indeed, the only constraint 
on the gauge vacua in heterotic M-theory is that they be compatible with 
N = 1 supersymmetry on the boundary planes. That is, the gauge connec- 
tion on the Calabi-Yau threefold must satisfy the Hermitian Yang-Mills 
equation, but is otherwise arbitrary. Clearly, it would be of significant in- 
terest to demonstrate the existence of gauge vacua other than the standard 
embedding. For example, if one could construct a “non-standard” embed- 
ding gauge vacuum with structure group, say, G = SU(5)  x Zz,  then the 
low energy gauge group in four-dimensions would be the standard model 
group SU(3)c  x SU(2),5 x U ( 1 ) y .  Since the Calabi-Yau threefold has a 
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Euclidean signature and is compact, we will refer to any gauge configura- 
tion with structure group G c Es that satisfies the Hermitian Yang-Mills 
equation as a G-instanton. We will, therefore, expand the vacua of het- 
erotic M-theory by compactifying Hoi-ava-Witten theory on Calabi-Yau 
manifolds with G-instantons. 

Initially, this seems to be a very difficult task, since not a single solu- 
tion to the Hermitian Yang-Mills equations on a Calabi-Yau threefold is 
known, with the exception of the standard embedding. However, a t  this 
point, some important mathemetical results become relevant, which allow 
us to demonstrate the existence and compute the properties of very large 
classes of G-instantons. The fundamental results in this regard are two-fold. 
First, it was shown by Donaldson and Uhlenbeck and Yau that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between any G-instanton solution of the Hermi- 
tian Yang-Mills equation and the existence of a stable holomorphic vector 
bundle with structure group G over the Calabi-Yau threefold. Given one 
the other is determined, a t  least in principle. Now, even though it appears 
to be very difficult to find solutions of the Hermitian Yang-Mills equations, 
it was demonstrated by Friedman, Morgan and Witten33i35 and D ~ n a
that one can, rather straightforwardly, construct stable holomorphic vector 
bundles over Calabi-Yau threefolds. Using, and extending, the technol- 
ogy introduced in these papers, large classes of heterotic M-theory vacua 
with non-standard G-bundles have been c o n s t r ~ c t e d . ~ ~ ! ~ ~  It was shown in 
these papers that heterotic M-theory vacua corresponding to grand unified 
theories, with gauge groups such as SU(5) and SO(10),36 and the stan- 
dard model with gauge group SU(3)c x SU(2)r,  x U ( ~ ) Y ~ ~  can, indeed, be 
constructed in this manner. I will not discuss these holomorphic bundle 
constructions in these lectures, referring the reader to the TASI lectures 
by Daniel Waldram. Here, instead, I will discuss an important implica- 
tion of non-standard G-bundle vacua, namely, the necessary appearance of 
M5-branes, wrapped on holomorphic curves, in the bulk space. 

Recall from above that anomaly cancellation requires that the Bianchi 
identity for the four-form field strength G = dC be modified as in equa- 
tion (4). It is useful to rewrite this expression as 

where sources are defined by 

1 
2 J ( " )  = 4 V " )  - - c 2 ( T X )  72. = 1,2,  (65) 
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and 
1 1 

(66) 16x2 16n2 
V" is the stable holomorphic vector bundle on the n-th plane, F n  is the field 
strength associated with the gauge theory, and R is the Ricci tensor of the 
Calabi-Yau manifold. Note that c2(Vn) and c z ( T X )  are the second Chern 
class of the vector bundle on the n-th boundary plane and the second Chern 
class of the Calabi-Yau tangent bundle respectively. Integrating (64) over 
a five-cycle which spans the orbifold interval and is otherwise an arbitrary 
four-cycle in the Calabi-Yau three-fold, we find the topological condition 
that 

cz(V")  = --trFn A F",  c g ( T X )  = --trR A R, 

C Z ( V 1 )  + C Z ( V 2 )  - C2(TX) = 0. (67) 

When N bulk five-branes, located at  coordinates xi for i = 1,. . . , N 
in the 11-direction, are present in the vacuum, cancellation of their world- 
volume anomalies, as well as the gravitational and gauge anomalies on the 
orbifold fixed planes, requires that Bianchi identity be further modified to 

2/3 
( d G ) , , ~ j ~ r ,  = 4 h n  (g) ( J ( ' )b (x l l )  + J(2)S(x11 - np)  

+CE1j(i)S(xll - x i ) ) i j ~ z .  (68) 

Each five-brane source j ( i )  is defined to be the four-form which is Poincari: 
dual to the holomorphic curve in the Calabi-Yau threefold around which 
the i-th five-brane is wrapped. If we define the five-brane class 

w = C E l j ( i ) ,  (69) 

then the topological condition (67) is modified to 

C 2 ( V 1 )  + C 2 ( V 2 )  - c z ( T X )  + w = 0. 

The simplest example one can present is the standard embedding, where 
one fixes the Calabi-Yau three-fold and chooses the two holomorphic vector 
bundles so that V1 = T X  and V 2  = 0. It follows that 

cz(V1) = c z ( T X ) ,  cz(V2) = 0. (71) 

Note that these Chern classes satisfy the topological condition given in (70) 
with 

w = 0. (72) 

That is, for the standard embedding there are no M5-branes in the bulk 
space, as we already know from the previous lectures. However, as was 
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shown in Ref. 36, most non-standard G-bundles correspond to Chern classes 
that require a non-vanishing five-brane class W in order to be anomaly free. 
In particular, phenomenologically relevant heterotic M-theory vacua, such 
as those leading to the standard model gauge group with three families 
of quarks and leptons,37 must have bulk five-branes. We will, therefore, 
spend the remainder of this lecture discussing the structure and physical 
properties of bulk space M5-branes wrapped on holomorphic curves. 

The inclusion of five-branes in the bulk space not only generalizes the 
types of background one can consider, but also introduces new degrees of 
freedom into the theory, namely, the dynamical fields on the five-branes 
themselves. We will now consider what low-energy fields survive on one of 
the five-branes when it is wrapped around a two-cycle in the Calabi-Yau 
threefold. 

In general, the fields on a single five-brane are as  follow^.^^^^^ The 
simplest are the bosonic coordinates X’ describing the embedding of the 
brane into 11-dimensional spacetime. The additional bosonic field is a 
world-volume two-form potential B with field strength H = dB satisfy- 
ing a generalized self-duality condition. For small fluctuations, the duality 
condition simplifies to the conventional constraint H = *H. These de- 
grees of freedom are paired with spacetime fermions 8 ,  leading to a Green- 
Schwarz type action, with manifest spacetime supersymmetry and local 
k a p p a - ~ y m m e t r y . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (As usual, including the self-dual field in the action 
is difficult, but is made possible by either including an auxiliary field or 
abandoning a covariant formulation.) For a five-brane in flat space, one can 
choose a gauge such that the dynamical fields fall into a six-dimensional 
massless tensor multiplet with (0,2) supersymmetry on the brane world- 
~ o l u r n e . ~ ’ > ~ ~  This multiplet has five scalars describing the motion in direc- 
tions transverse to the five-brane, together with the self-dual tensor H. 

For a five-brane embedded in S1/ZZ x X x M4, to preserve Lorentz 
invariance in M4, 3 + 1 dimensions of the five-brane must be left uncom- 
pactified. The remaining two spatial dimensions are then wrapped on a 
two-cycle of the Calabi-Yau three-fold. To preserve supersymmetry, the 
two-cycle must be a holomorphic curve.17i44,45 Thu s, from the point of 
view of a five-dimensional effective theory on S1/Zz x M4, since two of the 
five-brane directions are compactified, it appears as a flat three-brane (or 
equivalently a domain wall) located at  some point d1 = z on the orbifold. 
Thus, a t  low energy, the degrees of freedom on the brane must fall into 
four-dimensional supersymmetric multiplets. 
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An important question is how much supersymmetry is preserved in the 
low-energy theory. One way to address this problem is directly from the 
symmetries of the Green-Schwarz action, following the discussion for sim- 
ilar brane configurations in Ref. 44. Locally, the 11-dimensional space- 
time S'/Zz x X x admits eight independent Killing spinors q, so 
should be described by a theory with eight supercharges. (Globally, only 
half of the spinors survive the non-local orbifold quotienting condition 
I'llq(-xll) = q(xl'), so that, for instance, the eleven-dimensional bulk 
fields lead to N = 1, not N = 2, supergravity in four dimensions.) The 
Green-Schwarz form of the five-brane action is then invariant under su- 
pertranslations generated by q, as well as local kappa-transformations. In 
general the fermion fields 8 transform as (see for instance Ref. 43) 

68 = q +  P+. (73) 

where P+ is a projection operator. If the brane configuration is purely 
bosonic then 8 = 0 and the variation of the bosonic fields is identically 
zero. Furthermore, if H = 0 then the projection operator takes the simple 
form 

where oml m = 0 , .  . . , 5 label the coordinates on the five-brane and g is the 
determinant of the induced metric 

If the brane configuration is invariant for some combination of super- 
translation q and kappa-transformation, then we say it is supersymmetric. 
Now K is a local parameter which can be chosen a t  will. Since the projec- 
tion operators satisfy P+ + P- = 1, we see that for a solution of 68 = 0, 
one is required to set K = -q, together with imposing the condition 

P-Q = 0 (76) 

For a brane wrapped on a two-cycle in the Calabi-Yau space, spanning 
M4 and located at  xl1 = x in the orbifold interval, we can choose the 
parameterization 

where = o4 + ia5. The condition (76) then reads 
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where we have introduced the four-dimensional chirality operator 1'(4) = 
I'oI'lI'zr3. Recalling that on the Calabi-Yau three-fold the Killing spinor 
satisfies r'r] = 0, it is easy to show that this condition can only be satisfied 
if the embedding is holomorphic, that is X" = X " ( a ) ,  independent of 8. 
The condition then further reduces to 

which, given that the spinor has definite chirality in eleven dimensions 
as well as on the Calabi-Yau space, implies that rllr] = r ] ,  compatible 
with the global orbifold quotient condition. Thus, finally, we see that only 
half of the eight Killing spinors, namely those satisfying (79), lead to pre- 
served supersymmetries on the five-brane. Consequently the low-energy 
four-dimensional theory describing the five-brane dynamics will have N = 1 
supersymmetry. 

The simplest excitations on the five-brane surviving in the low-energy 
four-dimensional effective theory are the moduli describing the position of 
the five-brane in eleven dimensions. There is a single modulus X1' giving 
the position of the brane in the orbifold interval. In addition, there is the 
moduli space of holomorphic curves Cz in X describing the position of the 
brane in the Calabi-Yau space. This moduli space is generally complicated, 
and we will not address its detailed structure here. (As an example, the 
moduli space of genus one curves in K3 is K3 itself.45) However, we note 
that these moduli are scalars in four dimensions, and we expect them to 
arrange themselves as a set of chiral multiplets, with a complex structure 
presumably inherited from that of the Calabi-Yau manifold. 

Now let us consider the reduction of the self-dual three-form degrees of 
freedom. (Here we are essentially repeating a discussion given in Refs. 46, 
47). The holomorphic curve is a Riemann surface and, so, is character- 
ized by its genus g.  One recalls that the number of independent harmonic 
one-forms on a Riemann surface is given by 29. In addition, there is the 
harmonic volume two-form 0. Thus, if we decompose the five-brane world- 
volume as C2 x M4, we can expand H in zero modes as 

where A, are a basis u = 1, . . . ,2g of harmonic one-forms on Cz, while 
the four-dimensional fields are a scalar a, 29 U(1) vector fields F" = dA" 
and a three-form field strength h = db. However, not all these fields are 
independent because of the self-duality condition H = * H .  Rather, one 
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easily concludes that 

h = *da (81) 

and, hence, that the four-dimensional scalar a and two-form b describe the 
same degree of freedom. To analyze the vector fields, we introduce the 
matrix T," defined by 

*A, = T,"A, (82) 

If we choose the basis A, such that the moduli space metric JC, Au A (*AV) 
is the unit matrix, T is antisymmetric and, of course, T 2  = -1. The 
self-duality constraint implies for the vector fields that 

F " = T , , " ~ F " .  (83) 

If we choose a basis for F" such that 

T = d i a g ( (  -1 0 '), . . . . (  -1 0 ')) (84) 

with g two by two blocks on the diagonal] one easily concludes that only g 
of the 29 vector fields are independent. In conclusion, for a genus g curve 
C2, we have found one scalar and g U ( 1 )  vector fields from the two-form on 
the five-brane worldvolume. The scalar has to pair with another scalar to 
form a chiral N = 1 multiplet. The only other universal scalar available is 
the zero mode of the transverse coordinate X" in the orbifold direction. 

Thus, in general, the N = 1 low-energy theory of a single five-brane 
wrapped on a genus g holomorphic curve C2 has gauge group V (  1)9 with g 
U(1) vector multiplets and a universal chiral multiplet with bosonic fields 
(a, X"). Furthermore, there is some number of additional chiral multiplets 
describing the moduli space of the curve C2 in the Calabi-Yau three-fold. 

It is well known that when two regions of the five-brane world-volume in 
M-theory come into close proximity, new massless states a ~ p e a r . ~ ~ , ' ~  These 
are associated with membranes stretching between the two nearly overlap- 
ping five-brane surfaces. In general, this can lead to enhancement of the 
gauge symmetry. Let us now consider this possibility, heretofore ignored 
in our discussion. In general, one can consider two types of brane degen- 
eracy where parts of the five-brane world-volumes are in close proximity. 
The first, and simplest, is to have N distinct but coincident five-branes, all 
wrapping the same cycle C2 in the Calabi-Yau space and all located at the 
same point in the orbifold interval. Here, the new massless states come from 
membranes stretching between the distinct five-brane world-volumes. The 
second, and more complicated, situation is where there is a degeneracy of 
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the embedding of a single five-brane, such that parts of the curve Cz become 
close together in the Calabi-Yau space. In this case, the new states come 
from membranes stretching between different parts of the same five-brane 
world-volume.4g~50 Let us consider these two possibilities separately. 

The first case of distinct five-branes is analogous to the M-theory de- 
scription of N overlapping type IIB D3-branes, which arise as N coincident 
five-branes wrapping the same cycle in a flat torus. In that case, the U(1) 
gauge theory on each D3-brane is enhanced to a U ( N )  theory describing the 
full collection of branes. Thus, by analogy, in our case we would expect a 
similar enhancement of each of the g U(1) fields on each five-brane. That is, 
when wrapped on a holomorphic curve of genus g,  the full gauge group for 
the low-energy theory describing N coincident five-branes becomes U ( N ) g .  

The second case is inherently more complicated. It can, however, be 
clearly elucidated and studied for Calabi-Yau threefolds which are ellipti- 
cally fibered. These manifolds consist of a base two-fold, over any point 
of which is fibered an elliptic curve. At almost all points in the base, the 
elliptic curve is smooth. However, there is a locus of points, called the dis- 
criminant locus, over which the fibers degenerate. These degeneracies have 
specific characteristics and have been classified by K ~ d a i r a . ~ ’  If the five- 
brane is wrapped over a smooth fiber, away from the discriminant locus, 
then there are no new massless states. However, as the fiber approaches the 
discriminant it degenerates to a specific Kodaira singularity. Accordingly, 
the five-brane wrapped on such a fiber begins to “approach itself” near the 
singularity, leading to new, massless states appearing in the theory. The 
general theory for computing these massless states was presented for fibers 
over both the smooth and singular parts of discriminant curves in Ref. 49 
and 50 respectively. For example, consider an elliptically fibered Calabi- 
Yau threefold over an F3 Hirzebruch base and let the five-brane be wrapped 
on a fiber near a smooth part of the discriminant curve with Kodaira type 
Iz. Then, it was shown in Ref. 49 that, in addition to the usual states, the 
12  degeneracy of the elliptic fiber produces an SU(2)  doublet 2 of massless 
N = 2 hypermultiplets with unit electric charge. In general, one gets a 
complicated spectrum of new hypermultiplets and, for sufficiently intricate 
Kodaira singularities, new non-Abelian vector multiplets as well. 

Summarizing the two cases, we see that for N five-branes wrapping the 
same curve Cz of genus g, we expect that the symmetry is enhanced from N 
copies of U (  1 ) g  to U ( N ) g .  Alternatively, in the second case, even for a single 
brane we can get new massless states if the holomorphic curve degenerates. 
These states form hypermultiplets and entended non-Abelian gauge vector 
multiplets depending on the exact form of the curve degeneracy. 
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4. Beyond HoFava-Witten Theory 

It is of interest to ask whether one can construct other orbifolds of M-theory 
beyond the S1/Z2 example of Refs. 1, 2. A first step in this direction was 
taken by Dasgupta and Muhki5' and Witten53 who discussed both local and 
global anomaly cancellation within the context of T4/Zz orbifolds. A major 
generalization of these results was presented in Refs. 54, 55, 56, 57 and 58, 
59 where all the M-theory orbifolds associated with the spacetime R6 x K 3  
were constructed. In this fourth lecture, we will, for specificity, consider 
M-theory orbifolds on S1/Zz x T4/Z2. It will be demonstrated, in detail, 
how such orbifolds can be made anaomaly free, completely determining 
both the twisted and untwisted sector spectra in the process, even on odd 
dimensional orbifold planes where all anomalies vanish. 

The spacetime has topology R6 x S1 x T4, where each of the five com- 
pact coordinates takes values on the interval [-n-,n-] with the endpoints 
identified. Let xb parameterize the six non-compact dimensions, while xi 
and xl' parameterize the T4 and S1 factors respectively. Then the Z2 
action on S1 is defined by 

cy : (xb, xi, 311) - (211, xi, -xll) 
p : (XW, x y 1 )  - (XW, -2, xll) . 

(85) 

(86) 

whereas the Zz action on T4 is 

The element cy leaves invariant the two ten-planes defined by xl1 = 0 and 
xl1 = n-, while /3 leaves invariant the sixteen seven-planes defined when the 
four coordinates x2 individually assume the values 0 or n-, Finally, cyp leaves 
invariant the thirty-two six-planes defined when all five compact coordinates 
individually assume the values 0 or 7r. The a,O six-planes coincide with the 
intersections of the cy ten-planes with the p seven-planes. 

A gravitational anomaly arises on each ten-plane due to the coupling 
of chiral projections of the bulk gravitino to currents localized on the fixed 
planes. Since the two ten-planes are indistinguishable aside from their 
position, this anomaly is identical on each of the two planes and can be 
computed by conventional means if proper care is used. The reason why 
extra care is needed is that each ten-plane anomaly arises from the coupling 
of eleven-dimensional fermions to ten-dimensional currents, whereas stan- 
dard index theorem results only apply to ten-dimensional fermions coupled 
to ten-dimensional currents. If one notes that the index theorem can be 
applied to the small radius limit where the two ten-planes coincide, then 
the gravitational anomaly on each individual ten-plane can be computed; 
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it is simply one-half of the index theorem anomaly derived using the “un- 
twisted” sector spectrum in ten-dimensions. By untwisted sector, we mean 
the Z2 projection of the eleven-dimensional bulk space supergravity multi- 
plet onto each ten-dimension fixed plane. This untwisted spectrum forms 
the ten-dimensional N = 1 supergravity multiplet containing a graviton, 
a chiral gravitino, a two-form and a scalar dilaton. We denote by R the 
ten-dimensional Riemann tensor, regarded as an SO(9,l)-valued form. 

As pointed out in Refs. 1, 2, in addition to the untwisted spectrum, one 
must allow for the possibility of “twisted” sector N = 1 supermultiplets 
that live on each ten-dimensional orbifold plane only. For the case at hand, 
the twisted sector spectrum must fall into N = 1 Yang-Mills supermulti- 
plets consisting of gauge fields and chiral gauginos. These will give rise to 
an additional contribution to the gravitational anomaly on each ten-plane, 
as well as to mixed and pure-gauge anomalies. However, since the twisted 
sector fields are ten-dimensional, these anomalies can be computed directly 
from the standard formulas, without multiplying by one-half. The twisted 
sector gauge group, the dimension of the gauge group and the gauge field 
strength on the i-th ten-plane are denoted by Gi,  ni = dimGi and Fi re- 
spectively, for i = 1 , 2 .  

The quantum mechanical one-loop local chiral anomaly on the i-th ten- 
plane is characterized by the twelve-form 

from which the anomaly arises by descent. The constituent polynomials 
contributing to the pure gravitational anomaly due to the chiral spin 312 
and chiral spin l / 2  fermions are 

1 75 35 
( 2 ~ ) ~ 6 !  56 128 512 Igfiv(R) = -( t rR6 - - t rR4 A t rR2  + - (tr R 2 ) 3 )  (88) 

and 

(1/2)  1 1 1 5 ( -  - t rR6 - - t rR4 A t rR2  - - ( t rR2)3)  IGRAV(R) = ___ 384 4608 ( 2 ~ ) ~ 6 !  504 . .  

(89) 
respectively, where tr is the trace of the SO(9,l)  indices. The polynomials 
contributing to the mixed and pure-gauge anomalies are due to chiral spin 
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1 / 2  fermions only and are given by 
1 1 5 

64 
- t r  R4 A Tr F j  + - ( t r  R2)2 A Tr F," (1/2) IMIXED (R,  Fi) = ___ ( 2 ~ ) ~ 6 !  ( 16 

and 

Here Tr is the trace over the adjoint representation of Gi. All the anomaly 
polynomials are computed using standard index theorems. Each term in 
(87) has a factor of 1/2 because the relevant fermions are Majorana-Weyl 
with half the degrees of freedom of Weyl fermions. The first two terms in 
(87) arise from untwisted sector fermions, whereas the last three terms are 
contributed by the twisted sector. I t  follows from the above discussion that 
the first two terms must have an additional factor of 1/2, accounting for 
the overall coefficient of 1/4, whereas the remaining three terms are given 
exactly by the index theorems. 

The quantum anomaly (87) would spoil the consistency of the theory 
were it not to cancel against some sort of classical inflow anomaly. Hence, it 
is imperative to discern the presence of appropriate local classical countert- 
erms to cancel against (87). One begins the analysis of anomaly cancellation 
by considering the pure t r  R6 term in (87) which is irreducible and must 
therefore identically vanish. I t  follows from the above that this term is 

t r  R6 
1 (ni -248) -~ 

2 ( 2 ~ ) ~ 6 !  494 

Therefore, the t r  R6 term will vanish if and only if each gauge group Gi 
satisfies the constraint 

ni = 248. (93) 

Without yet specifying which 248-dimensional gauge group is permitted, 
we substitute 248 for ni in (87) obtaining 

15 
- 2(27~)~6!  16 64 

I12 (1 -loop). - [-" t r  R4 A t r R 2  - - ( t rR2)3  

I 1 5 5 
16 64 8 

+- t r  R4 A T r  F j  + - ( t r  R2)2 A Tr F," - - t r  R2 A Tr F: + Tr F! (94) 

Although non-vanishing, this part of the anomaly is reducible. It follows 
that it can be made to cancel as long as it can be factorized into the product 
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of two terms, a four-form and an eight-form. A necessary requirement for 
this to be the case is that 

There are two Lie groups with dimension 248 that satisfy this condition, 
the non-Abelian group Es and the Abelian group U(l).248 Both groups 
represent allowed twisted matter gauge groups on each ten-plane. Hence, 
from anomaly considerations alone one can determine the twisted sector on 
each ten-plane, albeit with a small ambiguity in the allowed twisted sector 
gauge group. In this paper, we consider only the non-Abelian gauge group 
Ex. Using (95) and several Es trace relations, the anomaly polynomial (94) 
can be re-expressed as follows 

where Xx is the eight-form 
1 ( - t r ~ - - - ( t r ~ 2 ) 2 )  1 1 

X8 = ~ 

(27~)~4!  8 32 
and 14(i) is the four-form given by 

l )  
1 1  

167T2 ( 30 T ~ F ?  - - tr ~2 1 4  (i) = - 2 

(97) 

Once in this factorized form, the anomaly 1 1 2  (1 - 100p)i can be cancelled as 
follows. 

First, the Bianchi identity dG = 0, where G is the field strength of the 
three-form C in the eleven-dimensional supergravity multiplet , is modified 
to 

2 

where 14(i)  is the four-form given in (98) and d!$o is a one-form brane 
current with support on the i-th ten-plane. Second, we note that the eleven- 
dimensional supergravity action contains the terms 

where X7 satisfies dX7 = xs. The CGG interaction is required by the 
minimally-coupled supergravity action, while the GX7 term is an additional 
higher-derivative interaction necessitated by five-brane anomaly cancella- 
tion. Using the modified Bianchi identity (99), one can compute the vari- 
ation of these two terms under Lorentz and gauge transformations. The 
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result is that the CGG and GX7 terms have classical anomalies which de- 
scend from the polynomials 

and 

112(GX7)i = -XS A 14(i) . 

112(1-l00p)i + 112(CGG)i + 112(GXr)i = 0 

(102) 

(103) 

respectively. I t  follows that 

and, hence, the total anomaly cancels exactly. 
We conclude that the requirement of local anomaly cancellation on the 

each of the two S1/Z2 orbifold ten-planes specifies the twisted spectrum 
of the theory. This specification is almost, but not quite, unique, allowing 
N = 1 vector supermultiplets with either gauge group Eg or U(l)248. An 
important ingredient in this analysis was the fact that the contribution to 
the anomaly on each ten-plane from the untwisted sector was a factor of 112 
smaller than the index theorem result. This followed from the fact that the 
index theorem had to be spread over two equivalent ten-planes. A direct 
consequence of this is that the non-Abelian gauge group on each ten-plane 
is Eg, not Es x Eg, and that the gauge group SO(32) is disallowed. Since 
S1/Z2 is a subspace of S1/Z2 x T 4 / Z z ,  the results of this section continue 
to hold on the larger orbifold. We now discuss the cancellation of local 
anomalies in the other factor space, T 4 / Z 2 .  

The quantum anomalies on each of the sixteen indistinguishable seven- 
planes of the T 4 / Z 2  orbifold are easy to analyze. In analogy with the 
ten-planes, an untwisted sector is induced on each seven-plane by the Z2 

projection of the eleven-dimensional supergravity multiplet. This untwisted 
spectrum forms the seven-dimensional N = 1 supergravity multiplet con- 
sisting of a graviton, a gravitino, three vector fields, a two-form, a real scalar 
dilaton and a spin 1/2 dilitino. However, unlike the case of a ten-plane, 
gravitational anomalies cannot be supported on a seven-plane. In fact, since 
there are no chiral fermions in seven-dimensions, no chiral anomaly of any 
kind, gravitational or gauge, can arise. Hence, with no local chiral anoma- 
lies to cancel, it would appear to be impossible to compute the twisted 
sector spectrum of any seven-plane. As long as we focus on the seven- 
planes exclusively, this conclusion is correct. However, as we will see below, 
the cancellation of the local anomalies on the thirty-two six-dimensional ap 
orbifold planes, formed from the intersection of the a ten-planes with the p 
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seven-planes, will require a non-vanishing twisted sector spectrum on each 
seven-plane and dictate its structure. With this in mind, we now turn to 
the analysis of anomalies localized on the intersection six-planes in the full 
S1/Zz x T4/Zz orbifold. 

As in the case for the ten-planes, a gravitational anomaly will arise on 
each six-plane due to the coupling of chiral projections of the bulk gravitino 
to currents localized on the thirty-two fixed planes. Since the thirty-two 
six-planes are indistinguishable, the anomaly is the same on each plane and 
can be computed by conventional means if proper care is taken. Noting 
that the standard index theorems can be applied to the small radius limit 
where the thirty-two six-planes coincide, it follows that the gravitational 
anomaly on each six-plane is simply one-thirty-second of the index theorem 
anomaly derived using the untwisted sector spectrum in six-dimensions. In 
this case, the untwisted sector spectrum is the ZZ x ZZ projection of the 
eleven-dimensional bulk supergravity multiplet onto each six-dimensional 
fixed plane. This untwisted spectrum forms several N = 1 six-dimensional 
supermultiplets. Namely, the supergravity multiplet consisting of a gravi- 
ton, a chiral gravitino and a self-dual two-form, four hypermultiplets each 
with four scalars and an anti-chiral hyperino, and one tensor multiplet with 
one anti-self-dual two-form, one scalar and an anti-chiral spin 1/2 fermion. 
A one-loop quantum gravitational anomaly then arises from one chiral spin 
3/2 fermion, five anti-chiral spin 1/2 fermions and one each of self-dual and 
anti-self-dual tensors. However, the anomalies due to the tensors cancel 
each other. Noting that a chiral anomaly in six-dimensions is characterized 
by an eight-form, from which the anomaly arises by descent, we find, for 
the i-th six-plane, that 

where 
( 3 P )  1 49 43 I G R ~ ~ ( R )  = ~ ( - - tr R4 + - ( tr R 2 ) ' )  (105) ( 2 ~ ) ~ 4 !  48 192 

and 
1 1 1 - t r  R4 - - ( t r  R')') , (106) ( - 240 192 

~ g g ~  ( R) = 

where R is the six-dimensional Riemann tensor, regarded as an SO(5,l)- 
valued form. Note that the terms in brackets in (104) are the anomaly as 
computed by the index theorem. Is(SG)i is obtained from that result by 
dividing by 32. 
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Noting that each six-plane is embedded in one of the two ten- 
dimensional planes, we see that there are additional “untwisted” sector 
fields on each six-plane. These arise from the ,O Zz projection of the N = 1 
Es Yang-Mills supermultiplet on the associated ten-plane. Such fields are 
untwisted from the point of view of the six-dimensional plane, although 
they arise from fields that were in the twisted sector of the ten-plane. In 
this lecture, we will assume that the p action on the ten-dimensional vec- 
tor multiplets does not break the E8 gauge group. A discussion of the 
case where Es is broken to a subgroup by the action of p can be found in 
Refs. 55, 56. A ten-dimensional N = 1 vector supermultiplet decomposes 
in six-dimensions into an N = 1 vector multiplet and an N = 1 hypermulti- 
plet. However, the action of p projects out the hypermultiplet. Therefore, 
the ten-plane contribution to the untwisted sector of each six-plane is an 
N = 1 Es vector supermultiplet, which consists of gauge fields and chiral 
gauginos. The gauginos contribute to the gravitational anomaly on each 
six-plane, as well as adding mixed and Es gauge anomalies. Noting that 
the standard index theorems can be applied to the small radius limit, where 
each ten-plane shrinks to zero size and, hence, the sixteen six-planes it con- 
tains coincide, it follows that the anomaly is simply one-sixteenth of the 
index theorem result. We find that the one-loop quantum contribution of 
this Es supermultiplet to the gravitational, mixed and Es gauge anomalies 
on the i-th six-plane is 

where 

and 

Here Tr is over the adjoint 248 representation of Eg. Note that the terms 
in brackets in (107) are the index theorem anomaly. Is(E8)i is obtained 
from that result by dividing by 16. 

Are there other sources of untwisted sector anomalies on a six-plane? 
The answer is, potentially yes. We note that, in addition to being embed- 
ded in one of the two ten-planes, each six-plane is also embedded in one 
of the sixteen seven-dimensional orbifold planes. In analogy with the dis- 
cussion above, if there were to be a non-vanishing twisted sector spectrum 
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on each seven-plane, then this could descend under the a ZZ projection as 
an addition to the untwisted spectrum on each six-plane. This additional 
untwisted spectrum could then contribute to the chiral anomalies on the 
six-plane. However, as noted above, a priori, there is no reason for one 
to believe that there is any twisted sector on a seven-dimensional orbifold 
plane. Therefore, for the time being, let us assume that there is no such 
contribution to the six-dimensional anomaly. We will see below that this 
assumption must be carefully revisited. 

As for the ten-dimensional planes, one must allow for the possibility of 
twisted sector N = 1 supermultiplets on each of the thirty-two six-planes. 
The most general allowed spectrum on the i-th six-plane would be nvi 
vector multiplets transforming in the adjoint representation of some as yet 
unspecified gauge group Gi,  n H i  hypermultiplets transforming under some 
representation (possibly reducible) R of Gi, and n T i  gauge-singlet tensor 
multiplets. We denote by Fi the gauge field strength. Since these fields 
are in the twisted sector, their contribution to the chiral anomalies can 
be determined directly from the index theorems without modification. We 
find that the one-loop quantum contribution of the twisted spectrum to the 
gravitational, mixed and Gi gauge anomalies on the i-th six-plane is 

where IGGRAV(R) (1/2) is given in (106) and 

(>form) 1 7 1 
lGRAV (R)  = - (- - t r ~ ~  + - ( t r R 2 ) 2 ) .  (111) ( 2 ~ ) ~ 4 !  60 24 

Furthermore, the mixed and pure-gauge anomaly polynomials are modified 
to 

and 

where 

trace3. = Tr F .  - h, tr,3?. (114) 
01 

Here Tr is an adjoint trace, h, is the number of hypermultiplets transform- 
ing in the R, representation and tr ,  is a trace over the R, representation. 
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Note that the total number of vector multiplets is nvi = dim (Gi), while the 
total number of hypermultiplets is nHi = C, ha x dim (72,). The relative 
minus sign in (114) reflects the anti-chirality of the hyperinos. 

Combining the contributions from the two untwisted sector sources and 
the twisted sector, the total one-loop quantum anomaly on the i-th six- 
plane is the sum 

I~(l-lOoP)z = Ia(SG)i 18(E8)2 + I8(Gi)  (115) 

where Is(SG)i, Is(E8)i and 18(Gi) are given in (104), (107) and (110) re- 
spect ively. 

Unlike the case for the ten-dimensional planes, the classical anomaly 
associated with the GX7 term in the eleven-dimensional action (100) can 
contribute to the irreducible curvature term which, in six-dimensions, is 
t r  R4. Therefore, our next step is to further modify the Bianchi identity for 
G = dC from expression (99) to 

2 32 

i= 1 i= l  

where 6:; has support on the six-planes M f .  As discussed in Refs. 54, 55, 
the magnetic charges gi are required to take the values 

gi = -314, -114, +1/4, ... (117) 

Using the modified Bianchi identity (115), one can compute the variation 
of the GX7 term under Lorentz and gauge transformations. The result 
is that this term gives rise to a classical anomaly that descends from the 
polynomial 

Ia(GX7)i = -gi x8 (118) 

where X8 is presented in expression (97). The relevant anomaly is then 

I 8 ( l - l O O p ) i  + 18(GX7)i (119) 

where 1 8 ( 1 - l ~ ~ p ) i  is given in (115). This anomaly spoils the consistency 
of the theory and, hence, must cancel. One begins the analysis of anomaly 
cancellation by considering the pure t r  R4 term in (119) which is irreducible 
and must identically vanish. It follows from the above that this term is 

1 
( 2 ~ ) ~ 4 !  240 (nvi - - 2 9 n ~ i  + 30 gi + 23) t r  R4 . 
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Therefore, the t r  R4 term will vanish if and only if on each orbifold plane 
the constraint 

nvi - nHi - 2 9 n ~ i  + 30gi + 23 = 0 (121) 

is satisfied. Herein lies a problem, and the main point of paper.57 Not- 
ing from (117) that gi = ci/4 where ci = -3, -1,1,3,5, ..., we see that 
cancelling the tr R4 term requires that we satisfy 

nvi - nHi - 2 9 n ~ i  = ( - 1 5 ~ ~  - 46)/2. (122) 

However, this is not possible since the left hand side of this expression is 
an integer and the right hand side always half integer. There is only one 
possible resolution of this problem, which is to carefully review the only 
assumption that was made above, that is, that there is no twisted sector 
on a seven-plane and, hence, no contribution of the seven-planes by Q 22 
projection to the untwisted anomaly on a six-plane. As we now show, this 
assumption is false. 

Let us now allow for the possibility that there is a twisted sector of 
N = 1 supermultiplets on each of the sixteen seven-planes. The most gen- 
eral allowed spectrum on the i-th seven-plane would be n7vi vector super- 
multiplets transforming in the adjoint representation of some as yet unspec- 
ified gauge group G7i. Each seven-dimensional vector multiplet contains a 
gauge field, three scalars and a gaugino. With respect to six-dimensions, 
this vector multiplet decomposes into an N = 1 vector supermultiplet and 
a single hypermultiplet. Under the Q Z2 projection to each of the two 
embedded six-planes, the gauge group G7i can be preserved or broken to a 
subgroup. In either case, we denote the six-dimensional gauge group arising 
in this manner as Gi, define iivi = dimGi and write the associated gauge 
field strength as yi. In this lecture, for simplicity, we will assume that the 
gauge group is unbroken by the orbifold projection, that is, Gi = G7i. The 
more general case where it is broken to a subgroup is discussed in Refs. 55, 
56. Furthermore, the Q action projects out either the six-dimensional 
vector supermultiplet, in which case the hypermultiplet descends to the 
six-dimensional untwisted sector, or the six-dimensional hypermultiplet , in 
which case the vector supermultiplet enters the six-dimensional untwisted 
sector. We denote by i i ~ i  the number of hypermultiplets arising in the 
six-dimensional untwisted sector by projection from the seven-plane, and 
specify their (possibly reducible) representation under Gi as 2. Since these 
fields are in the untwisted sector associated with a single seven-plane, and 
since there are two six-planes embedded in each seven-plane, their contri- 
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bution to the quantum anomaly on each six-plane can be determined by 
taking 1 /2  of the index theorem result. We find that the one-loop quantum 
contribution of this part of the the untwisted spectrum to the gravitational, 
mixed and ci gauge anomalies on the i-th six-plane is 

where IGRAV(R) ,  Ig/,”iED(R, Fi) and IgEGE(Fi )  are given in (106),(112) 
and (113) respectively with the gauge and hypermultiplet quantities re- 
placed by their ‘‘ - ” equivalents. 

The total quantum anomaly on the i-th six-plane is now modified to 

18(1-loop)i + 1 8 ( G i )  (124) 

where &(l-loop)i and 1 8 ( c i )  are given in (115) and (123) respectively. It 
follows that the relevant anomaly contributing to, among other things, the 
irreducible tr R4 term is modified to 

1 8 ( l - l ~ ~ p ) i  + Ig((Qi) + Ig(GX7)i.  (125) 

This anomaly spoils the quantum consistency of the theory and, hence, 
must cancel. We again begin by considering the pure tr R4 term in (125).  
This term is irreducible and must identically vanish. It follows from the 
above that this term is 

Therefore, the tr R4 term will vanish if and only if on each orbifold plane 
the constraint 

nvi - n H i  + fivi - a i i H i  - 29nTi + 3ogi + 23 = o (127) 
is satisfied. Again, noting that gi = c i /4  where ci = -3, -1 ,1 ,3 ,5 ,  ..., we 
see that we must satisfy 

nvi - n H i  + $ fivi - $ f i ~ i  - 29 nTi = ;L ( -15ci - 4 6 ) .  1 (128) 

As above, the right hand side is always a half integer. Now, however, 
because of the addition of the untwisted spectrum arising from the seven- 
plane, the left hand side can also be chosen to be half integer. Hence, the 
pure tr R4 term can be cancelled. 

Having cancelled the irreducible tr R4 term, we now compute the re- 
maining terms in the anomaly eight-form. In addition to the contributions 
from (125),  we must also take into account the classical anomaly associ- 
ated with the CGG term in the eleven-dimensional action (100). Using the 
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modified Bianchi identity (115), one can compute the variation of the CGG 
term under Lorentz and gauge transformations. The result is that this term 
gives rise to a classical anomaly that descends from the polynomial 

where 14(( i )  is given in expression (98). Adding this anomaly to (125), 
and cancelling the t rR4  term by imposing constraint (127), we can now 
determine the remaining terms in the anomaly eight-form. 

Recall that, in this lecture, we are assuming that the p action on the 
ten-dimensional vector supermultiplet does not break the Eg gauge group. 
In this case, we can readily show that there can be no twisted sector vector 
multiplets on any six-plane. Rather than complicate the present discussion, 
we will simply assume here that gauge field strengths Ti do not appear. 
firtherrnore, cancellation of the complete anomaly, in the case where Eg 
is unbroken, requires that Gi be a product of U(1) factors. Here, we will 
limit the discussion to the simplest case where 

Gi = U(1) (130) 

The p action on the seven-dimensional plane then either projects a sin- 
gle vector supermultiplet, or a single chargeless hypermultiplet, onto the 
untwisted sector of the six-plane. In either case, no U(1) anomaly exists. 
Hence, the gauge field strengths Ti also do not appear. With this in mind, 
we now compute the remaining terms in the anomaly eight-form. They are 

where we have used the Eg trace relation TrF4 = &(nF”)’. Note that, 
since n ~ i  is a non-negative integer and g i  must satisfy (117), the first two 
terms of this expression term can never vanish. Furthermore, it is straight- 
forward to show that (131) will factor into an exact square, and, hence, be 
potentially cancelled by a six-plane Green-Schwarz mechanism, if and only 
if 

4 ( 4 n 7 - i  - 1)( 3 + 4 g i )  = ( 5  + 8 g i ) ’  (132) 

Again, this equation has no solutions for the allowed values of nTi and g i .  
It follows that anomaly (131), as it presently stands, cannot be be made 
to identically vanish or cancel. The resolution of this problem was first 
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described in Ref. 54, and consists of the realization that the existence of 
seven-planes in the theory necessitates the introduction of additional Chern- 
Simons interactions in the action, one for each seven-plane. The required 
terms are 

where dY,qi) = Y4(i) is a gauge-invariant four-form polynomial. Y4(i) arises 
from the curvature R and also the field strength yi associated with the 
additional adjoint super-gauge fields localized on the i-th seven-plane. It is 
given by 

(134) 
1 1 

47r 32 y4(i) = -( - - q t r R 2 + p t r &  

where q and p are rational coefficients. Using the modified Bianchi identity 
(116), one can compute the variation of the h7GY3 terms under Lorentz 
and gauge transformations. The result is that these give rise to a classical 
anomaly that descends from the polynomial 

&3(d7Gy3)i = -14 (i) A y4(i) (135) 

where I4 (i) is the four-form given in (98). 
The total anomaly on the i-th six-plane is now modified to 

~g(~-lOOp)i + Ig(Gi) + Ig(GX7)i + Is(CGG)i 4- 1g((s7GY3)i (136) 

where 18(1 -loop)i, I s (&) ,  Is(GX7)i, Is(CGG)i and Is(b7GY3)i are given in 
(115), (123), (118), (129) and (135) respectively. Note that for the fixed 
plane intersection presently under discussion, the field strength & does 
not enter the anomaly eight-form (131). Therefore, within this context, we 
must take 

p = o .  (137) 
After cancelling the irreducible tr R4 term, the remaining anomaly now 
becomes 

(3 (1 - 4nTi - q) (tr R2)2 
( 2 ~ ) ~ 4 ! 1 6  4 

1 1 4 
20 100 3 

+- (5 $ 8 g i  + q ) t r R 2  A T r F f  - - (1 + -gi) (Tr Ff)') (138) 

Depending on the number of untwisted hypermultiplets, nTi, these terms 
can be made to cancel or to factor into the sum of exact squares. In this 
lecture, we consider the nTi = 0 , l  cases only. As discussed in Refs. 55, 
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56, the solutions where nTi 2 2 are related to the nTi = 0 , l  solutions by 
the absorption of one or more five-branes from the bulk space onto the i-th 
six- plane. 

We first consider the case where 

nTa = 0 .  (139) 
In this case, no further Green-Schwarz type mechanism in six-dimensions is 
possible and the anomaly must vanish identically. We see from (138) that 
this is possible if and only if 

gi=-3/4,  ~ = 1 .  (140) 
It is important to note that this solution only exists for a non-vanishing 
value of parameter 7. Hence, the additional Chern-Simons interactions 
(133) are essential for the anomaly to vanish identically in the nTi = 0 
case. Inserting these results into expression (127) for the vanishing of the 
irreducible tr R4 term, and recalling that nvi = 0, we find that 

-2nH.i + fivi - fiHi = -1. 

Equation (141) can be solved in several ways. Remembering that Gi = U(l) ,  
the first solution then consists of allowing the U(1) hypermultiplet to de- 
scend to the six-plane while projecting out the U(1) vector multiplet. Equa- 
tion (141) is then solved by taking the number of twisted hypermultiplets 
to vanish. That is, take 

(141) 

fiHi = 1, fivi = 0, nHi = 0 .  (142) 
The second solution follows by doing the reverse, that is, projecting out the 
U(1) hypermultiplet and allowing the U(1) vector multiplet to descend to 
the six-plane. In this case, equation (141) is solved by taking 

fiHi = 0, fivi = 1, nHi = 1. (143) 

nTi = 1. (144) 

Let us now consider the case where 

In this case, the anomaly (138) can be removed by a six-dimensional Green- 
Schwarz mechanism as long as it factors into an exact square. It is straight- 
forward to show that this will be the case if and only if 

4 ( 3  + q )  ( 3  + 4gi )  = ( 5  + 8gi + v ) ~ .  (145) 

gi = -314, q =  1 (146) 

This equation has two solutions 
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Again, note that these solutions require a non-vanishing value of the pa- 
rameter v. Hence, the additional Chern-Simons interactions (133) are also 
essential for anomaly factorization in the TQ~ = 1 case. Inserting these into 
the expression for the vanishing of the irreducible t r  R4 term, and recalling 
that nvi = 0, we find 

- 2 n H i  + iivi - i i H i  = 57 (148) 

(149) 

and 

- 2 n H i  f f i v i  - f i H i  = -3. 

The first equation (148) cannot be solved within the context of Bi = U(l), 
since f i v i  5 1. The second equation, however, has two solutions 

E H i  = 1, f i v i  = o ,  n H i  = 1 (150) 

f i H i  = 0, f i v i  = 1, n H i  = 2 .  (151) 

and 

In either case, the anomaly (138) factors into an exact square given by 

- 

The anomaly can now be cancelled by a Green-Schwarz mechanism on the 
six-plane. First, one alters the Bianchi identity for the anti-self-dual tensor 
in the twisted sector tensor multiplet from dHri = 0, where H T ~  is the 
tensor field strength three-form, to 

1 1 
d H  - 16n2 15 

Ti - - - - ( t r ~ ~  - - D F ? ) .  (153) 

Second, additional Chern-Simons terms are added to the action, one for 
each six-plane. The required terms are 

where Bri is the anti-self-dual tensor two-form on the i-th six-plane. Using 
Bianchi identity (153), one can compute the variation of each such term 
under Lorentz and gauge transformations. The result is a classical anomaly 
that descends from an eight-form that exactly cancels expression (152). The 
theory is now anomaly free. 

a n d
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Thus, we have denionstrated, within the context of an explicit orbifold 
fixed plane intersection where the /3 Zz projection to the six-plane leaves 
Es unbroken, that all local anomalies can be cancelled. However, this 
cancellation requires that the intersecting seven-plane support a twisted 
sector consisting of a U (  1) N = 1 vector supermultiplet and an associated 
Chern-Simons term. This term is of the form (133) with 7 = 1 and p = 0. 
The fact that p = 0 in this context follows directly from the property that 
Es is unbroken by the p projection. 

We conclude that, as has been discussed in detail in Refs. 54, 55, 56, 
57 and Refs. 58, 59, anomaly free M-theory orbifolds associated with the 
spacetime R6 x K 3  can be constructed in detail, including the entire twisted 
and untwisted spectra. This work has now been extended to orbifolds of 
spacetime R4 x CY3, where CY3 is a Calabi-Yau threefold, in Ref. 60. This 
last work opens the door to finding realistic standard model-like M-theory 
vacua within this context. 

5 .  Discussion 

Hofava-Witten theory and its compactification on Calabi-Yau threefolds to 
heterotic M-theory have stimulated a great deal of both formal M-theory 
research as well as discussions of the associated phenomenology. In addition 
to the papers referenced in the above lectures, further relevant literature 
can be found in Refs. 80 61. 

Heterotic M-theory has also served as a consistent and phenomenologi- 
cally relevant venue for studying M-theory cosmology. This research comes 
in two catagories. The first consists of work discussing subluminal expan- 
sion, Kasner-like solutions and inflation within the context of brane world 
scenarios associated with heterotic M-theory. These results can be found 
in Refs. 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87. Very recently, a new theory of the early 
universe, called the Ekpyrotic Universe, has been constructed for generic 
brane world scenarios, including heterotic M-theory. In the Ekpyrotic sce- 
nario, all expansion is subluminal, with no period of inflation. A nearly 
scale-invariant spectrum of fluctuations in the microwave background is 
obtained, not as quantum fluctuations in deSitter space but, rather, as the 
fluctuations on a bulk brane or end-of-the-world brane as it moves through 
the fifth-dimension. The fundamental papers on this subject can be found 
in Refs. 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93. 
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1. Introduction 

In the decades that have passed since its inception, QCD has become firmly 
established as the theory underlying all of strong-interaction physics-a pil- 
lar of the standard model. Perturbative QCD has been verified in deep in- 
elastic scattering, and the spectrum and structural properties of the hadrons 
are gradually being calculated by the nonperturbative lattice formulation 
of QCD. 

Even so, there remain tantalizing questions. As well as predicting the 
behavior of small numbers of particles, QCD should also be able to tell 
us about the thermodynamics of matter in the realm of extraordinarily 
high temperatures and densities at which it comes to dominate the physics. 
These regions are of more than academic interest: neutron stars are be- 
lieved to consist of matter squeezed beyond nuclear density by gravitational 
forces, and the whole universe was hotter than 100 MeV for the first crucial 
microseconds of its history. However, only in the last few years have these 
regions begun to be probed experimentally in heavy ion collisions and astro- 
physical observations of neutron stars, and our theoretical understanding 
of them remains elementary. 

High densities have proven particularly difficult to study, in part because 
lattice gauge theory has been blocked by the complexity of the fermion de- 
terminant. We are still trying to establish the symmetries of the ground 
state, and find effective theories for its lowest excitations. These questions 
are of direct physical relevance: an understanding of the symmetry proper- 
ties of dense matter can be expected to inform our understanding of neutron 
star astrophysics and conceivably also heavy ion collisions which somehow 
achieve high baryon densities without reaching high temperatures. 

In these lectures, we explore the progress that has been made in the last 
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few years in understanding the possible phases of QCD at  low temperatures 
and high densities, and go on to discuss the possible consequences for in 
compact stars phenomenology. Other reviews, with different emphases, will 
also prove useful to the reader.l 

2. The Fermi Surface and Cooper Instability 

One of the most striking features of QCD is asymptotic freedom12 the fact 
that the force between quarks becomes arbitrarily weak as the character- 
istic momentum scale of their interaction grows larger. This immediately 
suggests that at sufficiently high densities and low temperatures, QCD will 
become t r a ~ t a b l e . ~  High density brings in a large energy scale, the chemical 
potential p, and one might hope that the relevant coupling to describe the 
dynamics is g(p) .  Matter will then consist of a Fermi sea of essentially 
free quarks, whose behavior is dominated by the freest of them all: the 
high-momentum quarks that live at  the Fermi surface. 

This naive expectation does not stand up to critical scrutiny. As we 
shall discuss at length below, perturbation theory around the naive ground 
state (free quark Fermi spheres) encounters infrared divergences. F’urther- 
more, the naive perturbative ground state is unstable. Fortunately, related 
difficulties have been met and overcome previously, in the theory of super- 
conductivity. There we learn that arbitrarily weak attractive interactions 
can change the ground state qualitatively. In the true ground state there 
is an effective mass for photons - the Meissner effect - and energy gaps 
for charged excitations. These phenomena remove potential infrared diver- 
gences, and render the perturbation theory around the true ground state 
regular (nondegenerate) . 

This can be seen intuitively in the following way. Consider a system 
of free particles. The Helmholtz free energy is F = E - p N ,  where E 
is the total energy of the system, p is the chemical potential, and N is 
the number of particles. The Fermi surface is defined by a Fermi energy 
E F  = p,  at which the free energy is minimized, so adding or subtracting 
a single particle costs zero free energy. Now, suppose a weak attractive 
interaction is introduced. Bardeen, Cooper , and Schrieffer (BCS)4 showed 
that this favors a complete rearrangement of the states near the Fermi 
surface, because it costs no free energy to make a pair of particles (or 
holes), and the attractive interaction makes it favorable to do so. Many 
such pairs will therefore be created, in all the modes near the Fermi surface, 
and these pairs, being bosonic, will form a condensate. The ground state 
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will be a superposition of states with all numbers of pairs, breaking the 
fermion number symmetry. An arbitrarily weak interaction has lead to 
spontaneous symmetry breaking. 

Since pairs of quarks cannot be color singlets, the resulting condensate 
will break the local color symmetry 5'U(3)c010r. This is the definition of color 
supercondu~tivity.~~~~~~~~~ Note that the quark pairs play the same role here 
as the Higgs particle does in the standard model: the color-superconducting 
phase can be thought of as the Higgsed (as opposed to confined) phase of 
QCD. 

It is important to remember that the breaking of a gauge symmetry 
cannot be characterized by a gauge-invariant local order parameter which 
vanishes on one side of a phase boundary.'" The superconducting phase can 
be characterized rigorously only by its global symmetries. In electromag- 
netism there is a non-local order parameter, the mass of the magnetic pho- 
tons, that corresponds physically to the Meissner effect and distinguishes 
the free phase from the superconducting one. In nonabelian theories like 
QCD there is no free phase: even without pairing the gluons are not states 
in the spectrum. No order parameter distinguishes the Higgsed phase from 
a confined phase or a plasma, so we have to look at the global symme- 
tries. This is just what happens in the standard electroweak model, whose 
Higgs phase can also be understood as a confined phase." The absence 
of massless gauge bosons and of long-range forces is the essence of the 
Meissner-Anderson-Higgs effect, and it is also the essence of confinement. 

For detailed weak-coupling calculations it is more convenient to work 
in a fixed gauge, where after gauge-fixing the gauge potentials make only 
small fluctuations around zero. Of course at the end of any calculation 
we must restore the gauge symmetry, by averaging over the gauge fixing 
parameters, and only gauge-invariant quantities will survive. However, in 
the intermediate steps, within a fixed gauge, one can capture important 
correlations that characterize the ground state by specifying the existence 
of nonzero condensates relative to the ambient gauge. This is the proce- 
dure used in the standard model, where intermediate steps in the calcula- 
tions involve a nonzero vacuum expectation value for a Higgs doublet field 
(p) = vSF, which is not gauge invariant. In superconductivity, the essence 
of the physics is the correlation in the fermionic wave function which de- 
scribes the Cooper pairs, and the resulting modification of the dispersion 
relations which describe the excitation spectrum. In particular, the gap in 
the spectrum of fermionic excitations at the Fermi surface is a gauge invari- 
ant quantity. Describing this physics within a fixed gauge as a condensate 
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which “breaks” the gauge symmetry is a convenient fiction. By forging a 
connection with superconductivity and condensate formation, it brings the 
universality class of confinement down to earth, and makes it accessible to 
weak coupling methods. These condensates need not break any true (i.e. 
global) symmetries. If a global symmetry is broken, some combination of 
the condensates themselves is a gauge invariant physical observable, and 
not just a convenient fiction. 

Compared to ordinary superconductivity, color superconductivity, 
though it appears superficially to be more complex mathematically, is in 
a profound sense simpler and more directly related to fundamentals. Or- 
dinary superconductivity takes place in solids and the accurate effective 
interactions are determined by band structure and other complicated ef- 
fects. Furthermore, ordinary superconductivity in a metal involves electron 
pairing, and the fundamental interaction between electrons (the screened 
Coulomb interaction) is repulsive. The effective attraction near the Fermi 
surface that leads to superconductivity arises in classic superconductors 
only as a subtle consequence of retarded phonon interactions, and in the 
cuprate superconductors through some mechanism yet unknown. In color 
superconductivity, by contrast, the attractive interaction can arise already 
from the primary, strong, interactions. This has two consequences. First, 
the accurate form of these interactions can be calculated from first prin- 
ciples, using asymptotic freedom. This makes calculations at high enough 
density robust. Second, at accessible densities, where the strong interac- 
tions are much stronger than the electromagnetic interactions, we expect 
the color superconductors themselves to be robust in the sense that the 
ratio of their gaps and critical temperatures to the Fermi energy should be 
quite large. 

In QCD with three colors and three flavors, we find an improved ground 
state at high density, based on color superconductivity, around which weak- 
coupling perturbation theory is valid. In particular, all the colored degrees 
of freedom acquire gaps. Thus, the improved ground state differs qualita- 
tively from the naive one. 

The resulting predictions regarding the low-energy spectrum and dy- 
namics are striking. Color symmetry and chiral symmetry are sponta- 
neously broken. The spectrum of elementary excitations is quite different 
from that found in naive perturbation theory. Nominally massless quarks 
and gluons become massive, new massless collective modes appear, and var- 
ious quantum numbers get modified. All the elementary excitations carry 
integral electric charges. l2 Altogether, one finds an uncanny resemblance 
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between the properties one computes at asymptotic densities, directly from 
the microscopic Lagrangian, and the properties one expects to hold at low 
density, based on the known phenomenology of hadrons. In particular, the 
traditional “mysteries” of confinement and chiral symmetry breaking are 
fully embodied in a controlled, fully microscopic, weak-coupling (but non- 
perturbative!) calculation, that accurately describes a directly physical, 
intrinsically interesting regime.l2)l3 

3. The Gap Equation 

We shall return to the main line of these lectures, namely a description of 
the physical properties of color superconducting quark matter, in Section 
4. In this section, we give an incomplete introduction to the methods used 
to calculate the gap, which is the fundamental energy scale characterizing a 
(color) superconductor. The gap A is the free energy of a fermionic excita- 
tion about the ground state. Also, the critical temperature T, below which 
quark matter is a color superconductor and above which the condensate 
melts, yielding a quark-gluon plasma, is given by 0.57A1 as in any BCS 
superconductor. 

It would be ideal if the calculation of the gap were within the scope 
of lattice gauge theory as is, for example, the calculation of the critical 
temperature for the QCD phase transition at zero baryon density. Unfor- 
tunately, lattice methods relying on importance sampling have to this point 
been rendered exponentially impractical at nonzero baryon density by the 
complex action at nonzero p. Various lattice methods can be applied for 
p # 0 as long as T / p  is large enough;14 so far, though, none have proved 
applicable at temperatures which are low enough that color superconductiv- 
ity occurs. Lattice simulations are possible in two-color QCD and in QCD 
at large isospin density. Finally, sophisticated algorithms have recently al- 
lowed theories which are simpler than QCD but which have as severe a 
fermion sign problem as that in QCD at nonzero chemical potential to be 
~imu1ated. l~ All of this bodes well for the future. 

To date, in the absence of suitable lattice methods, quantitative analyses 
of color superconductivity have followed two distinct strategies. The first 
approach is utilitarian and semi-phenomenological, emphasizing the use of 
simplified models. The overarching theme here is to define models which 
incorporate the salient physical effects, yet are tractable using known math- 
ematical techniques of quantum many-body theory. Free parameters within 
a model of choice are chosen to give reasonable vacuum physics. Examples 
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include analyses in which the interaction between quarks is replaced simply 
by four-fermion interactions with the quantum numbers of the instanton 

or of one-gluon e ~ c h a n g e , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  random matrix models,ls 
and more sophisticated analyses done using the instanton liquid model. 19,20 
Renormalization group methods have also been used to explore the space 
of all possible effective four-fermion interactions.21!22 These methods yield 
results which are in qualitative agreement: the gaps range between several 
tens of MeV up to of order 100 MeV; the associated critical temperatures 
(above which the diquark condensates vanish) can therefore be as large as 
about T, - 50 MeV. This agreement between different models reflects the 
fact that what matters most is simply the strength of the attraction between 
quarks in the color 3 channel, and by fixing the parameters of the model 
interaction to fit, say, the magnitude of the vacuum chiral condensate, one 
ends up with attractions of similar strengths in different models. 

The second, more ambitious approach is fully microscopic. Such an ap- 
proach is feasible, for high-density QCD, due to asymptotic freedom. Sev- 
eral important results have been obtained from the microscopic approach, 
perhaps most notably the asymptotic form of the gap.23 Very significant 
challenges remain, however. It is not really known, for example, how to 
calculate corrections to the leading term in a systematic way. 

These approaches have complementary virtues - simplicity versus rigor, 
openness to phenomenological input versus quantitative predictive power at 
asymptotically high density. Fortunately, they broadly agree in their main 
conclusions as to the patterns of symmetry breaking and the magnitude of 
the gap at accessible densities of order p = 400 - 500 MeV. 

In a field-theoretic approach to fermion pairing, the relevant quantity is 
the fermion self energy, i.e. the one-particle irreducible (1PI) Green function 
of two quark fields. Its poles give gaps, namely the gauge-invariant masses 
of the quasiquarks, the lowest energy fermionic excitations around the quark 
Fermi surface. To see if quark condensation occurs in some channel, one 
writes down a self-consistency equation, the gap equation, for a self energy 
with that structure, and solves it to find the actual self energy (the gap). 
If it is zero, there is no condensation in that channel. If not, there can be 
condensation, but i t  may just be a local minimum of the free energy. There 
may be other solutions to the gap equation, and the one with the lowest 
free energy is the true ground state. 

There are several possible choices for the interaction to be used in 
the gap equation. At asymptotically high densities QCD is weakly cou- 
pled, so one gluon exchange is appropriate. Such c a l c ~ l a t i o n s ~ ~ -are 

interaction
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extremely important, since they demonstrate from first principles that 
color superconductivity occurs in QCD. However, the density regime of 
physical interest for neutron stars is several to ten times nuclear density 
( p  N 400 - 500 MeV) and weak coupling calculations are unlikely to be 
trustworthy in that regime. In fact, current weak-coupling calculations 
cannot be extrapolated below about lo8 MeV because of gauge dependence 
arising from the neglect of vertex  correction^.^^ 

The alternative is to use some phenomenological interaction that can 
be argued to capture the essential physics of QCD in the regime of interest. 
The interaction can be normalized to reproduce known low-density physics 
such as the vacuum chiral condensate, and then extrapolated to the desired 
chemical potential. In two-flavor theories, the instanton vertex is a natu- 
ral ~ h o i ~ e , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  since it is a four-fermion interaction. With more flavors, 
the one gluon exchange vertex without a gluon p r ~ p a g a t o r ~ ~ ~is more 
convenient. It has been found that these both give the same results, to 
within a factor of 2 or less. This is well within the inherent uncertainties 
of such phenomenological approaches. One caveat to bear in mind is that 
the single-gluon-exchange interaction is symmetric under U ( ~ ) A ,  and SO it 
sees no distinction between condensates of the form (qCq) and (qCy5q) (C 
is the Dirac charge conjugation matrix). However, once instantons are in- 
cluded the Lorentz scalar (qCy5q) is f a v ~ r e d , ~ ? ~  so in single-gluon-exchange 
calculations the parity-violating condensate is usually ignored. 

- L 

Full propagator 1PI 1PI + 

+ = =  

Self-energy 
\ / " 

Neglect this 

Figure 1. Mean-field Schwinger-Dyson (gap) equations 
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The mean-field approximation to the Schwinger-Dyson equations is 
shown diagramatically in Fig. 1, relating the full propagator to the self- 
energy. In the mean-field approximation, only daisy-type diagrams are in- 
cluded in the resummation, vertex corrections are excluded. Algebraically, 
the equation takes the form 

where C ( k )  is the self-energy, S is the full fermion propagator, and D ( k - q )  
is the vertex, which in NJL models will be momentum-independent, but in 
a weak-coupling QCD calculation will include the gluon propagator and 
couplings. Since we want to study quark-quark condensation, we have 
to write propagators in a form that allows for this possibility, just as to 
study chiral symmetry breaking it is necessary to use 4-component Dirac 
spinors rather than 2-component Weyl spinors, even if there is no mass 
term in the action. We therefore use Nambu-Gorkov 8-component spinors, 
X€J = ($,qT), so the self-energy C can include a quark-quark pairing term 
A. The fermion inverse propagator S-’ then takes the form 

Equations (1) and (2) can be combined to give a self-consistency condition 
for A, the gap equation. If the interaction is a point-like four-fermion NJL 
interaction then the gap parameter A will be a color-flavor-spin matrix, 
independent of momentum. If the gluon propagator is included, A will be 
momentum-dependent, complicating the analysis considerably. 

In NJL models, the simplicity of the model has allowed renormalization 
group analyses21i22 that include a large class of four-fermion interactions, 
and follow their running couplings as modes are integrated out. This con- 
firms that in QCD with two and three massless quarks the most attractive 
channels for condensation are those corresponding to the two-flavor super- 
conducting (2SC) and color-flavor locked (CFL) phases studied below. 

Following through the analysis outlined above, one typically finds gap 
equations of the form 

P A  4 
1 

1 =  G/o k2dk 
J ( k  - p)2 + A2’  (3) 

Here, the NJL model is specified by the four-fermion coupling G and a 
cutoff A, which may equally well be replaced by a smooth form-factor. The 
physics is reasonably insensitive to A in the following sense: if A is changed 
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and G is changed simultaneously in such a way as to hold one physical 
observable (for example the vacuum chiral condensate calculated in the 
same model) fixed, then other physical observables (for example the gap 
A) change little. In the limit of small gap, the integral can be evaluated, 
giving 

This shows the non-analytic dependence of the gap on the coupling G. 
Condensation is a nonperturbative effect that  cannot be seen to any order 
in perturbation theory. The reason it can be seen in the diagrammatic 
Schwinger-Dyson approach is that there is an additional ingredient: an 
ansatz for the form of the self energy. This corresponds to guessing the form 
of the ground state wavefunction in a many-body variational approach. All 
solutions to gap equations therefore represent possible stable ground states, 
but to find the favored ground state their free energies must be compared, 
and even then one can never be sure that the true ground state has been 
found, since there is always the possibility that  there is another vacuum 
that solves its own gap equation and has an even lower free energy. When 
G is chosen to  give a reasonable value of the vacuum chiral condensate, the 
gap A in quark matter at densities of interest (say p N 400 - 500 MeV) 
turns out to be of order 100 MeV.*l9 

In weak-coupling QCD calculations, where the full single-gluon- 
exchange vertex complete with gluon propagator is used, the solution to 
the gap equation takes the form5>6i23i25 

1 3n2 1 
( 5 )  

or, making the weak-coupling expansion in the QCD gauge coupling g more 
explicit, 

3n2 1 
- 5Ing + const + O(g). 

This gap equation has two interesting features. Firstly, it does not cor- 
respond to what you would naively expect from the NJL model of single 
gluon exchange, in which the gluon propagator is discarded and G rx g2, 
yielding A - exp(-l/g2). The reason6lZ3 is that at high density the gluon 
propagator has an infrared divergence at very small angle scattering] since 
magnetic gluons are only Landau damped, not screened. This divergence 
is regulated by the gap itself, weakening its dependence on the coupling. 
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Secondly, in (5) we have left unspecified the energy scale at which the 
coupling g is to be evaluated. Natural guesses range between p and A. 
If we use g(p) (this is pessimistic; using a lower energy scale results in 
significantly larger gaps) and assume g(p)  runs according to the one-loop 
formula l /gz  N Inp then the exponential factor in (5) gives very weak 
suppression, and is in fact overwhelmed by the initial factor p,  so that 
the gap rises without limit at asymptotically high density, although A/p 
shrinks to zero so that weak-coupling methods are still self-consistent. This 
means that color superconductivity will inevitably dominate the physics at 
high enough densities. 

Although the value of A is under control asymptotically, it seems fair to 
say that applying asymptotic results at p = 400 - 500 MeV is at least as un- 
certain a proposition as applying estimates made using phenomenologically 
normalized models with point-like interactions. Nevertheless, if we take 
the estimates for the prefactor b provided by Schafer and Wilczek’s numer- 
ical resultsz8 and apply them at p N 400 MeV, they predict gaps of order 
100 MeV. The consequent critical temperatures are related to the zero tem- 
perature gap A by the standard weak-coupling BCS result T, = O.57Alz5J9 
and are therefore of order 50 MeV. Some known corrections (like the fact 
that g must be evaluated at some scale lower than p )  push this estimate up 
while others (like the corrections described in Refs. 29, 36) push it down. 
And, regardless, the asymptotic calculation is of quantitative value only 
for p >> 108 MeV.34 It is nevertheless satisfying that two very different 
approaches, one using zero density phenomenology to normalize models, 
the other using weak-coupling methods valid at asymptotically high den- 
sity, yield predictions for the gaps and critical temperatures at accessible 
densities which are in qualitative agreement. Neither can be trusted quan- 
titatively for quark number chemical potentials p - 400 - 500 MeV, as 
appropriate for the quark matter which may occur in compact stars. Still, 
both methods agree that the gaps at the Fermi surface are of order tens to 
100 MeV, with critical temperatures about half as large. 

In subsequent sections, we shall treat the value of A as a parameter 
whose order of magnitude is understood but whose precise value must be 
determined some day either by a lattice calculation or by astrophysical 
observation. Instead of describing calculational methods in further detail, 
we focus on questions like who pairs with whom, what symmetries are 
broken, what are the quantum numbers of the excitations of the resulting 
phases, and what are the physical properties of these condensed matter 
phases of QCD. 
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Before leaving A, though, one comment on its magnitude: the ratio 
of the critical temperature to the Fermi energy in a color superconductor 
is T,/EF = T c / p  N 0.1, which is three orders of magnitude larger than 
in a traditional metallic BCS superconductor. This reflects the fact that 
color superconductivity is induced by an attraction due to the primary, 
strong, interaction in the theory, rather than having to rely on much weaker 
secondary interactions, as in phonon mediated superconductivity in metals. 
Quark matter is a high-T, superconductor by any reasonable definition. It 
is unfortunate that its T, is nevertheless low enough that it is unlikely the 
phenomenon can be realized in heavy ion collisions. 

4. Color-Flavor Locking 

In this Section we shall analyze the high-density, zero-temperature behavior 
of a slight idealization of QCD, in which the masses of the u, d and s quarks 
are set to zero, and those of the c, b and t quarks to infinity. This idealiza- 
tion gives rise to an especially clear and beautiful form of the theory. Also, 
as we shall discuss below, the analysis applies with only minor modifications 
to real-world QCD at high enough density. We concentrate on the physical 
properties of dense quark matter in the idealized three-flavor world. For a 
more quantitative discussion of the calculation of the magnitude of the gap 
than that provided in the previous section, the reader should consult the 
literature cited in that section. The attractive interaction between quarks, 
even if arbitrarily weak, renders the Fermi surface unstable to the formation 
of a condensate of quark Cooper pairs. We expect those quark quasiparti- 
cles which interact with the condensate to acquire an energy gap, and we 
expect a Meissner effect to occur for all gauge bosons except those which 
see the condensate as neutral. 

4.1. Form of the Condensate 

The most attractive color channel for quark pairing is the 9. This is true 
at  weak coupling, where single gluon exchange dominates, a t  intermedi- 
ate coupling where instanton interaction becomes important] and at  strong 
coupling, where the color 3 combines two flux strings into one, lowering 
the energy of the pair. The relevant gap equation has been studied for 
pointlike 4-fermion interactions with the index structure of single gluon 

agree that the true ground state contains nonzero condensates approxi- 
as well as a weakly coupled gluon p r o p a g a t ~ r . ~ ~The Y exchange
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mately of the form12 

($2 (3@ ( - 3 E a d  (7)  

We have explicitly displayed color (o,,B), flavor ( i , j ) ,  and spinor (a, b) in- 
dices. The A-index is summed and therefore links color and flavor. We 
have used a two-component spinor notation; note that properly the right- 
helicity fields should involve dotted spinors. The important information 
conveyed by the spinors is that the condensation does not violate rotational 
invariance. The relative minus sign between left-helicity and right-helicity 
condensates signifies that the ground state is a scalar, rather than a pseu- 
doscalar, so that parity is unbroken. 

In reality, condensation in the color 3 channel (7) induces a small but 
nonzero condensate in the color 6 channel even if the interaction is repulsive 
in this channel,12 because this additional condensation breaks no further 
~ymmetr ies . '~  This means that the right hand side of (7) is slightly more 
complicated and should, in fact, be written in terms of two gap parameters 
6 1  and 6 2 ,  

The pure color 3 condensate displayed in (7) has 6 2  = - ~ 1 .  Using (7) 
is a good approximation because the induced color 6 condensate is much 
smaller than the dominant color 3 condensate mandated by the attraction 
in this 

We now explain the term "color-flavor locking". The Kronecker delta 
functions in (8) link color and flavor indices. This means that the con- 
densates transform nontrivially under separate color and flavor transfor- 
mations, but remain invariant if we simultaneously rotate both color and 
flavor. Thus these symmetries are locked together. (Color-flavor locking 
is analogous to the B-phase of superfluid helium 3, where orbital and spin 
rotations, which are separate symmetries in a nonrelativistic system, are 
locked together.) 

4.2. S y m m e t r y  Breaking 

The color-flavor locked phase (7) features two condensates, one involv- 
ing left-handed quarks alone and one involving right-handed quarks alone. 
Each is invariant only under equal and opposite color and flavor rotations, 
but since color is a vector symmetry, the combined effect is to break the 

channel.
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color and flavor symmetries down to a global vector “diagonal” symmetry, 
that makes equal transformations in all three sectors - color, left-handed 
flavor, and right-handed flavor. Baryon number symmetry is broken down 
to a discrete 2 2  symmetry under which all quark fields are multiplied by 
-1. The symmetry breaking pattern is1’ 

[Su(3)color] x s u ( 3 ) L  x s u ( 3 ) R  xu(1)B - SU(Q)C+L+R X z Z  (9) - - 
[u(l)Q1 I W Q I  

where gauge symmetries are in square brackets, s U ( 3 ) ~  and s u ( 3 ) R  are 
the global chiral flavor symmetries, and U ( ~ ) B  is baryon number. (See also 
Ref. 38 in which a similar pattern was considered at  zero density.) 

We see that chiral symmetry has been broken, but not by the usual low- 
density (&/J) condensate which pairs left-handed quarks with right-handed 
antiquarks. Even though the condensates in (7,8) only pair left-handed 
quarks with left-handed quarks, and right-handed quarks with right-handed 
quarks, and do not appear to lock s U ( 3 ) ~  to s u ( 3 ) R ,  they manage to do 
so by locking both to SU(3)c010r. Color-flavor locking, therefore, provides 
a mechanism by which chiral symmetry can be broken. 

Even without doing any detailed calculations, we can see that the sym- 
metry breaking pattern (9) will have profound effects on the physics. We 
will summarize them quickly here, and investigate them in more detail be- 
low. 

(1) The color gauge group is completely broken. All eight gluons be- 
come massive. This ensures that there are no infrared divergences 
associated with gluon propagators. Since the quark modes are also 
gapped (see below), we conclude that weak coupling perturbation 
theory around the correct, condensed ground state is free of the dif- 
ficulties that appeared around the naive ground state. 

(2) All the quark modes are gapped. This removes the other poten- 
tial source of infrared divergences, from integration over low-energy 
excitations around the Fermi surface. The nine quasiquarks (three 
colors times three flavors) fall into an 8 @ 1 of the unbroken global 
S U ( 3 ) ,  so there are two gap parameters. The singlet has a larger 
gap than the octet. 

( 3 )  Electromagnetism is no longer a separate symmetry, but corre- 
sponds to gauging one of the flavor generators. A rotated elec- 
tromagnetism (“Q”), a combination of the original photon and one 
of the gluons, survives unbroken. 
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(4) Two global symmetries are broken, the chiral symmetry and baryon 
number, so there are two gauge-invariant order parameters that 
distinguish the CFL phase from the QGP. There are corresponding 
Goldstone bosons which are long-wavelength symmetry rotations 
of the order parameter, whose energy cost is arbitrarily low. The 
chiral Goldstone bosons form a pseudoscalar octet, like the zero- 
density SU(3)flavor pion octet. The breaking of the baryon number 
symmetry leads to a singlet scalar Goldstone boson which makes 
the CFL phase a superfluid, and remains massless even when quark 
masses are introduced. 

(5) Quark-hadron continuity. It is striking that the symmetries of the 3- 
flavor CFL phase are the same as those one might expect for 3-flavor 
hypernuclear matter. l3 In hypernuclear matter one would expect 
the hyperons to pair in an SU(3)flavor singlet ( (AA),  (CC), ( N E ) ) ,  
breaking baryon number but leaving flavor and electromagnetism 
unbroken. Chiral symmetry would be broken by the chiral conden- 
sate. This means that one might be able to follow the spectrum 
continuously from hypernuclear matter to the CFL phase of quark 
matter. The pions would evolve into the pseudoscalar octet men- 
tioned above. The vector mesons would evolve into the massive 
gauge bosons. This will be discussed in more detail below, but we 
note already now that nuclear matter (as opposed to the hypernu- 
clear matter in a world with three degenerate quarks) cannot be 
continuously connected to the CFL phase. 

4.3. Global Symmetries and Order Parameters 

Color-flavor locking, unlike the Higgs mechanism in the electroweak sector 
of the standard model, breaks global symmetries as well as gauge sym- 
metries. Physically, this implies that there are sharp differences between 
the color-flavor locked phase and the quark-gluon plasma phase (in which 
all symmetries of the QCD lagrangian are unbroken), so that any passage 
between them must be marked by one or more phase transitions. It is a 
simple matter to construct the corresponding gauge invariant order param- 
eters, which have a strict meaning valid at any coupling, from our primary, 
gauge variant condensate at weak coupling. For instance, to form a gauge 
invariant order parameter capturing chiral symmetry breaking we may take 
the product of the left-handed version of (7) with the right-handed version 
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and saturate the color indices, to obtain 

Likewise we can take a product of three copies of the condensate and satu- 
rate the color indices, to obtain a gauge invariant order parameter for the 
baryon-number violating superfluid order parameter. These secondary or- 
der parameters will survive gauge unfixing unscathed. Unlike the primary 
condensate, from which they were derived, they are more than convenient 
fictions. 

The spontaneous violation of baryon number does not mean that com- 
pact stars can change the baryon number of the universe, any more than 
electron pairing in ordinary superconductors can change the lepton num- 
ber of the universe. Actually, it is already generally believed that ordinary 
nuclear matter is a superfluid in which nucleon-nucleon pairing violates 
baryon number symmetry. The essential point in all these cases is that in a 
finite sized sample there is no true violation of the conservation laws, since 
a Gaussian surface can be constructed enclosing the sample. The correct 
interpretation of the formal “violation” of these symmetries is that there 
can be large fluctuations and easy transport of the corresponding quan- 
tum numbers within the sample. These are precisely the phenomena of 
superconductivity and superfluidity. 

If we turn on a common mass for all the quarks, the chiral s U ( 3 ) ~  x 
s U ( 3 ) R  flavor symmetry of the Lagrangian will be reduced to the diagonal 
SU(3)L+R. If we turn on unequal masses, the symmetry will be even less. 
In any case, however, the U(1) of baryon number a good microscopic sym- 
metry, and the corresponding six-quark order parameter remains a strict 
signature of the color-flavor locked phase, distinguishing it from the quark- 
gluon plasma phase. 

As it stands the order parameter (10) is not quite the usual one, but 
roughly speaking its square. It leaves invariant an additional 2 2 ,  under 
which only the left-handed quark fields change sign. Actually this 2 2  is 
not a legitimate symmetry of the full theory, but suffers from an anomaly. 
So we might expect that the usual chiral order parameter is induced by 
the anomalous interactions that violate the axial baryon number symmetry 
of the classical Lagrangian. To put this another way, because axial baryon 
number is not a symmetry of QCD, once chiral symmetry is broken by color- 
flavor locking there is no symmetry argument precluding the existence of an 
ordinary chiral condensate. Indeed, instanton effects do induce a nonzero 
(‘$&JL) because the instanton-induced interaction is a six-fermion operator 
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which can be written as a product of ~ R $ L  and the operator in (10) which 
already has a nonzero expectation value,12 but this turns out to be a small 
e f f e ~ t . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

At weak coupling, we can be more specific about these matters. The 
most important interactions near the Fermi surface, quantitatively, arise 
from gluon exchange. These are responsible for the primary condensation. 
The instanton interaction is much less important asymptotically because 
the gauge fields which make up the instantons themselves are screened, the 
effects of instantons are intrinsically smaller for more energetic quarks, and 
because the instanton-induced interaction involves six fermion fields, and 
hence (one can show) becomes irrelevant upon renormalization toward the 
Fermi surface. The instanton interaction is qualitatively important, how- 
ever, because it represents the leading contribution to axial baryon number 
violation. I t  is only such U ( 1 ) A  violating interactions that remove the de- 
generacy among states with different relative phases between the left- and 
right-handed condensates in (7). In the absence of intrinsic U ( ~ ) A  breaking, 
the spontaneous violation of this symmetry in the color-flavor locked phase 
would be accompanied by the existence of a pseudoscalar SU(3)color+L+R 

singlet Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Since the intrinsic violation of this sym- 
metry is parametrically small, the corresponding boson will not be strictly 
massless, but only very light. Quantum fluctuations in this light ql-field, 
among other things, will keep the conventional chiral symmetry breaking 
order parameter small compared to (10) at high density. 

4.4. Elementary Excitations 

The physics of the excitations in the CFL phase has been the focus of much 
recent work. 12113117120131-33,39-58 There are three sorts of elementary excita- 
tions. They are the modes produced directly by the fundamental quark and 
gluon fields, and the collective modes associated with spontaneous symme- 
try breaking. These modes can be classified under the unbroken SU(3)  x 22 
symmetry, and the unbroken rotation and parity symmetries. 

The quark fields of course produce spin 1/2 fermions. Some of these 
are true long-lived quasiparticles, since there are no lighter states of half- 
integer spin that they might decay into. With the conventions we have 
been using, as expressed in (7), the quark fields are triplets and antitriplets 
under color and flavor, respectively. Thus they decompose into an octet 
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and a singlet under the diagonal S U ( 3 ) c o l o r + ~ + ~ ,  There is an energy gap 
for production of pairs above the ground state. More precisely, there are 
two gaps: a smaller one for the octet, and a larger one for the singlet." The 
dispersion relations describing these fermionic quasiparticle excitations in 
the CPL phase have been described in some detai1.17i41i55 

The gluon fields produce an S U ( 3 ) c o l o r + ~ + ~  octet of spin 1 bosons. 
As previously mentioned, they acquire a common mass by the Meissner- 
Anderson-Higgs mechanism. The quantitative expressions for the masses of 
these vector mesons which have been computed at weak 
and in an instanton-liquid model.6o 

The fermionic excitations have a gap; the vector mesons have mass; 
but, the Nambu-Goldstone bosons are massless. These bosons form a pseu- 
doscalar octet associated with chiral symmetry breaking, and a scalar sin- 
glet associated with baryon number superfluidity. The octet, but not the 
singlet, will be lifted from zero mass if the quarks are massive. Finally 
there is the parametrically light, but never strictly massless, pseudoscalar 
singlet associated with U ( ~ ) A  breaking. 

The Nambu-Goldstone bosons arising from chiral symmetry breaking 
in the CFL phase are Fermi surface excitations in which the orientation of 
the left-handed and right-handed diquark condensates oscillate out of phase 
in flavor space. The effective field theory describing these oscillations has 
been c o n s t r ~ c t e d . ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~  Up to two derivatives, it is given by 

The Nambu-Goldstone boson field matrix C is a color singlet and transforms 
under s U ( 3 ) ~  x s U ( 3 ) ~  as C --+ ULEUA as usual. M = diag(mu,md,m,) 
is the quark mass matrix. The construction of C from rotations of the 
CFL condensates can be found in Ref. 40, 42: one first finds the 17 puta- 
tive Nambu-Goldstone bosons expected when the full symmetry group is 
broken to S U ( ~ ) C + L + R ;  one then identifies 8 of these which become the 
longitudinal parts of massive vector bosons; the remaining 9 are the octet 
described by (ll), and the superfluid mode. In addition, although the sin- 
glet q' is not a true Goldstone boson it is very light, as discussed above. 
See Ref. 40, 42 for the singlet terms in the effective Lagrangian. The higher 
derivative terms in the effective Lagrangian have also been analyzed. 47 

The masses of the pseudoscalar mesons which are the pseudo-Nambu- 
Goldstone bosons associated with chiral symmetry breaking can be obtained 

detail.

coupling
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from Ceff of (ll).42 For example, 

Thus, the kaon is lighter than the pion, by a factor of md/(mu + m d ) . 4 2  

Note that the effective Lagrangian is quadratic in M .  This arises because 
LeR respects the 2 2  symmetry under which only the left-handed quarks 
change sign.12 As we discussed in the previous section, this is almost a 
symmetry of the CFL phase: it would be a symmetry if instanton effects 
could be neglected.12 However, instanton effects generate a nonzero, but 
small, ordinary ($R$L) condensate, which breaks the 22,12120931 and results 
in a contribution to the meson m2 which is linear in M and which may be 
numerically significant .45,58 

If we were describing pions in vacuum, or pions in nuclear matter, the 
only way to  obtain the coefficients in the effective theory would be to mea- 
sure them in an experiment or, if possible, to calculate them on the lattice. 
Indeed in any theory with strong interactions, the purpose of writing an 
effective theory for the low energy degrees of freedom is to express the 
predictions for many low energy processes in terms of a few parameters, 
which must be obtained from experiment. In the color-flavor locked phase, 
however, the full theory is weakly coupled at asymptotically high densities. 
In this regime, therefore, the coefficients f,, up and c are calculable from 
first principles using weak coupling methods! Up to possible logarithmic 
corrections, the result is42-46148154155,58 

The e l e c t r ~ m a g n e t i c ~ ~ > ~ ~  and nonzero t e m p e r a t ~ r e ~ ~  corrections to these 
quantities have also been calculated. Recently, the instanton contributions 
to the CFL meson masses have been estimated; they may result in a sig- 
nificant increase.61 

Quantitatively, (see Section 3 for a discussion of estimates of A) we 
estimate that the lightest pseudoscalar meson, the kaon, has a mass in the 
range of 5 to 20 MeV at  p = 400 MeV, and becomes lighter still a t  higher 
densities. There are two reasons why the Nambu-Goldstone bosons are so 
much lighter in the CFL phase than in the vacuum. First, their mass2 
is proportional to m&ark rather than to m q u a r k ,  as at zero density. In 
addition, there is a further suppression by a factor of A l p ,  which arises 
because the Nambu-Goldstone bosons are collective excitations of the con- 
densates formed from particle-particle and hole-hole pairs near the Fermi 
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surface, whereas the quark mass term connects particles with antiparticles, 
far from the Fermi surface.44 

In QCD with unequal quark masses, at very high densities the CFL 
phase is much as we have described it, except that the gaps associated with 
(us) ,  ( d s )  and (ud) pairing will differ ~ l i g h t l y ' ~ ~ ~ ~  and the CFL condensate 
may rotate in flavor space yielding a kaon ~ o n d e n s a t e . ~ ~  The formation 
of a kaon condensate in the CFL phase is a less dramatic effect than the 
formation of a kaon condensate in nuclear matter made of neutrons and 
protons only:62 there, kaon condensation breaks U(1)s. This symmetry is 
already broken in the CFL phase. Kaon condensation in the CFL phase is 
more akin to kaon condensation in hypernuclear matter made up of equal 
measures of all the octet baryons, in which U ( l ) s  is already broken by 
hyperon-hyperon pairing. Remarkably, the Fermi momenta for the different 
quarks in the CFL phase remain degenerate even in the presence of a strange 
quark mass because separating them costs more pairing energy than it 
yields. This means that the CFL phase is electrically neutral in the absence 
of electrons. 63 

At high enough baryon density and low temperature, the ground state 
of QCD with three flavors of quarks is the color-flavor locked (CFL) phase. 
In this phase, quarks of all three colors and all three flavors form Cooper 
pairs, meaning that all fermionic quasiparticles are gapped. The gap A is 
likely of order tens to 100 MeV at astrophysically accessible densities, with 
quark chemical potential p N (350-500) MeV. As we shall see momentarily, 
the condensate is charged with respect to eight of the nine massless gauge 
bosons of the ordinary vacuum, meaning that eight gauge bosons get a mass. 
Chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken, and so is baryon number (i.e., 
the material is a superfluid.) The CFL phase persists for finite masses and 
even for unequal masses, so long as the differences are not too large.17v39 It 
is very likely the ground state for real QCD, assumed to be in equilibrium 
with respect to the weak interactions, over a substantial range of densities. 
Throughout the range of parameters over which the CFL phase exists as a 
bulk (and therefore electrically neutral) phase, it consists of equal numbers 
of u, d and s quarks and is therefore electrically neutral in the absence of any 
 electron^.^^ The equality of the three quark number densities is enforced in 
the CFL phase by the fact that this equality maximizes the pairing energy 
associated with the formation of ud, us, and ds  Cooper pairs. This equality 
is enforced even though the strange quark, with mass m,, is heavier than 
the light quarks. 
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4.5. The Modification of Electromagnetism 

It is physically significant, and proves extremely instructive, to consider 
the effect of color-flavor locking on the electromagnetic properties of high- 
density hadronic matter. To do this, we consider coupling in the appro- 
priate additional U ( ~ ) E M  gauge field A,, representing the photon. This 
couples to u, d,  s quarks with strength ie ,  -fe,  - ie,  respectively. Evi- 
dently this U ( 1 ) E M  symmetry is broken by the condensate (7), through the 
terms pairing differently-charged quarks. Were this the complete story, the 
color-flavor locked phase would be an electromagnetic superconductor. The 
truth is far different, however. 

The situation is analogous to what occurs in the electroweak sector of 
the standard model. There, the Higgs field condensate breaks both the 
original weak S U ( 2 )  and the hypercharge U ( 1 ) .  However, one linear com- 
bination of these symmetries leaves the condensate invariant, and remains 
a valid gauge symmetry of the ground state. Indeed, this is how we identify 
electromagnetism within the standard model. 

Here we must similarly consider the possibility of mixing color SU(3)  
and electromagnetic U(1)EM generators to  find a valid residual symmetry. 
Indeed, we should expect this to occur, by the following argument. In QCD 
with three flavors, U ( ~ ) E M  is a subgroup of S U ( ~ ) L + R .  When we neglected 
electromagnetism, we found that in the color-flavor locked phase SU(3)  L+R 

is broken but S U ( 3 ) c o l o r + ~ + ~  is an unbroken global symmetry. We therefore 
expect that gauging a U(1) subgroup of S U ( ~ ) L + R  must correspond, in the 
CFL phase, to gauging a U(1) subgroup of the unbroken SU(3)co lo r+~

Once we are alerted to this possibility, it is not difficult to identify 
the appropriate combination of the photon and gluons which remains 
~ n b r o k e n . ' ~ ~ ~ ~  In the CFL phase, there is an unbroken U ( 1 ) d  gauge sym- 
metry and a corresponding massless photon given by a linear combination 
of the ordinary photon and one of the g l ~ o n s . ~ ' ~ ~ ~  U(1)a is generated by 

= Q + qT8 

with q = l/& and where Q is the conventional electromagnetic charge 
generator and the color hypercharge generator T8 is normalized such that, 
in the representation of the quarks, T 8 / a  = diag(-i, $, 5 )  in color space. 
The CFL condensate is Q-neutral, the U(1) symmetry generated by Q is 
therefore unbroken, the associated 0-photon remains massless, and within 
the CFL phase the Q-electric and Q-magnetic fields satisfy Maxwell's equa- 
tions. The massless combination of the photon and the eighth gluon, A?, 
and the orthogonal massive combination which experiences the Meissner 
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effect, A;, are given by 

A: = cos BA, + sin 8G: , 
A: = - sinOA, + cos OG: . 

The mixing angle O (called a0 in Ref. 64) which specifies the unbroken U(1) 
is given by 

8 is the analogue of the Weinberg angle in electroweak theory. At accessible 
densities, the gluons are strongly coupled (g2/47r N 1) and the photons are 
weakly coupled (e2/47r M 1/137), so 8 is small, perhaps of order 1/20. The 
“rotated photon” consists mostly of the usual photon, with only a small 
admixture of the G8 gluon. 

Let us now consider the charges of all the elementary excitations which 
we enumerated previously. For reference, the electron couples to A$ with 
charge 

which is less than e because the electron couples only to the A, component 
of A:. Now in computing the Q-charge of the quark with color and flavor 
indices a,  a we must take the appropriate combination from 

e(-$g, $9, $9) + g($e, -+, -;) 
J@-q . 

One readily perceives that the possible values are 0, fB. Thus, in units of 
the electron charge, the quarks carry integer Q-charge! Quite remarkably, 
high-density QCD realizes a mathematically consistent gauge theory version 
of the old vision of Han and Nambu: the physical quark excitations have 
integer electric charges that depend on an internal color quantum number! 

Similarly, the gluons all have @charges 0 , f B .  Indeed, they have the 
Q-charges one would expect for an octet of massive vector bosons. The 
Nambu-Goldstone bosons arising from the breaking of chiral symmetry, 
of course, have the same charge assignments as the familiar T ,  K and 7 
octet of pseudoscalars. The baryon superfluid mode is Q-neutral. In the 
color-flavor locked phase, we conclude, all the elementary excitations are 
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integrally charged.a This is a classic aspect of confinement, here embodied 
in a controlled, weak-coupling framework. 

All elementary excitations in the CFL phase are either Q-neutral or 
couple to A$ with charges which are integer multiples of the Q-charge of the 
electron d = e cos 8, which is less than e because the electron couples only 
to the A, component of A?. The only massless excitation (the superfluid 
mode) is Q-neutral. Because all charged excitations have nonzero mass and 
there are no electrons present,63 the CFL phase in bulk is a transparent 
insulator at low temperatures: Q-magnetic and Q-electric fields within it 
evolve simply according to Maxwell’s equations, and low frequency Q-light 
traverses it without scattering. 

It is fun to consider how a chunk of our color-flavor locked material 
would look. Imagine shining light on a chunk of dense quark matter in the 
CFL phase. If CFL matter occurs only within the cores of neutron stars, 
cloaked under kilometers of hadronic matter,65 the thought experiment we 
describe here in which light waves travelling in vacuum strike CFL matter 
can never arise in nature. If, however, the fact that quark matter features 
many more strange quarks than ordinary nuclear matter renders it stable 
even at zero pressure, then one may imagine quark stars in nature.66 Such 
a quark star may be made of CFL quark matter throughout, or may have 
an outer layer in which a less symmetric pattern of pairing occurs. For 
example, quarks of only two colors and flavors may pair, yielding the 2SC 
phase which we shall discuss in the next section. (Some of the remaining 
quarks with differing Fermi momenta may also form a crystalline color 
superconductor, which we shall discuss below.) As in the CFL phase, the 
2SC condensate leaves a (slightly different) Q-photon massless. However, 
the 2SC phase is a good Q-conductor because of the presence of unpaired 
quarks and electrons. Thus, 2SC matter is opaque and metallic rather than 
transparent and insulating. Illuminating it would result in absorption and 
reflection, but no refraction. We shall assume that the quark matter we 
illuminate is in the transparent CFL phase all the way out to its surface. 

Consider, then, an enormously dense, but transparent, illuminated 
quark star. Some light falling on its surface will reflect, and some will 
refract into the star in the form of Q-light. The reflection and refraction 

&We shall see below that in two-flavor QCD, in which color-flavor locking does not occur, 
the color superconducting condensate which forms also leaves a Q-photon massless. The 
only difference relative to the CFL phase is that 17 = -1/2&. (However, the Q-charges 
of the excitations are not all integral in this theory.) 
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angles and the intensity of the reflected light and refracted Q-light have all 
been c a l c ~ l a t e d . ~ ~  The partial Meissner effect induced by a static magnetic 
field had been analyzed p r e v i o ~ s l y . ~ ~  In Ref. 67, we analyze a time-varying 
electromagnetic field. As a bonus, our analysis allows us to use well under- 
stood properties of dense quark matter in the CFL phase to learn about 
the (less well understood) QCD vacuum. 

We assume that the light has w and lc both much less than the energy 
needed to create a charged excitation in the CFL phase. This means w, lc << 
A, where A is the fermionic gap, to avoid the breaking of pairs and the 
creation of quasiparticles. It also means w, lc << m,+ , m K *  , where T* and 
K* are the charged pions and kaons of the CFL phase. 

In vacuum the electromagnetic fields obey the free Maxwell's equations 

dB 
at V * D = O ,  V x E = - - ,  

where D = QE and B = poH, and €0 and po are the vacuum dielectric 
constant and magnetic permeability, respectively, such that the velocity of 
light c = l/m. Deep in the CFL phase, the rotated fields E and B 
obey the same field equations, but with dielectric constant68 

z = E o  1 + - c o s e -  , ( 9n 8a A2 "'1 
where a is the electromagnetic fine structure constant and p is the chemical 
potential. This expression for 2 is valid to leading order in a,  and for 
w , k  << A. The dependence of EI on w arises only in corrections to (20) 
which are suppressed by w2/A2, and we therefore neglect dispersion in this 
letter. The magnetic permeability in the CFL phase remains unchanged to 
leading order, ji = pa. The index of refraction of CFL quark matter thus 
reduces to f i  = ,/- = fi. If we apply (20) for p/A cy (4 - lo), 
we obtain f i  - (1.02 - 1.1). 

We take the surface of the CFL matter to be planar, with the CFL phase 
at z > 0 and vacuum at z < 0. (That is, we assume any curvature of the 
surface is on length scales long compared to the wavelength of the light.) 
For an ordinary dielectric, the analogous problem is solved in Ref. 69. The 
complication here is that we must match the ordinary electric and magnetic 
fields in vacuum onto Q-electric and Q-magnetic fields within the CFL 
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phase. The properties of the reflected and refracted waves will therefore 
depend upon both the dielectric constant Z and the mixing angle 6. 

We are only interested in the reflected and refracted waves, and not 
in the detailed field configurations very close to the interface. This means 
that we can follow the strategy of Ref. 64 and encapsulate the physics of 
the interface into boundary conditions relating E and B on the vacuum 
side of the interface to E and B on the CFL side. On the CFL side, the 
massive X fields can be neglected as long as z is greater than some ACFL, 
while on the vacuum side, the confined gluon fields can be neglected as long 
as IzI is greater than some AQCD. AQCD is a length scale characteristic of 
confinement. For the non-static fields of interest, and in the weak coupling 
regime, ACFL is of order l /A ,  longer than the inverse Meissner mass N gp, 
In order to describe light whose wavelength is long compared to AQCD and 
ACFL, we need boundary conditions relating E and B at z = -AQcD to E 
and B at z = +ACFL. 

X-magnetic fields experience a Meissner effect in the CFL phase, mean- 
ing that supercurrents in the CFL matter within ACFL of the interface screen 
the X-component of any ordinary magnetic field parallel to the interface 
on the vacuum side, yielding the boundary condition 

Hi1 ( t ,  X, y, ,ACFL) = cos 6 HII ( t ,  Z, y, -AQcD) . (21) 

The CFL condensate is charged with respect to the X gauge boson, meaning 
that if there is an ordinary electric field perpendicular to the interface on 
the vacuum side, the X component of the electric flux will terminate in the 
CFL phase within ACFL of the interface, yielding 

D l ( t , ~ , y , A ' ~ ~ )  = COSOD,(~,Z,Y, -AQcD) . (22) 

We expect that the confined QCD vacuum should behave as if it is a conden- 
sate of color-magnetic monopoles.70 That is, in the vacuum color magnetic 
field lines end: if there is a Q-magnetic field perpendicular to the interface 
on the CFL side, the vacuum will ensure that only the ordinary magnetic 
field is admitted. Thus, 

B l ( t , ~ , y ,  -AQcD) = C O S O B ~ ( ~ , Z , Y , A ~ ~ ~ )  . (23) 

Finally, color magnetic currents on the vacuum side of the interface should 
exclude the color component of any Q-electric field parallel to the interface 
on the CFL side, ensuring that 

Ell (t ,  X, 9, -AQcD) = cos 6 Ell ( t ,  Z, y, XCFL) . (24) 
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At sufficiently high density, the property of CFL matter from which (21) 
and (22) follow, namely the Meissner effect for X-bosons, is a weak-coupling 
phenomenon which can be understood analytically. The properties of the 
QCD vacuum used to deduce (23) and (24) follow from a reasonable and 
familiar description of confinement as a dual Meissner effect, but confine- 
ment is not yet understood analytically. It is therefore of interest that our 
analysis below provides a derivation of (23) and (24) from (21). 

Consider an incident wave, with wave vector k = y (sin i, 0, cos i), so 
that 

There are two orthogonal linear polarizations, shown in Fig. 2, which we 
will treat separately. In the first, the vector & is parallel to the interface 
while in the second, & lies in the plane of incidence. The reflected wave is 

(26) 

with wave vector k’ = y(sini’, 0, - cosi’), while the refracted wave is 

with wave vector k, = w &Z(sinr,O,cosr). 
The boundary conditions must be obeyed at all times, which immedi- 

ately implies that the frequency of all the waves is the same, as above. 
The boundary conditions must be obeyed at  all points on the planar in- 
terface. For l j k  >> XCFL, XQCD this implies that k . r = k’ . r = k, . r 
at z = 0, independent of details of the boundary conditions. To satisfy 
this kinematic constraint, all three wave vectors must lie in a plane and 
k sin i = k’ sin i’ = k ,  sin r.  Since k = k‘, we must have i = i’: that is, the 
angle of incidence is the same as the angle of reflection. Since k, = iik, we 
also reproduce Snell’s law 

sini = iisinr . (28) 

The kinematics of the reflection and refraction of light on CFL quark matter 
are unaffected by the mixing angle 8. 

We now use the boundary conditions to find the intensities of the re- 
flected and refracted radiation. For the first polarization in Fig. 2, (21) and 
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Figure 2. Incident wave k strikes a planar interface between vacuum and CFL quark 
matter, giving a reflected wave k’ and a refracted wave kr. We use boundary conditions 
to relate electromagnetic fields just below the interface to Q-electromagnetic fields just 
above, assuming that the wavelength of the light is long compared to the screening length 
in the CFL phase and the confinement length in vacuum, symbolized by grey shading. 
Left panel: polarization perpendicular to the plane of incidence and thus parallel to the 
interface. Right panel: polarization parallel to the plane of incidence. 

(24) yield 

E + E‘ = C O S B E ,  , (29) 

and, using Snell’s law, (23) is equivalent to (24) in this case. Solving, we 
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find 

- 
2 cos 8 cos i 

E T  - - - 
& cos28 cosi+ F i i c o s r  

cos2 8 cosi - KQ iicosr 

& cos28 cosi+ p i i c o s r  
- /I - - 

where r is easily eliminated using Snell’s law in the form iicosr = 

d m .  To the order we are working, ji = PO. For the second polar- 
ization of Fig. 2, (24) and either (21) or (22) yield 

case E(& + E’)  = gi, , 
P 

and hence 
- 

2fi cos 8 cos i - &T - - 

& ~ f i 2 ~ ~ ~ i’ 
- Fi i2cos i - i icosrcos2B 

& Fii2cosi+i icosrcos28 ’ 

Upon setting cos8 = 1, the relations (30) and (32) reproduce results for 
reflection and refraction off standard dielectric media (see Ref. 69). De- 
creasing cos8 decreases the A,  component of A$, and thus favors reflec- 
tion over refraction. For 8 as small as in nature, the changes introduced by 
8 # 0 are small. In the (unphysical) limit in which cos8 = 0, A$ would be 
orthogonal to A,  making the CFL phase a superconductor with respect to 
ordinary electromagnetism. In this limit, we expect and find zero refraction 
and perfect reflection for both polarizations. 

Are the solutions (30) and (32) consistent with energy conservation? 
The Poynting vector S = (E x H) measures the energy flow per unit area 
and time. Continuity of the z-component of the Poynting vector requires 

(32) - - 

a relation which is indeed satisfied by both (30) and (32). 
Notice that in our analysis of each of the two polarizations, one bound- 

ary condition was irrelevant and Snell’s law could be used to eliminate a 
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second. If we had used energy conservation in the form (33) in our deriva- 
tion instead of just as a check, we could have derived all our results from the 
single boundary condition (21). That is, given only the boundary condition 
(21) which is easily derived, Snell’s law (28) which is kinematic, and en- 
ergy conservation (33), we can derive our solutions describing the reflection 
and refraction of light of both polarizations and, from these electromagnetic 
fields, we can then derive the remaining boundary conditions (22), (23) and 
(24). This means that we have derived the boundary conditions motivated 
above by the idea that the QCD vacuum behaves like a dual superconduc- 
tor filled with a condensate of color-magnetic monopoles. 70 Having analyzed 
the illumination of dense quark matter, we find that in addition we have 
illuminated our understanding of the QCD vacuum. 

It is perhaps of more practical value to analyze the response of a chunk 
of CFL matter to a static magnetic field, as in the core of a neutron star. 
The effect of a chunk of color superconducting quark matter (whether in 
the CFL phase or in the less symmetric phase in which only up and down 
quarks pair) on a static magnetic field has been described in Ref. 64, and 
is essentially the static limit of the refraction calculation just presented. 
Some fraction of an  externally applied ordinary magnetic field penetrates 
the superconductor in the form of a Q-magnetic field, while some fraction of 
the ordinary magnetic field is expelled by the Meissner effect. The fraction 
of the field which is expelled depends both on 8 and on the shape of the 
chunk color superconducting quark matter, but it is small when 8 is small, 
as in nature. Most of the flux is admitted, as Q-flux. This Q-magnetic field 
satisfies Maxwell’s equations and is not restricted to flux tubes. 

4.6. Quark-Hadron Continuity 

The universal features of the color-flavor locked state: confinement, chiral 
symmetry breaking leaving a vector S U ( 3 )  unbroken, and baryon number 
superfluidity, are exactly what one expects to find in nuclear matter in 
three-flavor QCD.13 Perhaps this is not immediately obvious in the case 
of baryon number superfluidity, but let us recall that pairing phenomena, 
which would go over into neutron superfluidity and proton superconduc- 
tivity in nuclear matter, are very well established in ordinary nuclei. In 
three-flavor QCD, there are good reasons71 to think that the pairing in- 
teraction in the flavor singlet dibaryon channel (the so-called H-dibaryon 
channel) would be quite attractive in three-flavor QCD, and support a ro- 
bust baryon number superfluidity. Thus, the symmetries of the color-flavor 
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locked phase are precisely those of nuclear matter in three-flavor QCD, 
perhaps better referred to as hypernuclear matter.13 

Furthermore, there is an uncanny resemblance between the low-lying 
spectrum computed from first principles for QCD at asymptotically high 
density, and what one expects to find in hypernuclear matter, in a world 
with three degenerate quark flavors. It is hard to resist the inference that 
in this theory, there need be no phase transistion between nuclear density 
and high density.13 There need be no sharp boundary between hypernuclear 
matter, where microscopic caculations are difficult but the convenient de- 
grees of freedom are ‘Lobviously” hadrons, and the asymptotic high-density 
phase, where weak-coupling (but non-perturbative) calculations are pos- 
sible, and the right degrees of freedom are elementary quarks and glu- 
ons, together with the collective Nambu-Goldstone modes. We call this 
quark-hadron ~0nt inui ty . l~  Perhaps the least surprising aspect of this, by 
now, is the continuity between the pseudoscalar mesons at  nuclear den- 
sity and those at asymptotically high densities, since in both regimes these 
are present as a result of the breaking of the same symmetry. It might 
seem more shocking that a quark can go over continuously into, or “be”, a 
baryon, since baryons are supposed to contain three quarks, but remember 
that in the color-flavor locked phase the quarks are immersed in a diquark 
condensate, and so a one-quark excitation can pick two quarks up from (or 
lose to quarks to) the condensate a t  will. The difference between one and 
three is negotiable. What about the gluons? Within the color-flavor locked 
phase, similarly, they are quite literally the physical vector mesons. They 
are massive, as we have discussed, and have the right quantum numbers. 
Thus the original vision of Yang and Mills - who proposed non-abelian 
gauge theory as a model of p mesons - is here embodied. 

Note that the hypothesis of continuity between hypernuclear and dense 
quark matter certainly does not preclude quantitative change. Far from 
it. The dispersion relation for a fermion - whether a quark in the CFL 
phase or a baryon in the hypernuclear phase - is characterized by a gap 
at  the Fermi surface and by a gap a t  zero momentum, i.e. a mass. As 
a function of increasing density, gaps at  the hyperon Fermi surfaces due 
to hyperon-hyperon pairing evolve continuously to become the gaps at  the 
quark Fermi surfaces which characterize the color-flavor locked phase. l 7  

During this evolution, the gaps are thought to increase significantly. In 
contrast, the masses (“gaps at  zero momentum”) decrease dramatically 
with increasing density as they evolve from being of order the hyperon 
masses in hypernuclear matter to being of order the current quark masses 
at  asymptotically high densities. 
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Note that in order for quark-hadron continuity to be realized, U ( ~ ) E M  
must not be broken by hyperon-hyperon pairing.17 At every point during 
the evolution of the theory as a function of increasing density, there will 
be an unbroken U(1) and a massless Q-photon and the excitations will 
be integer charged. As the density is increased, however, the definition 
of the Q-photon in terms of the vacuum photon and gluon fields rotates. 
The ordinary photon rotates to become the Q-photon of the CFL phase. 
Turning to the massive vector bosons, in hypernuclear matter there is both 
an octet and a singlet. The singlet must become much heavier than the 
octet as a function of increasing density, since in the low energy description 
of the color-flavor locked phase one finds the octet alone. We see that if 
quark-hadron continuity is realized in QCD with three degenerate quarks, it 
requires various quantitative (but continuous) changes. What is remarkable 
is that it is even possible to imagine watching all the physical excitations of 
the theory evolving continuously as one dials the density up and goes from 
a strongly coupled hadronic world to a weak-coupling world of quarks and 
gluons. 

If the quarks are massless, the Nambu-Goldstone bosons are massless in 
both hypernuclear and CFL quark matter, and in between. Once nondegen- 
erate quark masses are introduced, however, the evolution of the Nambu- 
Goldstone masses as a function of increasing density becomes more intri- 
cate, as the kaon must go from being heavier than the pion to being lighter. 

Note, finally, that the whole story becomes further complicated once the 
strange quark is made as heavy as in n a t ~ r e . ’ ~ ~ ~ ~  Although the color-flavor 
locked phase is certainly obtained a t  asymptotically densities, where quark 
masses are neglectable, the nuclear matter phase, made of neutrons and 
protons only, is not continuously connectable with the color-flavor locked 
phase. If quark-hadron continuity is to be realized in the phase diagram 
of nature, what must happen is that, as a function of increasing density, 
one first goes from nuclear matter to hypernuclear matter, with sufficiently 
high density that all the hyperons have similar Fermi surfaces. This first 
stage must involve phase transitions, as the symmetries of hypernuclear 
matter differ from those of ordinary nuclear matter. Then, as the density 
is increased further, the hypernuclear matter may evolve continuosly to 
become CFL quark matter, with pairing among hyperons becoming CFL 
pairing among quarks. 

We now have a description of the properties of the CFL phase and its 
excitations, in which much can be described quantitatively if the value of 
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the gap A is known. In the next two sections, we describe the less sym- 
metric forms of color superconductivity which arise in QCD with N f  # 3. 
Already, however, in our idealized world (in which we either have three de- 
generate quarks or such high densities that the quark mass differences can 
be neglected) let us pause to marvel a t  our theoretical good fortune. The 
color-flavor locked phase is a concrete realization of the idea of complemen- 
tarity: the same phase of a gauge theory can be described simultaneously 
as one in which the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken and as one 
in which color is confined." This means that it provides us with a weak- 
coupling laboratory within which we can study a confined phase from first 
principles a t  weak coupling. It is furthermore a phase of QCD wherein the 
physics of chiral symmetry breaking - indeed all the parameters of the 
chiral effective Lagrangian and all known or conjectured phenomena of the 
pseudoscalar meson sector , including kaon condensation - are amenable 
to controlled, weak-coupling calculation. 

5. 2SC and Other Variants 

5.1. Two Flavors 

In the previous section, we have described quark matter in QCD with three 
degenerate flavors of light quarks. In nature the strange quark is heavier 
than the other two, so we now go to the opposite extreme of an infinitely 
heavy strange quark and describe the color superconducting phase in QCD 
with two flavors of light quarks. The 3 is still the most attractive color 
channel for quark pairing,5i7>sig and the resulting condensate 

(W,", 0: EaB3EZj (34) 
picks a color direction. In this case, quarks of the first two colors (red and 
green) participate in pairing, while the third color (blue) does not. 

The ground state is invariant under an SU(2)  subgroup of the color 
rotations that mixes red and green, but the blue quarks are singled out 
as different. The pattern of symmetry breaking is therefore (with gauge 
symmetries in square brackets) 

(35) 
[SU(3)coIor] x [U(I)Q] x s U ( 2 ) L  x s U ( 2 ) R  - [SU(2)coIor] x [U(l)QI x S U ( 2 ) L  x S U ( 2 ) R  

The features of this pattern of condensation are 

(1) The color gauge group is broken down to S U ( 2 ) ,  so five of the glu- 
ons will become massive, with masses of order the gap (since the 
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coupling is of order 1). Their masses have been computed in the 
weak-coupling theory valid at  asymptotically high densities5g and 
in an instanton liquid model.60 The remaining three gluons are as- 
sociated with an unbroken SU(2) red-green gauge symmetry, whose 
confinement distance rises exponentially with density.72 This aspect 
of the infrared physics of the 2SC phase is not under perturbative 
control, so unlike the CFL phase we cannot claim that in the 2SC 
phase any physical quantity can be obtained from a controlled weak- 
coupling calculation at  sufficiently high density. 

(2) The red and green quark modes acquire a gap A, which is the mass 
of the physical excitations around the Fermi surface (quasiquarks). 
There is no gap for the blue quarks in this ansatz, and it is an 
interesting question whether they find some other channel in which 
to pair. The available attractive channels arising from the instanton 
interaction break rotational invariance, and are weak so the gap will 
be much smaller, perhaps in the keV range.8 

(3) As in the CFL phase a linear combination of the photon and one 
gluon gives a massless gauge boson that couples to a new unbroken 
rotated electromagnetism Q. The two blue quarks have Q-charges 
0 and 1. 

(4) No global symmetries are broken so there are no light scalars- 
the 2SC phase is not a superfluid. It has the same symmetries as 
the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), so there need not be any phase 
transition between them, but there will be a chiral phase transition 
between the hadronic and 2SC phases. This phase transition is 
first orders,16~19~73 since it involves a competition between chiral 
condensation and diquark condensation. 1611’ Although the quark 
pair condensate appears to break baryon number, it does not. In 
the two flavor case baryon number is a linear combination of electric 
charge and isospin, B = 2Q - 213, so baryon number is already 
included in the symmetry groups of (35). Just as an admixture of 
gluon and photon survives unbroken as a rotated electromagnetism, 
so an admixture of B and T8 survives unbroken as a rotated baryon 
number. 

(5) Axial color is not a symmetry of the QCD action, but at  asymp- 
totically high densities where the QCD coupling g is weak, explicit 
axial color breaking is also weak. As a result, the pseudoscalar exci- 
tations of the condensate which would be Goldstone bosons arising 
from axial-SU(3),,~,, to axial-SU(2),,~,, breaking if g were zero may 
be rather light.74 
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It is interesting that both the 2SC and CFL phases satisfy anomaly 
matching constraints, even though it is not yet completely clear whether 
this must be the case when Lorentz invariance is broken by a nonzero 
density.75 It is not yet clear how high density QCD with larger numbers of 

which we discuss below, satisfies anomaly matching constraints. 
Also, anomaly matching in the 2SC phase requires that the up and down 
quarks of the third color remain ungapped; this requirement must, there- 
fore, be modified once these quarks pair to form a J = 1 condensate, 
breaking rotational invariance.8 

5.2. Two+ One Flavors 

Nature chooses two light quarks and one middle-weight strange quark. If we 
imagine beginning with the CFL phase and increasing m,, how do we get to 
the 2SC phase? This question has been answered in Ref. 17, 39. A nonzero 
m, weakens those condensates which involve pairing between light and 
strange quarks. The CFL phase requires nonzero (us)  and (ds)  condensates; 
because these condensates pair quarks with differing Fermi momenta they 
can only exist if the resulting gaps (call them A,, and a d s )  are larger 
than of order mz/2p, the difference between the u and s Fermi momenta in 
the absence of pairing. This means that as a function of increasing m, at  
fixed p (or decreasing p at fixed m,) there must be a first order unlocking 
phase t r a n ~ i t i o n . ' ~ > ~ ~  The argument can be phrased thus: the 2SC and CFL 
phases must be separated by a phase transition, because chiral symmetry is 
broken in the CFL phase but not in the 2SC phase; suppose this transition 
were second order; this would require A,, and Ads to be infinitesimally 
small but nonzero just on the CFL side of the transition; however, these 
gaps must be greater than of order m:/2pu; a second order phase transition 
is therefore a logical impossibility, either in mean field theory or beyond; 
the transition must therefore be first order. Note that the m, that appears 
in these estimates is a density dependent effective strange quark mass, 
somewhat greater than the current quark mass.76 

Putting in reasonable numbers for quark matter which may arise in 
compact stars, for m, = 200 - 300 MeV and p = 400 - 500 MeV we find 
that the CFL phase is obtained if the interactions are strong enough to 
generate a gap A which is larger than about 40 - 110 MeV, while the 2SC 
phase is obtained if A is smaller. A N 40 - 110 MeV is within the range 
of current estimates and present calculational methods are therefore not 

flavors,
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precise enough to determine whether quark matter with these parameters 
is in the CFL or 2SC phases. At asymptotically high densities, however, 
the CFL phase is necessarily favored. 

Note that the 2SC phase in QCD with massive strange quarks is a su- 
perfluid: no linear combination of baryon number and a gauge symmetry 
remains unbroken. Note also that in this phase, five quarks (blue up; blue 
down; strange quarks of all colors) are left unpaired. As we shall discuss 
in the next section, they may in fact pair to form a crystalline color super- 
conductor. 

5.3. Four or More Flavors 

We end this section with brief mention of four variants which are unphysical, 
but nevertheless instructive: QCD with more than three light flavors, QCD 
with two colors, QCD with many colors, and QCD with large isospin density 
and zero baryon density. 

Dense quark matter in QCD with more than three flavors was studied in 
Ref. 31. The main result is that the color-flavor locking phenomenon per- 
sists: condensates form which lock color rotations to flavor rotations, and 
the S U ( N ~ ) L  x S U ( N ~ ) R  group is broken down to a vector subgroup. Un- 
like with N f  = 3, however, the unbroken group is not the full S U ( N ~ ) L +
which is unbroken in the vacuum. In the case of Nf = 4, for example, 
one finds s U ( 4 ) ~  x s U ( 4 ) ~  --+ 0 ( 4 ) ~ + ~  while in the case of N f  = 5, 
s U ( 5 ) ~  x s U ( 5 ) ~  -+ S U ( ~ ) L + R . ~ ~  For N f  = 4,5 as for N f  = 3 ,  chiral 
symmetry is broken in dense quark matter. However, because the unbroken 
vector groups are smaller than S U ( N f ) v ,  there must be a phase transition 
between hadronic matter and dense quark matter in these theories.31 

If N f  is a multiple of three, the order parameter takes the form of 
multiple copies of the Nf = 3 order parameter, each locking a block of three 
flavors to All quarks are gapped in this phase, as in the N f  = 3 CFL 
phase. For N f  = 6 ,  the resulting symmetry breaking pattern is s U ( 6 ) ~  x 
s U ( 6 ) ~  + S U ( ~ ) L + R  x U ( l ) L + R  x U ( ~ ) L - R . ~ ~  The unbroken SU(3)L+R 
is a simultaneous rotation of both three flavor blocks for L and R and a 
global color rotation. Note that the unbroken U ( l ) ' s  are subgroups of the 
original S U ( 6 )  groups: they correspond to vector and axial flavor rotations 
which rotate one three flavor block relative to the other. Note that for 
N f  = 6, unlike for N f  = 3,4 ,5 ,  chiral symmetry is not completely broken 
at high density: an axial U(1) subgroup remains unbroken. As the primary 
condensate we have just described leaves no quarks ungapped, there is no 

color.
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reason to expect the formation of any subdominant condensate which could 
break the unbroken chiral symmetry. Both because of this unbroken chiral 
symmetry and because the unbroken vector symmetry differs from that of 
the vacuum, there must be a phase transition between hadronic matter and 
dense quark matter in QCD with N f  = 6.31 

5.4. Two Colors 

The simplest case of all to analyze is QCD with two colors and two flavors. 
The condensate is antisymmetric in color and flavor, and is therefore a 
singlet in both color and flavor. Because it is a singlet in color, dense 
quark matter in this theory is not a color superconductor. Although the 
condensate is a singlet under the ordinary s U ( 2 ) ~  x s U ( 2 ) ~  flavor group, 
it nevertheless does break symmetries because the symmetry of the vacuum 
in QCD with N f  = N,  = 2 is enhanced to SU(4). One reason why N ,  = 

2 QCD is interesting to study at nonzero density is that it provides an 
example where quark pairing can be studied on the lattice.77 The N, = 2 
case has also been studied analytically in Ref. 9, 78; pairing in this theory 
is simpler to analyze because quark Cooper pairs are color singlets. We 
refer the reader to these references for details. 

5.5.  Many Colors 

The N,  -+ co limit of QCD is often one in which hard problems become 
tractable. However, the ground state of N,  = co QCD is a chiral density 
wave, not a color superconductor. 79 At asymptotically high densities, color 
superconductivity persists up to Nc’s of order thousands80i81 before being 
supplanted by the phase described in Ref. 79. At any finite N,, color 
superconductivity occurs at arbitrarily weak coupling whereas the chiral 
density wave does not. For N ,  = 3, color superconductivity is still favored 
over the chiral density wave (although not by much) even if the interaction 
is so strong that the color superconductivity gap is N p/2.82 

5.6.  QCD at Large Isospin Density 

The phase of N ,  = 3 QCD with nonzero isospin density ( p ~  # 0) and zero 
baryon density ( p  = 0) can be simulated on the lattice.83 The sign problems 
that plague simulations at p # 0 do not arise for p~ # 0. Although not 
physically realizable, physics with # 0 and p = 0 is very interesting to 
consider because phenomena arise which are similar to those occurring at 
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large p and, in this context, these phenomena are accessible to numerical 
“experiments”. Such lattice simulations can be used to test calculational 
methods which have also been applied at large p, where lattice simulation 
is unavailable. At low isospin density, this theory describes a dilute gas 
of Bose-condensed pions. Large physics features large Fermi surfaces 
for down quarks and anti-up quarks, Cooper pairing of down and anti-up 
quarks, and a gap whose g-dependence is as in (5), albeit with a different 
coefficient of l / g  in the exponent.83 This condensate has the same quantum 
numbers as the pion condensate expected at much lower p ~ ,  which means 
that a hypothesis of continuity between hadronic - in this case pionic - 
and quark matter as 8 function of p.1. Both the dilute pion gas limit and 
the asymptotically large p~ limit can be treated analytically; the possibility 
of continuity between these two limits can be tested on the lattice.83 The 
transition from a weak coupling superconductor with condensed Cooper 
pairs to a gas of tightly bound bosons which form a Bose condensate can 
be studied in a completely controlled fashion. 

6. Crystalline Color Superconductivity 

At asymptotic densities, the ground state of QCD with quarks of three 
flavors (u, d and s )  with equal masses is expected to be the color-flavor 
locked (CFL) phase. This phase features a condensate of Cooper pairs of 
quarks which includes ud, us,  and ds pairs. Quarks of all colors and all 
flavors participate in the pairing, and all excitations with quark quantum 
numbers are gapped. As in any BCS state, the Cooper pairing in the CFL 
state pairs quarks whose momenta are equal in magnitude and opposite in 
direction, and pairing is strongest between pairs of quarks whose momenta 
are both near their respective Fermi surfaces. Pairing persists even in the 
face of a stress (such as a chemical potential difference or a mass difference) 
that seeks to push the Fermi surfaces apart, although a stress that is too 
strong will ultimately disrupt Cooper pairing. 17,39 Thus, the CFL phase 
persists for unequal quark masses, so long as the differences are not too 
large.17)39 This means that the CFL phase is the ground state for real 
QCD, assumed to be in equilibrium with respect to the weak interactions, 
as long as the density is high enough. 

Imagine decreasing the quark number chemical potential p. from asymp- 
totically large values. The quark matter at first remains color-flavor locked, 
although the CFL condensate may rotate in flavor space as terms of order 
rn: in the free energy become i m p ~ r t a n t . ~ ~  Color-flavor locking is main- 
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tained until a transition to a state in which some quarks become un- 
gapped. This “unlocking transition”, which must be first ~ r d e r , ~occurs 
,hen173,63,65 

p M mz/4Ao . (36) 

In this expression and throughout this section, we write the gap in the BCS 
state as A,. As we have seen, estimates in both models and asymptotic 
analyses suggest that it is of order tens to 100 MeV. m, is the strange 
quark mass parameter, which includes the contribution from any (3s) con- 
densate induced by the nonzero current strange quark mass, making it a 
density-dependent effective mass, decreasing as density increases and equal- 
ing the current strange quark mass only a t  asymptotically high densities. 
At densities which may arise at the center of compact stars, corresponding 
to p 400 - 500 MeV, m, is certainly significantly larger than the cur- 
rent quark mass, and its value is not well-known. In fact, m, decreases 
discontinuously at the unlocking t r a n ~ i t i o n . ~ ~  Thus, the criterion (36) can 
only be used as a rough guide to the location of the unlocking transition 
in nature.76 Given this quantitative uncertainty, there remain two logical 
possibilities for what happens as a function of decreasing p. One possibil- 
ity is a first order phase transition directly from color-flavor locked quark 
matter to hadronic matter, as explored in Ref. 65. The second possibility 
is an unlocking t r a n ~ i t i o n ’ ~ ~ ~ ~  to quark matter in which not all quarks par- 
ticipate in the dominant pairing, followed only at a lower p by a transition 
to hadronic matter. We assume the second possibility here, and explore its 
consequences. 

Once CFL is disrupted, leaving some species of quarks with differing 
Fermi momenta and therefore unable to participate in BCS pairing, it is 
natural to ask whether there is some generalization of the ansatz in which 
pairing between two species of quarks persists even once their Fermi mo- 
menta differ. Crystalline color superconductivity is the answer to this ques- 
tion. The idea is that it may be favorable for quarks with differing Fermi 
momenta to form pairs whose momenta are not equal in magnitude and op- 
posite in sign.84,s5 This generalization of the pairing ansatz (beyond BCS 
ansatze in which only quarks with momenta which add to zero pair) is 
favored because it gives rise to a region of phase space where both of the 
quarks in a pair are close to their respective Fermi surfaces, and such pairs 
can be created at low cost in free energy. Condensates of this sort sponta- 
neously break translational and rotational invariance, leading to gaps which 
vary in a crystalline pattern. As a function of increasing depth in a com- 
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pact star, p increases, m, decreases, and A, changes also. If in some shell 
within the quark matter core of a neutron star (or within a strange quark 
star) the quark number densities are such that crystalline color supercon- 
ductivity arises, rotational vortices may be pinned in this shell, making it 
a locus for glitch phen~mena. '~ 

An analysis of these ideas in the context of the disruption of CFL pairing 
is complicated by the fact that in quark matter in which CFL pairing does 
not occur, up and down quarks may nevertheless continue to pair in the 
usual BCS fashion. In this 2SC phase, the attractive channel involves the 
formation of Cooper pairs which are antisymmetric in both color and flavor, 
yielding a condensate with color (Greek indices) and flavor (Latin indices) 
structure (q:&) - ~ , t , @ ~ .  This condensate leaves five quarks unpaired: 
up and down quarks of the third color, and strange quarks of all three colors. 
Because the BCS pairing scheme leaves ungapped quarks with differing 
Fermi momenta, crystalline color superconductivity may result. 

Most analyses of crystalline color superconductivity have been done 
in the simplified model context with pairing between two quark species 
whose Fermi momenta are pushed apart by turning on a chemical potential 
d i f f e r e n ~ e , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~  rather than considering CFL pairing in the presence of 
quark mass differences. In Ref. 89, we investigate the ways in which the 
response of the system to mass differences is similar to or different from the 
response to chemical potential differences. We can address this question 
within the two-flavor model by generalizing it to describe pairing between 
massless up quarks and strange quarks with mass m,. For completeness, 
we introduce 

allowing us to consider the effects of m, and 6p simultaneously. We shall 
use this two-flavor toy model throughout, deferring an analysis of crystalline 
color superconductivity induced by the effects of m, on three-flavor quark 
matter to future work. 

6.1. Consequences of 6p # 0 ,  with m,=O 

Before describing the consequences of ms # 0, let us review the salient 
facts known about the consequences of 6p # 0, upon taking m, = 0. If 
16p( is nonzero but less than some 6 ~ 1 ,  the ground state in the two-flavor 
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toy-model is precisely that obtained for 6p = 0.90)91>85>b In this 2SC state, 
red and green up and strange quarks pair, yielding four quasiparticles with 
superconducting gap A,. Furthermore, the number density of red and green 
up quarks is the same as that of red and green strange quarks. As long 
as 16p( is not too large, this BCS state remains unchanged (and favored) 
because maintaining equal number densities, and thus coincident Fermi 
surfaces, maximizes the pairing and hence the interaction energy. As l6pl 
is increased, the BCS state remains the ground state of the system only as 
long as its negative interaction energy offsets the large positive free energy 
cost associated with forcing the Fermi seas to remain coincident. In the 
weak coupling limit, in which A,/p << 1, the BCS state persists for IbpJ < 
6p1 = A0/fi.”7*~ For larger A,, the 1/fi coefficient changes in value. 
These conclusions are the same whether the interaction between quarks 
is modeled as a point-like four-fermion interaction or is approximated by 
single-gluon exchange. The loss of BCS pairing at 161.11 = 6111 is the analogue 
in this toy model of the unlocking transition. 

If )6p1 > 6 p 1 ,  BCS pairing between u and s is not possible. However, 
in a range 6pl < 16p1 < 6p2 near the unpairing transition, it is favorable 
to form a crystalline color superconducting state in which the Cooper pairs 
have nonzero momentum. This phenomenon was first analyzed by Larkin 
and Ovchinnikov and Fulde and Fer1-el1~~ (LOFF) in the context of pairing 
between electrons in which spin-up and spin-down Fermi momenta differ. 
I t  has proven difficult to find a condensed matter physics system which is 
well described simply as BCS pairing in the presence of a Zeeman effect: 
any magnetic perturbation that may induce a Zeeman effect tends to have 
much larger effects on the motion of the electrons, as in the Meissner effect. 
The QCD context of interest to us, in which the Fermi momenta being split 
are those of different flavors rather than of different spins, therefore turns 
out to be the natural arena for the phenomenon first analyzed by LOFF. 

The crystalline color superconducting phase (also called the LOFF 
phase) has been described in Ref. 85 (following Ref. 84) upon making the 
simplifying assumption that quarks interact via a four-fermion interaction 
with the quantum numbers of single gluon exchange. In the LOFF state, 
each Cooper pair carries momentum 2q with lq( M 1 . 2 6 ~ .  The condensate 
and gap parameter vary in space with wavelength .rr/Jql. Although the 

this two-flavor toy-model the diquark condensate is a flavor singlet. As the conden- 
sate breaks no flavor symmetries, there is no analogue of the rotations of the condensate 
in flavor space which occur within the CFL phase with nonzero 6p.56 
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magnitude Jql is determined energetically, the direction q is chosen spon- 
taneously. The LOFF state is characterized by a gap parameter A and a 
diquark condensate, but not by an energy gap in the dispersion relation: 
the quasiparticle dispersion relations vary with the direction of the mo- 
mentum, yielding gaps that vary from zero up to a maximum of A. The 
condensate is dominated by those regions in momentum space in which a 
quark pair with total momentum 2 q  has both members of the pair within - A of their respective Fermi surfaces. These regions form circular bands 
on the two Fermi surfaces. Making the ansatz that all Cooper pairs make 
the same choice of direction q corresponds to choosing a single circular band 
on each Fermi surface. In position space, it corresponds to a condensate 
which varies in space like 

($J(x)$J(x)) 0: Ae2iq’x . (38) 

This ansatz is certainly not the best choice. If a single plane wave is favored, 
why not two? That is, if one choice of ij is favored, why not add a second 
q, with the same Jql but a different q? If two are favored, why not three? 
This question, namely, the determination of the favored crystal structure 
of the crystalline color superconductor phase, is unresolved but is under 
investigation. Note, however, that if we find a region 6pl < l6pl < 6pz in 
which the simple LOFF ansatz with a single q is favored over the BCS state 
and over no pairing, then the LOFF state with whatever crystal structure 
turns out to be optimal must be favored in at least this region. Note also 
that even the single q ansatz, which we use henceforth, breaks translational 
and rotational invariance spontaneously. The resulting phonon has been 
analyzed in Ref. 87. 

Crystalline color superconductivity is favored within a window 6pl < 
16pl < 6pz. As 16pl increases from 0, one finds a first order phase transition 
from the ordinary BCS phase to the crystalline color superconducting phase 
at 16pl = Spl and then a second order phase transition at 16pl = 6p2 at 
which A decreases to zero. Because the condensation energy in the LOFF 
phase is much smaller than that of the BCS condensate at 6p = 0, the value 
of 6p1 is almost identical to that at which the naive unpairing transition 
from the BCS state to the state with no pairing would occur if one ignored 
the possibility of a LOFF phase, namely 6p1 = Ao/fi .  For all practical 
purposes, therefore, the LOFF gap equation is not required in order to de- 
termine bpi. The LOFF gap equation is used to determine Spz and the 
properties of the crystalline color superconducting phase.85 In the limit of a 
weak four-fermion interaction, the crystalline color superconductivity win- 
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dow is bounded by d p ~  = A o / ~  and dp2 = 0.754A0, as first demonstrated 
in Ref. 84. These results have been extended beyond the weak four-fermion 
interaction limit in Ref. 85. 

We now know that the use of the simplified point-like interaction signif- 
icantly underestimates the width of the LOFF window: assuming instead 
that quarks interact by exchanging medium-modified gluons yields a much 
larger value of 6 ~ 2 . ~ ~  This can be understood upon noting that quark-quark 
interaction by gluon exchange is dominated by forward scattering. In most 
scatterings, the angular positions on their respective Fermi surfaces do not 
change much. In the LOFF state, small-angle scattering is advantageous be- 
cause it cannot scatter a pair of quarks out of the region of momentum space 
in which both members of the pair are in their respective circular bands, 
where pairing is favored. This means that it is natural that a forward- 
scattering dominated interaction like single-gluon exchange is much more 
favorable for crystalline color superconductivity that a point-like interac- 
tion, which yields s-wave scattering. Thus, although for the present we 
use the point-like interaction in our analysis of m,-induced crystalline color 
superconductivity, it is worth remembering that this is very conservative. 

6.2. Consequences of m, # 0 

In the absence of any interaction, and thus in the absence of pairing, the 
effect of a strange quark mass is to shift the Fermi momenta to 

Assuming both ISpl/p and ms/p are small, the separation between the two 
Fermi momenta is x 126p - m:/2pl. This suggests the conjecture that even 
when m, # 0 the description given in the previous subsection continues to 
be valid upon replacing IbpI by 16p - m:/4pI. We show in Ref. 89 that 
this conjecture is incorrect in one key respect: whereas if m, = 0 a (dpl 
which is nonzero but smaller than 6pl has no effect on the BCS state, the 
BCS gap A0 decreases with increasing m:. We show that for small m:, 
Ao(m,)/Ao(O) decreases linearly with m:. Because A0 occurs in the free 
energy in a term of order A&’, the m,-dependence of A0 corrects the free 
energy by of order Ao(0)2m:. As hp has no analogous effect, we conclude 
that m2/4p and 6p have qualitatively different effects on the paired state. 

At another level, however, the story is quite similar to that for m, = 0: 
if ldp - m:/4pI is small enough, we find the BCS state; if 16p - mz/4pl lies 
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within an intermediate window, we find LOFF pairing; if IGp - m:/4p1 is 
large enough, no pairing is possible. The boundaries between the phases, 
however, are related to a Ao(m,), rather than simply to a constant Ao. 
That is, the definitions of “small enough” and “large enough” are m,- 
dependent. We find that the 
appropriate variable to use to describe the width of the crystalline color 
superconductivity window is 6p/Ao(ms), as opposed to sp/Ao(O). When 
described with this variable, m,-induced and Gp-induced crystalline color 
superconductivity are approximately equally robust. At all but the weakest 
of couplings, the width of the crystalline color superconductivity window 
increases with m,, meaning that crystalline color superconductivity is some- 
what more robust if it is m,-induced than if it is Gp-induced. Indeed, we 
find that at the moderate coupling corresponding to Ao(0) = 100 MeV, 
m,-induced crystalline color superconductivity occurs whereas 6p-induced 
crystalline color superconductivity does not. 

We map the (ms,Gp) plane in Ref. 89. 

6.3.  Opening the Crystal l ine Color  Superconductivity 
W i n d o w  

In Ref. 88, we analyze the crystalline color superconducting phase upon 
assuming that quarks interact by the exchange of a medium-modified gluon, 
as is quantitatively valid at asymptotically high densities. We obtain bp2,  
the upper boundary of the crystalline color superconductivity window. This 
analysis is controlled at asymptotically high densities where the coupling g 
is weak. 

At weak coupling, quark-quark scattering by single-gluon exchange is 
dominated by forward scattering. In most scatterings, the angular positions 
of the quarks on their respective Fermi surfaces do not change much. As a 
consequence, the weaker the coupling the more the physics can be thought 
of as a sum of many (1 + 1)-dimensional theories, with only rare large-angle 
scatterings able to connect one direction in momentum space with others.26 
In the LOFF state, small-angle scattering is advantageous because it cannot 
scatter a pair of quarks out of the region of momentum space in which both 
members of the pair are in their respective rings, where pairing is favored. 
This means that it is natural to expect that a forward-scattering-dominated 
interaction like single-gluon exchange is much more favorable for crystalline 
color superconductivity than a point-like interaction, which yields s-wave 
scattering. 

Suppose for a moment that we were analyzing a truly (l+l)-dimensional 
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theory. The momentum-space geometry of the LOFF state in one spatial 
dimension is qualitatively different from that in three. Instead of Fermi 
surfaces, we would have only “Fermi points” at f p u  and kpd. The only 
choice of (ql which allows pairing between u and d quarks at their respective 
Fermi points is )ql = Sp. In (3 + 1) dimensions, in contrast, lql > dp is 
favored because it allows LOFF pairing in ring-shaped regions of the Fermi 
surface, rather than just at antipodal  point^.^^^^^ Also, in striking contrast 
to the (3 + 1)-dimensional case, it has long been known that in a true 
(1 + 1)-dimensional theory with a point-like interaction between fermions, 
bp2 lAg  4 cc in the weak-interaction limit.g2 

We expect that in (3 + 1)-dimensional QCD with the interaction given 
by single-gluon exchange, as p -+ cc and g ( p )  + 0 the (1 + 1)-dimensional 
results should be approached: the energetically favored value of 141 should 
become closer and closer to dp, and 6p2/A0 should diverge. We derive 
both these effects in Ref. 88 and furthermore show that both are clearly 
in evidence already at  the rather large coupling g = 3.43, corresponding 
to p = 400 MeV using the conventions of Refs. 28, 34. At this coupling, 
dp2/A0 NN 1.2, meaning that (6p2 - 6p1) NN (1.2 - l / f i )Ao,  which is much 
larger than (0.754 - l / f i )Ao.  If we go to much higher densities, where 
the calculation is under quantitative control, we find an even more striking 
enhancement: when g = 0.79 we find 6p2 /Ao  > l O O O !  We see that (relative 
to expectations based on experience with point-like interactions) the crys- 
talline color superconductivity window is wider by more than four orders 
of magnitude at this weak coupling, and is about one order of magnitude 
wider at accessible densities if weak-coupling results are applied there.c 

We have found that dpz/Ao diverges in QCD as the weak-coupling, 
high-density limit is taken. Applying results valid at asymptotically high 
densities to those of interest in compact stars, namely p - 400 MeV, we 
find that even here the crystalline color superconductivity window is an or- 
der of magnitude wider than that obtained previously upon approximating 
the interaction between quarks as point-like. The crystalline color super- 

=LOFF condensates have also recently been considered in two other contexts. In QCD 
with pU < 0,  p d  > 0 and pu = - p d r  one has equal Fermi momenta for 21 antiquarks and 
d quarks, BCS pairing occurs, and consequently a ( U d )  condensate  form^.^^,^^ If -pu 
and &j differ, and if the difference lies in the appropriate range, a LOFF phase with 
a spatially varying (Gd) condensate r e s ~ l t s . ~ ~ , ~ ~  The result of Ref. 88 that the LOFF 
window is much wider than previously thought applies in this context also. Suitably 
isospin asymmetric nuclear matter may also admit LOFF pairing, as discussed recently 
in Ref. 94. Here, the interaction is not forward-scattering dominated. 
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conductivity window in parameter space may therefore be much wider than 
previously thought, making this phase a generic feature of the phase dia- 
gram for cold dense quark matter. The reason for this qualitative increase 
in bp2 can be traced back to the fact that gluon exchange at  weaker and 
weaker coupling is more and more dominated by forward-scattering, while 
point-like interactions describe s-wave scattering. What is perhaps surpris- 
ing is that even at  quite large values of g,  gluon exchange yields an order 
of magnitude increase in bp2 - b p ~ .  

This discovery has significant implications for the QCD phase diagram 
and may have significant implications for compact stars. At high enough 
baryon density the CFL phase in which all quarks pair to form a spatially 
uniform BCS condensate is favored. Suppose that as the density is low- 
ered the nonzero strange quark mass induces the formation of some less 
symmetrically paired quark matter before the density is lowered so much 
that baryonic matter is obtained. In this less symmetric quark matter, 
some quarks may yet form a BCS condensate. Those which do not, how- 
ever, will have differing Fermi momenta. These will form a crystalline color 
superconducting phase if the differences between their Fermi momenta lie 
within the appropriate window. In QCD, the interaction between quarks 
is forward-scattering dominated and the crystalline color superconductivity 
window is consequently wide open. This phase is therefore generic, occur- 
ring almost anywhere there are some quarks which cannot form BCS pairs. 
Evaluating the critical temperature T, above which the crystalline conden- 
sate melts requires solving the nonzero temperature gap equation obtained 
as in Ref. 86 for the case of a point-like interaction. As in that case, we ex- 
pect that all compact stars which are minutes old or older are much colder 
than T,. This suggests that wherever quark matter which is not in the CFL 
phase occurs within a compact star, crystalline color superconductivity is 
to be found. As we discuss in the next section, wherever crystalline color 
superconductivity is found rotational vortices may be pinned resulting in 
the generation of glitches as the star spins down. 

7. Color Superconductivity in Compact Stars 

Our current understanding of the color superconducting state of quark mat- 
ter leads us to believe that it may occur naturally in compact stars. These 
are the only places in the universe where we expect very high densities and 
low temperatures. They typically have masses close to 1.4 solar masses, 
and are believed to have radii of order 10 km. Their density ranges from 
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around nuclear density near the surface to higher values further in, although 
uncertainty about the equation of state leaves us unsure of the value in the 
core. 

Much of the work on the consequences of quark matter within a compact 
star has focussed on the effects of quark matter on the equation of state, 
and hence on the radius of the star. As a Fermi surface phenomenon, color 
superconductivity has little effect on the equation of state: the pressure is 
an integral over the whole Fermi volume. Color superconductivity modifies 
the equation of state at  the N level, typically by a few percent.8 
Such small effects can be neglected in present calculations, and for this 
reason we will not attempt to survey the many ways in which observations 
of neutron stars are being used to constrain the equation of state.95 Color 
superconductivity gives mass to excitations around the ground state: it 
opens up a gap at  the quark Fermi surface, and makes the gluons massive. 
One would therefore expect its main consequences to relate to transport 
properties, such as mean free paths, conductivities and viscosities. 

The critical temperature T, below which quark matter is a color su- 
perconductor is high enough that any quark matter which occurs within 
neutron stars that are more than a few seconds old is in a color super- 
conducting state. In the absence of lattice simulations, present theoretical 
methods are not accurate enough to determine whether neutron star cores 
are made of hadronic matter or quark matter. They also cannot determine 
whether any quark matter which arises will be in the CFL or 2SC phase, 
and if the latter whether the quarks that do not participate in 2SC pairing 
form a crystalline color superconductor. Just as the higher temperature 
regions of the QCD phase diagram are being mapped out in heavy ion col- 
lisions, we need to learn how to use neutron star phenomena to determine 
whether they feature cores made of 2SC (possibly crystalline) quark mat- 
ter, CFL quark matter or hadronic matter, thus teaching us about the high 
density region of the QCD phase diagram. It is therefore important to look 
for astrophysical consequences of color superconductivity. 

7.1. The Transition Region 

There are two possibilities for the transition from nuclear matter to quark 
matter in a neutron star: a mixed phase, or a sharp interface. The surface 
tension of the interface determines which is favored. 

To be concrete, we will consider the case where the strange quark is light 
enough so that quark pairing is always of the CFL type. Figure 3 shows 
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Figure 3. 
quark matter, ignoring electromagnetism. For an explanation see the text. 

A schematic form of the p ~ - p ~  phase diagram for nuclear matter and CFL 

the p ~ - p z ~  phase diagram, ignoring electromagnetism. The lightly shaded 
region is where nuclear matter (NM) has higher pressure. The darker region 
is where quark matter (QM) has higher pressure. Where they meet is the 
coexistence line. The medium solid lines labelled by values of the pressure 
are isobars. Below the coexistence line they are given by the NM equation 
of state, above it by the QM equation of state. 

The thick (red) lines are the neutrality lines. Each phase is negatively 
charged above its neutrality line and positively charged below it. Dotted 
lines show extensions onto the unfavored sheet (NM above the coexistence 
line, QM below it). 

The electric charge density is 

& =  

so the neutrality line goes through the right-most extremum of each isobar, 
since there the derivative of pressure with respect to p, is zero. For the 
CFL phase, the neutrality line is pe = 0.63 

Two possible paths from nuclear to CFL matter as a function of increas- 
ing p are shown. In the absence of electromagnetism and surface tension, 
the favored option is to progress along the coexistence line from A to D, 
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giving an overall neutral phase made of appropriate relative volumes of 
negatively charged CFL matter and positively charged nuclear matter. 

If, on the other hand, Coulomb and surface energies are large, then 
the system remains on the nuclear neutrality line up to B,  where there 
is a single interface between nuclear matter at B and CFL matter at C. 
The effective chemical potential pzff changes across the interface, meaning 
that there must be an electric field at the i n t e r f a ~ e . ~ ~  As a result, charged 
boundary layers develop with negative charge leaking into the CFL phase in 
the form of electrons and perhaps CFL mesons, leaving a net positive charge 
(in the form of both protons and a depletion of electrons) on the nuclear 
side of the interface. These charged boundary layers, the analogues of 
inversion layers in semiconductor physics, are of order tens of fermi 
This minimal interface, with its attendant charged boundary layers occurs 
between phases with the same per p = p~ = p c ,  and pressure P,. The 
effective chemical potential pEff changes across the interface, though, as a 
result of the presence of the electric field. 

As yet, not much work has been done on signatures related to these 
features. The single interface creates a dramatic density discontinuity in 
the star: CFL quark matter at about four times nuclear density floats on 
nuclear matter at about twice nuclear density. This may affect the mass 
vs. radius relationship for neutron stars with quark matter cores. It may 
also have qualitative effects on the gravitational wave profile emitted during 
the inspiral and merger of two compact stars of this type. 

If the surface tension CTQCD and the electrostatic forces are ignored, then 
a mixed phase is favored over a sharp i n t e r f a ~ e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  If we treat CTQCD as an 
independent parameter, we can estimate the surface and Coulomb energy 
cost of the mixed p h a ~ e . ’ ~ ? ~ ~  We find that if UQCD > 40 MeV/fm2, as seems 
likely, the single sharp interface with its attendant charged boundary layers 
is free-energetically favored over the mixed phase.65 

7.2. Cooling by Neutrino Emission 

We turn now to neutron star phenomena which are affected by Fermi surface 
physics. For the first years of its life, the cooling of a neutron star 
is governed by the balance between heat capacity and the loss of heat by 
neutrino emission. How are these quantities affected by the presence of 
a quark matter core? This has been addressed recently in Ref. 99, 100, 
following earlier work in Ref. 101. Both the specific heat CV and the 
neutrino emission rate L,  are dominated by physics within T of the Fermi 

thick.
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surface. If, as in the CFL phase, all quarks have a gap A >> T then 
the contribution of quark quasiparticles to Cv and L, is suppressed by 
N exp(-A/T). There may be other contributions to L,,g9 but these are 
also very small. In the CFL phase, the specific heat is dominated by that 
of the superfluid mode - i.e. the Goldstone boson associated with the 
spontaneous breaking of U ( ~ ) B  - and there may also be small contributions 
from the light but not massless pseudo-Goldstone bosons associated with 
chiral symmetry breaking. Although further work is required, it is already 
clear that both CV and L,  are much smaller than in the nuclear matter 
outside the quark matter core. This means that the total heat capacity and 
the total neutrino emission rate (and hence the cooling rate) of a neutron 
star with a CFL core will be determined completely by the nuclear matter 
outside the core. The quark matter core is “inert”: with its small heat 
capacity and emission rate it has little influence on the temperature of the 
star as a whole. As the rest of the star emits neutrinos and cools, the core 
cools by conduction, because the electrons keep it in good thermal contact 
with the rest of the star. These qualitative expectations are nicely borne 
out in the calculations presented in Ref. 100. 

The analysis of the cooling history of a neutron star with a quark matter 
core in the 2SC phase is more complicated. The red and green up and down 
quarks pair with a gap many orders of magnitude larger than the temper- 
ature, which is of order 10 keV, and are therefore inert as described above. 
The remaining quarks may form a crystalline color superconductor. In addi- 
tion, strange quarks may form an (ss) condensate with angular momentum 
J = 1 which locks to color in such a way that rotational invariance is not 
broken.lo2 The resulting gap has been estimated to be of order hundreds 
of keV,lo2 although applying results of Ref. 8 suggests a somewhat smaller 
gap, around 10 keV. The critical temperature T, above which no conden- 
sate forms is of order the zero-temperature gap A. (T, = 0.57A for J = 0 
 condensate^.^^) Therefore, if there are quarks for which A N T or smaller, 
these quarks do not pair at temperature T .  Such quark quasiparticles will 
radiate neutrinos rapidly (via direct URCA reactions like d -+ u + e + V ,  
u -+ d + e+ + v, etc.) and the quark matter core will cool rapidly and 
determine the cooling history of the star as a whole.loliloO The star will 
cool rapidly until its interior temperature is T < T, N A, at which time 
the quark matter core will become inert and the further cooling history 
will be dominated by neutrino emission from the nuclear matter fraction of 
the star. If future data were to show that neutron stars first cool rapidly 
(direct URCA) and then cool more slowly, such data would allow an es- 
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timate of the smallest quark matter gap. We are unlikely to be so lucky. 
The simple observation of rapid cooling would not be an unambiguous dis- 
covery of quark matter with small gaps; there are other circumstances in 
which the direct URCA processes occur. However, if as data on neutron 
star temperatures improves in coming years the standard cooling scenario 
proves correct, indicating the absence of the direct URCA processes, this 
would rule out the presence of quark matter with gaps in the 10 keV range 
or smaller. The presence of a quark matter core in which all gaps are >> T 
can never be revealed by an analysis of the cooling history. 

7.3. Supernova Neutrinos 

We now turn from neutrino emission from a neutron star which is many 
years old to that from the protoneutron star during the first seconds of a 
supernova. Carter and Reddylo3 have pointed out that when this protoneu- 
tron star is at its maximum temperature of order 30-50 MeV, it may have 
a quark matter core which is too hot for color superconductivity. As such 
a protoneutron star core cools over the next few seconds, this quark matter 
will cool through T,, entering the color superconducting regime of the QCD 
phase diagram. For T - T,., the specific heat rises and the cooling slows. 
Then, as T drops further and A increases to become greater than T ,  the 
specific heat drops rapidly. F’urthermore, as the number density of quark 
quasiparticles becomes suppressed by exp( -A/T) ,  the neutrino transport 
mean free path rapidly becomes very long.lo3 This means that all the neu- 
trinos previously trapped in the now color superconducting core are able to 
escape in a sudden burst. If a terrestrial neutrino detector sees thousands 
of neutrinos from a future supernova, Carter and Reddy’s results suggest 
that there may be a signature of the transition to color superconductivity 
present in the time distribution of these neutrinos. Neutrinos from the core 
of the protoneutron star will lose energy as they scatter on their way out, 
but because they will be the last to reach the surface of last scattering, they 
will be the final neutrinos received at  the earth. If they are released from 
the quark matter core in a sudden burst, they may therefore result in a 
bump at late times in the temporal distribution of the detected neutrinos. 
More detailed study remains to be done in order to understand how Carter 
and Reddy’s signature, dramatic when the neutrinos escape from the core, 
is processed as the neutrinos traverse the rest of the protoneutron star and 
reach their surface of last scattering. 
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7.4. R-mode Instabilities 

Another arena in which color superconductivity comes into play is the 
physics of r-mode instabilities. A neutron star whose angular rotation fre- 
quency R is large enough is unstable to the growth of r-mode oscillations 
which radiate away angular momentum via gravitational waves, reducing 
0. What does “large enough” mean? The answer depends on the damping 
mechanisms which act to prevent the growth of the relevant modes. Both 
shear viscosity and bulk viscosity act to damp the r-modes, preventing 
them from going unstable. The bulk viscosity and the quark contribution 
to the shear viscosity both become exponentially small in quark matter 
with A > T and as a result, as Madsenlo4 has shown, a compact star made 
entirely of quark matter with gaps A = 1 MeV or greater is unstable if its 
spin frequency is greater than tens to 100 Hz. Many compact stars spin 
faster than this, and Madsen therefore argues that compact stars cannot 
be strange quark stars unless some quarks remain ungapped. Alas, this 
powerful argument becomes much less powerful in the context of a neutron 
star with a quark matter core. First, the r-mode oscillations have a wave 
form whose amplitude is largest at large radius, outside the core. Second, 
in an ordinary neutron star there is a new source of damping: friction at the 
boundary between the crust and the neutron superfluid “mantle” keeps the 
r-modes stable regardless of the properties of a quark matter core.105~104 

7 .5 .  Magnetic Field Evolution 

Next, we turn to the physics of magnetic fields within color superconducting 
neutron star cores.64,106 The interior of a conventional neutron star is a su- 
perfluid (because of neutron-neutron pairing) and is an electromagnetic su- 
perconductor (because of proton-proton pairing). Ordinary magnetic fields 
penetrate it only in the cores of magnetic flux tubes. A color superconductor 
behaves differently. At first glance, it seems that because a diquark Cooper 
pair has nonzero electric charge, a diquark condensate must exhibit the 
standard Meissner effect, expelling ordinary magnetic fields or restricting 
them to flux tubes within whose cores the condensate vanishes. This is not 
the case, as we have seen. In both the 2SC and CFL phase, a linear combi- 
nation of the U(1) gauge transformation of ordinary electromagnetism and 
one (the eighth) color gauge transformation remains unbroken even in the 
presence of the condensate. This means that the ordinary photon A ,  and 
the eighth gluon G: are replaced by the new linear combinations of (14) 
and (15), where A$ is massless and A: is massive. That is, BQ satisfies the 
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ordinary Maxwell equations while Bx experiences a Meissner effect. sin(0) 
is proportional to e/g and turns out to be about 1/20 in the 2SC phase and 
1/40 in the CFL phase.64 This means that the Q-photon which propagates 
in color superconducting quark matter is mostly photon with only a small 
gluon admixture. If a color superconducting neutron star core is subjected 
to an ordinary magnetic field, it will either expel the X component of the 
flux or restrict it to flux tubes, but it can (and does64) admit the great 
majority of the flux in the form of a BQ magnetic field satisfying Maxwell’s 
equations. The decay in time of this “free field” (i.e. not in flux tubes) is 
limited by the Q-conductivity of the quark matter. A color superconductor 
is not a Q-superconductor - that is the whole point - but it may turn out 
to be a very good Q-conductor due to the presence of electrons: if a nonzero 
density of electrons is required in order to maintain charge neutrality, the 
BQ magnetic field likely decays only on a time scale which is much longer 
than the age of the universe.64 This means that a quark matter core within 
a neutron star can serve as an “anchor” for the magnetic field: whereas in 
ordinary nuclear matter the magnetic flux tubes can be dragged outward by 
the neutron superfluid vortices as the star spins down,lo7 the magnetic flux 
within the color superconducting core simply cannot decay. Even though 
this distinction is a qualitative one, it will be difficult to confront it with 
data since what is observed is the total dipole moment of the neutron star. 
A color superconducting core anchors those magnetic flux lines which pass 
through the core, while in a neutron star with no quark matter core the 
entire internal magnetic field can decay over time. In both cases, however, 
the total dipole moment can change since the magnetic flux lines which do 
not pass through the core can move. 

7.6.  Crystalline Color Superconductivity and Glitches in  
Quark Matter 

The final consequence of color superconductivity we wish to discuss is the 
possibility that (some) glitches may originate within quark matter regions 
of a compact star. 

We do not yet know whether compact stars feature quark matter cores. 
And, we do not yet know whether, if they contain quark matter, that quark 
matter is color-flavor locked, meaning that quarks of all colors and flavors 
participate in BCS pairing, or whether the BCS condensate leaves some 
quarks unpaired. The lesson we take from the toy model analysis is that 
because the interaction between quarks in QCD is dominated by forward 
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scattering, rather than being an s-wave point-like interaction, the difference 
in Fermi momenta between the unpaired quarks need not fall within a 
narrow window in order for them to form a crystalline color superconductor. 

We wish now to ask whether the presence of a shell of crystalline color 
superconducting quark matter in a compact star (between the hadronic 
“mantle” and the CFL “inner core”) has observable consequences. A quan- 
titative formulation of this question would allow one either to discover crys- 
talline color superconductivity, or to rule out its presence. (The latter would 
imply either no quark matter at all, or a single CFL-nuclear i n t e r f a ~ e

Many pulsars have been observed to glitch. Glitches are sudden jumps 
in rotation frequency R which may be as large as ARlR N but may 
also be several orders of magnitude smaller. The frequency of observed 
glitches is statistically consistent with the hypothesis that all radio pulsars 
experience glitches. lo’ Glitches are thought to originate from interactions 
between the rigid neutron star crust, typically somewhat more than a kilo- 
meter thick, and rotational vortices in a neutron superfluid. The inner 
kilometer of crust consists of a crystal lattice of nuclei immersed in a neu- 
tron superfluid. log Because the pulsar is spinning, the neutron superfluid 
(both within the inner crust and deeper inside the star) is threaded with 
a regular array of rotational vortices. As the pulsar’s spin gradually slows, 
these vortices must gradually move outwards since the rotation frequency of 
a superfluid is proportional to the density of vortices. Deep within the star, 
the vortices are free to move outwards. In the crust, however, the vortices 
are pinned by their interaction with the nuclear lattice. Modelsl10 differ 
in important respects as to how the stress associated with pinned vortices 
is released in a glitch: for example, the vortices may break and rearrange 
the crust, or a cluster of vortices may suddenly overcome the pinning force 
and move macroscopically outward, with the sudden decrease in the an- 
gular momentum of the superfluid within the crust resulting in a sudden 
increase in angular momentum of the rigid crust itself and hence a glitch. 
All the models agree that the fundamental requirements are the presence 
of rotational vortices in a superfluid and the presence of a rigid structure 
which impedes the motion of vortices and which encompasses enough of 
the volume of the pulsar to contribute significantly to the total moment of 
inertia. 

Although it is premature to draw quantitative conclusions, it is inter- 
esting to speculate that some glitches may originate deep within a pulsar 
which features a quark matter core, in a region of that core which is in the 
crystalline color superconductor phase. If this phase occurs within a pulsar 
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it will be threaded by an array of rotational vortices. It is reasonable to 
expect that these vortices will be pinned in a LOFF crystal, in which the 
diquark condensate varies periodically in space. The diquark condensate 
vanishes at the core of a rotational vortex, and for this reason the vortices 
will prefer to be located with their cores pinned to the nodes of the LOFF 
crystal. 

A real calculation of the pinning force experienced by a vortex in a 
crystalline color superconductor must await the determination of the crys- 
tal structure of the LOFF phase. We can, however, attempt an order of 
magnitude estimate along the same lines as that done by Anderson and 
Itohlll for neutron vortices in the inner crust of a neutron star. In that 
context, this estimate has since been made q u a n t i t a t i ~ e . ~ ~ ~For one 
specific choice of  parameter^,^^ the LOFF phase is favored over the normal 
phase by a free energy FLOFF - 5 x (10 MeV)4 and the spacing between 
nodes in the LOFF crystal is b = 7r/(2lql) - 9 fm. The thickness of a 
rotational vortex is given by the correlation length < N l / A  - 25 fm. 
The pinning energy is the difference between the energy of a section of 
vortex of length b which is centered on a node of the LOFF crystal vs. 
one which is centered on a maximum of the LOFF crystal. It is of order 
Ep - FLOFF b3 N 4 MeV. The resulting pinning force per unit length of 
vortex is of order fp N Ep/b2 - (4 MeV)/(80 fm2). A complete calcula- 
tion will be challenging because b < <, and is likely to yield an f, which is 
somewhat less than that we have obtained by dimensional analysis. Note 
that our estimate of f, is quite uncertain both because it is only based on 
dimensional analysis and because the values of A, b and FLOFF are uncer- 
tain. (We have a reasonable understanding of all the ratios A/A,, b p / A o ,  
q/Ao and consequently bAo in the LOFF phase. It is of course the value 
of the BCS gap A0 which is uncertain.) It is premature to compare our 
crude result to the results of serious calculations of the pinning of crustal 
neutron vortices as in Ref. 112, 113, 110. It is nevertheless remarkable 
that they prove to be similar: the pinning energy of neutron vortices in 
the inner crust is Ep M 1 - 3 MeV and the pinning force per unit length is 
f, M (1 - 3 MeV)/ (200 - 400 fm’) . 

The reader may be concerned that a glitch deep within the quark mat- 
ter core of a neutron star may not be observable: the vortices within the 
crystalline color superconductor region suddenly unpin and leap outward; 
this loss of angular momentum is compensated by a gain in angular mo- 
mentum of the layer outside the LOFF region; how quickly, then, does this 
increase in angular momentum manifest itself at the surface of the star as 
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a glitch? The important point here is that the rotation of any superfluid 
region within which the vortices are able to move freely is coupled to the 
rotation of the outer crust on very short time scales.'l* This rapid coupling, 
due to electron scattering off vortices and the fact that the electron fluid 
penetrates throughout the star, is usually invoked to explain that the core 
nucleon superfluid speeds up quickly after a crustal glitch: the only long 
relaxation time is that of the vortices within the inner crust.l14 Here, we 
invoke it to explain that the outer crust speeds up rapidly after a LOFF 
glitch has accelerated the quark matter a t  the base of the nucleon super- 
fluid. After a glitch in the LOFF region, the only long relaxation times are 
those of the vortices in the LOFF region and in the inner crust. 

A quantitative theory of glitches originating within quark matter in a 
LOFF phase must await further calculations, in particular a three flavor 
analysis and the determination of the crystal structure of the QCD LOFF 
phase. However, our rough estimate of the pinning force on rotational 
vortices in a LOFF region suggests that this force may be comparable to 
that on vortices in the inner crust of a conventional neutron star. Perhaps, 
therefore, glitches occurring in a region of crystalline color superconducting 
quark matter may yield similar phenomenology to those occurring in the 
inner crust. This is surely strong motivation for further investigation. 

There has been much recent progress in our understanding of how the 
presence of color superconducting quark matter in a compact star would 
affect five different phenomena: cooling by neutrino emission, the pattern 
of the arrival times of supernova neutrinos, the evolution of neutron star 
magnetic fields, r-mode instabilities and glitches. Nevertheless, much the- 
oretical work remains to be done before we can make sharp proposals for 
which astrophysical observations can teach us whether compact stars con- 
tain quark matter, and if so whether it is in the 2SC or CFL phase and 
whether it is a crystalline color superconductor. 

I am very grateful to the collaborators with whom I have been exploring 
the condensed matter physics of QCD: Mark Alford, Juergen Berges, Jeff 
Bowers, Joydip Kundu, Adam Leibovich, Cristina Manuel, Sanjay Reddy, 
Eugene Shuster and Frank Wilczek. I am also grateful to the organizers 
for the opportunity to lecture a t  such a stimulating school and hike in 
such a beautiful location. Research supported in part by the DOE under 
cooperative research agreement DE-FC02-94ER40818. 
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My task in these lectures is to discuss “Grand Unification and Higgs Bosons”. 
Given that each of these subjects has had books written about them, this is a 
daunting task. My goal will be to introduce the basics of each topic, and pro- 
vide references for those who wish to explore the topics further. I’ll begin with 
a general motivation for grand unification, followed with an elementary review of 
S U ( N )  group algebra. The seminal SU(5)  model will be discussed, followed by 
the supersymmetric version. On the second day, we’ll look at other grand unified 
theories, and then look at the various methods of supersymmetry breaking in the 
context of grand unification. The third day, we’ll turn to the Higgs mechanism, 
the effective potential, and mass bounds in the Standard Model and the MSSM. 
Finally, we’ll look at  baryogenesis, first in grand unified theories and then in the 
electroweak model. 

1. Grand Unified Theories-SU(5) 

1.1. A History 

Let us begin with a history of grand unification. 
01973-4: The Standard Model of the strong and electroweak interactions 

is firmly established.’ 
01974: The first grand unified theory, based on a product of SU(4) 

groups, was proposed by Pati and Salam.2 The first grand unified the- 
ory based on a simple gauge group, SU(5),  was proposed by Georgi and 
G l a ~ h o w . ~  Its simplicity and economy made it an instant “favorite” for a 
unification of the strong and electroweak interactions. 

01975-1981: A model builder’s paradise. Many versions of SU(5) ,  ex- 
tensions such as SO(10) and Eg, flavor symmetries are proposed. Very 
detailed analyses, through two loops, of the predictions of these theories 
for proton decay, the weak mixing angle and fermion masses are made. 
Proton decay experiments begin. 
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01981: Prior to this time, supersymmetry was considered somewhat 
esoteric by GUT model-builders. A seminal paper by Witten4 on the “dy- 
namical breaking of siipersymmetry” shows how supersymmetry can solve 
many problems of grand unified theories, and brings supersymmetric theo- 
ries Yo the masses”. 

01981-1984: Many more models developed, now involving supersym- 
metric GUTS. These primarily focus on various methods of supersymmetry 
breaking. 

01984: The first superstring revolution. The field begins to bifurcate 
into those who work on string theory and those who do not (with a few 
exceptions, of course). 

01984-1989: Model-builders begin to get discouraged, as proton decay 
experiments just yield negative results and models become more and more 
complicated. A series of workshops on Grand Unified Theories ends with a 
conference entitled L‘Last Workshop on Grand Unification” . 

01989-90: High precision data from LEP shows incredibly good agree- 
ment between the SUSY prediction of the weak mixing angle and the ex- 
perimental value. The top quark is shown to be surprisingly heavy, leading 
to many more possibilities for models. 

01990’s: Many development raise interest in the area. Neutrino masses, 
extra dimensions, a better understand of compactification, more precise 
calculations, and TeV scale quantum gravity. 

.Now: The bifurcation that began in 1984 may be ending. TeV scale 
models indicate that the string sector may be phenomenologically relevant. 

This TASI Summer School is primarily devoted to string theories, and 
the purpose of these lectures is to give students a feel for the important 
issue in grand unified theories, with the hope of closing this bifurcation. 

There are a huge number of references introducing grand unified theo- 
ries, and it is now a standard chapter in particle physics textbooks. One of 
the nicest early reviews, primarily of non-supersymmetric theories, is the 
Physics Reports of Langacker .5 Many practitioners in the field learned the 
subject from that review article. Two later books are excellent: The book 
of Graham ROSS,~  “Grand Unified Theories” from 1984 and the more recent 
book of Mohapatra7 from 1992. 
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1.2. Introduction and Motivation 

The Standard Model is an SU(3) x SU(2) xU(1) gauge theory. The fermions 
have quantum numbers: 

Qi = ( u i )  N (3,2, +1/6) 
di 

Li = (;) (1,2, -1/2) 

All of these numbers are basically arbitrary. The gauge couplings are 
also arbitrary (why is g 3  > g2 > g l ? ) .  In a grand unified theory, all three 
interactions are put in a simple gauge group. There is only one coupling 
and only one or two quantum numbers for fermions. This represents a vast 
simplication of the Standard Model. 

In order to set our notation, we begin with a simple review of the prop- 
erties of S U ( N ) .  This will be well-known to many of you. The fundamental 
representation is N-dimensional, and is represented by Ail where i = l...N). 
Conjugating this representation gives N, written as (Ai) t  = (At)Z. The 
generators of the group are Hermitean and traceless. For SU(2), there are 
the three generators: 

In general, for S U ( N ) ,  there are N 2  - 1 generators. To be even more 
explicit, we list the 15 generators of SU(4): 

1; i) + 5 with 1’s in the off - diagonal 

\ o o o o /  
/ o  ioo\ 

+ 5 with i, -i in the off - diagonal 

1 0  0 0  1 0  0 0 

0 0 00 
0 0 00 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 - 3  

0 0 - 2 0  (3) 
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Note that we have normalized the generators so that T r  TaTb = 26ab. 
It is straightforward to combine representations. You are all familiar 

with combining two S U ( 2 )  doublets, $i and $ j  into a symmetric triplet: 
$i$i, $2$2, and (7,!~1$2 +$2$1)/f i  plus an antisymmetric singlet: ($1$2 - 
$2$1)/& Schematically, this is written as 2 x 2 = 3 + 1. 

A special note concerning S U ( 2 )  only. The antisymmetric tensor, ~ i j ,  

is also a generator of SU(2) ,  so 2.3 Ai = &Aj is the same as 2. However, 
sometimes we still refer to 2 to keep track of signs. In a Higgs model, for 
example, one might have 2 = (::) and 2 = (-+"4+). Note the minus sign. 
An important example is the p-term of the MSSM. One has two fields of 
opposite hypercharge: H1 = ($$) and H2 = (::). The mixing term is 
written as: 

pH1H2 = PeijHiHi = ~ ( 4 t 4 ;  - 4y4;) (4) 

but one can use 2 and then one doesn't need the ~ i j .  

We can combine SU(3)  representations as well. 3 x 3 = 3 + 6, where the 
3 is a totally antisymmetric 3x3 matrix and the 6 is a totally symmetric 
3x3 matrix. One can combine a 3 and a 3: 3 x 3 = 1 + 8. In this case, 
the index structure is 3 = $a, 3 = $ b ,  1 = and 8 = $a$b - L$a$
Note that 3 x 3 x 3 = 3 x (3 + 6) = 1 + 8 + 8 + 10 as is well known from 
the quark model. 

d3 

For the prototype grand unified theory, SU(5), we have 

5 x 5 = 10+ 15 (5) 

(6) 

where the 10 (15) is an antisymmetric (symmetric) 5 x 5 matrix, and 

5 x 5 = 1 +24  

If one wishes to unify the Standard Model into a single gauge group, 
that group, G, must contain SU(3)  x S U ( 2 )  x U(1). Since the Standard 
Model has 4 diagonal generators, the rank of G must be greater than or 
equal to 4. Since the fermion representations are complex, the group G 
must have complex representations as well. There are an infinite number 
of possible groups satisfying these conditions, but the only rank 4 group is 
SU(5) .  

1.3. SU(5) 

The SU(5)  group has 24 generators, and thus there are 24 gauge bosons. 
Twelve of these make up the gluons, W*, Z and photon. When SU(5) 
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breaks into SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) ,  we can, without loss of generality, define 
the SU(3) of color to operator on the first three indices, and the weak SU(2) 
to operate on the last two indices. The matrix of gauge bosons then looks 
like 

gluons others ( others Wh,  Z 
Note that the “others” have both SU(3)  and SU(2)  quantum numbers. The 
one generator which commutes with both SU(3) and SU(2),  which will be 
the U ( 1 )  generator is 

(7) 1 
-1/3 0 0 0 0 

T2-.( 0 W -1/3 i -y1p2 0 0 0 :] 
0 1/2 

where our normalization gives c = m. This generator gives the hyper- 
charge, with T24 = c Y ,  so all of the known gauge bosons fit. 

What about fermions? The fundamental representation of SU(5) is a 5. 
We can decompose this into its SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) quantum numbers, 
using the above T24: 

5 = (3,1, -1/3) + (1,2,1/2) 

5 = (3,1,1/3) + (1,2,  -1/2) (9) 
We can now combine two 5’s: 

5 x 5 = (3,1, -1/3) x (3,1, -1/3) + 2(3,1, -1/3) x (1,2,1/2) 

+ ( I ,  2 , V )  x (172, 1/21 (10) 
or 

5 x 5 = (3,1,  -2/3) + (6,1, -2/3) + (3,2,1/6) + (3,2,1/6) 

+ ( I ,  171) + (1 ,3 ,1)  (11) 
The first, third and fifth of these terms are antisymmetric and contain 

10 fields, while the second, fourth and sixth are symmetric and contain 15 
fields. Comparing with the Standard Model quantum numbers, one sees 
that a 5 and a 10 contain all of the fermions, with no extra states. 

One can show this explicitly by writing out the 5 + 10 for a single 
generation: 

$i = ( 2  & 8 e - y )  
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Note that the gauge bosons in the upper 3 x 3 block of the gauge boson 
matrix will only affect the quarks, and those in the lower 2 x 2 block will 
not affect the ti and dl as expected. All of the U(1) quantum numbers are 
fixed. This model automatically gives the proton the same charge as the 
positron, a fact that was input by hand in the Standard Model. So the 
multitude of quantum numbers has been replaced by just two: $ and 10. 

The symmetry 
breaking takes place in two stages: SU(5) + SU(3) x SU(2)  x U(1) -+ 

SU(3) x U(l)em. The Higgs of the Standard Model is a (1,2,  -1/2) of 
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). This is also in a 5 of SU(5) ,  so the simplest Higgs 
to break the electroweak symmetry is a 5 (it is only the simplest-the Stan- 
dard Model Higgs will also fit into a 45 of SU(5)). Note that the $ also 
contains a (3,1,1/3), so the model will contain an isosinglet Higgs triplet. 

The smallest representation that will break SU(5) into the Standard 
Model is a 24 of Higgs, which has vacuum expectation value 

We now turn to the Higgs structure of the model. 

-1/3 0 0 0 0 
0 -1/3 0 0 0 

0 1 /2  

The "minimal SU(5)" model has a Higgs sector consisting of a 5 + 24. 
We now write the most general potential involving these two fields: 

1 1 
2 4 

v(@24, ~ 5 )  = m2Tr@tQ + - a ~ r @ '  + - b ( ~ r @ + @ ) '  
1 + p 2 ~ t ~  + ; x ( H ~ H ) ~  

+ cuHtHTT@t@ + PH+@t@H (14) 
To minimize the potential, we assume m2 < 0. Then, if 15b + 7a > 0, 

the minimum of the potential breaks SU(5) into SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1), 
whereas if 156 + 7a < 0, it breaks into SU(4) x U(1). We assume the 
former region of parameter space. The minimum of the potential is then 
(a) = 21 diag( l , l ,  1, -3/2, -3/2) and ( H )  = ( : o ) .  Thus, there is a range 
of parameter space in which the symmetry breaking is as desired. 
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But this does lead to the most serious problem underlying grand unified 
theories (not just SU(5))-the hierarchy problem.a Minimizing the potential 
leads to two equations: 

15 7 2  2 3 2  m2 = -bv2 + -av + OV, + -,h, 
2 2 10 

2 2 (15) p2 = -Xu: 1 + 15cuv2 + -Pv 9 2  - 3,8v,4/V2 

The second equation illustrates the problem. The left-hand side is of the 
order of the electroweak scale, yet the second and third terms on the right- 
hand side are of the order of the grand unification scale. This requires one 
to fine-tune (by, in this case, setting 150 = -:@, and the fine-tuning must 
be at  least 28 orders of magnitude. Furthermore, even if one fine-tuned 
sufficiently, one-loop corrections would spoil the fine-tuning, and so one 
must fine-tune order by order in perturbation theory. This is the hierarchy 
problem. Note that supersymmetric models remove the second half of the 
fine-tuning, since the higher order corrections are zero, but not the main 
problem itself. It should also be noted that the Higgs triplet, H3 acquires a 
mass-squared given by - 2,Bv2, and so it is extremely heavy. We will discuss 
the possible solutions to this problem in the next lecture. 

So SU(5) has a very nice structure, which perfectly accommodates all 
of the known fermions and gauge bosons. We now turn to the phenomeno- 
logical implications. 

1.4. Phenomenology of S U ( 5 )  

The most dramatic prediction of SU(5) is proton decay. The gauge boson 
matrix can be written as 

We see the gluons, W*, and the fields that rotate to become the Z and 
photon. But there are new gauge bosons, the X and Y .  They have both 
color and isospin and charges 4/3 and 1/3 respectively. The vertices can 
be easily found by looking at  the 5 + 10 representation of fermions, where 
one sees that the X ,  Y bosons mediate dk; dv; uii and de transitions. These 
lead immediately to proton decay. For example, the u and d quarks in a 
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proton can exchange an X boson, and become a ii and an e+, respectively. 
The fi combines with the remaining u quark in the proton to become a T O ,  

and so we have the tree-level decay p 4 roe+.  The lifetime, of course, 
depends on M X  and M y .  We will discuss these masses shortly. 

There are other predictions of minimal SU(5) .  One can predict a re- 
lationship between fermion masses. This is because if one only has a 5 of 
Higgs and a 5 + 10 of fermions, there are only two Yukawa terms one can 
write down per generation: 5 ~ 5 ~ 1 0 ~  and 5 L 1 0 ~ 1 0 ~ .  Since there are three 
masses per generation (u, d ,  e) one gets predictions. The predictions are: 

md = me 
m, = mp 
m b  = mT (17) 

All of these predictions are completely wrong. 

ant derivative is 
Another prediction involves the various coupling constants. The covari- 

D, = d, - i g ~ ( T 5 ) ~ A ;  (18) 

This leads to g5 = g2 = g3.  For g1 one must be careful about the nor- 
malization. We have g 5 T 2 4  = g l Y  and TZ4 = CY from earlier, so that 
g1 = m g 5 .  Thus sin2 8w = g? / (g?  + 92) = c2/(1 + c2) = 3/8. We thus 
predict 

sin2 8w = 318 
a!, = aw (19) 

Both of these predictions are completely wrong. 
Thus, we have a prediction of proton decay which depends on unknown 

masses, and a number of incorrect predictions involving masses and coupling 
constants. However, the gauge and Yukawa couplings vary with energy 
scale, and the above predictions only apply to the theory at  the high energy 
scale. The renormalization group equations, a t  one-loop, give 

where b3 = 7, b2 = and bl = -$. We now take the previous results: 
g3 = g2 = m g l  at M x ,  and run the couplings down to the weak scale. 
Note that the fact that b3 > b2 > bl automatically implies the correct 
ordering g3 > g2 > 91. One can take the observed values of g 3  and g2 at  
the weak scale, run them up until they meet at M x ,  then run g1 down to 
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get g1 at  the weak scale. Thus one predictsg the value of M X  (and thus 
the proton lifetime) and the value of sin2 8w. The results are 

2 sin 8w = 

MX In- = M 

23 1 0 9 ~ ~ , m ( M )  -+-- 
134 201 a3(M) 

This is valid for any mass scale. Since we know aem and a3 experimentally, 
we can find M X  and sin2 8 ~ .  For a3(Mz) = 0.118, the result is 

M X  = 4 x 1014GeV 

sin2 8w = 0.210 f 0.002 (22) 

This value of M X  gives a lifetime for p + roe+ of 1029*1.5 years. 
Experimentally, the lifetime for this decay mode is now over years, 

and the value of sin2 OW = 0.2324. Thus, minimal SU(5)  is ruled out. We 
will see shortly that the new beta-functions of the supersymmetric Standard 
Model bring these values in very close agreement. 

There is one other predictionlo of minimal SU(5). The mass relations 
also get modified by renormalization group running. At low energies, one 
finds that mb = 3.0m,, which works remarkably well. Although one can't 
get precise predictions for md and m,, because QCD at  these scales is 
strong, the ratio is insensitive to QCD, and one finds mdlm, = m,/m,. 
The left side of this is 1/20, and the right side is 11200, so this prediction 
fails. 

There are some relatively easy ways out. Georgi and Jarlskogll pointed 
out that if one uses a 45 of Higgs instead of a 5, then a Clebsch replaces the 
m,/m,, by 9me/m,, which is in agreement with experiment. Alternatively, 
it has been noted12 that small, dimension-5 operators at the GUT scale, 
generated by Planck scale effects, give arbitrary O(10) MeV corrections, 
which remove the prediction. 

One final note about SU(5). The Lagrangian has a global symmetry G: 

S F  4 e-3ia5 F ;  IOF 4 eialOF; S H  -+ eP2za5 H (23) 

Although G is broken by ( H ) ,  U ( 1 ) y  is also. A linear combination, Y - 
is not. This unbroken global symmetry turns out to be B - L.  Thus a 
neutrino mass, which would violate B-L if Majorana, is not allowed. This 
symmetry will be very important in later discussion of baryogenesis. 
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Summarizing minimal SU(5): 
1. Group structure works perfectly. No extra fermions. 
2. Get g3 > 9 2  > 91. 
3. sin20w is off, but only by 5-10%. 
4. rp is too small, but a few percent increase in MX (logarithmically) makes 
it OK. 
5. Mb = 3.0MT works very well. 
6. md/ms = m,/m, fails, but there are easy fixes. 

We now turn to SUSY S U ( 5 ) ,  and show how this will change the beta- 
functions. I t  will keep (l), (2) and (5) in this list, fit (3) extremely well, 
and (4) will be OK. 

1.5. SUSY S U ( 5 )  

Supersymmetric SU(5)  is a straightforward extension of SU(5). The Higgs 
sector (as in the MSSM) is more complicated, and this will be discussed 
in the third lecture. The primary effect here is on the phenomenological 
results noted above. The presence of superpartners in loops will change the 
beta functions, and thus the predictions for M X  and sin2 Ow. 

Prior to 1993, the prediction of sin2 Ow in SUSY SU(5) was 0.2335 f 
0.002, which compares very well with the experimental value of 0.2324 f 
0.0006. In 1993, the top quark was discovered, and knowledge of its mass 
lowered the uncertainties. Rather than quote sin2 Ow, people now assume 
the experimental value and determine the value of cr,(Mz). Given the 
experimental range, the predicted value of crs(Mz) = ,125 f .003, com- 
pared with the latest lattice result of .118 f ,002. This is a very slight 
discrepancy. I t  has apparently been made somewhat worse by recent LEP 
I1 results. However, threshold effects a t  the GUT scale, which are unknown 
(and possibly unknowable), introduce enough uncertainty to remove the 
problem. 

What about the proton lifetime? In the SUSY model, Mx increases by 
a factor of 30, and this increases the proton lifetime by a factor of a million, 
beyond experimental reach. However, there are new potential contributions 
to proton decay: 

odimension 4: The most general superpotential contains terms that 
give proton decay even without unification. One must assume a symmetry, 
called R-parity, to remove them. 

odimension 5: The Higgs triplet, as discussed above, must exist. I t  is 
heavy, but in the supersymmetric version of the theory, there will be a 
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Higgsino triplet. Since it also (like the X and Y bosons) violates baryon 
and lepton number, it can generate a QQQL operator, and since it is a 
fermion, only one power of Mx will appear in the propagator. This is very 
dangerous, since the rate will scale as l/M: and not l/M$ Fortunately, the 
QQQL operator has two scalars, and to turn them into fermions requires 
exchange of a gluino, W-ino or photino. This makes the diagram one-loop 
which suppresses the rate. The couplings of Higgs bosons to light fermions 
is also small, further suppressing the rate. 

An important note about Higgs-mediated proton decay. If one explicitly 
includes the indices in the QQQL operator, one gets 

E i j k E a b E C d Q 2 a a Q j g b Q 2 ~ L ~ ~  (24) 

where i j k  are color indices, abcd are weak indices and ABCD label the 
generation number. If A = B = C,  this vanishes, so all of the Q's must 
not be first generation. A strange quark is needed in the decay. Then, 
since uds  is neutral, the lepton must be neutral. So the main decay mode 
is p -+ K+u. 

The rate is given by (in years)7 

28 .01GeV3 0.67 sin20 M H ~  12[TeV-112 
P '7' [ m 1 2 [ 1 0 1 6 G e V  .f 

~ ( p  4 Ku)  = 7 x 10 [ 
(25) 

where /3 is a nuclear matrix element, which is between 0.003 and 0.03 GeV3, 
A is a short distance renormalization factor, which is 0.6-0.7, yt depends on 
t-quark mixing angles (.l < yt < 1.3) and f = M,?I/M~. The experimental 
bound is 1 x years, which pushes the parameter space, but does not 
rule out the model. 

Finally, as shown by Carena et the ratio Mb/M, works very well 
for either small t anp  or large t anp  (where t anp  is the ratio of the two 
vacuum expectation values in SUSY). 

There remains one serious problem in SUSY SU(5). It is called the 
doublet-triplet In SUSY models, two doublets, a 5 and 
a 5 ,  are needed. There will be a term in the superpotential of the form 
XSH24H5H. When the 24 gets a vev equal to d i a g ( l , ~ ,  1, -3/2, -3/2)v, 
the mass of the doublet fermion will be of order Xu and that of the triplet 
will be of order -%Xu. These are the same order, but we know that the 
MSSM Higgsino (the doublet) must be of the order of the weak scale. One 
can add a singlet Higgs and fine-tune its vev to cancel this mass, but that 
is quite ugly. One can equally well fine-tune with a ,u5H5H term, but that 
is also ugly. 

Q 

problem.
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One solution is the sliding singlet m e c h a n i ~ m . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~If one adds a 
singlet S, the superpotential is W = 5 ~ ( 2 4 ~  + S ) ~ H .  The vev of the 
2 4 ~  can be written (arising from other terms in the superpotential) as 
w diag(-2/3, -2/3, -2/3,1,1). Now at  the minimum, = 0, so 

((24H) + ( S ) ) .  (5H) = 0 (26) 

This implies that ( S )  = -21, so ( 2 4 ~ )  + ( S )  = v(-5/3, -5/3, -5/3,0,0), 
and thus the doublet remains light. There may be a problem with radia- 
tive corrections to the singlet mass spoiling the cancellation. Other ideas 
involving higher-dimensional models have been proposed that will naturally 
eliminate this and there has been a recent analysisz4 in the 
context of heterotic string-inspired models. 

2. Grand Unified Theories-Beyond S U ( 5 )  

Let us review the satisfactory features of SUSY SU(5): 

1. It has a simple gauge group. 
2. Fermions fit neatly into a 5 + 10, nothing else is needed. 
3. sin2 OW is accurate to better than a percent. 
4. ~ ( p  3 K+v) is marginally OK, and with a very distinctive signature. 
5. Mb/MT predicted. 
6. Other fermion mass ratios can be accommodated. 

However, let us now review the unsatisfactory features of SUSY SU(5): 

1. The fermions are not unified. There are two irreducible representations 
per family. 
2. Parity asymmetry is put in by hand. 
3. No neutrino masses are allowed. 
4. No possibility of intermediate scales (useful for axions, Majorana neu- 
trinos] cosmology). 
5. There still remains a global symmetry (B-L). 
6. Special symmetries needed to remove dimension-4 proton decay. 
7. The doublet-triplet problem needs fine-tuning. 

Since SU(5) is the only rank-4 group, we first turn to rank-5 groups. 
What about SU(6)? If it breaks to SU(5) x U(1), then nothing is solved. 

problem,
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If it breaks into SU(3)  x SU(3) x U(1), then the SU(3) 's  have the same 
coupling. No model works well, although there are some promising features 
of SUSY SU(6), especially in solving the doublet-triplet p r ~ b l e m

The Lie Groups are SU(N) ,  SO(N) ,  S p ( N )  and the five exceptional 
groups G2, F4, E6, E7 and Eg. The S p ( N )  and E7 groups have no complex 
representations and must be discarded, and Gz and F4 have rank less than 
four. The only remaining rank 5 group is SO(10). We will later look at Eg. 

2.1. SU(10)  

The S O ( N )  group has ; N ( N  - 1) generators. The fundamental repre- 
sentation is an N-dimensional real vector. One can only have complex 
representations if N = 2 m ,  where m is odd. SO(6) is too small, SO this 
leaves SO( 10). 

The fundamental representation is a 10, and 

(D,@)i = aP@i - gAZ@j (27 )  

The gauge bosons are in the adjoint representation, which is a 45- 
dimensional representation. In addition, S O ( 2 m )  has two complex spinor 
representations of dimension 2"-', which for SO( 10) is 16-dimensional. 

Fundamental and adjoint representations are familiar, but spinor rep- 
resentations may not be. Consider N operators xi, satisfying 

{Xi, x;> = 6 i j ;  { X i ,  X j }  = 0 (28) 

Then the operators T; 3 x i t x j  satisfy a U ( N )  algebra. Now define 2 N  
operators, as 

(29 )  rzj-l = -i(xj - x;); rzj = (xj + xj) t 

Then it is easy to show that {I',lI'v} = 26,,, i.e. the r's are generalized 
y-matrices. 

The generators of S O ( 2 N )  can then be written as 

(30) 
1 

since these satisfy the algebra of SO(2N) .  Note that if one defines I'5 = 
(-l)"I'lI'2 ...I'zN, then [r5, Ci j ]  = 0, so that 9 are projection operators. 
They project the space into two subspaces, one with an odd number of x's 
and one with an even number. 

Now define 10) to be the S U ( N )  invariant vacuum. Then, using the 
x's,  one can build up the most general states: lo), x;lO), x ~ x ~ \ O ) ,  etc. For 

c,v = ~[r, ,rv1 
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N = 5, corresponding to SO(lO), the general state can be written as 

I+) = lO)+O + x;lo)+j 
+ ?XjXklO)+jk I t t  

E j k l m n  t t t t + - XkXl xmx,lo)+; 
+ XjXkXl t t t t  XmXn t o  I )+A 24 

This can be succinctly written as 

The dimensionality of these states is (going top to bottom) 1,5,10, fO,5, i. 
These are 32 states. But we noted above that the space can be divided into 
two spaces, one for even number of x's and one for an odd number. The 
odd projection gives a 16, which is composed of a 1 + 10 + 5 of U(5). 

So, for a spinor representation, 

(33) 
1 .  
2 

(D,+)" = a,+" + -zgCYbA:+b 

where a ,  b = 1....16 and i , j  = 1...10. This representation contains a 5 ,  10 
and singlet of SU(5), which is precisely the constituents of a single 
generation plus a right handed neutrino. Thus, each generation of 
fermions fits into a single spinor representation of SO(1O). 

Under the decomposition of SO(10) -+ SU(5) 

l 0 - , 5 + 5  
16 --f 5 + 10+  1 
45 3 24+ 10+  f0 + 1 (34) 

Note the the fundamental representation is real, as noted earlier. 

has 
Under the decomposition of SO(10) -+ SU(3) ,  x s U ( 2 ) ~  x s U ( 2 ) ~ ,  one 

16 + (3,2,1) + (1 ,2 ,1 )  + (3,1,2) + (1,1,2) (35) 
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The first two parts are the left handed quark and lepton doublets. The third 
is ( -'lC) and the fourth is ( 2ic). When s U ( 2 ) ~  breaks, these latter two 
representations split. We thus see that SO(10) is left-right symmetric, and 
that parity violation, which is put in by hand into SU(5), will be broken 
here spontaneously. 

How does the SO(10) symmetry break? A 10 of Higgs will break SO(l0)  
into SO(9), and a 45 of Higgs will not change the rank. There are three 
other representations, whose SU(5) decomposition is shown: 

54 + 15 + 15 + 24 
120 -+ 5 + 5 + 10 + 10 + 45 + &5 
126 + 1 + 5 + 10 + 15 + 45 + 50 (36) 

To break SO(10) into SU(5), this decomposition must have a singlet, so 
the only possibilities are a 16 and/or a 126. 'The 54 will break SO(10) into 
SU(4) x SU(2) x S U ( 2 )  (and then a 45 can break the SU(4) to S U ( 3 ) ,  x 
U(1)). There are many, many paths to the standard model, each involving a 
number of Higgses of rather high dimensionality. These paths are illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

SU(4)XSU(2)XU( 1) 

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) 

Figure 1. Many paths showing SO(10) breaking into the Standard Model. 
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We see that SO(10) can have several intermediate scales, which allows 
for heavy Majorana neutrinos, axions, right-handed W’s, etc. 

What about fermion masses? The product of two spinors is 16 x 16 = 
10 + 120 + 126. With just a 10, one gets equal d and e masses, as in S U ( 5 ) ,  
but also equal u and v masses. Thus one needs a 120 or a 126. Recall 
that a 126 can break the gauge symmetry as well. The 126 will also give 
a Majorana mass to the SU(5)  singlet neutrino. Since the 10 would give a 
Dirac mass to the regular neutrino (which is identical to the Q = 2/3 quark 
mass), one gets 

For M u  = Mtop, and the experimentally indicated MvT = 
eV, this gives a Majorana neutrino mass of approximately 10l6 GeV, which 
is precisely the grand unification scale!! Thus, the model can completely 
explain the light neutrino masses. 

Finally, the use of a 45 of Higgs will automatically solve the doublet- 
triplet problem by allowing for the Higgs triplet to become superheavy. 
And the B - L global symmetry of SU(5)  is now gauged. 

Thus, we see that SO(10) solves many of the problems of SUSY SU(5) ,  
but at a cost of extra scales and much less predictive power. 

- 

2.2. EB 

E6 is a rank six group. It was a popular unification group in the late 70’s 
because it allowed for topless models. The fundamental representation of 
E6 is a 27. Under SO(lO), the decomposition of a 27 is into a 16 + 10 + 1. 
The hope was that the bottom quark and tau lepton could fit into the 10, 
giving a two-generation model. When it was recognized that the bottom 
quark has isospin 1 /2 ,  interest in this model faded. 

It was revived in 1984 with the heterotic string theory. The E8 x EA het- 
erotic string requires that compactification leaves unbroken N = 1 SUSY. 
Compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifold results in E8 -+ E6 x SU(3), 
where the SU(3) is the spin connection. The other E8 coiild account for the 
“hidden sector” needed to break SUSY (which will be discussed shortly). 
The matter fields are in 

ng 27 + S(27 + 27) (38) 

where ng is the Euler number of the Calabi-Yau manifold and 6 is the Betti- 
Hodge number. It was very exciting that the most attractive string theory 
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automatically, when compactified on a C-Y manifold, gave a plausible grand 
unified theory plus the right fermion structure. Although somewhat less 
appealing following discovery of orbifold compactifications, models with 
bigger holonomy groups, etc., it is still the GUT which seems closest to  
being realizable in string theory compactifications. 

The 27 breaks down as follows: 

SO(10) : 16 + 10 + 1 
S U ( 5 ) :  $ + 1 0 + 1 + $ + 5 + 1  

Su(3) ,  X S u ( 3 ) ~  X s u ( 3 ) ~  : (3 ,3 ,1)  4- (3", 1,3') + (1,3', 3) (39) 
The third decomposition can be displayed directly: 

(;) + ( u d g ) +  (%) (40) 

We see that there are new isosinglet quarks, g,  a right-handed neutrino, 
and a pair of new lepton doublets: (z) and (g ) .  In SUSY, these could 
become the light Higgs doublets. 

There are many, many breaking chains down to the Standard Model. 
Since the rank of E6 is six, there could be two additional Z-bosons, and 
there has been extensive study of the phenomenology of these extra 2's 
and the extra fermions by Hewett and R i ~ z o . ' ~  

What about the Higgs structure? The product of two 27's is 27 x 27 = 
27 + 351s + 3 5 1 ~ .  The 351's can break the EG into the standard model, 
and the 27 can break the electroweak symmetry. While this may look like 
a huge number of fields, one should note that ALL of the Higgs bosons 
necessary to break the symmetry are either in the 27 or the 27 x 27, and 
thus a composite type of model might be very attractive. 

2.3. SUSY Breaking 

In the remaining five minutes of this lecture, I will mention some aspects 
of supersymmetry breaking. The reader is referred to the review articles of 
Nilles2' and of Haber and Kane2s for details. 

Supersymmetry can be broken spontaneously (through a potential 
whose ground state does not have zero energy, thereby breaking super- 
symmetry, which requires zero ground state energy) , dynamically (though 
a gluino condensate) or softly (through soft mass terms). Spontaneous 
breaking fails, since it leads to no scalar-gaugino-gaugino couplings and re- 
quires very light colored and charged scalar fields. Dynamical symmetry 
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breaking also has difficults with index theorems. Softly broken SUSY seems 
very arbitrary, but is very natural in so-called “hidden sector” models. 

In these models, there are two distinct sectors of the theory. One is the 
visible sector, consisting of the MSSM fields and interactions. The other 
is the “hidden sector”, under which the standard model fields are singlets. 
The basic idea is to break supersymmetry spontaneously or dynamically in 
the hidden sector. The SUSY breaking is then transmitted to the visible 
sector by mediating particles (which could simply be gravitons, which will 
certainly mediate information from one to the other). The resulting low- 
energy visible sector will be the MSSM with soft supersymmetry breaking. 
An important advantage of this scenario is that if the mediating interactions 
are flavor-blind (such as would be the case for gravity), then the soft scalar 
quark masses (at the GUT scale) will be identical, which solves the problem 
of flavor-changing neutral currents in SUSY models. 

Suppose the messenger interaction is gravity. Then if SUSY is broken 
spontaneously in the hidden sector, the resulting soft terms are of the or- 
der of ( F ) / M p l ,  where 0 is the breaking scale; this leads to the SUSY 
breaking scale of 10l1 GeV. If it is broken dynamically, one has a gluino con- 
densate with a scale of 1013 GeV. Since these scales are obtained by loops 
or by running couplings, they are easy to generate without fine-tuning. 

Another option for the messenger particles are fields that have standard 
model gauge interactions. The soft breaking terms then arise through loops. 
Here ( F )  must be (104-5GeV)2. Using a 5 + 5 of SU(5)  will be acceptable 
and will not mess up the success of coupling constant unification. 

How do these soft terms break the electroweak symmetry? The simplest 
approach (this is a very imprecise discussion-see the review articles for 
details) is radiative breaking. At the GUT scale, one has m$ = m i  = m$, 
where these are the soft supersymmetry breaking terms for the Higgs and 
scalar top quarks. From the XHQT superpotential term, one gets 

dm2 x 
41T = 3-(m% + m; + m$) d t  

X 
d t  41T 

!% = 1-(m& + m2, + m$) 

The coefficients 3 , 2 , 1  arise from simple counting: the correction to m& has 
a QT loop, and there is a 3 for color, the correction to m$ has a Q H  loop, 
and there is a 2 for isospin, while the correction to m i  has a T H  loop. 
This means that m& runs faster, and so it will go negative before the other 
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two. Thus, the SU(2)  symmetry will break, but not the S U ( 3 )  or U(1) 
symmetry. Thus we can understand the nature of electroweak symmetry 
breaking. 

3. The Higgs Mechanism 

3.1. Introduction 

The Standard Model consists of three sectors: the gauge sector is deter- 
mined by the SU(2)  x U(1) gauge symmetry, the fermion sector consists 
of left-handed isodoublets and right-handed isosinglets, and the Higgs sec- 
tor consists of a complex isodoublet. The gauge and fermion sectors, and 
the interactions of fermions with gauge bosons, has been very well-studied. 
However the Higgs boson has not yet been discovered, and no elementary 
scalar bosons are known in Nature. This, plus the ad hoc nature of the 
Higgs mechanism, has made it the most uncertain part of the Standard 
Model. The search for the Higgs boson, and an understanding of the mech- 
anism of electroweak symmetry breaking, has been the highest priority of 
the particle physics community for decades. 

In a sense, some Higgs bosons have already been discovered. The longi- 
tudinal components of the W f ,  W -  and 2 form three members of a four- 
member complex isodoublet. The Higgs boson will be the missing fourth 
component. Thus, some sort of scalar state must exist. Prior to the dis- 
covery of the top quark, it was known that it had to exist since the isospin 
of the left-handed bottom quark was known to be 112, with 13 = -112, 
and so the other member of the isodoublet had to exist, to preserve the 
gauge symmetry and renormalizability. Similarly, a scalar state must exist 
to preserve the underlying gauge symmetry and renormalizability. 

This scalar state can be an elementary scalar, or it can be a compos- 
ite scalar. Models in which the Higgs boson is a strongly-bound pair of 
fermions are a direct analogy with BCS superconductivity, in which the 
scalar Cooper pair, which gives the photon an effective mass in a super- 
conductor, is a bound state of two electrons. Such models, called Techni- 
color models, have a new quantum number which binds the fundamental 
fermions, the “techniquarks”, into a Higgs boson. They also predict the 
existence of a large number of states involving techniquarks. This pro- 
cedure can work to break the electroweak symmetry, but can’t give mass 
to fermions. To give fermions mass, one must introduce another interac- 
tion, Extended Technicolor, which mixes the regular fermions and the tech- 
nifermions to give the regular fermions mass. These problems then tend 
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to yield large flavor-changing neutral currents, which are not observed, as 
well as electroweak radiative corrections which are much larger than ob- 
served. Each of these problems can be fixed, but no model is particularly 
compelling. For a detailed review of these models, the reader is referred 
to the TAX-2000 lectures of Chi~ukula.~’ In these lectures, only elemen- 
tary scalars will be considered. With the popularity of supersymmetry, the 
presence of elementary scalars is not as worrisome as it once was. 

We will begin with the Higgs mechanism in the Standard Model, rapidly 
reviewing the basic structure of the Higgs sector. After a discussion of 
the RE gauges, we will turn to the effective potential, and the resulting 
bounds on the Higgs mass. Extensions of the scalar sector will then be 
discussed, and we will concentrate on the Higgs structure of the minimal 
supersymmetric model. This popular model has an upper bound to the 
Higgs mass that is well within reach of the Tevatron during the next four 
years. 

3.2. The Higgs Mechanism in the Standard Model 

The simplest gauge theory is a U(1) gauge theory, where 

This Lagrangian is invariant under A,(z) t A,(%) - a,q(z), where q(z) is 
arbitrary. A mass term, $m2A,A, violates this invariance and thus breaks 
the symmetry. Simply putting in an arbitrary mass term results in a non- 
renormalizable theory. Mass terms must arise by breaking the symmetry 
spontaneously, i.e. arranging so that the symmetry of the Lagrangian is 
not the same as the symmetry of the ground state of the theory. 

To do this, one adds a complex scalar field, 4: 

This Lagrangian is invariant under 
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This U (  1) invariance is spontaneously broken when p2 is negative. The 
potential is then given by the familiar lLMexican hat” potential shown in 
Figure 2. 

Figure 2. 
parts of the Higgs field. 

The Higgs potential U ( $ ~ , $ Z ) ,  where $1 and $2 are the real and imaginary 

The potential is obviously dependent only on 4*$, and one can thus 
rotate the real and imaginary axes with impunity. However, choosing a 
ground state requires one to pick out a direction in field space, brealung 
this invariance. Without loss of generality, we choose the ground state to 
lie along the real 4 axis. The minimum is then at  

and one can perturb about the ground state by defining 

where x ( x )  and h(x) are fields that have no vacuum expectation values. 
Note that the h(x) field is radial and would be expected to have a mass, 
while the x field is angular and should be massless. 
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The Lagrangian in terms of these new fields is 

1 e2v2 
4 ,” 2 

C = - -F  Fp” - evA,dfix + -ApAp  
1 + sd,hd’”h) + p2h2  + id,xdpx 

We see that this Lagrangian contains a photon mass, ev, an h scalar mass- 
squared of -2p2, a x scalar mass-squared of zero, and a strange A,%x 
term. 

Although one can proceed with the mixed term, resulting in mixed 
A - x propagators, it is easier to use the gauge freedom to fix the gauge, 
by choosing 

+ h and x interactions (47) 

Plugging this into the Lagrangian above, the X-field disappears completely, 
along with the mixed term. The original four degrees of freedom: a massless 
vector and a complex scalar doublet, have been changed into a massive 
vector and a real massive scalar. One says that the vector boson has “eaten” 
the x field in order to get mass. The vector propagator becomes 

This propagator has very bad high-energy behavior due to the second term, 
and violates one-loop renormalizability. To alleviate this problem, one 
chooses a different gauge, by adding a term to the Lagrangian 

(50) 
1 2 

26 
CGF = --(d,AP + Cevx) 

Note that the cross term cancels the mixed propagator term (after inte- 
grating by parts). In the limit E -+ 00, one gets the previous gauge, called 
the unitary gauge. 

The important features of the new Lagrangian are the vector propaga- 
tor, which is 

the x field mass, given by A4: = ( M i ,  and the coupling of ( to h which 
scales as (. In the unitary gauge, E = 00, the propagator is that discussed 
in the preceding paragraph, the Goldstone field, x has infinite mass and 
decouples, but the theory is not renormalizable. In the Feynman gauge, 
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[ = 1. Here, the vector propagator is very simple, D,u = - k z ~ M i g , v ,  but 
the Goldstone field has the same mass of the vector boson. In the Landau 
gauge, [ = 0. The propagator is messier than in the Feynman gauge, of 
course, but the Goldstone field is massless and doesn’t couple to the Higgs 
bosons. Because of this latter property, Higgs calculations are usually done 
in the Landau gauge. 

Physically, ( must drop out of any calculation. To see how this happens, 
consider e+e- -+ p+p- by exchange of a heavy photon. The diagram with 
heavy photon exchange gives 

The extra piece is proportional to i i y , k ~ v ~ y , / c h ~ ,  and with k = p +p’, one 
can use the Dirac equations (y,pb = m and iiiy,p’@ = -m) to get zero for 
the extra piece. In other calculations, such as the electron-muon scattering, 
the extra piece does not give zero, but when one includes x exchange as 
well, the [-dependence drops out. 

The extension to the Standard Model is straightforward. One introduces 
a complex isodoublet 

.(&) 
and gets a ground state of 

1 
(a) = Jz (e) 

(53) 

(54) 

The particle masses-squared become M$ = a g 2 v 2 ,  M i  = i ( g 2  + g ’ ’ ) v 2  
and M i  = 2Xv’. Since we know that 3 = 4 = &, we know that 
I J  = 246.3 GeV. However, since the scalar self-coupling is unknown, the 
Higgs mass is arbitrary. This is the catch-22 of particle physics. We have 
a particle whose couplings are completely determined, and yet whose mass 
is arbitrary; and whose coupling to light particles is much smaller than 
its coupling to heavy particles, and (alas!) accelerators are made of light 
particles ... 

In general, one would say that the Higgs mass could be anything between 
0 and a TeV. (At a TeV, the self-coupling and width become so large enough 
that the Higges is no longer an elementary object.) However, it can be 
bounded rather severely by effective potential arguments. 

8 M w  
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3.3. Effective Potential and Mass Bounds 

Although the Higgs mass appears arbitrary, one can bound it by consid- 
ering radiative corrections to the Higgs potential. Here, we discuss how 
one calculates such corrections. The results turn out to have wide-ranging 
implications, and are much more important than just bounding the Higgs 
mass in the Standard Model. In string theory, there are many flat directions 
to potentials, and radiative corrections can be crucial. Models in which the 
electroweak scale is generated from the GUT scale by a scalar mass-squared 
becoming negative at  low energies, discussed in the last lecture, also use 
the effective potential. So the results here are much more general. 

An extensive review of the effective potential and bounds from vacuum 
stability appeared in 1989.31 Since then, the potential has been improved, 
including a proper renormalization-group improvement of scalar loops, and 
the bounds have been refined to much higher precision. In addition, the 
discovery of the top quark has narrowed the region of parameter space that 
must be considered. In this section, we discuss the effective potential and its 
renormalization-group improvement. This section is somewhat expanded 
over the presentation given in the TASI lectures. 

It is easy to see how bounds on masses can arise. One can get bounds on 
fermion masses given the Higgs mass, which translate into bounds on Higgs 
masses given the fermion (in this case, the top quark) mass. The one-loop 
effective potential, as originally written down by Coleman and Weinberg32 
can be written, in the direction of the physical 4 field, as 

where 

and Vl is the one-loop potential. One can get a rough idea of the form 
of the one-loop potential as follows. The tree-level potential has a 4: and 
a (jJ; term, but with a single loop, one can generate $:, 4: ... terms. Here, 
$c is the classical field. The 4:n can be generated by drawing a 4c loop, 
and putting n 4: interactions, with 2n external legs, on the loop. The full 
one-loop potential is found by summing all of these terms. Consider the 
case where the quadratic term vanishes, so the scalar field is massless. The 
n-th diagram has n propagators, (Q)", n vertices, (3X)n,  2n fields, @ and 
a & combinatoric factor. Thus each diagram is of the form 9 / 7 2 ,  which 
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sums to a logarithm. In this case, up to an overall constant, they sum to 

This seems eminently reasonable if one does the integral over I c ,  and 
obtains J &,/-, + 3x4 which is the sum of all zero-point fluctuations 
about the vacuum 4 = 4c. 

A much more detailed analysis, including gauge boson loops and fermion 
loops, was first performed by Coleman and Weinberg,32 and they found that 

where the sum is over all particles in the model, F is the fermion number, 
~i is the number of degrees of freedom of the field i, and M2(qhc) is the mass 
that the field has in the vacuum in which the scalar field has a value $c. In 
the expression for V1 , we have ignored terms which can be absorbed into VO- 
these will be fixed by the renormalization procedure. In the standard model, 
we have for the W-boson, M 2 ( & )  = i g 2 @ ,  for the Z-boson, M 2 ( & )  = 

bosons, M 2 ( 4 c )  = -p2 + A &  and for the top quark M 2 ( & )  = i h 2 @ .  For 
a very large values of 4,  quadratic terms are negligible and the potential 
becomes 

z(g2+gt2)4: ,  1 for the Higgs boson, M2(&)  = -p2+3X&, for the Goldstone 

1 v = - - ~ 4 ~  4 + B + ~  1n(+2/M2) (59) 

where 
3 1 

64r2 16 
B = - [4A2 + -(3g4 + 2g2gt2  + g’4) - h4] 

One can see that if the top quark is very heavy, then h is large and thus 
B is negative. In this case, the potential is unbounded from below at large 
values of 4. This is the origin of the instability of the vacuum caused by a 
heavy quark. 

Although this form of the effective potential is well known, it is NOT 
useful in determining vacuum stability bounds. The reason is as follows. 
Suppose one denotes the largest of the couplings in a theory by a,  in the 
standard modellfor example, a = [max(X, g2 ,  h2)]/(4r).  The loop expan- 
sion is an expansion in powers of a,  but is also an expansion in powers 
of logarithms of 4 : / M 2 ,  since each momentum integration can contain a 
single logarithmic divergence, which turns into a ln(q5z/M2) upon renor- 
malization. Thus the n-loop potential will have terms of order 

C P + l  [In( 4 2 / M 2 ) ] n  (61) 
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In order for the loop expansion to be reliable, the expansion parameter 
must be smaller than one. M can be chosen to make the logarithm small 
for any specific value of the field, but if one is interested in the potential 
over a range from 41 to 4 2 ,  then it is necessary for o ln(41/42) to be smaller 
than one. In examining vacuum stability, one must look at the potential 
at very large scales, as well as the electroweak scale, and the logarithm is 
generally quite large. Thus, any results obtained from the loop expansion 
are unreliable (and, in fact, the bound on the top quark mass can be off by 
more than a factor of two). 

A better expansion, which does not have large logarithms, comes from 
solving the renormalization group equation (RGE) for the effective poten- 
tial. This equation is nothing other than the statement that the poten- 
tial cannot be affected by a change in the arbitrary parameter, M, i.e. 
dV/dM = 0. Using the chain rule, this is 

where ,h' = Mdgi/dM and there is a beta function for every coupling and 
mass term in the theory. The y function is the anomalous dimension. 

It is important to note that the renormalization group equation is exact 
and no approximations have been made. If one knew the beta functions 
and anomalous dimensions exactly, one could solve the RGE exactly and 
determine the full potential at all scales. Although we do not know the 
exact beta functions and anomalous dimensions, we do have expressions 
for them as expansions in couplings. Thus, by only assuming that the 
couplings are small, the beta functions and y can be determined to any 
level of accuracy and V ( 4 )  can be found. The resulting potential will be 
accurate if gi << 1 and will not require gi ln(4/M) << 1. 

For example, in massless X44 theory, the RGE can be solved exactly to 
give 

V = I A ' ( t ,  4 X)G4(t, (63) 

where t = ln(+/M) and X ' ( t ,  A) is defined to be the solution of the equation 

with the boundary condition being determined by the renormalization con- 
dition. G(t ,  A) is defined as exp(-4 s," dt'(y(X')/(l+y(X'))). Note that this 
potential gives the same result as before in the limit that y = 0 and ,B = 
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constant. Then G = 1 and A' = Pt + constant. With t = ln(c$/M) this 
gives the 44 ln(4/M) terms as above. 

What about the massive case? The RGE is given by 

One is tempted to reduce this equation to a set of ordinary differential 
equations as before, giving 

(66) 
1 1 

V ( 4 )  = ,CL2(t)g2(tM2 + ,X(t)G4(t)44, 

where the coefficients are running couplings obeying first order differential 
equations as in the massless case. 

However, this is not correct. By considering small excursions in field 
space, one does not, as in the massless case, reproduce the unimproved one- 
loop potential. This is not surprising. In the massless theory, the only scale 
is set by 4, and thus all logarithms must be of the form t = ln(42/M2). 
In the massive theory, there is another scale, and there will be logarithms 
of the form 1n((-p2 + 3X$')/M2). Thus one can not easily sum all of the 
leading logarithms. In addition, the scale dependence of the constant term 
in the potential (the cosmological constant) can be relevant. 

In earlier work (and in the review of Sher3'), it was argued that the 
bounds only depend on the structure of the potential at large 4, and thus 
the mass term and constant term are irrelevant. However, in going from 
X to the Higgs mass, the structure of the potential near its minimum is 
important, and thus using the naive expression above is not as accurate 
(although it is fairly close). This will be discussed more in the next section. 

following some earlier 
work by K a ~ t e n i n g , ~ ~  found a method of including the additional logarithms 
found in the massive theory. In general, they showed that if one considers 
the L-loop potential, and runs the parameters of that potential using L + 1 
beta and gamma functions, then all logarithms will be summed up to the 
Lth-to-leading order. The standard model potential, including all leading 
and next-to-leading logarithms, is then (in the 't Hooft Landau gauge) 

More recently, Bando, et al.33 and Ford, et 

V ( 4 ) = - 1  2~ 2 4 2 + + & [%w' (In $ - r ; )  5 + $ 2 2  (In $ - 
+$H2 (In & - 5) + $G2 (In - 4) - 3T2 (In & - :)] (67) 

with w E g242/4, 2 E (g2+g'2)42/4, H - ~ ~ + 3 X 4 ~ ,  G E -p2+X@ and 
T = h242/2. All of the couplings in this potential run with t = ln+/M. 
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Use of two-loop beta and gamma functions will then give a potential in 
which all leading and next-to-leading logarithms are summed over. It was 
shown by Casas, et al.36 that the resulting minima and masses are relatively 
independent of the precise choice of M ,  as long as this potential is used (use 
of earlier potentials was inaccurate due to a sensitive dependence on the 
choice of scale). It is this potential that will now be used to determine 
bounds on the top quark and Higgs masses. 

The first paper to notice that fermionic one-loop corrections could desta- 
bilize the effective potential was by Krive and Linde,37 working in the 
context of the linear sigma model. Later, independent investigations by 
Kra~nikov,~' Hung13' Politzer and Wolfram4' and Anselm4' all looked at 
the one-loop, non-renormalization group improved potential of Eqs. 56 and 
59., and required that the standard model vacuum be stable for all values 
of 4. The first of these was that of K r a s n i k o ~ ~ ~  who noted that the bound 
would be of O(100) GeV, rising to O(lOO0) GeV if scalar loops were in- 
cluded. The works of Politzer and Wolfram40 and Anselm4' gave much 
more precise numerical results, but ignored scalar loop contributions-thus 
they obtained upper bounds of 80 - 90 GeV on the top quark niass. Hung3' 
gave detailed numerical results and did include scalar loops, thus his upper 
bound ranged from 80 GeV to 400 GeV as the Higgs mass ranged from 0 
to 700 GeV. 

All of these results are unreliable because the potential used is not valid 
for large values of 4. In these papers, the instability would occur for large 
values of 4, and thus ln($/a) is large enough that only a renormalization 
group improved potential is reliable. The first attempt to use an improved 
potential was the work of Cabibbo, Maiani, Parisi and P e t r ~ n z i o . ~ ~  They 
included the scale dependence of the Yukawa and gauge couplings, and 
required that the effective scalar coupling be positive between the weak 
scale and the unification scale. Although they didn't use the language of 
effective potentials, this procedure turns out to be very close to that used 
by considering the full renormalization group improved effective potential. 
Similar results, using the language of effective potentials, was later obtained 
by Flores and Sher.61 

Use of the renormalization-group improved potential will weaken the 
bounds. The beta function for the top quark Yukawa coupling is nega- 
tive, and thus the coupling falls as the scale increases. Thus, the effects 
of fermionic corrections will decrease at larger scales. Compared with the 
bounds that one would obtain by ignoring the renormalization-group im- 
provement, the decrease in the Yukawa coupling at large scales will weaken 
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the upper bounds. This effect is not small; the Yukawa coupling for a 
quark will fall by roughly a factor of three between the weak and unifi- 
cation scales. Note that for additional leptons, the Yukawa coupling does 
not fall significantly, thus the bounds obtained by the non-renormalization- 
improved potential will not be greatly changed. 

The first attempt to bound fermion masses using the full renormaliza- 
tion group improved effective potential (earlier works, for example, never 
mentioned anomalous dimensions) was the 1985 work of Duncan et al.44 
Their results, however, used tree level values for the Higgs and top masses, 
in terms of the scalar self-coupling and the “m Yukawa coupling”, and 
found a bound which, to within a couple of GeV, can be fit by the line 

Mtop < 80 GeV + 0 . 5 4 M ~ i ~ ~ ~  (68) 

As we will see shortly, however, corrections to the top quark mass can be 
sizeable, as much as 10 GeV. A much more detailed analysis, using two 
loop beta functions and one-loop corrections to the Higgs and top quark 
masses (defined as the poles of the propagator), was carried out in 1989 by 
Lindner, Zaglauer and Sher,45 and followed up with more precise inputs in 
1993 by  she^-.^^ In all of these papers, the allowed region in the Higgs-top 
mass plane was given-the allowed region was always an upper bound on the 
top mass for a given Higgs mass, or a lower bound on the Higgs mass for 
a given top mass. The allowed region depended on the cutoff A at which 
the instability occurs. For example, if the instability occurs for values of 
4 above lo1’ GeV, then one concludes that the standard model vacuum 
is unstable IFF the standard model is valid up to lo1’ GeV (should the 
lifetime of the metastable vacuum be less than the age of the Universe, one 
would conclude that the standard model can not be valid up to lo1’ GeV). 
Thus, all of the bounds depend on the value of A. 

In the above papers, the effective potential used was the renormalization 
group improved tree-level potential, Eq.66. As discussed in the previous 
section, this would be as precise as the precision of the beta functions and 
anomalous dimensions (two-loop were used) if the only logarithms were 
of the form In( g); the resulting potential is exact in terms of the beta 
and gamma functions. However, when scalar loops are included, terms of 
the form In( w) arise, and these terms are not summed over. In the 
earlier papers, it was argued that when 4 is large, the scalar terms are 
effectively of the form In( g), and thus the difference is irrelevant. But, in 
determining the Higgs boson mass in terms of the potential, the structure 
of the potential at the electroweak scale is relevant, and thus the difference 
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in the form of the scalar loops is relevant. It turns out that  this difference 
is especially crucial when the value of A is relatively small (1 - 10 TeV), 
and less important when A is large (1015-19 GeV), thus the results of the 
above papers are valid in the large A case, 

To include the proper form of the scalar loops, one must use the form 
of Ford, et al.,34 discussed in the last section. This analysis was carried 
out very recently by Casas, Espinosa and Q ~ i r o s ~ ~  and by Espinosa and 
Q ~ i r o s . ~ ~ > "  A very pedagogical review of the analysis can be found in Es- 
pinosa's Summer School Lectures.51 We now briefly review that analysis 
and present their results. 

Consider the tree level renormalization group improved potential, Eq. 
66. At large values of 4, the quadratic term becomes negligible, and the 
question of whether the standard model vacuum is stable is essentially 
identical to the question of whether A ( t )  ever goes negative. If A ( t )  goes 
negative at some scale A, then the instability will occur at that  scale. 

Casas, et a1.36147 analyzed the question using the full one-loop renormal- 
ization group improved potential, with two-loop beta and gamma functions, 
of Eq. 67. They showed that the instabilty sets in when becomes negative, 
where x is slightly different from A: 

- 
A = A -  i ) 

All that  remains is to relate the parameters in the potential to the physical 
masses of the Higgs boson and of the top quark. 

I t  is not a trivial matter to extract the Higgs and top quark masses from 
the values of h(t)  and A ( t )  used in the potential. One can write 

where the pole masses are the physical masses of the top and Higgs, and 
Stop(p)  is the radiative corrections to the M S  top quark mass. Note that 
the physical Higgs mass is NOT simply the second derivative of the effective 
potential, since the potential is defined at zero external momentum and the 
pole of the propagator is on-shell; b ~ ( p )  accounts for the correction. 

The correction 6 t o p ( p )  receives contributions from QCD, &ED and weak 
radiative effects, with the QCD corrections being the largest. The QCD 

aSee Alterelli and Isidori50 for a similar and independent analysis. 
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corrections have been calculated to O(g32)52 and to 0(g,4),53154 the other 
corrections have been determined.55)56i57 The correction SH ( p )  has also 
been f o ~ n d . ~ ~ ? ~ ~  The detailed expressions for these quantities, which correct 
several typographical errors in the published works, are summarized in an 
extensive review article by Schrempp and Wimme~-.~'  The largest correction 
is to the top quark mass; the leading order term is 27, which is 5%, or 
almost 10 GeV. 
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Figure 3. 
energy scale where the particles become strongly interacting. 

Perturbativity and stability bounds on the SM Higgs boson. A denotes the 

All of these corrections were included by Casas, Espinosa and 
Q u ~ ~ o s . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  If one requires stability of the vacuum up to a scale A, then 
there is an excluded region in the Higgs mass-top mass plane. The result, 
for various values of A, is given in Figure 3. This figure, in addition, also 
includes the region excluded by the requirement that the scalar and Yukawa 
coupling don't become nonperturbative by the scale A; these bounds will 
be discussed in the next section. The lower part of each curve is the vac- 
uum stability bound; the upper part is the perturbation theory bound. The 
excluded region is outside the solid lines. Thus, for a top quark mass of 170 
GeV, we see that a discovery of a Higgs boson with a mass of 90 GeV would 
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imply that the standard model vacuum is unstable at a scale of lo5 GeV, 
i.e. if we live in a stable vacuum, the standard model must break down at 
a scale below lo5 GeV. The curves in Figure 3 are approximately straight 
lines in the vicinity of Mtop N 170 GeV, thus the top mass dependence can 
be given ana ly t i~a l ly .~~  For A = 1019 GeV, we must have 

(71) 
~ 3 ( M z )  - .12 

MH(GeV) > 133 + 1.92(Mt,,(GeV) - 175) - 4.28 
0.006 

and for A = 1 TeV, 

(72) 
a3(MZ)  - .12 

MH(GeV) > 52 + 0.64(Mtop(GeV) - 175) - 0.5 0.006 
It is e ~ t i m a t e d ~ ~ > ~ ’  that the error in the result, primarily due to the two- 
loop correction in the top quark pole mass and the effective potential, is 
less than 5 GeV. In Figure 4, the stability and perturbation theory bounds 
are given explicitly as a function of A for Mtop = 175 GeV. 
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Figure 4. 
A for Mtop = 175 GeV. 

Perturbativity and stability bounds on the SM Higgs boson as a function of 

Of course, it is not formally necessary that we live in a stable vacuum. 
Should another deeper vacuum exist, it is only necessary that the Universe 
goes into our metastable vacuum and then stay there for at least 10 billion 
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years. A detailed discussion of the finite temperature effective potential 
and tunnelling probabilities is beyond the scope of this review; the reader is 
referred to C a s a ~ ~ ~  and Q u i r ~ s ~ ~  for the details, as well as a comprehensive 
list of references. In short, the bound in the above paragraph for A = lo1’ 
GeV weakens by 8 GeV, and for A = 1 TeV, weakens by about 25 GeV. In 
all cases, the bound obtained by requiring that our vacuum have a lifetime 
in excess of 10 billion years is weaker than the bound obtained by requiring 
that the Universe arrive in our metastable vacuum. 

3.4. Extensions of the Higgs Sector and the MSSM 

The tree-level potential of the Standard Model is very simple, however the 
simple addition of a second Higgs doublet complicates the potential greatly. 
The most general potential with two doublets is given by 

V = m f H f H 1 +  mgHlH2 + mz(H1H2 + h.c.) 
1 1 

1 
+ -Ai IHfHiJ2  2 + ~ h ) N , i H z 1 ~  + & ( H f H i ) ( H ; H z )  + AdHlH2H!HJ 

+ [ s A ~ ( H ~ H ~ ) ~  + &(HfHi ) (H1H2)  + X7(HiH2)(Hi f l z )  + h.c.1 (73) 

where the SU(2)  indices for “HlH2” are ~ijHfHi. The details of this 
potential and the effective potential and bounds on Higgs masses resulting 
from it are given by Note that with two complex doublets, we have 
eight fields. Three are eaten by the Wk and 2, leaving five physical scalars: 
a charged pair and three neutral scalars (if CP is conserved, one of the three 
neutral scalars is a pseudoscalar). 

In supersymmetry, the quartic terms of a potential are restricted. This is 
because quartic terms are dimensionless, and with softly or spontaneously 
broken supersymmetry, they must reflect the underlying supersymmetry. 
Thus, they can only come from F-terms or D-terms. Since we have only 
Higgs doublets, there are no quartic F-terms, and the D-terms are given 
in terms of gauge couplings. It can easily be shown that the couplings, in 
supersymmetry, are given by 

1 1 
4 4 A1 = xz = - ( g 2  + 9’2) ; x3 = - ( g 2  - g’2) ; 

so the potential becomes 

Sher.
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+ -g2(Hfa'H1 1 + H,ta'H2)2 + ,g'2(H,tH2 1 - H,tHl)2 (75) 
8 

This potential has only three unknown parameters. Yet there are five 
masses (the W mass, and the masses of the charged scalar, H* and three 
neutral scalars, h, H and x). As a result, there are predictions: 

where t a n p  is the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values. The second 
of these gives the critical relationship60>61 

Mh < MZ COS 2/3 (77) 

Since the lower bound on the Higgs mass is already greater than M z ,  it 
would appear that the MSSM is ruled out. However, radiative corrections 
are crucia1.62-68 Although dependent on many parameters of the MSSM, 
the results can be summarized as follows. One defines X t  to be At -p/ tan /3, 
where At is the top quark Yukawa term A-parameter and p is the coefficient 
of the HI H2 term in the superpotential. The higher order correction to the 
mass-squared is then 

3 3 M t o p  2 AM: = m M 2 0 p  log * + --2 (2 - A2/6) (78) M:op 8ri2 v2 

where A is X t l M s u s y .  For a top quark mass of 175 GeV, and Msusy < 1 
TeV, the upper bound increases to 125 GeV, which is still phenomenologi- 
cally acceptable. 

Currently, LEP69 has cited a lower bound of 114 GeV on the Higgs 
mass (and weak evidence for a signal just above this). However, that bound 
applies only to the Standard Model, not the MSSM. Nonetheless, the cou- 
plings in the two models are similar, and so the MSSM bound will not be 
too much lower. There is very little room left for the MSSM. If the Higgs 
mass, even an MSSM Higgs mass, is below 125 GeV, it will be discovered 
during Run I11 at the Tevatron.?' The moment of truth is arriving for the 
MSSM. If the Tevatron does not discover the Higgs within three or four 
years, the MSSM will be dead. 

One wouldn't necessarily have to give up on supersymmetry. If a singlet 
is added to the MSSM, then there is an extra parameter in the superpo- 
tential. This widens the allowed parameter space. If one insists that the 
theory remain perturbative up to a large scale, this extra parameter is lim- 
ited, and the upper bound can't increase much more than 150 GeV.71i72i73 
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Depending on the integrated luminosity at the Tevatron, this might evade 
detection until the onset of the LHC. 

4. Baryogenesis 

Why are we here? Since the discovery of antimatter in the 1 9 3 0 ’ ~ ~  the 
fact that our universe appears to be made almost entirely of matter has 
been a great puzzle. Without baryon number violation, it is impossible 
for a matter-antimatter symmetric universe to develop an asymmetry, and 
prior to the discovery of GUTs, the observed asymmetry had to be put in 
ab initio. The size of the asymmetry is characterized by the dimensionless 
quantity nB/s, where 7 2 ~  is the baryon number density and s is the entropy 
density of the universe (which primarily comes from the cosmic microwave 
background radiation). Since both nB and s vary as T3 as the universe 
cools, this ratio is constant. Its value today is observed to be 

nB - = 4 1 0 - 9 ~ B h 2  - 7 x 10-l~ 
S (79) 

Since at temperatures well above 1 GeV, quarks, antiquarks and photons 
are in thermal equilibrium, ng = nq = ny (neglecting some factors of order 
l), and nny of a photon gas is related to the entropy, this can be rewritten 
as 

ng - nq 
n9 

N 3 x 

so for every 30 million antiquarks in the early universe, there must have been 
30 million and one quarks. As the universe cooled, the 30 million antiquarks 
annihilated with 30 million quarks, producing photons, and leaving the 
residual small asymmetry. This small ratio had to be put in by hand. 

In a seminal paper, long before the discovery of grand unification, 
S a k h a r ~ v ~ ~  showed that three conditions must be met for a generation 
of a baryon asymmetry (from an initially symmetric universe). 

01) Baryon number must be violated. 
02) C and CP must be violated. If this condition is not met, the B- 

violating interactions will produce baryons and antibaryons at the same 
rate (baryon number is odd under C and CP). 

03) The universe must go out of equilibrium. In equilibrium, the density 
of baryons and antibaryons are equal, since their masses are equal, i.e. if 
one has A ++ B ,  then whatever gets made gets unmade. 

When GUTs appeared in the mid-to-late ~ O ’ S ,  a natural source of baryon 
number violation appeared. C and CP violation could also occur, and the 
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mass of the X bosons caused the universe to go out of equilibrium. With 
the Sakharov conditions satisfied, a baryon asymmetry could be generated. 
Many years were spent analyzing various models for generating an asym- 
metry, for combining the need for an asymmetry with inflation, etc. Then 
in the late ~ O ' S ,  it was recognized that the electroweak interaction, a t  
high temperature, also violates baryon number, and could easily wash out 
any asymmetry produced in grand unified models. Interest began to focus 
on electroweak baryogenesis. 

We will first discuss baryogenesis in the context of grand unified theories, 
and then turn to electroweak baryogenesis. There are a number of excellent 
reviews on the subject (far more detailed than this single lecture). For a 
general discussion, there is the book of Kolb and Turner,75 which gives an 
excellent summary up to the beginning of the go's, just after the important 
of electroweak baryogenesis was discovered. More recently, an excellent 
review by Riotto and Trodden76 includes most of the latest results, as well 
as a very extensive list of references. Other reviews have also appea~-ed.~~

4.1. GUT Baryogenesis 

Since GUTS have quarks and leptons in the same irreducible representa- 
tions, they provide a natural source of baryon number generation. To see 
how this works, consider a simple case of a particle X with two decays: 
X + qq and X -+ q1. The CPT theorem requires that the decay rates of 
X and X are equal, but C and CP violation allow 

- 

Define r f BR(X 4 qq) and F = BR(X -+ qq), then CP violation allows 
r # f .  Suppose you have a volume with equal numbers of X and X. Then 
the baryon number from a decay of X is $r - i(1 - r )  and that from X is 
- g- + (1 - T ) .  The net baryon asymmetry is the sum of these, or E = r - F .  

At very high temperatures, T >> M x ,  there is complete thermal equi- 
librium, so nx = nx = ny. As the temperature drops below M x ,  however, 
X and X decay without backreactions. Since each decay produces a baryon 
number E ,  the resulting baryon density is nB = EnX N my. The entropy 
density is related to ny by s = g*ny, where g* depends on the number of 
states in the theory and is roughly a couple of hundred. Thus the final 
nB/s is given by E/g*, and so an E of around lo-' is needed to generate a 
sufficient baryon asymmetry. 

2 -  
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But one still will not be able to produce a baryon asymmetry without 
a departure from equilibrium. This is provided by the expansion of the 
universe. Once the processes that maintain thermal equilibrium, I?, fall 
below the expansion rate, H, they will not be able to keep up. H is the 
Hubble constant, given by &T2/Mpl, where Mpl is the Planck mass. 
Define 

where Q is a typical coupling constant in the decay. If K << 1, then 
rdecay  << H, and the number density of X and X do not decrease, 
so they become overabundant. They eventually decay, producing the 
asymmetry of the above paragraph. The condition K < 1 implies that 
M X  > cx(g*)-1’2Mpl, or 

M X  > (&) 10l6 GeV (83) 

If X is a Higgs boson, Q is generally small, so this is generally satisfied. 
Even if it is a gauge boson, it can also be satified. 

Details, of course, require solving the Boltzman equations. In minimal 
SU(5) ,  where the only CP-violation comes from the CKM sector, the largest 
value of n B / s  that can be obtained is lop1’, which is far too small. For 
other models, even the two-Higgs SU(5)  model, there are other sources of 
CP violation which can be much larger. It is important to note that S U ( 5  
has an accidental B - L symmetry, and thus a non-zero B - L cannot be 
generated in SU(5) .  This is critical, since non-perturbative processes, as 
we will see below, can wash out a baryon asymmetry, but will not change 
B - L. Thus, models such as SO(lO), which can produce a non-zero B - L,  
can survive this washout. 

So we see that GUTS can achieve the desired asymmetry. However, the 
advent of inflationary cosmology causes some problems. In “conventional” 
inflation, the universe enters a supercooled phase transition, in which it ex- 
pands by an enormous factor. This will erase any pre-existing asymmetry. 
The universe will then reheat as the transition ends, but the reheating tem- 
perature is often well below M x ,  and thus no X bosons get produced, and 
thus no baryon asymmetry is produced. There are a number of ways out of 
this problem, the most attractive being the “pre-heating” scenario described 
in the review article, with many references, of Riotto and 

The attractiveness of GUT baryogenesis faded somewhat with the dis- 
covery that anomalous electroweak interactions will erase any pre-existing 
B asymmetry. We now consider these processes. 

Trodden.
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4.2. Electroweak Baryon Number Violation 

Consider an S U ( N )  gauge theory with a single massless fermion 

C = iQ7,DpQ - (84) 

The theory has two symmetries: (1) Q + eiaQ,jp = QrpQ, and (2) 
Q 4 eioly5Q,jp5 = Q Y ~ Y ~ Q .  At the quantum level, the axial current is not 
conserved, due to a triangle graph with the current at one vertex and vector 
bosons at the other two. This triangle graph gives & E ~ ~ ~ , & & ’ E I ; ’ E ~ ,  and 
thus the divergence in the axial current is 

I 

where F,, = T E ~ P ~ ~ F  1 aP 

Note, however that iFEUFaP”” = apKp where K” = E ~ ” P ~ ( F+ 
$A,A,A,), and thus it is a total derivative. One sees that the quantity 
j,” - &K@ is conserved. For Abelian theories, this redefinition has no 
physical effect. 

In non-Abelian theories, however, the total derivative term can have 
an effect, due to the non-trivial vacuum structure. In these theories, the 
vacuum state consists of many configurations of gauge fields which can’t be 
continuously transformed into each other. Each of these configurations is 
characterized by a topological charge, called a Chern-Simons number 

The integrand is the Jacobian of the transformation from ,573 to the hyper- 
sphere in group space. The vacuum state 

n 

is gauge invariant, and different 0’s give different theories. 
One can now see how the existence of these different 0-vacua can cause a 

physical effect from the triangle graph. Choosing gauge where A” = 0, one 
cnan see that the Chern-Simons number is n = & s d3xK”. Now, go back 
to the divergence of the axial current. It is a p j P 5  = &a,K”. Integrating 
the o-component by parts gives AQs = AJd3xK” = n(m) - n(-m). So 
if a process causes a system to transform from one n to another, the axial 
charge will change. A configuration of gauge fields which changes n by one 
unit is called a sphaleron. 
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An explicit example of a sphaleron can be found in an S U ( 2 )  model 
with a Higgs doublet in the A: = 0 gauge. The solution is 

where f ( r )  and h(r)  are calculable functions. 
In the standard model, the baryon and lepton currents are also chiral: 

free, but B and L individually are not. Sphalerons can cause violation of 
both, with A B  = A L  = 3. The sphaleron is shown schematically in Figure 
5. The energy of the sphaleron is Mwlaw N 10 TeV, thus the barrier size 
in the figure is very high. A transitions2 from one vacuum to another must 
climb this barrier, with a typical transition rate of e -4x /aw - ec4Oo which 
is very weak (the process would be p + p + p + 3 e + ) .  As a result, this was 
thought to be phenomenologically irrelevant. 

However, Kuzmin, Rubakov and Shaposhnikovs3 showed that a t  high 
temperatures (in excess of 1 TeV), thermal fluctuations remove the sup- 
pression factor. There is some controversy over the precise rate (see Riotto 
and Trodden76 for an extensive set of references), but all agree that a pre- 
existing baryon asymmetry will be removed by sphaleron effects. 

So no net B + L can remain from GUT baryogenesis. There are three 
possible solutions to this problem: 

1. B-L is nonzero, so even if B+L=O, one can have a nonzero B. This 
fails for SU(5) ,  but is allowed in SO(10). 

2. B+L is generated above the electroweak scale and not completely 
neutralized. There are no good models (to my knowledge) which can im- 
plement this. 

8 f i 3 B  .fi - - &FWFW and d f i jE&FWFW.  Note that B - L is anomaly 

3. Electroweak baryogenesis. 
We will now consider the latter case. Here, one can't rely on the expan- 

sion of the universe to cause certain fields to drop out of thermal equilib- 
rium, since the expansion rate is too slow at the 100 GeV scale. One needs 
an out-of-equilibrium process, i.e. an electroweak phase transition. 
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Figure 5. 
number. The adjacent vacua differ in baryon and lepton number by A B  = AL = 3. 

The energy of the gauge configurations as a function of the Chern-Simons 

4.3. Electroweak Baryogenesis 

To discuss the electroweak theory at high temperature, we must first con- 
sider the Higgs potential a t  high temperature. At nonzero temperature, 
the Higgs potential is (writing 4tq5 as 4') 

where ni is the number of degrees of freedom of particle i, M is the mass 
of the particle i in the shifted vacuum and F is the fermion number. There 
are many ways to derive this: 
1) It is easy to show that field theory at finite temperature is the same 
as a t  zero temperature but periodic in Euclidean time. Thus, the integral 
over k, in the derivation of the one-loop potential becomes a sum giving 
the extra term. 
2) The finite-temperature propagator of a field is the usual zero-temperature 
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propagator plus a piece of the form (for a boson) 27rb(p2 -m2)/(eEIkT - l), 
which says that if the particle is on shell, it must obey the statistics of the 
heat gas. 
3) Look up the free energy of an ideal Bose or Fermi gas in Landau and 
Lifshitz statistical mechanics text. It is the same. 

All of these give the above result. It becomes much more transparent 
when one looks at the high temperature limit. There is a $-independent 
T4 term, and (dropping that) the temperature dependent part becomes 

+ ...I 1 M 3T 
- x n i [ s M 2 T 2  - - l/Tbosons - 12T i 

- c n i  [qgM2T2 1 + .....I 
i 

vTferrnions - 

So, in general 

(91) 
x 

V ( $ , T )  = D(T2 - T:)@ - ET$3 + 404... 
At high temperature, the coefficient of the 6’ term is positive, so there 

is only a minimum at the origin and the symmetry is restored. As the 
temperature drops, a new asymmetric minimum occurs. At a temperature 
T,, both the symmetric and asymmetric minima have the same value, and 
as the temperature drops below T,, the asymmetric minimum is lower, 
and the symmetric minimum disappears. A first-order phase transition 
will occur near this temperature, T,. It is first order because the vacuum 
expectation value of the Higgs field will change discontinuously (due to 
thermal or quantum fluctuations) from the symmetric to the asymmetric 
vacuum. One can show that a t  T,, $(Tc)/Tc = E/X. 

The existence of a first-order phase transition provides the necessary 
departure from equilibrium. It is important for the vev of the Higgs field to 
be sufficiently large at  the time of the transition. If it is not, the universe 
will be close enough to equilibrium that any baryon number generated will 
be destroyed immediately. The necessary condition is approximately that 
v(T,) 2 T,. This condition has been demonstrated both perturbatively and 
non-perturbatively (on the lattice); a very long and comprehensive list of 
references is given in the recent article by Q ~ i r o s . ~ ~  

In the Standard Model, the value of E is $ z $ ~ v ~ i ,  and that leads to 
a bound of h f h  < 40 GeV. This is in conflict with experiment, and so the 
Standard Model can not generate a sufficient baryon number. 

However, the MSSM can provide sufficient baryogenesis. There are a 
number of CP violating phases in the model, and over a dozen references 
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(all within the past three years) can be found in the article of Q ~ i r o s . ~ ~  
The general conclusion is that  the MSSM can work, provided 

1. There are light right-handed scalar top quarks (less than 160 GeV). 
2 .  There is a heavy left-handed scalar top quark (greater than 1 TeV). 
3. The A parameter for the top Yukawa coupling is not too large 
4. t a n p  is greater than 5. 
5. Some CP-violating phases are large (this may conflict with electric 

dipole measurements). 
These conditions might seem to point to a small region of parameter 

space, but recall that  this is the MSSM. Somewhat non-minimal models 
will have substantially more freedom. 

When there is a first order phase transition, one generally has a bubble 
wall whose thickness depends on the order of the transition. In these mod- 
els, the baryon violation occurs in the symmetric phase, outside the bubble, 
the CP violation occurs in the asymmetric phase, inside the bubble, and 
the wall itself is out of equilibrium. One can see that the details of these 
calculations are quite complicated, and the reader is referred to the review 
of Riotto and Trodden76 for a detailed discussion and a set of references. 

4.4. Alternatives 

With the recent discovery of neutrino masses, greater emphasis has been 
placed on the possibility of generating baryon number through leptogenesis. 
Most models that  explain the smallness of the neutrino masses have a heavy 
Majorana neutrino, which then generates a small neutrino mass through 
the see-saw mechanism.85 Majorana neutrinos automatically violate lep- 
ton number, and so a lepton asymmetry is generated. The idea is that 
it is generated well before the electroweak transition, and then sphaleron 
interactions, which conserve B-L but violate B+L, distribute that lepton 
asymmetry into a baryon asymmetry. 

The heavy Majorana neutrino, N has interactions 

,C = TL@hvNi + M N i N i  (92) 

where @ is the Higgs doublet. This gives an off-diagonal term of the order of 
the weak scale in the neutrino mass-matrix. M is assumed to be very large, 
and thus small masses of order M $ / M  are generated for the light neutrinos. 
The Majorana neutrino can decay into a Higgs boson and a light neutrino, 
either through N 4 6v or N --f @D. These decays obviously violate lepton 
number. The interference between the tree level decay and the absorptive 
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part of the one-loop vertex generates a baryon asymmetry of the right order 
of m a g n i t ~ d e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  A comprehensive review can be found in the article 
by P i l a f t s i ~ . ~ ~  

Another method of generating a baryon asymmetry is the Affleck-Dine 
s~enario.~’  The idea is to consider a potential with a flat direction for some 
component of a scalar field x. Such flat directions appear often in super- 
symmetric and superstring theories. The flat direction will become slightly 
curved due to supersymmetry breaking and nonrenormalizable operators. 
Initially, one would expect the x field to start at some nonzero value of 
(x). We assume that the x field has baryon or lepton number. Once the 
Hubble rate is the size of the curvature asymmetry will be generated as 
the x field slowly rolls down to its current minimum and begins oscillating 
about the minimum. The x field then decays, and the baryon number in 
its condensate gets transmitted to the decay products. 

At first, this might seem far-fetched, since it requires scalar fields with 
baryon or lepton number. However, it is not only natural, but expected, 
in supersymmetric theories. Scalar quarks and leptons are excellent candi- 
dates for these fields. Even the MSSM has flat directions in the potential 
(which are broken by SUSY-breaking terms). A detailed review of the orig- 
inal Affleck-Dine scenario can be found in the review of D o l g ~ v , ~ ’  and the 
implementation in the MSSM can found in the papers of Dine, Randall and 
Thomas.92 A nice discussion of recent work is in the review of Riotto and 
Tr~dden . ’~  
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1. Preface 

The subject of the Theoretical Advanced Study Institute summer 2001 
school was “Strings, branes and extra dimensions”. Although not too many 
years ago a course on collider physics would had been an unorthodox in- 
clusion to the curriculum of a such titled school, today there are attempts 
to connect strings, branes and extra dimensions with experiment. Indeed 
string phenomenology is not an oxymoron, to the delight of all. I was par- 
ticularly content to see young theorists spending time calculating the beam 
power in a future linear electron accelerator and the dollar sum necessary 
to pay the electric bill in a year. I was also very impressed that there were 
students who already knew what a trigger is and why we use it. 

It took at least a generation of inspired physicists and also math experts 
to move from field theories to string theory, and a concurrent of technow- 
izzes and inquiring minds to discover and measure with exquisite precision 
the theory describing nature at the most fundamental length scales yet ex- 
plored: the Standard Model. Although it seemed briefly that theory and 
experiment are fast growing apart we witness today a remarkable exchange 
between the two, and a tendency to almost believe that by putting separate 
small bricks of knowledge together, one day preferably soon, the complete 
edifice of nature will be exactly blueprinted and raised. 

The lectures were organized in three sections. The first one is devoted to 
accelerators. There is no doubt that these machines gave birth to the field 
we call High Energy Physics and filled in turn the Particles and Fields data- 
books. And there is no substitute for these machines. They are evolving, 
with the purpose of exploring the physics at the highest energy reachable 
or equivalently the physics at the shortest length scale. The second is an 
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overview of the kind of experiments that lead us from atoms all the way 
down to quarks and a brief summary of the particle physics jargon used 
when we report results. And the third is analysis examples and interpre- 
tation of results when looking for new physics. Since the school’s interests 
is on string theory I will give a supersymmetry search example and an 
example of the search for extra dimensions with collider data. 

2. Accelerators 

There are at least 10,000 accelerators in the world, most of them put to 
action in solving every day problems. A world-wide search by W.H. Scharf 
and O.A. Chomicki’ reports 112 accelerators of more than 1 GeV. A third 
of these are used in high energy physics research. The rest are mostly syn- 
chrotron light sources. About 5000 accelerating machines of lower energy 
are used in medicine (radiotherapy, biomedical research and isotope pro- 
duction). About as many are used in industry, usually for ion implantation 
and surface physics. The latest sterilization via irradiation made the news 
in the post September 11 time when all the letters to Washington were 
collected to be irradiated for fear of anthrax. A great review of accelerators 
for medical applications has been written by Ugo Amaldi.’ 

We are familiar with the use of high energy lepton and hadron acceler- 
ators for particle physics. Present investigations are focused on the search 
for the Higgs boson, neutrino oscillations, heavy quark physics, the pro- 
duction of supersymmetric particles and even the geometry and geography 
of spacetime. There is little doubt that this type of research is connected 
intimately with cosmology in re-creating particles and interactions from the 
first instant of the Big Bang through the era when nuclei were formed by 
the more fundamental particles. The data accumulated from high energy 
particle collisions are essential in formulating and stimulating cosmological 
models and in helping understand the origin of the dark matter and perhaps 
even the dark energy in the universe. 

I would like at  this point to remark that it seems to  me that when the 
director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, Dr. Marburger, 
wrote3 that a t  “some point we will have to stop building accelerators” he 
meant it in a similar way that NASA will stop building space shuttles. This 
is to say that new technologies will necessarily be employed in endeavors of 
tremendous magnitude such as the exploration of the universe in all scales; 
the exploration itself will not cease. 
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Table 1. Statistics of operating accelerators (1995). 

Accelerators Number in use 

(2) Radiotherapy >4000 
(3) Research/Biomedical Research -800 ~ 5 0 0 0  

N 200 
(5) Industry -1500 

N l O O O  

(1) High-energy more than lGeV 

(4) Medical radioisotope production 

(6) Ion implanters >2000 
(7) Surface modification centers and research 

112 

(8) Synchrotron radiation sources 50 
total (in 1995) ~ 1 0 0 0 0  

2.1. DC accelerators 

In the beginning of the century there was chemistry, philosophy (cosmic ray 
research was being published in journals of philosophy), and by 1932 we 
had nuclear physics when the neutron was discovered by Chadwick. Three 
more particles were known by then; the electron (J.J. Thompson in 1897 
passed electrons through crossed E and B fields, measured the velocity and 
then e/m of the electron), the proton (Rutherford, 1913 - he called the 
proton the hydrogen atom nucleus) and the photon (Max Planck, black 
body radiation in quanta of hv, Einstein photoelectric effect, Compton X- 
ray scattering from electrons as if particles. The photon was actually named 
by a chemist.) 

During the first part of the century natural radioactivity and cosmic 
rays were the source of energetic particles for atomic physics research. In 
1906 Rutherford bombarded a mica sheet with alpha particles from a natu- 
ral radioactive source (Rutherford scattering). Natural sources are limited 
in energy and intensity. In 1928 Cockroft and Walton started thinking 
about building an accelerator to use at the Cavendish Laboratory. In 1932 
the apparatus was finished and used to split lithium nuclei with 400 keV 
protons. The measurement of the binding energy in this experiment pro- 
vided the first experimental verification of Einstein’s mass-energy relation- 
ship (known since 1905). This was the start of particle accelerators for 
nuclear research. The very first ones were direct voltage accelerators like 
the Cockrok and Walton (rectifier generator up to 1 MV), the Van de Graff 
generator (up to 10 MV in high-pressure tank containing dry nitrogen or 
freon to avoid sparking) and the tandem electrostatic accelerator (the ac- 
celerator is known as tandem because the ions, at the beginning negative, 
undergo a double acceleration: they are attracted by the positive central 
electrode, pass in a cleaner who makes them positive, and they are then 
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pushed back by the electrode; up to maybe 35 MV, Vivitron Strasbourg, 
in operation now at 20 MV). 

2.2. A C accelerators 

Ising in 1924 proposed the first particle accelerator that  would give the par- 
ticles more energy than the maximum voltage in the system. He proposed 
an electron linear accelerator with drift tubes (but did not build it). In 1928 
Wideroe used an alternating 25 kV voltage with 1 MHz frequency applied 
over two gaps and produced 50 keV potassium ions. The Wideroe type 
linac comprises a series of conducting drift tubes. Alternate drift tubes are 
connected to  the same terminal of the R F  generator. The frequency is such 
that when a particle goes through the gap it sees the accelerating field and 
when the field becomes decelerating the particle is shielded inside the drift 
tube. As the particle gains in energy and velocity the structure periods 
must be longer in order to be in sync. At very high frequencies (so that the 
structure does not become inconveniently long) the open drift-tube scheme 
needs to be enclosed to form a cavity or series of cavities. 

If one applies Ising’s resonant principle in a homogeneous magnetic field 
the particle would be bent back to the same RF  gap twice for each period. 
This is Lawrence’s and Livingston’s fixed-frequency cyclotron (the initial 
was less than one foot in diameter and could accelerate protons to 1.25 
MeV). The resonance condition in the cyclotron is obtained by choosing 
the RF period equal to the cyclotron period, which is independent of the 
particle velocity and the orbit radius ; it depends on the q/m ratio and 
the magnetic field. Particles that pass the gap near the peak of the RF  
voltage would continue to do so every half turn moving in ever increasing 
half-circles (spiraling) until they reach the edge of the magnetic field or 
until they become relativistic and slip back with respect to the gap voltage. 
The intrinsic limit was confronted in the late thirties at about 25 MeV 
for protons and 50 MeV for deuterons and alpha particles. The cyclotron 
consisted of two “D” shaped regions in vacuum, called dees with a gap 
separating them and a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the dees. 
As the proton beam crosses the gap it experiences an electric field which 
gives the proton a kick and increases its energy. It gets an energy increase 
every time it crosses the gap. The frequency of the applied electric field is 
constant, while the radius of the proton beam keeps increasing. 

Synchro-cyclotron -or the frequency-modulated cyclotron- was the rem- 
edy for the relativistic limit in which the revolution frequency decreases 
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with increasing energy, and the frequency of the accelerating voltage must 
also be correspondingly decreased. Although this is necessary, it in not 
sufficient to maintain sync, because the natural energy spread in a bunch 
of relativistic ions causes a spread in their cyclotron frequencies, and thus 
longitudinal focusing is required to maintain the “bunch”. The problem 
was overcome by McMillan and Veksler who discovered the principle of 
phase stability in 1944. The effect of phase stability is that a bunch of 
charged particles with an energy spread can be kept bunched throughout 
the acceleration cycle by injecting them at a suitable phase of the RF cy- 
cle. Synchro-cyclotrons can be used to accelerate protons up to 1 GeV. The 
higher energy is obtained at the expense of intensity (number of particles 
in the bunch) since the pulsed beam has less intensity compared to a con- 
tinuous beam. To achieve transverse stability of the beam the field should 
be decreasing with radius according to an inverse power law. At Berkeley 
they found (the hard way) that the magnetic field has to decrease slightly 
with increasing orbit radius to prevent the particles from getting lost. 

For electrons the cyclotron is useless as they are very quickly relativis- 
tic. The solution was the betatron, a device that has found applications 
in laboratories and hospitals. It was conceived again by Wideroe; Kernst 
built the first betatron in 1941 and Kernst and Serber published a paper 
on “betatron oscillations” the same year. In 1950 Kernst built the world’s 
largest betatron. In a betatron, the electromagnet is powered with an AC 
current at 50 to 200 Hz. The magnetic field guides the particles in a circular 
orbit, but because it is a changing magnetic field, it induces a circumfer- 
ential voltage which accelerates the particles. The guide field was carefully 
shaped and given a radial gradient in order to provide vertical and horizon- 
tal beam stability. If the electron path is to remain at constant radius the 
magnetic field must increase as the electron energy increases. The increas- 
ing field results in increasing magnetic flux through the orbits which then 
induces the force that increases the energy of the electrons. The magnetic 
flux through the orbit must be twice the bending field in order to keep the 
beam at the same radius. 

The betatron was soon replaced by the synchrotron which is an accelera- 
tor that combines the properties of the cyclotron and those of the betatron. 
McMillan and Veksler already discusses the idea of synchronous accelera- 
tion in their cyclotron papers. The first synchrotron (Cosmotron) was a 
3 GeV proton accelerator built in 1952 at Brookhaven National Labora- 
tory (BNL). The machine had straight sections and a guide field similar to 
the betatron with a bending field to keep the particles on a circular orbit 
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and appropriate radial gradient to achieve vertical and horizontal stabil- 
ity. Acceleration was achieved by RF voltage at the revolution frequency. 
As the particle energy increases the field is also increased at a rate that 
keeps the particles in approximately the same orbit at all energies. This 
means that the RF voltage frequency should be increasing (compare with 
cyclotron). Many large synchrotron machines followed the Cosmotron. The 
Tevatron at Fermilab is one of them, accelerating protons and antiprotons 
to approximately 1000 GeV. 

In all accelerators build before 1952 the transverse stability of the beam 
depended on what is now called weak focusing in the magnet system. The 
guide field decreases slightly with increasing radius in the vicinity of the 
particle orbit and this gradient is the same all around the circumference 
of the magnet. The tolerance on the gradient is severe and sets limits to 
such an accelerator (believed to be around 10 GeV in the early fifties). The 
aperture needed to contain the beam becomes very large and the magnet 
becomes very bulky and costly. The invention of the alternating-gradient 
principle by Christofilos and independently by Courant, Livingston and 
Snyder in 1952 changed this picture. As a matter of fact, machines in the 
range of 10-100 TeV seem already technically possible. The limitation is the 
cost. Alternating-gradient or “strong” focusing is directly analogous to a 
result in geometrical optics, that the combined focal length of two appropri- 
ately spaced lenses of equal strength will be overall focusing when one lens 
is focusing and the other defocusing. Such a system remains focusing for 
quite some range of the focal length values of the two lenses. A quadrupole 
lense focuses on one plane and defocuses on the orthogonal plane. An ap- 
propriate arrangement of quadrupoles can be altogether focusing in both 
planes. Structures based on this principle are called alternating gradient 
(AG) structures.a 

Although the circular machines took over for some time, the linear ma- 
chines were revived after WW I1 with advances in ultra-high frequency 
technologies. At Berkeley a proton linac was built by Alvarez (1946) who 
employed the war-developed radar technology and enclosed the entire drift 
tube structure in a resonant cavity to reduce losses. Since then this type 
of accelerator has been widely used as an injector (with injection energies 
reaching 200 MeV) for large proton and heavy-ion synchrotrons (e.g. the 

aThe first such machine, the Brookhaven AGS, is still in operation today. The  AGS 
was used to  discover the J/Q (Nobel 1976 S. Ting), CP violation in the Kaon system 
(Nobel 1980 J. Cronin and V. Fitch) and the muon neutrino (Nobel 1988 J. Steinberger, 
L. Lederman, M. Schwartz). 
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Fermilab linac and the HERA linac at  Deutches Electronen Synchrotron 
(DESY) in Hamburg, Germany). The largest proton linear accelerator to- 
day is the the 800 MeV proton linac a t  the Los Alamos Neutron Science 
Center (LANSE). The largest electron linear accelerator in operation is the 
50 GeV linac at  the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). L’ inear 
accelerators, like betatrons previously, have become very popular in fields 
outside particle physics (e.g materials science, biomedical research, and 
medicine). 

An increase in beam energy of about 1.5 orders of magnitude per decade 
is illustrated by the Livingston chart shown in Figure 1. While the energy 
increases by 8 orders of magnitude the cost per GeV of a typical accelerator 
has been drastically reduced. But what is most amazing is that while 
each type of acceleration is coming to saturation relatively fast, there is an 
advance in technology that allows a different idea on acceleration to kick in. 
Examples: the invention of the alternating gradient focusing in the fifties, 
the colliding beams in the sixties, superconducting magnet technology and 
stochastic cooling in the seventies and eighties. 

2.3.  Colliders/storage rings 

In high energy physics experiments, the type and number of particles 
brought into collision and their center of mass energy characterize an inter- 
action. The center of mass energy ECM made available when a synchrotron 
beam of energy E b  hits a fixed target is approximately 

The center of mass energy when colliding head-on two beams of energy EL 
is 

6 = ECM = 2EI, 

The purpose of storage rings is to make head-on collisions possible with 
a useful interaction rate. At the Tevatron the maximum proton energy 
is about 1000 GeV. In the p p  collider mode the center of mass energy is 
& = ECM = 2000 GeV. In the fixed target mode it is & = ECM = 41 
GeV. 

The fixed target collisions produce a variety of secondary particles from 
the target that can be collected and focused into secondary beams. Also 
in fixed target collisions the achieved luminosities are extremely high. The 
reaction rate R is R = L x u, where L is the luminosity and u is the cross 
section. This implies that L = (Nbeam/sec) (Ntarget/cm2). Luminosity is 
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measured usually in cm-’sec-l. A fixed target experiment can have lumi- 
nosity as high as cm-2sec-1. In a high luminosity collider experiment 
the luminosity is of the order of 

What is the limitation on the energy for an accelerator storage 
ring? For proton accelerators it is the maximum magnetic field to bend 
the particles (R,ing(m) = P(GeV) /O .3B(Tes la ) ) .  For electron stor- 
age rings it is the energy lost to synchrotron radiation per revolution, 
U M 0.0885E(GeV)4R(m)-1 .  (For relativistic proton beams this is M 
7.79-15E(GeV)4R(m)-1). The largest electron-positron storage ring was 
the 27 km LEP ring at  CERN in Geneva. It started running at  a beam 
energy of about 50 GeV: this meant that 200 MeV per turn should be sup- 
plied by the RF  to make up for the synchrotron radiation loss. When it ran 
a t  100 GeV, a factor of two higher in energy, the energy loss per turn was 
3.2 GeV, a factor of 16 increase in losses! A linear electron-positron accel- 
erator (such as the SLC, the Stanford Linear Collider) avoids the problem 
of synchrotron radiation. It is expected that all future electron-positron 
machines a t  higher energy than LEP will be linear. 

Note that a monoenergetic proton (antiproton) beam is equivalent to 
a wide-band parton beam (where parton-quarks, antiquarks, gluons), de- 
scribed by momentum distribution dn i /dp  (structure function, i specifies 
the parton type, i.e. u, d ,  g, ii, i...). Proton structure functions are mea- 
sured in deep inelastic scattering experiments. 

Some of the advantages of hadron collisions include the simultaneous 
study of a wide energy interval, therefore there is no requirement for precise 
tuning of the machine energy; the greater variety of initial state quantum 
numbers e.g. u+d+ W+, G f d  4 W - ;  the fact that the maximum energy 
is much higher than the maximum energy of e+e- machines; and finally 
that hadron collisions are the only way to study parton-parton collisions 
(including gluon-gluon). Some of the disadvantages are the huge cross 
sections for uninteresting events; the multiple parton collisions in the same 
hadron collision that result in complicated final states; and that the center- 
of-mass frame of the colliding partons is not at  rest a t  the lab frame. 

crn-’sec-l. 

Table 2 lists some present, historic and proposed colliders. 

2.4. f i t u r e  colliders 

We saw that the highest energy circular electron machine has been LEP. 
In order to go any higher in energy in electron-positron collisions, we need 
to build the collider on a straight line. The luminosity in terms of the con- 



Name Lab 
PS CERN 
AGS BNL 
SPS CERN 
Tevatron FNAL 

I I I I J 

Electron-Proton colliding Beam Machines 

Future Electron-Positron Collider Studv Collaborations 
I HERA I DESY I Hamburg I 30e- x 820p I active 

Locat ion GeV status 
Geneva 28 inactive 
Long Island 32 active 
Geneva 450 active 
Chicago 1000 active 

ISR CERN 
SPFS CERN 
Tevatron FNAL 
ssc SSCL 
LHC CERN 

figuration of the beams is L = where f co l l  is the number of bunch 
collisions per second, N is the number of particles in a bunch and S is the 
beam cross-sectional area at the collision point. In a linear collider clearly 
f co l l  is much smaller than in a circular collider. The number of particles 
N in a bunch is similar or smaller. Therefore to achieve worthwhile lumi- 

Geneva 31px 31p inactive 
Geneva 310px 310p inactive 
Chicago lO0Opx 1ooop active 
Dallas 20000p x 20000p canceled 
Geneva 7000px 7000p 2007 

JLC KEKB (stage I) 125e- x 125e+ 
NLC SLAC 400e- x 400e+ 
TESLA - DESY 400e- x 400e+ 
CLIC CERN 1500e- x 1500e' 

R&D 
R&D 
R&D 
R&D 

Tablde 2. Present, historic (including cancelled) and proposed auttiders 
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Proton Colliding Beam Machines

Electron Colliding Beam Machines

Future Hadron Collider Study Collaborations
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nosities it is imperative that the beam emittance S be much smaller. A 
linear collider needs very high accelerating gradient to keep the site length 
reasonable and very high power efficiency to keep the cost under control. 
As we noted the beams need to be generated with extremely small emit- 
tance which has to be preserved during acceleration. At the collision point 
the beams have to be tightly focused. Small emittances can be achieved by 
preparing the beam through what is called a damping ring and making use 
of the synchrotron radiation. The acceleration is achieved by microwave 
cavities which can be superconducting or normal conducting, and the fre- 
quency choice is based on the achievable accelerating gradient. There are at 
least two different designs under development: The NLC/JLC design that 
uses normal conducting copper cavities at low frequency (11.424 GHz or 
X-band) which is also referred to as warm design, and the TESLA design 
that uses supeconducting niobium cavities, a technology that is power con- 
sumption effective (there is extremely small power dissipation in the cavity 
walls) but thought to be very expensive until recently. This is referred to as 
cold design because the cavities need to be kept at very low temperatures. 
Linear collider accelerating structures can also be used to drive free electron 
lasers, with important applications for chemistry, materials science, plasma 
research and life sciences research. 

A post-LHC and probably post-LC collider that accelerates and collides 
electron and positron beams with center of mass 3-5 TeV is envisioned in the 
CLICd design. It is based on the two-beam acceleration method in which 
the RF power for sections of the main linac is extracted from a secondary, 
low-energy, high-intensity electron beam running parallel to the main linac. 

The next hadron collider proposed is the VLHC '. A design study group 
has developed the basic parameters, technology/construction challenges 
and cost of a proton-proton collider with center of mass energy greater 
than 30 TeV, that would allow the eventual operation of a collider with 
center of mass energy greater than 150 TeV in the same tunnel. The ma- 
chine would involve two phases, one with low-field magnets and one with 
high-field magnets for the energy upgrade in the same 233 km ring. 

It is not included in the table, but extensive study and research is geared 
towards the feasibility and potential of high energy high luminosity muon 
colliders operating at a center-of-mass energy in the range 100 GeV - 4 

bNext Linear Collider, Japan Linear Collider 
'Tera Electronvolt Superconducting Linear Accelerator 
dCornpact Linear Collider 

Large Hadron Collider 
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TeV. The high intensity muon source needed for muon colliders can also be 
used to feed a muon storage ring neutrino source (neutrino factory). The 
enthusiasm in recent years for a muon collider is due to ionization cooling 
that allows for very bright muon beams. 

One lesson from the Livingston plot is that a new technology can push 
the collision energy and drive high energy research. Indeed accelerator tech- 
nology is also moving towards alternative directions. High-gradient plasma 
wakefield acceleration is one. The plasma-wave acceleration process is dra- 
matically strong and may lead to very high energy beams with reasonable 
size accelerators. 

3. From atoms to quarks, Rutherford redux 

The kind of experiments we perform to probe the structure of matter belong 
to three categories: scattering, spectroscopy and break-up experiments. 
The results of such experiments brought us from the atom to the nucleus, 
to hadrons, to quarks. 

Geiger and Marsden reported in 1906 the measurements of how CY parti- 
cles (the nuclei of He atoms) were deflected by thin metal foils. They wrote 
“it seems surprising that some of the CY particles, as the experiment shows, 
can be turned within a layer of 6 ~ 1 0 - ~  cm of gold through an angle of 90”, 
and even more”. Rutherford later said he was amazed as if he had seen a 
bullet bounce back from hitting a sheet of paper. It took two years to find 
the explanation. The atom was known to be neutral and to be containing 
negatively charged electrons of mass very much less than the mass of the 
atom. So how was the positively charged mass distributed within the atom? 
Thompson had concluded that the scattering of the CY particles was a result 
of “a multitude of small scatterings by the atoms of the matter traversed”. 
This was called the soft model. However “a simple calculation based on 
probability shows that the chance of an CY particle being deflected through 
90’ is vanishingly small”. Rutherford continued “It seems reasonable to 
assume that the deflection through a large angle is due to a single atomic 
encounter, for the chance of a second encounter of the type to produce a 
large deflection must be in most cases exceedingly small. A simple calcu- 
lation shows that the atom must be a seat of an intense electric field in 
order to produce such a large deflection in a single encounter”. According 
to the soft model the distribution of scattered particles should fall off ex- 
ponentially with the angle of deflection; the departure of the experimental 
distribution from this exponential form is the signal for hard scattering. 
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The soft model was wrong. Geiger and Marsden found that 1 in 20,000 
a particles was turned at 90’ or more in passing through a thin foil of 
gold; The calculation of the soft model predicted one in The nu- 
clear atom was born with a hard constituent , the small massive positively 
charged nucleus. Rutherford calculated the angular distribution expected 
from his nuclear model and he obtained the famous sin4(q5/2) law, where q5 
is the scattering angle. 

At almost the same time Bohr (1913) proposed the model for the dy- 
namics of the nuclear atom, based on a blend of classical mechanics and the 
early quantum theory. This gave an excellent account of the spectroscopy of 
the hydrogen. Beginning with the experiments of Rank and Hertz the ev- 
idence for quantized energy levels was confirmed in the inelastic scattering 
of electrons from atoms. 

The gross features of atomic structure were described well by the non- 
relativistic quantum mechanics of point-like electrons interacting with each 
other and with a point-like nucleus, via Coulomb forces. 

As accelerator technology developed it became possible to get beams 
of much higher energy. From the de Broglie X = h / p  relationship it is 
clear that the resolving power of the beam becomes much finer and devia- 
tions from the Rutherford formula for charged particles scattering (which 
assumed point-like a’s and point-like nucleus) could be observed. And they 
did! At SLAC in 1950 an electron beam of 126 MeV (instead of a’s) was 
used on a target of gold and the angular distribution of the electrons scat- 
tered elastically fell below the point-nucleus prediction. (qualitatively this 
is due to wave mechanical diffraction effects over a finite volume on the nu- 
cleus). The observed distribution is a product of two factors: the scattering 
from a single point-like target ( a  la Rutherford with quantum mechanical 
corrections, spin, recoil etc.) and a “form factor” which is characteristic of 
the spatial extension of the target’s charge density. 

From the charge density distribution it became clear that the nucleus 
has a charge radius of about 1-2 fm (1 fm=10-15 m); In heavier nuclei of 
mass number A the radius goes as A1/3 fm. If the nucleus has a finite 
spatial extension, it is not point-like. As with atoms, inelastic electron 
scattering from nuclei reveals that the nucleus can be excited into a sequence 
of quantized energy states (confirmed by spectroscopy). 

Nuclei therefore must contain constituents distributed over a size of a 
few fermis, whose internal quantized motion lead to the observed nuclear 
spectra involving energy differences of order a few MeV. 

Chadwick discovered the neutron in 1932 establishing to a good approx- 
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imation that nuclei are neutrons and protons (generically called nucleons). 
Since the neutron was neutral, a new force with range of nuclear dimen- 
sions was necessary to bind the nucleons in the nuclei. And it must be very 
much stronger than the electromagnetic force since it has to counterbalance 
the “uncertainty” energy ( ~ 2 0  MeV; the repulsive electromagnetic poten- 
tial energy between two protons at 1 fm distance is ten times smaller, well 
below the nucleon rest energy). 

Why all this? The typical scale of size and energy are quite different 
for atoms and nuclei. The excitation energies in atoms are in general insuf- 
ficiently large to excite the nucleus: hence the nucleus appears as a small 
inert point-like core. Only when excited by appropriately higher energy 
beams it reveals that it has a structure. Or in other words the nuclear 
degrees of freedom are frozen at the atomic scale. 

To figure out whether the nucleons are point-like the picture we already 
developed is repeated once again. First elastic scattering results of electrons 
from nucleons (Hofstadter) revealed that the proton has a well defined form 
factor, indicating approximately exponential distribution of charge with an 
rms radius of about 0.8 fermi. Also the magnetic moments of the nucleons 
have a similar exponential spatial distribution. Inelastic scattering results, 
as expected, showed signs of nucleon spectroscopy which could be inter- 
preted as internal motions of constituents. For example in the scattering 
of energetic electrons from protons there is one large elastic peak (at the 
energy of the electron beam) and other peaks that correspond to excita- 
tions of the recoiling system. The interpretation of the data is a hairy story: 
several excited recoil states contribute to the same peak and even the appar- 
ently featureless regions conceal structure. In one of the first experiments 
that used close to 5 GeV electrons, only the first of the two peaks beyond 
the elastic had a somewhat simple interpretation: It corresponded exactly 
to a long established resonant state observed in pion-nucleon scattering 
and denoted by A. Four charge combinations correspond to the accessible 
pion-nucleon channels: n+p ,  r+n(7rop), r - p  (7ron), 7r-n. The results of 
such “baryon spectroscopy” experiments revealed an elaborate and parallel 
scheme as the atomic and nuclear previously. One series of levels comes in 
two charged combinations (charged and neutral) and is built on the proton 
and neutron as ground states; the other comes in four charge combinations 
(-,0,+,++) with the As as ground state. 

Yukawa predicted the pion as the quantum of the short-range nuclear 
forces. In the 60s the pion turned out to be the ground state of excited 
states forming charge triplets. Lets note again that we are looking at the 
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excitations of the constituents of composite systems. Gell-Mann and Zweig 
proposed that the nucleon-like states (baryons), are made of three 112 spin 
constituents: the quarks. The mesons are quark-antiquark bound states. 
Baryons and mesons are called collectively hadrons. As in the nuclear case 
the simple interpretation of the hadronic charge multiplets is that the states 
are built out of two types of constituents differing by one unit i s  charge - 
hence its constituents appeared fractionally charged. the assignment was 
that the two constituents were the up (u) and down (d) with 213 and - 
113 charge. The series of proton would then be uud and the neutron udd 
while the A++ would be uuu. The forces between the quarks must be 
charge independent to have this kind of excited states. Lets point here that 
the typical energy level differences in nuclei are measured in MeV. For the 
majority of nuclear phenomena the neutrons and protons remain in their 
ground unexcited states and the hadronic excitations are being typically of 
order MeV; the quark-ian, hadronic degrees of freedom are largely frozen 
in nuclear physics. People did not like the quarks; They really thought it 
was nonsense. Nevertheless a very simple “shell model” approach of the 
nucleon was able to give an excellent description of the hadronic spectra 
in terms of three quarks states and bound states of quark-antiquark. So 
now, how would we try to see those quarks directly? We need to think 
Rutherford scattering again and extend the inelastic electron scattering 
measurements to larger angles. The elastic peak will fall off rapidly due to 
the exponential fall off of the form factor. The same is true for the other 
distinct peaks; this indicates that the excited nucleon states have some finite 
spatial extension. The bizarre thing is that for large energy transfer the 
curve does not fall as the angle increases. In other words for large enough 
energy transfer the electrons bounce backwards just as the CYS did in the 
Geiger-Marsden experiment. This suggests hard constituents! This basic 
idea was applied in 1968 in so-called deep inelastic scattering experiments 
by Fkiedman, Kendall and Taylor in which very energetic electrons were 
scattered off of protons. The energy was sufficient to probe distances shorter 
than the radius of the proton, and it was discovered that all the mass 
and charge of the proton was concentrated in smaller components, spin 
112 hadronic constituents called “partons” which were later identified with 
quarks. A lot of spectroscopy and scattering data became available in the 
’70s and still people used the quarks as mathematical elements that help 
systematize a bunch of complicated data. In fact the following quote is 
attributed to Gell-Mann: “A search for stable quarks of charge -113 or 
+2/3 and/or stable di-quarks of charge -2/3 or +1/3 at the highest energy 
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accelerators would help reassure us of the non-existence of real quarks”. 
Indeed quarks have not been seen as single isolated particles. When you 
smash hadrons at  high energies, where you expect a quark what you observe 
downstream is a lot more hadrons - not fractionally charged quarks. The 
explanation of this quarky behavior - that they don’t exist as single isolated 
particles but only as groups “confined” to hadronic volumes - lies in the 
nature of the interquark force. November 1974 was a revolution of quarks: 
A new series of mesonic (quark-antiquark) spectra, the J / $  particles, were 
discovered, with quantum number characteristics of fermion-antifermion 
states. The J/$J spectrum is very well described in terms of cc states where 
c is a new quark: the charm, The cc is called charmonium after the e+e- 
positronium. There is a funny resemblance between the energy states of the 
charmonium with those of the positronium given that the positronium is 
bound via electromagnetic forces while the charmonium via strong forces. 

Back to Rutherford again. We saw how the large angle large energy 
transfer electron scattering from nucleons provided evidence for “hard con- 
stituents”. What if we collide two nucleons? With a “soft” model of the 
nucleons we expect some sort of an exponential fall off of the observed “re- 
action products” as a function of their angle to the beam direction. On a 
“hard” model we should see prominent “events” a t  wide angles, correspond- 
ing to collisions between the constituents. The hard scattered quarks are 
converted into two roughly collimated ’jets’ of hadrons. These jets and their 
angular distributions provide indirect evidence of quarks. At p p  collisions 
at CERN jets were observed in the 80s when CERN achieved with SPS 
the largest momentum transfers. Clear evidence of hadronic jets associated 
with primary quark processes were observed earlier in electron-positron 
collisions. 

If quarks are not point-like we expect to see at  higher energies, where 
the sub-quarkian degrees of freedom unfreeze perhaps at the Tevatron and 
the LHC, deviations from the theory similar to the deviations observed in 
the deep inelastic scattering experiments. 

3.1. Technical handbook 

The fragments of a high energy collision in matters of nanoseconds have de- 
cayed and/or left the detectors. In the early times of particle experiments 
an event was a picture in a bubble chamber for example, of the trail the 
particles left when ionizing a medium. Now an event is an electronic col- 
lection of the trails many particles left in a multiple complex of detectors. 
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We are taking a little detour here to define some jargon particle physicists 
use, to discuss briefly what is the modern process of particle detection and 
what is the data analysis after all. To start, there is a physics collision 
for which we have a theoretical model to describe the particle interaction 
(we draw a Feynman graph). The fragments of the collision decay and 
interact with the detector material (we have for example multiple scat- 
tering). The detector is responding (there is noise, cross-talk, resolution, 
response function, alignment, temperature, efficiency ...) and the real-time 
data selection (trigger) together with the data acquisition system give out 
the raw data (in the form of bytes; we read out addresses, ADC and TDC 
values and bit patterns). The analysis consists of converting the raw data 
to physics quantities. We apply the detector response (e.g. calibration, 
alignment) and from the interaction with the detector material we perform 
pattern recognition and identification. From this we reconstruct the par- 
ticles’ decays and get results based on the characterization of the physics 
collision. We compare the results with the expectations by means of a re- 
verse path that simulates the physics process calculated theoretically and 
driven through a computational model of the detector, the trigger and data 
acquisition path (Monte Carlo). The challenge is to select the useful data 
and record them with minimum loss (deadtime) when the detector and ac- 
celerator is running properly; and of course to analyze them and acquire 
results that are statistically rather than systematically limited. When the 
statistical uncertainty becomes smaller than the systematic uncertainty, it 
is time to build a new experiment for this measurement. 

To give an example, in a hadronic collision at CMS in 2007, the interac- 
tion rate is 40 MHz (corresponding to data volume of 1000 TB/sec). The 
first level of data selection is hardware implemented and by using specific 
low level analysis reduces the data to 75 kHz rate (corresponding to data 
volume of 75 GB/sec). The second level of judging whether an event is 
going to be further retained is implemented with embedded processors that 
reduce the data rate to 5 Hz (5  GB/sec). The third level of the trigger is a 
farm of commodity CPUs that records data at 100 Hz (100 MB/sec). These 
data are being recorded for offline analysis. The final data volume depends 
on the physics selection trigger and for example we expect at the first phase 
of the Tevatron Run I1 to have between 1 and 8 petabytes per experiment. 
The improvement in high energy experiments is multifold. Better accel- 
erator design and controls give higher energies and collision rates. Better 
trigger architecture is making best use of the detector subsystems. Better 
storage, networks and analysis algorithms contribute to precise and statis- 
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tically significant results. Large CPU and clever algorithms improve the 
simulations and theoretical calculations that in turn enable the discovery 
of new physics in the data. 

To summarize the jargon: trigger is a fast, rigid and primitive, usually 
hardware implemented selection applied on raw data or even analog signals 
from the detectors. Triggers have levels that an event passes through or 
fails. The trigger system and algorithms are emulated so that the signals are 
driven through a computational model of the trigger path, and the results 
are compared with the acquired data for diagnostic purposes. The efficiency 
of a multilevel trigger path is measured in datasets coming from orthogonal 
trigger paths (e.g. you want to measure the efficiency of a multilevel missing 
energy trigger in a dataset of events that come from a trigger that has no 
missing energy in its requirements). The duration of time when the data 
acquisition system cannot accept new data (usually because it is busy with 
current data) is called deadtime. To go faster modern experiments are 
running parallel data acquisition on sub-detector systems that are ending 
in fanned out triggers (data streams); the combination of the fragments of 
data from the detector subsystems is the event building. A filter is a later 
selection after the trigger, which is usually software implemented and can 
be sophisticated. Reconstruction is the coding that converts the sparsified 
hardware bytes to physics objects (tracks, vertices, tags etc.) A computer 
farm is a dedicated set of processors and associated networks used to run 
filters, event reconstruction, simulation etc. Eficiency is the probability to 
pass an event (signal or background). Enhancement is the enrichment of 
the data sample after a selection is applied. 

4. Bottom-top experimental approach 

There is a lot of unfinished business before we confront strings and extra 
dimensions in colliders. However, we investigate phenomena in fundamental 
physics not diagram by diagram, but scale by scale as it has been pointed 
out by Joe Polchinski in his string colloquium .5 We do this in theory 
and unavoidably in experiment too: a fact that is punctuating the role of 
higher energy accelerators. In the section discussing the path from atoms 
to quarks, we saw that different degrees of freedom are frozen at different 
energy regimes and unveiled in others. We also saw that the energy scale 
at which these degrees of freedom show up is only discovered by means of 
experimental data. It is very difficult to theoretically determine the energy 
scale where new phenomena emerge (in the words of theorist Joe Lykken'), 
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in particular when one has no idea what these phenomena are, and even if 
one has a good scenario of what they may be. In the past few years space 
itself is approached as degrees of freedom that may unfreeze and emerge at 
a particular characteristic energy scale. 

In particle physics we talk about two major scales, one of which we have 
extensively studied theoretically and experimentally. It is the electroweak 
scale cm or 10l1 eV) where three of the four forces of nature have 
comparable strengths and the masses of the W and Z bosons are generated. 
The other distinct scale is the Planck scale which is very distant in value 
from the electroweak scale cm or eV) and is the scale a t  which 
gravity would have comparable strength with the rest of the known forces of 
nature. At the electroweak scale all physical phenomena except for gravity 
are very well described by the Standard Model of the elementary particles 
and their interactions. At the scale of 100pm gravity follows Newton’s law36 
and at  large length scales the general theory of relativity takes over. With 
the present data and understanding of physics at the electroweak scale we 
can argue that a compelling completion of the standard model is found in 
supersymmetry, discovered by Pierre Ramond7 Wess, Zumino, and others 
in the seventies as a side-effect of theoretical attempts to include fermions 
in string theories. Supersymmetry is a good theory that gives back more 
than the inputs it requires. The theory is supremely decorated, among 
others with the best candidate for the dark matter of the universe, the 
path towards the inclusion of gravity in a unified way with the rest of the 
forces, the exquisite prediction of the GUT scale where all couplings meet, 
the accurate and precise (within 1% of its measured value) predicted value 
of the weak angle at the electroweak scale from the GUT scale, the heav- 
iness of the top quark and its function in electroweak symmetry breaking 
through radiative corrections, and even clues towards the understanding of 
the negative pressure that drives the recently discovered accelerating uni- 
verse. We must keep in mind thc fact that all the above can be realized 
with supersymmetry at  the electroweak scale, which is within the reach of 
experiment. 

A variety of supersymmetric models have been developed and evolved 
in the past decade.8 The differences lying in the assumed SUSY breaking 
mechanism and the identity of the lightest supersymmetric particle. Mod- 
els with photons and leptons in the final state are usually gauge mediated, 
models with, “disappearing” tracks are signatures of anomaly mediation 
while jets, leptons and missing energy are signatures of generic minimal 
supersymmetric models. Although supersymmetry is the best bet for the 
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next great scheme that will include and further the Standard Model de- 
scription of nature, there is hardly a good realizable model, the model, to 
be put to the test. Clearly this will be accomplished when we discover 
the first supersymmetric particles. However it is of critical importance to 
use the data we have in the same way the blind use their walking stick 
to go about. Let me give an example of what I mean. In the time when 
LEP results were pouring in, the visionaries expected supersymmetric par- 
ticles right around the corner. Corner by corner there was no sign of them. 
Within the supersymmetric models developed at that time, and using the 
data acquired, they discovered false theoretical assumptions and corrected 
them. With the new assumptions in the models the vision was moved to 
a different value of the similar scale. Now we expect supersymmetric par- 
ticles to be found at the Tevatron and the LHC. In other words there is 
an almost divine feedback mechanism between data, their studious inter- 
pretation and the tracking of the theory. The data is sculpting the theory. 
Experimentalists are comparing the observed data with the standard model 
predictions and use the result of the comparison to probe particular the- 
oretical models. The colorful complicated exclusion and reach plots that 
are generated, although attempted to be as model independent as possible, 
are always increasing our understanding of a particular theory and why it 
might not be the proper one. If supersymmetry- despite being the most 
educated formulation of the biggest theory we are looking for- is wrong, the 
data will show it and will point to a better theory. Rather curious as it 
may seem at first look I completely agree with E. Witten that “. . . One 
of the biggest adventures of all is the search for supersymmetry”.8 

The bottom-top experimental approach in the title of this section refers 
to the upwards evolving energy of the machines we build and correspond- 
ingly the energy scale we explore. However nature is tricky, and so for 
example we have measured the mass of the heaviest of the quarks before 
the masses the tiniest of the leptons, the neutrinos. There is always a chance 
that although machine-wise we work our way up in energy, the physics of 
the highest energies shows up unexpectedly. This is the case in the sce- 
narios of large extra dimensions that have been extensively studied in this 
summer school, where the real Planck scale is indeed allowed to take values 
close to the electroweak scale. The same is true for the physics of strings 
and black holes in high energy collisions. 

In the next section I will give an example of a a data analysis that 
was interpreted in two SUSY models, one more and one less constrained, 
and the ingredients that enter this analysis. And similarly for an extra 
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dimensions analysis. I would also like to refer you to a marvelous report 
on particle physics for theorists that appeared in 1996 TASI proceeding by 
Persis Drell.g 

4.1. Example 1:  Prom a trigger, to a model, to a signature, 
to  the data, and back to a model 

The “missing energy plus jets” signature is referred to as one of the golden 
signatures when searching for SUSY in hadron colliders. The reason is the 
large rate at which squarks and gluinos are produced and the abundance of 
the lightest supersymmetric particle in the decay chain of supersymmetric 
particles. The large missing energy would originate from the two LSPs in 
the final states of the squark and gluino decays. The three or more hadronic 
jets would result from the hadronic decays of the ij and/or 9. It is not only 
SUSY that gives you such a signature. Leptoquark or technicolor models 
can have the same or similar final state. The general analysis direction 
for the search is similar for different models and the data reduction steps 
are kept as inclusive as possible. However, when optimizing an analysis a 
model is chosen, in this case supersymmetry. 

We do use missing energy collider data for measurements of the Z boson 
invisible decay rates,1° the top quark cross section,” searches for the Higgs 
boson” and other non-Standard Model physics p r o c e ~ s e

In a detector with hermetic 47r solid angle coverage the measurement 
of missing energy is the measurement of neutrino energy plus the energy 
of any unknown weakly interacting particle.. In a real detector it is also 
a measurement of energy that escapes detection due to uninstrumented 
regions. Jets dominate the cross section for high PT proton-antiproton 
scattering and contribute to a final all-hadronic state with missing energy 
from the heavy flavor decays but mostly from jet energy resolution and mis- 
measurements. QCD production (including ti?) and W / Z  QCD associated 
production dominate in a sample of events with large missing energy and 
multiple jets. This is because of the invisible Z decays and the decays of the 
W to a charged lepton and a neutrino. These processes can be understood 
with the data before narrowing the search for any exotic signal with the 
same detection signature. 

In this particular example the blind box method was employed. It was 
discussed by R. Cousins and others in the past decade and various versions 
and improvisations of the method have been used in different measurements 
and searches. 
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Important data analysis methods to identify in this example are a) all 
data samples are revertexed and reclustered offline according to the best 
determined hard scattering vertex; b) on all Monte Carlo samples a tracking 
degradation algorithm is applied to appropriately account for the tracker 
aging c) a two stage cleanup algorithm is applied to reduce a sample that has 
a two-to-one noise to physics ratio and make it useful for further analyses; 
d) orthogonal data samples are used to normalize the theory predictions 
for most of the Standard Model backgrounds. In all predictions the ap- 
propriate trigger efficiencies measured in the data are folded in before the 
comparison with the data and extraction of the normalization factor. No- 
tice that when you normalize to the data the uncertainty on the normalized 
predictions comes mostly from the statistics of the data samples used, e) in 
the case of a blind box analysis, we form control regions around the box by 
inverting the requirements which define it and compare the data in these 
regions with the normalized prediction to make sure that the normalization 
of the background samples are accurate and to diagnose potential patholo- 
gies before opening the box. The same is true if the analysis in not blind: 
control regions should be checked for the validity of the standard model 
predictions. The main objective of a blind analysis is to avoid biased hu- 
man decisions involving the data selection. We achieve this by insulating 
the signal candidate data sample until we estimate the total background. 
We then a pr ior i  define the signal candidate data sample based on the 
signal signature and the total background estimate and precision. In this 
analysis we use three variables to define the signal candidate region : The 
missing transverse energy, f i ,  the scalar sum HT E E T ( ~ )  + E T ( ~ )  + &, 
and the isolated track multiplicity, The blind box contains events 
with fi  2 70 GeV, HT 2 150 GeV, and Nj:S,O=O. Several questions arise 
pertaining to the choice of the variables and their values. The value 70 
GeV is chosen based on the MET trigger efficiency. We need to know how 
many standard model background events and how many for example SUSY 
events would pass through the same triggering scheme and be registered in 
the data sample that we are examining, in this case the & sample. We nor- 
malize the standard model backgrounds using differently triggered samples 
(e.g lepton triggered samples), we apply the normalization to the prediction 
and we also fold in the fi  trigger efficiency. More than 95% of events with 
reconstructed & above 70 GeV would have passed the & trigger during 
data taking. We extract this from jet data samples that do not require 
missing energy in their trigger path. Is this the optimal value for searching 
for new physics? Starting with any value less than 70 GeV would introduce 
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larger uncertainties from the trigger efficiency. For values above 70 GeV 
we need to optimize the signal to background ratio for a particular signal. 
The HT variable is constructed so as to play a discriminant role between 
the signal and the standard model backgrounds. Notice that the sum does 
not include the first jet which is the well measured jet. This is so that we 
discriminate events with real missing energy from events where the miss- 
ing energy is a result of jet (second and third usually) mismeasurements. 
At LHC just the sum of all jets in the event would be a good variable. 
The track isolation variable is a counter of the number of high p~ isolated 
tracks. By requiring it be zero we indirectly veto event with leptons, this 
way focusing the search to all-hadronic states, and f )  for processes where 
the measured or theoretical cross sections have large uncertainties such as 
most QCD processes we need to find adequate “standard(izab1e) candles”; a 
good example is the dielectron+jets event data sample where the invariant 
mass of the pair is consistent with the Z boson mass. 

The parts of the analysis are: 

0 The data Pre-Selection, designed to acquire a high purity sample 
of large real missing energy data (this is the cleanup from the junk 
that end up in the sample: everything that goes wrong in the 
detector as well as cosmics, end up in this sample). The result of 
this cleaning of the sample is shown in Figure 2. 

0 The W and 2 boson QCD associated production background esti- 
mate. As mentioned, the Z(-+ e+e-) + j e t s  data sample is used 
as standardizable candle to normalize the theoretical rate predic- 
tions. The sample used is the events selected from a high energy 
electron trigger that have a second electron and the invariant mass 
of the the two is consistent with the 2 mass as shown in Figure 
4.1. Exactly the same selection rules and corrections are applied 
in the data and Monte Carlo samples. 
The multijet QCD production background estimate. The JET data 
samples are used to normalize the theoretical rate prediction. The 
source of missing energy in QCD jet production is the small fraction 
of bb and cZ content (with the b and c quarks decaying semileptoni- 
cally) and largely the jet mismeasurements and detector resolution. 
Analyses that require a measurement of the QCD multijet back- 
ground use the jet data when there are extra requirements such as 
a b-tagged jet or a lepton. The data give a reliable estimate for the 
QCD background in such analyses. Comparisons between data and 
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Figure 2. The & spectrum after the online trigger and the two stages of the data 
preselection. The numbers of events surviving the first and second selections are 892,395 
and 286,728, respectively. The variables EOUT, NOUT are energy and number of towers 
out of time. 

HERWIG QCD Monte Carlo for the CET cross section measurement 
at CDF indicate agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo 
predictions. In the case of the large missing energy plus multijet 
(2 3 jets) search the estimate of the QCD background is nontrivial. 
The missing energy trigger accepts QCD multijet events (45% of 
the online missing energy trigger are volunteers from jet triggers) 
and the trigger threshold is too highf to allow use of the low miss- 
ing energy triggered data for extraction of the high missing energy 
spectrum. The high energy threshold jet triggered data with small 

fFor Run I1 the MET trigger now taking data, is designed with a lower threshold (25 
GeV) . 
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Figure 3. The Zo mass as reconstructed in the mode Zo + efe-  by the D 0  detector. 
The shaded region at the bottom of the plot is the background contribution. The peak 
does not fall exactly on the true value of M z  because not all of the energy corrections 
have been applied to the data. This is why it is referred to in the text as a standardizable 
candle; After the appropriate corrections are made the events in the Z boson mass peak 
are used for the normalization of the the vector boson+jets rates. The histogram is the 
prediction and the points the DO data. 

or no prescale (JET70, JET100) are not suitable to extract the 
QCD contribution to the high fi  tails as they themselves con- 
stitute signal candidate samples. The lower energy threshold jet 
triggered data with large prescales (JET20, JET50) are used in this 
analysis to estimate the QCD jet production contribution to the 
high missing energy spectrum. Large statistics 3-jet QCD Monte 
Carlo samples are generated to simulate the JET20 and JET50 
data samples and used to compare the shapes of the missing en- 
ergy and the N-jet distribution with the data. The predictions are 
absolutely normalized to the data. 
The comparisons of the total background estimates with the data 
in the control regions around the Blind Box. 

There are seven control regions around the blind box formed 
by inverting the requirements which define it. We compare the 
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Table 3. Comparison of the Standard Model prediction and the data 
in the control regions and the signal candidate region (blind box). After 
the contents of the control regions were compared in detail to standard 
model predictions, we opened the box and found 74 events. (&- and 
HT in GeV.) 

Standard Model background predictions in the control regions with 
the data. The results are shown in Table 3. 

Of the 76 events predicted in the blind box, 41 come from QCD and 35 
from electroweak processes. Of the latter we estimate -37% coming from 
Z(+ v.)+ 2 3 jets, -20% from W(+ ~ v ) +  2 2 jets, -20% from the 
combined W(+ e(p)ve(vp))+ 2 3 jets, and ~ 2 0 %  from t f  production and 
decays. We also compare the kinematic properties between Standard Model 
predictions and the data around the box and find them to be in agreement.l’ 

As we mentioned in the introduction we can stop here and show his- 
tograms of how well the data match the Standard Model predictions both 
in the blind box and in the control regions 4.1. 

We can combine the level of agreement in this channel with a number of 
searches in other final states and make a global analysis of how well all the 
data in all analyses match the Standard Model predictions. However we 
choose to take the analysis a step further. We pick two models and provide 
an answer to a model builder who wants to know how light a gluino is al- 
lowed to be based on this particular search. We study the hadroproduction 
of scalar quarks and gluinos and all their decays in minimal Supersym- 
metry and Supergravity frameworks. Important theoretical considerations 
that need to be underlined are a) the use of t a n p  = 3 to generate datasets 
of squark and gluino events, b) the study of the production of only thefirst 
two heavy generations of squarks (21, 2, El a) in the general MSSM frame- 
work while in mSUGRA the production of the bottom squark ( 6 )  is also 
considered. Work which is now underway shows that the results are valid 
also for tan D = 30. 
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Figure 4. Comparison in the blind box between data (points) and Standard Model 
predictions (histogram) of &, N j e t ,  leading jet ET and HT distributions. There are 74 
events in each of these plots, to be compared with 76St13 SM predicted events. Note that 
the & distribution is plotted with a variable bin size; the bin contents are normalized 
as labelled. 

Based on the observations, the Standard Model estimates and their 
uncertainties, and the relative total systematic uncertainty on the signal 
efficiency, we derive the 95% C.L. upper limit on the number of signal 
events. The bound is shown on the m,- - rnF plane in Figure 3. For the 
signal points generated with mSUGRA, the limit is also interpreted in the 
MO - M l p  plane.17 

4.1.1. What dad we learn? 

We learned that there is no excess of multijet events a t  the tails of the 
missing energy distribution in 84 pb-' of data. We learned that we can 
simulate well the tails of the missing energy adequately for 84 pb-' of data 
and predict the standard model backgrounds robustly. We learn that the 
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Figure 5.  The 95% C.L. limit curve in the m, - my plane for tan@ = 3; the hatched 
area is newly excluded by this analysis. Results from some previous searches are also 
shown. 

LEP results are in accord with the Tevatron results when we both consider 
a minimal supersymmetric model. And we learn that the scale of SUSY 
can still be the electroweak scale. Lets discuss the latter a bit more. 

The notion of naturalness and fine-tuningls is not extremely well de- 
fined, but it is used unavoidably since it is the fine-tuning in the Standard 
Model that motivates low-energy supersymmetry and supports the pro- 
jection that superpartners should be found before or at  the LHC. Many 
measures and studies of fine-tuning have appeared in the literature. 19--23 

In a model-independent analysis,24 naturalness constraints are weak for 
some superpartners, e.g. the squarks and sleptons of the first two genera- 
tions. In widely considered scenarios with scalar mass unification at  a high 
scale, such as minimal supergravity, it is assumed that the squark and slep- 
ton masses must be 21 TeV/c2. This bound places all scalar superpartners 
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within the reach of present and near future colliders. This assumption is re- 
examinedz3 in models with strong unification constraints, and the squarks 
and sleptons are found to be natural even with masses above 1 TeV/c2. 
Furthermore by relaxing the universality constraints the naturalness upper 
limits on supersymmetric particles increase significantly” without extreme 
fine-tuning. This suppresses sparticle mediated rare processes and the prob- 
lem of SUSY flavor violations is ameliorated. The fine-tuning due to the 
chargino mass is found to be model dependent.” With or without univer- 
sality constraints the gluino remains below 400 GeV/c2.’’ In fact, as it is 
pointed inRef. 22 the tightest constraints on fine-tuning come from the ex- 
perimental limits on the lightest CP-even Higgs boson and the gluino for a 
number of supersymmetry models. It is then those two key particles that 
are within reach of the Tevatron collider. These results follow from the 
observation that fine-tuning is mainly dominated by M3, the gluino mass 
parameter a t  the electroweak scale, and this dominant contribution can 
be partly canceled by negative contributions from other soft parameters, 
as can be seen from the expansion of the 2 mass in terms of the input 
parameters (and for fixed t a n p  = 2.5):” 

M i  = -1.7p2(0) + 7.2M;(O) - 0.24M;(O) + O.O14M?(O) + ... 
The required cancellation is easier if M3(0)(m m ~ )  is not large (or al- 

ternatively if M Z  is increased for a given M3). Using the results of this 
analysis on the gluino mass we get: 

A similar relation is derived using the LEP limits on the chargino ma: 2 
100 G ~ V / C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  that points to the consideration of gaugino mass non- 
unification with a lighter gluino. The main effect of a relatively light gluino 
is the enhancement of the missing energy plus multijet signal with a lepton 
veto, since for a given chargino mass not yet excluded, the cross section 
is enhanced and the gluino cascade decays through charginos are suppressed 
(fewer leptons are produced in the final ~ t a t e . ~ ~ ) ~ ~ )  

4.1.2. The & trigger 

The & trigger drives a number of analyses a few of which are the following: 
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0 Vector boson production and leptonic decays. Although there is 
a dedicated $;. plus lepton trigger for the study of the W boson, 
W QCD associated production remains a crucial background for a 
number of searches beyond the Standard Model and the &- plus 
jets trigger provides a good sample to study these processes. For 2 
production and decay, the &- sample provides a dataset to measure 
directly the Z -+ V F  + jets cross section. Furthermore again, 
the 2 boson QCD associated production is a background to many 
searches. 

0 top quark production and decay to a W + b. The &- trigger 
provides an alternate dataset to measure the top cross section. 

0 Associated Higgs-W and Higgs-2 production. The & com- 
bined with a b quark tagging or a tau lepton tagging trigger can 
provide a highly efficient triggering scheme for the discovery of the 
Higgs boson. 

0 Beyond the Standard Model searches. To mention a few, the 
& trigger can be used to search for: 

- Supersymmetric partners: In R-Parity conserving super- 
symmetric scenarios the LSP (Lightest Supersymmetric Par- 
ticle) escapes the detector and appears as energy imbalance. 
Examples are squark and gluino searches, scalar top and 
scalar bottom quark (utilizing an additional heavy flavor tag) 
searches. In gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking scenar- 
ios that incorporate gravity the LSP is the gravitino - the 
spin 3 / 2  partner of the graviton. The gravitino goes unde- 
tected and produces energy imbalance. 

- Leptoquarks: The leptoquark decays to a quark and a neu- 
trino resulting in large +%I-. 

- CHArged Massive Particles (CHAMPS): These are long- 
lived massive particles that if they are penetrating enough 
can go undetected and cause energy imbalance. 

- Gravitons: In braneworld theories of extra  dimension^,^'>^^ 
the graviton can be produced in high energy hadron collisions 
and escapes to the extra spatial dimensions resulting in energy 
imbalance. 

The specifications of the & trigger acquiring RUN11 data was determined 
using the Run 1B data and the main feature of the trigger is the lower Level 
2 +%I- threshold (25 GeV, compared to 35 GeV in Run 1B). 
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4.2. Example 2: Monojets  and missing energy: Looking for 
KK graviton emission 

By now you know exactly the steps of how to do this analysis: you need 
the clean &- triggered data sample and orthogonal data samples to normal- 
ize your background estimates, so that your uncertainties in the standard 
model predictions are dominated by the data statistics and not by system- 
atics. 

4.2.1. On the theory 

It has been discussed since 199631 that weak scale superstrings have exper- 
imental consequences in collider physics. The missing energy as a signature 
was discussed already in Ref. 32 Consider the braneworld scenario where 
gravity propagates in the 4 + n dimensional bulk of spacetime, while the 
rest of the standard model fields are confined to the 3+1 dimensional brane. 
Assume compactification of the extra n dimensions on a torus with a com- 
mon scale R, and identify the massive Kaluza-Klein (KK) states in the 
four-dimensional spacetime. In such a model, the Planck scale Mpl,  the 
compactification scale R, and the new effective Planck scale M D ,  are related 
by the expression: 

where n is the number of extra dimensions. 
Searches for extra dimensions at colliders focus on the search for the 

emission of gravitons or the effects of the exchange of virtual gravitons (see 
J. Hewett, this school proceedings). Here we focus on a search for graviton 
emission. 

There are three processes which can result in the emission of gravitons: 

qq gG 
QS -+ qG 
99 + gG 

where G is the graviton. The Feynman diagrams for these processes are 
shown in Figure 6. 

In all three cases the signature will be jets + &. We included in 
PYTHIA these processes using the large toroidal extra dimensions model of 
Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and D ~ a l i , ~ ~  and the calculations of Giudice, 
Rattazzi, and Wells.34 
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Figure 6. 
qq + gG.  Middle: qg + qG.  Bottom: gg + gG.  

Feynman diagrams for the emission of real gravitons in pj5 collisions. Top: 

The differential cross-sections for the parton processes relevant to gravi- 
ton plus jet production in hadron collisions are given in Equations 3, 4, 
and 5. 
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The Mandelstam variable t in Equations. 3-5 is defined as t = ( p ,  - p ~ ) ’ .  

theory that is valid at parton energies below the scale M D .  
The calculation of graviton emission is based on an effective low-energy 

The Fi(x, y) functions in Equations 3-5 are 

1 
F1(2,y) = 2(y - 1 - .) [-4x(1+ x)(l  + 22 + 22’)t 

y( 1 + 6z + 182’ + 16x3) - 6y22( 1 + 22) + y3( 1 + 4s)] , (6) 

y - 1  - 2 ’ 9 - 1  - 2  
F~(Z,Y) = -(y- 1 - X) F1 

1 
[-42(1+ 2’) + y(1+ ~ ) ( l +  82 + x 2 )  

2(y - 1 - x) 
-3y2(1 + 42 + 2’) + 4y3(1 + 2 )  - 2y4] , ( 7) 

The function Fl(x, y) determines the cross-section for ff -+ yG. 
Fl(z,y) is invariant under exchange of the Mandelstam variables t and 
u; this is reflected in the property Fl(2,y) = Fl(y - 1 - x ly ) .  The same 
property holds also for the function F3(x1 y) ,  relevant to the QCD process. 

Cross sections from PYTHIA for individual graviton production sub- 
processes are shown as a function of M D  for different values of n in Figures 7 
and 8. Figure 7 compares the different sub-processes for the same value of 
n, while Figure 8 compares different values of n for the same sub-process. 

Note that the cross-section for qij -+ gG is larger for larger values of 
n, relative to the other sub-processes. This can be traced to the different 
dependences of Fl1 Fz, and F3 on m2/s (labelled y in equations 6-8). F2 

and F3 have a dependence on quartic dependence on yl  whereas F1 has 
only a cubic dependence. This results in larger splittings at high values of 
M D  between different values of n for qg -+ qG and gg -+ gG compared to 
qij 4 gG. For M D  = 1 TeV a significant number of heavy KK gravitons 
will be produced with masses averaging in the hundreds of GeV, as can be 
seen in Fig. 9. The peak of the mass distribution is higher for n = 6 extra 
dimensions, because the density of KK states is a more rapidly increasing 
function than for n = 2. This difference does not show up in the & 
distribution (Fig. 9). This is due to two competing effects: (1) the heavier 
KK gravitons for n = 6 have larger transverse energy, but (2) the rapidly 
decreasing parton distribution functions cause the heavier gravitons to be 
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Figure 7. Cross sections for each subprocess for (a) n=2, (b) n=4, and (c) n=6. 

produced near threshold. These two effects cancel, leaving nearly identical 
& distributions for different values of n. 

4.2.2. The analysis 

The data preselection and the jet fiducial requirements are the same as in 
the case of the multijet plus @- analysis used in the search for gluinos and 
squarks and they are designed to retain a high purity in the real missing 
energy sample. 

In the missing energy plus one jet search, the missing energy comes 
from the KK graviton tower and the one jet from the recoiling parton. To 
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Figure 8. Cross sections for n=2, 4, and 6, for each subprocess: (a) qq + gG (b) 
qg + qG, and (c )  99 + gG. 

reduce the background contribution from W -+ &+jets we apply the same 
indirect lepton veto as in the multijet analysis. 

To define the signal region we use three variables: the f i  , the Njet and 
the Isolated Track Multiplicity Ni:,". The requirements are, no isolated 
tracks, large missing energy and one or two jets (when two the second must 
not be grossly mismeasured). 

The value of the missing energy requirement for the definition of the 
graviton signal region is driven by the missing energy Level 2 trigger ef- 
ficiency and optimized for the graviton signal. The Njet requirement is 
motivated by the graviton monojet signal characteristic final state. The 
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Figure 9. (1) The graviton mass distribution for n = 2 and n = 6 extra dimensions. (r) 
The & distribution for n=2 and n = 6 extra dimensions(shaded) for qg --t qG process 
simulation. 

second jet is primarily allowed so that the QCD background can be calcu- 
lated using the HERWIG Monte Carlo and the CDF detector simulation 
with a reliable normalization from the CDF QCD data, and additionally 
so that the systematic uncertainty of the signal due to ISR/FSR is kept as 
low as possible. Allowing a second jet also permits interpretation of the 
results with a k-factor inclusion in the signal cross section estimate. 

The N::; requirement increases the sensitivity to the graviton signal 
by reducing the W+jet contribution, while at the same time retaining the 
signal. The rest of the analysis path is based on the kinematics and aims 
at high sensitivity for the signal. 

4.2.3. Summary of Standard Model processes with 
&- + jet  in the final state 

The Standard Model processes with large missing energy and multijets in 
the final state that constitute backgrounds to the graviton search are 

0 Z+jets : QCD associated 2 production with 2 4 vv is the most 
significant and irreducible background component. For the Z+jets 
backgrounds the PYTHIA Monte Carlo simulation is used and nor- 
malized to the 2 -+ ee+ > 1 jet data (our standardizable candle). 
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0 W+jets : QCD associated W production with W 4 ev, W -+ pv, 
and W 4 TV has a large &- + jet contribution. For the W+jets 
and backgrounds the PYTHIA Monte Carlo simulation is used and 
normalized using the Z 4 ee+ 2 1 jet data sample. 

0 top, single top : In tf production a W from a top decay can de- 
cay semileptonicaly and contribute to the high &- tails. We use 
PYTHIA to simulate t t  production with all inclusive top decays. 
For the normalization to the data luminosity the theoretical calcu- 
lation a(t9 = 5.1 p b  f 18% (which is consistent with the CDF 
tf4' cross section) is used. HERWIG and PYTHIA Monte Carlo 
programs are used to simulate single top production via W-gluon 
fusion and W* production respectively. The theoretical cross sec- 
tions a(tq') = 1.7 pb f 15% and a(&) = 0.73 pb f 9%45 are used 
to normalize the samples. 

0 dibosons : For W W ,  W Z ,  ZZ production PYTHIA is used. For 
the normalization, the theoretical cross sections calculated for each 
diboson process are used: a(WW) = 9.5 f 0.7 pb, a(W2)  = 2.6 f 
0.3 pb and a ( Z 2 )  = 1 f 0.2 pb45 are used. 

0 QCD : The QCD background is generated with HERWIG and nor- 
malized to the CDF jet data using dijet events. Clearly one does 
not expect this to be a significant physics background. 

Once the signal to background ratio is optimized as a function of the 
measured variables (kinematica1,topological etc), the requirements are set 
and the data are compared to the standard model predictions. From there 
of course we can interprete the results as a limit in the allowable cross 
section of non-standard model processes, extra dimensions and what not. 
The result of this particular analysis has been reported in conferences and 
will appear soon in the literature but similar analyses from CDF and DO 
have already reported results.47 

5 .  What next? 

It is a very interesting time for physics, indeed for fundamental physics. 
Recent experimental cosmology results are changing the ideas we had about 
how much of the universe we know and how well. Results in particle physics, 
such as the massiveness of the neutrinos, the tremendous precision at  which 
the Standard Model holds in the up to now explored electroweak scale 
region (without the Higgs boson showing up), are all puzzling us. Putting 
together a picture of how spacetime happens and how it is filled, by means 
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of observations and studies in a controlled experimental environment, is the 
primary and urgent work of both experimentalists and theorists. In these 
lectures I gave examples of how we go about this using colliders. 

Many thanks t o  the school organizers Joe Lykken, Steve Gubser, and 
Kalyana T. Mahanthappa; the TASI 2001 students; Kevin Burkett and all 
my CDF collaborators always. The  author is supported by NSF and the 
Pritzker Foundation. 
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Numerous topics in three and four dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories are 
covered. The organizing principle in this presentation is scaling (Wilsonian renor- 
malization group flow.) A brief introduction to scaling and to supersymmetric 
field theory, with examples, is followed by discussions of nonrenormalization t h e e  
rems and beta functions. Abelian gauge theories are discussed in some detail, with 
special focus on three-dimensional versions of supersymmetric QED, which exhibit 
solitons, dimensional antitransmutation, duality, and other interesting phenomena. 
Many of the same features are seen in four-dimensional non-abelian gauge theories, 
which are discussed in the final sections. These notes are based on lectures given 
at TASI 2001. 

1. Introduction 

These lectures are the briefest possible introduction to some important 
physical ideas in supersymmetric field theory. 

I have specifically avoided restating what the textbooks already contain, 
and instead have sought to provide a unique view of the subject. The usual 
presentation on superfields is sidestepped; no introduction to the supersym- 
metric algebra is given; superconformal invariance is used but not explained 
carefully. Instead the focus is on the renormalization group, and the special 
and not-so-special qualitative features that it displays in supersymmetric 
theories. This is done by discussing the often-ignored classical renormaliza- 
tion group (the best way to introduce beta functions, in my opinion) which 
is then generalized to include quantum corrections. This approach is most 
effective using theories in both three and four dimensions. Initially, models 
with only scalars and fermions are studied, and the classic nonrenormal- 
ization theorem is presented. Then I turn to abelian gauge theories, and 
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finally non-abelian gauge theories. Fixed points, unitarity theorems, dual- 
ity, exactly marginal operators, and a few other amusing concepts surface 
along the way. Enormously important subjects are left out, meriting only 
a sad mention in my conclusions or a brief discussion in the appendix. 

Clearly these lectures are an introduction to many things and a proper 
summary of none. I have tried to avoid being too cryptic, and in some 
sections I feel I have failed. I hope that the reader can still make something 
useful of the offending passages. I have also completely failed to compile a 
decent bibliography. My apologies. 

My final advice before beginning: Go with the flow. If you aren’t sure 
why, read the lectures. 

2. Classical theory 

2.1. Free massless fields 

Consider classical free scalar and spinor fields in d space-time dimensions. 

S+ = J d d x  ap$+ap4 (1) 

By simple dimension counting, since space-time coordinates have mass 
dimension -1 and space-time derivatives have mass dimension + I ,  the 
dimensions of these free scalar and spinor fields are 

d - 2  d - 1  
2 2 

d i m $ =  - ; d i m $ =  - 

so in d = 3 scalars (fermions) have dimension 1/2 (1) while in d = 4 they 
have dimension 1 (i). These free theories are scale-invariant - for any 
s > 0, 

Less obviously, they are conformally invariant. (If you don’t already know 
anything about conformal invariance, don’t worry; for the purposes of these 
lectures you can just think about scale invariance, and can separately study 
conformal symmetry at another time.) 
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2.2. h e  massive fields 

Now let’s consider adding some mass terms, 

Scalar masses always have dimension dim m = 1 for all d. The propagator 

is a power law l/ls-yld-2 (the Fourier transform of the propagator i l k 2 )  for 
Is-yl << m-l, and acts like a delta function S4(z) (the Fourier transform of 
the propagator -i/m2) at Iz - yI >> m-l. The scale-dependent propagator 
interpolates between these two scale-invariant limits. 

Exercise: Compute the propagator in position space and show that it does 
indeed interpolate between two scale-invariant limits. 

What is the renormalization group flow associated with this theory? 
It can’t be completely trivial even though the theory is free and therefore 
soluble. The number of degrees of freedom is two (one complex scalar equals 
two real scalars) in the ultraviolet and zero in the infrared, so obviously 
the theory is scale dependent. In particular, Green’s functions are not 
pure power laws, as we just saw for the propagator. But how are we to 
properly discuss this given that the one coupling constant in the theory, m, 
does not itself change with scale? The approach we will use is to define a 
dimensionless coupling u2 = m2/p2 where p is the renormalization-group 
scale - the scale at which we observe the theory. We can think of this 
theory as transitioning, as in Fig. 1, between two even simpler theories: 
the scale-invariant theory at p -+ 00 where the mass of $ is negligible and 
u + 0, and the empty though scale-invariant v -+ 00 theory in the infrared, 
where the scalar does not propagate. 

uv 
p=co 

IR 
p =  0 

Figure 1. The effect of a mass term grows in the infrared. 
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Now consider a massive fermion. 

Again, fermion masses always have dimension dim m = 1 for all d.” Better 
yet, consider a theory with two free fermions. 

J n=l 

Now we have a dimensionless coupling constant p = ml /m2. 

Consider the classical scaling behavior (renormalization group flow) 
shown in Fig. 2 below. Note there are four scale-invariant field theories 
in this picture: one with two massless fermions, two with one massless and 
one infinitely massive fermion, and one with no matter content (indeed, no 
content a t  all!) We will call such scale-invariant theories ‘‘conformal fixed 
points”, or simply “fixed points”, to indicate that the dimensionless cou- 
plings of the theory, if placed exactly at such a point, do not change with 
scale. 

Whatever are ml and m2, or for our purposes the dimensionless cou- 
plings v1 and v2, scale transformations take the theory from the v1 = v2 = 0 
conformal fixed point to one of the other fixed points. The parameter 
p = v1/vz, which is scale-invariant, parameterizes the “flows” shown in 
the graph. The arrows indicate the change in the theory as one consid- 
ers it a t  larger and larger length scales. In addition to flows which ac- 
tually end at v1 = O,v2 = 03, note there are also interesting flows from 
v1 = v2 = 0 to v1 = v2 = 03 which pass arbitrarily close to the fixed point 
v1 = 0,vz = 03. These can remain close to the intermediate fixed point 
for an arbitrarily large range of energy, (namely between the scales p = m2 

=Here and throughout I am using the notation of Wess and Bagger. In particular, 11, is 
a two-component complex left-handed Weyl fermion, with a spinor index a = 1,2; 4, its 
conjugate, a right-handed Weyl anti-fermion, has a conjugate spinor index a = 1 , 2  which 
cannot be contracted with a! A kinetic term @uZaap11,“ (ao = 26. aa  > u192,3 are Pauli 
matrices) simply translates a left-handed Weyl fermion; it conserves a fermion number 
symmetry (the symmetry 11, + ll,ei”). A so-called “Majorana” mass term y5acab11,b 
(€11 = €22 = 0, €12 = 1 = -c21) breaks fermion number and mixes the particle with 
its antiparticle. It is very possible that left-handed neutrinos have such mass terms. 
Note Majorana mass terms can only be written for particles which are gaugeneutral; for 
instance, electrons cannot have them as long as QED is an unbroken gauge symmetry. 
Instead, an electron mass connects the two-component charge 1 left-handed electron 11, 
to the conjugate of the two-component charge -1 left-handed positron x, via a coupling 
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v, = o  

Figure 2. The scaling flow of two masses, with p = ml/mz = v1/v2. 

and p = ml = pm2) although this is not obvious from the graph of the 
Aow; it is something one must keep separately in mind. 

A mass term is known as a “relevant” operator, where the relevance in 
question is a t  long distances (low energies.) Although the mass term has no 
effect in the ultraviolet - at short distance - it dominates the infrared (in 
this case by removing degrees of freedom.) We can see this from the fact 
that the dimensionless coupling v grows as we scale from the ultraviolet 
toward the infrared. In fact we can define a beta function for v = m/p as 
follows: 

av p” zi p- = -v 
aP 

That v grows in the infrared is indicated by the negative beta function. 
More specifically, the fact that the coefficient is -1 indicates that v scales 
like 1/p.  This tells us that the mass m has dimension 1. We will see 
examples of irrelevant operators shortly. 

2.3. Supersymmetry! The Wess-Zumino model 

Now let’s add some “interactions” (more precisely, let’s consider non- 
quadratic theories.) 

Syukawa = d d x  [dp4tap4 + i@@ - y4@@ - - 44t412] (7) 

The coefficients X and y are dimensionful for d < 4 but dimensionless for 
d = 4. Appropriate dimensionless coefficients are Xpd-4 and yp(d-4)/2, 

I 
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with classical beta functions 
1 
2 P A p d - 4  = ( d  - ; ,8yp(d-4)/2 = - (d  - 4 ) ~ / . i ( ~ - ~ ) ’ ~  

showing the interactions are classically relevant for d < 4 (and irrelevant 
for d > 4!) but are “marginal” for d = 4 - they do not scale. The 
theories in question are thus classically scale invariant for d = 4 (and in 
fact conformally invariant .) 

This Yukawa-type theory can be conveniently written in the following 
form 

SYukawa = Skin + Sint + Sjn, 

Skin = d d x  [ap$tap$ + i$S$ + F t F ]  I 
s Sint = d d x  [-y4$$ + h42F] (8) 

Here F is just another complex scalar field, except for one thing - it has no 
ordinary kinetic term, just a wrong-sign mass term. This looks sick at first, 
but it isn’t. F is what is known as an “auxiliary field”, introduced simply 
to induce the l$t$I2 interaction in (7). The classical equation of motion for 
F is simply F* c( $2. 

We can break the conformal invariance of the d = 4 theory by adding 
mass terms and cubic scalar terms: 

If M, h and X are related so that the scalar potential is a perfect square, 
then we may write this in the form (8), 

Sint = / d d x  [-km$$ - ~ 4 $ $  + ( M $  + s ~ ~ ) F ]  (10) 

where s is a constant, and with Skin as before. 

symmetry. Given any spinor <, the transformations 
When y and s are equal, and M and m are equal, the theory has super- 

64 = h<$ ; S$a = ih&Pap$ + JZCaF; SF = iJzp(8iLa$a (11) 

change the Lagrangian only by a total derivative, which integrates to noth- 
ing in the action. I leave it to you to check this. This supersymmetric 
theory is called the “Wess-Zumino model”; it dates to 1974. 
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At this point there is a huge amount of supersymmetric superfield and 
superspace formalism one can introduce. There are lots of books on this 
subject and many good review articles. You don’t need me to write another 
(and many of you have already read one or more of them) so I will not 
cover this at all. Instead I will state without proof how one may construct 
supersymmetric theories in a simple way. Those of you who haven’t seen 
this before can take this on faith and learn it later. Those of you who have 
seen it will recognize it quickly. 

Let us define a chiral multiplet, which we will represent using something 
we will call a chiral superfield @. @ contains three “component” fields: 
$, $, F .  Note that @ is complex: $ is a complex scalar (with two real 
components), $ is a Weyl fermion (two complex components, reduced to one 
by the Dirac equation) and F is a complex auxiliary field (no propagating 
components.) Thus before accounting for the equations of motion there are 
four real bosonic and four real fermionic degrees of freedom; after using 
the equations of motion, there are two real bosonic propagating degrees of 
freedom and two fermionic ones. That the numbers of bosonic and fermionic 
degrees of freedom are equal is a requirement (outside two dimensions) for 
any supersymmetric theory. 

Since @ is complex we can distinguish holomorphic functions W ( @ ) ,  and 
antiholomorphic functions, from general functions K ( @ ,  at). As we will 
see, this fact is the essential feature which explains why we know so much 
more about supersymmetric theories than nonsupersymmetric ones - the 
difference is the power of complex analysis compared with real analysis. 

Consider any holomorphic function (for now let it be polynomial) W ( @
A well-behaved supersymmetric classical field theory can be written in the 
form of Eqs. (7)-(10) with 

(In this expression the function W ( @ )  is evaluated at  @ = $.) The function 
W is called the “superpotential.” (Note that dim W = d - 1.) 

Exercise: Check that we recover the previous case by taking W = am@2 + 
iy@3. 

The potential for the scalar field $ is always 
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Notice this is positive or zero for all values of q5. 
It is a theorem that supersymmetry is broken if ( F )  # 0; you can see 

this from the transformation laws (ll), in which F appears explicitly. (By 
contrast, (4) does not appear in the transformation laws, so it may be 
nonzero without breaking supersymmetry automatically.) From (13) we 
see that V(q5) = 0 in a supersymmetry-preserving vacuum. This also fol- 
lows from the fact that the square of one of the supersymmetry generators 
is the Hamiltonian; if the Hamiltonian, acting on the vacuum, does not 
vanish, than the supersymmetry transformation will not leave the vacuum 
invariant, and the vacuum thus will not preserve the supersymmetry gen- 
erator. 

To find the vacua of a supersymmetric theory is therefore much easierb 
than in a nonsupersymmetric theory. In the nonsupersymmetric case we 
must find all 4 for which % = 0, and check which of these extrema is a 
local or global minimum. In the supersymmetric case, we need only find 
those Q for which = 0; we are guaranteed that any solution of these 
equations has V = 0 and is therefore a supersymmetric, global minimum 
(although it may be one of many). 

For example, if we take the theory W = iyQ3,  then V(q5) = 1q5212; we 
can see it has only one supersymmetric minimum, at q5 = 0. 

Exercise: Find the scalar potential and the supersymmetric minima for 
W = iyQ3 + ;ma2, W = i y Q 3  + [@, W = $yQ3 + c, where [ and c are 
constants. In each case, note and carefully interpret what happens as y 
goes to zero. 

2.4. The X Y Z  model 

Let us consider a theory with three chiral superfields X, Y, Z with scalars 
x, y, z ,  and a superpotential W = h X Y Z .  Then the potential V ( x ,  y, z )  = 

lh21(Ixy12 + 1xz12 + IyzI2) has minima whenever two of the three fields are 
zero. In other words, there are three complex planes worth of vacua (any x 
if y = z = 0, any y if z = x = 0, or any z if x = y = 0) which intersect at the 
point x = y = z = 0. This rather elaborate space of degenerate vacua - 
noncompact, continuous, and consisting of three intersecting branches - 
is called a “moduli space”. The massless complex fields whose expectation 
values parameterize the vacua in question (x on the X-branch, etc.) are 

bUsually! we will return to  a subtlety later. 
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called “moduli”. I t  is useful to represent the three complex planes as three 
intersecting cones, as in Fig. 3. The point where the cones intersect, and 
all fields have vanishing expectation values, is called the “origin of moduli 
space .” 

<x> # 0, <y> = <z> = 0 

<y> 

Figure 3. The moduli space of the XYZ model. 

Exercise: Prove that these vacua are not all physically equivalent (easy 
- compute the masses of the various fields.) Note that there are extra 
massless fields at the singular point z = y = z = 0 where the three branches 
intersect. Then look at  the symmetries - discrete and continuous - of the 
theory and determine which of the vacua are isomorphic to one another. 

2.5.  X Y Z  with a m a s s  

Let’s quickly consider what happens in the theory W = h X Y Z  + $ m X 2 .  
Then the Y and Z branches remain while the X branch is removed, as 
in Fig. 4. It is interesting to consider the classical renormalization group 
flow. Let’s think of this in d = 4; then the theory with m = 0 is classically 
conformal, with h a marginal coupling, and m a relevant one. 

What is happening in the far infrared? The theory satisfies the equation 

V 2 X t  = m t ( m X  + h Y Z )  

which for momenta much lower than m (where V 2 X  << lm21X) simply 
beomes m X  = - h Y Z .  In this limit the kinetic term for X plays no role, 
and X acts like an auxiliary field. We may therefore substitute its equation 
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Figure 4. The moduli space once a mass for X is added. 

of motion back into the Lagrangian, obtaining a low-energy effective theory 
for Y and Z with superpotential 

WL(Y,Z)  = r;Y2Z2 ; K = -h2/2m 

At the origin of moduli space, where (y) = 0 = ( z ) ,  Y and 2 are massless. 
The superpotential Y 2 Z 2  leads to interactions such as ~ ~ 1 y ~and 

~ y ~ $ ~ $ ~  which have dimension higher than 4; equivalently, K has negative 
mass dimension -1. Defining a dimensionless quantity k = KP = -h2 /2u ,  
we see it has a positive beta function (P,c = 2,& - ,& = +k) so it becomes 
unimportant in the infrared. We therefore call K ,  or k ,  an “irrelevant cou- 
pling”, and Y 2 Z 2  an “irrelevant operator.” More precisely, at the origin 
of moduli space there is a fixed point in the infrared at which the mass- 
less chiral superfields Y,  2 have W(Y,  Z )  = 0 (since the physical coupling 
k -+ 0 in the infrared.) We say that K (or k )  is an irrelevant coupling, and 
Y 2 Z 2  is an irrelevant operator‘ with respect to  this infrared fixed point. The 
renormalization group flow for (y) = ( z )  = 0 is shown in Fig. 5. 

Thus, we may think of this field theory as a flow from a (classically) 
conformal fixed point with W ( X ,  Y, 2) = h X Y Z  - one of a continuous 
class of fixed points with coupling h - to the isolated conformal field 
theory with W(Y,  2) = 0. In this flow, the mass term X 2  acts as a relevant 
operator on the ultraviolet fixed point, causing the flow to begin, and the 
flow into the infrared fixed point occurs along the direction given by the 
irrelevant operator ( Y Z ) 2 .  

However, this description is only correct if (y) = (2) = 0, that is, exactly 

=Still more precisely, the irrelevant operators are those which appear in the Lagrangian; 
it is not W but laW/dYI* which has dimension higher than 4. This shorthand is a con- 
venient but sometimes confusing abuse of language. The assertion that n is an irrelevant 
coupling is not subject to this ambiguity. 
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WIY,ZJ = 0 

h = O  00 

W(X, Y,Z) = hXYZ 

Figure 5 .  The flow at the origin of moduli space; the effect of the Y 2 Z 2  super- 
potential renormalizes away in the far infrared. 

at the origin of moduli space. Suppose (y) is not zero; then Z is massive at  
the scale hy2 and we must re-analyze the flow below this scale. The far-low- 
energy theory in this case would have only Y in it. Here lies a key subtlety. 
The existence of the fixed point with vanishing superpotential W(Y,  2) at  
the origin of moduli space might seem, naively, to imply that somehow Z 
would remain massless even when (y) # 0. But this is inconsistent with the 
original classical analysis, using either the X Y Z  + ; m X 2  superpotential 
or the IcY2Z2 superpotential. How is this contradiction resolved? To un- 
derstand this better, consider more carefully the effect of the nonvanishing 
superpotential for finite (y). At momenta p >> ~ ( y ' )  the theory has light 
fields Y , Z ,  as does the conformal point, but at momenta 1-1 << &(y2) only 
Y is light; see Fig. 6. Thus the limits p -+ 0 and ( y )  4 0 do not commute! 
This is one way to see that the infrared conformal theory at the origin of 
moduli space is effectively disconnected from the infrared theory at  (y) # 0. 

Exercise: Show that the theory with W ( X ,  Y, 2) = hXY2+mYZ+JX has 
no supersymmetric vacuum. Supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. Find 
the supersymmetry-breaking minimum and check that there is a massless 
fermion in the spectrum (the so-called Goldstino.) 
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= O  

h = O  05 

W(X, Y,Z) = hXYZ 

Figure 6 .  
drive the flow to a different endpoint. 

Away from the origin of moduli space, the combination of W and (9) 

2.6. Solitons in X Y Z  

What happens to the classical theory if we take the superpotential W = 
h X Y Z  + [ X ?  The equations = h Y Z  + EX = 0 ,  = h X Z  = 0 ,  

= h X Y  = 0 ,  have solutions X = 0, Y Z  = </h.  (Henceforth we will 
usally not distinguish the chiral superfield's expectation value from that of 
its component scalar field; thus X = 0 means (x) = 0.) Now the equation 
Y Z  = c, c a constant, is a hyperbola. To see this consider c real (without 
loss of generality) and now note that for Y real the equation Y Z  = c gives 
a real hyperbola; rotating the phase of Y gives a complex hyperbola. What 
has happened to the three branches is this: the X-branch has been removed, 
while the two cones of the Y and Z-branches have been joined together as in 
the figure below. The moduli space Y Z  = c (Fig. 7) can be parameterized 
by a single modulus 5 which lives on the complex plane with the point a t  
zero removed. 

This seemingly innocent theory hides something highly nontrivial. Let 
us take the case of d = 3, and use polar coordinates r,  9 on the two spatial 
directions. Now suppose that we can find a time-independent circularly- 
symmetric solution to the classical equations, of characteristic size T O ,  in 
which 

Y ( ~ , B )  = JFf(r )e ie  , ~ ( r , e )  = J-f(r)e-ze 
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Figure 7. The moduli space when W = X Y Z  + EX. 

where f ( r  -+ 0) = 0 (to avoid multivalued fields a t  the origin) and f ( r  >> 
T O )  = 1 (so that Y Z  = c a t  large r ,  meaning the potential energy density in 
this solution is locally zero for r >> T O . )  This object would be a candidate 
for a “vortex” soliton, a composite particle-like object, in which Y and Z 
wind (in opposite directions, maintaining Y Z  = c) around the circle at  
spatial infinity, and in which the energy density is large only in a “core” 
inside r = TO (Fig. 8). 

IYI = IZI = d-i- 

Figure 8. The vortex, which has logarithmically divergent energy. 

However, although the energy density falls to zero rapidly for r >> T O ,  the 
total energy of this vortex diverges. The kinetic energy from the winding 
of Y and 2 is logarithmically divergent - so any soliton of this type would 
have infinite energy. Why even consider it? Well, a vortex and antivortex 
pair, a distance A apart, will have finite energy, and this even if they are 
quite far apart, with A >> ro, as in Fig. 9. For such a pair, Y and Z 
would wind locally but not at spatial infinity. Consequently there would 
be no logarithmic divergence in the energy; instead the energy would go as 
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twice the core energy plus a term proportional to log A. Since we cannot 
pull the solitons infinitely far apart, we should think of these objects as 
logarithmically confined solitons. 

Figure 9. 
arg Y at infinity. 

A finite-energy vortex/antivortex configuration; there is no winding of 

This is not as strange as it sounds. In three dimensions, massive elec- 
trons exchanging photons are logarithmically confined! In other words, these 
vortices are no worse than electrons! and indeed they behave as though they 
are exchanging some massless particle. We’ll come back to this idea later. 

In four dimensions, we may repeat the same analysis. Instead of particle- 
like vortices, we would find logarithmically-confined vortex strings, ex- 
tended in the third spatial dimension. Again, these really can be pair- 
produced in the theory (or rather, as in Fig. 10, a closed loop of this string 
can be created at finite energy cost.) 

2.7. A more general f o rm 

Finally, I should point out that I have by no means written the most gen- 
eral supersymmetric theory. Taking any real function K(Qi ,  Qit)  of chiral 
superfields Qi and their conjugates, called the “Kahler” potential, and a 
superpotential W ( Q ) ,  one can construct a supersymmetric theory by writ- 
ing 

Sgeneral = Skin + Sint + s:nt 
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Figure 10. 
configuration of d = 3. 

In d = 4, a closed vortex plays the role of the vortex/antivortex 

L 

+ higher order terms 

where repeated indices are to be summed over. (The higher order terms 
in Skin are given in Wess and Bagger; we will not need them but they are 
quite interesting.) More compactly, through the definition of the "Kahler 
metric" 

K,: = a2w4149 
- 843 ap 

and 

we may write 

1 -1 Skin = / ddx [Ki3 (ap&tap@ + i@&bi + F3tFi + 

Sint = / ddz [-iW,i+i+j +WiFi  1 -  . (15) 

Note that the scalar potential of the theory is now modified! It is now 

v(q5i) = w; ( K - y  wa 
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(Previously we considered only a “canonical” Kahler potential K = 

Ci @/@i, with a metric Kij = 6,j.) The above potential is still positive 
or zero, however, so the condition for a supersymmetric vacuum, which was 

Wi = 0 for all i , 
remains true unless the metric Kij is singular! Such singularities do occur 
(and have definite physical origins) so one must not neglect this possibility. 

Exercise: Take the theory of a single chiral superfield @, with W = yQ3, 
and rewrite it by defining a new chiral superfield C = Q3. The superpo- 
tential is now W = yC, for which dW/dC # 0, even for C = 0. Compute 
the Kahler potential and the Kahler metric, and show that the theory does 
have a supersymmetic vacuum at C = 0. The moral: one cannot determine 
from the superpotential alone whether a theory breaks supersymmetry! At 
a minimum, additional qualitative information about the Kahler metric is 
required. 

Even this set of supersymmetric theories is a small subset of the whole. 
For example, we have considered only theories with two-derivative terms. 
However, there is no reason to restrict ourselves in this way. For example, in 
the theory W ( X ,  Y,  2) = h X Y Z +  imX2  and a canonical Kahler potential, 
the classical effective theory at scales p << m for the fields Y and 2 most 
certainly has terms in its Lagrangian with four or more derivatives of y 
and/or z ,  suppressed by inverse powers of m. For these more general cases, 
the Lagrangian is not fully specified by the Kahler and superpotential alone. 

Exercise: Check this last claim by substituting the equation of motion for 
X into the action of the original theory and expanding in l/lm21. 

3. Perturbation theory 

3.1. The quantum Wess-Zumino model 

Now let’s return to  the theory with a single field @ and a superpotential 
W = $yQ3 + ;ma2, with Lagrangian obtained using (12). Classically m is 
a relevant coupling; when m is zero, y is scale-invariant and the theory is 
conformal. What happens quantum mechanically? 

Since most such theories are divergent, we must regulate them. We can 
do this by putting in a cutoff a t  a scale Ruv (though this is difficult in 
supersymmetric theories since most cutoffs violate supersymmetry) or by 
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d = 4 dimension 

introducing ghost fields (called Pauli-Villars regulators) of mass Auv which 
cancel the degrees of freedom at very high momentum while leaving those 
at  low momentum. 

Having done this, we can guess the form of perturbative corrections to 
any coupling constant using dimensional analysis. If the theory has one 
or more dimensionless coupling constants] then we expect any coupling of 
dimension p to get a correction of order ( A u v ) ~ .  (For p = 0 we expect 
a logAuv correction.) In particular] in four dimensions a interaction 
gives a quadratic divergence ( A t v  times a function of A) to M21q5I2. This 
is not so for q54 theory in d = 3; its coupling X has dimension 1, and 
this reduces the degree of divergence possible in any diagram. In fact the 
divergence in M 2  is now proportional to XAuv. Furthermore, while X 
itself gets a logarithmic divergence in d = 4, in d = 3 it gets only finite 
corrections. 

q 5 $ M 2 h X m  y 
1 4 2 1 0 1 0 

Exercise: Check these statements about q54 theory. 

d = 4 dimension 

However, even correct dimensional analysis can overestimate the degree 
of divergence if there are symmetries around. A coupling constant which 
breaks a symmetry cannot get an additive divergence, but only a multiplica- 
tive one. For example, in the Yukawa theory in Eq. (7), the fermion mass 
term might be expected to get a linear divergence of order Iy21Auv. How- 
ever, the theory (7) has an explicitly broken chiral symmetry $ -+ $ei”; it 
is broken by both m and the coupling y. It also has a symmetry q5 4 q5ei0 
broken by y and h. But what can you do with broken symmetries? Just 
ask our teachers, who understood the chiral Lagrangian of QCD! Replace 
the broken symmetries with ‘kpurious” ones, under which the symmetry- 
breaking couplings m, y, h - thought of as though they were background 
scalar fields, called “spurions” - transform with definite charges. Here’s a 
table of dimensions and of spurious charges under two spurious symmetries: 

q 5 $ M 2 h X m  y 
1 4 2 1 0 1 0 

d = 3 dimension 

U(1)” 
U(1)a 

!j 1 2 1 1 3 
0 1  0 0 0 - 2 - 2  
1 0  0 1 0  0 -1 

For simplicity suppose for the moment that h = 0; now let us see why m 
cannot have a linear divergence in four dimensions and is finite in three. 
We want to know Am, the quantum mechanical corrections to the fermion 

d = 3 dimension 4 1 2 1 1 3 
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mass. These must be in the form of polynomials in the coupling constants 
times a possible power of Auv. But by the above spurious symmetries, Am 
must be proportional to m; otherwise m and Am could not possibly have the 
same charge under the spurious symmetries. (Equivalently, this is required 
by the fact that when m = 0 the spurious symmetry U( l )na -p  becomes a 
real one, and this true symmetry then forbids a non-zero Am.) Therefore 
the linear dimension of Am has already been soaked up by the factor of m, 
and we can therefore have only a logarithm of Auv appearing in Am. In 
d = 3 in this theory, it is even better; Am comes from interactions, but all 
of the couplings have positive mass dimension, making even a logarithmic 
divergence impossible. 

Exercise: Show that in this theory M 2  has a divergence A$i2 while all 
other couplings, as well as the wave-function renormalization factors for q5 
and I)’ are log divergent in d = 4 and finite in d = 3 (once M 2  has been 
renormalized. ) 

Once you’ve gone through this exercise, you’re ready to see why super- 
symmetry is so powerful. Supersymmetry requires M 2  = (m2(; but this 
must hold even quantum mechanically (assuming supersymmetry is pre- 
served) so the divergences in M 2  must be reduced down to those for m! 
Thus in d = 4 the above Wess-Zumino model has a t  most log divergences; 
and in d = 3 it is completely finite! 

How can this happen? Let’s look at  the diagrams in Fig. 11. 

Figure 11. The quadratic divergences to the scalar mass cancel. 
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Now, spurious symmetries can do more; they can constrain finite as well 
as infinite quantum corrections. For example, if h = 0 and y = 0 then the 
U( l )p  symmetry is genuine; therefore the effective potential for $ can only 
be a function of $+$, and a quintic $5 is clearly forbidden. Once h # 0 
(still with y = 0 for simplicity) then that symmetry is lost. But it is easy 
to see that the coefficient of d1+212 must be proportional to h* (times a 
polynomial in A) since otherwise there is no way for the quantum effective 
Lagrangian to respect the spurious symmetries! 

Now comes the astounding part. The spurious symmetries of supersym- 
metric theories profoundly constrain the finite as well as infinite corrections 
to supersymmetric theories. In particular, the superpotential cannot be 
renormalized at any order in perturbation theory! All quantum corrections 
must appear in the Kahler potential or in higher-derivative operatorsd 

Let us prove this, using modern methods, in the model with W = 
+y@ + $ma2; the generalization is straightforward though tedious. The 
key is that the renormalized effective superpotential (which must be care- 
fully defined, in a way that I am avoiding getting into here) is itself a 
homomorphic function of the chiral fields @ (and not their conjugates) and 
of the coupling constants y and m (and not their conjugates). In fact, one 
should think of y and m as additional “background” chiral fields! That is, 
they act as though they are the expectation values of scalar components of 
other, nonpropagating, chiral fields. The mathematics of supersymmetry, 
and in particular the Feynman graph expansion, automatically treats them 
this way. 

We start with two special cases. First, suppose y = 0 and m # 0. In 
this case there is obviously no renormalization since there are no quantum 
effects. Next, suppose m = 0 and y # 0. This is more interesting. The the- 
ory has one real symmetry and one spurious symmetry. The real symmetry 
is especially curious, in that it takes 

, ,,J, ----f , , ~ , ~ - i a / 3  . F --$ ~ ~ - - 4 i a / 3  . 
1 , y --$ y ; w -+ eZicrW 4 --$ 4 e 2 i a / 3  . 

which means that different parts of the @ superfield transform differently. In 
fact the charge of 4 is one unit greater than that of 1c, and two units greater 
than that of F .  Such a symmetry is called an R-symmetry, and it plays a 
special role since it does not commute with supersymmetry transformations. 

dThe original proofs of this, made in the 1980s, did not use spurions, so this language 
is somewhat ahistorical. It was Seiberg’s great insights in 1993 which led him to this 
proof. 
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d = 4  dimension 

Note that the superpotential, thought of as a function of q5, transforms with 
charge 2; this is a requirement of any R-symmetry, as can be seen from 
the action (14). The spurious symmetry is more ordinary, except that y 
transforms: 

q5(Q) + F W m y u = y Q / m  
1 ? 2 3 1 0 0 

leaves the action invariant. Now, what terms can we write in the effective 
superpotential? We can only write objects which carry charge 2 under the 
R-symmetry and are neutral under the spurious symmetry. In perturbation 
theory, every term in the superpotential must be of the form yPQQ, p , q  
integers; since W is holomorphic we cannot write any powers of y* or 
Qt.  This is very important. We cannot have a n y  functions of IyI2, in 
contrast to what would have occurred in a nonsupersymmetric theory where 
holomorphy is not an issue. Clearly yQ3 is the unique choice, and therefore 
the superpotential remains, even quantum mechanically, W = iyQ3.  This 
is remarkable; no mass term can be generated in the effective superpotential. 
Moreover, no Q4 term can be generated either. This can be understood 
by thinking about the component fields; the resulting term q5'+' in the 
Lagrangian is simply forbidden by the chiral symmetries. Clearly this is 
also true for any @, k > 3. 

Now finally let us consider the more complicated case W = 5yQ3 + 
:ma2. In this case there are no real symmetries. However there are two 
spurious symmetry, one of them an R-symmetry. Under the ordinary sym- 
metry, Q ,  y, m have charge 1, -3, -2 respectively. Invariance under this 
symmetry requires the superpotential depend only on ma2 and u = yQ/m. 
The choice of R-symmetry is a bit arbitrary (since we may take linear com- 
binations of any R-symmetry and the spurious but ordinary symmetry to 
get a new R-symmetry) but a simple choice is to assign, as before, charges 
2/3,0,2/3 to Q ,  y, m. This means q5, +, F have charge 213, -113, -413 as 
before. 

. .  
Notice that u is invariant under this as well, while m$2 has R-charge 2, 
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so the superpotential must take the form 

where f is a holomorphic function of its argument. This fact is crucial. We 
know that when y = 0, W,,j = am@', so f ( 0 )  = 1. Therefore the mass 
term in the superpotential (we will soon see how important it is to say "in 
the superpotential") cannot be renormalized even when it is nonzero; any 
attempt to correct m with a factor of y is always accompanied by a field 
@, which means this correction does not give a contribution to @'. 

We also determined just a moment ago that when m -+ 0, W = $ya3,  
so f (1.1 4 00) = 2u/3. This in turn guarantees there can be no correction 
to the coefficient of @'. 

What about @'? Its coefficient is y'/m times a number, which might 
be zero. Let's consider first what graphs might lead to a corresponding 
$2$2 term in the Lagrangian. The mass term means that we can draw 
a non-vanishing tree graph, the first in Fig. 12, which is proportional to 
m, with two $$$ vertices and one chirality-flipping mass insertion, with 
a factor of l /m2 coming from the propagator of the virtual $. However, 
we are interested in quantum effective actions, to which tree graphs do not 
contribute. To get a quantum contribution to a $'$' term, we see that we 
need more than two $$$ vertices. But there's the rub; this means that 
the coefficient of this term in the quantum superpotential is proportional 
at least to y4, or more precisely (if you look at the second diagram in 
Fig. 12 carefully) g'1y)'. This is in contradiction to the general form of 
the superpotential; therefore this term must vanish. And so on, for all 
perturbative contributions to terms in the superpotential. To all orders in 
perturbation theory, f (u )  = fclassical(u) = 1 + $u, and W e f f  = Wclassical. 

Figure 12. 
diagram contributes to the quantum effective action, but has the wrong form. 

The first diagram has the right form, but is classical; the second 

But how far can we carry this argument? What about non-perturbative 
corrections? We know these corrections must be very small in the limit that 
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y is very small and m is finite; therefore f(u) M 1 -t $u, to all orders in u, 
even nonperturbatively near u = 0. And we still know that f(u) -+ $21 as 
u -+ co, because our arguments using the real symmetry of the m = 0 case 
left no room, in that case, for an unknown function even non-perturbatively. 
Now, the claim is that there are no holomorphic functions except fclassical 

which have these properties - and therefore f = fclassical exactly. 
Note holomorphy is essential here, as is the fact that we know the su- 

perpotential when lul is large but has arbitrary phase. For instance, holo- 
morphy rules out functions such as 

whereas our constraint on u -+ 00 rules out functions such as 

e-l/u2 2 + -u 3 
which has the wrong behavior for small imaginary u. 

Fantastic. The superpotential for this theory gets no quantum correc- 
tions; the coupling constants appearing there are unaltered. It would seem, 
then, naively, that the coupling constants of this theory do not run. But 
this sounds wrong. We have already argued that all the coupling constants 
of the theory should have logarithmic divergences in d = 4; has supersym- 
metry eliminated them? And should there be no finite renormalizations 
whatsoever? Indeed, this is far too facile. The effective superpotential is 
well under control, but the effective Kahler potential is not. The latter po- 
tential is real, so it can contain real functions of y* y and m*m appearing all 
over the place. Consequently we cannot make any strong statements about 
its renormalization. But how does this affect the coupling constants? 

The resolution of this puzzle is that the coupling y appearing in W ( @ )  
is not a physical quantity, Let us rename it jj. By construction it is a 
holomorphic quantity. Note that we can change it by redefining our fields 
by @ 4 a@, where a is any complex constant. This changes jj, and it 
also changes the Kahler potential, making the kinetic terms noncanonical. 
Physical quantities (such as the running coupling constants, as measured, 
say, in scattering amplitudes at particular scales) must be independent of 
such field redefinitions. To define physical quantities, we should be more 
careful. Let us take the Kahler potential to have the form 

K(@+,@)  = Z@t@ . 
Z gives the normalization of the wave-function of @. Note that a propagator 
representing an incoming or outgoing particle state should be i / ( k 2  - m2). 
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Thus the presence of the factor 2, giving i / Z ( k 2  - m2) for the propagator, 
implies that we will have to take care in normalizing Green functions, a 
point we will return to shortly. 

A natural definition of an invariant coupling is then the quantity (y12 = 
$Z-3jj ,  which is clearly invariant under field redefinitions of the sort we 
were just considering. The coupling IyI is physical but non-holomorphic, in 
contrast to the unphysical but holomorphic ij. 

But now we see how renormalization of the wave function - divergences 
or even finite renormalizations which affect the kinetic terms in the Kahler 
potential - can in turn renormalize physical coupling constants. While 
j j  cannot be renormalized and become a scale-dependent function, Z can 
indeed become a scale-dependent function of p .  In fact, we may expect 
that the graph in Fig. 13 will renormalize the wave function of Q, by 

The rescaling of Q, by a factor a changes j j  by u P 3  and Z by 

Figure 13. One-loop diagrams contributing to Z(p). 

where CO is a constant of order 1 and po is an arbitrary scale. Shortly we 
will determine the sign of CO. 

We may now determine the scaling behavior of the physical coupling y 
(again, to be distinguished from the holomorphic coupling j j  appearing in 
the superpotential.) 

Let us define the anomalous mass dimension y(y) of the field Q, by 

d I n Z  
7 = - =  

which tells us how 2 renormalizes with energy scale. 
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Exercise: Why should we think of this as an “anomalous dimension”? 
What is the relation between Z(p) and the dimension of a field? Show 
dim @ = 1 + fr. 

Then we have an exact relation 

We can use Eq. (18) at small y to find the approximate result 

+ order ( 1 7 ~ 1 ~ )  , 7 = 40- +order ( 1 7 ~ 1 ~ )  j Py = --coy7 IYl2 
16r2 2 167r 

but when y is larger we have no hope of computing y(y), and therefore none 
of computing &,. Fortunately, even though y(y) itself is an unknown func- 
tion, relations such as (19) can be extremely powerful in and of themselves, 
as we will see shortly. 

Let us understand where this relation (19) came from by looking at 
diagrams. Fig. 14 shows the full propagator, which is proportional to 2-l; 
therefore we must normalize the external fields in any physical process by a 
factor of l/a. The graphs contributing to the physical lyI2 take the form 

Figure 14. 
be normalized with a factor of 2-1/2. 

The full propagator is proportional to 2-l; external fields must then 

of Fig. 15; but supersymmetry eliminates all corrections to the holomorphic 
Q3 vertex, making the graphs much simpler - and (remembering that we 
must normalize the fields) proportional to r3. 

As an important aside, let me note that chiral superfields have a 
very special property, namely that products of chiral superfields have 
no short-distance singularities! In contrast to expectations from non- 
supersymmetric field theories, composite operators built from chiral fields 
(but no antichiral or real fields) have the property that they may defined 
without a short-distance subtraction. The dimension of such a composite 
is the sum of the dimensions of its components. 
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I Y l 2  = 

Figure 15. The physical coupling ly)’ gets quantum corrections only from 2 (grey 
circles); the vertex factors (black circles) get no quantum contributions, since the 
holomorphic coupling jj is unrenormalized. 

Exercise: Show that Py = y[dim (G3) - dim W ]  = y[3 dim (@) - dim W ] .  

Now, there is a very important theorem which we may put to use. Near 
any conformal fixed point (including a free field theory) all gauge invariant 
operators 0 must have dimension greater than or equal to 1 (or more 
generally, (d - 2)/2). If its dimension is 1 (or more generally, (d - 2)/2), 
then V 2 0  = 0 (i.e., the operator satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation.) This 
is true without any appeal to supersymmetry! 

The theorem applies to the scalar field q!~ which is the lowest component 
of @. Therefore, y 2 0; and y = 0 if and only if y = 0. From this we may 
conclude that 

where co is a positive constant. This in turn implies Py > 0, and so y flows 
to zero in the far infrared. 

Exercise: Calculate CO. 

Thus, rather than being a conformal field theory, as it was classically, 
with an exactly marginal coupling y, the quantum W = y@’ theory flows 
logarithmically to a free conformal field theory with y = 0. We refer to y 
as a marginally irrelevant operator; it is marginal to zeroth order in y, but 
when y is nonzero then ,By > 0. The quantum renormalization group flow 
of the theory with nonzero y and m is shown in Fig. 16. 
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Classical Quantum 
w=o, 

4 

y = o  OD y = o  OD 

W(Q9 = +YQ3 W(Q9 = +Y@3 

Figure 16. The scale-invariance of y is lost through quantum effects; even if m = 0 
the coupling y flows. 

3.2. Wess-Zumino model in d = 3 

Now, what do we expect to happen in three dimensions? Here the formula 
(19) is not really appropriate, because it leaves out the classical dimension 
of y. Perturbation theory can only be done in dimensionless quantities, 
so we should study not y but w = y/&. Already we notice a problem. 
The coupling w is large, classically, when p << l / y 2 ,  so perturbation theory 
can’t possibly work in the infrared! At long distances this theory will 
automatically be strongly coupled, unless large quantum effects change the 
scaling of w drastically. But quantum effects will generally be small unless 
w is large - so this can’t happen self-consistently. 

Let’s be more explicit. The beta function for w is 

pu = w -- + -y (w)  [ :  ; ] 
Again y must be positive (by the above theorem) and a perturbative power 
series in w, beginning at order w2/16.rr2. It has a large negative beta func- 
tion (meaning it grows toward the infrared) and will only stop growing if 
y ( w )  = $. However, this can only occur if w / 4 ~  N 1, so a one-loop analysis 
will be insufficient by the time this occurs. Consequently, the most impor- 
tant behavior of the theory will occur in regimes where the perturbative 
expansion is breaking down, and nonperturbative effects might be impor- 
tant. We cannot expect perturbation theory to tell us everything about 
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this theory, and specifically we cannot reliably calculate y(w) .  
However, suppose that there is some coupling w+ for which y(w,) = i. 

This need not be the case; it could be that y < i for all values of w. But 
if it is the case, then at w* the beta function of the dimensionless coupling 
w vanishes, and the theory becomes truly scale invariant. (Notice that 
the beta function for y is nonzero there; but scale invariance requires that 
dimensionless couplings not run.) In fact, since y < i for w < w*,  and 
since (barring a special cancellation) we may therefore expect y > for 
w > w,, the beta function for w is negative below w* and positive above 
it. The renormalization group flow for w then is illustrated in Fig. 17. The 
point w = w* is a stable infrared fixed point; if at some scale p the physical 
coupling w takes a value near w * ,  then, at smaller p,  w will approach w , . ~  

Classical 

y = 0 everywhere 
o=O. * . o=co 

Quantum 

Ye+ Y>+ 
1 

7 -  - @ = O m  =co 

Figure 17. The scale-dependence of the coupling w = y/@ is lost, due to large 
quantum corrections, at the value w*. 

Exercise: What is the behavior of the wave function Z(p)  once this fixed 
point is reached? 

At this conformal fixed point, the field will have dimension $. Thus 

know a scale can be generated in a classically scale-invariant theory; this is called 
“dimensional transmutation” and is familiar from QCD. Here we have a theory with a 
classical scale g2; but this scale is lost quantum mechanically. This equally common 
phenomenon is often called “dimensional antitransmutation.” 
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the operator Q 4 ]  when appearing in the superpotential, represents not a 
marginal operator of dimension 2 (as in the free theory) but an irrelevant 
operator of dimension p > 2. 

Exercise: For the mass term mQ2, what is the dimension of m at the 
fixed point? 

Should we skeptical of the existence of this fixed point? No; massless 
nonsupersymmetric theory has a fixed point for d = 4 - E dimensions] 
with X N E. This “Wilson-Fisher” fixed point is easy to find in perturbation 
theory. It has been verified that it continues all the way to d = 3 dimensions. 
A similar analysis can be done for a complex scalar and two-component 
complex fermion coupled as in (7); this too shows a similar fixed point. 

As another example, a theory (the O ( N )  model) with N massless scalar 
fields $i and a potential V = X(Ciq51)2 can be shown, directly in d = 3 
and at leading order in a 1/N expansion] to have a nontrivial fixed point 
X - 1/N. A corresponding analysis can be done for a supersymmetric 
theory with N chiral fields Q i  and a single chiral field XI with superpotential 
h X ( C ,  a;). 

Exercise: Verify the claims of the previous paragraph for the O ( N )  model. 
Then try the supersymmetric theory with W(Xl Q i )  = h X ( C ,  a;); show 
it has a fixed point. Compute the anomalous dimensions of X and Q at 
the fixed point (hint - do the easiest one, then use conformal invariance 
to determine the other.) Work only to leading nonvanishing order in 1 /N .  
You may want to see Coleman’s Erice lectures on the O ( N )  model. 

Thus the putative fixed point at w = w+ is very plausible] and we will 
assume henceforth that it exists. Note that at this fixed point the effec- 
tive theory is highly nonlocal. It has no particle states (the propagator 
($t(z)q5(0)) = zP4l3 does not look like a propagating particle or set of par- 
ticles, which would have to have integer or half-integer dimension.) In this 
and all similar cases the superpotential and Kahler potential together are 
insufficient. Indeed it is very difficult to imagine writing down an explicit 
Lagrangian for this fixed point theory. Even in two dimensions it is rarely 
known how to write a Lagrangian for a nontrivial fixed point, although in 
two dimensions there are direct constructive techniques for determining the 
properties of many conformal field theories in detail. In d = 3 there are no 
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such techniques known; we have only a few pieces of information, including 
the dimension of CP. 

3.3. Dimensions and R-charge 

In fact there is another way (which at first will appear trivial) to determine 
the dimension of CP at the fixed point. This requires looking a bit more 
closely at the symmetries of the Lagrangian (7). In particular, for W = 
iGCP3, we saw earlier that there is an R-symmetry 

4 ---f 4e2iaf3 ; @ + +e - i a / 3  . F ---t ~ ~ - 4 i a / 3  
I 

which is the unique R-symmetry of the theory. Under this symmety CP has 
charge 2/3 and the superpotential has charge 2. 

At a conformal fixed point, there is a close relation between the di- 
mensions of many chiral operators and the R-charges that they carry. The 
energy-momentum tensor (of which the scale-changing operator, the “di- 
lation” or “dilatation generator”, is a moment) and the current of the 
R-charge are actually part of a single supermultiplet of curents. At a 
conformal fixed point, the dilation current and the R current are both 
conserved quantities, and the superconformal algebra can then be used to 
show that the dimension of a chiral operator is simply (d  - 1)/2 times its 
R charge. This implies that at any fixed point with W c( C P 3 ,  the dimen- 
sion of @ is 1 in d = 4, 2/3 in d = 3, and 1/3 in d = 2. (In all cases, 
dim CP = dim 4 = dim @ - = dim F - 1.) Since the dimension of CP 
must be strictly greater than 1 (1/2) [O] at any nontrivial fixed point in 
d = 4(3)[2], it follows that there can be nontrivial fixed points in two or 
three dimensions, but not for d = 4. 

3.4. The quantum X Y Z  model in d = 3 

Now let us turn to some other fixed points. If we have three fields X, Y,  Z 
and superpotential W = L X Y Z ,  then by symmetry yx = yy = yz = 
70. In four dimensions there can again be no nontrivial fixed point; the 
coupling h is marginally irrelevant. But in three dimensions, it is relevant 
and interesting dynamics can be expected. In particular, the coupling 7 = 

h / f i  has 

As in the previous theory we see that if there exists some 7, for which 
yo(q,) = i, then the theory is conformal there. Let us assume 77, exists 
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and the flow is as given in Fig. 18. 

Figure 18. A fixed point for q. 

Exercise: List the marginal and relevant operators at this fixed point. 
Note that some apparently relevant operators are actually just field redef- 
initions and are not actually present; for example, the addition of mXY 
to the superpotential W = hXYZ has no effect, since we may simply re- 
define 2 -+ 2 - m and eliminate the coupling altogether. Such eliminable 
operators are called “redundant.” 

Now we can consider the effect of adding other operators to the theory. 
For example what happens if we add w,&X3 to the theory? 

Exercise: Prove that w, is a marginally irrelevant coupling. To do this 
use the facts that (1) at Q = 0, w, # 0, we know yx  > 0 = yy = yz, and 
( 2 )  yx - y y ,  a continuous real function of the couplings, is known to be 
zero when w, = 0. 

Since w, (and similarly wy and w,, when we add them in as well) are 
marginally irrelevant couplings, we may wonder if this fixed point, located 
at (q,wx,wy,wz) = ( ~ * , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ,  is an isolated point in the space of the 
four coupling constants. In fact, the answer is no. Examine the four beta 
functions 

1 
P, = +1+ YX + YY + YZ) 

1 
Pw, = -wy(-l + 3yy) 2 
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where yx, yy, yz are functions of the four couplings. We see that a con- 
dition for all four beta functions to vanish simultaneously puts only three 
conditions on the anomalous dimensions yx, y y ,  yz. Specifically, the con- 
ditions are y ~ ( ~ , w , , w , , w , )  = + and similarly for y~ and y ~ .  Three 
conditions on four couplings imply that any solutions occur generally on 
one-dimensional subspaces (and since these couplings are complex, the 
subspace is one-complex-dimensional in extent .) Since the three anoma- 
lous dimensions must be equal on this subspace, the symmetry permut- 
ing the three fields is presumably unbroken on it. Let us therefore take 
w, = wy = w, = wo and examine the anomalous dimension yo(q, wo). 
Fig. 19 indicates the renormalization group flow of the couplings. Notice 
that there is a line of conformal field theories ending at q = q,, wo = 0 and 
extending into the q,wo plane. The line ends at q = 0,wo = w* ,  clearly 
the same w* as in the W = $$a3 model (since for q = 0 we have three 
noninteracting copies of the latter model) The precise location of this line 
is totally unknown, since we do not know yo(q,wo); but if w* and/or q, 
exists, then the line must exist also. We can define a new coupling p(q, W O )  

which tells us where we are along this line. This coupling is called an “ex- 
actly marginal coupling,” and the operator to which it couples is called an 
“exactly marginal operator.” 

w 

‘* 
Figure 19. 
parameterized by a single (complex) variable p. 

The (complex) line of fixed points lies at yo (w ,q )  = and may be 
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Exercise: Argue there are no nontrivial fixed points in d = 4 in super- 
symmetric theories with only chiral superfields (and no gauge interactions.) 
Use the fact that since all chiral superfields are gauge invariant operators, 
their dimensions are greater than one. Then consider all possible interac- 
tions which are relevant a t  the free fixed point and might drive the theory 
to  a nontrivial fixed point. Note loopholes in your proof. 

4. Abelian gauge theories 

4.1. The classical theory 

Time to turn to gauge theories. Gauge bosons are contained in vector 
supermultiplets, given by superfields V, which are real and contain, in 
d = 4, a real vector potential A,, a Majorana fermion A, called a “gaugino”, 
and a real auxiliary field D. In three dimensions, the only change is that the 
vector potential has one less component, which is made up by the presence 
of a single real scalar field cp. All of these are in the adjoint representation 
of the gauge group. In the case of U(1), which we now turn to, they are all 
neutraLf 

The kinetic terms of the pure U(1) theory are 

The last term is absent in four dimensions. Notice I have normalized all 
of the fields with a l /e2 out front; this is convenient for many purposes. 
However, since e2 has mass dimension 4 - d, this means that I have made 
the dimension of the gauge field somewhat unusual. In four dimensions, 
it has dimension 1, like any free bosonic field, but in d = 3, the gauge 
field and scalar also have dimension 1, in contrast to the scalars in the 
chiral multiplet which were normalized with dimension i. This choice is 
arbitrary; but we will see soon why this is physically convenient. 

Accounting for gauge 
invariance but not the equations of motion, the gauge boson has d - 1 
degrees of freedom, the Majorana fermion 4 real degrees of freedom (we 
will write them as 2 complex), the auxiliary field has 1 and the scalar field 
has 4 - d ;  thus there are four bosonic and four fermionic degrees of freedom. 

It is instructive to count degrees of freedom. 

fInstead of V, it is often convenient to use W,, a superfield containing the gaugino A, 
the field strength FP”, the auxiliary field D, and (in d = 3) cp. This object transforms 
homogeneously under gauge transformations (and is gauge invariant in the abelian case.) 
There is yet another useful superfield in d = 3 but I’ll skip that here. 
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After the equations of motion, the gauge boson has d - 2, the fermion 2, 
and the scalar 4 - d, so there are two bosonic and two fermionic propagating 
degrees of freedom. 

What we have defined above is the vector supermultiplet of a theory with 
four supersymmetry generators. The chiral multiplet also comes from such a 
theory. The fact that the Majorana fermion has four real degrees of freedom 
is related to the number of supersymmetry generators. Confusingly, this 
much supersymmetry is known as N = 1 in d = 4 and N = 2 in d = 3. 
This is because in four dimensions there is one gaugino, while in d = 3 
the gaugino defined above is actually a reducible spinor, representing two 
copies of the smallest possible spinor. 

4.2. Extended supersymmetry 

There are other supersymmetries, each with their own vector and matter 
multiplets. A theory with eight supersymmetry generators has two Majo- 
rana spinors in d = 4 and four of the smallest spinors in d = 3; it is therefore 
called N = 2 in d = 4 and N = 4 in d = 3. Its vector multiplet contains 
one vector multiplet plus one chiral multiplet (both in the adjoint) from 
the case of four generators. Altogether it contains a gauge boson A,,  two 
Majorana fermions A, $, a complex scalar CP, and three real auxiliary fields 
D, Re F, Im F ,  as well as (in three dimensions only) a real scalar 9. (With 
this much supersymmetry there is another multiplet, called a hypermulti- 
plet, consisting of two chiral multiplets of opposite charge under the gauge 
symmetry; more on this below.) A theory with 16 supersymmetry gen- 
erators - the maximum allowed without introducing gravity - has only 
vector multiplets, each of which contains one vector multiplet and three 
chiral multiplets of the 4-generator case (i.e., one vector multiplet and one 
hypermultiplet of the 8-generator case,) all in the adjoint representation. 
I t  is called N = 4 in d = 4 and N = 8 in d = 3. Finally, in d = 3 there are 
some cases with 2, 6 and 12 supersymmetry generators, which we will not 
have time to discuss. 

In these lectures we will use the language of d = 4 N = 1 (which is 
almost the same as d = 3 N = 2) even to describe the other cases. This 
is common practise, since there is little convenient superfield notation for 
more than four supersymmetry generators. 
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Number of SUSY generators 
4 
8 
16 

d = 3 d = 4 
N = 2  J V = I  
N = 4  N = 2  
N = 8  J V = 4  

4.3. The gauge kinetic function 

Before proceeding further it is important to mention the 9 angle in d = 4 
gauge theories. In the d = 4 action, we should also include a termg 

a term to which electrically charged objects are insensitive but which 
strongly affects magnetically charged objects. In fact we should define 
a generalized holomorphic gauge coupling 

3-E- [ e+z- y ]  . 
2rr 

Then we may write the action as 

+ hermitean conjugate. 
2 

Even this is not sufficiently general. Consider, for example, adding a 
neutral chiral multiplet t o  a theory with a U(1) vector multiplet V. 
The complex scalar $J can have an expectation value. In principle, just as 
the low-energy &ED coupling in nature depends on the Higgs expectation 
value through radiative effects, the gauge coupling for V could depend 
functionally on (#). In other words, we could write a theory of the form 

/ d4x ~ ( 4 )  [ i ( F 2  + ZFF) + ZxpA - + hermitean conjugate +. * .  

(23) 
2 87r 

where the dots indicate the presence of many other terms required by su- 
persymmetry, which I will neglect here. Since r is a holomorphic quantity, 
it must be a holomorphic function of the chiral superfield cf. We will refer 
to  this new holomorphic function as the “gauge kinetic function.” Thus, to 
define our gauge theory, we need to specify at least a superpotential, a gauge 

gWe will not discuss the dimensional reduction of this object t o  three dimensions. 
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kinetic function, and a Kahler potential; the first two are holomorphic, and 
the latter is real. 

We can modify the theory of V and (a to have d = 4 N = 2 invariance. 
To do this, we must make sure that the Kahler potential K((a,@t) and 
the gauge kinetic function r (@) are related such that the two gauginos of 
the N = 2 vector multiplet (one of which, in the above notation, is in the 
N = 1 vector multiplet, while the other is in the multiplet (a) have the 
same kinetic term. The simplest theory with Af = 2 has r a constant and 
K = (1/g2)(at(a. There is no superpotential in this theory; the moduli 
space is simply the complex q5 plane. 

Exercise: Derive the above-mentioned condition! 

The N = 4 U(1) gauge theory in four dimensions has three complex 
scalars $i, i = 1 , 2 , 3 ,  from its three N = 1 chiral multiplets, and no su- 
perpotential. This means it has a moduli space which is simply six dimen- 
sional unconstrained flat space, with an SU(6) symmetry rotating the six 
real scalars into each other. This is an R-symmetry, since the four fermions 
of N = 4 are spinors of S0(6 ) ,  while the vector boson is a singlet and the 
scalars are in the 6 representation. 

What about in three dimensions? The N = 2 vector multiplet has 
a single real scalar, so the classical moduli space is simply the real line. 
Similarly, the N = 4 vector multiplet has three real scalars, and the N = 8 
vector multiplet has seven. But quantum mechanically this will not be the 
whole story. To see why, we must discuss duality. 

4.4. Dualities in  three and four dimensions 

The pure Maxwell theory in d = 4 has a famous symmetry between its 
electric and magnetic fields. One may phrase this as follows: given phys- 
ical electric and magnetic fields E and B, one may find a gauge potential 
A,  with F,, = a,A, - &A,, and one may also find a potential C, with 
F,, = ~,z"(d,,C~ - a,C,). The electric fields of one potential are the mag- 
netic fields of the other. Notice both gauge potentials have separate U(1) 
gauge invariances, A,  -+ A,  + i3,p and C, -+ C, + 8 , ~ ;  both invariances 
are unphysical, since the physical fields E and B are unaffected by them. 
Always remember that gauge symmetries are not  physical symmetries; they 
are redundancies introduced only when we simply our calculations by re- 
placing the physical E and B by the partly unphysical potential A,  (or C,). 
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The two gauge invariances simply remove the unphysical longitudinal parts 
of A and C. "Electric-magnetic" duality exchanges the electric currents 
(to which A couples simply) with magnetic currents (to which C couples 
simply) and as such exchanges electrically charged particles with magnetic 
monopoles. We know from Dirac that the charge of a monopole is 2 ~ / e ,  so 
this transformation must exchange e2 with 4 r 2 / e 2  - weak coupling with 
strong coupling - and more generally T --f - $. (In modern parlance, this 
kind of duality, whose quantum version is discussed in more detail in my 
Trieste 2001 lectures, is often called an S-duality.) 

In d = 3 there is also an electric-magnetic duality, but it does not 
exchange a gauge potential with another gauge potential. E and B are both 
three-vectors in d = 4, but in d = 3 the electric field is a two-vector and B 
is a spatial scalar. We may exchange the two-vector with the gradient of a 
scalar u, and B with its time derivative; thus F,, = a,A,-a,A, = EpVpdPu 
in three dimensions. Now -+ u + c is a global symmetry. But the 
expectation value of the scalar u represents a new degree of of freedom, 
one which spontaneously breaks this symmetry. The Goldstone boson of 
this breaking, du, is just the photon that we started with. It can be shown 
that u is periodic and takes values only between 0 and 27re2. Thus, when 
determining the moduli space of the pure d = 3 N = 2 U ( 1 )  gauge theory, 
we need to include not only the scalar 'p but also u, and in particular these 
two combine as 'p + iu into a complex field C. Since u is periodic, the 
moduli space of the theory - the allowed values for (C) - is a cylinder, 
shown in Fig. 20. (Similarly, the N = 4 theory in d = 3 actually has 
a four-dimensional moduli space, while the n/ = 8 theory has an eight- 
dimensional moduli space.) Note the cylinder becomes the entire complex 
plane in the limit e + cm, which in d = 3 (since e2 has mass dimension 1) is 
equivalent to the far infrared limit; thus the theory acquires an accidental 
S O ( 2 )  symmetry, as in figure Fig. 20. Similarly, the N = 4 and N = 8 
cases have SO(3) enhanced to SO(4) and SO(7) enhanced to SO(8) in the 
infrared.h 

hThere is one more duality transformation in d = 3 that does exchange one gauge 
potential with another. Identify the gauge field strength as the dual of another gauge 
field FMY = a,A, - &A, = E,,,~VP (which looks gauge non-invariant, but read on.) 
The equation of motion a,FFU = J,", where Je is the conserved electric current, tells 
us that J,P = cP"PF& (and conservation of J ,  is the Bianchi identity for F".) An 
electric charge (nonzero J,") corresponds to localized nonzero magnetic field F; for V. 
An object carrying nonzero magnetic field is a magnetic vortex. Thus unlike electric- 
magnetic duality, which exchanges electrically charged particles and magnetic monopoles, 
which are particles in 3+ 1 dimensions, this duality transformation exchanges electrically 
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cp 

e = O  
e finite 

Figure 20. The moduli space is a cylinder of radius c( g. 

I have discussed these duality transformations in the context of pure 
U(1) gauge theories. However, it is easy to extend them to the supersym- 
metric case, since all the superpartners in an abelian vector multiplet are 
gauge-neutral. I will do so as we need them. 

4.5. Classical d = 4 h/ = 1 SQED 

Now we are ready to  add matter to the theory. Let us add N f  chiral 
multiplets Q, of charge k, and N f  Qs of charge -is. The superpotential 
W(Q,, Q s )  and the gauge kinetic function r(Q,, Q s )  must be holomorphic 
functions of gauge-invariant combinations of the chiral multiplets. For now, 
classically, we will take W = 0 and r = 47ri/e2. The kinetic terms for the 
charged fields are modified by the gauge interactions. Taking a canonical 
Kahler potential for simplicity, we have 

-is(xFp + X@pt + ?top)] (24 1 
Here Q, contains the superfields q,, +,, F, and similarly for Qs; the covari- 
ant derivative is D, = d,+ikA,  acting on a particle of charge k (remember 
that the coupling e appears not here but in the kinetic term of the gauge 
boson); and D with no index is the auxiliary field in the vector multiplet. 

charged particles and magetic vortices, which are particles in 2 + 1 dimensions. For this 
reason we will call it “particle-vortex” duality; see Intriligator and Seiberg (1996). 
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In the special case where all the kT = k, = 1, then the Q's are rotated 
by an U ( N f )  global symmetry and the Q's are rotated by a different U ( N f )  
symmetry; let us call then U ( N f ) &  and U ( N f ) R  in analogy with terminol- 
ogy in QCD. The diagonal U(1)v which rotates Q and Q oppositely is the 
symmetry which is gauged (and so is a redundancy, not a true symmetry.) 
The gauge-invariant chiral operators take the form M," = QTQs; all other 
gauge-invariant combinations of chiral superfields reduce to products of the 
M," fields. 

Since there is a term D2 in the vector multiplet kinetic terms (23), we 
see that there will be a new contribution to the potential energy of the 
theory. In particular, for a canonical Kahler potential and T a constant the 
potential will be 

where the equation of motion for D reads 

T S 

Again, a supersymmetric vacuum must have V = 0, and therefore all the 
auxiliary fields must separately vanish. 

The condition D = 0 is very special. Let us consider first the simplest 
possible case, namely N f  = 1, with Q and Q having charge 1 and -1. 
Although there are two complex fields, with four degrees of freedom, the 
gauge symmetry removes one of these, since we may use it to give q and @ the 
same phase. The real condition D = 1qI2 - 1 @ 1 2  = 0 removes one more degree 
of freedom and ensures that both q and @have the same magnitude. In fact, 
it acts as though the gauge invariance of the theory were complexified! at 
least as far as the moduli space of the theory is concerned. The moduli 
space is then given by one complex parameter v = (q )  = (@), which we 
may also write in gauge invariant form as w 2  = ( M )  = (QQ). In short, the 
moduli space is simply the complex M plane. We began with two chiral 
multiplets; only one is needed to describe the moduli space.' 

Why did one chiral multiplet of freedom have to disappear? Well, when 
M is nonzero, the gauge group is broken, and as we know very well, the 

'We have assumed so far that the superpotential is zero. A superpotential W = mQQ 
simply gives the chiral multiplets masses, leaving only the massless vector multiplet and 
its unique vacuum at q = Q = 0. If we add a superpotential W = Y ( Q Q ) ~ ,  the resulting 
potential again has a vacuum only at q = Q = 0, but Q and Q are massless there. 
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photon is massive. But a massive gauge boson has to absorb a scalar field 
to generate its third polarization state, as we know from the electroweak 
Higgs mechanism. However, in supersymmetry it must be that a vector 
multiplet must absorb an entire chiral multiplet; otherwise there would 
be partial multiplets left over, which would violate supersymmetry. One 
massive photon means that one of the two massless chiral multiplets has 
paired up with the massless vector multiplet; the remaining fields form the 
massless and neutral chiral multiplet M .  

How about N f  = 2, with Q1,Qz of charge 1 and Q1,Q2 of charge -1, 
and no superpotential? In this case the condition D = Iq1 l 2  + 1qz(' - 141 l2 - 
1 & 1 2  = 0 (combined with gauge invariance) leaves three massless chiral mul- 
tiplets. It turns out that the solution to this equation is M:M; = M,1M?. 
Thus the four gauge invariant operators M:, subject to the constraint 
det M = 0, give us the three-complex-dimensional moduli space. 

Exercise: Verify that det M = 0 is the solution to the above equation. 
Hint; use the S U ( 2 )  x SU(2)  flavor symmetry to rotate the vevs into a 
convenient form. 

Exercise: Verify that for N f  > 2 the D-term constraints imply that the 
gauge-invariant operators M,S, subject to the constraint that M be a matrix 
of rank zero or one, parameterize the moduli space. 

4.6. h/ = 2 d = 4 SQED 

Now let us slightly complicate the story by considering the N = 2 d = 4 
gauge theory. The N = 2 vector multiplet has an extra chiral multiplet 
@. The fields QT and Qs can be organized into Nf hypermultiplets in 
which the indices r and s should now be identified. The global U(Nf) x 
U ( N f )  symmetry will now be reduced to a single U(Nf), because of the 
superpotential 

W ( @ ,  QT, QT) = A@ Q,Q' 
r 

required by the N = 2 invariance. In normalizing the superpotential this 
way, I have assumed that the kinetic terms for Q, are normalized 

1 K = -@+a 
e2 
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to agree with the normalization of the kinetic terms of the N = 1 vector 
multiplet V .  Sometimes it is more convenient to normalize Q, canonically; 
then a factor of the gauge coupling e appears in front of the superpotential. 

Let us begin with the case N f  = 1. Now we have several conditionsJ 

which clearly have no solution with nonzero Q and/or Q. In fact, in the 
language of the operator M = QQ, which we know satisfies the D-term 
conditions, the Fa equation explicitly says M = 0, while Q P t  gives Q,M = 
0. This allows any nonzero Q,. When only Q, is nonzero, the gauge group 
is unbroken, so the photon is massless and the electric potential of a point 
charge is l/r at large T .  For this reason, this branch of moduli space is 
called the “Coulomb branch.” 

Does this structure make sense? Suppose Q and Q were nonzero, so that 
the Higgs mechanism were operative; would this be consistent? As before, 
were the vector multiplet to become massive it would have to absorb an 
entire charged multiplet, which in this case would have to be the entire 
hypermultiplet. This would leave no massless fields to  serve as moduli. 
Therefore this theory cannot have a branch of moduli space on which the 
photon is massive. By constrast, the vector multiplet scalars @ can have 
expectation values without breaking the gauge symmetry at  all; instead @ 
simply makes Q and Q massive, while itself remaining massless. Thus the 
only branch of moduli space in this theory is the Coulomb branch, in the 
form of the complex Q, plane, with a special point a t  the origin where the 
hypermultiplet is massless. 

Now consider N f  = 2. We can expect that there will again be no 
obstruction to having (Q,}  # 0; such an expectation value will make the 
hypermultiplets massive, preventing them from having expectation values. 
We can also expect that if the charged scalars do have expectation values, 
they will make the vector multiplet massive, preventing @ from having an 
expectation value; and since only one hypermultiplet will be eaten by the 
vector multiplet, there should be an entire hypermultiplet - two chiral 
superfields - describing the moduli space. Is this true? As in the case 
of n/ = 1 N f  = 2 SQED, the D-term conditions are satisfied by using the 

jHenceforth we will not distinguish between superfields and their scalar components, 
since it is generally clear from context which is relevant; also we will generally write a 
to represent (a). 
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operators M,” with det M = 0. The conditions 

FJ, = Q l Q l +  QzQz = 0 ; F,! = QQ, = 0; F,! = QQ,. = 0 

can be rewritten as 

FJ = tr M = 0 ;QsF,! =@Ad,“ = 0 

which indeed imply that either Q or M can be nonzero, but not both 
simultaneously, and that there are two complex degrees of freedom in M 
which can be nonzero, making a single neutral hypermultiplet. 

Figure 21. The classical two-complex-dimensional Higgs branch (H) and the one- 
complex-dimensional Coulomb branch (C) of d = 4 N = 2 U (  1) with two charged 
hypermultiplets. 

This last example illustrates the branch structure of these theories, in- 
dicated schematically in Fig. 21. Either @ is nonzero, with the hyper- 
multiplets massive and the gauge group unbroken (the Coulomb phase), 
or M is nonzero, with the gauge group broken (the Higgs phase) and only 
some massless neutral hypermultiplets remaining. In this case the Coulomb 
branch C has complex dimension 1 while the “Higgs branch” H has com- 
plex dimension 2 (in fact quaternionic dimension 1.) The two branches 
meet a t  the point where all the fields are massless. 

Exercise: Show that for N f  > 2 n/ = 2 U ( 1 )  gauge theory, this Higgs 
and Coulomb branch structure continues to be found, with the quaternionic 
dimension of the Higgs branch being N f  - 1. 
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4.7. Classical d = 3 n/ = 2,4 SQED 

In three dimensions, the physics is slightly more elaborate, because even the 
N = 2 multiplet has a real scalar field cp. This means that even for N = 2 
Nf = 1 U(1) gauge theory with no superpotential, there is a Coulomb 
branch with (cp) nonzero, in addition to the Higgs branch with nonzero 
( M )  = (QQ). This is in contrast to the d = 4 N = 1 N f  = 1 U(1) gauge 
theory, which has only a Higgs branch. The Coulomb branch of the d = 3 
N = 2 theory is similar, classically, to the one we encountered in Sec. 4.6 
when we considered the pure d = 4 N = 2 abelian gauge theory. 

The details of the moduli space are controlled partly by a new term in 
the Lagrangian 

The existence of this term can be inferred from the d = 4 N = 1 gauge the- 
ory as follows. When we go from four dimension to three, the component of 
the photon A3 becomes the scalar 9. All derivatives 8 3  are to be discarded 
in this dimensional reduction, but covariant derivatives D3 = 83  + iA3 be- 
come icp. The interaction (25) is simply the dimensional reduction of the 
d = 4 kinetic term (D3Q)' + ID3QI2. For (25) to be zero, it must always 
be that either cp = 0 or Q = Q = 0; this gives two branches. Note that 
the charged chiral multiplets are massive on the Coulomb branch, as usual, 
because of this quartic potential. The classical moduli space is shown in 
Fig. 22. 

C 

<cp' 
Figure 22. 
dimensional Coulomb branch of d = 3 hl = 2 U(1) with N f  = 1. 

The classical one-complex-dimensional Higgs branch and the one-real- 
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What about the case of N = 4 supersymmetry? Here the N f  = 1 case 
is not so confusing, because there is no Higgs branch; in d = 4 N = 2 
there was a one-complex-dimensional Coulomb branch, whereas here there 
should be (classically!) a three-real-dimensional Coulomb branch, made 
from the scalars 'p, Re 4, Im 4. There is an SO(3) symmetry acting on the 
scalars (which, as usual for theories with more than four supercharges, is 
an extended R-symmetry.) 

4.8. Quantum SQED in d = 4 

To go further, we have to do some quantum mechanics. Let's begin with 
perturbation theory. 

In four dimensions, perturbation theory is familiar. Just as electrons 
generate a positive logarithmic running for the electromagnetic coupling, 
via the one-loop graph above, so do scalar charged particles; and the com- 
bination of N f  chiral multiplets QT of charge 1 and N f  Q9 of charge -1 
gives a one-loop beta function 

e3 
P e  = W N f  

It is often convenient to write formulas not for e but for l /e2: 

so e shrinks as we head toward the infrared. This means that e becomes 
large in the ultraviolet, which means that perturbation theory breaks down 
there, making it difficult to define the theory. We can avoid this problem 
by defining the theory with some additional Pauli-Villars regulator fields, 
N f  ghost chiral superfields of charge 1 and N f  of charge -1, all of mass M .  
In this case there are no charged fields above the scale M ,  so Pe = 0; thus 
for p. > M the gauge coupling is a constant eo, and 

1 - = 1 + Nf In ($) 
e2(p.) e i  87r2 

for p. < M .  (Remember this is only accurate at one-loop, so it only makes 
sense if eo << 1) If the fields Q and Q have masses m then (as in real-world 
QED) the gauge coupling will stop running at the scale m, as illustrated in 
Fig. 23. 

Now, the scale M was just put in to regulate the theory, while e2(p.) is 
physical for low p and should not depend on M .  We therefore should define 
a physical scale A by taking it to be the value of M where the one-loop 
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lnm In M 
Figure 23. 
above m. 

The coupling runs (approximately) logarithmically below M and 

coupling e0 is formally infinite (though remember it will differ from the real 
coupling at  that scale due to higher-loop effects) 

- 1 = -In(;) Nf 
e2(p)  87r2 

where 
A N f = pNfe+8n2/e2(P) 

I’ve been careless here: m and M are complex parameters (while p is 
realk) so A should be complex also; but e2 is real. How can we make the 
above expressions sensible? Clearly, we should introduce the 0 angle, and 
rewrite the previous equation in its final form as 

which is a one-loop formula that is only sensible for p << A. 
Note that T is a holomorphic coupling constant. Let us verify that in 

perturbation theory this one-loop formula is exact! In perturbation theory 
the expression for T must be a perturbative series in e2 cx 1/Im 7 and 
cannot contain 0 oc Re T ;  but that’s impossible if it is to be a holomorphic 
expression. The only term which can appear in quantum corrections to T 

must then be r-independent, namely the one we see above. 

k Y o ~  can make it complex, actually - this is itself interesting but beyond what I can 
cover here. 
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But as before, the fact that we have found a simple formula for a holo- 
morphic quantity by no means indicates that the physical coupling is SO 

simple. The physical coupling gets corrections from higher loop effects 
(caution: as we will see, these are cancelled for theories with eight or more 
supersymmetry generators). As before, these can only occur in the non- 
holomorphic part of the theory: the KWer  potential. As we did for the 
coupling y in Sec. 3.1, we should find a definition of the coupling constant 
which is independent of field redefinitions. We'll come back to this point 
soon. 

= 2 U(1) gauge theory with Nf massless 
hypermultiplets. We've already discussed its branch structure in Sec. 4.6; 
there is a Higgs branch on which some of the gauge-invariant operators 
M," = QTQs act as massless fields, with the others massive. There is 
also a Coulomb branch on which @ has an expectation value and the term 
fi@Q,.Q, in the superpotential gives the charged fields masses. The branch 
structure for Nf > 1 massless hypermultiplets was shown in Fig. 21. On 
the Coulomb branch, we can ask an interesting physical question: how does 
the infrared limit 

Let's first examine d = 4 

of the coupling constant T depend on @? Since (1) the theory has a @- 
independent value of A, and (2) for any value of @, the coupling constant 
stops running at the scale @ at  which the charged fields are massive, 

- 2 7 r i 7 ~  = Nf In (k) [@ A1 

This is singular only at  @ = 0, where the Higgs and Coulomb branches 
meet and the charged fields are massless. (Recall that charged massless 
fields always drive the electric coupling e to zero, and thus T + ica, in 
the infrared.) Note we cannot take [@I to be larger than lAl, since our 
description of the theory is not reliable there. The behavior of TL on the 
moduli space is sketched in Fig. 24. 

Exercise: For Nf = 4, if two hypermultiplets have mass m and two have 
mass m', show that 

-27ri7-L = 2 In (-) A + 2 1n (-) A 
@ + m  @ + m' 

so that there are two singular points; a t  each singular point there are 
two massless hypermultiplets, which have a Higgs branch intersecting the 
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! 

Figure 24. The quantum version of Fig. 21; the low-energy coupling e(p -+ 0) 
grows from 0 at the origin to 00 at the dashed line, where the description of the 
theory breaks down. 

Coulomb branch at that point. If each hypermultiplet has its own mass, 
then show that there are four singular points but no Higgs branches any- 
where. 

What does this function r L  really tell us? Away from the singular points, 
for any value of a, the charged fields are all massive, and there is simply 
a pure U(1) N = 2 gauge theory in the infrared. Its effective action is of 
the form (23) with a nontrivial gauge kinetic function TL(@). But like any 
pure abelian gauge theory, it has duality symmetries. In particular, there 
is the electric-magnetic transformation T -+ -$. There is also the obvious 
symmetry T -+ r + 1, which represents a shift by 27r of the 0 angle. These 
two symmetry transformations generate a group of duality transformations 
of the form SL(2, Z), the symmetry group of a torus. 

A torus can be defined by taking a parallelogram and identifying oppo- 
site sides, as in Fig. 25. Ignore the size of the parallelogram by taking one 
side to have length 1; then the other size has a length and angle with respect 
to  the first that can be specified by a parameter r that lives in the upper- 
half of the complex plane. (For the gauge theory, the gauge coupling must 
be positive, so Im T > 0.) However, exchanging the two sides obviously 
leaves the torus unchanged (T + -$) as does shifting one side by a unit of 
the other side (T 4 T + 1) and any combination of these transformations. 

One can therefore take the point of view that the low-energy N = 2 
U ( 1 )  gauge theory should not be specified by r. In fact, we can see this by 
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Figure 25. A torus is a parallelogram with opposite sides identified. 

taking @ 4 @ezai; that is, let us circle the singular point a t  @ = 0. The 
theory obviously must come back to itself, since the physics depends only 
on @; but TL shifts by Nf as we make the circle. Thus TL does not properly 
characterize the theory; all values of TL related by SL(2, Z) transformations 
are actually giving the same theory. We should therefore characterize the 
low-energy theory by specifying a torus! For each value of @, there should 
be a torus with parameter T L ( @ )  which tells us the properties of the low- 
energy theory. More precisely, this is a fiber bundle, with a torus fibered 
over the complex @ plane, as expressed in Fig. 26. This torus is invariant 
under @ 3 @eaai, and becomes singular a t  @ = 0. 

4.9. Quantum SQED in d = 3 

Now let’s move back to three dimensions. The gauge coupling is now dimen- 
sionful, so classically it has a negative beta function. Due to the wonders of 
gauge symmetry, the diagram in Fig. 27 is ultraviolet finite! But not trivial. 
In fact, if the fermion is masssless, and the momentum flowing through the 
photon line is p p ,  this graph is proportional to 1! fi 
Exercise: Calculate the one-loop correction to ordinary nonsupersymmet- 
ric QED in three dimensions for N f  massless electrons. 

This means that the one-loop gauge coupling in three dimensions has 
the form 

-- 1 1 Nf 
e 2 ( C L )  - 3 + c3-  CL 
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t I 

I W ’ A  

Figure 26. The low-energy gauge coupling and its dualities are best understood 
using a torus fibered over the Coulomb branch; at the origin, where r 4 ico, the 
torus degenerates. 

w 
Y 

- w 
Figure 27. This one-loop graph is finite in 

Y 

three dimensions. 

where c3 is a positive constant, of order one, which depends on the specific 
theory. Notice that there is no divergence in e as p -+ 00; e goes to  a 
constant eo in the ultraviolet, so in d = 3 supersymmetric QED is well- 
defined in the ultraviolet, 

As always, to  define a beta function we should employ a dimensionless 
coupling 

which is infinite for large p but - interestingly - goes (at one loop) to  a 
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constant at small p. In other words, 

k = L2 e0 ($ + C3Nf) -2 = <(l - C3NfC') 

so there is a fixed point in the one-loop formula at  <* = l / c 3 N f .  This is 
illustrated in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29. 

Figure 28. C as a function of scale p; the dashed line shows its classical flow. 

Classical 

- ( = O .  - . (=m 

Figure 29. The coupling 6 has a quantum fixed point. 

This is very interesting. Remembering that perturbation theory is an 
expansion in the parameter e 2 / p  = <, we see that the one-loop formula 
has a fixed point at weak coupling if N f  is large. If this is true, then for 
large Nf two-loop effects such as those in Fig. 30 are always suppressed by 
factors of 1/Nf and can be neglected. Thus the large-Nf behavior of the 
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theory is indeed given by the one-loop formula, with a fixed point a t  small 
(' and all diagrams calculable. The theory is soluble! 

Y Y  r 

Figure 30. In d = 3 N f  >> 1 (S)QED the one-loop correction rx e2Nf  dominates 
the propagator; the higher-loop corrections are suppressed by extra powers of 
e2 0: 1 / N f ,  and can be dropped. 

Exercise: Show nonsupersymmetric QED in d = 3 is soluble and has a 
conformal fixed point a t  large N f  . 

In nonsupersymmetric QED, it is believed that there is a value of Nf 
below which the fixed point disappears and other nonperturbative phenom- 
ena take place. In N = 2 and N = 4 QED, however, the fixed point visible 
a t  one loop survives for all N f .  In fact, in the latter case, there are no 
higher-loop corrections to the gauge coupling, so the above beta function 
is exact and the fixed point at small N f  is completely reliable. 

Let us examine the N f  = 1 case in both N = 2 and N = 4 supersym- 
metry. Both of these theories are truly remarkable. As we noted, for d = 3 
a vector boson has a electric-magnetic dual pseudoscalar a. In N = 2, this 
scalar combines with the scalar 'p to make a complex field C = 'p + ia. The 
scalar a is compact, with radius 27re2, so classically the field C takes values 
on a cylinder of radius e 2 .  As e2 -+ 0 the field u disappears and the cylinder 
becomes the 'p line; when e2 + 00 the cylinder expands to be become the 
entire plane, as we saw in Fig. 20. 

But in the presence of charged matter, e2 is not so simple. In particular, 
the terms 

imply that the charged matter has mass 'p. Since e2(p) stops running below 
this scale, the low energy value e i  of the gauge coupling is 

1 1 1  - I-+- 

For very large IpJ we have eL M eo, so the radius of the cylinder on which C 
lives is of order e; far from cp = 0. However, for very small 'p the l/e; term 

e2L e; 'p 
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can be neglected and e i  - (p; thus the cylinder shrinks in size. At (p = 0 - 
where the Higgs branch meets the Coulomb branch - the cylinder shrinks 
to zero radius. Thus, the moduli space has the form of Fig. 31. 

Figure 31. The quantum version of Fig. 22, which combines it with Fig. 20. 

This picture should look familiar. At the meeting point of the three 
branches, there is a conformal field theory which looks remarkably like the 
W = h X Y Z  conformal fixed point that we considered earlier (Fig. 3 and 
Sec. 3.4). And in fact, it is the same! In the XYZ model, the three branches 
had nonzero expectation values for X I  Y and Z respectively. Here, the 
branches are the three complex planes labeled by the expectation values 
for M = QQ, ex, and e-c. Thus we have another example of “duality”; 
a single conformal fixed point is the infrared physics of two different field 
theories, one the W = h X Y Z  model, the other N = 2 super-QED. The 
theories are different in the ultraviolet but gradually approach each other, 
becoming identical in the infrared, as shown in Fig. 32. This is called an 
“infrared” duality. Notice the 2 3  symmetry between the branches is exact 
in the X Y Z  model but is an “quantum accidental” symmetry (a property 
only of the infrared physics) in super-QED. 

Exercise: Calculate the anomalous dimension of Q. Note the sign! Why 
is it allowed here? 

This duality is a particle-vortex duality. Along the Higgs branch, where 
( M )  # 0, there are vortex solitons of finite muss; these are similar to the 
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p = O  
N = 2  CFT 

SQED 
p = o o  

XYZ 
p =oo 

Figure 32. N = 2 SQED and the XYZ model flow to the same fixed point. 

vortices discussed in Sec. 2.6. The phases of the fields Q and Q wind once 
around the circle a t  infinity; however, the presence of the gauge field cuts 
off the logarithmically divergent energy that was a feature we dwelt on in 
Sec. 2.6. (You can read about how this works in Nielsen and Olesen (1973).) 
These solitons correspond to the fields Y and 2, which have (finite) mass 
when (X) # 0. Thus the vortices of the one theory correspond to the 
particles of the other. 

Exercise: Since X and A4 = QQ are to be identified, a mass term W = 

mQQ should correspond to changing the dual theory to W = h X Y Z + m X .  
The massive fields Q, Q are logarithmically confined (as always for weakly- 
coupled electrically-charged particles in d = 3) by the light photon which 
remains massless. Look back at section 1.6, where we showed there are 
vortex solitons in the dual W = h X Y Z  + m X  theory which are logarithmi- 
cally confined, and argue that it is consistent to identify Q and Q with these 
solitons. Using the relation beween the gauge field and c, try to show that 
the electric field surrounding the electrons Q ,  Q corresponds to a variation 
in C which agrees with the properties of Y and 2 near these solitons. 

Now let us examine the theory with N = 4 supersymmetry, which is 
even more amazing. We can obtain it from the N = 2 case by adding a 
neutral chiral superfield to the theory and coupling it to the other fields 
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via the superpotential W = 4 Q Q Q .  This will destabilize the N = 2 fixed 
point and cause it to flow to a new one, as in Fig. 33. 

N = 4  CFT 

1 
N = 2  

CFT 

Figure 33. There is a flow linking the two theories. 

Exercise: Check that the operator QQQ is a relevant operator both at the 
free N = 2 fixed point and at the infrared N = 2 conformal fixed point. 

Since the X Y Z  model is the same as N = 2 SQED in the infrared, we 
may obtain the N = 4 theory another way. Let us go to the far infrared 
of the XYZ model. We just studied what happens when we add a single 
field and couple it to M = QQ in the superpotential. But we can 
simply change variables from SQED to XYZ; from this dual point of view, 
what we did was couple Q to X .  The low-energy physics of a model with 
W = h X Y Z  + QX should be the same as that of N = 4 SQED. But @ X  is 
just a mass term which removes Q and X from the theory, leaving Y and 
2, with no superpotential. Thus the dual description of the N = 4 SQED 
fixed point is a free theory! 

In short, the low-energy limit of N = 4 SQED is a conformal fixed point 
which can be rewritten as a free theory - a theory whose massless particles 
are the vortices of SQED. 

From this astonishing observation, a huge number of additional duality 
transformations of other abelian gauge theories can be obtained. In this 
sense, it plays a role similar to “bosoni~ation’~ (boson-fermion duality) in 
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two dimensions, which can be used to study and solve many field theories. 
These three-dimensions “mirror” duality transformations, first uncovered 
by Intriligator and Seiberg and much studied by many other authors, are 
a simple yet classic example of dualities, and I strongly encourage you to  
study them. A summary of previous work and a number of new results on 
this subject appear in work I did with Kapustin (1999). 

An important aside: it is essential to realize that we have here an ex- 
ample of a nontrivial exact duality, which is not merely an infrared duality. 
We noted that the flow from the weakly coupled XYZ to the n/ = 2 fixed 
point is different from the flow from weakly coupled SQED to the n/ = 2 
fixed point. However, at the N = 2 fixed point the two flows reach the same 
theory, and the operators QQ and X are identical there. The relevant per- 
turbations QQQ and QX may be added with arbitrarily tiny couplings; in 
this case the two different flows approach and nearly reach the n/ = 2 fixed 
point, stay there for a long range of energy, and then flow out, together, 
along the same direction, heading for the n/ = 4 fixed point. This is shown 
schematically in Fig. 34. In the limit where the n/ = 2 fixed point is reached 
at arbitrarily high energies, the flow to the n/ = 4 fixed point is described 
exactly by two different descriptions, one using the XYZ variables, the other 
using those of SQED. One will sometimes read in the string theory litera- 
ture that “field theory has infrared dualities, but duality in string theory is 
exact.” Clearly this is not true; as we have seen in this example, infrared 
dualities always imply the existence of exact dualities. You can look at my 
work with Kapustin (1999) for some very explicit examples. 

5. Non-abelian four-dimensional gauge theory 

We now turn to nonabelian gauge theories in four dimensions. This is a 
huge subject and we shall just scratch the surface, but hopefully this lecture 
will give you some sense of the immensity of this field and teach you a few 
of the key ideas you need to read the already existing review articles. 

5.1. The classical theory 

Let us first consider the classical pure gauge theory. The only difference 
from the abelian case (aside from some complications in the superfield for- 
malism) is that  the kinetic terms reflect the fact that the pure vector mul- 
tiplet is self-interacting. The gauge group, a Lie group such as S U ( N ) ,  is 
generated by a Lie algebra with generators T A ,  A an index running from 
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N = 4  CFT 

SQED 
N L 2  

CFT 

Figure 34. 
lent descriptions of the flow in Fig. 33. 

By adjusting couplings and scales we may obtain two exactly equiva- 

1 to the dimension of the group.' Gauge bosons A, = A t T A ,  gauginos 
A, = X;TA, and auxiliary fields D = DATA are all in the adjoint repre- 
sentation, and the kinetic terms are the minimal ones 

2 
(27) 

1 

+ hermitean conjugate. 

Sgazcge - - 4n / d42 tr [ - 4 ( ~ 2  + ~ F F )  + iiqX + 

where r is again defined in Eq. (22) (with e -+ g) and 

F,, = F,,T A A  = a,A, - &A, + i[A,, A,] 

= (8,Af - + fABCA:AF) T A  , (28) 

D,X, = a,X, + i[A,,X,], and D2 = C A  IDA['. We will often choose to 
represent fields in the adjoint representation using matrices T A  that are in 
the fundamental representation; this is usually the easiest representation 

'For example, for S U ( N ) ,  A runs from 1 to N 2  - 1. The generators may themselves 
appear a s  N 2  - 1 matrices in any representation of the group. If we- take T A  in the 
fundamental representation, then each T A  is an N x N matrix ( T A ) i ,  where i and 7 
are indices in the fundamental and antifundamental represention of S U ( N ) .  The ma- 
trices are normalized by the condition tr(TATB) = 6 A B .  In the adjoint representation, 
(TA)$ is the matrix f A B C ,  the structure constants of the group. In any representation, 
[TA,TB]  =i fABCTC.  
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to work with. In SU(N) ,  doing so allows us to write A,, A, D as N x N 
hermitean traceless matrices. 

The addition of charged chiral fields involves a fairly minimal change in 
the kinetic terms from the abelian case. If we add chiral fields QT and Qs,  
T ,  s = 1,. . . , N f ,  in the fundamental and antifundamental representation of 
SU ( N ) ,  we obtain 

Skin = cT s d d X  [DpqJD’qT + ~ ? C I T ~ $ T  + @FT+ 

A q T q T  + x ~ T q L  + q!Dq~]  

+ C,  J ddx [D,qtD,q + iF@ @‘ + p s t k s +  
+ XqSqt + p t D p ]  

where the contraction of gauge indices is in each case unique: for example 
in the term qJDq, the indices are contracted as 

(q:)? DA(TA){  ( q T ) i  

If we add a chiral superfield @ in the adjoint representation, the kinetic 
terms take the same form as above, but we should interpret 4 t D 4  as 

tr 4 t [ ~ , 4 ]  = -tr ~ [ 4 t , 4 ]  = - i f A B C ~ A 4 B t 4 C  

and similarly for the scalar-fermion-fermion terms. (Be careful not to con- 
fuse the derivative D ,  and the auxiliary field D A ! )  

As in the abelian case, 

We may obtain N = 1 gauge theories by adding arbitrary charged 
(and neutral) matter to the theory with arbitrary gauge-invariant 
holomorphic gauge kinetic and superpotential functions and an abi- 
trary gauge-invariant Kahler potential. 
We may obtain a pure N = 2 gauge theory by writing an n/ = 1 
gauge theory with a single chiral multiplet @ in the adjoint rep- 
resentation, a gauge kinetic term and Kahler potential term for @ 
which must be related, and zero superpotential. 

0 We may add matter to the n/ = 2 gauge theory in the form of a 
hypermultiplet (two chiral multiplets Q and Q in conjugate rep- 
resentations) coupled in the superpotential W = fiQ@with 
gauge indices contracted in the unique way. We may also add mass 
terms for the hypermultiplets, obtaining W = aQ@Q + mQQ. 
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0 Finally, if we have a massless hypermultiplet in the adjoint  rep- 
resentation, so that the theory has a total of three chiral multi- 
plets @ I  = @,a2 = Q , @ 3  = Q in the adjoint, with superpotential 
W = fi tr @ l [ i p z ,  @3], then the theory has N = 4 supersymmetry. 

Now the condition for a supersymmetric vacuum requires that D A  = 0, 
F," = 0, F? = 0. If the superpotential is zero, then the constraints all come 
from 

3 

0 = D A  0; (qf)j(TA){(q,)i(?t)i(TA)?(&)j = (TA){ [(qf)(q,) - q -st q -s i 

= tr T A  [ ( q f h r )  - ?+?I 
(29) 

(I have written a proportional sign since the precise relation depends on the 
Kahler potential and gauge kinetic term, while the proportionality relation 
does not!) 

These equations are beautifully solved in the case of S U ( N )  with fields 
Nf Q in the N representation and Q in the N representation.m The her- 
mitean matrix [(q$)(q,) - ?+?] can be uniquely expanded as 

B 

Then, using the fact that 

1 
2 

t r  TATB = -bAB ; t r  TB = 0 

we find that the conditions (29) become simply 

[(qJ)(q,) - f p 4 s ] j  = cob; (30) 

for a n y  CO. Before writing any solutions to these equations, we note the 
following: given a n y  expectation values of q and 4 which are a solution to 
these equations, a continuously infinite class of solutions is generated by 
multiplying all of the q and 0 fields by a complex constant. Thus there will 
generally be, as in the abelian case, noncompact, continuous moduli spaces 

mIn this case there is an S U ( N ~ ) L  and an S U ( N ~ ) R  symmetry acting on the Q and Q 
fields respectively; there is also a baryon number under which Q and Q have charges 1 
and -1, and an anomalous axial symmetry (present classically but explicitly violated 
quantum mechanically) under which Q and Q both have charge 1. 
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of vacua. As before, these vacua are not related by any symmetry, in that 
they have fields with different masses." 

Exercise: The scalars qf and q; are N f  x N and N x N f  matrices re- 
spectively. Being careful with the indices, show that the only solutions for 
N f  < N are gauge and global symmetry transformations of the particular 
solution q: = US:, ij; = vd; for i , j  5 Nf. Then show that the only solu- 
tions for N j  2 N are gauge and global symmetry transformations of the 
particular solution q: = vdf, ij; = 66; for T ,  s I N .  Note that for N f  2 N ,  
v and 5 are in general different and the constant cg in (30) is nonzero, while 
for N f  < N co must be zero. 

As another example, consider S U ( 2 )  with fields Qn-(n = 1 , 2 , .  . . , N,) in 
the adjoint representation (the 3). Representing (an){ as a traceless 2 x 2 
complex matrix, the D-term conditions are the matrix equation 

n 

In the case of N,  = 1, appropriate to pure N = 2 gauge theory, the 
solution is clearly that @ is diagonal 

This breaks the S U ( 2 )  gauge group to U(1). In terms of the one indepen- 
dent gauge invariant operator which can be built from @ 

(u) = (tr a') = 2a2 

the moduli space of the theory is the complex u plane, classically. The 
Kahler potential for u has a singularity at u = 0, where the gauge group 
is unbroken. Let's check the counting: @ is a triplet, and two of its com- 
ponents are eaten when S U ( 2 )  breaks to U(1), leaving one - the chiral 
multiplet u. 

Now suppose there are three fields an, n = 1,2,3,  in the 3 of S U ( 2 ) ,  
and also a superpotential W = tr @1[@2,@3] .  This is the N = 4 S U ( 2 )  

"More precisely, they are related by scale invariance (since the vevs are the only scales 
in the classical d = 4 gauge theory) but since scale invariance will be broken quantum 
mechanically, while the D-term conditions generally will not be altered, we will see that 
the vacua really are physically very different. 
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gauge theory. The easiest way to establish the solutions to the D-term and 
F-term constraints is to rewrite the fields as 

@I = x4 + ix7 , @ 2  = x5 + i x , ,  , @3 = x, + i x g  

in terms of which the potential V ( X , )  = CA(DA)2+C, F,” can be rewrit- 
ten as 

9 

V ( X , )  0: c tr (W,, xql)2 
PA=4 

This formulation has the advantage that the SO(6) symmetry rotating the 
X ,  is manifest; the superpotential only exhibits a U(3) subgroup of that 
symmetry. The condition V = 0 implies all of the X ,  are simutaneously 
diagonalizable. In short, the solutions are 

x p = p  0 -cp 0 1  

with (cq,.. .  ,cg) forming a real six-vector living in a flat six-real- 
dimensional moduli space. Again, with the exception of the point cp = 0, 
all of the vacua have SU (2) broken to U (1) .O 

Let’s add a mass m t r  @ 2 @ 3  (which breaks N = 4 but preserves N = 2) 
and integrate out the massive fields. Their equations of motion, which at 
low momenta reduce simply to 

only have a solution @ 2  = @ 3  = 0. When substituted back into the super- 
potential, this solution gives a low-energy theory with one adjoint @I and 
W = 0 - the pure SU(2)  N = 2 theory. Thus it is easy to flow from the 
N = 4 theory to the pure = 2 theory, and this was studied in the S U ( 2 )  
case by Seiberg and Witten (1994). 

By contrast, consider adding a mass $m t r  @;. The situation here is 
much like the XYZ model with a mass for X ;  the low-energy theory there 
had W = Y 2 Z 2 .  Here the equation of motion for @ 3  reduces to 

&[@I, @2] = ma3 

leaving a superpotential 

OThis generalizes: for S U ( N ) ,  we have N - 1 such real six-vectors, corresponding to the 
N - 1 sextuplets of eigenvalues of the traceless matrices X,. 
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where p 0: l / m  is a coupling with classical dimension - 1 .  Like ( Y Z ) 2 ,  it 
is an irrelevant operator in four dimensions, scaling to zero in the infrared. 

5.2 .  Beta functions and fixed points 

Now we turn to the quantum mechanics of these theories. We have al- 
ready studied the abelian case in great detail at the one-loop level, and we 
know that the main difference in the nonabelian case will be that gauge 
boson loops will give a negative contribution to the beta function. The 
contributions to the beta function of various particles are shown in Fig. 35, 
from which one can see that a vector multiplet contributes a factor of -3N 

h W 

(+ 2/3)N (+ 1/3) 

Figure 35. The contribution of various particles to the gauge beta function. 

to the one-loop beta function, while a chiral multiplet in the fundamental 
or antifundamental representation contributes 1 / 2 ,  and one in the adjoint 
representation gives a factor N .  Thus for supersymmetric QCD with N f  
quarks/squarks and N f  antiquarks/antisquarks, the beta function at one- 
loop is (see the abelian case) 

where (defining bo = 3N - N f )  

(33)  A b o  = pboe-8rr2 /g2+iB - bo 2rrir 
- P  e 

For N ,  adjoint fields the one-loop beta function has bo = ( 3  - N , ) N ;  note 
it vanishes for N = 4 Yang-Mills. Just as in the abelian case, the entry of 
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the theta angle into A implies there can be no perturbative corrections to 
these formulas. 

As an aside, let me stress that the existence of the quantum mechan- 
ical holomorphic parameter A is very important. Although the effective 
superpotential is still constrained by the perturbative nonrenormalization 
theorem, as in non-gauge theories, the presence of A permits, in many cases, 
a nonperturbative renormalization of the superpotential. There is a lot of 
literature on this subject; the classic paper is that of Affleck, Dine and 
Seiberg (1984), although a number of others obtained similar results using 
somewhat less reliable techniques. There are good reviews on this subject 
by other authors, including ones by Intriligator and Seiberg and one by 
Argyres. For lack of time, in these lectures we will only discuss cases where 
there is no nonperturbative correction to the effective superpotential (or 
at least no qualitative change in its structure.) Large classes of interesting 
theories have this property, but we are leaving out other large classes; see 
the Appendix for some examples. 

As before, the formula for the holomorphic coupling g(p) ,  and the holo- 
morphic renormalization scale A, can’t represent the physical properties 
of the theory. This is obvious from the fact that g2(p)  blows up at small 
p and can’t make sense below A. Higher loop effects, and possibly non- 
perturbative effects, appearing in the nonholomorphic parts of the theory 
can change this formula significantly. How can we define a physical gauge 
coupling? A natural approach is to find a more physical definition of A, so 
let the holomorphic object in Eq. (33) be renamed A, and let us attempt 
to define a A independent of field redefinitions. (The presentation here is 
related to recent work of Arkani-Hamed and Rattazzi, although the result- 
ing formula is due to Novikov, Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov from the 
early 1980s.) 

Recall how we defined a physical version of y, the coupling in the Wess- 
Zumino model. We noted that if we sent @ 4 a@, a a constant, this would 
affect both jj in the superpotential and 2 in the Kahler potential. Let’s do 
the same here for the charged fields Q and Q. Suppose we multiply them all 
of them by a,  where a is a phase eaa. This is equivalent to a transformation 
by an anomalous “axial” U(1) global symmetry, under which quarks and 
antiquarks have the same charge. As happens in QCD, this kind of trans- 
formation is an anomalous symmetry, and shifts the 8 angle; it therefore 
rotates Abo by a phase. The phase by which Abo rotates is a 2 N f .  But since 
Q and A are holomorphic, it must still be true that A changes by a 2 N f  even 
if a is not a phase but has la1 # l! Therefore, since 2 4 IUI-~Z under this 
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transformation, only 

where 2,. and 3, are the wave function factors for Q,. and Qs, can be 
invariant under these field redefinitions. 

We can go further by considering R-symmetry transformations. Sup- 
pose we rotate the gluino fields X by eia and the fields q, by eia,  so that 
the quarks Gq and antiquarks 4, do not rotate at all (recall there is a 
X$,.q; interaction which fixes the charge of one field in terms of the other 
two.) Then the anomaly in this transformation involves only the gluinos, 
and the 0 angle shifts by eSNia. (The factor 2N is the group theory “in- 
dex” of the adjoint representation in S U ( N ) ;  it determines the size of the 
anomaly.) Again, we can generalize this by taking a to be complex, so that 
leial # 1. An invariant which is unchanged by both this and the previous 
transformation is 

Taking a derivative with respect to p of both sides, we obtain 

But from the kinetic terms of the gauginos it is evident that Zx = l / g 2 ( p )  
itself! Therefore 

d In Zx - P8.rr2/g2 

d l n p  8x2/g2  
yx = -___ - 

from which we obtain the exact NSVZ beta function 

(Remember to keep track of the difference in sign between pg and , & T a / g z . )  

In supersymmetric QCD, where in the absence of a superpotential all 
charged fields are related by symmetry, and therefore have the same anoma- 
lous dimension 7 0 ,  we may write 

3N - NfP  - 701 
P S &  = 7 1 - g 2 N / 8 x 2  



In a general theory with charged fields $i in representations 
tr TATB = T R ~ S * ~ ,  and with anomalous dimensions yi ,  we have 
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Ri with 

These formulas continue to hold even when there are other gauge and mat- 
ter couplings in the theory. This formula, which has a Taylor expansion in 
g 2 ,  summarizes all higher-loop corrections. If there is matter in the theory, 
then we do not know yi exactly; but in the absence of matter (the pure 
N = 1 gauge theory) the formula is a definite function of g . P  

We will now use this exact beta function to prove a few things. Before 
doing so, let's consider the one-loop contributions to the anomalous dimen- 
sions of charged fields. As we saw, trilinear terms in the superpotential 
give one-loop graphs as in Fig. 36 which must give a positive contribution, 

Figure 36. Typical contributions to 2~ from the superpotential. 

if there are no gauge couplings around. To leading order in the gauge cou- 
pling, this must still be true; the one-loop graph from a superpotential term 
must be positive. However, there is no such constraint for the one-loop di- 
agram in Fig. 37 involving the gauge interactions and it is a determining, 
crucial feature of supersymmetric gauge theories that the coefficient of this 
diagram has the opposite sign. (I don't know of an argument which explains 
this fact in physical terms.) Consequently the sign of y will flip as the cou- 
pling constants are varied. For a gauge theory with no superpotential, the 
charged fields have negative anomalous dimensions. 

First, let us prove that for large N f ,  slightly less than 3N,  SQCD has 
nontrivial conformal fixed points (and does not for N f  2 3N) .  These are 

PThe pole in the denominator is still not fully understood, even after 20 years; notice that 
it becomes dominant when g2N N 87r2, an important issue for those studying large-N 
gauge theories at large 't Hooft coupling! 
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Figure 37. Contributions to Za from the gauge interactions. 

sometimes called “Banks-Zaks” fixed points although they were discussed 
earlier; they exist also in the nonsupersymmetric case! 

Exercise: By examining the one- and two-loop beta functions (given in 
Ellis’s lectures at this school) verify that ordinary QCD has conformal fixed 
points when N f  and N,  are large and the theory is just barely asymptot- 
ically free. Remember to check that all higher-loop terms in the beta- 
function can be neglected! 

To see this, note that the loop expansion is really an expansion in g 2 N ,  
so if we can trap g 2  in a region where it is of order 1 / N 2 ,  then the loop 
expansion can be terminated at leading nonvanishing order. The anoma- 
lous dimension yo of the superfields Q,., Qs will be 
grounds, 

-g2N 
87r2 

-c- +order [(g2N)’] 

where t > 0. For N f  = 3N - k ,  where k is order 1,  
the form 

k + 3 (-tg2N + order [(g2N)’])  
1 - g 2  N/87r2 P S &  = 

-7 

of the form, on general 

the beta function takes 

where in the last expression we have dropped terms of order g2Nk and 
N(g2N)’. For k 5 0, that is, N f  2 3 N ,  the beta function Pg is positive 
(2.e. , & z / ~ z  < 0) for small g ,  so the gauge coupling g flows back to zero 
in the infrared and is not asymptotically free in the ultraviolet. However, 
if k > 0, and thus for N f  < 3 N ,  the beta function & is negative at small 
g but has a zero at 

87r2k 
9* = - 3 tN2  
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and therefore the coupling g2 never gets larger than of order 1 / N 2 .  The 
above formula is therefore self-consistent in predicting that the gauge cou- 
pling flows from zero to the above fixed point value. (Note that the holo- 
morphic coupling has no such fixed point! thus the physical properties 
and holomorphic properties of the theory are vastly different!) The flow is 
shown in Fig. 38. 

g = o  - 

9 < 3N 

/ g = o  - m  
- v  - 

g* 

Figure 38. The gauge coupling is marginally relevant for N f  < 3 N ,  with a nearby 
fixed point at g * .  

Next, let’s prove that in SQCD for N f  5 ZN there can be no such fixed 
points - specifically, ones in which no fields are free, and which are located 
at  the origin of moduli space, where no fields have expectation values. In 
SQCD a fixed point requires 

(This in turn implies that the R-charge of Q and Q, using the earlier formula 
that dim Q = 1 + ;yo = $RQ, must be 

R Q = ~ -  N - 
N f  , (34) 

one may check that this particular R-symmetry is the unique nonanomalous 
chiral symmetry of the theory!) However, if yo 5 -1, then the gauge- 
invariant operator QrQs would have dimension 2(1+ ;yo) < 1. This is not 
allowed at a nontrivial fixed point, so to have such a fixed point (at least 
one in the simple class we have been discussing) it must be that 
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What happens for adjoint fields? If the number of fields is N,, then we 
have 

This is too negative a yo for N,  = 1, so there is no ordinary S U ( N )  fixed 
point in the pure N = 2 the0ry.q For N, = 2, the anomalous dimension at 
any fixed point must be -;; that is, the dimension of CDI and CJ2 must be i. 
For N, = 3 the anomalous dimension at any fixed point must be zero. If CDn 
were gauge-invariant, then by the earlier theorem this could only happen if 
@ were free; but outside of the abelian case, CDn is not gauge-invariant and 
this is not a requirement. 

Exercise: In an N = 2 gauge theory, the one-loop formula psT2/g~ = bo is 
exact. Using the facts that (a) the anomalous dimension of the adjoint field 
CJ is related to that of the gauge bosons by N = 2 supersymmetry, and (b) 
N = 2 forbids hypermultiplets to have anomalous dimensions, prove that 
the NSVZ beta function is consistent with this statement. 

Now, Seiberg has suggested that there are fixed points in N = 1 SQCD 
for 3N > N f  > ZN. That is, he conjectured in 1994 that in this range 

Nf . there is some value g* of the gauge coupling for which -yo(g*) = 
(Again, we know this is true for 3N - N f  << N ;  Seiberg’s conjecture is 
that this continues down to much lower N f . )  If he is right, as most experts 
think that he is, then some remarkable and exciting phenomena immedi- 
ately follow. These can be found by combining our minimal knowledge 
concerning the properties of these putative fixed points with the approach 
to the renormalization group outlined in the previous lectures. 

3 N - N f  

For example, consider adding the superpotential 

N f  

with gauge indices contracted inside the parentheses. 
superpotential preserves a diagonal SU( N f  ) global 

(35) 

Very importantly, this 
symmetry and charge 

conjugation; this is enough symmetry to ensure that all of the fields share 
the same anomalous dimension - y o ( p , ~ ) ,  as was true for p = 0. As always 

qThere are however some much more subtle fixed points discovered by Argyres and 
Douglas in 1995. 
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we should study the dimensionless coupling constant IT = p p  and ask how 
it scales. Classically it scales like p (and thus has = IT) but quantum 
mechanically, - 

Wait a minute. This theory, whose potential contains (scalar)6 terms, 
is nonrenormalizable. Can we even discuss it? 

Well, nonrenormalizable simply means that the operator in the super- 
potential is irrelevant, so in the ultraviolet regime the effective coupling is 
blowing up and perturbative diagrams in the theory don’t make sense. But 
we’re interested in the infrared anyway. We’ll deal with the ultraviolet later; 
for now will think of l/$ as setting a cutoff on the theory.‘ Perturbation 
theory may not converge, but we are asking perfectly valid nonperturba- 
tive infrared questions which do not depend on the details of the ultraviolet 
cutoff. 

In particular, we know that we need to define a physical coupling IT, of 
the form 1 1 ~ ~ 1  = 1@pl2Zi4. We see it has a beta function 

P7T = + 2701 

Now, this means 7r is irrelevant if yo > -; and is relevant if yo < -;. The 
formula for the gauge coupling is unchanged 

Now, remember that yo is a function of r and IT with the following prop- 
erties: (1) if g = 0, IT # 0 then yo > 0; (2) if x = 0, 0 # g << 1 then 
yo < 0; and (3) there is a t  least one nontrivial fixed point at g = g* ,  7r = 0 

. Notice that at this fixed point IT is irrelevant (as it is with yo = 
classically) if N > 2 N f ,  marginal if N = 2 N f ,  and relevant if N < 2 N f .  

From this we can guess the qualitative features of the renormalization 
group flow. For N > 2 N f ,  the qualitative picture is given in Fig. 39. Even 
if IT # 0, we still end up at  the Seiberg fixed point. For N < 2 N f ,  however, 
there is a very different picture, as in Fig. 40. Notice that if we start a t  
weak gauge coupling initially, IT is irrelevant and flows toward zero as we 
would expect classically; but as we flow toward the infrared, the gauge 
coupling grows, yo becomes more negative, and eventually the coupling IT 
turns around and becomes relevant. Although at  first it seems as though 
it will be negligible in the infrared, it in fact dominates. This is called a 

3 N - N f  
N f 

‘Note that we did essentially the same thing with SQED in four dimensions, which is 
perturbatively renormalizable but nonperturbatively nonrenormalizable, since we cannot 
take the cutoff on the theory to  infinity without the gauge coupling diverging in the 
ultraviolet. 
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Figure 39. For Nf > 2N the coupling 7r is irrelevant both at g = 0 and at g = g*. 

“dangerous irrelevant” operator, since although it is initially irrelevant it is 
dangerous to forget about it! In the infrared it becomes large, and we must 
be more precise about what happens when it gets there.’ 

What about N f  = 2N? You’ll do this as an exercise, after I’ve done a 
bit more. 

5.3.  Using n/ = 1 language to understand n/ = 4 

As another application of these ideas, let’s argue that N = 4 Yang-Mills is 
finite. Consider an n/ = 1 gauge theory with three chiral superfields and 
a superpotential W = h tr @I  [@2, @3]. I will use canonical normalization 
here for the an, so h = g is the N = 4 supersymmetric theory. But let’s 
not assume that h = g. For any g, h, the symmetry relating the three fields 
ensures they all have the same anomalous dimension yo, which is a single 
function of two couplings. The beta functions for the couplings are 

These are proportional to one another, so the conditions for a fixed point 
(,Oh = 0 and ,Og = 0) reduce to a single equation, yo(g, h)  = 0. But this is 

SWhat happens is fascinating - the theory flows to a dzfferent Seiberg fixed point, that 
given by S V ( N f  - N) SQCD with N f  flavors. See Leigh and Strassler (1995) for an 
understanding of how to treat the limit where the coupling is large. 
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" t  

d : l , 2  0 

Figure 40. For Nf < 2N the coupling x is relevant at g+; its initial decrease is 
reversed once g is sufficiently large. 

one equation on two variables, so if a solution exists, it will be a part of a 
one-dimensional space of such solutions. 

Now, does a solution exist? We know that y(g, h = 0 )  < 0 and that 
yo(g = 0, h) > 0;  so yes, by continuity, there must be a curve, passing 
through g = h = 0, along which yo = 0 and ,& = ,Og = 0 (and thus pertur- 
bation theory has no infinities along this line.) The renormalization group 
flow must look like the graph in Fig. 41. Both the theory with h = 0 and 
the theory with g = 0 are infrared free; yet a set of nontrivial field theories 
lies between. Notice that we do not know, however, the precise position of 
the curve yo = 0. In particular, we have not shown that g = h gives yo = 0. 
However, the existence of a finite theory (which is renormalization-group 
stable in the infrared) requires only arguments using N = 1 symmetry. Of 
course, since the theory a t  g = h has more symmetry (namely N = 4) it is 
natural to expect g = h to be the solution to yo(g, h)  = 0. 

The motivation for introducing this N = 1-based reasoning is there are 
many N = 1 field theories which are also finite, as one can show using 
similar arguments. (For example, replace the N = 4 superpotential with 
W = h t r  @1{@2,@3};  the discussion is almost unchanged, except that 
g = h is not the solution to yo = 0.) The existence of these theories was 
discovered in the 1980s; the slick proof presented above is in Leigh and 
Strassler (1995). 
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h 

g 

Figure 41. In some N = 1 theories one can argue for a line of fixed points indexed 
by an exactly marginal coupling p; perturbation theory has no divergences on this 
line. Only in N = 4 is the equation for this line g = h. 

As mentioned in Sec. 3.4, the coupling which parametrizes the line of 
conformal fixed points (which is actually a complex line, since the couplings 
are complex) is called an “exactly marginal coupling.” Let’s call this com- 
plex coupling p. (In the n/ = 4 case we can identify p as equal to the 
gauge coupling i / ~ ,  but in a more general N = 1 finite theory these will 
not be simply related.) Unlike X in which is marginal a t  X = 0 but 
irrelevant at  X # 0, p is marginal a t  p = 0, and remains marginal for any 
value of p. Thus p is a truly dimensionless coupling, indexing a continu- 
ous class of scale-invariant theories. It is very common for such classes of 
theories to be acted upon by duality transformations. In fact, for N = 4 
electric-magnetic duality (S-duality) acts on this coupling p as in Fig. 42, 
identifying those theories a t  large p with those at  small p. 

5.4. The two-adjoint model 

We conclude with a discussion of a theory with two adjoint chiral multiplets, 
obtained from the N = 4 gauge theory by adding a mass for the third 
adjoint @p3. It  has a superpotential (31): 
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Figure 42. The action of S-duality on the line of fixed points. 

This quartic superpotential is nonrenormalizable, but low-energy effective 
theories often are. We are interested (for the moment) in the infrared 
behavior, so the fact that 7r = p p  c( v-’ (where v = z )  blows up in the 
ultraviolet is not our immediate concern. 

What are the beta functions for 7r and for g? We have 

p, = T [ l  + 2yo] ; p 8 T z / g 2  c( 3N - 2N(1- “lo) = N + 2Nyo 

and thus p, c( pg. This means that, as before, the conditions for a fixed 
point to exist, namely p, = 0 = pg, reduce to a single condition (except at 
g = 7r = 0): 

1 
2 

1 + 2 ” l o = O  ==+ yo=-- 

Again, this is one condition on two couplings, so any solution will be part 
of a one-dimensional space of solutions. Following Seiberg, we might well 
expect that the theory with two adjoints and W = 0 has a fixed point at 
some g+ where yo(g+) = -f . If this is true, then the renormalization group 
flow of the theory will look like Fig. 43. 

So here our irrelevant operator has been converted into an exactly 
marginal one! The coupling p which parametrizes the line of fixed points, 
and on which duality symmetries might act, now has nothing to do with 
the gauge coupling. In fact p = 0 corresponds to  g = g+.  Nowhere are these 
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g 

Figure 43. 
of fixed points emerging from the fixed point at (9, K )  = ( g * ,  0) .  

In the two-adjoint theory, K is marginal at g = g* and there is a line 

conformal field theories near g = T = 0, so we have no hope of seeing them 
in any perturbation expansion. 

Now, since the theory is nonrenormalizable, we probably should at least 
say something about the ultraviolet. But we know a perfectly good ultravi- 
olet theory into which we can embed this theory, namely the N = 4 gauge 
theory with @3 massive. Classically, we know what this flow would look 
like. Just as in the XYZ model with X massive, shown in Fig. 5, the the- 
ory would start from a conformal field theory indexed by r and flow into a 
classical fixed point, with a nonzero gauge coupling and W = 0, along the 
irrelevant operator ([@I , Qz])’. But quantum mechanically the endpoint of 
the theory is not W = 0; instead, it is one of the conformal field theories 
we found above in the two-adjoint theory. In fact, we can expect that each 
N = 4 field theory flows to a unique two-adjoint theory, along a flow which 
looks schematically like Fig. 44. It is natural therefore to identify p with 
i / r ,  as we did in the N = 4 case, but this “r” is not the gauge coupling of 
the two-adjoint theory. Rather, we have defined here a physical mechanism 
for using the label r of the N = 4 fixed points as a label for the two- 
adjoint fixed points. Since S-duality acts on r in = 4 we are essentially 
guaranteed that duality will also act on p in the two-adjoint theory. 

Exercise: 
group flow for SQCD with N f  = 2N and the quartic superpotential (35). 

Examine the beta functions and sketch the renormalization 
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Figure 44. 
through the flow which takes one to the other. 

The two-adjoint theory inherits S-duality from the N = 4 theory 

6 .  Regrets 

What didn’t I talk about in these lectures? The list seems to be infinite. 
There was nothing on the phases of gauge theories; nothing on confinement; 
nothing on nonperturbative renormalizations of superpotentials; nothing on 
Seiberg duality; nothing on two, five or six dimensions; nothing on sponta- 
neous dynamical supersymmetry breaking; nothing on exact methods for 
studying renormalization in theories with broken supersymmetry; nothing 
on D-brane or other stringy constructions of these theories; and above all, 
nothing on applications of this material to real-world physics! But there 
are good reviews on almost all of these subjects. By contrast, there are 
no reviews on the material 1 have discussed here, which is necessary for 
an understanding of duality, plays a very important role in the AdS/CFT 
correspondance, and (as Ann Nelson and I have suggested) may even be 
responsible for the pattern of quark and lepton masses and for the low rate 
of proton decay. So I hope that this somewhat unorthodox introduction to  
this subject will serve you well; and I hope I have convinced you that this is 
a profound and fascinating subject, where much is to  be learned and much 
remains to be understood. 
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7. Appendix: Comments on h/ = 1 S U ( 2 )  SQCD 

We will focus our attention on the case of SU(2). This case is a bit special 
because the 2 and 2 representation are identical [you already know this 
from quantum mechanics: there is no conjugate-spin-1/2 representation of 
SU(2)l so we actually should combine the QT and @ into 2Mf fields Qu,  
with an SU(2Nf) global symmetry, and a D-term condition 

One solution to this condition is q1 = (@, 0 ) ,  q2 = (0, m), with all 
others zero. As in the abelian case, it is most convenient to express this 
result using gauge invariant combinations of the chiral superfields. The 
2Nf x 2Nf antisymmetric matrix of gauge-invariants Mu, = Q I Q t c i j  has 
A412 = -A421 = co/2, with all other components zero. 

In fact, all solutions to the condition (36) can be written as SU(2Nf)- 
flavor and SU(2)-gauge rotations of the above particular solution. The 
gauge rotations leave Mu, invariant, and the flavor rotations leave invariant 
the fact that it has rank at most two, with either zero or two equal non- 
vanishing eigenvalues. 

Note that unless Mu, = 0, the gauge group is completely broken. Let's 
check this is the case for Nf = 1. There are two chiral fields Q 1  and Q2, 
each in the 2 of SU(2), for a total of four complex fields. Three of these 
must be eaten by the three gauge bosons if SU(2) is completely broken. 
Consequently, there should be one remaining. Indeed, there is only one 
(unconstrained) field M12, Let's check it for Nf = 2: in this case there are 
six fields Mu, ( u , ~  = 1,2,3,4) but also a single constraint that the rank 
must be 2, not 4, which is the condition Pf(A4) = 0. (The Pfaffian is just 
the square root of the determinant, and is defined as E,,,,M""M~" in this 
case.) This leaves five unconstrained fields. Initially there are four doublets 
Ql1Q2,Q3,Q4 for a total of eight fields, with three being eaten when the 
gauge group is broken; this too leaves five. 

Exercise: For SU(3)  the QT and Qs are in distinct representations. The 
allowed operators are MZ = Q T Q s ,  B = QQQ and B = QQQ (indices 
suppressed.) Show that the conditions we have just obtained from the 
SU(N) D-terms imply that for Nf < N the rank of A4 is Nf or less; for 
Nf = N det M = BB; and for Nf > N the rank of M is N or less. Show 

- _ I  
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also that for Nf 2 N there are branches with B # 0 but M = 0, and that 
BB always equals a subdeterminant of rank N of M .  

What then happens quantum mechanically for SU(2)? Let's note that 
for N f  = 1,2,3,4,5,  the nonanomalous R-charge of the QT is - 1 , O ,  4, i, $; 
for N f  2 6 the theory is no longer asymptotically free. For N f  = 4,5 
we might well have a conformal fixed point in the infrared, but not for 
N f  < 4. We should check for renormalizations. The classical superpoten- 
tial is zero; the one-loop holomorphic gauge coupling is renormalized; but 
neither can get any further perturbative renormalization for the reasons 
we discussed earlier. All of the higher-loop effects in the NSVZ beta func- 
tion come through the Kahler potential. However, we did not check that 
nonperturbative effects were absent. In particular, while the perturbative 
superpotential cannot depend on the theta angle, this is not true nonper- 
turbatively. We should therefore look for a superpotential of the form 

W?lO?lpeTt (MUV 1 ') 
which is invariant under all of the global symmetries. The only globally- 
symmetric holomorphic object which we can build from M is its Pfaffian 
Pf M ,  which has dimension 2Nf and has R-charge 2(Nf  - 2), and its 
powers. The superpotential has dimension 3 and R-charge 2, so its form is 
very highly constrained; in fact 

where c is a constant, is the only possibility. (This was pointed out by 
Affleck, Dine and Seiberg in 1984.) You should check that this formula is 
also consistent with the anomalous U(1) symmetries which we used to write 
the physical version of A. For this reason, the above formula even holds for 
Nf = 0, where there is no anomaly-free R-symmetry. 

Now let us examine whether the coefficient c can ever be nonzero. Af- 
fleck, Dine and Seiberg pointed out that c is in fact nonzero in the case 
N f  = 1; they showed that an instanton effect does indeed give a mass to 
the fermion in the multiplet M =  MI^, and calculated it, showing that 

This is rather strange; the potential 
1 V(M) N - 

IMI2 
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blows up at small M (though the Kahler potential cannot be calculated 
there) and runs gradually to zero as M + co (where the gauge theory is 
broken at a very high scale, and thus at weak coupling, where the Kahler 
potential is easy to calculate.) In short, this theory has no supersymmetric 
vacuum except at M = 00; it has a runaway instability! 

However, if we add a mass for the two doublets 

then the effective superpotential becomes 

A: Wfuu = - + m M  M 
which has supersymmetic minima 

M 2  = mA5 (38) 

or in other words two vacua, M = Notice that the superpotential 
in Eq. (379, for N f  = 0, gives W = * c a ,  which, for c = 2 and the 
matching condition A t  = mA:, is consistent with (38). The interpretation 
of this result, originally due to Witten (1980), is that the pu reN = 1 SU(2)  
gauge theory has a fermion bilinear condensate 

(AX) 0: @i 
which breaks a discrete chiral symmetry, somewhat analogous to QCD’s 
breaking of chiral symmetries, and generates a nonzero superpotential W 0: 
AX. 

What about N f  = 2? In this case the theory has six mesons Mu, subject 
to the constraint Pf M = 0. There can be no nontrivial superpotential here 
built just from M ,  but Seiberg (1994) pointed out that it was useful to 
implement this constraint using a Lagrange multiplier field X ,  of R-charge 
2 and dimension -1, in the tree-level superpotential: 

Wclass i ca l  = X(Pf M )  

Then 
tum mechanically we are allowed by the symmetries to add 

= Pf M = 0 defines the classical moduli space. However, quan- 

W n o n p e r t  = C X A ~  

which means 
dW -=Pf M + c A i = O  
d X  
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so the classical moduli space is modified quantum mechanically. In par- 
ticular, the symmetric point Pf M = 0 is removed! This means that the 
chiral SU(4) symmetry is nowhere restored on the moduli space - there 
is quantum breaking of a chiral symmetry in this theory! 

Exercise: By adding mass terms for the fields Q3, Q 4  and comparing with 
the Nf = 1 case, show that c cannot be zero. 

And for Nf = 3? Here the proposed quantum superpotential 

Pf M w=- 
is exactly right for imposing the classical constraint that M have rank 
2. The interpretation Seiberg gave is that the M fields are mesons built 
from confined quarks, and they have an XYZ-like superpotential quantum 
mechanically, one which is marginally irrelevant. In the infrared, the M 
fields are free, and at the origin, the SU(6) symmetry is unbroken. This is 
the first example known of confinement without chiral symmetry breaking. 

For Nf = 4,5, the proposed superpotential is singular a t  M = 0, and 
cannot be valid there. Seiberg (1994) therefore suggested that there are 
nontrivial infrared fixed points at M = 0 for N f  = 4,5.  The evidence in 
favor of this suggestion is now very strong, although it is still not really 
proven beyond a shadow of doubt. Personally I don’t doubt it, but I would 
love to  see a conclusive proof someday. 

8. Suggested reading 

There are many great papers, and many excellent reviews, for you to look 
at  in your further explorations of this subject. I learned supersymmetry, 
the Wess-Zumino model, non-renormalization theorems, and so forth from 
Wess and Bagger and from West; both books have advantages and prob- 
lems. Philip Argyres has a set of very useful lectures; they can be accessed 
from his website. Renormalization you must learn from many places; no one 
book does it all well. The two classic papers of Seiberg and Witten (1994) on 
duality in N = 2 and the various papers of Seiberg on holomorphy and on 
duality (1993-1994) in N = 1 are must-reads for everyone. There are peda- 
gogical reviews (try Bilal (1995) for N = 2, Intriligator and Seiberg (1995) 
for N = 1) that unpack these papers somewhat. Three-dimensional super- 
symmetric abelian gauge theories were first studied in papers by Seiberg 
and Witten (1996) and by Intriligator and Seiberg (1996); see also de Boer 
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et al. (1996, 1997), and Aharony et al. (1997). Vortex solutions appear 
in Nielsen and Olesen, and earlier in work of Abrikosov in the context of 
superconductivity. Duality is best understood by first studying the classic 
work on the Ising model, and by reading a lovely paper on bosonization 
by Burgess and Quevedo (1995). The work of the author and Kapustin 
(1998) follows in this spirit and points in new directions. You can also get 
a quick tour of duality (though not as quick as in these lectures) and vor- 
tices in my Trieste 2001 lectures. The papers of Shifman and Vainshtein, 
many cowritten with Novikov and Zakharov (1980-1988), painstakingly ex- 
plored and finally drained the swamp surrounding the distinction between 
the holomorphic and physical gauge couplings. The work of Leigh and the 
author (1995) on exactly marginal couplings builds on their results, as well 
as on related results in two dimensions (see for example Martinec (1989) 
and Lerche, Vafa and Warner (1989).) A summary and list of references 
concerning recent refinements in the study of beta functions can be found 
in an appendix of a paper by Nelson and the author (2002). 

This is as sketchy a bibliography as can be imagined; there are literally 
hundreds of interesting papers which are relevant to these lecture notes. 
Well, such is the fate of most papers that we write; we may love them 
dearly, but it is wise to remember that the next generation of students will 
never read them. 
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D-BRANES, TACHYONS, AND STRING FIELD THEORY 

WASHINGTON TAYLOR AND BARTON ZWIEBACH 
Center for  Theoretical Physics, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, MA 02139 USA 

E-mail: watiomit. edu, zwiebach@mmitlns.mit. edu 

In these notes we provide a pedagogical introduction to the subject of tachyon 
condensation in Witten’s cubic bosonic open string field theory. We use both 
the low-energy Yang-Mills description and the language of string field theory to  
explain the problem of tachyon condensation on unstable D-branes. We give a 
self-contained introduction to open string field theory using both conformal field 
theory and overlap integrals. Our main subjects are the Sen conjectures on tachyon 
condensation in open string field theory and the evidence that supports these 
conjectures. We conclude with a discussion of vacuum string field theory and 
projectors of the star-algebra of open string fields. We comment on the possible 
role of string field theory in the construction of a nonperturbative formulation of 
string theory that captures all possible string backgrounds. 

1. Introduction 

The last seven years have been a very exciting time for string theory. 
A new understanding of nonperturbative objects in string theory, such as 
D-branes, has led to exciting new developments that relate string theory to 
physical systems such as black holes and supersymmetric gauge field the- 
ories. It has also led to the discovery of unexpected relationships between 
Yang-Mills theories and quantum theories of gravity such as closed super- 
string theories and M-theory. Finally, the analysis of unstable D-branes 
has elucidated the long-standing mysteries associated with the open string 
tachyon. 

The study of unstable D-branes and tachyons has also led to the real- 
ization that string field theory contains significant non-perturbative infor- 
mation. This has been somewhat of a surprise. Certain forms of string 
field theory were known since the early 199O’s, but there was no concrete 
evidence that they could be used to give a non-perturbative definition of 
string theory. The study of tachyon condensation, however, has changed 
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our perspective. These lecture notes give an introduction to string field 
theory and review recent work in which unstable D-branes and their asso- 
ciated tachyons are described using string field theory. As we will discuss 
here, this work suggests that open string field theory, or some successor 
of it, may give a complete definition of string theory in which all possible 
backgrounds can be obtained from a single set of degrees of freedom. Such a 
formulation appears to be necessary to address questions related to  vacuum 
selection and string cosmology. 

In the rest of this section we will review briefly the current status of 
string theory as a whole, and summarize the goals of this set of lectures. 
In section 2 we review some basic aspects of D-branes. In section 3, we 
describe a particular D-brane configuration which exhibits a tachyonic in- 
stability. This tachyon can be seen in the low-energy Yang-Mills description 
of the D-brane system. We also describe a set of conjectures made by Sen 
in 1999, which stated that the tachyonic instability of the open bosonic 
string is the instability of the space-filling D25-brane. Sen suggested that 
open string field theory could be used to give an analytic description of this 
instability. In section 4 we give an introduction to Witten’s bosonic open 
string field theory (OSFT). Section 5 gives a more detailed analytic descrip- 
tion of this theory using the language of conformal field theory. Section 6 
describes the string field theory using the oscillator approach and overlap 
integrals. The two approaches to OSFT described in these two sections give 
complementary ways of analyzing problems in string field theory. In section 
7 we summarize evidence from string field theory for Sen’s conjectures. In 
section 8 we describe “vacuum string field theory,” a new version of open 
string field theory which arises when one attempts to directly formulate 
the theory around the classically stable vacuum where the D-brane has dis- 
appeared. This section also discusses important structures in string field 
theory, such as projectors of the star algebra of open string fields. Section 
9 contains concluding remarks. 

Much new work has been done in this area since these lectures were 
presented at TASI in 2001. Except for some references to more recent 
developments which are related to the topics covered, these lecture notes 
primarily cover work done before summer of 2001. Previous articles re- 
viewing related work include those of Ohmori,’ de Smet,2 Aref’eva et a1.,3 
Bonora et aL,* and Tay10r.~ There are a number of major related areas 
which we do not cover significantly or a t  all in these lectures. We do not 
have any substantial discussion on the dynamic process of tachyon decay; 
there has been quite a bit of work on this subject6 since the time of these 
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lectures in 2001. We do not discuss the Moyal approach to SFT taken re- 
cently by Bars and collaborators;7~8~9 this work is an interesting alternative 
to the level-truncation method primarily used here. We also do not discuss 
in any detail the alternative boundary string field theory (BSFT) approach 
to OSFT. The BSFT approach is well suited to derive certain concrete re- 
sults regarding the tachyon vacuumlO-for example, using this approach 
the energy of the tachyon vacuum can be computed exactly. On the other 
hand, BSFT is not a completely well-defined framework, as massive string 
fields cannot yet be consistently incorporated into the theory. 

1.1. The status of string theory: a brief review 

To understand the significance of developments over the last seven years, 
it is useful to recall the status of string theory in early 1995. At that 
time it was clearly understood that there were five distinct ways in which a 
supersymmetric string could be quantized to give a microscopic definition 
of a theory of quantum gravity in ten dimensions. Each of these quantum 
string theories gives a set of rules for calculating scattering amplitudes of 
string states; these states describe gravitational quanta and other massless 
and massive particles moving in a ten-dimensional spacetime. The five 
superstring theories are known as the type IIA, IIB, I, heterotic S0(32), 
and heterotic E8 x E8 theories. While these string theories give perturbative 
descriptions of quantum gravity, there was little understanding in 1995 of 
nonperturbative aspects of these theories. 

In the years between 1995 and 2002, several new ideas dramatically 
transformed our understanding of string theory. We now briefly summarize 
these ideas and mention some aspects of these developments relevant to the 
main topic of these lectures. 

Dualities: The five different perturbative formulations of superstring the- 
ory are all related to one another through duality symmetries,11>12 whereby 
the degrees of freedom in one theory can be described through a duality 
transformation in terms of the degrees of freedom of another theory. Some 
of these duality symmetries are nonperturbative, in the sense that the string 
coupling g in one theory is related to the inverse string coupling l /g  in the 
dual theory. The web of dualities that relate the different theories gives a 
picture in which, rather than describing five distinct fundamental theories, 
each superstring theory appears to be a particular perturbative limit of a 
single, still unknown, underlying theoretical structure. 

M-theory: In addition to the five perturbative string theories, the web of 
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dualities also seems to include a limit which describes a quantum theory 
of gravity in eleven dimensions. This new theory has been dubbed “M- 
theory”. Although no covariant definition for M-theory has been given, 
this theory can be related to type IIA and heterotic E8 x Es string 
theories through compactification on a circle S1 and the space S1/Z2, 
r e ~ p e c t i v e l y . ’ ~ l ~ ~ > ~ ~  In the relation to type IIA, for example, the compactifi- 
cation radius R11 of M-theory is equal to the product g,l, of the string cou- 
pling g, and the string length 1,. Thus, M-theory in flat space, which arises 
in the limit R11 --t 00, can be thought of as the strong coupling limit of type 
IIA string theory. The field theory limit of M-theory is eleven-dimensional 
supergravity. It is also suspected that M-theory may be formulated as a 
quantum theory of membranes in eleven dimensions. l3 

Branes: In addition to strings, all five superstring theories, as well as 
M-theory, contain extended objects of various dimensionalities known as 
“branes”. M-theory has M2-branes and M5-branes, which have two and 
five dimensions of spatial extent, respectively. (A string is a one-brane, 
since it has one spatial dimension.) The different superstring theories each 
have different sets of (stable) D-branes, special branes that are defined by 
Dirichlet-type boundary conditions on strings. In particular, the IIA/IIB 
superstring theories contain (stable) D-branes of all even/odd dimensions. 
Each superstring theory also has a fundamental string and a Neveu-Schwarz 
five-brane. The branes of one theory can be related to the branes of another 
through the duality transformations mentioned above. Using an appropri- 
ate sequence of dualities, any brane can be mapped to any other brane, 
including the string itself. This suggests that none of these objects are re- 
ally any more fundamental than any others; this idea is known as “brane 
democracy”. 

M(atrix) theory and AdS/CFT: It is a remarkable consequence of the 
above developments that for certain asymptotic space-time backgrounds, 
M-theory and string theory can be completely described through supersym- 
metric quantum mechanics and field theories related to the low-energy de- 
scription of systems of branes. The M(atrix) model of M-theory is a simple 
supersymmetric matrix quantum mechanics, and it is believed to capture 
(in light-cone coordinates) all of the physics of M-theory in asymptotically 
flat spacetime. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, certain maximally super- 
symmetric Yang-Mills theories can be used to describe closed superstring 
theories in asymptotic spacetime backgrounds that are the product of anti- 
de Sitter space and a sphere. It is believed that the Yang-Mills theories and 
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the matrix model of M-theory, each give true nonperturbative descriptions 
of quantum gravity in the corresponding spacetime geometry. For reviews 
of M(atrix) theory and AdS/CFT, see Taylor15 and Aharonyet.a1.16 

Unstable D-branes and open string tachyons: This is in large part the 
subject of these lectures. The most recent chapter in our new understand- 
ing of nonperturbative effects in string theory has been the incorporation 
of unstable branes and open string tachyons into the overall framework of 
the theory. It has turned out that an understanding of unstable D-branes is 
necessary to properly describe all D-branes. This is natural from the point 
of view of K-theory, where brane configurations which are equivalent under 
the annihilation of unstable branes are identified.' The long-mysterious 
tachyon instability of open string theory has finally been given a physi- 
cal interpretation: it is the instability of the D-brane that supports the 
existence of open strings. The instability disappears in the tachyon vac- 
uum, in which the D-brane decays. Moreover, the belief that D-branes are 
solitonic solutions of string theory has been confirmed: starting with the 
appropriate tachyonic field theory of unstable space-filling branes, one can 
describe lower dimensional D-branes as solitonic solutions. Lower dimen- 
sional D-branes are thereby essentially obtained as solitons of the tachyon 
field theory, so, in some sense, lower-dimensional D-branes can be thought 
of as being made of tachyons! It has also been shown that the physics 
of unstable D-branes is captured by string field theory, thus making it a 
candidate for a non-perturbative formulation of string theory capable of 
describing changes of the string background. 

The set of ideas just summarized have greatly increased our understand- 
ing of nonperturbative aspects of string theory. In particular M(atrix) the- 
ory and the AdS/CFT correspondences provide nonperturbative definitions 
of M-theory and string theory in certain asymptotic space-time backgrounds 
which can be used, in principle, to calculate any local result in quantum 
gravity. Through string field theory we have a possibly nonperturbative 
definition of the theory that appears to capture many open string theory 
backgrounds. The existing formulations of string field theory are not man- 
ifestly background independent because a background must be selected to 
write the theory. Nevertheless, as we discuss in these lectures, the theory 
describes multiple distinct backgrounds in terms of a common set of vari- 
ables, so it embodies, at least partially, physical background independence. 
It remains to be seen if the theory incorporates full physical background 
independence; this requires an ability to describe all possible open string 
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backgrounds, as well as all possible closed string backgrounds. 

1.2. The goal of these lectures 

The goal of these lectures is to describe progress towards a nonperturbative 
formulation of string theory that implements the physics of background 
independence. Open string field theory, as applied to tachyon condensation 
and related matters, has shown itself capable of describing non-perturbative 
objects in string theory, and it has demonstrated an ability to represent 
various open string backgrounds. 

A completely background independent formulation of string theory 
may be needed to address fundamental questions such as: What is string 
theory/M-theory? How is the vacuum of string theory selected? (ie., 
Why can the observable low-energy universe be accurately described by the 
standard model of particle physics in four space-time dimensions with an 
apparently small but nonzero positive cosmological constant?), and other 
questions of a cosmological nature. Obviously, aspiring to address these 
questions is an ambitious undertaking, but we believe that attaining a bet- 
ter understanding of string field theory is a useful step in this direction. 
More concretely, in these lectures we will describe recent progress on open 
string field theory. It may be useful here to recall some basic aspects of 
open and closed strings and the relationship between them. 

Closed strings, which are topologically equivalent to a circle S1, give 
rise upon quantization to a massless set of states associated with the gravi- 
ton gllv, the dilaton (p, and the antisymmetric two-form BPv, as well as an 
infinite family of massive states. For the supersymmetric closed string, fur- 
ther massless fields appear within the graviton supermultiplet-these are 
the Ramond-Ramond p-form fields Atl:)..fip and the gravitini +pa .  Thus, 
the quantum theory of closed strings is naturally associated with a theory 
of gravity in space-time. On the other hand, open strings, which are topo- 
logically equivalent to an interval [0, T ] ,  give rise under quantization to a 
massless gauge field A, in space-time. The supersymmetric open string also 
has a massless gaugino field It is now understood that the endpoints 
of open strings must lie on a Dirichlet p-brane (Dp-brane), and that the 
massless open string fields describe the fluctuations of the D-brane and the 
gauge field living on the world-volume of the D-brane. 

It may seem, therefore, that open and closed strings are quite distinct, 
and describe disjoint aspects of the physics in a fixed background space- 
time that contains some family of D-branes. At tree level, the closed strings 
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indeed describe gravitational physics in the bulk space-time, while the open 
strings describe the D-brane dynamics. At the quantum level, however, the 
physics of open and closed strings are deeply connected. Indeed, histori- 
cally open strings were discovered first through the form of their scattering 
amplitudes.l8 Looking at one-loop processes for open strings led to the first 
discovery of closed strings, which appeared as poles in nonplanar one-loop 
open string  diagram^.'^^^^ The fact that open string diagrams naturally con- 
tain closed string intermediate states indicates that in some sense all closed 
string interactions are implicitly defined by the open string diagrams. This 
connection underlies many of the important recent developments in string 
theory. In particular, the M(atrix) theory and AdS/CFT correspondences 
between gauge theories and quantum gravity are essentially limits in which 
closed string physics in a fixed space-time background is captured by the 
Yang-Mills limit of an open string theory on a family of branes (DO-branes 
for M(atrix) theory, D3-branes for the CFT that describes Ads5 x S5, etc.) 

Since quantum gravity theories in certain fixed space-time backgrounds 
can be described by field theory limits of open strings, we may ask if a 
global change of the space-time background can be described as well. If 
M(atrix) theory or AdS/CFT allowed for this description, it would indi- 
cate that these models may have background-independent generalizations. 
Unfortunately, such background changes involve the generally intractable 
addition of an infinite number of nonrenormalizable interactions to the field 
theories in question. One tractable situation arises for the addition of a 
constant background B,, field in space-time (perhaps because this closed 
string background is gauge equivalent to the open string background of a 
D-brane with a magnetic field). In the associated Yang-Mills theory, this 
change in the background field corresponds to replacing products of open 
string fields with a noncommutative star-product. The resulting theory is a 
noncommutative Yang-Mills theory. Such noncommutative theories are the 
only well-understood example of a situation where adding an infinite num- 
ber of apparently nonrenormalizable terms to a field theory action leads to 
a sensible modification of quantum field theory (for a review of noncom- 
mutative field theory and its connection to string theory, see Douglas and 
Nekrasov21). 

String field theory is a nonperturbative formulation of string theory in 
which the infinite family of fields associated with string excitations are de- 
scribed by a space-time field theory action. For open strings on a D-brane 
configuration, this field theory contains Yang-Mills fields and an entire hi- 
erarchy of massive string fields. Integrating out all the massive fields from 
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the string field theory action gives rise to a nonabelian Born-Infeld action 
for the D-branes, which includes an infinite set of higher-order terms that 
arise from string theory corrections to the simple Yang-Mills action. Like 
the case of noncommutative field theory discussed above, the new terms 
appearing in this action are apparently nonrenormalizable, but the combi- 
nation of terms must work together to form a sensible theory. 

In the 1 9 8 0 ’ ~ ~  a great deal of work was done to formulate string field the- 
ory for open and closed, bosonic and supersymmetric string theories. All of 
this work was based on the BRST approach to string q ~ a n t i z a t i o
For the open bosonic string Witten26 constructed an extremely elegant 
string field theory based on the Chern-Simons action. This cubic open 
string field theory (OSFT) is the primary focus of the work described in 
these lectures. Although this theory can be described in a simple abstract 
language, practical computations rapidly become complicated. The for- 
mulation of bosonic closed string field theory was completed in the early 
1990s.27128129130 This theory is the natural counterpart of Witten’s open 
string field theory, but it is more technically challenging because of its 
nonpolynomiality. A nonpolynomial string field theory is also required to 
describe in a non-singular fashion open and closed string fields.31 For open 
superstrings, a cubic f ~ r m u l a t i o n ~ ~  encountered some d i f f i c ~ l t i e s ~ ~(for 
which there are some proposed  resolution^^^^^^) , but the nonpolynomial 
formulation of B e r k ~ v i t s ~ ~  appears to be fully consistent. Despite a sub- 
stantial amount of work in string field theory in the early 90’s, little insight 
was gained at the time concerning non-perturbative physics. Work on this 
subject stalled out until open string field theory was used to test the tachyon 
conjectures beginning in 1999.38 

One simple feature of the 26-dimensional bosonic string has been prob- 
lematic since the early days of string theory: both the open and closed 
bosonic strings have tachyons in their spectra, indicating that the usual 
perturbative vacua of these theories are unstable. In 1999, Ashoke Sen had 
a remarkable insight into the nature of the open bosonic string tachyon.39 
He observed that the open bosonic string theory (the so-called Veneziano 
model) represents open strings that end on a space-filling D25-brane. He 
pointed out that this D-brane is unstable, as it does not carry any con- 
served charge, and he suggested that the open string tachyon is in fact the 
unstable mode of the D25-brane. This led him to conjecture that open 
string field theory could be used to precisely determine a new vacuum for 
the open string, namely one in which the D25-brane is annihilated through 
condensation of the tachyonic unstable mode. Sen made several precise 
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conjectures regarding the details of the string field theory description of 
this new open string vacuum. As we describe in these lectures, there is 
now overwhelming evidence that Sen’s picture is correct, demonstrating 
that string field theory accurately describes the nonperturbative physics of 
D-branes. This new nonperturbative application of string field theory has 
sparked a new wave of work on open string field theory, revealing many 
remarkable new structures. In particular, string field theory now provides 
a concrete framework in which disconnected string backgrounds can emerge 
from the equations of motion of a single underlying theory. Although so 
far this can only be shown explicitly in the open string context, this work 
paves the way for a deeper understanding of background-independence in 
quantum theories of gravity. 

2. D-branes 

In this section we briefly review some basic features of D-branes. The 
concepts developed here will be useful to describe tachyonic D-brane con- 
figurations in the following section. For more detailed reviews of D-branes, 
see the reviews of P o l ~ h i n s k i , ~ ~  and of Taylor.41 

2.1. D-branes and Ramond-Ramond charges 

D-branes can be understood from many points of view. In these lectures we 
primarily focus on the viewpoint motivated by the recent work on tachyon 
condensation, which is that that D-branes are solitons in string field theory. 
The original realization of the importance of D-branes in string theory 
stemmed from Polchinski’s realization that D-branes could be described in 
two complementary fashions: a) as extended extremal black brane solutions 
of supergravity that carry conserved charges, and b)  as hypersurfaces on 
which strings have Dirichlet boundary conditions. We now discuss these 
two viewpoints briefly. 
a) The ten-dimensional type IIA and IIB supergravity theories each have a 
set of (p + 1)-form fields AE!&+l) in the supergraviton multiplet, with p 
even/odd for type IIA/IIB supergravity. These are the Ramond-Ramond 
(RR) fields in the massless superstring spectrum. For each of these (p + 1)- 
form fields, there is a solution of the supergravity field equations that is 
invariant under (p + 1)-dimensional Lorentz transformations, and which has 
the form of an extremal black hole solution in the 9-p spatial directions that 
are not affected by these Lorentz  transformation^.^^ These “black p-brane” 
solutions carry charge under the RR fields A(pfl) ,  and are BPS states in 
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the supergravity theory that preserve half the supersymmetry of the theory. 
These solutions represent the gravitational and gauge backgrounds created 
by the branes, in a way similar to that in which the Schwarzschild solution 
represents the gravitational background of a point mass, or the Coulomb 
field represents the electric field of a point charge. 
b) In type IIA and IIB string theory, it is possible to consider open strings 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on some number 9 - p of the spatial 
coordinates .’”(a). The locus of points defined by such Dirichlet bound- 
ary conditions defines a ( p  + 1)-dimensional hypersurface C,+1 in the ten- 
dimensional spacetime. When p is even/odd in type IIA/IIB string theory, 
the spectrum of the resulting quantum open string theory contains a mass- 
less set of fields A,, a = 0,1,. . . , p  and X a ,  a = p + 1,. . . , 9. These fields 
can be associated with a gauge field living on the hypersurface C p + l ,  and 
a set of degrees of freedom describing the transverse fluctuations of this 
hypersurface in spacetime, respectively. Thus, the quantum fluctuations of 
the open string describe a fluctuating (p + 1)-dimensional hypersurface in 
spacetime - a Dirichlet-brane, or “D-brane” . 

The remarkable insight of P ~ l c h i n s k i ~ ~  in 1995 was the observation that 
the stable Dirichlet-branes of superstring theory carry Ramond-Ramond 
charges, and therefore should be described in the low-energy supergrav- 
ity limit of string theory by precisely the black p-branes discussed in u). 
This connection between the string and supergravity descriptions of these 
nonperturbative objects paved the way to a dramatic series of new devel- 
opments in string theory, including connections between string theory and 
supersymmetric gauge theories, string constructions of black holes, and new 
approaches to string phenomenology. The bosonic D-branes on which we 
concentrate attention in these lectures do not carry conserved charges, and 
thus are not associated with supergravity solutions as in a); rather, these D- 
branes can be described through open bosonic strings with some Dirichlet 
boundary conditions as in b). 

2.2 .  Born-Infeld and super Yang-Mills D-brane actions 

In this subsection we briefly review the low-energy super Yang-Mills descrip- 
tion of the dynamics of one or more D-branes. As discussed in the previous 
subsection, the massless open string modes on a Dp-brane in type IIA or 
IIB superstring theory describe a (p + 1)-component gauge field A,, 9 - p 
transverse scalar fields X a ,  and a set of massless fermionic gaugino fields. 
The scalar fields X a  describe small fluctuations of the D-brane around a 
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flat hypersurface. If the D-brane geometry is sufficiently far from flat, it is 
useful to describe the D-brane configuration by a general embedding Xp (c) ,  
where [ a  are p + 1 coordinates on the Dp-brane world-volume C ( p + l ) ,  and 
Xp are ten functions giving a map from C@+l) into the space-time man- 
ifold R9'l. Just as the Einstein equations which govern the geometry of 
spacetime arise from the condition that the one-loop contribution to the 
closed string beta function vanishes, a set of equations of motion for a 
general Dp-brane geometry and associated world-volume gauge field can 
be derived from a calculation of the one-loop open string beta function.44 
These equations of motion arise from the classical Born-Infeld action: 

S = -Tp /dP+'[ e-'+' J - det(Gap + B,p + 27ra'Fap) + Scs + fermions 

where G, B,  and cp are the pullbacks of the ten-dimensional metric, anti- 
symmetric tensor, and dilaton to the D-brane world-volume, while F is the 
field strength of the world-volume U(1) gauge field A,. Scs represents a set 
of Chern-Simons terms which will be discussed in the following subsection. 
This action can be verified by a perturbative string c a l c ~ l a t i o n , ~ ~  which 
also gives a precise expression for the brane tension 

(1) 

where g8 = e('+') is the closed string coupling, equal to the exponential of 
the dilaton expectation value. 

A particular limit of the Born-Infeld action (1) is useful to describe many 
low-energy aspects of D-brane dynamics. Take the background space-time 
Gpu = Vpu to be flat, and all other supergravity fields (Bpv,Afi?.!Jp+l) to 
vanish. We then assume that the D-brane is approximately flat, and is close 
to the hypersurface X" = O,a > p ,  so that we may make the static gauge 
choice Xa = ca. We furthermore take the low-energy limit in which a,Xa 
and 27ra'F,p are small and of the same order. The action (1) can then be 
expanded as 

where Vp is the p-brane world-volume and the coupling gYM is given by 
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Ignoring fermionic terms, the second term in the right-hand side of (3) is 
simply the reduction to ( p  + 1) dimensions of the ten-dimensional N = 1 
super Yang-Mills action: 

where for a,,B 5 p ,  F,p is the world-volume U(1) field strength, and for 

When multiple Dp-branes are present, the D-brane action is modified 
in a fairly simple fashion.45 Consider a system of N coincident D-branes. 
For every pair of branes {i,j} there is a set of massless fields 

u > p ,  (Y 2 p ,  Faa + d & X a / ( 2 ~ a ' ) .  

(A,):, ( X " ) : ,  (6) 

associated with strings stretching from the ith brane to the j t h  brane; 
the indices i , j  are known as Chan-Paton indices. Treating the fields (6) 
as N-by-N matrices, and letting Tr denote the trace operation for such 
matrices, the multiple brane analogue of the Born-Infeld action (1) takes 
the schematic form 

In order to properly define this nonabelian analog of the Born-Infeld action 
(NBI), it is necessary to resolve the ordering ambiguities in (7). Since 
the spacetime coordinates X "  associated with the D-brane positions in 
space-time become themselves matrix-valued, even evaluating the pullbacks 
Gap, B,p involves resolving ordering issues. Much work has been done 
recently to resolve these ordering a m b i g u i t i e ~ ~ ~  but there is still no known 
definition of the nonabelian Born-Infeld theory (7) which is valid to all 
orders. 

The nonabelian Born-Infeld action (7) becomes much simpler when, 
once again, the background space-time is assumed to be flat and we take 
the low-energy limit , leading to the nonabelian U ( N )  super Yang-Mills 
action in p + 1 dimensions. This action is the reduction to p + 1 dimensions 
of the ten-dimensional U ( N )  super Yang-Mills action (analogous to (5)). In 
this reduction, for a,  ,B 1. p ,  Fag is the world-volume U ( N )  field strength, 
and for a > p , a  1. p ,  F,, + & X a ,  where now A,,X",  and F,p are 
N x N matrices. Since the derivatives 8, are set to zero in the dimensional 
reduction, we furthermore have, for a ,  b > p ,  Fab -+ - i [X" ,  X b ] .  

The low-energy description of a system of N coincident flat D-branes is 
thus given by U ( N )  super Yang-Mills theory in the appropriate dimension. 
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This connection between D-brane actions in string theory and super Yang- 
Mills theory has led to many new developments, including new insights 
into supersymmetric field theories, the M(atrix) theory and AdS/CFT cor- 
respondences, and brane world scenarios. 

2.3.  Branes from branes 

In this subsection we describe a remarkable feature of D-brane systems: one 
or more D-branes of a fixed dimension can be used to construct additional 
D-branes of higher or lower dimension. 

In our discussion of the D-brane action (l), we mentioned a group of 
terms SCS which we did not describe explicitly. For a single Dp-brane, these 
Chern-Simons terms can be combined into a single expression of the form 

SCS N .I,,,, A eF'B , (8) 

where A = ck A('") represents a formal sum over all the Ramond-Ramond 
fields A('") of various dimensions. In this integral, for each term A('"), the 
nonvanishing contribution to (8) is given by expanding the exponential of 
F + B to order (p + 1 - k)/2, where the dimension of the resulting form 
saturates the dimension of the brane. For example, on a Dp-brane, there is 
a coupling of the form 

A F .  (9) s C(P+l) 
This coupling implies that the U(1) field strength on the Dp-brane couples 
to the RR field associated with ( p  - 2)-branes. Thus, we can associate 
magnetic fields on a Dp-brane with dissolved (p - 2)-branes living on the 
Dp-brane. This result generalizes to a system of multiple Dp-branes, in 
which case a trace is included on the right-hand side of (8). For example, 
on N compact Dp-branes wrapped on a ptorus ,  the flux 

of the magnetic field over a two-cycle on the torus is quantized and mea- 
sures the number of units of D(p - 2)-brane charge on the Dp-branes that 
threads the cycle integrated over. Thus, these branes are encoded in the 
field strength Pap. The object in (10) is the relevant component of the 
first Chern class of the U ( N )  bundle described by the gauge field on the N 
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branes. Similarly, 

encodes D(p - 4)-brane charge on the Dp-branes, etc.. 
Just as lower-dimensional branes can be described in terms of the de- 

grees of freedom associated with a system of N Dp-branes through the field 
strength Fap, higher-dimensional branes can be described by a system of 
N Dp-branes in terms of the commutators of the matrix-valued scalar fields 
X". Just as &F measures ( p  - 2)-brane charge, the matrix 

27ri[X", Xb]  (12) 
measures (p+ 2)-brane charge.41>47>48 The charge (12) should be interpreted 
as a form of local charge density. Just as the N positions of the Dp-branes 
are replaced by matrices in the nonabelian theory, so the locations of the 
charges become matrix-valued. The trace of (12) vanishes for finite sized 
matrices because the net Dp-brane charge of a finite-size brane configuration 
in flat spacetime vanishes. Higher multipole moments of the brane charge, 
however, have a natural definition in terms of traces of the charge matrix 
multiplied by powers of the scalars Xa, and generically are nonvanishing. 

A simple example of the mechanism by which a system of multiple Dp- 
branes form a higher-dimensional brane is given by the matrix sphere. If 
we take a system of DO-branes with scalar matrices X" given by 

2r 
N '  a = 1,2,3 (13) X" = - J" 

where J" are the generators of SU(2) in the N-dimensional representation, 
then we have a configuration corresponding to the "matrix sphere". This 
is a D2-brane of spherical geometry living on the locus of points satisfying 
x2 + y2 + z2 = r 2 .  The "local" D2-brane charge of this brane is given by 
(12); here, for example, the D2-brane charge in the x-y plane is proportional 
to the matrix X 3  ( z ) ,  as one would expect from the geometry of a spherical 
brane. The D2-brane configuration given by (13) is rotationally invariant 
(up to a gauge transformation). The restriction of the brane to the desired 
locus of points can be seen from the relation (X1)z + (X2)2 + ( X 3 ) 2  = 

r2n + O(N-2) .  

2.4. T-duality 

We conclude our discussion of D-branes with a brief description of T-duality. 
T-duality is a perturbative and nonperturbative symmetry which relates the 
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type IIA and type IIB string theories. This duality symmetry was in fact 
crucial in the original discovery of D - b r a n e ~ . ~ ~  A more detailed discussion 
of T-duality can be found in the textbook by P o l ~ h i n s k i . ~ ~  Using T-duality, 
we construct an explicit example of a brane within a brane encoded in super 
Yang-Mills theory, illustrating the ideas of the previous subsection. This 
example will be used in the following section to construct an analogous 
configuration with a tachyon. 

Consider type IIA string theory on a spacetime of the form M9 x S1 
where M g  is a generic 9-manifold of Lorentz signature, and S’ is a circle of 
radius R. T-duality is the statement that this theory is precisely equivalent, 
even at the perturbative level, to type IIB string theory on the spacetime 
M g  x (S’)’, where (5’’)’ is a circle of radius R’ = a’/R. 

T-duality symmetry is most easily understood in the case of closed 
strings, where it amounts to an exchange of winding and momentum modes 
of the string. The string winding modes on S1 have energy Rlml/a’, where 
m is the winding number. The T-dual momentum modes on (S’)’ have 
energy Inl/R’, where n is the momentum quantum number. These two sets 
of values coincide when m and n run over all possible integers. It is in fact 
straightforward to check that the full spectrum of closed string states is 
unchanged under T-duality. For the case of open strings, T-duality maps 
an open string with Neumann boundary conditions on S1 to an open string 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on (Sl)’, and vice versa. Thus, a Dp- 
brane which is wrapped around the circle S1 is mapped under T-duality to 
a D(p - 1)-brane which is localized to a point on the circle (Sl)’. Under T- 
duality the low-energy (p+ 1)-dimensional Yang-Mills theory on the p-brane 
is replaced by a p-dimensional Yang-Mills theory on the dual ( p  - 1)-brane. 
Mathematically, the covariant derivative operator in the direction S1 is 
replaced under T-duality with an adjoint scalar field X”.  Formally, this 
adjoint scalar field is an infinite size matrix,50 which contains information 
about the open strings wrapped an arbitrary number of times around the 
compact direction (Sl)’. 

We can summarize the relevant mappings under T-duality in the fol- 
lowing table 

IIA/SI ++ IIB/(S1)’ 
R *  R’ = a’/R 

Dirichlet/Neumann b.c.’s c) NeurnannlDirichlet b.c.’s 
p-brane * ( p  f 1)-brane 

27ra’(i8, + A,)  ++ X” 
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The phenomena by which field strengths in one brane describe lower- or 
higher-dimensional branes can be easily understood using T-duality. The 
following simple example may help to clarify this connection. (For a more 
detailed discussion using this point of view, see Taylor.41) constant mag- 
netic 

Figure 1. 
dual torus with constant magnetic flux encoding an embedded DO-brane (b). 

T-duality takes a diagonal D1-brane on a two-torus (a) to a D2-brane on the 

Consider a D1-brane wrapped diagonally on a two-torus T 2  with sides 
of length L1 = L and L2 = 2nR. (Figure l(a)). This configuration is 
described in terms of the world-volume Yang-Mills theory on a D1-brane 
stretched in the L1 direction through a transverse scalar field 

X 2  = 2i~R<i/L. (14) 

To be technically precise, this scalar field should be treated as an co x co 
matrix5' whose (n, m) entry is associated with strings that connect the nth 
and mth images of the D1-brane on the covering space of S1. The diagonal 
elements X;,n of this infinite matrix are given by 27rR(J1 + n L ) / L ,  while all 
off-diagonal elements vanish. While the resulting matrix-valued function of 
<I is not periodic, it is periodic up to a gauge transformation 

X 2 ( L )  = v x 2 ( 0 ) v - l  (15) 

where V is the shift matrix with nonzero elements Vn,n+l = 1. 
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Under T-duality in the x2 direction the infinite matrix X i m  becomes 
the Fourier mode representation of a gauge field on a dual D2-brane: 

1 

The magnetic flux associated with this gauge field is 

so that 

F12 dt l  d t 2  = 1 
2n 

Note that the boundary condition (15) on the infinite matrix X 2  transforms 
under T-duality to the boundary condition on the gauge field 

(Az(0, x2) + i&) e-2TiEz/Lb (19) 2~i&/Lb A2(L,X2) = e 
2n 

= A2(O, x2) + g ,  
which (16) clearly satisfies. The off-diagonal elements of the shift matrix 
V in (15) describe winding modes which correspond after T-duality to the 
first Fourier mode e2TiE2/Lb. The boundary condition on the gauge fields 
in the & direction is trivial, which simplifies the T-duality map; a similar 
construction can be done with a nontrivial boundary condition in both 
directions, although the configuration looks more complicated in the D1- 
brane picture. 

This construction gives a simple Yang-Mills description of the map- 
ping of D-brane charges under T-duality: the initial configuration described 
above has charges associated with a single D1-brane wrapped around each 
of the directions of the 2-torus: D l l t  Dl2. Under T-duality, these D1- 
branes are mapped to a D2-brane and a DO-brane respectively: D212+ DO. 
The flux integral (18) is the representation in the D2-brane world-volume 
Yang-Mills theory of the charge associated with a DO-brane which has been 
uniformly distributed over the surface of the D2-brane, just as in (10). 

3. Tachyons and D-branes 

We now turn to the subject of tachyons. Certain D-brane configurations are 
unstable, both in supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric string theories. 
This instability is manifested as a tachyon, that is, as a state with M2 < 0 
in the spectrum of open strings that end on the D-brane. We will explicitly 
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describe the tachyonic mode in the case of the open bosonic string in Section 
4.1; this open bosonic string tachyon will be the focal point of most of 
the developments described in these notes. In this section we list some 
elementary D-brane configurations where tachyons arise, and we describe 
a particular situation in which the tachyon can be seen in the low-energy 
Yang-Mills description of the D-branes. This Yang-Mills background with 
a tachyon provides a simple field-theory model of a system analogous to 
the more complicated string field theory tachyon we describe in the later 
part of these notes. This simpler model may be useful to keep in mind in 
the later analysis. 

3.1. D-brane configurations with tachyonic instabilities 

Some simple examples of unstable D-brane configurations where the open 
string contains a tachyon include the following: 

Brane-antibrane: A pair of parallel Dp-branes with opposite orien- 
tation in type IIA or IIB string theory which are separated by a distance 
d << 1, give rise to a tachyon in the spectrum of open strings stretched 
between the b r a n e ~ . ~ ~  The difference in orientation of the branes means 
that the two branes are really a brane and antibrane, carrying equal but 
opposite RR charges. Since the net RR charge is 0, the brane and antibrane 
can annihilate, leaving an uncharged vacuum configuration. 

Wrong-dimension branes: In type IIA/IIB string theory, a Dp-brane 
of even/odd spatial dimension p is a stable BPS state with nonzero RR 
charge. On the other hand, a Dp-brane of the wrong dimension (ie., 
odd/even for IIA/IIB) carries no charges under the classical IIA/IIB su- 
pergravity fields, and has a tachyon in the open string spectrum. Such a 
brane can decay into the vacuum without violating charge conservation. 

Bosonic D-branes: Like the wrong-dimension branes of IIA/IIB string 
theory, a Dp-brane of any dimension in the bosonic string theory carries no 
conserved charge and has a tachyon in the open string spectrum. Again, 
such a brane can decay into the vacuum without violating charge conser- 
vation. 

3.2.  Example: tachyon in low-energy field theory of two 
D- branes 

In order to illustrate the physical behavior of tachyonic configurations, we 
consider in this subsection a simple e ~ a m p l e ~ ~ ) ~ ~  where a brane-antibrane 
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tachyon can be seen in the context of the low-energy Yang-Mills theory. 
The system we want to consider is a simple generalization of the (D2 

+ DO)-brane configuration we described using Yang-Mills theory in section 
2.4. Consider a pair of D2-branes wrapped on a two-torus, one of which 
has a DO-brane embedded in it as a constant positive magnetic flux, and 
the other of which has an anti-DO-brane within it described by a constant 
negative magnetic flux. We take the two dimensions of the torus to be 
L1, La. Following the discussion of Section 2.4, this configuration is equiva- 
lent under T-duality in the La direction to a pair of crossed D1-branes (see 
Figure 2). 

Figure 2. 
embedded DO- and anti-DO-branes. 

A pair of crossed D1-branes, T-dual to a pair of D2-branes with uniformly 

The Born-Infeld energy of this configuration is 

in units where 27ra' = 1. This can be computed either directly from the 
Born-Infeld action on the D2-branes (the abelian theory can be used since 
the matrices are diagonal), or by simply using the Pythagorean theorem in 
the T-dual Dl-brane picture. The second term in the last line corresponds 
to the Yang-Mills approximation. In this approximation (dropping the D2- 
brane energy) the energy is 
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We are interested in studying this configuration in the Yang-Mills ap- 
proximation, in which we have a U(2) theory on T 2  with field strength 

This field strength can be realized as the curvature of a linear gauge field 

which satisfies the boundary conditions 

Aj(L,52) = Wiaj + Aj(O,52))0- ' ,  (24) 

where 
0 = e 2 ~ i ( t ~ / L z ) n  . 

It is easy to check that this configuration indeed satisfies 

as desired from (20). Since 

Tr Fop = 0, 

the gauge field we are considering is in the same topological equivalence 
class as F = 0. This corresponds to the fact that the DO-brane and anti- 
DO-brane can annihilate. To understand the appearance of the tachyon, 
we can consider the spectrum of excitations SA, around the background 
(23).52 The eigenvectors of the quadratic mass terms in this background 
are described by torus theta functions which satisfy boundary conditions 
related to (24). There are precisely two elements in the spectrum with 
the negative eigenvalue -4lrlLlL2. These theta functions5' are tachyonic 
modes of the theory which are associated with the annihilation of the pos- 
itive and negative fluxes that encode the DO- and anti-DO-brane. These 
tachyonic modes are perhaps easiest to understand in the dual configura- 
tion, where they provide a direction of instability in which the two crossed 
D1-branes reconnect as in Figure 3. 

It is also interesting to note that in the T-dual picture the tachyonic 
modes of the gauge field have support which is localized near the two in- 
tersection points and take the off-diagonal form 
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Figure 3. 
branes, as seen in the T-dual D1-brane picture. 

The brane-antibrane instability of a DO-Do system embedded in two D2- 

which naturally encodes our geometric understanding that the tachyonic 
modes reconnect the two D1-branes near each intersection point. 

The full Yang-Mills action around the background (23) can be written 
as a quartic function of the mass eigenstates around this background. Writ- 
ten in terms of these modes, there are nontrivial cubic and quartic terms 
which couple the tachyonic modes to all the massive modes in the system. 
If we integrate out the massive modes, we know from the topological rea- 
soning above that an effective potential arises for the tachyonic mode A t ,  
with a maximum value of (26) and a minimum value of 0. This system 
is highly analogous to the bosonic open string tachyon we will discuss in 
the remainder of these lectures. Our current understanding of the bosonic 
string through bosonic string field theory is analogous to that of someone 
who only knows the Yang-Mills theory around the background (23) in terms 
of a complicated quartic action for an infinite family of modes. Without 
knowledge of the topological structure of the theory, and given only a list 
of the coefficients in the quartic action, such an individual would have to 
systematically calculate the tachyon effective potential by explicitly inte- 
grating out all the massive modes one by one. This would give a numerical 
approximation to the minimum of the effective potential, which could be 
made arbitrarily good by raising the mass of the cutoff at which the effec- 
tive action is computed. It may be helpful to keep this example in mind in 
the following sections, where an analogous tachyonic system is considered 
in string field theory. For further discussion of this unstable configuration 
in Yang-Mills theory, see Refs. 52, 53, 54, 55. 
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3.3. The Sen conjectures 

The existence of the tachyonic mode in the open bosonic string indicates 
that the standard choice of perturbative vacuum for this theory is unstable. 
In the early days of the subject, there was some suggestion that this tachyon 
could condense] leading to a more stable vacuum.56 Kostelecky and Samuel 
argued early on that the stable vacuum could be identified in string field 
theory in a systematic way,57 however there was no clear physical picture 
for the significance of this stable vacuum. In 1999, Ashoke Sen reconsidered 
the problem of tachyons in string field theory. Sen suggested that the open 
bosonic string should really be thought of as living on a D25-brane, and 
hence that the perturbative vacuum for this string theory should have a 
nonzero vacuum energy associated with the tension of this D25-brane. He 
suggested that the tachyon is simply the instability mode of the D25-brane, 
which carries no conserved charge and hence is not expected to be stable, as 
discussed in section 3.1. More precisely] Sen conjectured that the following 
three statements are true:39 

(1) The tachyon potential has a locally stable minimum, whose energy 
density El measured with respect to that of the unstable critical 
point, is equal to minus the tension of the D25-brane: 

& = -T25. (29) 

(2) Lower-dimensional D-branes are solitonic solutions of the string the- 
ory on the background of a D25-brane. 

(3) The locally stable vacuum of the system is the closed string vacuum. 
In this vacuum the D25-brane is absent and no conventional open 
string excitations exist. 

It was also suggested by Sen that open string field theory was a natural 
setup to test the above conjectures. He sharpened the first conjecture by 
suggesting that Witten’s OSFT should precisely reproduce the tension of 
the D25-brane, which he expressed in terms of the open string coupling 
constant g which appears in the formulation of open string field theory: 

We will give the instructive derivation of this result in section 7. 
Our first encounter with the tachyon conjectures will happen in sec- 

tion 5 ,  where we calculate the first nontrivial term in the tachyon potential] 
find a minimum, and discover that, even with this rough approximation, 
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the calculated & gives about 70% of the expected answer. In Section 7 of 
these lectures we systematically explore the evidence for these conjectures 
in Witten's OSFT. First, however, we need to develop the technical tools 
to do specific calculations in string field theory. 

4. Witten's cubic open string field theory 

In this and in the following two sections we give a detailed description of 
Witten's open string field theory.26 This section contains a general intro- 
duction to this string field theory. Subsection 4.1 reviews the quantization 
of the open bosonic string in 26 dimensions and sets notation. Subsection 
4.2 gives a heuristic introduction to open string field theory, which follows 
Witten's original paper. In subsection 4.3 we discuss the algebraic struc- 
ture of open string field theory which emerges naturally in the context of 
conformal field theory. This discussion also develops the properties of the 
twist operator R which reverses the orientation of open strings. 

The work in the present section prepares the ground for sections 5 and 
6, in which precise definitions of the open bosonic SFT are given using con- 
formal field theory and the mode decomposition of overlap equations. For 
further background on Witten's OSFT see the reviews of LeClair, Peskin 
and P r e i t s ~ h o p f , ~ ~  of Thorn,5g and of Gaberdiel and Zwiebach." 

4.1. The bosonic open string 

In this subsection we review the quantization of the open bosonic string. 
For further details see the textbooks by Green, Schwarz, and WittenGI and 
by P o l ~ h i n s k i . ~ ~  The bosonic open string can be quantized using the BRST 
approach starting from the action 

where y is an auxiliary dynamical metric on the world-sheet. This action 
can be gauge-fixed to conformal gauge Yab N dab, introducing at the same 
time ghost and antighost fields c*(cT),  &(a). The gauge-fixed action is 

The matter fields X p  can be expanded in modes using 
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where we have fixed I, = 
theory, xg and pfi  obey the canonical commutation relations 

= fi, so that a‘ = 1. In the quantum 

[$,p”] = i 7y .  (34) 

The (YE’S with negative/positive values of n become raising/lowering oper- 
ators for the oscillator modes on the string. They satisfy the Hermiticity 
conditions (ag)t = a!, and the commutation relations 

[ak, 41 = mV’6m+n,o. (35) 

We will often use the canonically normalized oscillators: 

which obey the commutation relations 

We will also frequently use position modes x, for n # 0 and lowering and 
raising operators uo, u i  for the zero modes. These are related to the modes 
in (33) through (dropping space-time indices) 

(38) 
i 

z, = -(un - U t )  
6 n  

zo = -(a0 - ao)  t i 
2 

The ghost and antighost fields can be decomposed into modes through 

n 

n 

The ghost and antighost modes satisfy the anticommutation relations 

A general state in the open string Fock space can be written in the form 

c - , ~  b-pl . . . bPpl  10; k )  (41) P I  Pi . . . a_,, c-m, . . . 

where 
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since 10; k )  is annihilated by 

b,lO;lc) = 0,  n 2 -1 

cnlo; k )  = 0,  n 2 2 ,  
@[lo; k )  = 0, n 2 1. 

The state 10; k )  is a momentum eigenstate: 

pPI0; k )  = kP(0; k )  . 

(43) 

(44) 

The zero-momentum state l0;O) is the SL(2,R) invariant vacuum; we will 
often write it simply as 10). This vacuum is defined to have ghost number 
0, and it is normalized by the equation 

(0; k ~ c ~ ~ c o c ~ ~ o ;  k')  = (27r)"6b(k - k ' )  (45) 

For string field theory we will also find it convenient to work with the vacua 
of ghost number one and two: 

G = 1 : 101) = c110) (46) 
G = 2 : 102) = C o C i l O ) .  

In the notation of P o l ~ h i n s k i , ~ ~  these two vacua are written as 

where lo), is the matter vacuum and I l), I T)  are the ghost vacua annihi- 
lated by bo, CO. 

The BRST operator of this theory is given by 

where the matter Virasoro operators are given by 

4.2. Witten's cubic bosonic SFT 

The discussion of the previous subsection leads to a systematic quantiza- 
tion of the open bosonic string in the conformal field theory framework. 
Using this approach it is possible, in principle, to calculate an arbitrary 
perturbative on-shell scattering amplitude for physical string states. To 
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study tachyon condensation in string theory, however, we require a nonper- 
turbative, off-shell formalism for the theory- a string field theory. 

A very simple form for the off-shell open bosonic string field theory 
action was proposed by Witten in 1986:26 

5' = -1 / 9 * Q 9  - 
2 

This action has the general form of a Chern-Simons theory on a 3-manifold1 
although for string field theory there is no explicit interpretation of the 
integration in terms of a concrete 3-manifold. In Eq. (50), g is interpreted 
as the (open) string coupling constant. The field 9 is a string field, which 
takes values in a graded algebra A. Associated with the algebra A there is 
a star product 

* : A @ d + d ,  (51) 

under which the degree G is additive ( G Q ~ Q  = GQ 4- GQ). There is also a 
BRST operator 

Q : A - + d ,  (52) 

of degree one (GQQ = 1 + Gq). String fields can be integrated using 

: A - , C .  (53) s 
This integral vanishes for all 9 with degree GQ # 3. Thus, the action (50) 
is only nonvanishing for a string field Q of degree 1. 

that define the string field theory are assumed to 
satisfy the following axioms: 

The elements Q , t ,  

(a) Nilpotency of Q: Q 2 S  = 0, 

(b) JQQ = 0, 

( c )  Derivation property of Q: 

(d) Cyclicity: J 9 * 4, = (-l)GQG* J 4, * 9, V 9 ,  

( e )  Associativity: (4, * 9) * 2 = * (9 * Z), V4,, 9, E E A. 

V 9  E A. 

VQ E A. 

Q(Q *a) = (QQ) * 4, + (-l)GQ9 * (&a), VQ, 4, E A. 

E A. 

When these axioms are satisfied, the action (50) is invariant under the 
gauge transformations 

SQ = Q A  + 9 * A - A *  4 , (54) 
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for any gauge parameter A E A with degree 0. 
When the string coupling g is taken to vanish, the equation of motion 

for the theory defined by (50) simply becomes QQ = 0, and the gauge 
transformations (54) simply become 

dQ = Q A .  (55) 

Thus, when g = 0 this string field theory gives precisely the structure 
needed to describe the free bosonic string. The motivation for introducing 
the extra structure in (50) was to find a simple interacting extension of 
the free theory, consistent with the perturbative expansion of open bosonic 
string theory. 

Witten presented this formal structure and argued that all the needed 
axioms are satisfied when A is taken to be the space of string fields 

A = {QNa); c(a), b(a) l )  (56) 

which can be described as functionals of the matter, ghost and antighost 
fields describing an open string in 26 dimensions with 0 5 a 5 7r. Such 
a string field can be written as a formal sum over open string Fock space 
states with coefficients given by an infinite family of space-time fields 

Q =  d 2 6 ~  [ 4 ( ~ )  IOl;p)+A,(p)a~i lOl;p)+. . . ]  (57) J 
Each Fock space state is associated with a given string functional, just as 
the states of a harmonic oscillator are associated with wavefunctions of 
a particle in one dimension. For example, the matter ground state lo), 
annihilated by a,  for all n 2 1 is associated (up to a constant C) with the 
functional of matter modes 

For Witten’s cubic string field theory, the BRST operator Q in (50) is 
the usual open string BRST operator Q B ,  given in (48), and the degree 
associated with a Fock space state is the ghost number of that state. The 
star product * acts on a pair of functionals Q, by gluing the right half of 
one string to the left half of the other using a delta function interaction 
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This star product factorizes into separate matter and ghost parts. In 
the matter sector, the star product is given by the formal functional integral 

(Q * [4a)l (59) 

= / n dY(+) d4n- - 7 )  n 44.) - Y(n- - .)I q " @ [ Y ( T ) I  7 

o<rs 2 ?<T<7T 

n- 
X ( T )  = Z ( T )  for 0 5 T 5 - ,  

P ( T )  = Z ( T )  for - < T 5 n-. 
2 

n- 
2 -  

Similarly, the integral over a string field factorizes into matter and ghost 
parts, and in the matter sector is given by 

/* = / n &(a) n a[%(.) - X(T - T ) ]  Q [ X ( T ) ] .  (60) 
o<.<* O < T < $  

This corresponds to gluing the left and right halves of the string together 
with a delta function interaction 

The ghost sector of the theory is defined in a similar fashion, but has 
an anomaly due to the curvature of the Fhemann surface that describes the 
three-string vertex. The ghost sector can be described either in terms of 
fermionic ghost fields ~ ( a ) ,  b(a) or through bosonization in terms of a single 
bosonic scalar field qhs(a). from the functional point of view of Eqs. (59, 
60), it is easiest to describe the ghost sector in the bosonized language. In 
this language, the ghost fields b(a) and c(a)  are replaced by the scalar field 
$g(a), and the star product in the ghost sector is given by (59) with an extra 
insertion of e~p(3i$~(n-/2)/2) inside the integral. Similarly, the integration 
of a string field in the ghost sector is given by (60) with an insertion of 
exp( -3i$g(n-/2)/2) inside the integral. Witten first described the cubic 
string field theory using bosonized ghosts. While this approach is useful for 
some purposes, we will use fermionic ghost fields in the remainder of these 
lecture notes. With the fermionic ghosts, there is no need for insertions at 
the string midpoint. 

The expressions (59, 60) may seem rather formal, as they are written in 
terms of functional integrals. These expressions, however, can be given pre- 
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cise meaning when described in terms of creation and annihilation operators 
acting on the string Fock space. In Sections 5 and 6 we give a more precise 
definition of the string field theory action using conformal field theory and 
the countable mode decomposition of the string. 

4.3. Algebraic structure of OSFT 

Here we discuss an approach to the algebraic structure of OSFT that is 
inspired by conformal field theory. This approach can be used to write 
rather general string actions, including those whose interactions are not 
based on delta-function overlaps. In this language the string action takes 
the form 

Here g is the open string coupling constant, the string field @ is a state 
in the total matter plus ghost CFT, Q is the kinetic operator, * denotes 
a multiplication or star-product, and (. , .) is a bilinear inner product on 
the state space of the CFT. We will discuss the relationship between the 
action (61) and the form of the action (50) used in the previous subsection 
shortly. 

The kinetic operator Q satisfies the following identities 

Q ~ A  = 0, 

Q ( A  * B)  = (QA) * B + ( - l )AA  * (QB)  , (62) 
( Q A , B )  = - ( - lA(A,QB) .  

The first equation is the nilpotency condition, the second states that Q is 
a derivation of the star product, and the third states that Q is self-adjoint. 
There are also identities involving the inner product and the star operation 

(A ,  B )  = ( - I A B ( &  A) 7 

( A , B * C ) =  ( A * B , C )  (63) 
A * ( B * C ) = ( A * B ) * C .  

In the sign factors, the exponents A, B ,  . . . denote the Grassmanality of the 
state, and should be read as ( - ) A  = ( - ) ‘ ( A )  where €(A)  = 0 (mod 2) when 
A is Grassmann even, and €(A)  = 1 (mod 2) when A Grassmann odd. The 
first property above is a symmetry condition, the second indicates that the 
inner product has a cyclicity property analogous to the similar property of 
the trace operation. Finally, the last equation is the statement that the 
star product is associative. 
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Finally, we also have that the star operation is an even product of degree 
zero (as before, we identify degree with ghost number). In plain english, 
this means that both the grassmanality and the ghost number of the star 
product of two string fields is obtained from those of the string fields without 
any additional offset: 

€(A * B)  = €(A) + c(B) , 
&(A * B) = gh(A) + gh(B) . (64) 

In this language Q is an odd operator of degree one: 

e(QA) = €(A) + 1 , 
gh(QA) = &(A) + 1. (65) 

In the conventions we shall work the SL(2,R) vacuum 10) is assigned ghost 
number zero. The Grassmanality €(A) of a string field A is an integer mod 2. 
In open string field theory, Grassmanality and ghost number (degree) are 
related because Grassmann odd operators carry odd units of ghost number. 

The algebraic structure discussed here is very similar, but not identical 
to that in section 4.2. The string field and the action (61) can be related 
to the string field 9 and the action (50) of the previous section by taking 

@ = g 9  (66) 

and by relating the inner product used here to the integral used in (50) 
through 

The first two conditions in (62) are then clearly equivalent to properties (a) 
and (c) of section 4.2. You can also readily see that the first two properties 
in (63) hold given properties (d) and (e). Property (b), however, does not 
have a counterpart in this formalism. A counterpart exists if we assume 
the existence of a suitable identity string field Z, as we will discuss at the 
end of this subsection. 

Throughout these lectures we will go back and forth between the CFT 
notation with string field @ and action (61) and the oscillator description 
with string field 9 and action (50) (which we rewrite more explicitly as 
(148) in section 6). While we could have chosen to use one notation and 
neglect the other, both formalisms are used extensively in the literature, 
and some results are more easily expressed in one notation than the other. 
When in doubt, the reader should return to the previous paragraph to see 
how the two notations are related. 
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Let us now deduce some basic properties of the string field, in particular 
its ghost number and its Grassmanality. The Grassmanality of @ can be 
deduced from the condition that the kinetic term of the string action must 
be non-vanishing. Using the above properties we have 

(@,&a) = (-1) '('+')(Q@, @) = (Q@, @) = -(-l)'(@, Q@) . (68) 

It is clear that the string field @ must be Grassmann odd. At this point 
we must use some CFT knowledge to decide on the Grassmanality of the 
SL(2,R) vacuum and on the ghost number of the string field. For bosonic 
strings we have that zero momentum tachyon states are of the form tcllO), 
where c1 is a ghost field oscillator. Since this oscillator is Grassmann odd, 
and the string field is also Grassmann odd, we must declare the SL(2,R) 
vacuum to be Grassmann even. Thus 

10) is a Grassmann even state of ghost number zero. (69) 

Since the c1 oscillator carries ghost number one, we also deduce that the 
open string field must have ghost number one. 

I@) is a Grassmann odd state of ghost number one. (70) 

Equations (62), (63), (64), (65), and (70) guarantee that the string field 
action is invariant under the gauge transformations: 

d@ = & A +  @ *  A -  A * @ ,  (71) 

for any Grassmann-even ghost-number zero state A. Moreover, variation of 
the action gives the field equation 

Q@ + @ *  @ = 0 .  (72) 

Exercise Verify that the string action in (61) is gauge invariant under the 
transformations (71). 

It is convenient to use the above structures to define a multilinear object 
that given three string fields yields a number: 

( A , B , C ) = ( A , B * C )  (73) 

The middle equation in (63) implies the cyclicity of the multilinear form. 
A small calculation immediately gives: 

( A ,  B ,  C )  = ( - ) A ( B + C ) ( B ,  C ,  A) (74) 
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A basic consistency check of the signs above is that the cubic term 
( Q ,  Q ,  Q )  in the action (62) is strictly cyclic for odd Q ,  and therefore 
does not vanish. 

Open string theory has additional algebraic structure that sometimes 
plays a crucial role. One such structure arises from the twist operation, 
which reverses the parametrization of a string. From the algebraic view- 
point this is summarized by the existence of an operator R that satisfies 
the following properties: 

N Q A )  = Q(RA) 
( R A ,  R B )  = ( A ,  B )  
0 (A * B )  = ( - )AB+l R ( B )  * 

(75) 
* 

The first property means that the BRST operator has zero twist, or does 
not change the twist property of the states it acts on. The second prop- 
erty states that the bilinear form is twist invariant. The third property is 
crucial. Up to signs, twisting the star product of string fields amounts to 
multiplying the twisted states in opposite order. This change of order is a 
simple consequence of the basic multiplication rule where the second half 
of the first string must be glued to the first half of the second one. The sign 
factor is also important. For the string field Q ,  which is grassmann odd, it 
gives 

R(Q * Q )  = + (RQ) * (RQ) (76) 

with the plus sign. This result, together with the first two equations in (75) 
immediately implies that the string field action in (62) is twist invariant: 

S(RQ) = S(Q) . (77) 

This invariance under twist transformations allows one to construct new 
string theories by truncating the spectrum to the subset of states that are 
twist even. Moreover, in solving the string field equations it will be possible 
to find consistent solutions by restricting oneself to the twist even subspace 
of the string field. 

Exercise. Letting O A  denote the R eigenvalue of A ,  show that 

Exercise. Let RA* = f A  and €(A*) = 1. Show that 

(A+, A+,  A _ )  = 0 .  

(78) 

(79) 
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Exercise. We will see later that the star product of the vacuum with itself 
is the vacuum plus Virasoro descendents: 

10) * 10) = 10) + . . . (80) 

010) = -10). (81) 

Show that this implies that the vacuum is twist odd: 

The star algebra may have an identity element Z. If Z exists, it is 
presumed to satisfy 

Z * A  = A * Z =  A ,  (82) 

for all states A. Some properties of Z are immediately deduced from the 
above definition: 

Z is Grassmann even, ghost number zero, twist odd string field. 

The twist odd property follows from the twist property of products 

(83) 

R(Z * A) = ( - l )o 'A f l (QA)  * (QZ) = -(RA) * (RZ) . (84) 

RZ = -z. ( 8 5 )  

Since the left hand side is also just (RA) it must follow that 

This is consistent with the fact that the SL(2,R) vacuum is also twist odd. 
Indeed the identity string field is just the vacuum plus Virasoro descendents 
of the vacuum, as we shall see in Section 8.4. 

Any derivation D of the star algebra should annihilate the identity: 

D(Z * A)  = (DZ) * A + Z * D A  = (DZ) * A + DA . (86) 

Since the left hand side also equals DA, one concludes that (DZ)  * A = 0 
for all A, and thus the expectation that DZ = 0. In the star algebra of 
open strings an identity state has been identified62i63i64 that satisfies the 
expected properties for most well-behaved states. 

Finally, if the identity string field is annihilated by the derivation Q, 
then 

(QQ ,Z) = -(-)'(Q, QZ) = 0 .  (87) 

The identification (67) then yields 

which is property (b) in the axiomatic formulation of OSFT discussed in 
section 4.2. 
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5. String field theory: conformal field theory approach 

A direct conformal field theory evaluation of the string action is perhaps 
the most economical way to proceed in the case of simple computations. 
We will explain this definition of the action, using at the same time the 
example of the action restricted to only the tachyon field to illustrate the 
definitions. The string action, written before in (61) is given by 

S(@) = - (89) 

This OSFT action can be used to describe the spacetime field theory of 
any D-brane. For example, for a Dp-brane we would have an underlying 
conformal field theory of a field X o  and p fields Xi with Neumann boundary 
conditions, and (25 - p) fields X" with Dirichlet boundary conditions. In 
our computations, we will assume that the brane has unit volume, in which 
case the mass M of the brane coincides with its tension. One can show 
that, in units where a' = 1, 

We will prove this result in section 7.1. 
We will evaluate the OSFT action by truncating the string field down 

to the zero momentum tachyon. The systematic approximation of the full 
theory by successive level truncation is described in detail in Section 7.3. In 
the level expansion this zero momentum tachyon is assigned level zero. The 
tachyon vertex operator is e ipX(")c(z )  and the associated state is c1lO;p). 
The zero momentum tachyon state is ~110; 0) or in simpler notation ~110). 
Since we have 

the level 1 of a state is related to the LO eigenvalue as 

t = L o + 1 .  (92) 

IT) = t C l l O )  , (93) 

The string field truncated to the zero momentum tachyon is written as 

where the variable t denotes the expectation value of the tachyon field, and 
it is a spacetime constant. The variable t is related to the tachyon field q!J 
in the expansion (57) through 

t = gq!J(O). (94) 
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As we alternate between notation 9 and for the string field, we will use $ 
and t for the zero-momentum tachyon. After truncating to just the tachyon 
degree of freedom t the tachyon potential V ( t )  is just minus S( IT)) and thus 

V ( t )  = -S((T))  = M(27r2)(5(T,&T) 1 + z ( T , T , T ) )  1 

In fact, it is convenient to define the ratio 

(95) 

The function f ( t )  is a rescaled version of the tachyon potential. By con- 
struction, f ( t )  has a quadratic term and a cubic term, so f(t = 0) = 0. 
The Sen conjecture requires that f ( t )  have a critical point at t = t* that 
satisfies 

f ( t * )  = -1. (97) 

This is indeed equivalent to saying that the energy difference between the D- 
brane vacuum and the stable vacuum equals the energy M of the D-brane. 
It suggests strongly that the stable vacuum is a vacuum without a D-brane. 
It is perhaps useful to remark that V ( t )  as obtained directly from the 
OSFT action does not convey the true gravitational picture where absolute 
vacuum energies are important. The vacuum with the D-brane, namely at 
t = 0 has a positive cosmological constant, or vacuum energy. This is in fact 
the D-brane energy. As the theory rolls to the stable vacuum, the vacuum 
energy goes to zero. Thus the tachyon potential V ( t )  is missing an additive 
constant, which becomes important when coupling to gravity (which we 
will not consider in the present lectures). Such a constant term a t  least 
morally belongs in a more general OSFT action where the disk partition 
function would naturally appear as a field independent contribution to the 
string action. This disk partition function calculated with the boundary 
condition appropriate to the D-brane is in fact proportional to the D-brane 
energy. 

5.1. Kinetic t e r m  computations 

Let us begin the computation of the string action truncated to the tachyon 
by evaluating (T, Q T ) .  To this end we need to use the normalization con- 
dition 
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which is appropriate if we compactify all coordinates (including time) into 
circles of unit circumference. Indeed, comparing with (45), we see that 
the right-hand side of (98) should have a (27r)26d(0), which is equivalent 
to the full spacetime volume V .  In our full compactification, V = 1. The 
compactification of time is only a formal trick that facilitates computations 
but is not strictly necessary. 

Exercise: Given c(z)  = En show that 

( O ~ c ( ~ 1 ) ~ ( ~ 2 ) ~ ( ~ 3 ) ~ 0 )  = (21  - z2)(z1 - z3)(z2 - z3) (99) 

Now that we must compute precisely we should make clear the CFT 
definition of the inner product 
Definition: (A ,  B )  = (bpz(A)IB).  Here bpz : 'FI + 'FI* is BPZ conjugation, 
which we review next. 

Given a primary field $ ( z )  of dimension d ,  it has a mode expansion 

We define 
1 

with t = -- 
z 

Note that this simply defines the BPZ conjugation of the oscillator with 
the same formula as the oscillator itself (100) but referred to a coordinate 
at z = 00. This integral is evaluated by using the transformation law 

We therefore get 

The minus sign in front arises from a reversal of contour of integration (a 
contour circling t = 0 clockwise circles z = 0 counterclockwise). Moreover 
the transformation law was used to reexpress $(t) in terms of the field 4 ( z )  
whose mode expansion is given. Simplifying the integral one finds 

In summary, we have shown that 

bpz($,) = (105) 
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This equation defines BPZ conjugation when we supplement it with the 
rule 

(106) 

This formula is correct as stated also when the oscillators are anticommut- 
ing. The only condition for its validity is that the various modes with mode 
numbers of the same sign must commute (or anticommute). Otherwise BPZ 
conjugation produces a sequence of oscillators in reverse order. 

A nontrivial example of the above rules arises when we calculate the 
BPZ conjugates of the modes L, of the stress tensor. Although the stress 
tensor T ( z )  is not a primary field, it transforms as a primary under SL(2,C) 
transformations, and therefore it does transform as a dimension two pri- 
mary under the inversion needed in the definition of BPZ. Thus we have 

bpz(L,) = ( - l ) ,L, ,  

and for a string of oscillators we must write 

Since c(z) has dimension minus one, bpz(c1) = (--1)'+'c-1 = c-1, so 
bpz(cll0)) = (Olc-1. With this we have 

(T,  QT) = t2(01C-iQCi10). (109) 

Because of the form of the inner product only the term COLO in Q can 
contribute and we have 

(110) (T,QT) = t2(01c-lcoLoc110) = -t2(0JC-1CoCl10) = -t 2 . 

This completes the computation of the quadratic term in the tachyon poten- 
tial. The negative sign obtained is the expected one, showing the instability 
of the t = 0 field configuration. 

5.2 .  Interaction term computation 

To compute the interaction of three tachyons we must explain how the three 
vertex is defined in CFT language. Consider three states A, B ,  and C and 
their associated vertex operators OA,  OB,  and Oc. We define 

(A, c) E ( f :  0 OA(o),  f: o B ( o ) ,  f: o C ( o ) ) D  (111) 

Here the right hand side denotes the CFT correlator of the conformal trans- 
forms of the vertex operators OA,  OB,  and Oc. The conformal transforms 
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are specified by the functions fi as we explain now. Let there be three 
canonical coordinates ti, with i = 1,2,3. The three functions fi(1i) define 
maps from the upper half disks 3(&) L O , \ & \  5 1 into a disk D, with the 
points = 0 being taken into points in the boundary of the disk D.  The 
meaning of the conformal map of operators is that: f i  0 OA(O) is the opera- 
tor CIA(& = 0) expressed an t e r m s  of local operators at fi(1i = 0). The disk 
D may have the form of a unit disk, or can be the (conformally equivalent) 
upper half plane, or any other arbitrary form. Of course, the unit disk and 
the upper half plane are especially convenient for explicit computations. 

P2 l3 I3 
Q Q 0 

C p3 B B p2 A A PI C 

Figure 4. Representation of the cubic vertex as the gluing of 3 half-disks. 

For the SFT at hand, the picture is given in Fig.4. The worldsheets of 
the three strings are represented as the unit half-disks {\ti\ 5 1,3< 2 0}, 
i = 1,2,3, in three copies of the complex plane. The boundaries = 1 
in the respective upper half-disks are the strings. Thus the point ci = i is 
the string midpoint. The interaction defining the vertex is built by gluing 
the three half-disks to form a single disk. This is done by the half-string 
identifications: 

5152 = -1, for 1111 = 1, WG) I 0  I 

5253 = -1 , for 15‘21 = 1, x(12) 5 0 I (112) 
651 = -1, for = 1, R(13) 5 0. 

Note that the common interaction point Q, is indeed <i = i (for i = 1,2,3),  
namely the mid-point of each open string ltil = 1, S(5i) 2 0. The left- 
half of the first string is glued with the right-half of the second string, 
and the same is repeated cyclically. This construction defines a specific 
‘threepunctured disk’, a genus zero Riemann surface with a boundary, 
three marked points (punctures) on this boundary, and a choice of local 
coordinates <i around each puncture. 
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The calculation of the functions fF(€J require a choice of disk D.  We 
begin with the case when the disk D is simply chosen to be the interior 
of the unit disk IwI < 1, as shown in Fig. 5. In this case the functions 

construct the explicit maps that send ti to the w plane, one notices that 
the SL( 2 ,C) transformation 

f i  Dw - = fi must map each half-disk to a 120” wedge of this unit disk. To 

maps the unit upper-half disk {It[ 5 1,St 2 0} to the ‘right’ half-disk 
{lhl 5 1, X h  2 0}, with z = 0 going to h(0) = 1. Thus the functions 

will send the three half-disks to three wedges in the w plane of Fig. 5, with 
punctures at e y  , 1, and e - q  respectively. This specification of the func- 
tions f i ( t i )  gives the definition of the cubic vertex. In this representation 
cyclicity (i.e., ( @ a l l  @z, @3) = (@2,  @3,  @I)) is manifest by construction. By 
SL(2,C) invariance, there are many other possible representations that give 
exactly the same off-shell amplitudes. 

A useful choice is obtained by mapping the interacting 20 disk symmet- 
rically to the upper half z-plane H .  This is the convention that we shall 
mostly be using. We can therefore define the functions fr by composition 
of the earlier maps fi (that send the half-disks to the w unit disk) with the 
map h-l(w) = -i 3 that takes this unit disk to the upper-half-plane, 
with the three punctures on the real axis (Fig. 6), 

f X 1 )  3 h-l 0 f l (E1)  = S(fF(t1)) 
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Q 

C 

~, z=i 

Figure 5. Representation of the cubic vertex as a 3-punctured unit disk. 

The three punctures are at f H ( 0 )  = -t&,fy(O) = O , f F ( O )  = -&, and 
the SL(2,R) map S ( z )  = A cycles them (thus S o S o S ( z )  = 2). 

p2  

z=o 

Figure 6. 
on the real axis. 

Representation of the cubic vertex as the upper-half plane with 3 punctures 
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This completes the definition of the string field theory action. When the 
disk D is presented as a unit disk the functions fi in (111) are the functions 
given in equation (114). When the disk D is presented as the upper half 
plane H the relevant functions in (111) are the functions f? given in (115) 
above. 

Exercise: Verify explicitly by a by-hand calculation that the first two terms 
in the expansion of f? and fF1 as well as the first term in ft are correct. 

Let us now return to the computation of the tachyon action. For our 
string field IT) = tcllo) the interaction term (T, T ,  5") will be given by 

(T, T ,  T )  = t3(C1 , c1 , c1) . 

(T,  T ,  T )  = t"f O C(O), f2H O C(O), f.? 0 C(0))H 

(116) 

Since the vertex operator associated to ~110) is c(z), using (111) we write: 

(117) 

Since the field c(z) is a primary of dimension minus one, we have 

Therefore 

Using equations (115) to read the values of fF(0) and %(O) we therefore 
get, for example, 

The other two insertions are dealt with similarly, and we find 

(T ,T ,T)=t3(  - - - 

(121) 
33 34& 
27 = -(c(d3)c(o)c(-d3))H = 7, 

where in the last step we made use of (99). Our answer is therefore 

s1& 
(T, T ,  T )  = - 'lfit3 f t3K3 , (c1,C1,c1) = - = K ~ .  (122) 64 64 

This completes the calculation of an interaction term. 
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5.3.  A first test of the tachyon conjecture 

Having obtained the kinetic term of the tachyon truncated action in (110) 
and the cubic term in (122) we are now in a position to evaluate the function 
f ( t )  in (96): 

f ( t )  = 2n2(-?tZ + 
2 3  

We must now find the (locally) stable critical point t = t* of this potential 
and evaluate the value of f ( t * ) .  It is clear the answer will not be the 
precise one f = -1, since we have truncated the string field dramatically. 
Nevertheless, we hope to get an answer that is reasonably close, if level 
expansion is supposed to make sense. 

The equation of motion is 

(124) 
1 

K 3  ’ -t* + t*2K3 = 0 -i t* = - 

and substituting back we find 

Thus is this simplest approximation, where we only kept the tachyon zero 
mode we have found that the critical point cancels about 70% of the D- 
brane energy. In section (7.3) we discuss the extension of this calculation 
to include massive string modes. 

5.4. String vertex in the CFT approach: Neumannology 

When doing explicit computations in OSFT we need to consider interactions 
of fields other than the tachyon. The explicit computation of the previous 
section becomes a lot more involved for massive fields, and it is useful to 
find an automated procedure to deal with such calculations. One such 
procedure is based on conformal field theory conservation laws. This is a 
very effective method, but we will not review it here since its explanation 
in Rastelli and Z ~ i e b a c h ~ ~  is self-contained. Another approach uses the 
explicit Fock representations of the string vertex. This will be our subject 
of interest here. We will provide a self-contained derivation of the Neumann 
coefficients that define the three string vertex both in the matter and in the 
ghost sector. In fact, our construction will be general and applies to three 
string interactions other than the one used in OSFT. We will determine the 
full structure of the three string vertex, except for the matter zero modes. 
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In the Fock space representation of the vertex, we must find a state 
(V31 E 'H* 8 'H* 8 ?i* such that for any Fock space states A, B and C one 
finds that 

(A,B,C) = (V3IA)(I)IB)(2)IB)(3) * (126) 

Since we provided in (111) a definition of the left hand side of the above 
equation, the vertex (V31 is implicitly defined. Our procedure will be general 
in that the functions fr(J) that map the canonical half-disks to the upper 
half plane will be kept arbitrary. There is a natural ansatz for the vertex: 

(v3 I = N (  (oI~-ico)(~)) (( Ole- i ~ o ) ' ~ ) )  (( Ole-i ~0)")) 

Here N is a normalization factor, which will be determined shortly. In fact, 
its determination is essentially the tachyon computation of the previous 
section. Moreover, note that the nontrivial oscillator dependence in the 
matter sector is in the form of an exponential of a quadratic form. This 
is a general result that follows from the free field property of the matter 
CFT. Having just a quadratic form is possible also for the ghost sector, but 
it requires a careful choice of vacua. This is because there is a sum rule 
regarding ghost number- if the vacua are not chosen conveniently, extra 
linear ghost factors are necessary in the vertex. Since the vertex state (V31 
is a bra we use out-vacua, in particular the vacua (Olc-lco. This is quite 
convenient because the ghost number conservation law is satisfied when each 
of the states A, B and C in (126) is of ghost number one. Indeed in each of 
the three state spaces we must have a total ghost number of three- two are 
supplied by the out-vacuum, and one by the in-state. This clearly allows 
the nontrivial ghost dependence of the vertex to be just a pure exponential 
with zero ghost number. A final point concerns the sum restrictions over 
the ghost oscillators. These simply arise because only oscillators that do 
not kill the vacua (Olc-lco should appear in the exponential. Thus for the 
antighost oscillators b, we find m 2 0 and for the ghost oscillators c, we 
find n 2 1 

The normalization factor N can be determined by finding the overlap 
of the vertex with three zero momentum tachyons ~110). In this case we 
have 
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since all oscillators in the exponentials kill the zero momentum tachyon. In 
(122) we found the value of this constant for the case of the OSFT vertex 

The calculation in the general case is not any more complicated and it is a 
good exercise! 

Exercise: 
half-disks to the UHP, the constant N in the vertex (127) is given by: 

Show that for arbitrary functions fi(E), i = 1,2,3, that map 

Our goal now is to find explicit expressions for the Neumann coefficients 
NEn and X z n  in terms of the functions fi that define the vertex. 

We begin with the matter sector, where the following conventions are 
used 

1 
( i d X ( Z )  i a x ( w ) )  = [an, am] = n L + n , o .  (132) ( z  - w)2 ' 

in two different ways. In here R( . . . ) denotes radial ordering, necessary 
when T = s. For our first computation we use the mode expansion (131) of 
the conformal fields to find that 

and the oscillator form (127) of the vertex to obtain 

In the second evaluation we first rewrite M as 

T o  f i n d  t h e  m a t t e r  N e u m a n n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  w e  e v a l u a t e
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and reinterpret as a correlator, in the spirit of (111): 

M = (fr o i d X ( z )  fs o i d X ( w )  fl 0 c(0) f 2  0 c(0) f3 o c(0)). (137) 

The ghost part of this correlator gives the factor N .  The matter part, using 
i d X ( z )  = i a X ( f ( z ) ) g ,  and (132) finally gives 

Equating the results (135) and (138) of the two evaluations of M we obtain: 

It is now simple to pick up the coefficients NZn by contour integration 
over small circles surrounding z = 0 and w = 0. The second term on the 
left-hand side gives no contribution, and one finally finds 

This is the desired expression for the Neumann coefficients of the matter 
sector. The above contour 
integrals are straightforward to compute and they can be easily done by a 
computer in a series expansion. In terms of residues the expression above 
is equivalent to 

They can be used for an arbitrary vertex. 

Exercise: Show that the contour integrals in (140) can be evaluated in any 
order. Do this both for the case when r # s and for the case when r = s. 

We now turn to the calculation of the ghost Neumann coefficients X;,. 
For this we need mode expansions and two point functions for the ghost 
CFT: 

The strategy is once more based on the computation of a certain expression 
in two different ways. Indeed, we consider the overlap 
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and first evaluate it by using the mode expansion of the antighost and ghost 
fields, and then the explicit expression for the vertex in (127). In this way 
we find 

In the second computation G is interpreted as a correlator and we have 

G = ( fs 0 b ( z )  fr 0 ~ ( w )  fi 0 ~ ( 0 )  f z  0 ~ ( 0 )  f3 0 40) )  

where we used the standard conformal maps of the relevant operators, all 
of which are primary. The final correlator is in the upper half plane and 
all the field arguments refer to the coordinates in the upper half plane. 
The correlator can be calculated by using OPE’S, but it is simpler to use 
the singularity structure and derive the normalization from a special con- 
figuration. Note, for example, that there must be zeroes when any pair 
of c fields approach each other. In particular, this will include a factor 
(fi(0) - fz(O))(fi(O) - f3(0))(f2(0) - f3(0)) as in N (see (130)). We will 
also have poles when the antighost approaches any ghost. These consider- 
ations imply that 

We can now equate the results obtained in (144) and (146). Picking up the 
coefficients via contour integration, and noting that the second term on the 
right-hand side of (144) does not contribute for the relevant values of m 
and n, we find 

(147) 
This is the general result for the ghost Neumann coefficients. Again, for 
any vertex they are easily calculated by power series expansions and picking 
up residues. For particular vertices one can simplify somewhat the above 
expressions and find interesting relations. In fact, a fair amount of work can 
be done for the OSFT vertex in simplifying the above results. One can show 
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that the matrices N and X are related, and while no closed form expressions 
are known for the coefficients, they can be generated quite efficiently from 
the simpler expressions. 

Since any specific Neumann coefficient can be calculated exactly with 
a finite number of operations, the exact computation of (A ,B,C)  for any 
three Fock space states A, B ,  and C requires a finite number of operations, 
as well. 

6. SFT action: oscillator approach 

In this section, we give a more detailed discussion of Witten’s open bosonic 
string field theory from the oscillator point of view. The main goal of this 
section is to explicitly formulate the OSFT action in the string Fock space, 
where the action (50) takes the form 

In this expression, (V21 and (V31 are elements of the two-fold and three- 
fold product of the dual Fock space (.Ft*)2 and (‘FI*)3, respectively. These 
objects defined in terms of the string Fock space give a rigorous definition 
to the abstract action (50) through the replacement 

(V31A,B,C) -1 A * B * C .  

Subsection 6.1 is a warmup, in which we review some basic features of 
the simple harmonic oscillator and discuss squeezed states. In subsection 
6.2 we relate modes on the full string to modes on half strings, giving 
formulae needed to compute the three-string vertex. In subsection 6.3 we 
derive the two-string vertex in oscillator form, and in subsection 6.4 we 
give an explicit formula for the three-string vertex. In subsection 6.5 we 
put these pieces together and discuss the calculation of the full SFT action. 

6.1. Squeezed states and the simple harmonic oscillator 

Let us consider a simple harmonic oscillator with annihilation operator 
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where Q is an arbitrary constant. The oscillator ground state is associated 
with the wavefunction 

In the harmonic oscillator basis In), the Dirac position basis states Iz) have 
a squeezed state form 

- - x 2  - i&utz + 2 
A general wavefunction is associated with a state through the corre- 

spondence 

In particular, we have 

This shows that the delta and constant functions both have squeezed state 
representations in terms of the harmonic oscillator basis. The norm of a 
squeezed state 

is given by 

The states (153) are non-normalizable, but since they have s = f l ,  they 
are right on the border of normalizability. The states (153) can be used to 
calculate, just like we do with the Dirac basis states lz), which lie outside 
the single-particle Hilbert space. 

It will be useful for us to generalize the foregoing considerations in 
several ways. A particularly simple generalization arises when we consider 
a pair of degrees of freedom z,y described by a two-harmonic oscillator 
Fock space basis. In such a basis, repeating the preceding analysis leads us 
to a function-state correspondence for the delta functions relating z, y of 
the form 

(156) 
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Note that this result is independent of a; like the 6 function, the resulting 
state is again non-normalizable. we will find these squeezed state expres- 
sions very useful in describing the two- and three-string vertices of Witten’s 
open string field theory. It is worth pointing out here that there are several 
ways of deriving (156). The most straightforward way is to carry out a two- 
dimensional Gaussian integral analogous to (153). We can also derive (156) 
indirectly, however (at least up to an overall constant) from the following 
argument. From the general result that delta functions give squeezed states, 
we expect that up to an overall constant 

The state associated with the delta function must satisfy the constraints 

Rewriting z, p z  in terms of 
impose the constraints 

alz) and similarly for y,p,, these conditions 

[ ( A  f B - I )U[~,  + ( B  C f l)aly)] ID*) = 0 

[ ( A  F B + l)”;.) + ( B  F c F 1)4y)] ID*.) = 0 1 

(159) 

from which it follows that A = C = 0 and B = 51, reproducing (156) up 
to an overall constant. We will use this indirect method, following Gross 
and Jevicki, to derive the three-string vertex in subsection 6.4. 

6.2. Half-string modes 

For many computations it is useful to think of the string as being “split” 
into a left half and a right half. Formally, the string field can be expressed 
as a functional Q[L,  R], where L,  R describe the left and right parts of the 
string. This is a very appealing idea, since it leads to a simple picture of 
the star product in terms of matrix multiplication 

(Q * @)[L ,  R] = D A  Q[L,  A]@[A,  R] . (160) s 
While there has been quite a bit of work aimed at making this “split string” 
formalism ~ r e c i s e , ~ ~ > ~ ~ @  the technical details in this approach become quite 
complicated when one attempts to precisely deal with the string midpoint 
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where the left and right parts of the string attach. In particular, the BRST 
operator Q B  becomes rather awkward in this formulation. 

Nonetheless, some of the structure of the star product encoded in the 
three-string vertex is easiest to understand using the half-string formalism, 
and many formulae related to the 3-string vertex are most easily expressed 
in terms of the linear map from full-string modes to half-string modes. In 
this subsection we discuss this linear map, encoded in a matrix X ,  which 
we use in subsection 6.4 to give an explicit formulae for the three-string 
vertex. 

Recall that the matter fields are expanded in modes through 
00 

z(a) = 2 0  + Jzc zn cosna.  (161) 
n=l 

(We suppress Lorentz indices in most of this section for clarity.) We are 
interested in considering an analogous expansion of the left and right halves 
of the string. We expand in odd modes with Neumann boundary conditions 
at the ends of the string, and Dirichlet boundary conditions at  the string 
midpoint: 

00 

l ( 0 )  = .(a) = fix /zk+l cOs(2k f l)a, a < T / 2  (162) 
k=O 

00 

T ( 0 )  = .(T - 0) = f i E T Z k + l  CoS(2k f 1)C,  f7 < T / 2 .  

k=O 

Note that there are subtleties associated with the midpoint in this ex- 
pansion. For example, while we have taken l(7r/2) to formally van- 
ish, by choosing coefficients like lZk+l = ( -1) '2f iu/(2k + l )n  we have 
l (a)  = u,Va < ~ / 2 ,  so limo-+T,~- = a. These subtleties become important 
when dealing with the full theory, but are not important in the calculation 
we carry out below of the three-string vertex. 

Let us define the quantities 

(n # 0)  , (163) 
4 ( - l ) k f n ( 2 k  + 1 )  

7r ( (2k  + 1 ) 2  - 4n2) X2k+1,2n = XZn,Zk+l = 

2fi(  - 1 ) k  

7r(2k + 1) . xZk+l,O = XO,Zk+l = 

The matrix 
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where e, o refer to the set of even and odd indices respectively, is manifestly 
symmetric and turns out to be orthogonal: X = X T  = X - l .  Performing 
a Fourier decomposition we can relate the full-string and half-string modes 
through 

(165) 
1 

Q n + l  = 7 j  ( h n + l  - T 2 n + l )  , 
00 

1 
ZZn = 7 j  X Z n , Z k + l  ( h k + l  + T Z k + l )  , 

k=O 

We can invert (165) to  derive 

n=O 
00 

TZk+l  = - Z Z k + l  + X Z k + l , Z n X Z n  . 
n=O 

One must be careful with the order of summation in sequences of coefficients 
which do not go to zero faster than l /n :  different orders of summation may 
give different results. Fortunately, such associativity anomalies are not 
relevant for the calculations we do here. 

6.3. The two-string vertex (V21 
We can immediately apply the oscillator formulae from subsection 6.1 to 
calculate the two-string vertex. Using the mode decomposition (161), we 
associate the string field functional Q[z(a)] with a function Q ( { z n } )  of the 
infinite family of string oscillator mode amplitudes. The overlap integral 
combining (60) and (59) can then be expressed in modes as 

/ Q * @ = / E d z n d y n  S(zn - ( - l ) " ~ ~ ) Q ( { ~ ~ > ) @ ( ( y n ) ) .  (167) 

Geometrically this just encodes the overlap condition z(u) = y(x  - a) 
described through 

It follows from (156) that we can write the two-string vertex as the squeezed 
state 

00 
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where C,, = Gnm(-l) ,  is an infinite-size matrix connecting the oscillator 
modes of the two single-string Fock spaces, and the sum is taken over all 
oscillator modes, including zero. In the expression (168), we have used the 
formalism in which 10) is the vacuum annihilated by ao. To translate this 
expression into a momentum basis, we use only n, m > 0, and replace 

The extension of this analysis to ghosts is straightforward. For the 
ghost and antighost respectively, the overlap conditions corresponding with 
q(a) = Z ~ ( T  - a) are62 q(o) = -c2(7r - a)  and bl (a)  = b z ( ~  - c). This 
leads to the overall formula for the two-string vertex 

This expression for the two-string vertex can also be derived directly from 
the conformal field theory approach, computing the two-point function of 
an arbitrary pair of states on the disk. 

6.4. The three-string vertex IV3) 

The three-string vertex, which is associated with the three-string overlap 

can be computed in a very similar fashion to the two-string vertex above. 
The details of the calculation, however, are significantly more complicated. 
In this subsection we follow the original approach of Gross and Jevicki;62 
similar approaches were taken by other  author^.^^>^' The method used by 
Gross and Jevicki is essentially the method used in (156) to write a delta 
function of two variables in oscillator form by imposing the constraints (159) 
on a general squeezed state. The 3-string vertex can also be computed by 
explicitly p e r f ~ r m i n g ~ l ? ~ ~  the relevant Gaussian integrals." 

~~ ~ ~ 

aAnother approach to the cubic vertex has been explored extensively. By diagonal- 
izing the Neumann matrices, the star product takes the form of a continuous Moyal 
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FYom the general structure of the overlap conditions it is clear that, like 
the two-string vertex, the three-string vertex takes the form of a squeezed 
state: 

where K, = N = K 3  = 3 9 / 2 / 2 6 ,  and where the Neumann coefficients V z ,  
and Xgn are constants. Writing the momentum basis states in oscillator 
form 

we can write matter part of the 3-string vertex as 

I&) = (173) 

where VOO = V;; and 

(174) 
~ 1 ~ s  = v ’ s r  - Jz 

mO Om l + K ) o v z  
2 

vdo’s = + sr5 (1 - 2 / (1+  V O O ) )  . 
3(1+ KO) 

We now want to determine the coefficients V;; by using overlap condi- 
tions analogous to (159). It is convenient to use a 2 3  Fourier decomposition 
of the three string modes dZ)(c) 

1 Q = - ( ~ ( l )  + w x ( 2 )  + w 2 2 ( 3 ) )  (175) 6 

d3 
Q ( 3 )  = -(5(1) 1 + z(2) + x ( 3 ) )  

p r o d u ~ t . ~ , ~ ~  This simplifies the vertex but complicates the propagator. For a recent dis- 
cussion of this work, applications of this approach, and further references, see the review 
of Bars.g 
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where w = exp(2ni/3). The definitions (175) can be used to define &(a) 
in terms of d i ) ( a )  as well as to define Qn in terms of x$) (and similarly 
for &(3)); henceforth by Q we denote the collection of full-string modes 
Qn (and similarly for Q(3) ) .  We can relate the full-string modes Q ,  Q(3)  to 
half-string modes L ,  R, R(3) through the equations (166). In terms of 
these variables, the overlap conditions are 

In terms of the even and odd full-string modes (which, using the same 
notation as in section 6.2, we denote by Qe,o)  these conditions are expressed 
as 

Qo - i h X o , Q e  = 0 , (177) 

and 

Qi3) = 0 .  

Multiplying by Xeo ,  (177) can be rewritten as 

This can be combined with (177) and written in the simpler form 

(1 - Y ) Q  = 0,  (180) 

where 

Y = --c+ -x. 
2 2 

Note that Y 2  = 1. Similarly, we can write (178) as 

(1 - C)Q(3)  = 0 .  (182) 

Equations (180) and (182) are the essential overlap equations satisfied by 
the three-string vertex. Writing the three-string vertex as a squeezed state 
in terms of oscillators A, A(3)  related to the string oscillators u(2) through 
the analogue of (175), we then have 

Iv3) - exp (-AtUAt - -(A(3))tC(A(3))t) 1 , 2 

where U satisfies the overlap constraint (180). Recall that the string modes 
are proportional to 

3: N E(u  - a') (184) 
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where 

Thus, from (180) and (183) we see that U must satisfy the overlap constraint 

( l - Y ) E ( l + U )  = O .  (186) 

As we discussed in the last part of subsection 6.1, associated with this 
constraint there is an analogous constraint on the derivatives in the per- 
pendicular direction. Since Y2 = 1, we have 

(1 + Y)(1 - Y) = (1 - Y)(1+ Y )  = 0 .  (187) 

Since derivatives with respect to the x modes go as 

we have the additional overlap constraint on U 

(1 + Y)E-1(1- U )  = 0 .  (189) 

Equations (186) and (189) determine U completely, giving 

U = (2 - EYE-l  + E-lYE)[EYE-l  + E-lYE1-l. (190) 

Unfortunately, the matrix combination in brackets is difficult to  explicitly 
invert. This does, however, give a closed form expression for the three-string 
vertex (173), where 

V'" = :(c+u+o) 3 (191) 

v/r,?"&l - 1 i& 
- -(2C- u- Is) f -(U - Is). 

6 6 

While (190) is difficult to directly compute, given a formula for U one 
can check that the formula is correct by checking the overlap conditions 
(186) and (189). Expressions for V and X and hence for U and V' were 
computed62 by essentially the method used in the previous section. Their 
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results for V and X are given as followsb. Define A,, B, for n 2 0 through 

= C Anxn + i C Amxm 
n even m odd 

1 + ix 2/3 (-) = C Bnxn+i C Bmxm 
n even m odd 

These coefficients can be used to define 6-string Neumann coefficients N22,'" 
through 

where in N r ~ * ( T + u ) ,  CT = f l ,  and r + (T is taken modulo 3 to be between 1 
and 3. The 3-string matter Neumann coefficients V,& are then given by 

V;; = - G ( N ; ; S L  + N i 3 ,  m # n, andm,n # 0 

bNote that in some references, signs and various factors in n and the Neumann coefficients 
may be slightly different. In some papers, the cubic term in the action is taken to have 
an overall factor of g/6 instead of 913; this choice of normalization gives a 3-tachyon 
amplitude of g instead of 29, and gives a different value for n. Often, the sign in the 
exponential of (171) is taken to be positive, which changes the signs of the coefficients 
Vn&,XL&. When the matter Neumann coefficients are defined with respect to  the 
oscillator modes a,  rather than a,, the matter Neumann coefficients Vc&, VL: must be 
divided by Jnm and J;;. This is the case for the coefficients NA&, computed in (140), 
which are related to  the V ' s  through NL& = V c & / m .  Finally, when a' is taken to 
be 112, an extra factor of l / f i  appears for each 0 subscript in the matter Neumann 
coefficients. 
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The ghost Neumann coefficients Xzn, m 2 0, n > 0 are given by 

X g n  = (--Nh& + N ~ L ~ ) ,  n f m 

x$;*l) = m (*jv;&v ~ h x ( r ~ 1 ) )  , n # m (195) 
n 1 -(-l)n - A: + Zx(-l)""A$ - 2(-l)nA,,Bn 

k=O 

These expressions for the matter and ghost Neumann coefficients were 
computed by Gross and Jevicki,62 and include minor corrections published 
later.74 It was shown that the resulting matter matrices U indeed satisfy 
the overlap conditions (186) and (189). This shows that the conformal 
field theory method and the oscillator method give the same results for the 
matter part of the three-string vertex. The same is true for the ghost part 
of the vertex, although we will not go into the details of this discussion 
here. 

Before leaving the three-string vertex, it is worth noting that the Neu- 
mann coefficients have a number of simple symmetries. There is a cyclic 
symmetry under T T + 1, s 4 s + 1, which corresponds to the obvi- 
ous geometric symmetry of rotating the vertex. The coefficients are also 
symmetric under the exchange T t) s , n  t) m. Finally, there is a twist 
symmetry which, as discussed in section 4.3, is associated with reflection of 
the strings 

v;; = (-l)"+"Vl& (196) 
xym = (-1)"+"X&. 

This symmetry follows from the fact that half-strings carrying odd modes 
pick up a minus sign under reflection. Since each string carrying an odd 
mode gets two changes of sign, from the two ends of the string, it is straight- 
forward to see that this symmetry guarantees that the three-vertex is in- 
variant under reflection, and therefore satisfies condition (76). 

6.5 .  Calculating the SFT action 

Given the action 
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and the explicit formulae (170, 171) for the two- and three-string vertices, 
we can in principle calculate the string field action term by term for each 
of the fields in the string field expansion 

9 = 1 d26P [+(P) IO1;p) + A&) &,Jol;P) + X(P)b-lcolOl;P) 

+B,v (p )a !p” ,Ol ;p )  + - * I  . (198) 

Since the resulting action has an enormous gauge invariance given by 
(54), it is often helpful to fix the gauge before computing the action. A 
particularly useful gauge choice is the Feynman-Siege1 gauge 

b o p )  = 0 .  (199) 

This is a good gauge choice locally, k i n g  the linear gauge transformations 
SlQ) = QIA). This gauge choice is not, however, globally valid; we will 
return to this point in subsection 7.4. In this gauge, all fields in the string 
field expansion which are associated with states that have an antighost zero- 
mode co are taken to vanish. For example, the field x ( p )  in (198) vanishes. 
In Feynman-Siege1 gauge, the BRST operator takes the simple form 

Q = COLO = co(N + p 2  - 1) (200) 

where N is the total (matter + ghost) oscillator number. 

string field action. They are 
Using (200), it is straightforward to write the quadratic terms in the 

The cubic part of the action can also be computed term by term, al- 
though the terms are somewhat more complicated. The leading terms in 
the cubic action are given by 

In computing the 43 term we have used 

27 
16 

V,T,s = 6‘” In(-) . 
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The A2q5 term uses 

(204) 
16 V;;S = --, r f s ,  
27 

while the (A . term uses 

The most striking feature of this action is that for a generic set of three 
fields, there is a nonlocal cubic interaction term that contains an exponen- 
tial of a quadratic form in the momenta. This means that the target space 
formulation of string theory has a dramatically different character from a 
standard quantum field theory. From the point of view of quantum field 
theory, string field theory seems to  contain an infinite number of nonrenor- 
malizable interactions. Just like the simpler case of noncommutative field 
theories, however, the magic of string theory seems to combine this infinite 
set of interactions into a sensible model. It has been shown that all on-shell 
amplitudes computed from the string field theory action we have discussed 
here precisely reproduce the amplitudes given by the usual conformal field 
theory approach, including the correct measure on moduli s p a ~
Note, though, that the bosonic open theory becomes problematic at the 
quantum level because of the closed string tachyon, whose instability is 
not yet understood. For the purposes of these lectures, we will restrict 
our attention to the classical bosonic open string action. Open superstring 
field theory should be better behaved since the closed string sector has 
no tachyon. There has been significant progress in understanding tachyon 
condensation in superstring field t h e ~ r y , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  even though superstring field 
theory is less developed than bosonic string field theory. 

7. Evidence for the Sen conjectures 

In this section we review the evidence from Witten’s OSFT for Sen’s conjec- 
tures. Subsection 7.1 contains a derivation of the formula for the tension of 
a bosonic D-brane. In subsection 7.2, a general discussion is given of sym- 
metries in the string field theory action and resulting constraints on the set 
of string fields which take nonzero values in the tachyon vacuum. Subsec- 
tion 7.3 contains a summary of existing results for the determination of the 
stable vacuum in Witten’s OSFT (Sen’s first conjecture), including some 
results which appeared after these lectures were originally given in 2001. In 
subsection 7.4 we discuss the Feynman-Siege1 gauge choice and its limita- 
tions. Subsection 7.5 summarizes results on lower-dimensional D-branes as 
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solitons in OSFT (Sen's second conjecture). Subsection 7.6 discusses the 
general problem of finding all open string backgrounds within OSFT. Sen's 
third conjecture is discussed in the following section 8, which is completely 
devoted to a discussion of the physics in the stable vacuum (vacuum string 
field theory). 

7.1. Tension of bosonic Dp-branes 

In this section we learn how to relate the open string coupling constant of 
string field theory to  the mass of the D-brane described by the open string 
field theory. The material presented in this subsection is an unpublished 
result due to Ashoke Sen,79 who cited the result in the paper3' on the 
subject of universality. Subsequently, the closely related computation for 
the superstring was explained in detail.80 For an alternative check of the 
result, see Appendix A of the paper by Okawa.81 

In general, an open string field theory is formulated using a BCFT 
(boundary conformal field theory) which describes some D-brane (or a con- 
figuration of D-branes). In order to describe a D-brane with finite mass, we 
consider a compactification of p spatial coordinates and wrap a Dp-brane 
around along these dimensions. The string field theory associated with this 
D-brane is written as before: 

S(@) = - 

The D-brane in question is perceived by the effective (25 - p)-dimensional 
observer as a point particle. The BCFT includes a Neumann field X o ,  a 
set of Dirichlet fields Xi, with i = 1,. . , , 2 5  - p and some set of Neumann 
fields X " ,  with a = 25 - p + 1,. . . , 25  that describe the internal sector of 
the BCFT. The string field theory effectively describes an infinite collection 
of fields 4i(t, x"). These fields do not depend on d , .  . . ,xZ5-P because the 
corresponding string coordinates are Dirichlet. Since the coordinates 2" are 
compact, the fields &(t, xa) can be expanded in Fourier modes. These are 
a collection of degrees of freedom that are just time dependent. The string 
field theory action then reduces to an integral over time of a time-dependent 
Lagrangian density. 

We will set up the string field theory in such a way that all dimensions 
(including time) are compactified on circles of unit circumference. In this 
case, the mass M of the Dp-brane coincides with the tension of the Dp- 
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brane. The claim is that 

In this formula and in the following, we set a’ = 1. In these units the 
string tension is TO = 1/(27r). When we consider the string field theory of 
a D25-brane, (207) gives 

1 
T25 = - 

2x2 g2 . 
We begin our study by considering some special momentum states of 

the BCFT: 

( ko )  ,(ikOX0(O)) 10) . (209) 

Moreover, we will normalize these states by declaring 

(kO)C-ICOCI lkb) = Sk0,kL I (210) 

consistent with the discussion below (98). Since the time direction has been 
made compact via t N t + 1, the time component ko of the momentum is 
quantized: ko = 2~72 ,  with n integer, and we can use a Kronecker delta in 
the above inner product. 

We will consider the computation of the brane mass in three steps. 

Step 1: We consider time-dependent displacements of the D-brane. We will 
write down a string field that describes such a displacement and evaluate 
the kinetic term of the string action. This will make it clear how we can 
hope to calculate the brane mass. 

Let Xi be one of the Dirichlet directions for the D-brane and assume 
that xi  = 0 is the original position of the brane. Consider now a dis- 
placement field @(t) that is expected to be proportional to  a coordinate 
displacement za(t). We expand the field @(t)  as: 

and we use the Fourier components @(ko) to assemble the corresponding 
string field: 

I@) = c @(ko)  c l a l l  Iko). (212) 
ko 
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As you can see, the string field is built using states of the massless scalar 
field that represents translations of the D-brane. For this string field, the 
kinetic term S2(@) of the string action is given by 

Since LO = p2 + . . . where the terms indicated by dots vanish in the present 
case, LO = -k: in (213) and 

Let us now rewrite this string action in terms of the field &(t)  introduced 
in (211). A short computation gives 

Comparing with (214) we find that 

As we mentioned earlier, the field c$(t) is expected to be proportional to  the 
position xi( t )  of the brane (at least for small, slowly varying displacements), 
so we can rewrite the above action as 

where the derivatives are evaluated at zero displacement. Since atxi is the 
velocity of the D-brane, the above action represents the contribution from 
the (non-relativistic) kinetic energy of a D-brane that has a mass M given 
by 

M = - ( - )  1 6 8  2 

92 sxa 

‘Note that at this point, it is possible to take a shortcut to get the D-brane mass di- 
rectly using the fact that  SFT at tree level reproduces Yang-Mills theory,82 ~ i t
gYM = g/&, where the Yang-Mills field appears in the string field expansion as 
A , ( k ) a C , l O i ; k ) ,  and where an additional factor of 27r arises from the T-duality re- 
lation from section 2.4, X * 27ra’A. Thus, replacing Ai -+ Xi/27r in the Yang-Mills 
action we have 1/2g$,F0iFoi * 1/2g2(a~si /&hr)2,  so M = 1/27r2g2. Although per- 
haps more transparent, this is essentially the same calculation as the original argument 
of Sen presented here, which we include in full as it sheds light on the structure of the 
theory. 
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Step 2. To find out how Sq5' is related to a true displacement 6xi ,  we 
add a reference D-brane a distance b away from our original brane, in the 
direction x'. We will then consider a string stretched between the branes. 
We will use the string field action to compute the change in the mass of such 
string when our D-brane is displaced by some 64i. Since the string tension 
is known, we will be able to calculate the value of the physical displacement 
6 X i .  

Given a string of length L, its mass includes a contribution ToL = 

L/(27r), and the corresponding contribution to the mass-squared is 
L2/(47r2). If the original stretched string has length b and its length is 
then changed to b + 6xi, the change 6m2 of the mass-squared is 

Let us now consider a time independent displacement, that is, a config- 
uration with ko = 0 (see (211)). We thus set &hi E S @ ( k ,  = 0) and 
b@(ko # 0) = 0. The string field associated to this displacement is ob- 
tained using (212): 

(baj) = bq5i cla"l (0) . (220) 

We want to learn the effect of this string field perturbation on the masses 
of stretched strings. To do so, we introduce a complex field q. The fields 
q and q* represent the string that stretches from our brane (brane one) 
to the reference brane (brane two) and the string that stretches from the 
reference brane to our brane, respectively. The string field that describes 
these states is written as: 

The matrices included here are Chan-Paton matrices asp, with a,  p = 1 , 2 .  
A value of one for a given asp, with zero for all other entries, is used 
to represent a string that stretches from brane a to brane p. When we 
have parallel D-branes, the string field is matrix-valued. The string action 
includes a trace operation Tr that applies to the matrices, and the star 
product includes matrix multiplication. The state Iko, b) represents the 
ground state of a string with momentum ko that stretches a distance b in 
the xi direction. It is necessary for our analysis to determine the CFT 
vertex operator that corresponds to this stretched string. We claim that 
the operator is 

(222) c----) e ikoXo  e i & ( X i - X i  Iko, b) R )  . 
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The k~ dependence of the operator is already familiar from (209). The 
field multiplying b is formed from the left-moving and right-moving parts 
of the open string coordinate Xi, evaluated at  the string endpoint. This 
coordinate Xi satisfies Dirichlet boundary conditions, so at the boundary 
X i  = - X k ,  and we can replace X i  - X i  by 2 X i .  We also have the 
operator products and stress tensor 

These relations allow us to compute the conformal dimension of an expo- 
nential. One readily finds that exp(iaXi)  has conformal dimension a2/4. 
It follows that 

dimension ( ez ' T  ' xz I=(&>' 
Since conformal dimension is the value of Lo, which, in turn, determines the 
mass-squared, this result confirms that the operator in (222) has correctly 
reproduced the mass-squared of the stretched string. For future use, the 
vertex operator can be written as 

(225) 
eikoXo , i iX;  

The evaluation of the kinetic term for the field in (221) is relatively straight- 
forward. The only terms that survive are the off-diagonal ones, coupling 
7 and q*. There are two such terms, and their contributions are identical. 
The product of the two matrices give a matrix of trace one, and the overlap 
(-lco, -bllco, b) is also equal to one. We then find 

In the setup with two branes, the fluctuation (220) that represents the 
displacement of our brane is fully represented by 

Id@) = 6 4  c1at1l0) @ (; ;) . (227) 

With the chosen normalization for X i ,  the vertex operator associated with 
aP,10) is iJZdxL. 

Step 3. We must now include the effects of the interactions to see how the 
fluctuation (227) affects the mass of the stretched string. Since the mass 
can be read from equation (226), we will find a term proportional to q*q 
that arises from the interaction and modifies the value of the mass. 
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The interaction term takes the form 
1 

(228) g2S3(@) = +a, a, @) , 

and the string field is taken to be [a) = I$) -t (ha ) ,  in order to see the effect 
of the fluctuation on the stretched string. We are looking for the terms 
of the form q*qd&, so we have three different operators to insert at three 
different punctures. There are a total of six possible arrangements, that can 
be divided into two groups of three arrangements each. In each of these 
groups the cyclic ordering of the operators is the same. The Chan-Paton 
matrices imply that one cyclic ordering contributes while the other does 
not. Indeed, 

(::) (E) (::) = (::) 
is a matrix of unit trace, while 

is a matrix of vanishing trace. We conclude that the Chan-Paton matrices 
contribute a factor of +3. The operators to be inserted can be chosen to 
be physical (dimension zero) so we need not worry about local coordinates 
at the punctures. Using punctures at 00, -1, and 0 we then find: 

g2s3((a) = - q * q ~ @ ( e - i k o ~ o - i $ x i  Lc(m) J z i  d x L c ( - l )  e i k o X o + i $ X i  L C ( 0 ) ) .  

(231) 
Since the vertex operators are on-shell, and the ghost insertions are placed 
at standard positions, the whole correlator gives a factor of one, ex- 
cept for the contraction between the a X ~ ( - l )  and the finitely located 
exp(i $ X i  (0)): 

Combining this result with (226) we find 

b2 b 6q9 
g2 (S2 + S3) = q* (k; - - + --)q (27r)2 Jz 7r 

(233) 

The last term in parenthesis corresponds to a change in m2. So, comparing 
with (219) we obtain 

(234) 
1 -- - 

1 b 6@ SqQ -bdxa=--- -.+ -- 
27r2 J z T  hi f i r '  
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This is the needed relation between the field 642 that represents a displace- 
ment of the brane and the resulting displacement 6 x a .  The mass of the 
brane now follows directly from (218): 

This is the result we wanted to establish. 

7.2. Constraints and symmetries 

It may appear that a priori all scalar fields in the spectrum of open strings 
could acquire a vacuum expectation value in the tachyonic vacuum. Nev- 
ertheless, there are a set of considerations that imply that only a subset 
of these scalar fields acquire expectation values. In this section we explore 
these ideas. They are subdivided into the following: 

(1) Universality conditions. 
(2) Twist conditions. 
(3) Gauge fixing conditions. 
(4) S U ( 1 , l )  conditions. 

Among these conditions, the third one, which concerns gauge fixing, is 
on a somewhat different footing. The other three conditions apply because 
of a simple general argument which we discuss first. 

Consider a subdivision of all the scalar fields into two disjoint set of 
fields. The first set contains the fields t o ,  t l ,  tz ,  . . . and the second set con- 
tains the fields U O ,  u1, u2,. . .. Let us denote by ti the elements of the first 
set and by u, the elements of the second set. Suppose the string field action 
S(ti ,  u,) is such that there are no terms that are linear in u,. We then claim 
that it is consistent to search for a solution of the equations of motion that 
assumes u, = 0 for all a. The reason is easy to explain. If all terms with u 
fields contain at least two of them, the equations of motion for the u fields 
are composed of terms all of which contain at least one u field. As a result, 
u, = 0 satisfies these equations of motion. In our analysis we will try to 
construct a set {ti} with the smallest possible number of fields, so that none 
of the remaining fields couples linearly in the action. The tachyon field, of 
course, is one of the elements of the set {ti}. 

Let's begin by explaining how (1) works. For this we split the state 
space of the BCFT into three groups. In each of these groups, the ghost 
part of the states is the same: it includes all states of ghost number one. 
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The nontrivial part of the argument uses the matter part of the conformal 
field theory. We write 

'FI = % I @  3-12 @ 'Fl3 

where XI, X 2 ,  and 7 - l ~  will be disjoint vector subspaces of 7-l (their inter- 
sections give the zero vector). We also write 

(236) 

'7fi = M i  8 I"), i = 1 , 2 , 3 .  (237) 

where 1") denotes the general state of ghost number one in the ghost con- 
formal field theory. The spaces M 1, M z ,  and M3 are disjoint subspaces of 
the matter CFT whose union gives the total matter CFT state space. The 
M subspaces are defined as: 

M 1  : primary 10) and descendents, 

M z  : primaries llco # 0) and descendents, 

M J  : primaries llco = 0) different from 10) and descendents. 

In the above, primary means Virasoro primary in the matter sector, and 
descendent means Virasoro descendent. The union of the spaces give the full 
CFT because for unitary matter CFT's (which we are assuming our CFT 
is) the state space can be broken into primaries and their descendents. Any 
matter primary belongs to one of the three spaces above. It should also be 
clear that the primaries in M J have positive conformal dimension. 

We now claim that the fields in 7 - l ~  and 7 - l ~  need not acquire expectation 
values (they are u fields); the tachyon condensate is all in 'HI. We are 
therefore defining the t fields to be precisely the fields in 'HI. To prove that 
this is valid, we first note that a field in 7 - l ~  cannot appear linearly in a 
term where all other fields are t fields ( i e . ,  fields in XI). The reason is 
simply momentum conservation. 

A little more work is necessary to show that the fields in 3-13 cannot 
couple linearly to the fields in 'HI. Let us begin with the kinetic term. Since 
the BRST operator is composed of terms that include ghost oscillators and 
matter Virasoro operators, it maps each ?ti space into itself. The primaries 
in 7-ll and 7 - l ~  are BPZ orthogonal, so any two states in the descendent 
towers are also orthogonal (this is proven by using the BPZ conjugation 
properties of Virasoro operators to move them from one state to the other 
until some state is annihilated or the whole expression reduces to the BPZ 
inner product of the primaries). For the interaction term a similar argument 
holds. First note that the three string vertex does not couple two matter 
primaries from 7-ll to a matter primary from 7 - l ~ .  This is because in the 
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CFT matter correlator the primaries from 3-11 appear as identity operators, 
so the whole correlator is proportional to the one-point function of the 
primary in 3-13, which vanishes because the state has non-zero dimension. 
The Virasoro conservation laws on the vertex then imply that the coupling 
of any two states in 3-11 to a state in 3-13 must vanish. This completes our 
proof. 

The space 3-11 is universal. It does not depend on the details of the 
matter conformal field theory, except for the existence of a zero-momentum 
SL(2,R) ground state. The space can be written as 

where 

ji 2 j 2  2 . . .  L j p ,  ji 2 2 ,  ki 2 2 ,  li 2 -1, and 1 - q =  1. (240) 

The first inequality ensures that the descendents are built unambiguously, 
the second inequality is needed because L-110) = 0. The third and fourth 
inequalities are familiar, and the last equality ensures that the ghost number 
of the state is one. 

Let us now explain how twist properties allow us to restrict 3-11 further. 
The claim is that we can restrict ourselves to the twist even subspace of 
3-11. Heuristically, this follows from the fact that the two- and three-string 
vertices are invariant under reflection, so all terms linear in twist fields 
would pick up a change of sign and therefore vanish. The twist-even space, 
of course, contains the zero momentum tachyon ~110)  (recall that 10) is 
twist odd, and Rc-,R-~ = (-),c-,). The first two properties in (75) 
ensure that the kinetic term in the string action does not couple a twist 
odd field to a twist even field. We also studied the twist properties of the 
three string vertex. In fact, in an exercise, we considered a twist even field 
A+ and a twist odd field A- ( RA+ = f A  ) both of which were Grassmann 
odd (like the string field is). You then showed that ( A + ,  A+, A _ )  = 0 (see 
(79)). Consider now a general string field @ E X and split it into twist 
even and twist odd parts @ = @+ + @-. When the interaction vertex is 
evaluated, the terms linear in @- are of the form (@+, @+, @-)  (any other 
similar looking term is related to this by cyclicity). So terms linear on twist 
odd fields vanish. This proves that we can indeed constrain 3-11 further. 

The twist eigenvalue of a state is given as R = (-l)N, where N is the 
number eigenvalue of the state, defined with N = 0 for the zero momentum 
tachyon. In terms of level, states a t  odd levels are twist odd, and states 
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at even levels are twist even. So, the twist condition allows US to restrict 
ourselves to the states of 'HI at even levels. 

We now turn to the gauge fixing condition. This gauge fixing condition, 
the Feynman-Siege1 gauge condition bola) = 0, restricts further the space 
El.  We will discuss the global validity of the Siegel gauge later, but here 
we discuss its clear validity at the linearized level and within the subspace 
7-il already restricted to states at even level. First, we show that the gauge 
condition can be reached starting from fields that do not satisfy it. Let I@) 
be a field such that bol@) # 0. Since I@) cannot be of level one, LO/@) # 0. 
Then consider the following gauge equivalent state 

Using {bo, Q} = LO one readily checks that bol6)  = 0, so the gauge can be 
reached. Moreover, we now show that no gauge transformation remains in 
this gauge. If there were, there would exist a non-zero string field in the 
gauge slice that happens to be pure gauge. Such field I@) would then satisfy 
bola) = 0, LO[@) # 0, and I@) = 916).  Since both bo and Q annihilate the 
state: 

in contradiction with the fact that the state does have non-zero dimension. 
The Siegel gauge is clearly a good gauge at the linearized level and within 
the twist truncated XI. 

Let's now consider briefly the additional truncation that is allowed by 
SU(1 , l )  symmetry (item (4) of our list). Once we work in the Siegel gauge, 
this further truncation is allowed. This truncation is only possible because 
of the particular form of the string vertex. It would not be allowed for 
arbitrarily defined star products. Let us recall how this symmetry arises 
in the cubic open string field theory.83 In the Siegel gauge, the string field 
action reads 

The vertex coupling the three string fields is of the form 
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where we have focused on the ghost sector. The Neumann coefficients are 
known to satisfys3 

(245) n sr X i ;  = ; X,, , n,m 1 1. 

This relation is not true for general three string vertices, but holds for the 
open string field theory vertex. Given equation (245), the argument of 
the exponential in 1 ' ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~  can be written as a sum of terms of the form 
(T ,  s, n, m, not summed) 

1 
m 

X:, cYnb?m + X &  cLmbYn = - X z n  ( ncYnb tm + mcS_,bL,) . (246) 

The term in parenthesis is invariant under the continuous transformations 

b-,(8) = b-, cos 8 - nc-,  sin 8 , 
~ ~ ( 8 )  = C - , C O S ~ +  -b-,sin8. 

These transformations, valid for all n # 0, imply {cn (8 ) ,  bm(8) )  = 6n+m. 
One readily finds that they are generated by an operator S1: 

(247) 
1 
n 

b-n(8) = eeS1 b-ne-esl , c-n(8) = eeS1 ~ - , e - ' ~ ~ ,  (248) 

where S1 is given by 

1 1 
n 

00 

S1 = ( - b-,bn - nc-,c, . (249) 
n=l 

Since the vacuum 101) is annihilated by S1, the vertex 1u3) is invariant 
under this U(1) symmetry: exp(O(S;') f S12) + S13')) (v3)123 = ('~3)123. 
Equivalently, 

(Sl') f Si2) f Si3)) 1'U3)123 = 0 .  (250) 

Since the vertex (W3)123 is built from ghost bilinears of zero ghost number, 
we deduce that the ghost number operator G 

6 = ?( c-,bn - b-ncn 1 . 
n=l  

is also conserved: 

(9''' + G(2) + G(3)) I'U3)123 = 0 .  

We can then form the commutator 

1 (253) 
0 0 1  

[Si , G ]  = 2S2 , with S2 = ( - b-,b, + nc-ncn . n 
n=l  
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The remaining commutators are readily computed: 

i s 2  , G 1 = 2s1 , [Sl , s 2  1 = -2G . (254) 

These relations show that { S l , S 2 , G }  generate the algebra of SU(1 , l ) .  
These generators are the same as those in the S U ( 1 , l )  algebra in Siegel 
and Z ~ i e b a c h . ’ ~ ~ ~  Since both S1 and are symmetries of the three string 
vertex, we also have 

In summary, the three string vertex is fully SU(1 , l )  invariant. 
The set of Fock space states built with the action of ghost and antighost 

oscillators on the vacuum 101) can be decomposed into finite dimensional 
irreducible representations of S U ( 1 , l ) .  Note that (nc-,, b-,) transforms 
as a doublet. As usual, from the tensor product of two doublets one can 
obtain a nontrivial singlet; this is just 

mb-,c-, + nb_,c-,. (256) 

It is now simple to argue that the twist even subspace of XI in the Siegel 
gauge can be further restricted to SU(1 , l )  singlets. Since the kinetic opera- 
tor Lo commutes with the SU(1 , l )  generators, the kinetic term cannot cou- 
ple a non-singlet to a singlet. Indeed, consider such a term (slLola), where 
(sl is a singlet and la) is not a singlet. Given the structure of the represen- 
tations (completely analogous to the finite dimensional unitary representa- 
tions of SU(2)) ,  it follows that there is a state Ib) and an SU(1 , l )  generator 
J such that la) = J ( b ) .  Therefore (s(Lo1a) = (sJLoJ1b) = ( s IJLoI~)  = 0, 
where the last step gives zero because J’ annihilates the singlet (this requires 
bpz(J) = k7, which is true). It remains to show that the vertex cannot 
couple a non-singlet to two singlets. Indeed, with analogous notation we 
have 

1 (Sl 12(s213(a 1213) = 1 h 1 2  ( ~ 2 1 3 ( b  ( ~ ( 3 )  1213) 

= - 1 ( ~ 1 / 2 ( ~ 2 1 3 ( b  l(J’(’) + J(2))1 213) = 0 ,  (257) 

where we used the conservation of J’ on the vertex, and on the last step 
the J operators annihilate the singlets. 

~ 

dDefining X = (Sz -S1 ) /2 ,  Y = (Sz+S1) /2 ,  and H = 0 we recover the conventional def- 
inition of the isomorphic (real) Lie algebra d ( 2 ,  R) ,  with brackets [ X ,  Y ]  = H ,  [ H ,  X ]  = 
2 X ,  [H ,  Y ]  = -2Y.  Note that T+ = - 2 X ,  where T+ is the operator that  multiplies bo 
in the BRST operator. 
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This completes our discussion of the various symmetries and conditions 
that can be used to constrain the subspace of the string state space that 
acquires vacuum expectation values in the tachyon vacuum. 

7.3. The nonperturbative vacuum 

Sen’s first conjecture states that the string field theory action should lead 
to a nontrivial vacuum solution, with energy density 

In this subsection we discuss evidence for the validity of this conjecture in 
Witten’s OSFT. As mentioned in the introduction, this result holds exactly 
in BSFT. 

The string field theory equation of motion is 

QQ + g Q * Q  = 0 .  (259) 

Despite much work over the last few years, there is still no analytic solution 
of this equation of motione. There is, however, a systematic approxima- 
tion scheme, known as level truncation, which can be used to solve this 
equation n~rner ica l ly .~~ The level ( L ,  I )  truncation of the full string field 
theory involves dropping all fields at level N > L,  and disregarding any 
interaction term between three fields whose levels add up to a number that 
is greater than I .  For example, the simplest truncation of the theory is the 
level (0, 0) truncation. This is the truncation which was used in section 
5.3. Including only the zero-momentum component of the tachyon field, 
since we are looking for a Lorentz-invariant vacuum, the truncated theory 
is simply described by a potential for the tachyon zero-mode 

(260) 
1 V(4)  = -$ + gF4h3. 

where ,% = ~ / 3  = 37/2/26. This cubic function, which was computed in 
(123) using the CFT approach, and in (202) using the oscillator approach, 
is graphed in Figure 7. As discussed in section 5.3, this potential has a 
local minimum at 

1 
4 0 = 3 Y l c 1  

eas of October, 2003 
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I 

Exact value of -T25 . . . . . . 

I 
0 

I 

4 0  = 1/3gii 

Figure 7. The effective tachyon potential in level (0, 0) and (2, 6 )  truncations. The 
open circles denote minima in each level truncation. The filled circle denotes a branch 
point where the level (2, 6 )  truncation approximation reaches the limit of Feynman-Siege1 
gauge validity. 

and at this point the potential is 

Thus, simply including the tachyon zero-mode gives a nontrivial vacuum 
with 68% of the vacuum energy density predicted by Sen. This vacuum is 
denoted by an open circle in Figure 7. 

At higher levels of truncation, there are a multitude of fields with var- 
ious tensor structures. However, again assuming that we are looking for 
a vacuum which preserves Lorentz symmetry, we can restrict attention to 
the interactions between scalar fields at zero momentum. We will work 
in Feynman-Siege1 gauge to simplify calculations; as shown in the previ- 
ous subsection, this gauge is good at least in a local neighborhood of the 
point where all fields vanish. The situation is further simplified by the exis- 
tence of the twist symmetry, which as mentioned in the previous subsection 
guarantees that no cubic vertex between (zero-momentum) scalar fields can 
connect three fields with a total level which is odd, and thus means that 
odd fields are not relevant to diagrams with only external tachyons at tree 
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level. Therefore, we Deed only consider even-level scalar fields in looking 
for Lorentz-preserving solutions to the SFT equations of motion. With 
these simplifications, in a general level truncation the string field is simply 
expressed as a sum of a finite number of terms 

i 

where 4i are the zero-modes of the scalar fields associated with even-level 
states Isi). As discussed in the previous subsection, this set of scalar fields 
can be further restricted to be SU(1, 1) singlets in the universal subspace 
3-11. For example, including fields up to level 2, we have 

*s = $101) + B (a-i . a-i)IOi) + P b-ic-iloi) . (264) 

In terms of the matter Virasoro generators, the state associated with the 
field B is 

(a-1 . a-l)lOl) = 2L-2101) , (265) 

which lies in the universal subspace 3-11. The potential for all the scalars 
appearing in the level-truncated expansion (263) can be simply expressed 
as a cubic polynomial in the zero-modes of the scalar fields 

V = Cdij4i4j g E  C t i j k 4 i 4 j d ' k  . (266) 
id a3 jh  

Using the expressions for the Neumann coefficients given in Section 5.3, the 
potential for all the scalar fields up to level L can be computed in a level 
( L ,  I )  truncation. For example, the potential in the level (2,6) truncation 
is given by 

1/ = --42 1 + 26B2 - -p  1 2  
2 2 

2860 + =4Bp + 

As an example of how these terms arise, consider the d2B term. 
coefficient in this term is given by 

The 

130 
(V3I (101) @ 101) @ &-I * 0-1101)) = -gE (3.26) V:: = - g r C T ,  (268) 

where we have used V:: = 5/27. 
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level 

(0, 0) 
(2, 4) 

In the level (2, 6) truncation of the theory, the nontrivial vacuum is 
found by simultaneously solving the three quadratic equations found by 
setting to zero the derivatives of the potential (267) with respect to 4,  B,  
and p. There are a number of different solutions to these equations, but 
only one is in the vicinity of 4 = 1/3gE. The solution of interest is 

gE(4) V/T25 

0.3333 -0.68462 
0.3957 -0.94855 

1 1 1 

gfi g E  gr; 
4 M 0.39766 , B M 0.02045 - , p x -0.13897 1. (269) 

(2, 6) 
(4, 8) 
(4, 12) 

Plugging these values into the potential gives 

0.3977 -0.95938 
0.4005 -0.98640 
0.4007 -0.98782 

E(2,s) = -0.95938 T25, (270) 

or 95.9% of the result predicted by Sen. This vacuum is denoted by an 
open circle in Figure 7. 

It is a straightforward, computationally intensive project to generalize 
this calculation to higher levels of truncation. This calculation was carried 
out to level (4, 8) by Kostelecky and many years ago. They noted 
that the vacuum seemed to be converging, but they lacked any physical 
picture to give meaning to this vacuum. Following Sen’s conjectures, the 
level (4, 8) calculation was done again using somewhat different methods by 
Sen and Z w i e b a ~ h , ~ ~  who showed that the energy at  this level is -0.986 T25. 

The calculation was automated by Moeller and Taylor,84 who calculated up 
to level (10, 20), where there are 252 scalar fields, including all even-level 
scalar fields up to level 10; this computation was done using oscillators, 
without restriction to the universal subspace. Up to this level, the vacuum 
energy converges monotonically, as shown in Table 1. These numerical 

ASamuel
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calculations indicate that level truncation of string field theory leads to a 
good systematic approximation scheme for computing the nonperturbative 
tachyon vacuum. It is also worth noting that in these computations, level 
(L, 2L) and (L, 3L) approximations give fairly similar values. 

The preceding results were the best values for the vacuum energy at the 
time of these original lectures. More recently, Gaiotto and Rastelli reported 
further numerical results.85@ By programming in C++ instead of math- 
ematica, and by computing using matter Virasoro operators rather than 
oscillators, so that only fields in the universal subspace 'HI were included, 
they were able to extend the computation to level (18, 54). Their results are 
shown in Table 2 These results were rather surprising, indicating that while 

1 1  (12, 24) I 0.99979 1 1  1 (12, 36) 1 0.99982 1 
(14, 28) 1.00016 

(16, 48) 1.00038 i+i 
11 (18, 54) 1 1.00049 1 

the energy monotonically approaches -T25 up to level 12, at level (14, 42) 
the energy drops below -T25, and that the energy continues to decrease, 
reaching -1.00049T25 at level (18, 54). We will discuss the resolution of 
this unexpected overshoot shortly. 

First, however, it is interesting to consider the tachyon condensation 
problem from the point of view of the effective tachyon potential. If instead 
of trying to solve the quadratic equations for all N of the fields appearing in 
(266), we instead fix the tachyon field 4 and solve the quadratic equations 
for the remaining N - 1 fields, we can determine a effective potential V(4) 
for the tachyon field. This has been done numerically up to level (16, 
48) .84186 At each level, the tachyon effective potential smoothly interpolates 
between the perturbative vacuum and the nonperturbative vacuum near 
4 = 0.4/gR. For example, the tachyon effective potential at level (2, 6) is 
graphed in Figure 7. In all level truncations other than (0 ,  0) and (2, 4) (at 
least up to level (10, 20)), the tachyon effective potential has two branch 
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point singularities a t  which the continuous solution for the other fields 
breaks down; for the level (2, 6) truncation, these branch points occur a t  
$ M -0.127/gE and 4 M 2.293/gE; the lower branch point is denoted by 
a solid circle in Figure 7. As a result of these branch points, the tachyon 
effective potential is only valid for a finite range of q5, ranging between 
approximately -O.l/gE and 0.6/gE. In Section 7.4 we review results which 
indicate that these branch points arise because the trajectory in field space 
associated with this potential encounters the boundary of the region of 
Feynman-Siege1 gauge validity. It seems almost to be a fortunate accident 
that the nonperturbative vacuum lies within the region of validity of this 
gauge choice. It is worth mentioning again here that in the BSFT approach, 
the tachyon potential can be computed exactly.'' In this formulation, there 
is no branch point in the effective potential, which is unbounded below for 
negative values of the tachyon. On the other hand, the nontrivial vacuum 
in the background-independent approach arises only as the tachyon field 
goes to infinity, so it is harder to study the physics of the stable vacuum 
from this point of view. 

Another interesting perspective on the tachyon effective potential is 
found by performing a perturbative (but off-shell) computation of the coef- 
ficients in the tachyon effective potential in the level-truncated theory. This 
gives a power series expansion of the effective potential 

M 

n=2 
1 = --$2 2 + (kgM3 + c4(Eg)2$4 + c5(Eg)3$5 + . * . 

The coefficients up to c60 have been computed in the level truncations up 
to (10, 20).84 Because of the branch point singularity near $ = -O.l/gk, 
this series has a radius of convergence much smaller than the value of $ 
at  the nonperturbative vacuum. Thus, the energy at the stable vacuum 
lies outside the naive range of the potential defined by the perturbative 
expansion. 

Now, let us return to the problem of the overshoot in energy below -T25 

found at level 14 by Gaiotto and Rastellif . The most straightforward way 
of determining whether or not this represents a real problem for string field 

fThe material in the remainder of this section was developed only after the original TASI 
lectures in 2001, but is included because of its relevance to the main development in this 
section. 
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theory would be to simply continue the calculation to higher levels. Unfor- 
tunately, at present this is not tractable, as the difficulty of computation 
grows exponentially in the level. Thus, we must resort to more indirect 
methods. It was found empirically by Taylors7 that the level L approxima- 
tions of string field theory give on-shell and off-shell amplitudes with error 
of order 1/L. This work and further evidence82@ indicates that amplitudes 
can be very accurately approximated by computing them in different level 
L truncations, and matching to a power series in 1/L. Such an approach 
can be taken to determine highly accurate values for the coefficients c, in 
(271). As noted above, the resulting power series has a finite radius of con- 
vergence, and the stable vacuum lies beyond this limit. There is a standard 
technique, however, known as the method of Pad6 approximants, which al- 
lows one to extrapolate a function beyond its naive radius of convergence, 
if the function is sufficiently well-behaved in the direction in which it is 
extrapolated. The idea of Pad6 approximants is to replace a power series 
having given coefficients for a fixed number of terms with a rational func- 
tion with the same number of coefficients, choosing the coefficients of the 
rational function to give a power series which agrees with the fixed coef- 
ficients in the original power series. For example, consider the first three 
terms in the tachyon effective potential (271), 

1 34 
2 27 --qP + /€g(b3 - -(Kg)44 

This truncated expansion has no local minima, while the Pad6 approximant 

does; this approximant thus represents a better description of the tachyon 
potential than the truncated expression (272). The advantage of Pad6 ap- 
proximants is that they allow one to incorporate poles into approximations 
of a function with a desired local power series behavior. For a wide class of 
functions, successive Pad6 approximants converge exponentially quickly in 
the region where the function is smooth. Empirically, this seems to be the 
case for the tachyon effective potential. Thus, the energy minimum at any 
finite level of truncation can be determined to an arbitrary degree of accu- 
racy from the leading coefficients in the potential. For example, the energy 
can be computed to 10 digits of accuracy by including approximately 40 
coefficients c,; this calculation is, however, highly sensitive to the accuracy 
of the  coefficient^.^^ 
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Combining Pad6 approximants with approximations to the coefficients 
c,, computed by matching level-truncated results in a 1/L expansion, it is 
possible to predict not only the exact value of the energy at the stable min- 
imum as L -+ 00, but also to predict the values of the approximate energy 
at intermediate values of L. Such a computation was performed using the 
level approximated values of cn up to level (10, ZO).” By first using these 
values to predict the level-approximated values at higher levels, and then 
inserting these values into Pad6 approximants, the overshoot phenomenon 
found by Gaiotto and Rastelli was accurately reproduced. For example, 
compared to the value -1.0003678 found by these authors at level (16, 32), 
extrapolation from results a t  levels (L ,  2L) up to (10, 20) gives a predicted 
value of -1.0003773 at level (16, 32). Furthermore, the extrapolated val- 
ues EL of the energy at the stable minimum were found to decrease up to 
approximately level 26, and then to increase, approaching an asymptotic 
value as L t 00 of E,  M -1 with error - lop4. These results suggested 
that the energy at the minimum in the level-truncated theory takes the 
form shown in Figure 8. 

In the calculation just described, there were two sources of error: 1) the 
coefficients c, had some numerical inaccuracy, and 2) there is some error 
introduced in extrapolating from low levels of truncation. 

This computation was improved by Gaiotto and Rastelli.86 These au- 
thors used a different approach: instead of extrapolating the finite L results 
for the coefficients c,, they extrapolated the nonperturbatively computed 
effective potential V(q5) at various values of 4. Because Pad6 approximants 
are so accurate, for exactly known values of c, and V(q5) this approach is 
equivalent to the combined Pad6-extrapolation in c, approach, but gen- 
erally this approach trades inaccuracy in c, for inaccuracy in V(4) .  In 
practice, it is much easier to compute the coefficients c, exactly than the 
nonperturbative effective potential V ( $ ) ,  which requires numerically solv- 
ing a large system of quadratic equations. Gaiotto and Rastelli were able, 
however, to use their results on V(q5) at higher levels, which greatly in- 
creased the accuracy of their extrapolations. They found that while level 
( L ,  2L) and (L, 3L) approximations tend to be very similar, extrapolations 
based on level (L ,  3L) truncations seem more robust. Using data up to level 
(16, 48) they found an extrapolated value of Em % -1.00003, differing from 
-1 by an order of magnitude less than the value of the energy estimated at 
level 28, where the overshoot is predicted to be maximal. This gives com- 
pelling support to the conclusion that the level-truncated approximations 
to the energy indeed behave as shown in Figure 8, and approach the value 
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tion, extrapolated from data at lower levels of truncation. 

Expected approximations to the vacuum energy at different levels of trunca- 

predicted by Sen as L -+ 00. 

7.4. Gauge fixing 

In this subsection we discuss some aspects of the Feynman-Siege1 gauge 
choice used in most explicit calculations in OSFT to date. Let us restrict 
attention to the zero momentum action for even-level scalar fields. This 
action is invariant under (54) with a general gauge parameter of the form 

A = C p a l s a )  = plb-2101) + . * *  . (274) 

The ghost number zero states Isa) are annihilated by bo, so they do not 
contain CO. The variation of a general zero-momentum scalar field takes 
the form 
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At q ! ~ ~  = 0, we have the linear variation 64i = Dia,ua. Let $q denote fields 
associated with ghost number one states that contain a CO. For example, at 
level two there is a field r] associated with the state cob-zl01). At each level, 
the number of fields 4q is clearly equal to the number of gauge parameters 
pa; the corresponding states are simply related by removing or replacing 
the CO. Fkom the formula for Q B  = COLO +. . , it is easy to verify that Dq" 
is a linear one-to-one map at each level, so 

det Dqa # 0 (276) 

holds at each level. This is why the Feynman-Siege1 gauge, which sets 
$q = 0 at each level (and which limits us to gauge parameters associated 
with states without a CO), is a good gauge choice near $i = 0, as shown in 
subsection 7.2. 

Let us now consider the gauge transformations at a general point in 
field space ($i). We have 

where 

Feynman-Siege1 gauge breaks down whenever the determinant of this ma- 
trix vanishes 

det Mqa = 0 .  (279) 

This condition defines a region in field space within which Feynman-Siege1 
gauge is valid. At the boundary of this region, some gauge transformations 
give field variations which are tangent to the Feynman-Siege1 gauge-fixed 
hypersurface. Some gauge orbits which cross the Feynman-Siege1 gauge 
surface inside this region will cross again outside the region, giving a form 
of Gribov ambiguity. Furthermore, some gauge orbits never encounter the 
region of gauge validity. Thus, Feynman-Siege1 gauge is really only locally 
valid. 

We can study the region of Feynman-Siege1 gauge validity in level trun- 
cation, using finite matrices Mqa. It is instructive to consider a simple 
example of the breakdown of this gauge choice. Consider dropping all 
fields other than the tachyon $ = $1 and the field r] = $4. The gauge 
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transformation rules then become 

In this simple model, M is a one-by-one matrix, 

The gauge choice 7 = 0 breaks down when 7 = S q =  0 which occurs when 
1 81 
gr; 224 

4 = --=-. 

It is easy to see that smaller values of are gauge-equivalent to values of 
4 above this boundary value, while some gauge orbits never intersect the 
line q = 0. 

The complete action including all even level (zero momentum) scalar 
fields and gauge invariances has been computed up to level (8, 16).’l One 
result of this computation is that the Feynman-Siege1 gauge boundary con- 
dition det Mqa = 0 seems to be very stable near the origin as the level of 
truncation is increased. This gives some confidence that there is a well- 
defined finite region in field space where Feynman-Siege1 gauge is valid, 
and that the boundary of this region can be arbitrarily well approximated 
by level-truncation calculations. Another interesting result which can be 
seen from these calculations is that (to the precision possible in the level- 
truncated analysis) the branch points in the tachyon effective potential 
arise precisely at those points where the trajectory in field space associated 
with the effective potential crosses the Feynman-Siege1 gauge boundary. 
Thus, these branch points are gauge artifacts. As mentioned previously, 
the tachyon effective potential computed from boundary string field theory 
does not suffer from such branch point problems. 

It would be very desirable, however, to have an approach which enables 
one to describe the full string field space, including configurations which 
do not have gauge representatives in the local region of Feynman-Siege1 
gauge validity. Other gauge choices can be made, but those which have 
been explored to date are only minor variations on the Feynman-Siege1 
gauge choice, and do not lead to qualitatively different results. One might 
have hoped to isolate the true vacuum without gauge fixing at all, given 
that level truncation breaks the gauge symmetry and thus allows a discrete 
set of solutions at any level. This approach, however, is not particularly 
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promising: the solutions found at  each level lie at very different places on 
the gauge orbit, and do not approach any natural limit. Nonetheless, it 
seems of paramount importance to find some method for exploring the full 
field space of the theory. Currently inaccessible regions of the field space 
may contain solutions that have not yet been found (see subsection 7.6). 

7.5. Lower-dimensional D-branes as solitons 

One aspect of the Sen conjectures (item ( 2 )  in the list of section 3.3), 
proposes that lower-dimensional D-branes can be viewed as solitons of the 
D25-brane string field theory. The solitons involve profiles for the tachyon 
field which arise because the tachyon potential is non-trivial. The tachyon 
solitons are lumps, as opposed to kinks, which appear in superstring field 
theory solitons. 

In this section we will discuss the basic ideas required to test this con- 
jecture. We will follow the approach of Moeller, Sen, and Zwiebachg2 (other 
attemptsg3 do not use level expansion). In order to be able to use a level 
expansion we curl up one spatial coordinate x into a circle of radius R (the 
corresponding string coordinate is called X ) .  We will work with R > 1. 
Along this direction, we will wrap a D1-brane. We will then consider the 
possibility that a certain process of tachyon condensation results in the D1- 
brane becoming a DO-brane. Our use of D1- and DO-branes is just a matter 
of notational ease. Additional D-brane dimensions could be included. 

Recall that the mass of the D1-brane can be written in the form 

where g is the coupling constant of the open string field theory that de- 
scribes the D1-brane: 

S = - - ( - ( @ , Q @ ) + - ( @ , @ * @ )  1 1  1 
g 2  2 3 

A few remarks are in order. In the above string action we have included into 
the string coupling factor (l/g2) the volume ( 2 n R )  of the compact circle 
where the D1-brane is wrapped. By doing so, we can still use a CFT overlap 
with unit normalization, and the right-hand side in ( 2 8 3 )  gives the total 
mass of the brane. The zero string field here is supposed to describe the 
vacuum with a D1-brane stretched around the circle. For time-independent 
string fields (the kind of fields we consider here), V ( @ )  is a potential. More 
precisely the potential energy P.E. associated with a string field is 

1 
P.E. = -S((a) = -V(@) = ( 2 n R T 1 )  2 r 2  V ( @ ) ,  ( 2 8 5 )  g2 
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where we used (283). This potential energy is really the potential energy 
of field configurations measured with respect to the D1-brane background. 
Therefore, the total energy Etot of the configuration is obtained by adding 
the energy of the D1-brane to the above P.E. We find 

Etot(@) = (27rRT1)(1+27r2V(@)). 

Since we will use the level expansion to investigate if a DO-brane can be 
represented as a lump solution, it is reasonable to use the level expansion to 
calculate the mass of the D1-brane, as well. So, we re-express the energy of 
the D1-brane in (286)  in terms of the string field potential a t  the vacuum. 
Let @ = T,,, denote the string field of the D1-brane SFT that represents 
the tachyon vacuum. Then, we have -1 = 2n2V(T,,,), and we can rewrite 

Etot(@) = (27rRTl) (27r2 V ( @ )  - 2n2 V(Tvac)) .  (287) 

Indeed, this formula works correctly: when @ = 0 the total energy equals 
the mass of the D1-brane, and when @ = Tvac the energy is zero (since the 
D1-brane has disappeared). 

Let T L ~ ~ ~  denote the lump (string field) solution, which is expected to 
represent the DO-brane in the field theory of the D1-brane. The energy of 
the lump solution is obtained from (287) for @ = Tiump: 

Elump = Etot(Zump) = (27rRTi) (2x2 V(Zump) - 2n2 V ( T u a c ) ) .  (288) 

The tensions TO and 2'1 of the DO- and the D1-branes are related by TO = 
27rT1 (the DO-brane tension is the DO-brane energy). We can therefore form 
the ratio r(R) of the lump energy and the DO-brane energy 

In the exact solution (or a t  infinite level), the ratio r(R)  should be equal 
to one. This is the content of the second tachyon conjecture. At any finite 
level r(R) is some slowly varying function of R. Testing the conjecture 
for R 4 1 is quite difficult, and one must go to very high level in the 
computation. Testing the conjecture for R very large is also laborious, 
since many terms enter into any finite-level expansion. So, in practice, one 
chooses some reasonable value of R (the value R = 6 is convenient) and 
calculates to  a fixed level. 

Before reviewing some of the results obtained, let's do the simplest 
computation explicitly. We consider a tachyon field T ( z )  which is expanded 
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as 
00 

T ( x )  = t o  + C tn cos(nz/R). (290) 
n=l 

The corresponding string field is written as 

We now evaluate the string action, keeping t o  and the first tachyon har- 
monic t ~ :  

Consider first the contribution of t l  to the kinetic term 

Note that, as mentioned earlier, the overlaps have unit normalization. Let 
us now calculate the terms that arise from the interaction. Because of 
momentum conservation there are no tf or t l t i  terms. There is only a t$, 
coupling, which is readily calculated as 

(294) 
1 tl tl  (X/R - ( X / R ,  C) = -t0tfK3-* 1 . 

2 
- ~3 . - . -to . 2  . (cle 
3 2 2  , ce 

Let us explain the origin of the various factors. The first 1/3 is the one 
that comes with the interaction term in the action. The factor of 3 is 
because there are three possible places to insert the operator associated 
with to.  The factors of t 1 / 2  and t o  come from the field expansion, and the 
factor of two arises because there are two ways in which the momentum 
can be conserved. The correlator has been evaluated in a way similar to 
the previous computation that led to (122). Indeed, the only difference is 
that the conformal dimension of two of the operators has been shifted from 

Collecting now our results and using the previously calculated potential 

1 -1 to -1 + F. 

for t o  (123) we find 

1 1  1 1 1 
V(to,tl) = --ti - -(1 - $) t i  + -K3ti  + -t0tfK3-&. 

2 4  3 2 (295) 
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The original tachyon is still there: it corresponds to the field t o ,  which in 
the present expansion has no momentum. For R > 1, the field tl is also a 
tachyon. This field is present because of the instability to  form a D1-brane. 
Indeed, for R > 1 the energy of the D1-brane is larger than the energy of 
the DO-brane, and the decay is possible. For R < 1, the DO-brane has more 
energy than the D1-brane. In this case, it is not clear if some high level 
computation can exhibit the DO-brane as a solution of the D1-brane field 
theory. We return to  this problem in the next subsection. 

Let’s take R = a. In this case the potential V( t0 , t l )  has a critical 
point which represents a lump: t o  N 0.18 and tl = -0.34. Of course 
there is also the conventional tachyon vacuum solution with t o  = l/K3 
and tl = 0. With these two solutions, one can readily compute the ratio 
T(&)  in (289). We find ~(4) N 0.774 in this lowest order calculation. 
The result is certainly quite good. This computation is called a level (1/3; 
2/3) computation since the highest level field tl has level 1/3 = 1/R2, and 
we kept terms in the potential up to level 2/3. A computation at level (2,4) 
gives T N 1.02, and for level (3,6) one finds T N 0.994. The convergence 
to the answer is quite spectacular. This computation includes the tachyon 
harmonics t l ,  t 2 ,  and t3, as well as fields from the second level and their first 
harmonics. No higher level computations have been done for this problem. 
The computations are not completely universal since the Virasoro structure 
of the state space depends on the radius of the circle. For rational values 
of R one may find null states, so this is why we took R irrational. Even for 
R irrational, not all states can be written as Virasoro descendents of the 
vacuum 10). New primaries (and their descendents) are needed starting at 
level 4. 

Since we are equipped with the tachyon harmonics, one is able to con- 
struct explicitly the tachyon profile for the lump solution which represents 
the DO-brane. As the level is increased, the profile appears to  settle into a 
well-defined limit. That same profile appears to arise for various values of 
the radius R of the circle used for the computation. The profile is roughly 
of the form 

T ( z )  N a + b e - ” 2 / ( 2 “ 2 )  , a N 0.56, b N -0.83, cr N 1.52. (296) 

The cr width of the lump is therefore about 1.5&?. The significance (or 
gauge independence) of this width is not clear. Nevertheless, it is interesting 
that D-branes, which are defined by definite positions in CFT, appear as 
thick objects in SFT. Physical questions regarding D-branes are expected 
to have identical answers in the two approaches. 
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The above computations have been generalized to the case of lump 
solutions of codimension two. In this case, we can imagine a D2-brane 
wrapped on a torus T 2  which decays into a DO-brane. The results in the 
level expansion appear to confirm that the lump solutions do represent 
DO-branes. Less accurate results are obtained; the energy has only been 
estimated with about ten percent accuracy. 

The above results have simple analogs in field theorySg4 Consider a sim- 
ple scalar field theory in p + 1 spatial dimensions, where we single out a 
coordinate x for special treatment: 

As you can readily verify, time-independent solitonic solutions 4 ( x ) ,  which 
depend only on the coordinate x ,  are obtained by solving the second-order 
ordinary differential equation 

d24 - = V’@(X)) .  
dx2 

This equation takes the form of the equation of motion of a unit mass 
particle in a one-dimensional potential -V(x).  As an example, we consider 
a theory with potentialg5 

The potential has a maximum at  4 = 0 and a local minimum at  4 = 1. At 
4 = 0 the interpretation is that of a D(p + 1)-brane with tension 

(300) 
1 
6 ’  

Tp+l = V(4 = 0) = - 

As a simple exercise, verify that 

(301) 
3 2  4(z) = 1 - - sech (z/2), 
2 

is a lump solution for this potential. 
Exercise: Show that the lump solution is an object with tension Tp = 615. 

In string theory the ratio && is equal to one. In this field theory 
model with a cubic potential, we find 

It is also a familiar result in soliton field theory that the spectrum of exci- 
tations that live on the world-volume of the lump solution $(z) is governed 
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by a Schrodinger equation with a potential V”($(z)). The mass-squared 
values for the modes that live on the lump coincide with the Schrodinger 
energies. 

There has been some interest in finding potentials that accurately de- 
scribe the behavior of the tachyon. While the kinetic terms are not stan- 
dard, the potential 

appears to be an exact effective tachyon potential. This potential was 
obtainedg6 in an attempt to construct realistic tachyon potentials, and was 
later confirmed to appear in the BSFT approach to string field theory.1° 
The tachyon vacuum is at 4 = 0, and surprisingly (but correctly!) the 
tachyon mass goes to infinity at this vacuum. This is consistent with the 
conjecture that perturbative open string degrees of freedom disappear at 
the tachyon vacuum. 
Exercise. Show that $(x) = exp(-x2/4) is the lump solution for the poten- 
tial (3032 and the Schrodinger potential for fluctuations on the lump solu- 
tion is % - ;, a simple harmonic oscillator potential. Finally, confirm that 
the values of m2 for the particles that live on the lump are - l , O ,  1,2, .  . .. 
This is the expected string spectrum! 

7.6. Open string theory backgrounds 

We mentioned in the last subsection that when the radius R of a circle 
on which a D1-brane is compactified becomes small, it is not known how 
to represent a DO-brane in the string field theory on the D1-brane. When 
R < 1, the energy of the resulting DO-brane is larger than the energy of 
the original D1-brane. Thus, such a solution would have positive energy 
with respect to the original system. The difficulty of constructing such a 
DO-brane solution is an example of a more general, and we believe crucial, 
question for OSFT: Does OSFT, either through level truncation or some 
more sophisticated analytic approach, admit classical solutions which de- 
scribe open string backgrounds with higher energy than the configuration 
with respect to which the theory is originally defined? If OSFT is to be a 
truly complete formulation of string theory, such solutions must be possible, 
since all open string backgrounds must be accessible to the theory. 

Another problem of this type is to find, either analytically or numeri- 
cally, a solution of the OSFT formulated with one D25-brane that describes 
two D25-branes. It should be just as feasible to go from a vacuum with 
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one D-brane to  a vacuum with two D-branes as it is to go from a vac- 
uum with one D-brane to the empty vacuum. Despite some work on this 
problem,g7 there is as yet no evidence of a solution. Several approaches 
which have been tried include: i) following a positive mass field upward, 
looking for a stable point; this method seems to fail because of gauge-fixing 
problems-the effective potential often develops a singularity before reach- 
ing the energy +T.5, ii) following the intuition of the RSZ model (discussed 
in the following section) and constructing a gauge transform of the original 
D-brane solution which is *-orthogonal to the original D-brane vacuum. 
It can be shown formally that such a state, when added to the original 
D-brane vacuum gives a new solution with the correct energy for a double 
D-brane; unfortunately, however, we have been unable to  identify such a 
state numerically in level truncation. 

While so far no progress has been made towards the construction of 
solutions with higher energy than the initial vacuum, it is also interesting 
to consider the marginal case. An example of such a situation is embodied 
is the problem of translating a single D-brane of less than maximal dimen- 
sion in a transverse direction. It was shown by Sen and Zwiebach” (in a 
T-dual picture) that after moving a D-brane a finite distance of order of 
the string length in a transverse direction, the level-truncated string field 
theory equations develop a singularity. Thus, in level truncation it does not 
seem possible to move a D-brane a macroscopic distance in a transverse di- 
rectiong. In this case, a toy modelg5 suggests that the problem is that the 
infinitesimal marginal parameter for the brane translation ceases to param- 
eterize the marginal trajectory in field space after a finite distance, just as 
the coordinate II: ceases to  parameterize the circle x2 + y2 = 1 near II: = 1. 
Indeed, an explicit calculations2 of the field redefinition needed to  take the 
OSFT field A associated with the transverse motion to the correct marginal 
parameter a shows that this field redefinition has a subleading term 

A = u + aa3 + . . . , (304) 

where Q < 0. Thus, as a increases, eventually a point is reached where 
A begins to decrease. This shows that A is not a good parameter for 
marginal deformations of arbitrary size. It would be nice to have a clear 
understanding of how arbitrary marginal deformations are encoded in the 
theory. 

~ 

gAlthough this can be done formally,99 it is unclear how the formal solution relates t o  
an explicit expression in the oscillator language. 
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To show that open string field theory is sufficiently general to address 
arbitrary questions involving different vacua, it is clearly necessary to show 
that the formalism is powerful enough to describe multiple brane vacua, the 
DO-brane lump on an arbitrary radius circle, and translated brane vacua. 
It is currently unclear whether the obstacles to finding these vacua are 
technical or conceptual. I t  may be that the level-truncation approach is 
not well-suited to finding these vacua, and a new approach is needed. 

8. String field theory around the stable vacuum 

The tachyon conjectures state that the classically stable vacuum is the 
closed string vacuum. This implies that there should be no open string ex- 
citations in this vacuum, given that the D-brane represented by the original 
OSFT has decayed and exists no more. Without a D-brane conventional 
perturbative open string states are not expected to exist. If any perturba- 
tive states exist in this vacuum, they should be closed string states, which 
are only expected to appear in the quantum open string field theory. 

There are two natural questions concerning this conjecture. First, we 
ask: Can it be tested? For this, we can begin with the original OSFT 
on the background of a D25-brane, for example, and use the (numerical) 
solution @po for the tachyon vacuum to expand the classical OSFT around 
the tachyon vacuum and to calculate the spectrum. The conjecture re- 
quires that  no physical states be encountered. Second, we ask: Is there 
a more natural formulation of open string theory around the tachyon vac- 
uum, in which, for example, the background independence of the theory 
might be more manifest? The theory around the tachyon vacuum, is, no 
doubt, rather unusual. In the tachyon vacuum there are no apparent phys- 
ical states, at least none that take any familiar form. Physical pertur- 
bative states can arise only from quantum effects or classically after the 
theory is shifted to a nontrivial background that represents some D-brane 
configuration. 

The tachyon vacuum is a rather special vacuum: it is the end product 
of the decay of any D-brane configuration. Presumably, the theory at the 
tachyon vacuum is independent of the particular version of OSFT used to 
reach it upon tachyon condensation, in the sense that the string field the- 
ories associated with different D-brane configurations should be equivalent 
under field redefinition around the stable vacuum of each theory. If that  is 
the case, there may exist a theory - which we can call Vacuum String Field 
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Theory, or VSFT - which formulates the physics of the tachyon vacuum 
directly, without using a D-brane background to reach the tachyon vacuum. 

Presently, there is background dependence in the formulation of Wit- 
ten's OSFT; some specific D-brane background must be chosen to define the 
theory, even though this D-brane configuration may be removed through 
tachyon condensation. As a result, even if the theory is in an abstract 
sense completely background independent, we are stuck with some particu- 
lar choice of on the theory arising from the original choice of 
background, which may make physics in other backgrounds rather difficult 
to disentangle. The tachyon vacuum is also a specific background, but it is 
certainly a choice that is more canonical than one which picks one out of an 
infinite number of D-brane configurations. There are perhaps two canon- 
ical choices: an infinite number of space-filling D-branes, which has been 
motivated from the viewpoint of K-theory,17 and a background with no 
D-branes whatsoever - the tachyon vacuum. In this section we investigate 
the second choice. 

A strikingly simple formulation of VSFT was proposed by Rastelli, Sen, 
and Zwiebach (RSZ),'" in which the BRST operator is taken to be purely 
contained in the ghost sector. In this theory, closed-form analytic solutions 
that represent D-branes can be found and take the form of projectors of the 
star-algebra. One shortcoming of this VSFT is that certain computations 
are singular and require regularization. It remains to be seen if a regular 
VSFT exists. 

In subsection 8.1 we describe the form of the OSFT action when ex- 
panded around the classically stable tachyon vacuum. Subsection 8.2 de- 
scribes evidence from Witten's OSFT that the open string degrees of free- 
dom truly disappear from the theory in this vacuum. In 8.3 we introduce 
and discuss the RSZ model of VSFT. Subsection 8.4 describes an important 
class of states in the star algebra: slivers and projectors, which play a key 
role in constructing D-branes in the RSZ model, and which may also be 
useful in understanding solutions of the Witten theory. Finally, in 8.5 we 
discuss closed strings in OSFT. 

8.1. String field theory in the true vacuum 

We have seen that numerical results from level-truncated string field the- 
ory strongly suggest the existence of a classically stable vacuum solution 
Cy, to the string field theory equation of motion. The state Q o ,  while still 
unknown analytically, has been determined numerically to a high degree of 

"coordinates"
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precision. This state seems like a very well-behaved string field configura- 
tion. While there is no positive-definite inner product on the string field 
Fock space, the state @O certainly has finite norm under the natural inner 
product (Vzl@o, coLo@o), and is even better behaved under the product 
(&~@O,CO@O) .  Thus, it is natural to assume that @O defines a classically 
stable vacuum for the theory, around which we can expand the action to 
find a string field theory around the tachyon vacuum. 

Let be the string field configuration describing the tachyon vacuum. 
This string field satisfies the classical field equation 

&@po + @o * @o = 0 .  

If 5 = @ - @O denotes the shifted open string field, then the cubic string 
field theory action (61) expanded around the tachyon vacuum has the form: 

(305) 

S(@O + 5)  = S(@O) - 
- 1 [;(5,fj5)+;(5,S*Z)].  
g2 

Here S(@o) is a constant, which according to the energetics part of the 
tachyon conjectures equals the tension of the D-brane times its volume 
(as before, we assume that the time interval has unit length so that the 
action can be identified with the negative of the potential energy for static 
configurations). The kinetic operator 0 is given in terms of Q and @O as: 

05 = Q &  + @o * Z + 5 * @ o .  

fjA = QA + @o * A  - (-l)AA * @po . 

(307) 

(308) 

More generally, on arbitrary string fields one would define 

The consistency of the new action (306) is guaranteed from the consis- 
tency of the action in (61). Since neither the inner product nor the star 
multiplication have changed, the identities in (63) still hold. One can also 
check that the identities in (62) hold when Q is replaced by 0. Just as the 
original action is invariant under the gauge transformations (71), the new 
action is invariant under 85 = GA + 5 * A - A * 5 for any Grassmann-even 
ghost-number zero state A. 

Since the energy density of the brane represents a positive cosmological 
constant, it is natural to add the constant -M = -S(@,) to (61). This 
will cancel the S(@o) term in (306), and will make manifest the expected 
zero energy density in the final vacuum without D-brane. For the analysis 
around this final vacuum it suffices therefore to study the action 

- 1 1 
So(@) = - - [ ; ( 5 ,  0 5)  + 3 ( 5 , 5 * 5)] . 

g2 
(309) 
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This string field theory around the stable vacuum has precisely the same 
form as Witten's original cubic string field theory, only with a different 
BRST operator G, which so far is only determined numerically. While this 
is insufficient for a complete formulation, it suffices to test the conjecture 
that open string excitations disappear in the tachyon vacuum, as we will 
discuss in Section 8.2. 

The numerical solution for @O provides a numerical definition of the 
string field theory around the tachyon vacuum. How could we do better? 
If we had a closed form solution @O available, the problem of formulating 
SFT around the tachyon vacuum would be significantly simplified. It is not 
clear, however, that the resulting formulation would be the best possible 
one. Previous experience with background deformations (small and large) 
in SFT indicates that even if we knew @O explicitly and constructed So(5) 
using eq.(309), this may not be the most convenient form of the action. 
Typically a nontrivial field redefinition is necessary to bring the shifted 
SFT action to the canonical form representing the new background."' In 
fact, in some cases, such as in the formulation of open SFT for D-branes 
with various values of magnetic fields, it is possible to formulate the various 
SFT's but the nontrivial classical solution relating theories 
with different magnetic fields are not known. This suggests that if a simple 
form exists for the SFT action around the tachyon vacuum it might be 
easier to guess it than to derive it. 

In fact, this is exactly the approach to the formulation of vacuum string 
field theory (VSFT) taken by Rastelli, Sen, and Zwiebach (RSZ).loO These 
authors postulate that a t  the tachyon vacuum the action takes the form 

where the new kinetic operator Q is an operator build solely out of ghosts 
fields. If this gives a consistent theory at the tachyon vacuum, they argue, 
their choice of Q must be field redefinition equivalent to  the a that arises 
directly by shifting the original OSFT action with the tachyon solution @o. 
We discuss the RSZ model in Section 8.3. 

8.2.  Decoupling of open strings 

It may seem surprising to imagine that all the perturbative open string 
degrees of freedom will vanish at  a particular point in field space, since 
these are all the apparent degrees of freedom available in the theory. This 

directly,
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is not a familiar phenomenon from quantum field theory. To understand 
how the open strings can decouple, it may be helpful to begin by considering 
the simple example of the (0, 0) level-truncated theory. In this theory, the 
quadratic terms in the action become 

Taking (q5) = 1/3Fig, we find that the quadratic term is a transcendental 
expression which does not vanish for any real value of p 2 .  Thus, this theory 
has no poles, and the tachyon has decoupled from the theory. Of course, 
this is not the full story, as there are still finite complex poles. I t  does, 
however suggest a mechanism by which the nonlocal parts of the action 
(encoded in the exponential of p 2 )  can remove physical poles. 

To get the full story, it is necessary to continue the analysis to higher 
level. At level 2 ,  there are 7 scalar fields, the tachyon and the 6 fields 
associated with the Fock space states 

(a-1 . Q-l)lOl,P) b-1 . C-lJOl,P) 

( p .  a-1)2101,p) (P.a-l)Cobl101,P) 

Note that in this analysis we cannot fix Feynman-Siege1 gauge, as we only 
believe that this gauge is valid for the zero-modes of the scalar fields in 
the vacuum Qo. An attempt at analyzing the spectrum of the theory in 
Feynman-Siege1 gauge using level truncation has been made,57 but gave 
no sensible results. Diagonalizing the quadratic term in the action on the 
full set of 7 fields of level 5 2 ,  we findlo4 that poles develop at M 2  = 0.9 
and M 2  = 2 .0  (in string units, where the tachyon has M 2  = -1). These 
poles correspond to states satisfying Q\k = 0. The question now is, are these 
states physical? If they are exact states, of the form \k = QA, then they are 
simply gauge degrees of freedom. If not, however, then they are states in the 
cohomology of Q and should be associated with physical degrees of freedom. 
Unfortunately, we cannot precisely determine whether the poles we find in 
level truncation are due to exact states, as the level-truncation procedure 
breaks the condition Q2 = 0. Thus, we can only measure approximately 
whether a state is exact. A detailed analysis of this question was carried out 
by Ellwood and Tay10r.l~~ In their paper, all terms in the SFT action of the 
form q5i $j ( p )  $ k (  -p)  were determined, where q5i is a scalar zero-mode, and 
$ j , k  are nonzero-momentum scalars. In addition, all gauge transformations 
involving at least one zero-momentum field were computed up to level (6, 
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12). At each level up to L = 6, the ghost number 1 states in the kernel 
Ker Qii),2L) were computed. The extent to which each of these states lies 
in the exact subspace was measured using the formula 

% exactness = c ___ ( ; s y  (313) 
i 

where { e i }  are an orthonormal basis for Im QI!) ,2L) ,  the image of Q acting 
on the space of ghost number 0 states in the appropriate level truncation. 
(Note that this measure involves a choice of inner product on the Fock 
space; several natural inner products were tried, giving roughly equivalent 
results). The result of this analysis was that up to the mass scale of the level 
truncation, M 2  5 L - 1, all the states in the kernel of Q(l) were 2 99.9% 
within the exact subspace, for L 2 4. This result seems to give very strong 
evidence for Sen’s third conjecture that there are no perturbative open 
string excitations around the stable classical vacuum q~lo. This analysis was 
only carried out for even level scalar fields; it would be nice to check that 
a similar result holds for odd-level fields and for tensor fields of arbitrary 
rank. 

Another more abstract argument that there are no open string states in 
the stable vacuum was given by Ellwood, Feng, He and M ~ e l l e r . ~ ~  These 
authors argued that in the stable vacuum, the identity state 11) in the SFT 
star algebra, which satisfies I*A = A for a very general class of string fields 
A ,  seems to be an exact state, 

11) = Ql4. (314) 

If indeed the identity is exact, then it follows immediately that the coho- 
mology of Q is empty, since QA = 0 then implies that 

A = (OR) * A  = Q(A*A) - A *  QA = Q(A*A).  (315) 
So to prove that the cohomology of Q is trivial, it suffices to show that 
QlA) = 11). While there are some subtleties involved with the identity 
string field, Ellwood et al. found a very elegant expression for this field, 

11) = (. . . e i L - l S e $ L - 8 e i L - 4 )  eL-Z 10) . (316) 

(Recall that 10) = b-1101).) They then looked numerically for a state ]A) 
satisfying (314). For example, truncating at level L = 3, 

11) = 10) + L-210) + . . * (317) 
1 
2 

- - 10) - ~ - ~ c I ( O )  - 2b-2Co10) + -(Q-i . Q-i) lO) + * * .  
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while the only candidate for (A) is 

(A) = b-zlO), (318) 
for some constant (Y. The authors of Ref. 63 showed that the state (317) is 
best approximated as exact when a N 1.12; for this value, their measure of 
exactness becomes 

--f 0.17, (319) 
I Q l 4  - II)I 

I4 
which the authors interpreted as a 17% deviation from exactness. Gen- 
eralizing this analysis to higher levels, they found at levels 5, 7, and 9, a 
deviation from exactness of 11%,4.5% and 3.5% respectively. At level 9, 
for example, the identity field has 118 components, and there are only 43 
gauge parameters, so this is a highly nontrivial check on the exactness of the 
identity. Like the results of Ellwood and Taylor,lo4 these results strongly 
support the conclusion that the cohomology of the theory is trivial in the 
stable vacuum. In this case, the result applies to fields of all spins and all 
ghost numbers. 

Given that the Witten string field theory seems to have a classical solu- 
tion with no perturbative open string excitations, in accordance with Sen's 
conjectures, it is quite interesting to ask what the physics of the string 
field theory in the stable vacuum should describe. One natural assumption 
might be that this theory should include closed string states in its quan- 
tum spectrum. Unfortunately, addressing this question requires performing 
calculations in the quantum theory around the stable vacuum. Such cal- 
culations are quite difficult (although progress in this direction has been 
made by Minahan in the p-adic version of the theorylo5). Even in the per- 
turbative vacuum, it is difficult to systematically study closed strings in 
the quantum string from theory. We discuss this question again in the final 
subsection of this section. 

8.3. Pure ghost Vacuum String Field Theory 

Our discussion in Section 8.1 suggests that a VSFT may be formulated as 
a cubic string field theory, with some new choice Q for the kinetic operator. 
The choice of Q will be required to satisfy the following properties: 

The operator Q must be of ghost number one and must satisfy the 
conditions (62) that guarantee gauge invariance of the string action. 
The operator Q must have vanishing cohomology. 
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0 The operator Q must be universal, namely, it must be possible 
to write without reference to the brane boundary conformal field 
theory. 

The first condition is unavoidable; the theory must be gauge invariant 
if it is to be consistent. The second condition is reasonable, but perhaps 
stronger than needed: all we probably know is that there should be no 
cohomology at ghost number one, which is the ghost number at which 
physical states appear. The third constraint is the most stringent one. It 
implies that VSFT is an intrinsic theory that can be formulated without 
using an auxiliary D-brane. 

The simplest possible choice is Q = 0, which gives the purely cubic 
version of open string field theory.lo6 Indeed, it has long been tempting 
to identify the tachyon vacuum with a theory where the kinetic operator 
vanishes because, lacking the kinetic term, the string field gauge symme- 
tries are not spontaneously broken. Nevertheless, there are well-known 
complications with this identification. The string field shift 5 that relates 
the cubic to the purely cubic OSFT appears to satisfy Q6 = 0 as well as 
6 * d = 0. The tachyon condensate definitely does not satisfy these two 
identities. We therefore search for nonzero Q. 

We can satisfy the three requirements by letting Q be constructed purely 
from ghost operators. In particular we claim that the ghost number one 
operators 

(320) 
n c, = c, + (-) c-,, 72 = 0,1,2,. . . 

satisfy the properties 

c,c, = 0, 

(C,A,B) = -(-)A(A,C,B). 
C,(A * B )  = (C,A) * B + (-l)AA * (C,B) , (321) 

The first property is manifest. The last property follows because under 
BPZ conjugation c, -+ ( - )n+ l~- , .  The second property follows from the 
conservation laws65 

These conservation laws arise by consideration of integrals of the form 
dzc(z)cp(z) where (p(z)(dz)’ is a globally defined quadratic differential. 

Each of the operators C, has vanishing cohomology. To see this note 
that for each n the operator B, = $(b ,  + (-), b-,) satisfies {C,, B,} = 1. 
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It then follows that whenever C,$ = 0, we have $ = {C,, El,}$ = C,(B,$), 
showing that .Ic, is C, trivial. Since they are built from ghost oscillators, all 
en’s are manifestly universal. 

It is clear from the structure of the consistency conditions that we can 
take & = Cr=o a, C,, where the an’s are constant coefficients. As we will 
see below, many properties of the RSZ theory follow simply from the fact 
that & is pure ghost. But, there are some computations that may require 
a choice of & (more on this later). The work of Hata and Kawanolo7 gave 
the clue for the choice of & taken by RSZ: 

00 1 1 
2i 2i & = -(c(i) - F(i)) = -(c(i) - c(-i)) = C(-l) ,C2, , 

n=O 

(323) - - co - (cz + c-2) + (c4 + c-4) - . * . . 
Since the canonical zero-time open string in the complex z-plane is the half- 
circle IzI = 1 that lies on the upper half plane, the operator c(i) represents 
a ghost insertion precisely at the open string midpoint. This is the most 
delicate point on the open string given that the three string interaction is a 
world-sheet with a curvature singularity at the point where the three string 
midpoints meet. The other operator c(-i) is needed in order that & is 
twist invariant (see the first equation in (75)). With this choice of &, the 
string field action is written as 

(324) 
1 1 

3 s = --KO [ 2 (ip, eq + - (ip, ip * ip)] , 

where the overall normalization KO turns out to be infinite. Although 
the constant KO can be absorbed into a rescaling of ill, this changes the 
normalization of &. We shall instead choose a convenient normalization of 
& and keep the constant KO in the action as in eq.(324). 

In this VSFT the ansatz was made that any Dp-brane solution takes 
the factorized form74 

ip = ip, 8 Qg , (325) 

where Qg denotes a state obtained by acting with the ghost oscillators on 
the SL(2,R) invariant vacuum of the ghost CFT, and ipm is a state obtained 
by acting with matter operators on the SL(2,R) invariant vacuum of the 
matter CFT. Let us denote by *g and *m the star product in the ghost and 
matter sector respectively. Eq. (306) then factorizes as 

&ag = -ag *9  ipg , (326) 
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and 

am = Qm *m am.  (327) 

This last equation is particularly simple: it states that Qm is a projector 
(a projector P in an algebra with product * is an element that satisfies 
P * P = P ) .  The equation for Qg appears to be more complicated. 

For any string field configuration @ that satisfies the equation of motion, 
the action is given by 

KO s = --(@, Q@) , 
6 

and with the ansatz (325) this becomes 

Here the inner products are the BPZ ones for the separate matter and 
ghost conformal field theories. For any static solution, the action is equal 
to minus the potential energy. If we are describing a Dp-brane, the action 
is equal to minus the volume of the brane times the tension of the brane. 

To proceed further it is assumed that the ghost part Qg is universal 
for all Dp-brane solutions. Under this assumption the ratio of energies 
associated with two different D-brane solutions with matter parts @; and 
am respectively, is given by: 

Thus the ghost part drops out of this calculation. The inner products in the 
above right-hand side include brane volume factors, which once removed, 
give us brane tensions. Equation (330) has allowed some important tests of 
VSFT. If solutions @& and am are available, one can calculate the ratio of 
tensions of D-branes. Since the ratios are known, one has a test of VSFT. 
The solutions, as mentioned before, are projectors of the star algebra. The 
D25-brane solution, for example, can be represented by the sliver state IS), 
which is the first example of a star-algebra projector that was discovered. 
The sliver state can be constructed for any conformal field theory (a brief 
discussion is given in the following subsection). Similarly, Dp-brane solu- 
tions can be obtained as modified slivers, and numerical verification that 
the correct ratio of tensions emerges was ~b ta ined . '~  Subsequently, and 
equipped with a better understanding of the star-algebra, Okuyama"' was 
able to demonstrate analytically that the correct ratio of tensions emerges. 
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In a series of stimulating papers,107y109 Hata, Kawano, and Moriyama, 
showed that the relationship 2n2g2T25 = 1 between the D25-brane tension 
and the string coupling can be tested in VSFT without knowledge of the 
explicit form of the purely ghost &. In other words, the normalization of 
the action, the infinite constant KO,  does not feature in the computation. 
This is easy to see. The D-brane tension, which is proportional to the value 
of the action evaluated on the sliver solution, is linearly proportional to 
KO. In order to calculate the string coupling, Hata and Kawano proposed 
to look for the tachyon state on the D-brane; this state should appear as a 
fluctuation around the sliver solution. With this tachyon state, the string 
coupling g can be obtained as the coupling for three on-shell tachyons. The 
effective action for the tachyon fluctuation t would take the form 

(331) 
KO( ,  5 1 t (a2 + 1)t + 3 1 p t3) , 

where cr and ,LJ are calculable finite constants. 
T f 

The field rescaling t = 

brings this action to canonical form 

2 3m T3, (332) 
1 
- ~ ( d ~  + i ) ~ +  - - 

and the string coupling can be read g = P f e .  Since T25 N KO, the 
relation 27r2g2T25 = 1 does not involve KO. The original computations, 
however, did not work out, because the tachyon state had been incorrectly 
identified.'" In a remarkable work,81 Okawa gave a correct identification 
of the tachyon state and demonstrated that the relation between the string 
coupling and the brane tension works out correctly. Still both the string 
coupling and the brane tension are singular. 

It is interesting to wonder what features of VSFT that depend on the 
particular choice of pure ghost operator &. It appears that a completely 
regular definition of the spectrum of strings around D-brane solutions may 
involve Q. Indeed, Okawa has recently demonstrated that the knowledge of 
& is necessary to produce VSFT solutions that give rise to a string coupling 
and brane tension both of which are finite."' The specific form of Q may 
also be needed for the calculation of closed string amplitudes using VSFT. 
It is clear, however, that the choice in (323) is rather special. We remarked 
earlier that the equation (326) for the ghost part of the solution is not just 
a projector equation. It turns out, however, that there is a twist of the 
ghost CFT of ( b ,  c) in which the antighost becomes a field of dimension one 
and ghost becomes a field of dimension zero. The new CFT has central 
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charge c = -2. If & is given by (323), the solution of (326) is simply the 
sliver state of the twisted conformal field theory.112 

We conclude this subsection with some comments on regularization and 
the singular aspects of VSFT. Arguments by Gross and Taylor16' and by 
Schnabl (unpublished) indicated that the brane tension associated with 
VSFT solutions is zero for any finite KO. Numerical experiments confirm 
these arguments. A regulation scheme was developed by Gaiotto et.a1112 
in which KO is replaced by Ko(a), and the gauge-fixed kinetic operator of 
VSFT is made a-dependent in such a way that for for infinite a the pure 
ghost operator is recovered. The Ko(a) divergence as a -+ 00 is determined 
from the requirement that the D-brane tension is correctly reproduced. 
The regulated theory appears to be well defined, but universality is lost in 
the regulation. On the other hand, the analysis of the regulated equations 
led to the discovery of another special projector of the star algebra: the 
butterfly state.112g64y113 

We noted in section 8.1 that after a shift to the tachyon vacuum the 
open string field theory on a D25-brane becomes a cubic string field theory 
with kinetic operator a. This operator is not made solely of ghosts. We 
would expect, however, that the RSZ theory, if fully correct, is field redef- 
inition equivalent to the theory with a. If we consider the action (309), a 
homogeneous field redefinition of the type - 

Q , =  e K Q , ,  (333) 
has special properties if K is a ghost number zero Grassmann even operator 
that satisfies the following relations 

K ( A *  B )  = ( K A )  * B  + A *  ( K B ) ,  
( K A ,  B )  = -(A, K B )  . (334) 

These properties guarantee that the form of the cubic term is unchanged, 
and that, after the field redefinition, the action takes the form 

1 
S(@) = - 1 -( Q, ,G Q,) + - ( a) , Q, * a)] , 

9 2  " 3 
where 

(335) 

It is a good exercise to verify that equations (334) guarantee that 0 satisfies 
the properties listed in (62). Therefore the new action is consistent. 

The operator a is, by construction, regular, while 0, which we want 
to be equal to the VSFT operator &, should be an infinite constant times 
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a ghost insertion at the string midpoint (the infinite constant is necessary 
because 9 is finite). A large class of string reparameterizations that leave the 
open string midpoint invariant can be constructed with operators K that 
satisfy the relations (334). A reparameterization in which a finite part of the 
string is squeezed into an infinitesimal neighborhood of the string midpoint 
will turn a regular 0 that contains a term linear in the ghost field, into an 
operator 6 whose leading term is precisely a divergent ghost insertion at the 
string midpoint.ll2 This happens because the term linear in the ghost field 
is the term with an operator of lowest possible dimension, and a squeezing 
transformation, will transform this negative-dimension operator with an 
infinite factor. It is thus plausible that a singular squeezing transformation 
relates the string field theory around the tachyon vacuum to the RSZ theory. 

8.4. Slivers and projection operators 

From the point of view of the RSZ approach to VSFT just discussed, pro- 
jection operators of the star algebra play a crucial role in the construction 
of solutions of the theory. Such projection operators may also be useful 
in understanding solutions in the original Witten theory. Quite a bit of 
work has been done on constructing and analyzing projectors in the star 
algebra since the RSZ model was originally proposed. Without going into 
the technical details, we now briefly review some of the important features 
of projectors. 

Figure 9. The sliver appears as a cone with infinite excess angle- namely, an infinite 
helix. The segments AM and B M  represent the left-half and the right-half of the string. 
The local coordinate patch, represented by the shaded half disk shown to the right, must 
be glued in to form the complete surface. 

The first matter projector which was explicitly constructed is the 
“sliver” state. This state was identified as a conformal field theory surface 
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state by Rastelli and Zwiebach.65 As such, there is a surface associated with 
the state: a disk with one puncture on the boundary and a specified local 
coordinate at the puncture. This conformal field theory picture gives a 
complete state; it includes both the matter and the ghost part of the state. 
Moreover, the state can be constructed for any conformal field theory: 

1 1 11 34 
3 30 1890 467775 = exp(--L-z + - L - ~  - -L-6 + ___ L--8 + . . . )  (0) .  (337) 

The geometrical picture of the sliver state is shown in figure 9. The full 
punctured disk is the glued surface obtained by attaching the infinite helix 
and the coordinate patch, which carries the puncture P.  There are many 
alternative pictures of the sliver. 

A 

B' 'Rp B -  

Figure 10. The star multiplication of a sector state with angle a to a sector state with 
angle p gives a sector state with angle a + p. Sector states are just another presentation 
of wedge states. 

To understand why the sliver state squares to itself one must have a 
picture of star multiplication for surface states. A full discussion114 would 
take too long, but the rough idea is easily explained. The sliver state is 
essentially the limit ( lo)),, where multiplication is performed via 
the star product. A surface state in a BCFT can be viewed (by excising 
the coordinate patch) as a disk whose boundary has two parts: a part in 
which the boundary condition that defines the BCFT is imposed, and a 
part which represents an open string. To star-multiply two surface states, 
one glues the right-half of the string in the first surface to the left-half of 
the string in the second surface; the resulting surface is the surface that 
represents the star product. A particularly simple class of surface states 
are sector states or wedge states. One such state R, is shown to the left of 
figure 10. The BCFT boundary condition applies to the curved boundary 

lim
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of the sector. The radial segment AM is the left-half of the open string and 
the radial segment M B  is the right-half of the open string. The sector state 
is defined by the angle Q at the string midpoint M .  In the figure we show 
the multiplication of R, and R p .  The result is a sector state R,+p with 
total angle Q + P. The sliver state E is the wedge state R, with infinite 
angle. It is then clear that the star product of two slivers is still a wedge 
state of infinite angle, and thus also a sliver. The state obtained in the 
limit when the angle is equal to zero is in fact the identity state of the star 
algebra. It is manifestly clear that the product of any surface state with 
the identity gives the surface state. The identity state can also be written 
as an exponential of Virasoro operators acting on the vacuum. In fact, as 
mentioned in section 8.2, a very curious result was found:63 

with the Virasoro operators of higher level stacking to the left. We thus 
confirm that the identity is also a Virasoro descendent of the vacuum. 

In an independent construction, Kostelecky and Pottingll5 constructed 
a state Qm of the matter sector of the D25-brane BCFT that squared 
to itself (up to a proportionality constant). The construction used the 
oscillator language. This matter state takes the form of a squeezed state 

(339) 

By requiring that such a state satisfy the projection equation Q * Q = Q, 
and by making some further assumptions about the nature of the state, 
an explicit formula for the matrix S was found in terms of the matrix X 
from (164).’15 Evidence quickly emerged that the state constructed by these 
authors is the matter sector of the sliver state, and a proof was given by 
Okuda. ‘I6 

There are many other projectors that also have a simple picture as 
surface  state^.^^>"^>"^ In these projectors, the open string midpoint ap- 
proaches (or even coincides with) the boundary of the surface where the 
boundary condition is applied. One particularly useful projector, which 
arises in the numerical solution of VSFT, is the so-called butterfly state 
B. This is a very interesting state, whose picture is shown in Figure 11. 
When one glues two butterfly surfaces in the manner required by star- 
multiplication, the resulting surface does not appear to be, at first sight, 
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another butterfly. Nevertheless, the resulting surface is conformally equiv- 
alent to a butterfly] and this is, in fact, all that is needed in order to have 
a projector. It has been demonstrated that the butterfly is the state that 
can be represented as the tensor product 10) 8 lo), where 10) is the vacuum 
of the half-string state space.ll3 Generally, any state of the form la) @ la) 
where la> is the same state in the left and right half-string Fock spaces is a 
p r ~ j e c t o r . ~ ~  The butterfly has a remarkably simple expression as a Virasoro 
descendent of the vacuum 

A 
W 

Figure 11. 
in the figure vanishes. 

The butterfly state arises in the limit where a --t 1 and the angle indicated 

Projectors have many properties which are reminiscent of D-branes. 
This relationship between projection operators and D-branes is familiar 
from noncommutative field theory, where projectors also play the role of 
D-brane solitons.' l8 This connection becomes quite concrete in the presence 
of a background B field."91'20 In the RSZ theory, states that describe an 
arbitrary but fixed configuration of D-branes are constructed by tensoring 
the matter projector for the appropriate BCFT with a fixed ghost state 
that satisfies the ghost equation of motion (326). Particular projectors 
like the sliver can be constructed which are localized in any number of 
space-time dimensions] corresponding to the codimension of a D-brane. 
Under gauge transformations, a rank one projector can be rotated into an 
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orthogonal rank one projector, so that configurations containing multiple 
branes can be constructed as higher rank projectors formed from the sum 
of orthogonal rank one  projector^.^^^^^^ This gives a very suggestive picture 
of how arbitrary D-brane configurations can be constructed in string field 
theory. 

While this picture is quite compelling, however, there are some technical 
obstacles which make this still a somewhat incomplete story. In the RSZ 
model, singularities appear due to the separation of the matter and ghost 
sectors. Moreover, projectors are, in general, somewhat singular states. 
For example, the matrix S associated to the matter part of the sliver state 
has eigenvalues of f l  for any Dp-brane.119s113 Such eigenvalues cause these 
states to be non-normalizable elements of the matter Fock space In the 
Dirichlet directions, this lack of normalizability occurs because the state 
is essentially localized to a point and is analogous to a delta function. 
In the Neumann directions, the singularity manifests as a “breaking” of 
the strings composing the D-brane, so that the functional describing the 
projector state is a product of a function of the string configurations on the 
left and right halves of the string, with no connection mediated through 
the midpoint. These geometric singularities seem to be generic features 
of the matter part of any projector, not just the sliver state.64i113 The 
singular geometric features of projectors, which can be traced to the fact 
that the open string midpoint approaches the boundary, makes certain 
calculations in the RSZ theory somewhat complicated, as all singularities 
must be regulated. Singularities do not seem to appear in the Witten 
theory, where the BRST operator and the numerically calculated solutions 
seem to behave smoothly at the string midpoint. On the other hand, it 
may be that further study of the projectors will lead to analytic progress 
on the Witten theory, as discussed in a recent paper by Okawa.lZ2 

8.5.  Closed strings i n  open string theory 

We have discussed in earlier sections the fact that open string field theory, 
formulated on the background of a certain BCFT appears to capture many 
other open string backgrounds as solutions of the theory. Apart from its 
singular features, the RSZ theory admits any BCFT as a solution of the 
theory. One important question remains: Can closed string backgrounds 
be incorporated in open string field theory? The question can be answered 
both in the context of OSFT and in the context of the RSZ model. As we 
will discuss, there is very little concrete evidence as yet that this can be 
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done in any of the two approaches. We therefore ask a simpler question: 
Can closed string states be seen in open string field theory? The answer 
here is yes, both in OSFT, and in VSFT (modulo the usual singularities), 
although so far this has been understood only in certain limited contexts. 

As has been known since the earliest days of the subject, closed strings 
appear as poles in perturbative open string scattering amplitudes. This 
was demonstrated explicitly for Witten's theory by exhibiting the closed 
string poles arise in the one-loop 2-point function123 (although in this cal- 
culation, spurious poles also appear which complicate the interpretation). 
More recently, in a similar calculation the closed string tadpole generated by 
the D-brane was identified in the one-loop open string 1-point function.124 
While in principle this type of argument can be used to construct all on- 
shell closed string amplitudes through factorization, it is much less clear 
how to think of asymptotic or off-shell closed string states in this context. 
If Witten's theory is well-defined as a quantum theory, it would follow 
from unitarity that the closed string states should also arise in some nat- 
ural sense as asymptotic states of the quantum open string field theory. 
It is currently rather unclear, however, whether, and if so how, this might 
be realized. There are subtleties in the quantum formulation of the the- 
ory which have never completely been r e ~ o l v e d , ~ ~ 1 ~ ' ~  although most of the 
problems of the quantum theory seem to be generated by the closed string 
tachyon, and may be absent in a supersymmetric theory. Both older SFT 
l i t e r a t ~ r e l ~ ~ t ' ~ ~  and recent work112~'19~127~128 have suggested ways in which 
closed strings might be incorporated into the open string field theory, but 
a definitive resolution of this question is still not available. 

In the RSZ model, one description of on-shell closed string states 
is reasonably n a t ~ r a 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~and scattering amplitudes have been 

For each on-shell closed string vertex operator V one can 
construct a gauge-invariant open string state Ov(Q,),  where Q, is the open 
string field, and the gauge invariance is the open string gauge invariance. 
The world-sheet picture of the state is that of an amputated semi-infinite 
strip whose edge represents the open strings, the two halves of which are 
glued and the closed string operator is inserted at the conical singularity. 
Given a set of gauge invariant operators associated with a set of on-shell 
closed string vertex operators, the RSZ correlator of the gauge invariant op- 
erators appears to give, up to proportionality factors that need regulation, 
the on-shell closed string amplitude on a surface without boundaries. This 
result uses a nontrivial and unusual decomposition of the moduli space of 
Riemann surfaces without boundaries.' l2 The decomposition, is related to, 

computed.
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but distinct from the one used in Witten's theory to cover the moduli space 
of Riemann surfaces that have at least one boundary. Other decompositions 
have been discussed by Drukker.13' 

If it were possible to encode off-shell physics naturally into open string 
field theory it would be reasonable to hope that closed string backgrounds 
could be changed by suitable expectation values of open string fields al- 
though this would presumably be a subtle effect in the quantum theory, 
and difficult to  compute explicitly. Attaining a description of the full closed 
string landscape133 using quantum OSFT is clearly an optimistic scenario, 
but i t  need not be farfetched; it may represent an extension of the AdS/CFT 
correspondence, in which the CFT side is changed from SYM into the full 
open string field theory. If, as it may be, it turns out to be that the closed 
string sector of the theory is encoded in a singular fashion in OSFT, one 
may be better off directly working with closed string field theory,27 or with 
open/closed string field theory.31 Because of the nonpolynomiality of these 
theories, it is not known at present if level expansion can be used to ex- 
tract nonperturbative information. At any rate, it would be useful to have 
a clear picture of how far one can incorporate closed string physics from 
the open string point of view. Even if this cannot be realistically achieved 
in our current models of SFT, understanding the difficulties involved may 
help us in our search for a better formulation of the theory. 

9. Conclusions 

The work described in these lectures has brought the understanding of 
string field theory to a new level. We now have fairly conclusive evidence 
that open string field theory can successfully describe distinct vacua with 
very different geometrical properties, which are not related to one another 
through a marginal deformation. The resulting picture, in which a com- 
plicated set of degrees of freedom defined primarily through an algebraic 
structure, can produce different geometrical backgrounds as different so- 
lutions of the equations of motion, represents an important step beyond 
perturbative string theory. Such a framework is clearly necessary to dis 
cuss questions of a cosmological nature in string theory. For such questions, 
however, one must generalize from the work described here in which the 
theory describes distinct open string backgrounds, to a formalism where dif- 
ferent closed string backgrounds also appear as solutions of the equations. 
Ideally, we would like to have a formulation of string/M-theory in which all 
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the currently understood vacua can arise in terms of a single well-defined 
set of degrees of freedom. 

It  is not yet clear, however, how far it is possible go towards this goal 
using the current formulations of string field theory. I t  may be that the 
correct lesson to take from the work described here is simply that there 
are nonperturbative formulations in which distinct vacua can be brought 
together as solutions of a single classical theory, and that one should search 
for some deeper fundamental algebraic formulation where geometry, and 
even the dimension of space-time emerge from the fundamental degrees of 
freedom in the same way that D-brane geometry emerges from the degrees of 
freedom of Witten’s open string field theory. A more conservative scenario, 
however, might be that we could perhaps use the current framework of 
string field theory, or some limited refinement thereof, to achieve this goal 
of providing a universal nonperturbative definition of string theory and M- 
theory. Following this latter scenario, we propose here a series of questions 
aimed at  continuing the recent developments in open string field theory as 
far as possible towards this ultimate goal. It is not certain that this research 
program can be carried to its conclusion, but it will be very interesting 
to see how far open string field theory can go in reproducing important 
nonperturbative aspects of string theory. 

There are, in our mind, two very important concrete problems related 
to Witten’s string field theory that so far have resisted solution: 

1) Finding an analytic description of the tachyonic vacuum. Despite 
several years of work on this problem, great success with numeri- 
cal approximations, and some insight from the RSZ vacuum string 
field theory model, we still have no closed form expression for the 
string field which represents the tachyon vacuum in Witten’s 
open string field theory. It seems almost unbelievable that there 
is not some elegant analytic solution to this problem. An analytic 
solution would almost certainly greatly enhance our understanding 
of this theory and would lead to other significant advances. 

2) Finding certain open string backgrounds as solutions of open string 
field theory. As discussed in section 7.6, we do not know how to 
obtain a background with multiple D-branes starting with a back- 
ground with one D-brane. Nor we know how to obtain the back- 
ground which represents a DO-brane using the background of a D1- 
brane with lower energy. It is currently unclear whether the obsta- 
cles to finding these vacua are conceptual or technical. 
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There are other questions that are probably important to the future 
development of string field theory. These represent, in our opinion, subjects 
that merit investigation: 

1) Is there a regular formulation of VSFT ? Such a version of the theory 
may have further similarities with BSFT and could turn out to be 
a complete and flexible formulation of open string field theory. 

2) How do closed string backgrounds appear in open string field the- 
ory? While OSFT and VSFT appear to give somewhat singu- 
lar/intractable descriptions of closed string physics, some better 
understood, or new, version of open string theory might provide 
a tractable description of closed string physics. Another possibil- 
ity is that closed string fields are needed in addition to open string 
fields; this is the case in light-cone open string field theory and in 
covariant open/closed string field theory. 

3) What are the new features of superstring field theory? The status 
of the tachyon conjectures for the superstring has been reviewed by 
O h m ~ r i . ~ ~ ~  The large set of symmetries of superstring theory makes 
them, in many cases, more tractable than bosonic string theories. 
Nevertheless, as of yet, there is no clear sense in which superstring 
field theory is simpler than bosonic string field theory.135 There 
are also significant conceptual problems that have not allowed a 
formulation of vacuum superstring field theory. 136 

4) How do we describe time-dependent tachyon dynamics ? String field 
theory gives clear and concrete evidence for the Sen conjectures. 
Although we have not studied this subject in the present review, 
there is much interest in the process by which the tachyon rolls 
from the unstable critical point down to the tachyon vacuum.' In 
fact, the early attempts to describe the rolling of the tachyon in 
Witten's string field theory137i138 appear to be in contradiction with 
the results that follow from conformal field theory. 

It is challenging to imagine a single set of degrees of freedom which 
could encode, in different phases, all the possible string backgrounds we 
are familiar with, including those associated with M-theory. In principle, 
a nonperturbative background-independent formulation of type I1 string 
theory should allow one to take the string coupling to infinity in such a 
way that the fundamental degrees of freedom of the theory remain at some 
finite point in the configuration space. This would lead to the vacuum 
associated with M-theory in flat space-time. It would be quite remarkable 
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if this can be achieved in the framework of string field theory. Given the 
nontrivial relationship between string fields and low-energy effective degrees 
of freedom, such a result need not be farfetched. If this picture could be 
successfully implemented, it would give a very satisfying representation of 
the complicated network of dualities of string and M-theory in terms of a 
single underlying set of degrees of freedom. 
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These lectures are an introduction to building semi-realistic models in heterotic M- 
theory and a continuation of those given by Burt Ovrut. First the phenomenologi- 
cal constraints on the compactification of supersymmetry, low-energy GUT groups 
arid three families of charged matter are summarized. This involves a discussion of 
Calabi-Yau manifolds and, in particular, supersymmetric gauge field backgrounds 
as a special class of holomorphic bundles. We review the construction of super- 
symmetric bundles in the very simple example of a two-torus and show how this 
can be naturally understood in terms of the “Fourier-Mukai transform”, which 
is really just the action of T-duality. We then review the structure of elliptically 
fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds X .  Supersymmetric bundles can be constructed on X 
by extending the transform fibre by fibre. This is the spectral cover construction. 
Finally, we give an explicit example with GUT group S U ( 5 )  and three families of 
matter. Although discussed in the context of M-theory, these constructions work 
equally well for the heterotic string and have applications to D-brane physics. 

1. Introduction 

These lectures are a continuation of those given by Burt Ovrut on heterotic 
M-the0ry.l The goal is to find M-theory braneworlds that have 

explicit four-dimensional models with JV = 1 supersymmetry, 
grand unified (GUT) gauge groups (e.g. S U ( 5 ) ,  SO(10)) and three 
families of matter. 

Although the discussion will be in the context of the strongly coupled M- 
theory limit of the heterotic string,’ almost all of the construction will be 
equally applicable to  the weakly coupled limit. The only difference is the 
inclusion of M5-branes which allows a little more freedom in satisfying the 
model constraints. Thus much of the discussion about supersymmetry and 
three-family conditions is very familiar.3 
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One of the most difficult ingredients in building semi-realistic models 
is finding suitable gauge bundles for the ES gauge fields. This refers to 
the particular supersymmetric configuration of magnetic fields on the com- 
pact part of the spacetime. They must be chosen to leave a GUT gauge 
group unbroken as well as the right low-energy four-dimensional degrees of 
freedom. The conditions of supersymmetry translate into a very specific 
mathematical condition. While this provides an existence argument which 
allows one to get around actually solving non-linear differential equations, 
nonetheless it is still hard to find examples. The main new tool here will 
be to use the so-called “Fourier-Mukai” or “spectral cover” construction. 
This technique was first devised to describe the heterotic duals of F-theory 
c o m p a c t i f i ~ a t i o n s . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

Necessarily there is a certain amount of mathematics which goes into 
describing the geometry of the compactification and of the supersymmetric 
gauge field configurations. These lectures aim to describe some of these 
details. The goal is to stress the physical meaning rather than be very 
precise about the mathematics, though hopefully also to give enough back- 
ground to provide a starting point for performing the calculations. Some of 
this material is summarized in the appendices. Since supersymmetric ge- 
ometries and gauge field configurations appear in many different contexts 
in string theory, many of these techniques have wider applicability, most 
directly in F-theory and D-branes configurations. In particular, as we will 
see, the Fourier-Mukai transform has a direct interpretation as the action 
of T-duality for wrapped D-branes. 

It is also, perhaps, worth mentioning what we will not cover. The goal 
is to construct a simple GUT model so we will not be directly interested 
here in the other phenomenological details of the models, such as supersym- 
metry breaking, the Higgs sector or constraints from proton decay. How 
these issues can and have been addressed will be mentioned at the end of 
the lectures. In addition, we will also confine ourselves solely to heterotic 
M-theory braneworlds. It is worth pointing out that there are also very 
promising ways to construct semi-realistic braneworld models from inter- 
secting D-brane models in type I1 or type I t h e ~ r i e s . ~  

The lectures will be divided as follows. In the next section we will 
review the heterotic M-theory set up as described by Burt Ovrut.’ Sec- 
tion 3 discusses the constraints imposed by supersymmetry. Specifically we 
show that the geometry has the form S1/Z2 x X where X is a Calabi-Yau 
manifold; that the gauge fields satisfy the Hermitian Yang-Mills equation, 
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which is mathematically equivalent to a “semi-stable holonomorphic” vector 
bundle; and that the fivebranes wrap holomorphic curves in X. Section 4 
discusses a topological constraint that arises from anomaly cancellation and 
the condition implied by the requirement that there are only three fami- 
lies of charged matter. Section 5 discusses how to construct suitable gauge 
bundles in the very simple example where X is a two-torus, and introduces 
the Fourier-Mukai transform and its interpretation in terms of T-duality. 
In section 6 we analyze the structure of elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau man- 
ifolds X. These have two-torus fibers and admit a fibrewise Fourier-Mukai 
transform. Section 7 constructs generic supersymmetric bundles on X and 
then gives an explicit example of a GUT model with S U ( 5 )  gauge group. 
We end by discussing possible extensions and in particular how one can 
build models with standard-model SU(3)  x S U ( 2 )  x U ( 1 )  interactions. 

2. Review of heterotic M-theory 

We start by reviewing how one obtains braneworld models from the strongly 
coupled M-theory limit of the E8 x heterotic ~ t r i n g . ~ ~ ’ > ~ ’  Much of this 
material has already been discussed in Burt Ovrut’s lectures,l but it is 
useful to repeat it here for definiteness. 

2.1. Hopava- Wi t t en  theory 

The description of the strongly coupled limit of the E8 x E8 heterotic string 
was first discussed Hofava and Witten.2 They argued that as the dilaton 
became large, as for the type IIA string, the ten-dimensional string theory 
grows an extra dimension. The full form of the new eleven-dimensional 
M-theory dual is not known. However, a t  low energies, there is an effective 
field theory description as an expansion in the eleven-dimensional Planck 
scale mil. To leading order, the theory is simply supergravity. 

In addition, the eleven-dimenisonal M-theory is compactified on, not a 
circle as in the type IIA case, but the orbifold interval S1/Z2. This can 
be defined as a quotient of the real line y E R by y + 27rp N y (to define 
the circle S1 of radius p) and y N -y (for the Z2 quotient). The action 
of Z2 indentifies the two halves of the circle, namely 0 I y 5 rrp with 
0 2 y 2 -rrp, and has two fixed points at y = 0 and y = 7rp. The resulting 
space is simply the interval 0 5 y 5 7rp with fixed points a t  either end, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Thus the full eleven-dimensional space M has two 
ten-dimensional boundaries dM1 and aM2 at  the fixed points of the S1/& 
interval. 
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01 
Y=o Y Z P  . . 

Figure 1. The S'/& orbifold 

The supergravity multiplet for the low-energy bulk fields consists of a 
metric gI J ,  a three-form potential CI J K  with a field strength G = dC and a 
gravitino + I .  The low-energy action for the bosonic fields has the standard 
form 

where is the volume form and K' N rn;? is the gravitational coupling 
constant. This action is written in the "upstairs" formulation, where the 
integration is taken over the eleven-dimensional space Mlo x S1 , including 
the whole S1 rather than just the interval S1/Z2, and one then imposes 
symmetry conditions on the fields under the action of Z2. In particular, for 
the gravitinos, for the action to be invariant one requires 

(2) 
+M(Z', -Y) = ~l1+M(xM1Y),  
+ll(xM1 -Y) = -~ l l$ l l (xMIY) l  

where y = x1l parametrises the S1 direction and xM the directions in 
Mlo, while I'll is the gamma matrix in the circle direction. (Somewhat 
eccentrically our coordinates are thus x1 = ( x M , d l )  with M taking val- 
ues in 0 , .  . . , 9.) This relation has an important consequence: on the fixed 
planes y = 0 , r p  the surviving components of the gravitino are chiral (cg. 
+ M ( x ~ , O )  = r'll$M(xM,O)). Chiral spinors in ten dimensions lead to 
gravitational amomalies, thus, as stands the pure bulk theory is not a con- 
sistent low-energy limit of a quantum theory. Holava and Witten showed 
that there is a unique way to make the theory anomaly-free by, first, includ- 
ing additional fields restricted to the fixed planes, and, second, coupling 
these fields to the field strength G, in an analogy of the Green-Schwarz 
mechanism. 

One finds that each fixed plane aMi carries a ten-dimensional E8 gauge 
supermultiplet with connection Ai with field strength Fi and gaugino x'. 
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The bosonic action reads 

where g is the pull-back of the eleven-dimensional metric and R is the Riem- 
man tensor viewed as a SO(10) field strength for the spin connection. The 
traces are given by & tradjoint for Esa and the trace in the vector representa- 
tion of SO(10) for R. The gauge coupling X2 N m,-,6 is determined in terms 
of K .  Note that the fields on the fixed planes are rather like the additional 
twisted fields that appear stuck at orbifold fixed points in string theory. If 
we had the analogous fundamental formulation of the eleven-dimensional 
theory we would expect to be able to derive them directly. Since we do not, 
we simply infer their existence from anomaly cancellation. 

The second correction is the coupling to G. The fixed planes provide 
magnetic sources for the Bianchi identity, so that 

dG = - k {  2J1 A S(y) + 2J2 A S(y - ~ p )  
(4) + [6(01) + 6(D: )I + . . . + [6(0,) + 6 ( 0 ; > ]  }, 

where 

1 
(tr Fi A Fi - J .  - - 

a - 16n2 
i t r R A R ) ,  ( 5 )  

are the sources from the two fixed planes. Note that M-theory fivebranes 
are also magnetic sources for G. Consequently, to be as general as possi- 
ble we have also included sources for a set of fivebranes localized on six- 
dimensional surfaces Di in the eleven-dimensional bulk (defining five-form 
delta-functions S ( 0 , ) ) .  Since we are in the “upstairs” formulation, we must 
also include their mirror images under the Z2 transformation localized on 
0:. The constant k - m;: is again determined in terms of K .  Thus just 
as the boundary fields represent a correction to the action suppressed by 
my;, so the sources for G are corrections to dG = 0 at the same order. 

The. fivebranes are also gravitation sources for the bulk fields. The 
bosonic fields on a single fivebrane are a set of scalars X I  describing its 

~~ 

aNote that this means” that for any (regular) S U ( n )  sub-group of Es,  & tradj&,t equals 
the trace in the n + ii representation of SU(n) .  
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embedding Di + A410 x S1/Zz and a self-dual threeform field strength h. 
If we set h to zero, the effective action is given by 

where hap = &x’dPxJglJ is the pull-back of the bulk metric onto the 
relevant fivebrane. Again 7’5 N rn& is completely determined in terms of 
fib. Thus, as anticipated, we see that the full action, and the expression for 
dG, have an expansion in rnll 

s = Sbulk f (Sboundary -k Sfivebrane) + * .  . . (7) 

The leading-order term gives the bulk action (1) together with dG = 0. 
The fixed plane and fivebrane terms are then suppresssed by order m::, 
and the dots represent further higher-order corrections. 

2.2 .  Braneworld compactifications 

For a realistic model, we, of course, need a theory in four dimensions. The 
obvious way to do this, first discussed by Wittens is to further compactifiy 
Hofava-Witten theory on a compact six-dimensional manifold X .  In addi- 
tion, we require N = 1 supersymmetry. As we will discuss this implies that 
X is a Calabi-Yau manifold (or “threefold” since the complex dimension 
of X is three). Thus our eleven-dimensional space becomes 

MI1 = R3J x S1/& x x, (8) 

where R33’ is four-dimensional Minkowski space. 
In addition, we can turn on non-trivial gauge fields on the two boundary 

planes = R3>l x X .  To preserve Lorentz invariance on R3l1 we only 
allow magnetic fields FAB ( x A )  pointing in the internal space, where x A  with 
A = 5, .  . . , 9  are coordinates on X .  Supersymmetry will again constraint 
the precise form of Fi. For the moment we will simply refer to these rather 
generally as “gauge-field configurations” Vi . 

bFollowing the original work of Hofava and Witten,2 there has been some debate as to 
the exact expressions for the constants A,  k and T5 in terms of IG required to cancel 
the anomalies. The current consensus12 is, for our conventions, XG = ( 4 ~ ) ~ 1 ~ ~ / 1 2 ,  kG = 
~ T ~ I G ~ / ~ ,  T: = r / k 4 .  
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Finally, we can also include M-fivebranes. Lorentz invariance implies 
that the six-dimensional worldvolumes must be of the form 

where Wi is a two-dimensional cycle within X x S1/Z2. As we will see, 
supersymmetry then implies that Wi in fact lies entirely in X. That is, the 
fivebranes cannot extend along S1/Z2, but rather the whole worldvolume 
lies at the same point yi in y. In addition Wi must be a particular type 
of two-cycle, namely a “holomorphic curve”, where curve refers to the fact 
that its complex dimension is one. 

The choice of fivebranes and gauge fields cannot be completely arbitrary 
since we hme to be able to solve the Bianchi identity (4) for G. Given 
we only have magnetic sources, the flux G must lie entirely within the 
internal seven-dimensional space. On a compact space like S1/Z2 x X, one 
cannot have a net magnetic charge since there is nowhere for the flux to 
escape. In other words, if we integrate the sources on any closed five-cycle 
C5 in S1/& x X we must get zero since they equal SC5dG = 0. Given 
the fivebranes lie a fixed points yi in S1/Z2, the fivebrane sources can be 
written as b(Di) = b ( y  - yi) A b(Wi). Choosing C5 = S1 x C4 in the 
upstairs picture, we then have that Jc, [Jl + J 2  + xi S(Wi)] = 0 for any 
closed four-cycle C4 in X. Equivalently we have 

trF2 A F 2  + x d ( W i )  - 1 trRA R = dH, (10) - trF1 A F 1  i- - 
16r2 16n2 

1 
16n2 

i 

for some three form H on X. In other words, the right hand side must 
be trivial in cohomology (see Appendix C). Essentially the positive mag- 
netic charges from V,  and the fivebranes Wi must balance the negative 
charges from the curvature term tr R A R. Since the magnetic sources in 
Bianchi identity are required for anomaly cancellation, this requirement is 
sometimes referred to as the “anomaly cancellation condition”. 

Such compactifications lead to four-dimensional models, with gauge and 
gravitational intera~t i0ns. l~ In general, the non-trivial internal gauge fields 
&, lying in some subgroup Gi c E8 break the gauge symmetry to the group 
Hi,  generated by those generators which commute with Gi and hence leave 
V,  invariant. In this way, concentrating say on V1, one can arrange that 
the four-dimensional model preserves a suitable Grand Unified gauge group 
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H I .  In particular we have 

Es 3 S U ( 3 )  X E6 

SU(4) x SO(lO), 
SU(5)  x SU(5) .  

V1 gauge group, G1 commutant, H1 

One can even go further. A standard way14 to break the GUT group 
down to something close to the standard model is to  turn on a Wilson 
line on a non-simply connnected X .  In particular, one takes a non-trivial 
gauge field A A ( z ~ ) ,  aligned in the GUT group H I ,  such that, although the 
corresponding field strength F is zero, A is not gauge equivalent to zero. 
(See Appendix A.) This then breaks gauge group further, to only those 
transformations which also leave the Wilson line invariant. 

fixed plane hidden s 
M fivebrane: hidden s 

M fivebrane: hdden secto 

fixed plane: visible sector 

Figure 2. The heterotic M-theory braneworld 

From the eleven-dimensional action (7) it is then straightforward to 
calculate the effective four-dimensional gravitational and GUT couplings 
in terms of K ,  the size p of the orbifold interval and the volume V of 
the Calabi-Yau threefold. In addition, the energy scale associated to the 
Wilson line is set by the inverse size V-1/6 of Calabi-Yau threefold. Thus 
we can identify V-1/6 with the GUT scale. As Wittens and others15 have 
noted, matching this and the couplings to their known values, one finds 
that p-l < V1/6 < mil. Thus there is a regime p-l < E < Vd1I6 where 
the Calabi-Yau manifold is small but the orbifold interval is still relatively 
large, and the universe appears five-dimensional with M5 = R3s1 x S1/Zz. 
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In this limit, each of the fixed planes and the M-fivebranes span parallel 
R3y1 planes separated in the orbifold interval, and the spacetime looks like 
an array of domain walls or threebranes as shown in Fig. 2. Since the gauge 
fields are localized on the fixed planes, the standard model interactions are 
also confined to one the fixed planes. We are realizing the universe as a 
braneworld. 

It is important to note that this choice of background or %acuum” 
given by X ,  the gauge-field configurations V,  and the fivebranes Wi should 
really be thought of as a perturbative expansion mil. To leading order 
we simply fix the geometry of the bulk as R3>l x S1/& x X ,  together 
with zero flux G = 0. Now the curvature of the Calabi-Yau threefold X ,  
means that to next order, suppressed by V-1/3m:1 , there is a contribution 
to dG from the boundaries as given in (4) as well as to the stress-energy 
tensor. The gauge-fields V,  and fivebranes Wi also contribute to this same 
order. These effects mean that G is no longer zero and the geometry is 
distorted. Nonetheless, as shown in by Witten,’ supersymmetry can still 
be preserved. If we then had the next-order corrections to the M-theory 
effective action (7) we could then continue this process. In what follows, 
the details of the expansion will not concern us directly, only the existence 
of supersymetric vacua. The generic leading corrections and their effect 
on the low-energy effective action are discussed in detail in Burt Ovrut’s 
1ectures.l 

As we have discussed, the preserved gauge symmetry is determined by 
the choice of V,. In addition, the light degrees of freedom, namely the 
massless zero-modes of the eleven-dimensional fields, will also depend on 
the choice of brackground Vi, X and Wi. In particular, they determine the 
spectrum of charged matter on the braneworld. Our problem now is to 
choose three quantities, consistent with h/ = 1 supersymmetry, 

0 a Calabi-Yau threefold XI  
0 gauge-field configurations K and V2 on the two fixed planes, 
0 a set of fivebranes wrapped on holomorphic curves within X,  

denoted by W = WI + . . . + W,, 

so that the spectrum and interactions on the fixed-plane braneworld match, 
or are close to, those of the standard model. 

We will next discuss each of these ingredients in turn, and formulate a set 
of conditions for realizing realistic supersymmetric models. For simplicity 
we require only unbroken GUT interactions with three families of matter 
on the braneworld. 1611’ Models with Wilson lines breaking the GUT group 
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to SU(3)  x SU(2)  x U(1) have been c o n s t r ~ c t e d , ~ ~ ~ ' ~  but, while using the 
same basic techniques, are considerably more involved. 

3. Conditions of supersymmetry 

In this section we review how supersymmetry leads to various constraints 
on the ingredients which enter the braneworld model. We first consider the 
six-dimensional manifold X ,  then the gauge field configurations V,. Here 
the constraints are exactly as for heterotic string models." Finally we turn 
to the fivebranes Wi. 

3.1. Ingredient 1:  the Calabi-Yau threefold, X 

The structure of the six-dimensional compact space X is determined by the 
requirement of n/ = 1 supersymmmetry. Recall that, under supersymmetry 
transformations parametrised by E ,  we always have 

6, (bosons) = fermions, 

6,(fermions) = bosons. 

If these variations vanish for certain E then we have a background which 
preserves some supersymmetry. The cases we are interested in are purely 
bosonic so S,(bosons) = 0 for all E .  For the bulk geometry the leading-order 
M-theory effective action is bulk eleven-dimensional supergravity. The only 
fermion is the gravitino $ 1 .  Thus, for a preserved supersymmetry we require 

(13) 
are the eleven-dimensional gamma 

&$I = V I E  + ( r i J K L M  - Q I J ~ K L M )  GJKLME = 0, 

where E is a real 32-component spinor, 
matrices with {l?, r J }  = 2 g I J  and VI is the covariant derivative, 

VIE = (81 + $ W I J K r J K )  E ,  (14) 

where W I ~ ~  is the spin connection. To be compatible with the Zz symme- 
try (2) of $1, we require 

-y) = r1lE(ZM,y). (15) 
Our ansatz is that to leading order G = 0, and the space is a product 

R3>l x S1/& x X. Thus the condition for supersymmetry simplifies to the 
"Killing spinor" equation 

VIE = ( a p e ,  d y E ,  V A E )  = 0. (16) 

where d-', y and x A  label directions in R3l1, S'/Zz and X respectively. We 
can also decompose the eleven-dimensional spinor E under corresponding 
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tangent-space groups Spin(3,l) x Spin(6) c Spin(l0,l) as 32 = (2,4)+ + 
(2,4)+ + (2,d)- + (2,4)-. Here 2 and 4 are complex, chiral Spin(3,l) 
and Spin(6) spinors respectively, and the subscript refers to the chirality 

= 0 conditions are easy to satisfy by simply 
and y. From the Zz symmetry (15) of E ,  this 

r% = h. 
Clearly, the a,€ = 

taking E independent of 
then implies that 

(17) 11 r € = E .  

Since t r r l l  = 0 and (Y11)2 = id, we see that only half the components of 
E survive and half the supersymmetry is broken. In terms of the decompo- 
sition of E given above we have 

E = < €3 q(xA)  + t €4 q ( x A ) ,  (18) 

where < is a constant chiral SO(3 , l )  spinor and q a chiral SO(6) spinor. 
For preserved supersymmetry the condition V A E  = 0 implies that q must 
satisfy the six-dimensional Killing spinor equation on X 

where y A  are six-dimensional gamma matrices and in the index A labels 
coordinates on X .  From (18), we see that for each solution of this equation 
we have a preserved four-dimensional supersymmetry <. Thus for N = 1 
supersymmetry in four-dimensions, we need (19) to have a single solution. 

Note that this type of problem appears in a large class of compactifica- 
tions. Consider any supergravity theory (viewed perhaps as the low-energy 
limit of string or M-theory), compactified on a space RPil x X ,  with only 
the metric non-trivial. The condition for supersymmetry will then always 
reduce to solving the Killing spinor equation Vq = 0 on X where V is the 
Levi-Citiva connection on Xc. The existence of a solution means that the 
parallel transport of E around closed loops in X is trivial. This implies that 
X has special holonomy Hol(X) (see Appendix A and Appendix B). 

In the case in hand, Hol(X) is the subgroup of Spin(6) which leaves a 
single spinor q invariant. Recall that Spin(6) 2 SU(4) with chiral spinors 
transforming in the fundamental 4 representation. It is then clear that 

'In fact, even with other bosonic fields in the supergravity multiplet, such as form fields, 
excited, the problem is still of this form, though with a generalized connection, for 
instance, including torsion. 
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the maximal subgroup which preserves one direction (given by Q) in this 
four-dimensional space is SU(3). We have that 

Vq = 0 H Hol(X) SU(3), (20) 

Obviously, finding explicit metrics which satisfy the differential Killing 
spinor condition (19) or equivalently the holonomy condition (20), is very 
difficult. However, there is a very important and useful existence result 
conjectured by Calabi and and proved by Yau. It states 

Calabi-Yau theorem: If X is a compact, complex, Kahler man- 
ifold with vanishing first Chern class and Kahler form w’,  then 
there exists a unique Kahler metric on X with SU(n)  holonomy, 
and with Kahler form w in the same cohomology class as w’.  

Such manifolds are consequently known as Calabi-Yau n-folds. We will de- 
code these conditions a little in a moment, but there are two main points. 
First, many complex Kahler manifolds are known and the Chern class con- 
dition is topological, so it is relatively easy to find examples; no actual 
differential equations need to be solved. Secondly, even though the theo- 
rem only states the existence of a SU(3)-holonomy metric, the fact that 
the space is complex and has definite class of Kahler form is enough to 
calculate most of the properties needed in the compactification. 

Let us unpack these conditions a bit. First recall that a complex mani- 
fold is one which we admits a set of complex coordinate patches z E C” with 
halomorphic transition functions z’ = f ( z )  on the overlap of two patches 
with coordinates z and z’. Essentially this allows one to define holomorphic 
functions over the whole manifold. It means that the exterior derivative 
operator splits into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts, d = a+a, and 
all tensor objects decompose globally into GL(n, C )  representations with 
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic indices. We label these indices a and ii 
and refer a ( p ,  q)-form as one with p holomorphic and q antiholomorphic 
indices. (As noted in Appendix B, an equivalent definition is a real mani- 
fold with an additional “complex structure” J A ~  with vanishing Nijenhuis 
tensor.) 

A metric g on a complex manifold is hermitian if it is compatible with 
the complex structure. This means gcDJcAJDB = g A B ,  or equivalently 
we can write 

ds2 = g,gdzadzb. (21) 

Given a hermitian metric we can define the fundamental (1, 1)-form W A B  = 
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g A c J c B .  In holomorphic indices we have 

(22) b w = -iga6dza A dz . 

A Kahler manafold is one which admits a hermitian metric where the 
fundamental form is closed, The metric is known as a Kahler metric and the 
fundamental form as the Kahler form. The holonomy defined by a Kahler 
metric is in U ( n )  (see Appendix B). Thus we have 

Kahler metric * dw = 0 H Hol(X) & U ( n )  (23) 

As we review in Appendix H, the first Chern class cl(TX) is a topolog- 
ical invariant of the tangent bundle TX of a complex manifold. It can be 
defined as the cohomology class of the Ricci form RAB = - ~ R A B ~ ~
where R is the Riemann tensor. It is independent of the choice of Kahler 
metric on X .  Thus the fact that cl(TX) vanishes for a Calabi-Yau mani- 
fold implies for any Kahler metric on X that R = d a  for some a. Given the 
Calabi-Yau theorem, this is the only requirement for X to admit a Kahler 
metric of SU(n)  holonomy. In fact, there is a unique such metric for each 
cohomology class of Kahler form and fixed complex structure on X. 

It is perhaps useful to mention some very simple cases of complex, 
Kahler and Calabi-Yau manifolds 

Riemann surfaces: On a two-dimensional manifold, the generic 
holonomy is SO(2) 2 U( l ) ,  so every metric is Kahler. Note in 
this case the Calabi-Yau condition requires that the holonomy is 
trivial, and the only supersymmetric Riemann surface is the torus 
T2. 
Complex projective space CP": These manifolds are defined 
simply be projecting flat C"+' with the identification 

(z l , .  . . , z,+I) N (XZI,. . . , XZ,+I) for X E C - (0). 

They naturally inherit a complex structure from en+'. The sim- 
plest case is CP1 = S2. However, they are not Calabi-Yau. 
Intersections in CP": Consider a function on CP", defined in 
terms of homogeneous polynomial 

P ( X Z 1 , .  . . , XZ,+l) = X t P ( Z 1 , .  . . ,&+I) .  

One can then define a subspace of CP" by 

PI = P2 = * . * = Pq = 0 for some set of polynomials {Pi}. 
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Such a space is known as a algebraic variety and again inherits a 
complex structure from CP". This is the basic idea of algebraic 
geometry: one replaces an abstract complex manifold with a variety 
in projective space, which can be analyzed purely algebraically. 
Picking {Pi} carefully can give a Calabi-Yau manifold. (The classic 
example" is the quintic hypersurface in CP4.) 

Before finishing this section it is useful to note some properties of 
Calabi-Yau manifolds. First we note that any special holonomy manifold 
is Ricci flat (see Appendix B). Thus satisfying the supersymmetry condi- 
tions imply that we also satisfy the, leading order, supergravity equations 
of motion. 

Second consider the Killing spinor r].  We can use the complex struc- 
ture to define holomorphic gamma-matrices which satisfy the algebra of 
fermionic creation and annihilation operators, with yat = ya, 

Thus, following a standard procedure,ll we can build a general spinor $I 
out of anti-symmetric products of y' acting on a vacuum state x satisfying 
y a x  = 0. We have 

X .  (25) E l . . . &  $I = Ax + AayZx + . . . + A,, ...any 

Recall that the Killing spinor x is invariant under the holonomy group 
SU(n)  c Spin(2n). This implies that the SU(n)  generators 4:'ya6, where 
g a 6 f 6  = 0, annihilate r ] .  From Eq. (25), this means that, either r] c( x 
or r] 0: ya1...',x, the two cases being related by complex conjugation. For 
SU(3)  we will fix on the former case, that is yar] = 0, which in turn fixes 
the chirality of r].  

The components in the expansion (25) are (0,q)-forms. I t  is easy to 
see that the action of the Dirac operator iyAVA corresponds 8 + 8* acting 
on the set of forms {Aal,,,,,}. This implies that a solution to the Dirac 
equation iyAVAIC, = 0 corresponds to a 8' harmonic (0,q)-form, that is 
an element of the Dolbeault cohomology (see Appendix C). By considering 
s, 4 ( y A V ~ ) ' ~ ,  one can show that there is a solution to the Dirac equation 
if and only if VA+ = 0. From the expansion we know that there are only two 
such solutions on a Calabi-Yau manifold, namely r] and 7 corresponding to 
the (0, 0)-form and the (0, n)-form. Thus we see that Hodge numbers hogq 

are all zero except for hoio = hoi" = 1. Thus for a Calabi-Yau threefold, 
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given h P > Q  = hqJ’ and hn-Pin-Q = h p s q  for any Kahler manifold, we have 
the “Hodge diamond” 

1 
0 0  

0 hlyl 0 

0 h lJ  0 
0 0  

1 

1 h2,1 h1,2 1 

3.2. Ingredient 2: gauge-field configurations, Vl and V2 

As we have discussed, to get a suitable low-energy GUT group we have to 
include non-trivial Es gauge fields on the orbifold fixed-planes. In particu- 
lar, we need fields in some SU(n)  sub-group of Es on the Calabi-Yau part X 
of the fixed planes. We also have to ensure, however, that we preserve some 
N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions. As before, this requires that the 
supersymmetry transformations of the fermion partners of the gauge fields, 
the gauginos, vanish. We have in general 

_ -  

6 , ~  = FT-JrrJ, = 0 (26) 
where r etc label coordinates on the fixed planes aMi. To be compatible 
with the supersymmetry preserved by the bulk spacetime, E must be of the 
form given in Eq. (18). Since the background has F non-trivial on XI  these 
conditions then reduce to 

F A B ~ ~ ~ ~  = 0. (27) 
On a Calabi-Yau manifold, we can choose such that yaq  = 0 and 

that a general spinor can be expanded in terms of ya1..,’k acting on q as in 
Eq. (25). Thus expanding, we find that the content of Eq. (27) is that the 
parts of FAB representing generators of rotations in Spin(2n) not in S U ( n )  
must be set to zero, namely 

Fab = Fii6 = 0, 

iga6Fa, = 0. 

These equations are familiar in mathematics and are known as the Hermi- 
tian Yung-Mills (HYM) equations. They are of particular interest because 
they have nice moduli spaces of solutions. In some sense they are the gener- 
alisation to arbitrary Kahler manifolds of the self-dual instanton equations 
on four-dimensional manifolds. 
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Explicitly solving the HYM equations is extremely difficult as they are 
non-linear partial differential equations on a curved manifold (and we don’t 
even have an explicit metric in the case of Calabi-Yau manifolds!). What 
we need is some topological condition, analogous to that of the Calabi- 
Yau theorem which implies the existence of a solution, even if we cannot 
solve the equations explicitly. Fortunately there is just such a result in 
the mathematics literature, due to Donaldson20 (in four dimensions) and 
Uhlenbeck and Yau21 (in general dimension): 

Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau theorem: there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between solutions of the HYM equations and poly- 
stable, holomorphic vector bundles V with cl(V) = 0. 

Given this identification we will often refer to the solutions of the HYM 
equations, Vi, simply as “bundles”. 

Let us look at what the various terms in the theorem mean. Recall that 
for a complex vector bundle E each fibre is a copy of C” (see Appendix G). 
A general connection D = d + iA on E ,  is then a complex one-form and 
which has gauge transformations in GL(n, C). 

We can add more structure by considering a hermitian metric h giving 
an inner product $ .  < = h(<,C) on sections < and C. This allows us to 
define hermitian conjugates. Given such a metric (which always exists) the 
transition functions q!q~v are, by construction, unitary, and we can view 
E as a U ( n )  vector bundle. We can also then ask for real connections 
satisfying At = A. Such connections then necessarily preserve the metric 
h, that is 

Also note that the reality condition is only preserved by unitary gauge 
transformations. In other words we can think of a U ( n )  connection as a real, 
metric-compatible connection on a complex vector bundle with hermitian 
metric h. 

Forgetting about the metric h for a moment, let us now specialize to the 
case where the base manifold X is complex. This means we can decompose 
a connection into holomorphic and antiholomorphic pieces. We write D = 

d(A) + d ( A )  where d ( ~ ) ,  = d, + iA, and 8(Ap = da + iAa. We can then 
decompose the components of the curvature F as 
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Recall that one of our conditions in the HYM equations was that Fa6 = 
8fA)ab = 0. One immediately notes that this is an integrability condition for 
finding solutions 8 ( A ) [  = 0, that is, for finding global holomorphic sections 
of E. 

The obvious way to have global holomorphic sections is to have a holo- 
morphic vector bundle (see Appendix G). This is a complex vector bundle 
over a complex base X where the transitions functions $uv are holomor- 
phic functions on X .  Such objects are important because the total space of 
base and fibre then forms a complex manifold. We can then consider com- 
plex connections D, where we take 8 ( A l  = a, that is AS = 0. Then, since 
the transition functions are holomorphic, a section which is a holomorphic 
function on any given patch U ,  satisfies, 8 ( A ) [  = 8C = 0 everywhere. Such 
connections are called compatible with 8. In fact, this is the only way to  
have solutions to  d ( ~ ) <  = 0: if we have a connection satisfying atA) = 0, 
then E must be a holomorphic vector bundle and we have 

Newlander-Nirenberg theorem: 

Fag = 0 @ E is a holomorphic bundle. 

Note in the simplest case where the fibre is just C, E is called a line bundle. 
Now suppose in addition we have a metric h on the fibres. A connection 

which preserves h, will then also have Fab = 0, by conjugation. This is 
just a reflection that we can also find conjugate anti-holomorphic sections 
B(A)C = 0. We have seen that holomorphic bundles have a natural class 
of complex connections which are compatible with 8, that is 8(A) = 8. If 
we also require compatibility with the metric, so that Eq. (29) is satisfied, 
then A is unique, we have 

Theorem: A holomorphic bundle E with hermitian metric h, de- 
termines a unique complex connection compatible with both the 
metric and the complex structure, that is a D = d(A) + 8 ( ~ )  with 
8 ( ~ )  = 8 and Dh  = 0. Explicitly we have 

A,  = 0, A, = -iB,h-l h. 

Now we can always write the hermitian metric as h = VtV for some matrix 
V in GL(n,C)  fixed up to unitary transformations. Making a GL(n,C) 
gauge transformation by V we have the real connection, unique up to  U ( n )  
transformations, 

A, = i a,v+ v+-', A~ = i aSv V-1. (31) 
Thus we have two equivalent objects 
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(1) A U ( n )  connection satisfying F a b  = Fz6 = 0 up to U ( n )  gauge 

(2) A holomorphic vector bundle E with metric h. 
transformations; 

Of course, what we really want is a SU(n) bundle so that the trace part 
of F or equivalently of A vanishes. Given the unique connection compat- 
ible with the metric h and complex structure, this requires a solution to 
- tr8,h-’ h = 8,det h = 0. In other words, the U ( 1 )  determinant bun- 
dle must have a constant section. This is possible if and only if this U ( 1 )  
bundle is trivial. In other words, we require c l (E)  = 0 and then there is a 
unique SU(n)  bundle given a metric h on E .  

Finally we come to the last condition of supersymmetry, namely that, 
given a Kahler metric g on the base, iga6Fa-, = 0. If is natural to first 
generalize this condition slightly to include a trace part (which is necessarily 
zero for SU(n)  bundles). We take 

iga6Fa6 = Aid, (32) 

for some constant A. (This, in fact, together with the holomorphic condi- 
tions F a b  = F,6 = 0 is the usual form of the HYM equations.) Note that 
when q ( V )  = 0 we necessarily have X = 0. 

From the above discussion, we see that solving Eq. (32) requires finding 
a metric h on a holomorphic vector bundle satisfying a second-order non- 
linear differential equation. In general not all holomorphic bundles admit 
such a solutions. The content of the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau theorem 
is to characterize the conditions on E for there to be solutions. It states 
that there is (essentially) a unique solution for each bundle satisfying the 
condition that it is poly-stable (this is sometimes also called poly-stable). 
Stablity is the condition that 

Stablity: a holomorphic bundle E is stable if for any sub-bundle 
E’ c E with rk(E’) < rk(E) we have p(E’)  < p(E) 

where p(E) is the “slope”, 

where rk(E) = n is the rank of the bundle and deg(E) is known as the 
degree. A bundle is then poly-stable if it is direct sum E = El @ . . . CB E k  

of stable bundles. 
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Again, as in the case of the Calabi-Yau theorem we don't have to con- 
struct connections explicitly, we simply need to find a poly-stable holomor- 
phic bundle V, and then we know a solution exists. The only additional 
requirement is the topological condition cl(V) = 0 which ensures that we 
have an SU(n) rather than U(n) connection. 

3.3.  Ingredient 3: fivebranes, Wi 

Finally we turn to the conditions on how the fivebranes are wrapped if 
they are to preserve N = 1 supersymmetry. This has also been discussed 
in Burt Ovrut's lectures.' First, we note that for a fivebrane to preserve 
four-dimensional Lorentz invariance, four dimensions of the fivebrane must 
be left uncompactified, the remaining directions wrapping a two-cycle Wi 
in the internal S1/& x X space. It is the conditions of supersymmetry22>8 
which restrict what two-cycles Wi are allowed. 

To analyse this problem we start with the Green-Schwarz actionz3 for 
an M5-brane worldvolume C c, M embedded in an eleven-dimensional 
space M .  There are three fields on C: X I  giving the coordinates of the em- 
bedding, a spacetime spinor 0 and a self-dual world-volume three-form field 
strength h = db. The action is invariant under both spacetime supersymme- 
try transformations, parameterized by E ,  and %-symmetry transformations, 
which are local symmetries on the worldvolume parametrized by a space- 
time spinor K .  As for the Green-Schwarz superstring, the .-symmetries are 
gauge symmetries which can be used to remove half the fermionic degrees 
of freedom. In general the fermion fields 0 transform asz4 

68 = €4- P+. (34) 

where P+ is a projection operator satisfying P: = id. We also define 
P- = id - P+. In the case where h = 0, the projection operators take the 
form 

where g is the determinant of the induced metric 

hmn = dmxldnxJgIJ.  (36) 

For a classical background the brane configuration is purely bosonic and we 
need only consider 60 = 0 to look for supersymmetric configurations. This 
implies, E = -P+r;, or equivalently we need an E such that 

P-€ = 0. (37) 
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TO be compatible with the supersymmetry preserved by the Calabi-Yau 
manifold X and the HYM solution, the spinor E must have the form given 
in Eq. (18), statisfying I ' l l 6  = E .  Substituting into the expression (35) for 
the projector, we find the condition 

[ (axABxB - BxAa2) T~~ + (axAdX1l - BXAax1l) TA] 7 = d&, (38) 

where we have introduce complex coordinates (T = o5 + ic6 and on the 
two-dimensional part of the fivebrane worldvolume wrapped on the cycle 
Wi in the internal space. (For the rest of the worldvolume spanning R3v1 
we simply have xfl = afl.) The induced metric on Wi is ho8 = axo8x@g,
where a! and run over the seven-dimensional internal S1/Zz x X space. 

If we use the properties that ya7 = 0 and that a general spinor can 
be expanded, as in Eg. (25), in terms of yTll,..TLk acting on 7, we find that 
Eq. (38) implies that 

These, in turn, imply 

2 1 1  = ya constant , 
(40) xa = f a ( a )  holomorphic function. 

and h,, = duxadez6gab. In other words we have shown that to be super- 
symmetric the whole of the M5-brane must lie at a single point in the orb- 
ifold interval S1/Zz and wrap a holornorphic curve (two-cycle) in X. This 
means that the complex embedding functions xa are holomorphic functions 
f a ( a )  of complex coordinate (T on the curve. Equivalently, Wi can be spec- 
ified by the zeros of a set of holomorphic functions on X (see Appendix E). 
As discussed in Appendix F, in common with all supersymmetric wrap- 
pings, these are calibrated cycles, in this case calibrated by the Kahler 
form w .  

As is discussed in more detail in Burt Ovrut's lectures,l the fields on the 
fivebranes can also lead to additional low-energy degrees of freedom in four 
 dimension^.'^>^^ Since the brane is localized in the orbifold interval these 
appear as additional hidden sector branes in five dimensions. Of particular 
interest is when the fivebrane curves overlap or intersect, in which case 
non-Abelian gauge groups can appear. 
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4. Effective curves, three families and summary of 
conditions 

In the previous section we have discussed how the conditions of super- 
symmetry constrain X to be a Calabi-Yau manifold, the bundles Vi to be 
poly-stable and holomorphic and the fivebranes to wrap holomorphic curve 
Wi in X .  If V1 is the bundle on the wall corresponding to our own uni- 
verse, then, for a GUT model in four-dimensions we see from Eq. (11) that 
the gauge group of V1 must be SU(3) ,  SU(4) or S U ( 5 ) .  It turns out that 
there are two further constraints we must consider: the consequences of the 
anomaly cancellation condition (10) and the requirement that we see three 
families of matter in the low-energy theory. 

4.1. Anomaly condition and egective classes 

Recall that given X is compact, the combination of fivebrane magnetic 
charge in Eq. (10) must be exact. In other words it must be trivial in as an 
element in cohomology H4(X, R). As discussed in Appendix D, elements in 
cohomology H p ( X ,  R) are PoincarQ dual to elements in homology H p ( X ,  R). 
Thus we can equally well think of the terms in Eq. (10) as representing two- 
cycles in X. 

For fivebrane terms the delta functions b(Wi) are Poincari: dual to ho- 
mology class of the curves themselves, namely Wi. Both the gauge bundles 
V,  and the tangent bundle T X  of the Calabi-Yau manifold are complex 
vector bundles. As a result, the sources quadratic in F1, Fz and R, are, 
in fact, none other than the corresponding second Chern classes (see Ap- 
pendix H). Viewing these classes in terms for the Poincar6 dual elements 
in H2(X,R), we see that the anomaly condition becomes 

cz(vi) + c2(1/2) + [W] = cz(TX), (41) 

where [W] is the homology class of the sum of fivebrane cycles W = Wl + 
. ' . + W,. 

One way to view this condition is to recall that cz(V) counts the in- 
stanton number for a bundle in four-dimensions. In four-dimensions, an 
instanton is localized at a point, thus on six-dimensional X such a con- 
figuration will localize on a two-dimensional curve. Viewed in homology 
cz(V) is the homology class of this curve. From this point of view the 
cz(V,) look like five-brane sources (coming from the gauge field configu- 
rations) localized in the fixed planes, while cz(TX) is a sort of negative 
fivebrane source coming from the curvature of the manifold. This picture 
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actually has meaning physically, since one can show that there are so-called 
small-instanton transitions where L$ becomes singular and a new fivebrane 
is produced which can then move away from the fixed-plane, while keeping 
the net charge on the right-hand-side of Eq. (41) fixed.26 

It might appear that whatever the values of Q(&) and c(TX) we can 
always satisfy the condition (41), by choosing the fivebranes suitably. How- 
ever, the class [W] is not completely general since it must correspond to an 
actual combination of fivebranes. Since we cannot have i t h s  of a fivebrane 
in the background, the first condition is that [W] is actually an integral 
class, an element of Hz(X,Z). However, this is not in itself a constraint 
since the Chern classes cz(K) and c(TX) are also integral (see Appendix 

More significant is that, first, the fivebranes W = Wl + . . . + W, must 
be some actual physical set of holomorphic curves in X, and second, that 
we cannot have anti-branes in the background without breaking supersym- 
metry. The fact that Wi are holomorphic curves means that W is a analytic 
cycle. This is reviewed in Appendix E. Generically the homology group of 
analytic cycles is a sub-group of HzP(X, Z) known as the algebraic holon- 
omy group. For curves we have 

H). 

[W] E HZ(X, Z)al.g c HZ(X, Z). (42) 

Generically, this is actually not yet a constraint since one can show, as 
discussed in Appendix H that for holomorphic bundles V,  and TX, all the 
Chern classes are actually algebraic (provided X is an algebraic variety). 

In fact, because X is a Calabi-Yau manifold we have h2io = 0, then the 
Lefschetz theorem (see Appendix E) implies that 

H d X ,  Z)dg = H2(X, Z). (43) 

Thus we necessarily have that cz(&) and cz(TX), which generically are 
elements of H2(X, Z), are actually algebraic. 

Finally, we might imagine we can have two different fivebranes wrap- 
ping a curve Wi with opposite orientation so that they contribute to the 
magnetic charge with opposite sign. However, in general this will break 
supersymmetry. This can be seen explicitly in the fivebrane supersymme- 
try conditions (39). One might imagine you can find a "anti-holomorphic" 
solution with xa = f " ( l i ) .  However, the third condition involving will 
then have the wrong sign and so not be satisfied. Thus the supersymmetric 
branes come with a particular orientation, inherited from the orientation 
of X, and so cannot contribute a negative source. 
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Mathematically this is encoded in the notion of an effective class as 
defined in Appendix E. It means that W can be expressed a the positive 
sum of actual holomorphic curves with an orientation inherited from X .  
This requirement finally imposes a restriction, since there in no reason that 
the difference cz(TX) -cz(Vl)-cz(Vz) though algebraic should be effective. 

In summary, we see that we must satisfy the anomaly cancellation con- 
dition (41), as an equation in integer homology, subject to the condition 
that [W] is an effective class. 

4.2. Three family condition 

The final condition is very physical: it is the requirement that we have 
only three families of charged matter in the four-dimensional GUT model, 
corresponding to the three families of quarks and leptons in the standard 

By construction the four-dimensional effective action is supersymmetric. 
The charged matter fields must thus appear in massless chiral multiplets. 
(The particles then get masses through the Higgs mechanism.) The only 
fields in the full eleven dimensional theory which are charged under the 
GUT gauge group are those in the super Yang-Mills theory on the observ- 
able wall. Thus the charged fermions must all arise from components of the 
gauginos on the observable fixed plane. The gauginos x are ten-dimensional 
spinors and lie in the adjoint representation of Eg. In ten-dimensions they 
are massless, satisfying the equation of motion 

irrD,-x = (ir.8, + irADA) x = o (44) 

where we have split the Dirac operator into parts in W3y1 and the internal 
X .  Note that D includes both the spin-connection and the gauge field 
connection. 

If we decompose under Spin(3,l) @ Spin(G), we have x = X 8 $ + 1 CZJ 6 
where X and $ are chiral spinors on R3l1 and X respectively. (We are using 
the decomposition of gamma matrices = yfi 8 id and F A  = 7 5  8 7A,  
where 75 = iy0y1y2y3.) Then for a massless four-dimensional spinor field, 
satisfying iyp8,X = 0 we must have a “zero-mode” on X 

iyADA$ = 0. (45) 

(Note, if instead we solve for a non-zero eigenvalue iyADA$ = m$ then X 
has mass m. On compact X ,  the value of m is set by the inverse size of the 
manifold, which, as we saw in Sec. 2 is of order the GUT scale. This is far 

model.
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too heavy for these Kaluza-Klein modes to correspond to standard model 
fields.) 

Now x also has a decomposition on its gauge indices under the GUT 
group H .  It is in the 248 adjoint of E8, and we find 

248 = ( 8 , l )  + (1,78) + (3,27) + (3,57) s U ( 3 )  8 E6r 

= (15 , l )  + (1,45) 

+ (4,16) + (3,16) + (6,lO) SU(4) C3 SO(lO), (46) 
= (24 , l )  + (1,24) 

+ (10,s) + (5, i o )  + (io, 5 )  + (5,io) su (5 )  8 su (5 ) .  

These representations all decouple in the zero-mode equation (45). Con- 
sider, for instance, the second term in each expansion which transforms in 
the adjoint of the GUT group ( E G ,  SO(10) or SU(5)). Each also transforms 
as a scalar under the gauge bundle group G = SU(n) .  Thus, in this case, 
the gauge connection A decouples from the zero-mode equation (45) on X 
and we can replace D by 0. As a result, we always have a single solution 
(see Sec. 3.1), since we can take 11, proportional to the Killing spinor 7. We 
see that we always have massless four-dimensional gaugino fields in the ad- 
joint representation of the GUT group. (This must be the case since these 
are the supersymmetric partners of the GUT gauge fields.) 

In GUT theories, to have the correct charges under the standard model 
gauge groups, the chiral charged matter must be in the 27 of Es, the 16 
of SO(10) and the 10 + 5 of SU(5). These all appear, together with their 
conjugate representations in the expansion (46). In particular, we note they 
always appear partnered with the fundamental representation of the gauge 
bundle group G = SU(n) .  Thus to find what charged matter we have we 
need to find the zero modes of Eq. (45) with T,!I in the fundamental n and 
ii representations of SU(n) .  

The standard model, and hence GUT theories, with three families are 
chiral in the sense that, fixing the representation of the GUT group, say 
the 16 of SO(lO), we need three spinors of positive four-dimensional chi- 
rality and none with negative chirality. The way we have written Eq. (45) 
is slightly different. There we have fixed the six-dimensional chirality of 
the spinor II, to be positive but allowed both 16 and i 6  representations (or 
equivalently n and ii representations of G). However, the 16 representa- 
tion is just the conjugate of the f 6  representation, and conjugation also 
reverses chirality. Furthermore the six- and four-dimensional chiralities are 
correlated since the spinors are chriral in ten dimensions. Thus the conju- 
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gates of the f6 zero modes correspond to negative chirality matter in the 
16 representation. This means we can formulate the three family condi- 
tion as follows. Take a general spinor &n) of arbitrary chirality but which 
transforms in a definite representation, n, of G = SU(n) .  In all cases of 
GUT group we need to know the number of position and negative chirality 
solutions to the equation 

iyADA7j(n) = 0. (47) 

At first sight it would appear that we need three positive chirality so- 
lutions (n+ = 3) and no negative chirality solutions (n- = 0). In fact, we 
can be a little less ambitious. If we have a pair of solutions with opposite 
chiralities, we can always write an explicit mass term for them in the low- 
energy theory. Since such a mass term is possible, we might expect that 
at some scale such a term is generated. Thus the minimum requirement is 
simply that there is an net excess of positive chirality solutions. That is 

N = n+ - n- = 3. (48) 

Fortunately, this number has a very nice mathematical interpretation. 
It is the index indexn(iyADA) of the operator iyADA in the representation 
n. We will not give a explanation of index theory here but it is discussed 
briefly in Green, Schwarz and Witten" and in considerably more detail 
in Eguchi, Gilkey and H a n ~ e n . ~ ~  The relevant point is that the index is 
a topological invariant and is given by Chern classes. In particular, on a 
Calabi-Yau threefold, it depends only on the holomorphic gauge bundle, 
namely V1 since we are on the observable fixed plane. We have 

The condition for three families is simply a cohomological constraint on the 
third Chern class of V1. 

4.3. Summary of conditions 

To summarize, we are considering vacuum states of M-theory with the 
following structure. The conditions of supersymmetry imply that we have 
to choose, 

0 a Calabi-Yau manifold X ,  
0 a pair of poly-stable holomorphic gauge bundles Vi with fiber 

group Gi & E8 over X ,  
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0 a set of five-branes in the vacuum, which are wrapped on holo- 
morphic two-cycles within X and are parallel to the orbifold fixed 
planes. 

Subject to the conditions: 

(1) For a GUT model in four-dimensions we have GI = SU(n)  for 
n = 3, 4 or 5 corresponding to E6, SO(10) and S U ( 5 )  GUT groups 
respectively. This requires 

Cl(V1) = 0. (50) 

(51) 

(2) There is a cohomological constraint on X 

CZ(V1) + C Z ( W  + [W] = CZ(TX), 

where cz(V,) and cz(TX) are the second Chern classes of the gauge 
bundle V,  and the tangent bundle T X  respectively and [W] is an 
effective class associated with the five-branes . 

(3) To have three families of chiral matter in four-dimensions we re- 
quire 

cg(l/l) = 6. (52) 

Backgrounds of this type have been referred to as heterotic M-theory vacua. 
For simplicity, we will assume 

Vz is trivial, write V for V1 

implying that the full E8 symmetry is preserved on the hidden fixed plane. 
Note that these conditions would be exactly the same if one was con- 

structing models in the weakly coupled heterotic string limit. The only 
difference is that one could not naturally include the fivebranes, since these 
are non-perturbative from the string perspective. This removes some of 
the freedom in constructing models because Eq. (51) is harder to satisfy. 
Nonetheless, the real difficulty in finding examples of such vacua is in con- 
structing the SU(n)  gauge bundle. This is the problem we will turn to in 
the following sections. 

Before we do so, let us briefly recall the first and most straightforward 
approach to finding solutions: the standard embedding.” The point is that, 
it is easy to show that, since X Calabi-Yau, the spin-connection w ,  viewed 
as a SU(3)  satisfies the HYM equations. Thus the existence of X itself 
naturally supplies us with suitable SU(3)  gauge bundle. In the “standard 
embedding” model one then chooses an SU(3)  subgroup of the Es gauge 
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connection to be equal to the spin connection. From the description of GUT 
groups in Sec. 2, this implies that the preserved GUT group is E6. The other 
Es gauge bundle Vz is assumed to be trivial. The anomaly condition (41) is 
automatically satisfied since cZ(V1) = cz(TX) identically. No fivebranes are 
present and so the model has a good heterotic string theory description. 
The three-family condition (49) then gets related to the geometry of X 
since c3(fi) = cg(TX) = x(X) where the Euler characteristic x ( X )  is a 
topological invariant given by x ( X )  = 2h2>l - 2h1l1 where hPiq are the 
Hodge numbers. 

5. The HYM equation on T2, T-duality and the 
Fourier-Mukai transform 

The main difficulty in building semi-realistic models is constructing the 
supersymmetric gauge bundle V. Our approach will be to follow the work 
of Friedman, Morgan and Witteq4 Donagi5 and Bershadsky et aL6 and 
build bundles on elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds X .  These are 
manifolds which are T2 fibrations over a four-dimensional base. The point 
is that constructing suitable bundles on each T 2  fibre is relatively simple. 
Bundles are then built on the full space by repeating the construction on 
T2 fibre by fibre. 

In the following two sections we will turn to the geometry of elliptically 
fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds and the full construction of V. Here as a warm 
up exercise, we start by considering how to construct solutions to the HYM 
equations on T2 and how these correspond to stable holomorphic bundles. 
We give a simple interpretation of the construction in terms of T-duality 
of D-branes. Finally, we formalize this action of T-duality on bundles, or 
as it will turn out more generally sheaves, in terms of the Fourier-Mukai 
transform. 

5.1. Solutions to  the H Y M  equations 

Consider solutions to the HYM equations (28) for a U ( n )  gauge field on 
a two-torus T 2 .  For convenience let us assume we have a square torus 
with coordinates z = x + iy and the periodic identification x + R1 w x 
and y + R2 - y. Clearly the holomorphic conditions F,, = Fzz = 0 
are satisfied identically, while igzzFzP = 0 e Fzz = 0. In other words 
on a two-dimensional space the HYM equations simply reduce to looking 
at flat connections. Since F vanishes, the only non-trivial configurations 
are Wilson lines, measuring the holonomy around non-trivial loops on T 2  
(see Appendix A). 
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More formally, the holonomy of the Wilson lines is a map Hol(V) : 
7r1(T2) + U ( n )  associating an element of U ( n )  to each homotopy class 
of loops. On a torus, there are two basic non-trivial loops y1 and 7 2 ,  

corresponding to looping around the x-direction and the y-direction. A 
general loop wraps n times around y1 and m times around y2. Thus the 
fundamental group is Abelian, 7r1(T2) = Z@Z. This means Hol(V) must be 
map into an Abelian subgroup of U ( n ) ,  that is a subgroup of the “maximal 
torus” U(1)” built out of the diagonal matrices. In fact, permutating the 
elements of the diagonal matrices gives a conjugate element of U ( n ) ,  (this 
is the Weyl group) thus the holonomy is really specified by a set of n 
U(1) Wilson lines up to permutations. This then characterizes the distinct 
solutions of the HYM equations. 

What is the space of these Wilson lines? For a given U(1) factor, we 
simply need to  specify the values of the Wilson lines in U(1) around y1 and 
72 .  This means giving two phases eial and eiaz. In other words we have 
to give a point q on a two-torus, p2 = S1 x S1. (Mathematically, for any 
Riemann surface S, this space of flat U(1) Wilson lines is known as the 
Jacobian J ( S )  of S and is always a complex torus.) For the full U ( n )  case 
we then have 

U ( n )  HYM solution on T 2  H n unordered points qi on F2 (53) 

Note also that one point e on p2 is always picked out, namely that cor- 
responding to the connection with trivial holonomy. For a SU(n)  bundle 
we have the condition that the determinant of the matrix representing the 
holonomy must be zero. In other words all the phases in the diagonal ma- 
trix must sum to zero, which implies that the sum of all the points on p2 
must equal the zero point e 

SU(n)  solution: q1 + . . . + qn = e (54) 

There is also a natural metric on space of flat U(1) connections given 
by 

g(AA,AA) = ~ 1 AAn*AA, 
vol(T2) T2 (55) 

where AA = A1 - A2 is the difference of two flat connections and is gauge 
invariant. Explicitly we can always choose a gauge where A is constant 
A = a d z  + bdy. The metric is then just flat g = Aa2 + Ab2. Locally 
we have A = d x  with x = ax + by. Since for U(1) gauge transformations 
x - x + 27r, we have 0 5 a < 27r/R1 and 0 5 b < 27r/R2 giving the lengths 
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of the sides of 5% using the metric (55). Thus we see that, in string theory 
language, Fz is actually the T-dual torus to T z .  (For of review of T-duality 
see for instance Polchinski.z8) 

5.2 .  D-branes and T-duality 

The appearance of the T-dual torus has a very natural explanation in string 
theory in terms of D-branes. We are really just reproducing a very standard 
r e s ~ l t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  that the T-dual of n D2-branes wrapping T z  is n DO-branes on 

Recall that the field theory for a collection of n overlapping Dp-branes is 
given by the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action (see for instance Polchinski’s 
bookz8), 

P.  

e-’tr [- det (Gmn + 2 ~ a ’ F m n  + Bmn)]”z + Swz, (56) 
= -Tp 

where Tp is the tension of the brane and we will turn to the Wess-Zumino 
term WWZ in a moment. The action is essentially the volume of the n Dp- 
branes modified by the presence of a U ( n )  gauge field F their worldvolume 
MP+l. Fixing a particular configuration of the branes that minimizes the 
volume, the effective action for fluctuations is simply, to leading-order in 
a’, U ( n )  super-Yang-Mills (SYM) coupled to a set of scalars giving the 
transverse fluctuations in position of the brane. 

As supersymmetric Green-Schwarz action,30 the DBI theory has two 
fermionic symmetries, just like the M5-branes action in Sec. 3.3. One is 
the usual supersymmetry, the other the local 6-symmetry on the branes. 
Requiring the brane configuration is supersymmetric, in some background 
with a Killing spinor q then reduces to a projection condition31 on Q, anal- 
ogous to (37). If we consider a D2-brane wrapped on T z  in the supersym- 
metric space R7l1 x T z ,  then we find that preserving supersymmetry implies 
that the SYM gauge field satisfies 

Fmnymne = X E ,  (57) 

where X is a constant, and ym are gamma matrices on the D2-brane. Note 
this is just the usual condition (26) for a supersymmetric SYM gauge field 
configuration, modulo the factor A, which is a result of the 6-symmetry, 
which is realized as a non-linear supersymmetry in SYM. This implies on 
T2 

F a b  = Fa6 = 0, igabFa6 = Aid. (58) 
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We get precisely the generalized HYM equations (32) for a U ( n )  field. 
More generally, for a set of Dp-branes wrapping a curve C on more 

general supersymmetric space, the conditions of supersymmetry, to leading 
order in 0' imply31 

(1) C is a calibrated cycle, for instance a holomorphic cycle on a Calabi- 

(2) F satisfies the analog of the HYM equations. For a holomorphic 
Yau manifold X ,  

cycle these are just (58). 

If one keeps all orders in cd, the HYM equations g e n e r a l i ~ e , ~ ~  with F in the 
second equation of(!%), replaced by some polynomial in F ,  equal to F at 
leading order. Mathematically this suggests an interesting generalization 
of the HYM equations, and the existence of solutions corresponding to a 
modified notion of stability. 

Returning to the T 2  example, we see that the conditions for a super- 
symmetric D2-brane match our original HYM equations (28), provided we 
take X = 0, or equivalently to tr  F = 0. This has a natural interpretation 
in terms of D-branes. To see this we turn to the Wess-Zumino term. Us- 
ing requirements of anomaly ~ance l l a t ion ,~~  it has been argued that for n 
coincident D-branes we have 

where T M  is the tangent bundle and N M  is the normal bundle to the brane 
in the ten-dimensional spacetime and A is a characteristic class (see Ap- 
pendix H). Each term is a power series in forms 

1 
2 

tre2"a'F = n + 2 n d  t r F  + - (27 r~r ' )~ t rF  A F + . . . , 
47r20'2 

A(W) = 1 + ~ t r R A  R + .  . . , 
24. 8r2 

c = c1 i c, i . . . , 
where Ci are RR potentials (in type IIA in this case) and R is the field 
strength for a real bundle W. The idea is to expand the power series and 
take the top p + 1-form and then integrate. Note the tr e2.rra'F terms are 
essentially the Chern character ch(V) for the U ( n )  bundle. Thus we see 
that the Dp-brane is a source for RR flux with the sources written in terms 
of characteristic classes. In general the brane is a source of all RR fluxes 
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corresponding to the Dp-branes and lower dimensional branesd. 
Again specializing to our very simple case of D2-branes, we have 

We see that t r  F is a source of DO-brane charge, since it couples to C1. 
This implies we can view flux t r  F on the T 2  as counting the number of 
embedded DO-branes in our D2-branes. Note that in the more general case 
given in Eq. (59), the terms corresponding to chk(V) (which are powers 
of F) are source of D(p - 2k)-brane charge. But so also are terms from 
the A-polynomials. Thus curved background geometry also generates an 
effective D-brane charge. 

From (58), we see that X = 0 implies tr F = 0 and so we have a su- 
persymmetric collection of n D2-branes with no DO-branes. Now it is a 
standard result28 that under T-duality exchanges Dirichlet and Neumman 
boundary conditions. Thus dualizing in both directions of the torus any 
D2-branes transform to DO-branes and vice versa. Thus X = 0 translates 
into the condition that the T-dual configuration contains only DO-branes 
on the dual torus T 2 .  

The T-duality symmetry means that the moduli space of n supersym- 
metric D2-branes on T 2  (with tr F = 0) must match the moduli space of n 
DO-branes on F2.  But this is exactly what we found: the space of solutions 
to the HYM was precisely n points on p2 .  

T-dual - b 

... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . ... .. . 

0 

o j  

0 o i  

n DO-branes 
0 

Figure 3. HYM solutions on T 2  

dIf we have included the transverse scalar fluctuations, we would also have sources for 
higher-dimensional branes, the so-called “Myers effect” .33 
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5.3.  Holomorphic description of solutions 

In the last section we argued that solutions to the HYM equations are in 
one-to-one correspondence with poly-stable holomorphic vector bundles. I t  
is useful to see how this correspondence works in this simple case. It will 
also lead us to a mathematical formulation of the T-duality transformation 
just discussed. 

The key point here is that while the HYM equations U ( n )  imply that 
as a real vector bundle V is trivial, as a holomorphic vector bundle this is 
not the case. The different Wilson lines correspond to distinct holomorphic 
vector bundles. The idea is as follows. First the same holonomy argument 
as above implies that any flat holomorphic bundle on T 2  reduces to a set 
of n line bundles. Then recall that having a holomorphic line bundle is 
equivalent to giving a complex structure on the total, in this case trivial, 
bundle T 2  x C. If w = u + iv is a local complex coordinate on the fiber, 
this means we have to give how we identify w as we move around the two 
closed loops in T 2 .  This is defined by a phase rotation on the coordinate 
w -+ eiaw. But this is nothing more than the holonomy of the U(1) bundle 
we had before, that is a map from .rrl(T2) to S1. To define the complex 
structure we just have to give two ai for the phase rotation about the two 
yi cycles. Since these give different complex structures they correspond to 
different holomorphic bundles. 

Thus the (flat) holomorphic line bundle is specified by two phases, or 
equivalently a point q in F2.  We write 

L,: flat line bundle on T 2  are labelled by q E F2 

Again for a SU(n)  bundle the sum of all a1 and a2 phases for the n line 
bundles must be zero. In other words, as before we see that the sum of all 
the points on T 2  must equal the zero point el corresponding to the trivial 
line bundle. So we have 

What though about our second condition that the holomorphic bundle 
must be poly-stable? First, we note that we have already argued V splits 
into the sum of line bundles, so the condition becomes that each line bundle 
L must be stable. But this is trivially satisfied: L has no sub-bundles of 
lower rank, so all line bundle are necessarily stable. Thus in this case, we 
get no additional condition from stability. 
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5.4. The Fourier-Mukai transform 

Now we come to the obvious questions: is there a more formal mathemat- 
ical description of the T-duality procedure? In general we might imagine 
starting with some rank n bundle V, say with cl(V) = m # 0 so that we 
have a mixture of n D2- and m DO-branes: 

V : {rk(V) = n,cl(V) = m} @ v : {rk(v) = m , c l ( v )  = n}  (63) 

Is there then some way of generating the dual bundle v with m D2-branes 
and n DO-branes? This is not just a map of charges but actually of points in 
the moduli space of configurations: for each configuration of branes given by 
a stable homomorphic bundle V we assign a T-dual configuration given by 
a stable holomorphic bundle v. Such a map does in fact exist and is known 
as the Fourier-Mukai transform. 1 8 , 1 9 9 3 5 - 3 7  It actually defines a duality for 
any holomorphic configuration, so that one can drop the stability part of 
the supersymmetry conditions. 

Let us start by considering the duality between pure D2-branes and 
DO-branes discussed above. Clearly the DO-branes are not described by 
holomorphic bundles since their gauge fields are localized at  points in p2. 
Thus to define the T-duality map we need to generalize our notion of a holo- 
morphic vector bundle to include these pure DO-brane configurations. The 
appropriate generalization, as was first suggested by Harvey and Moore,34 
is to sheaves. These are discussed in a little more detail in Appendix I. 
The basic point is that sheaves are defined by their group of sections rather 
than their fibres. These means that dimension of the fibres (or “stalks”) 
can change as one moves over X. A pure D2-brane on T 2  is a flat holo- 
morphic line bundle. This can equally well be defined as a sheaf in terms 
of the set of holomorphic sections of the line bundle. A DO-brane looks like 
a point in T 2  and its sections correspond to  functions in T 2  which are zero 
everywhere except a t  one point q. This is known as the “skyscraper” sheaf 
0, of a point. 

We can now define the action of T-duality on sheaves. More technically, 
we actually want to consider coherent sheaves since these are the objects 
that have a notion of stability, generalizing the notion of a stable bundle. 
In other words, these are the objects which describe supersymmetric brane 
configurations. (See Appendix I for a definitions and discussion.) 

The first step is to define a four-dimensional space F = T 2  x p2. 
(Here both T 2  and p2 have one special point identified, the zero point 
under addition. There are equivalent as complex manifolds.) Then we can 
i n t r ~ d u c e ~ , ~ ~  the so-called Poincari: line bundle P.  This has the property 
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that restricting to T 2  x q 2 T2 where q is a point on p2 or to q x F2 we 
get the line bundle L,  on either T 2  or p2. In other words 

As discussed in Appendix G, there is a correspondence between line bundles 
and divisors. In fact we find 

P = O(D - e x F2 - T 2  x e) ,  (65) 

where D is the diagonal divisor built by taking the same points in T 2  and 
T 2 ,  that is q x q ,  for all q E T2.  

We have two projections T : F + T 2  and ii : F --+ p2. We can then 
define the Fourier-Mukai transform V = F M ( v ) ,  which takes a sheaf v 
on p 2  to a sheaf V on T 2 ,  by 

v = F M ( V )  E T*(**V P ) .  (66) 

Here ii* pulls sheaves from p2 back to F while 7r* pushes them forward 
from F to T 2  (see Appendix I). 

To see how this map works, consider a single DO-brane at point q on p2. 
Thib is described by the skyscraper sheaf v = 0,. This pulls back to the 
sheaf **0, = O T Z ~ , ,  that is the structure sheaf of T 2  x q .  Now we tensor 
with P. Since 0 ~ 2  x q  is supported only on T 2  x q ,  we have 3 = ii*O, 8 P is 
also supported only on T 2  x q. Since OTZ x q  on T 2  x q is the trivial bundle, 
3 on T 2  x q is just the line bundle PIT2Xq = L,. Finally we push forward 
to T2.  This process is defined in Eq. (1.1). By definition, the section of 7r,T 

above a set U c T 2  is just the group of sections of 3 over U x p2 E F .  But 
this is just the set of sections of L,(U).  Thus we have, as required, that 
the dual of a single DO-brane is a single D2-brane is the line bundle L,: 

FM(0 , )  = L,. (67) 

If we have a set of DO-branes we have Oql+...+qn. The transform acts 
as before except now, 3 = ii*p @ P is supported on T 2  x xi qi c F .  On 
each submanifold T 2  x qi ,  the restriction 3~T2xqz is the line bundle L , .  
Pushing forward, we get sections from all n line bundles so the result is just 
V = L,, @ . . . @ L,, giving n D2-branes on T 2  as required. 

Showing the reverse transformation from D2-branes to DO-branes 
FM(L,)  = 0, is more involved. In particular, we have to work harder 
to understand the "push-forward" procedure. Consider the simplest case 
where we have a single D2-brane with a trivial Wilson line. We then have 
V = L, = 0 ~ ~ ,  the trivial bundle. Pulling back to F ,  we just get the 
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trivial bundle on F ,  that is ?*Oi;, = OF.  Thus F = ?*v @ P = P.  
Finally then we need to push P forward to T2.  By construction, over a 
given point q E T2 we have PJqXi;, = L,. Thus our stalks for ,*P will be 
holomorphic sections of L,. Generically, L,  has no holomorphic sections. 
The exception is when q = e and L ,  is the trivial bundle 0 ~ ~ .  Then any 
constant section is holomorphic. Thus is would appear that T*P has zero 
stalk everywhere except at e E T 2  where the stalk is a copy of @. Thus 
it appears that V = 0, as expected. More generally, starting with L ,  we 
would find 31q,xi;Z = L,l-, and then 

F M ( L , )  = 0,. (68) 

In fact this is not quite correct. If one is more careful in the definition 
of IT* one finds36137 that, as defined, F M ( v )  = 0 for any vector bundle 
v. In practise one, instead has to modify the notion of push-forward. The 
idea is to define 7r*3 at  each point p E T2 in terms of cohomology of the 
restriction FlPxi;, of the sheaf on F to the elliptic curve p x F2 above p .  
The usual push-forward corresponds to the zeroth order cohomology, the 
group of holomorphic functions. More generally one can also take first-order 
cohomology, the group of harmonic one-forms with values in FIT-l(pl. In 
practice we will always use the transform starting from the DO-branes so 
this will subtlety will not actually be an issue. 

Note that the Fourier-Mukai transform only required a complex struc- 
ture on T2.  No mention of metric was ever made. Normally, T-duality 
is only defined when we have a Killing vector, which depends on a choice 
of metric. From this point of view, the Fourier-Mukai transform is more 
general than ordinary T-duality and can be defined on spaces without a 
Killing vector. 

There is a further subtlety. We would expect that acting with F M  
twice, as for T-duality, to bring us back to where we started. It turns out 
that acting only on sheaves it is not possible to define such an operator. The 
s ~ l u t i o n ~ ' , ~ ~  is to act instead on the derived category of coherent sheaves 
Db. The objects on which F M  acts are now no longer individual sheaves 
but rather a complex of sheaves 

that is a set of sheaves {Ti} together with maps Ti satisfying Ti+lTi = 0. 
Two complexes are taken to be equivalent if the homology groups Hi = 
ker Ti/ imTi+l are the same. (For more detail there are good introductions 
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by Thomas38 and S h a r ~ e . ~ ~ )  On these objects a functor FM can be defined 
which squares to the identity (up to some signs). 

It is interesting to note that there is a very natural physical interpreta- 
tion of the objects in the derived category: they are simply combinations 
of branes and anti-branes with the Ti describing the low-energy fields for 
strings stretching between them. In particular, between a brane and an 
anti-brane these are tachyons. This is the picture due to Sen40 that we 
can realize all branes as the result of annihilation of the highest dimen- 
sion branes. As Witten showed41 the brane charges are then elements in 
K-theory. The notion of a derived category captures a little more, in that 
it encodes the particular brane configuration not just the charge and was 
suggested by a number of authors.42 What is interesting is that, in this 
context, the mathematics of T-duality is leading us to realize the branes in 
this annihilation picture. Derived categories also appears in formulations 
of mirror symmetry,43 and understanding the exact relation to D-branes, 
in particular, supersymmetric configurations is an active area of research 
(see recent lectures by Douglas44 and S h a r ~ e ~ ~  and the references therein). 

In summary, we have seen that SU(n)  solutions of the HYM equations 
on T 2  are most naturally understood in terms of a T-dual picture. Here the 
original solutions correspond to n DZbranes wrapping T 2 .  Under T-duality 
these map to n DO-branes on a dual torus T 2 .  The space of solutions is then 
easy to define simply as the positions of the n DO-branes on p 2 .  Formally 
these give a sheaf in p2. Mathematically the action of T-duality from DO- 
to D2-branes is described by the Fourier-Mukai transform. 

6. Elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds 

In the last section we saw how stable SU(n)  bundles could be built on 
T 2  by taking the Fourier-Mukai transform. Physically, this corresponding 
to constructing a set of D2-branes as the T-dual of a set of DO-branes. 
Our goal is to extend this construction to build bundles on a Calabi-Yau 
threefolds X .  To do so we need X to have a fibred structure, where the 
fibres are two-tori, so that we can then make a T-duality transformation 
fibre by fibre. In fact, we will consider tori with one point marked. (This is 
the zero point e discussed in the last section.) Such marked tori are called 
elliptic curves. The purpose of this section is to discuss the geometry of 
such “elliptically fibred” Calabi-Yau manifolds. 

We should note that these geometries are also central to F-theory 
c o n s t r ~ c t i o n s . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  The basic F-theory duality is that the heterotic string 
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compactified on R79l x T 2  is dual to a twelve-dimensional F-theory geome- 
try R7l1 x K ,  where K is a four-dimensional elliptically fibred K3 manifold. 
(Recall K3 is the unique compact Calabi-Yau twofold.) The fibration is 
over a two-sphere @P1, that is K -+ @P1. The twelve-dimensional space 
is not really a string geometry: there are for instance no Kahler modu- 
lus or Kaluza-Klein degrees of freedom on the elliptic fibre. Instead, one 
should think of these geometries as type IIB string backgrounds of the form 
R7r1 x @P1, with the elliptic fibres describing non-trivial IIB scalar fields. 
Only the complex structure of the fibre matters, and gives the value of the 
IIB complex field T = Co+ie-+, where 4 is the dilaton and CO the Ramond- 
Ramond scalar. The type IIB SL(2, Z) S-duality is then just a symmetry of 
the complex structure modulus of the In this picture, the heterotic 
string gauge degrees of freedom arise from degenerations of the fibrations 
where the elliptic fibre becomes singular. At these points a cycle shrinks to 
zero size and a new degrees of freedom can appear. (In the type IIB picture 
these are D7-branes.) Finally one can extend the d ~ a l i t y ~ ~ i ~ ~  by consid- 
ering the heterotic string compactified on a a Calabi-Yau n-fold X which 
is itself elliptically fibred over some base B. By considering the duality 
fibrewise this is dual to F-theory on a Calabi-Yau n + 1-fold which is a K3 
fibration over B, where the K3 fibres are themselves each elliptically fibred. 
It was this duality which motivated the original papers on Fourier-Mukai 
constructions of supersymmetric bundles on X . 4 9 5 3 6  

An elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau three-fold X consists of a base B,  
which is a complex two-surface, and a map 

7 r : X - B  (70) 

Eb = 7r-’(b) (71) 

with the property that for a generic point b E B,  the fiber 

is an elliptic curve, with a marked “zero point” e. The set of zero points 
then form a global section CJ. This is a map 

C J : B - + X  (72) 

that assigns to every point b E B the zero element a(b) = e E Eb. (Note 
we will use the same notation u both for the map and for the image of B 
in X under the map.) This structure is depicted in Fig. 4. The Calabi- 
Yau three-fold must be a complex Kahler manifold. This implies that the 
base B is itself a complex manifold, while we have already assumed that the 
fiber is a Riemann surface and so has a complex structure. Furthermore, the 

torus.
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X 

B 

fibration must be holomorphic, that is, it must have holomorphic transition 
functions and both maps T and 0 must be holomorphic. The condition that 
the Calabi-Yau three-fold has vanishing c1 ( T X )  = 0 will further constrain 
the types of fibration allowed as we will see. 

6.1. Elliptic curves and the Weierstrass equation 

Let us start by briefly summarizing the properties of an elliptic curve E. It 
is a genus one Riemann surface and can be embedded in two-dimensional 
complex projective space CP2. A simple way to do this is by using the 
homogeneous Weierstrass equation 

(73) 
2 zy2 = 4x3 - g2xz - 9323 

where x, y and z are complex homogeneous coordinates on CP2 so that we 
identify (Ax, Xy, Xz) N (x, y, z )  for any non-zero complex number A. The 
parameters 9 2  and g3 encode the different complex structures one can put 
on the torus. Note that independent of 9 2  and g3, the curve always passes 
through the point (0, 1 , O ) .  This is the zero point e on the curve. 

Provided z # 0, we can rescale to affine coordinates where z = 1. We 
then see, viewed as a map from x to y, that there are two branch cuts in the 

Figure 4. Elliptically fibr
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x-plane, linking x = 00 and the three roots p ,  q and r of the cubic equation 
4x3 - g2x - g3 = 0 in two pairs. This is shown in Fig. 5 which also shows 
the generic form of the Weierstrass equation in the (2, y)-plane. The torus 
is then a two-fold cover of the 2-plane. The two classes of non-trivial loops 
on the torus are those surrounding a branch cut, and those linking the two 
branch cuts. 

Figure 5 .  Wierstrass model of T 2  

When any two roots coincide, the elliptic curve becomes singular. This 
corresponds to one of the cycles in the torus shrinking to zero. This is 
shown in Fig. 6. The torus has become a sphere, intersecting itself a t  a 
point. Although singular as a manifold, this space still makes sense as a 
complex variety since it is defined by a homogeneous polynomial in CP2. 

Figure 6 .  Single-pinch singularity 

If two pairs of roots come together the singularity is even worse. The 
torus becomes a pair of spheres touching at  two points. This is shown in 
Fig. 7. In the (5, y)-plane the spheres corresponds to a line and an ellipse. 
Such singular behaviour, where any of the roots coincide, is characterized 
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by the discriminant of the cubic 4x3 - g2x - g3 = 0 ,  namely, 

A = 9: - 279; (74) 

vanishing. 

y A  

X 

c 

Figure 7. Double-pinch singularity 

A more familiar way of describing T 2  is as the complex plane C modulo 
a lattice A corresponding to periodic identification in two directions. In this 
picture there is a natural notion of addition of points inherited from the 
underlying complex plane, w’ = w + a for w E C. It would be nice to relate 
this to the picture of T 2  as a cubic curve in CP2 we have just discussed. 
This is a famous correspondence in algebraic geometry, first discussed by 
Abel, and central to the evaluation of elliptic integrals. There is a map 
from CIA to CP2 given by 

w (P(W),P’(W), I), (75) 

where P ( w )  is the Weierstrass function. It is an even function, depending, 
on two parameters, with a double pole at w = 0, with the expansion P ( w )  = 
w-’ + aw2 + bw4 + . . . . The complex structure of T2 depends on the 
parameters a and b, with the simple relation 9 2  = 20a and g3 = 28b. Note 
that the identity point under addition, w = 0, maps to the identified point 
e = (0,1,0).  The condition that three points satisfy w1+ w2 + w3 = 0 then 
maps to the condition that the images p1,  p2 and p3 are collinear. 

6.2 .  Elliptic fibrations and c l ( T X )  = 0 

The elliptic fibration is defined by giving the elliptic curve E over each 
point in the base B. If we assume the fibration has a global section, and 
in this paper we do, then on each coordinate patch this requires giving x 
and y and the parameters g2 and g3 in the Weierstrass equation as complex 
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functions on the base. Globally, these all become sections of appropriate 
line bundles on B since there may be some none trivial patching of E as 
we move around the base. 

We might expect that there is really only one relevant line bundle, that 
encoding the twisting of the direction in the T 2  fibre normal to the section. 
Near the section we have some coordinate w describing the position on 
the elliptic curve. Let C-l = N,,x be the normal bundle describing the 
twisting of the coordinate. The section intersects each fibre at the point 
p = (0, 1 , O ) .  Near p we can solve locally z N 1/w2 and y - l /w3  with 
z = 1. (This can also been seen directly from the Weierstrass function 
in (75) . )  Thus we have that 2 and y are sections of C 2  and C3 respectively, 
while z is just a section of the trivial bundle. By Cci we mean the tensor 
product of the line bundle C with itself i times. 

Similarly, from the form of the Weierstrass equation (73) we have that 
g2 and g3 should be sections of C4 and C6. Thus, we see that the elliptic 
fibration is characterized by a line bundle L over the base B together with 
a choice of sections g2 and g3 of C4 and C6. 

Note that the set of points in the base over which the fibration becomes 
singular is given by the vanishing of the discriminant A = g $  - 279;. It 
follows from the above discussion that A is a section of the line bundle LIZ. 
The zeros of A then naturally define a divisor (see Appendix G), which in 
this case is a complex curve, in the base. This is known as the discriminant 
curve. 

There are a number of different types of singularity over the discriminant 
curve depending on how the fibre degenerates. The type of singularity 
is controlled order of the zero of A on the discriminant curve, together 
with the order of the zeros of g2 and g3 if they also vanish there.47 In 
the case where the base is a one-fold, there is a classical result due to 
K ~ d a i r a ~ ' , ~ ~  classifying all the different possible types of degeneration. In 
this case the discriminant curve is just a set of 12 c1 (L) of points. A given 
singularity looks like a singular pinched elliptic curve. Locally each pinched 
point is actually just an orbifold singularity of C2. These were discussed 
in Steve Gubser's lectures,4g and are characterized by the A,, D, and En 
extended Dynkin diagrams. In our case, we get a family of the same type of 
Kodaira singularities over each disconnected component of the discriminant 
curve. The situation becomes more complicated at points where the curve 
intersects itself. 

It might seem strange that we are talking about singularities given that 
our Calabi-Yau manifold is supposed to be smooth. The point is that 
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this construction only really gives a model of X .  We must resolve all the 
singularities by “blowing them up” to get the actual smooth X. The point 
is that this is a well-defined procedure, so that given the Weierstrass model 
we really know everything we need to know about X .  (The procedure of 
how locally to resolve the A-D-E singularities was again discussed in Steve 
Gubser’s  lecture^.^') 

Finally, we come to the important condition that on a Calabi-Yau three- 
fold X the first Chern class of the tangent bundle Tx must vanish or equiv- 
alently Hol(X) = SU(3) .  Now, recall that this means that the overall U(1) 
part of the U ( n )  holomorphic tangent bundle T,X must be trivial. For the 
tangent bundle this is related to the so called canonical bundle K x .  Let 
T,‘X be the holomorphic part of the complexified cotangent bundle. We 
then define on a 2n-dimensional manifold 

K x = T , * X ~ . . . ~ T , * X  . - 
n times 

(76) 

Thus sections of K x  are holomorphic (n, 0)-forms, locally given by 

= C#J(Z~,.  . . , zn)dzl A * . . A dzn. (77) 

Equivalently, locally we simply give a single function ~ ( Z I ,  . . . , 2,) which 
globally becomes a section of line bundle. Thus effectively K x  as a line 
bundle which precisely measures the twisting of the determinant of the T,*X 
or equivalently the overall U(1) factor of T,X. In particular, it is easy to 
see that c(TX) = - c l (Kx) .  It is then clear that the condition that X is 
Calabi-Yau implies that KX is trivial, 

K x  = 0. (78) 

We would now like to understand what this implies for our fibration. 
Recall that, restricting to the section, we can pull back the cotangent bundle 
on X to B, giving 

T*XI, = T*B @ N,*/,. (79) 

In other words, the X cotangent bundle is the combination of directions 
within B and directions in the conormal bundle N,*IX. From the defini- 
tion (76) of Kx, we immediate get an adjunction formula, true for any 
divisor (T, 



where by KxI,  we mean the restriction of the canonical bundle K x  to u. 
Since K X  is trivial, its restriction is also trivial. Thus we find the relation 

C-’ N , / x  = Kg.  (81) 

The Calabi-Yau condition implies that the twisting of the normal bundle to 
cr must be related to the twisting of the determinant of the tangent bundle 
of B so that the twisting of the determinant of the tangent bundle of X 
is trivial. The fact that the elliptic curves are flat tori means that K x  is 
necessarily trivial when restricted to any fiber and ensuring that K x  I,, = 0 
is sufficient to imply that K x  = 0. 

Nonetheless this is not quite sufficient to ensure we have an elliptically 
fibered Calabi-Yau manifold. In particular one requires that K i 4  and KB6 
must admit sections for g2 and g3 respectively. Also there are constraints 
that the singularities of the Weierstrass model (and the base) cannot be too 
extreme if we are going to be able to blow up to give a smooth X. This for 
instance imposes further restrictions on how the curves where the g2 and 
93 sections vanish are allowed to intersect. There is 

Theorem: For X to be a smooth Calabi-Yau manifold the only 
allowed bases B are 

(1) “Enriques” surface E ,  
(2) “Hirzebruch” surface H,, or a blow-up thereof, 
(3) “del Pezzo” surface dP,. 

The structure of the del Pezzo surfaces is summarized in Appendix J and 
the other surfaces are described for instance in Donagi et a1.17 Here we 
simply note that all these bases have b2vo = 0. It will turn out that the 
Enriques surface cannot be used for building three-family models. 

6.3. Algebraic classes on X 

Recall that we will need to know the Chern classes cz(TX) and cl(V), 
c2 (V) and c3 (V) if we are to check that we can satisfy the conditions given 
in Sec. 4.3. Since all the bundle are holomorphic, these can all be expressed 
in terms of algebraic classes (see Appendix E and Appendix H). Thus it is 
useful to have expressions for the algebraic classes in X. In general, the full 
set of classes will depend on the particular fibration in question. However, 
there is a generic set of classes which are always present, independent of 
the fibration, and this is what we will concentrate on. Recall that, for a 
Calabi-Yau threefold, the fact that we have h2>’ means that the homology 

theorem
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groups of algebraic classes are actually the same as the integer homology 

Two of the homology groups are, as always, very simple: H o ( X , Z )  is 
just the class of points on X .  All points are homologous so H o ( X ,  Z) = Z. 
Similarly H 6 ( x , z )  is just the class of the manifold X itself (or multiple 
copies thereof) and so H 6 ( x ,  Z) = Z. 

Now consider H2(X1 Z) and H4(X,  Z), the groups of homologous classes 
of holomorphic curves and surfaces respectively. Simply because we have 
an elliptic fibration, the fiber Ep at any given point is a holomorphic curve 
in X .  Consequently, one algebraic class in H 2 ( X ,  Z) which is always present 
is the class of the fiber, which we will call F .  Similarly, the existence of a 
section a means there is also a holomorphic surface in X .  The class of the 
section, which, abusing notion, we will call (T, defines an algebraic class in 
H4(X ,Z) .  We have 

groups H2p(X1 Z). 

F E H 2 ( X , Z )  
u E H 4 ( X ,  Z) 

class of elliptic fiber Ep,  
class of section u. 

(Note that formally we are now writing a for three different things: the 
section map a : B -+ X ,  the image of the map (the section itself), and now 
the homology class [a] of the section. Hopefully what is meant will be clear 
from context!) 

Additional algebraic classes may also be inherited from the base B. In 
general, B has a set of algebraic classes, which for the B in question, since 
b2io = 0, span H2(B,  Z). These can lead to classes in X in two different 
ways. First, the existence of the section a means we can lift a holomorphic 
curve C in B to a curve a(C) in X .  If a is the class of C in B then we 
write a*a (the “push-forward”) for the class of .(C) in X .  Second, we 
can use the projection map 7r to pull a back to a class in H4(X ,  Z). For a 
given representative C ,  one forms the fibered surface n-l(C) over C. The 
homology class of this surface in H4(X ,Z)  is then denoted by 7r*a. Thus 
we have, 

g*a E H2(X ,  Z) push-forward of class a E Hz(B ,  Z), 
7r*a E H4(XliZ)  pull-back of class a E H 2 ( B , Z ) .  

This structure is indicated in Figure 8. 
In general, these maps may have kernels. For instance, two curves which 

are non-homologous in B,  might be homologous once one embeds them in 
the full Calabi-Yau threefold. In fact, we will see that this is not the case. 
One way to show this, which will be useful in the following, is to calculate 
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X 

B 

Figure 8. Algebraic classes on X 

the intersection numbers between the classes in H2(X ,  Z) and H4(X,  Z). 
We find 

H2 (X, Z) 
I 5*/3 F 

where the entries in the first column are the intersections of H2(B ,  Z) classes 
in B. (Note from here on we write cp(B) for the Chern class of the base 
cP(TB).) The terms in (82) are all straightforward except for (T . a,@ = 
- cl(B) . P. Note that in general we can think of class of curves 5,P as 
an intersection between two classes of surfaces 5 and T*P .  Thus (T . = 
5.0. r*P. Below we will argue that (T + 5 = -(T* c1 ( B )  and hence (T . a,P = 

Given that HzP(X,  Z) and H2n--2p(X, Z) are dual as vector spaces under 
intersection, two classes are equivalent if they have the same intersection 
numbers. If we take a set of classes C Y ~  which from a basis of H2(B ,Z) ,  
we see that the matrix of intersection numbers of the form given in (82) 
is non-degenerate. Thus, for each nonzero CY E H 2 ( B , Z ) ,  we get nonzero 
classes O,CY and T*CY in H z ( X ,  Z) and H4(X ,  9). 

-c1(B) .P .  
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To complete the intersection ring of algebraic classes we need the inter- 
section pairing on surfaces H 4 ( X ,  Z) x H 4 ( X ,  Z) -+ H 2 ( X ,  Z). We find 

H 4 ( X ,  Z) 

Again all the entries are straight-forward except for u . u. This can be 
calculated in the following way. Near the section cr we can model X by 
the total space of normal bundle N,/x over B. The section u is then just 
the zero section of the line bundle N,/x. Recall that we also have the line 
bundle O(u) which has holomorphic sections vanishing on u (see Appendix 
G).  Formally we find that the restriction of O(u) to u is just the normal 
bundle N,/x, that is, we have another adjunction f ~ m n u l a , ~ ~  true for any 
divisor u,  

Q(41c = Nu/X. (84) 
Any other holomorphic section a' of N,/x represents another nearby sur- 
face in the same homology class as cr. The two sections intersect when 
u' = 0. F'rom the discussion of Chern classes the homology class of these 
zeros in B is, by definition cl(N,/x). Lifting to X ,  we then have from 
Eq. (84) 

( T . O = U * C ~ ( N , / X ) .  (85) 
In our case the Calabi-Yau condition relates N,/x = Kg (see Eq.(81)), 
and so a .  cr = -u* cl(B). 

As we mentioned, the algebraic classes we have identified so far are 
generic, always present independently of the exact form of the fibration. 
There are two obvious sources of additional classes. Consider H 4 ( X ,  Z). 
First, we could have additional sections non-homologous to the zero-section 
(T. Second, the pull-backs of irreducible classes on B could split so that 
r*a = E l + & .  This splitting comes from the fact that there can be curves 
on the base over which the elliptic curve degenerates, for example, into 
a pair of spheres. New classes appear from wrapping the four-cycle over 
either one sphere or the other. Now consider H a ( X , Z ) .  We see that the 
possibility of degeneration of the fiber means that the fiber class F can 
similarly split, with representatives wrapped, for instance, on one sphere or 
the other. Finally, the presence of new sections means there is a new way 
to map curves from B into X and, in general, classes in H 2 ( B ,  Z) will map 
under the new section to new classes in H 2 ( X ,  Z). 
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In all our discussions in this paper, we will ignore these additional 
classes. This will mean for instance that our bundles and fivebrane wrap- 
pings will not be in general complete. However, this restriction will al- 
low us to analyze generic properties. It should be noted however that in 
constructed more sophisticated models, in particular, those with standard 
model gauge groups, it is often imperative to consider non-generic situations 
where extra classes appear.18 

6.4. Effective classes and c z ( T X )  

Recall that one of our conditions for model building (see Sec. 4.3) was that 
the homology class of the fivebranes [W] was effective. Quite generically 
we can write 

[W] = o*R + fF. (86) 

where f E Z and R E Hz(B,Z). Now clearly, if R is a effective class in 
B ,  say with a representative curve C2 = CiaiC6i) with ai > 0, then a,R 
is an effective curve in X ,  since it has an effective representative Ca = 
C i a i ~ ( C t ’ ) .  Similarly, for fF to represent an effective curve we need 
f > 0. Thus we have the sufficient conditions 

[ W ] 2 0  -+ R L O a n d  f 2 0 ,  (87) 

where we use the notation [W] 2 0 to mean the class is effective. In 
general, there might be additional classes with f < 0 and R # 0 which are 
still effective. In most situations this is not the case.17 For our purposes 
Eq. (87) will be sufficient. 

Our last problem is that, in order to discuss the anomaly cancellation 
condition, we will need c2(TX). Friedman, Morgan and Witten4 show that 
it can be written in terms of the Chern classes of the holomorphic tangent 
bundle of B as 

cz(TX) = 120, c ~ ( B )  + ( c ~ ( B )  + l l c l ( B )  .c l (B))  F. (88) 

We will not reproduce the calculation in detail here but give a rough 
explanation of the terms. Recall that c2(TX) is an element of H2(X,Z), 
thus it must have the form 

c2(TX) = O*cy + IcF, (89) 

for some Ic E Z and cy E Hz(B,Z). Now recall that TXI, = TB @ N,/x. 
From the Whitney sum formula in Appendix H, and given cl(N,/x) = 
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- cl(B), we have 

CZ(TXI,) = C Z ( B )  - C l ( B )  * C l ( B ) .  (90) 

Now, as an element in cohomology, we can calculate c2(TXI,) just by 
wedging cz(TX) with a delta-function two-form b(a) localized on (T. In 
homology, this simply corresponds to intersecting with the class of o. Thus 
we also have, from (89) and the intersection matrix (82) 

c2( TX],) = cz(TX) . (T = k - ci(B) . Q. 

We can also do the same calculation, restricting to an elliptically fibred 
surface C = r-’(C) where C is a curve in B. We then get the analogous 
expression to Eq. (90) but with (T replaced with C. (For any divisor D 
in a Calabi-Yau manifold the Kx = 0 condition means we always have 
c1 ( N D ~ x )  = - c1 (D).)  By intersecting with the discriminant curve A which 
is a section of L12, we see that C has 12 cl(B).[C] singular fibres (here [C] E 
H z ( B , Z )  is the homology class of C in B).  As discussed these give local 
orbifold singularities. In the simplest case, the singular fibres are all distinct 
and each is a A1 sing~larity.~’ This is a gravitational i n ~ t a n t o n ~ ’ , ~ ~  with 
unit charge, so the net contribution to c2(C) is 12121 .[C]. One can easily 

that c1 (C) is proportional to the fibre F in C and so c1 ( C ) q  (C) = 0. 
Thus we have 

c2(TXlc) = 12Cl (B) .  [C] = Q .  [C], (92) 

where the last line is just c2( TXI,) calculated from the general form (89) 
given [C] = .*[C]. Finally from Eqs. (go), (91) and (92), given that Q is 
arbitrary, we find 

Q = 12cl(B), k = c ~ ( B )  + l l c l (B)  *cl(B) (93) 
and we reproduce the expression (88). 

7. Construction of V and an S U ( 5 )  GUT example 

In the Sec. 5 we saw that the easiest way to describe solutions of the SU(n)  
HYM equations on T2 was in terms of the “T-dual” configuration as a set of 
DO-branes on T2. In the previous section we then constructed elliptically 
fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds X with the goal that we could then build 
bundles on X by doing a fibrewise T-duality. 

In this section, we complete the program by building the bundles ex- 
plicitly and give one example with SU(5)  GUT group. Finally we briefly 
discuss how to construct more detailed models with standard model gauge 
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groups as well as more general properties of Hofava-Witten braneworld 
backgrounds. 

7.1. Stabili ty and F M  on X 

Let us start by defining what we mean by the T-dual manifold. Recall that 
for T 2 ,  the dual space was the Jacobian J ( T 2 )  built out of the space of 
Wilson lines on T 2 .  Given the fibred structure of X,  we can construct the 
“associated Jacobian bundle” 2 = J(x) by taking the Jacobian J(E, )  of 
each elliptic fiber over a point p in the base. Thus we have 

- x H x E J(x) z! x (94) 

by the action of T-duality on each fiber. 
Just as on the torus we can define T-duality by acting with the Fourier- 

Mukai transform fibrewise. Of course, the transformation is more subtle at 
the points where the fibration is singular, but it can nonetheless be defined. 
First we need to define the analogs of the space F = T 2  x p 2  and the 
Poincar6 bundle P .  The analog of Y is the fiber product F = X X B  X. 
This is a space of complex dimension four. It is fibred over B,  the fiber 
over b E B being the ordinary product Eb x f i b  of the two fibers. There are 
two projections: x : F 4 X and ii : F 4 X. Now, the Poincare bundle P 
is determined by the following two properties 

(1) Restricting to one or other elliptic fibre with q E EB or q E Eb, we 
have 

PIEbXq PlqXEb Lq> 

where Lq is the flat line bundle defined in Sec. 5.4, 
(2) The restriction of P to (T X B  2 or X XB (T is the trivial bundle. 

Explicitly we find P = O F ( D  - (T XB X - X X B  0) 18 x*ii*Kg. The extra 
factor depending on KB as compared to the T 2  case is required to ensure 
the second condition above. As for T 2 ,  D is the diagonal divisor built from 
q X B  q for all q E Eb. 

We then define the Fourier-Mukai transform as before as a functor 

v = F M ( V )  3 x,(ii*V B P ) .  (95) 

As in the T 2  case, technically there are issues in defining the right push- 
forward x+ and the transform really only acts on derived categories of 
sheaves, but these subtleties will not concern us here. 
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In general FM is just a map between holomorphic sheaves which we 
can think of as T-duality acting on a set of D-branes. What we really want 
is the requirement that V is poly-stable. On T 2  this implied that v was 
just the sheaf corresponding to n points on F2.  The real question is what 
is the constraint on 

Fibrewise the answer is clear. We know that if VIE, is again just a set of 
n points, then must be stable. Extending this smoothly over the base 
we see that a fibrewise stable V is equivalent to giving how the n points 
on E b  vary as one moves around the base B. Globally they must define a 
complex surface C which is an n-fold cover of B as shown in Fig. 9. 

now if V is stable? 

- 
X X 

Figure 9. The Fcurier-Mukai T-duality transform 

Physically the surface C represents a DCbrane. This is reasonable 
since we recall that in the T 2  case, our original bundle corresponded to 
a set of D2-branes and was T-dual to a set of DO-branes. Now on our six- 
dimensional space X, the original bundle is a set of n D6-branes wrapping 
X, and taking T-duality in the fibre directions gives a set of n Dbbranes. 
In fact, generically, one actually gets, rather than a set of branes, a single 
D4-brane wrapping C which is an n-fold cover of the base. For a single D4- 
brane there will also a line-bundle N on C describing the U(1) gauge fields 
(and in general describing embedded D2- and DO-brane charge). There is 
an inclusion map 

i c : C + X  (96) 

describing the embedding of C in X. We can try and use this map to push 
the bundle on C into an object on X. As for the DO-branes in the T2 
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example, the resulting object ic,N is a actually a sheaf supported on C 
with the restriction ic*Nlc = N. Formally we have 

= ic*N. (97) 

Thus is appears that to describe a fibrewise stable bundle V, the dual 
data is a DCbrane. That is 

(1) a divisor C of x 2 X which is an n-fold cover of the base B ,  known 

(2) a line bundle N on C. 
as the spectral cover, 

This pair (C,N) is known as the spectral data. 
As stands, though, we are not quite done. While V is fibrewise stable 

it is not clear that it is stable as a bundle on X .  Essentially we are only 
solving the restriction of the HYM equations. Here though there is a very 
useful result which is at the heart of the spectral cover c o n ~ t r u c t i o n
Provided we choose the Kahler metric on X suitably, fibrewise stability is 
sufficient. The point is to ensure that the dominant contribution to the 
slope (33) comes from the slope on the fibre. This implies that the size of 
the fibre directions must be chosen to be small compared with the size of 
the base. Stability depends in a discrete way on the Kahler form w ,  thus 
this condition is not a limiting condition where the ratio the size of the 
fibre to the size of the base must go to zero, but rather only be smaller that 
some definite number, which in examples is not so small. 

Note that the distinction between poly-stable and stable bundles cor- 
responds to whether the hermitian Yang-Mills field strength is reducible 
or not. This refers to whether, globally, it can be diagonalized into parts 
coming from different subgroups of the full gauge group. More precisely, it 
refers to whether or not the holonomy commutes with more that just the 
center of the group. This can mean that if the bundle is only poly-stable 
then the GUT gauge group may be larger than expected. In the spectral 
cover picture it exactly corresponds to the question of whether the spectral 
cover C is a single surface or decomposes into more than on surface. Thus 
strictly one must check whether, given a particular set of spectral data, 
C is a single surface or a sum of surfaces. This will actually lead to an 
additional condition on the class of C, first derived in the context of toric 
manifolds X by Berglund and Mayer’l and also discussed by R a j e ~

Finally then, we have a definite procedure for constructing stable holo- 
morphic bundles V on a large class of Calabi-Yau manifolds X .  
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7.2. The spectral data and Chern classes 

To complete our construction we need to calculate the Chern classes of V 
in terms of the spectral data (C, N) and in order to see if we can satisfy the 
conditions given in Sec. 4.3. From the Fourier-Mukai transform we have, 
for the Chern character, 

chV = ch(r,(ii*ic,N @ P)), (98) 

There are several push-forward and pull-back maps in this expression. How- 
ever, there is a standard procedure for calculating the corresponding Chern 
classes. For pull-backs one integrates the class (as an element in coho- 
mology) over the fibers of the map, while for push-forwards one uses the 
Grothendieck-Riemann-Rock theorem.53 Here we will simply give the re- 
sults. More details can be found, in particular, in the original paper of 
Friedman, Morgan and Witten.4 

Since C is an n-fold cover of the base, in order to have an U(n) gauge 
group, in terms of the classes given in Sec. 6.3, the class [C] of C must be 
given by 

[C] = no + r*q, (99) 

where 7r*v is the pull-back into X of some class in the base B. Since C 
is an actual surface in x, we have the addition condition that v is effective 
on B, that is v 2 0. 

Actually there is a stronger condition on 7. Recall that to ensure that 
the GUT group H really is the commutant of SU(n) and not a larger group 
we must ensure that the spectral cover is a single surface. If instead it splits 
into more that one surface, the bundle is poly-stable, that is of the form 
of a product of U ( n i )  factors with Cni = n,  and the commutant can be 
larger than H .  Now if C is a single analytic surface, its intersection with 
any other single analytic surface must be some actual positive curve (note 
this need not be the case for self-intersections). Consider intersecting C 
with o. From Eq. (83), we have 

[C] . n = o,q - no* cl(B). (100) 

For all our base manifolds cl(B) is an effective class (see for instance Ap- 
pendix J). Thus, clearly a necessary condition51i52 for C not to split is 

v -  nc1(B) 1 0  (101) 

In fact, by considering all such intersections, one can shown that this is 
sufficient. 
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One can then calculate cl(V). One finds 

c1 (V) = ic* (c1 ( N )  + 3 c1 (C)  - $P* c1 ( B ) )  (102) 

p : C + B .  (103) 

(104) 

p * y  = 0 (105) 

where we have introduced the projection map 

Since we want an SU(n)  bundle we require cl(V) = 0. This requires that 

c1 ( N )  = ; c1 (C)  + ;p* c1 ( B )  + 7, 

where y is a class on C with the property that, 

as an element of Hz ( B ,  Z) . 
To understand the generic solution for y and also the form of cl(C) we 

need to known the generic Hz(C,Z)  classes. Clearly we can build curves 
in C by resticting divisors in X to C. In terms of classes this gives us two 
generic types of curve 

‘TIc = s, 7r*& = p * a  (106) 

where a E H2(B,  Z). Of course other classes may also exist, but these are 
the generic cases. The generic solution for y is then given by 

y = X (nS - p * q  + np* cl(B))  (107) 

where X is a rational number, since as a class in X,  using the intersec- 
tions (83), we have 

i c *y  = X(na - 7r*q + n7r* Cl(B)) . [C] 
(108) 

= -Xq .  (7) - nc1(B))F 

so p * y  = 7r,ic*y = 0. Appropriate values for X will emerge shortly. 

Eq. (99), Kx = 0 and cl(C) = -c l (Kc) ,  we find, 
Using the adjunction formulae Eqs. (80) and (84) for C ,  together with 

c1 (C) = nS + p*q.  (109) 

Cl(N) =n( ;+X)s+ ( + - x ) p * q +  ($+nX)p*c1(B) (110) 

Combining the equations (104), (107) and (109) yields 

Essentially, this means that the bundle N is completely determined in 
terms of the elliptic fibration and q. It is important to note, however, that 
there is not always a solution for N. The class Q(N)  must be integral, 
a condition that constrains on the allowed X and 7). Since S and p * a  are 
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distinct classes on C, we cannot choose r] to cancel the S term and, hence, 
the coefficient of S must, by itself, be an integer. This implies that a 
consistent bundle JV will exist if either 

1 
2 
r] = cl(B) + 20, 

n is odd, 

n is even, 

X = m + -, 
X = m, 

where m is an integer and a E H2(B, Z). Thus when n is even, we cannot 
choose r] arbitrarily. These conditions are only sufficient for the existence 
of a consistent line bundle but are enough for the example we consider 
in the next section. Note that other ways of ensuring N is integral do exist. 
We could, for example take n = 4, X = and r] = 2 cl(B) = 4a, or n = 5 ,  
X = 

Finally let us give the remaining Chern classes for the SU(n) vector 
bundle V. F'riedman, Morgan and Witten4 first calculated c2(V), while 

1 and r] = 5a. 

and gave c3(V). The results are 

We can now translate the conditions for GUT models with three families 
of matter given in Sec. 4.3 into conditions on our spectral data (C, N ) .  We 
need to find r ] ,  A, such that 

(1) GUT model: We need an SV(n) bundle so cl(V) = 0, implying 

1 
2 

n is odd, X = m + -, 
n is even, X = m, 77 = cl(B) + 2a, 

We also require, so that the spectral cover C does not split and the 
bundle is truly SU(n) ,  the condition 

77 - nc1(B) 2 0. (114) 

(2) Cohomological constraint: We need the net fivebrane charge 
to vanish (51). Given Eq. (88) for cz(TX), Eq. (87) for [W] and 

C u r i o A n d r e a s
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Eq. (112) for c2(V), we have, for [W] to be effective 

R = 12cl(B) - Q 2 0, 

f = c ~ ( B )  + [I1 + (n3 - n)]  c:(B) (115) 
+ (x2 - i) nq . (q  - n c l ( ~ ) )  2 0. 

(3) Three families: Finally we need c3(V) = 6 for three families of 
matter. Given Eq. (112), we have 

X q .  (7) - ncl(B)) = 3. (116) 

7.3. An S U ( 5 )  example 

Let us now look for an explicit example of a bundle where we can solve the 
conditions for anomaly cancellation and three families. This will be similar 
to the examples in Donagi et al..163'7 

We will consider the case where H = SU(5) is our GUT gauge group. 
It then follows from (11) that we must choose the structure group of the 
gauge bundle also to be S U ( 5 ) ,  so 

H = SU(5) ,  G = SU(5), (117) 

and, hence, n = rk(V) = 5. 
Next we take the base B to be a del Pezzo surface 

B = dP3. (118) 

The properties of these surfaces are summarized in Appendix J. In partic- 
ular, there is a basis for Hz(dP8, Z) composed given by 1 and ei, e2 and e3 
where 

1 .  1 = 1, 1 .  ei = 0, e .  2 . e .  3 - - -6.. 23' (119) 

Furthermore we have 

cl(B) = 31 - el - e2 - e3, 

c ~ ( B )  = 6. 

The classes 1 and ei are effective, but there are also other effective classes 
not obtainable as a linear combination of 1 and ei with non-negative integer 
coefficients. In particular, c1 (B) is effective and in addition so are 1 -el -e2, 
1 - e2 - e3 and 1 - e3 - el (see Appendix J). Adding these last three, we 
have 

d = 31 - 2(e1 f e2 + e3) > 0, cl(B) > 0. (121) 
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We now must find spectral data, specified by q and A, such that the 
model building conditions (113)-(116) are satisfied. Since n is odd, condi- 
tion (113) tells us that X = m + for integer m. Let us take 

Since c1 ( B )  and ei are effective, we clearly have q - 5 c1 ( B )  > 0 and so 
condition (114) is satisfied, and C does not split. 

Now we just go ahead and calculate the other conditions. First we find 
that the three family condition (116) is satisfied. Then we find, since d is 
effective, for [W] = a,R + fF, 

R = 7d+ el +6ez + 7e3 > 0, 
(123) f = 112 > 0. 

Thus the cohomological constraint (115) is satisfied. 
Finally we have found an explicit model. It is relatively easy to find a 

range of other solutions both on dP3 and for other surfaces and with other 
gauge groups. In hunting for solutions it soon becomes clear that the most 
difficult constraint is to keep R 2 0 and q - n c1 ( B )  2 0. Given the relation 
that R = 12 c1 ( B )  - q, these really translate into 

nc1(B) I q 5 12Cl(B). (124) 
with n = 3, 4 or 5. This is relatively constraining, in particular, it does not 
seem to be possible to have SU(5) models with dP,. for T > 3. (Note that 
in Donagi et ul.,16917 examples on dP8 and dPg were found. However, in 
fact these violate the lower, no-splitting bound on q.) Finally, note that the 
Enriques surface can never give models with three families.17 The essential 
point is that the canonical bundle KB is a torsion class for the Enriques 
surface: ~ K B  = 0. Then careful analysis of the condition (124) implies the 
only possibility is n is odd and q = K g .  But then c3(V) = 0. 

7.4. HoFaua- Witten braneworlds 

Let us end this section by briefly discussing some of the possible extensions 
of the models discussed here and well as properties of heterotic M-theory 
brane-worlds generally. The list is by no means exhaustive. 

GUT models and low-energy effective theory 

Thus far we have only considered building models with GUT gauge groups. 
Using the techniques discussed here it is quite possible to construct a variety 
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of  model^.'^>^^ There has not been any complete classification of examples, 
considering all possible bases and GUT groups. Nonetheless, given the 
bound (124), there is a finite list of possibilities which could be worked 
through. One definite result, as we have seen, is that no three-family models 
exist with an Enriques base. 

The structure of the low-energy effective theory arising in four- and 
five-dimensions after compactification on X was one of the main topics of 
Burt Ovrut's lectures.' I will not expand on it here other than the very 
broad summary that, a t  least in four dimensions the effective theory is, 
essentially, the same in the M-theory and weak heterotic limits.13 The only 
new ingredient is the presence of fivebranes, which introduces new moduli 
entering, for instance] the gauge kinetic f ~ n c t i o n s . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Various authors have 
investigated supersymmetry breaking via gaugino condensation in the Eg 
groups,57 and again in the four-dimensional theory the breaking mechanism 
is just as in the weak limit. 

SU(3)  x SU(2)  x U(1) models 

The next step is obviously to construct models with the standard model 
gauge group. Although originally considered in a heterotic M-theory con- 
text, any constructions are equally applicable to the weak heterotic string. 
Models have been built13 following a very standard approach of starting 
with a GUT theory and then breaking the GUT group with a Wilson 
line.14 For example, given an S U ( 5 )  GUT group, a Wilson line of the form 
gr = diag( l , l ,  1, -1, -1) is invariant only under SU(3)  x SU(2)  x U(1) c 
SU(5) ,  and so breaks to the standard model. As we discuss in Appendix 
A, this requires xl(X) # 0. In particular, since gr generates ZZ we need 
Z 2  c x1 (X). Unfortunately, one can show that all elliptically fibred Calabi- 
Yau threefolds are simply connected (except for those with an Enriques 
base, but these cannot give three families of matter). Thus is appears that 
the Fourier-Mukai construction cannot be used. 

one looks for elliptically fibered threefolds 
2 which admit a ZZ involution with no fixed points. This is a map T which 
maps 2 to itself, which squares to the identity and has no points on Z 
such that ~ ( p )  = p .  One can then form the quotient manifold X = Z/T 
formed by identifying p with ~ ( p ) .  If rl(2) = 0 then xl(X) = ZZ. (A good 
example is S2 under the antipodal map.) If we have a bundle VZ on X 
which is invariant under T ,  then it descends to a bundle on X .  

Thus the problem now becomes one of identifying elliptically fibred 

The solution is an old o n e ;
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Calabi-Yau manifolds 2 which admit such involutions and also the con- 
ditions on the spectral data on Z for Vz to be invariant r. For r to be 
fixed point free, one finds that the section u cannot map to itself, instead 2 
must admit a second section C such that r(u) = <. This means the elliptic 
fibration must specialize. For general bases, one can find many examples 
of spectral data which at least leads to VZ with invariant Chern classes.18 
However, this is not sufficient for VZ to be invariant. To ensure the bundle 
itself is invariant one needs to know the explicit action of the Fourier-Mukai 
transform, on sheaves themselves rather than just the classes. This requires 
going to a very specific Calabi-Yau threefold which is a double elliptic fi- 
bration, that is as a fibre product B xepl B’ where B and B’ are each 
elliptic fibrations over the same base CP1. After a certain amount of work 
(one has to construct VZ as a sort of twisted product, or extension of two 
simpler bundles) one finds a large class of m0de1s.l~ 

Recently, this procedure has been extended5’y6’ to the 2 2  x 2 2  Wilson 
lines which can be used to break SO(10) GUT groups to the standard 
model together with an additional U ( ~ ) B - L  symmetry which can be useful 
for suppressing nucleon decay.58>38 These papers also raise an additional 
distinction, that between invariant and equivariant bundles. It is strictly 
only the more constrained equivariant bundles which descend to X = Z/r .  
Invariant bundles descend to twisted objects, where the twisting is related 
to a closed two-form. This is natural in a D-brane picture since it translates 
into the Neveu-Schwarz two-form BMN which is known to couple to the 
brane (see for instance Eq. (59)). The meaning of the twisting in the 
heterotic context remains open. Again though, many invariant models can 
be found. 

Fivebranes, small instantons and non-perturbative potentials 

There are a number of interesting phenomena which are characteristic only 
of heterotic M-theory models. First as we have mentioned is the presence 
of M5-branes. These give a number of new moduli and the moduli spaces 
of the branes can be calculated.61 In general these can be quite complicated 
with branching points corresponding to degenerate configurations where ex- 
tra light degrees of freedom can appear. One such degeneration is where a 
fivebrane touches one of the fixed planes. It is then possible to have a small 
instanton transition26 where the brane becomes absorbed into the fixed 
plane, its magnetic charge being taken up by a new contribution to c2(&). 
Such transitions are particularly interesting because they can change the 
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c3(&) index. In other words, the number of light families can change dy- 
namically. Using the Fourier-Mukai construction, these transitions can be 
followed explicitly. 

Another aspect of interest is that one expects that non-perturbative 
corrections may lift the moduli space massless deformations of the com- 
pactification, thus making some vacua unstable. In M-theory the non- 
perturbative contributions come from wrapped membranes and fivebranes 
and there has been some effort to calculate their contribution both for bulk 
and gauge field moduli.62 Their effects are described by a super-potential, 
and the contributions are related to summing over holomorphic curves in 
X. 

In a bigger picture, the M-theory vacua we have been describing are 
just one corner of a large moduli space of N = 1, d = 4 compactifi- 
cations. Other corners are the weak heterotic string, F-theory and type 
I1 intersecting brane backgrounds. By concentrating on elliptically fibred 
Calabi-Yau manifolds we keep a duality to F-theory as well as the weak 
heterotic limit. A more general goal is to understand this moduli space of 
compactifications more globally, taking information from different limits. 
We already in the M-theory picture see a very rich structure of transitions 
and branches in moduli space. A very different point, brought out in the 
constructions we have described here is the connection between supersym- 
metric D-branes and sheafs, and in particular the realization of T-duality 
simply as a manifest symmetry of the space of sheafs (or more generally 
derived categories). Clearly there remains much to do both in understand- 
ing the phenomomenological details of these models and in elucidating the 
structural underpinnings of the dualities. 
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Appendix A. Holonomy 

Steve Gubser has given a very nice introduction to supersymmetry and 
special holonomy as separate set of lectures a t  this school.49 Here we will 
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just recap some basic d e f i n i t i o n ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~  which will be helpful when discussing 
Calabi-Yau manifolds and supersymmetric gauge field configurations. 

The notion of holonomy can be applied to any vector bundle E over a 
d-dimensional manifold X given a connection D = d + w .  The fibre Ep at a 
given point is a n-dimensional real or complex vector space. (Note if Ep is 
complex, it is more usual in the physics literature to write the connection 
as w = iA.) Our prime example is where E is the tangent bundle T X  and 
D is the Levi-Civita connection V. 

Once one has a connection, one can define parallel transport of a vector 
v along a curve y ( t )  in X ,  by requiring that variation of u along y vanishes, 
that is D+(t)u = 0. If we parallel transport around a closed loop, the vector 
in general does not come back to itself. We then say that the manifold has 
non-trivial holonomy. The classic example is transporting a vector in T S 2  
around an octant of the surface of a two-sphere S2 as shown in Fig. 10, in 
which case the vector comes back to the starting point p rotated through 
a right angle. 

Figure 10. Holonomy on S2 

In general for a real vector bundle, a vector u comes back to itself up 
to a GL(n,R)-rotation gr. (For a complex bundle we just replace R with 
C here and in the following.) We can write the transformation as 

(-4.1) v ' = g , v = P e  s w  7 u 

where P represents the path-ordered exponential. Combining the rotations 
coming from different loops all starting and ending at the same point p ,  we 
generate the holonomy group 

Hol(E,D) = {gr : y is a loop based at p }  C GL(n,R) .  ( A 4  

It is easy to see that the group is independent of the choice of base point 
p .  (The representations of the holonomy group at different points are con- 
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jugates of each other, where the conjugating element is built from parallel 
transport along a path joining the two points.) 

If D is Levi-Civita connection on a &dimensional Riemannian manifold, 
then we have the additional structure of a matrix g. This gives a inner 
product on the vectors v which is preserved under parallel transport. This 
implies that gr E O(d).  We write in this special case 

Hol(X) = Hol(TX, V) O(d).  (-4.3) 

More generally if actually the vector bundle E = p(V)  is the representation 
of some gauge group G on a vector space V and D is a G-connection then 
Hol(E, D) C_ G (and is realized in the representation p ) .  

If X is not simply connected that there two parts to the holonomy. First 
there is the restricted holonomy group Holo(E, D) built out of loops which 
are contractible. This is a measure of the curvature of the connection. In 
fact, the curvature can be defined as the holonomy around an infinitesimal 
loop. 

Even if the curvature vanishes there can still be non-trivial holonomy 
around non-contractible loops. In this case, the holonomy only depends on 
the homotopy class of the loop. Physically, these elements in Hol(E, D) are 
Wilson lines. (Recall that two loops are homotopic if one can be continu- 
ously deformed into the other. Set of homotopy classes forms a group 7r1 (X) 
known as the fundamental group of X.) In general, even if the curvature 
does not vanish we have a homorphism W describing the set of Wilson lines 

w : 7rl(x) --+ HO~(E, D ) / H o ~ O ( E ,  D). (A.4) 

Since 7r,(X) is countable, the set of Wilson lines Hol(E, D)/Holo(E, D)  is 
also some countable. We also see that Holo(E, D) is the connected compo- 
nent of Hol(E, D) containing the identity. 

Appendix B. G-structures and special holonomy 

Let us concentrate on the holonomy in the tangent space Hol(TX, D). It 
is natural to ask what possible holonomy groups can appear. A completely 
generic connection on TX gives Hol(TX, D) = GL(d,R) .  If we have a 
metric g and Dg = 0, then the norm of any vector v is constant and so 
Hol(TX, D) C O(n)  c GL(n,R) .  Furthermore, there is a unique connec- 
tion, the Levi-Civita connection V which has Vg = 0 and has vanishing 
t ~ r s i o n . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  The torsion T is defined by 

DADBf - DBDAf = -TC,mDcf, (B.1) 
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for any function f on X .  
Mathematically, we say that the metric g is an invariant tensor (under 

O(n)  C GL(n,R)) and defines a G-structure on X, where here G is O(n).  
A connection D such that Dg = 0 is said to be compatible with the G- 
structure, and necessarily has Hol(TX, D )  G G. The existence of V means 
there is no obstruction to finding a compatible torsion-free connection. 

The point about G-structures is that they imply that transition func- 
tions for the tangent bundle are actually elements of G c GL(n,R). More 
formally, the frame bundle F of TX is a bundle built from set of all frames 
(e l , .  . . , ed) for TX, at each point p in X .  It is a GL(n, R) principle bundle 
since the fibre is just copy of GL(n, R). We then define64@y67 

a G-structure is a principle sub-bundle P of F with fibre G. 

In the example of O(n)  it is the set of orthonormal frames. Typically, we 
find 

(1) a G-structure is equivalent to a set of globally defined, nowhere 
vanishing G-invariant tensors {Ei}; 

(2) given a G-structure, all tensors can be decomposed into G c 
GL(n, R) representations; 

(3) if D is compatible with the G-structure, that is DEi = 0, then 
Hol(TX, D )  C G; 

(4) manifolds with a G-structure always admit some compatible connec- 
tion D ,  but in general there is an obstruction, known as the intrinsic 
torsion, to admitting a torsion-free, compatible connection. 

For instance, for O(n) the metric g is a globally defined O(n)  invariant 
tensor. If we also have the volume form as well of the metric, then we 
have a SO(n)-structure. Unlike the O(n) case, in general, not all manifolds 
admit a G-structure: it is a topological constraint that TX can actually 
be patched with G-valued transition functions. For instance for an SO(n)- 
structure the manifold must be orientable. Furthermore, even if X admits a 
G-structure it may not admit a torsion-free connection D compatible with 
the structure. 

A classic example of this formalism is an almost complex structure on 
a 2n-dimensional manifold X. This is a tensor J A ~  such that JAcJCB = 
d A ~ .  It is invariant under local GL(n,@) transformations so defines a 
GL(n, @)-structure. In general, not all manifolds admit an almost complex 
structure. The existence of J allows tensors to be decomposed in GL(n, @) 
representations, defined by projecting with i ( d A ~  f iJAB). As a further 
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restriction, X admits a complex structure only if there is a torsion free 
connection D compatible with J .  This requires the integrability condition 
that the obstruction, measured by the Nijenhuis tensor, 

vanishes. Then X is a complex manifold and we can introduce complex co- 
ordinates. Again not all manifolds which admit almost complex structures 
also admit complex structures. 

Of particular interest are the cases where G c O(d).  We then necessarily 
have a metric g and hence the natural Levi-Civita connection V. From 
what we have said so far, we see that64 

X has special holonomy, Hol(X) c O(d), if and only if it admits 
a G-structure with G c O(n)  which is compatible with V,  that is 
with V Z i  = 0. 

This is equivalent to simply saying that the manifold admits a G-structure 
with a compatible torsion-free connection (which is then, necessarily V). 

What possible special holonomy groups can appear? This has been 
answered in a theorem due to Berger and S i m ~ n s . ~ ~ > ~ '  First we have two 
results, the second a theorem due to de %am, which allow us to restrict 
the form of X: 

(1) If X is not-simply connected, we consider the covering space X .  
Then Hol(2) = Holo(X). Thus we determine the allowed special 
holonomy up to the discrete part Hol(X)/ Holo(X), due to the Wil- 
son lines, which depends on T ~ ( X ) .  

(2) If Hol(X) for a simply connected X is reducible (sum of two groups) 
then the manifold is metrically a product. 

This means we can consider only simply connected X with non-reducible 
Hol(X). One simple class of special holonomy manifolds with Hol(X) = H 
are the symmetric spaces GIH,  where H C G are Lie groups. The theorem 
then states that special holonomy manifolds are symmetric spaces or one of 
the seven possibilities listed in Table 1. The proof depends partly on some 
representation theory on what G-structures are possible, and then some 
results about the symmetry properties of the Riemann curvature tensor. 
That examples of G2 and Spin(7) holonomy existed was only demonstrated 
relatively recently.64 Note the invariant tensors are all real degree-p forms, 
written as &,, satisfying certain algebraic conditions, except for the metric 
g and the complex structure J mentioned above and 0, which is complex. 
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Table 1. Special holonomy and supersymmetry 

dimension space X Hol(TX) (2) fraction of susy 
d generic SO(d) 9 none 
d = 2n Kahler Wn) w2, J none 

d = 4n quaternionic Sp(1) x Sp(n)/Zz (q;) none 

d = 8  Cayley Spin (7)  *4 1/16 

d = 2n Calabi-Yau SU(n) w2: a, 112-1 

d = 4n hyper-Kahler Sp(n) w2 1/2n 
d = 7  Joyce G2 43 118 

The forms u$ are a triplet of two forms. On a quaternionic manifold the 
three-vector of two forms (wg) is invariant only up to an SO(3) rotation on 
the i index. Strictly, the theorem tells us not only what the holonomy is but 
also in what representation of G it is realized (namely the d-dimensional 
one). 

For physics applications, the key point is that supersymmetry is equiv- 
alent to special holonomy. A space is supersymmetric if it has a global 
solution to the Killing spinor equation 

This implies we have a invariant spinor q defining a G c Spin(d) structure 
which is compatible with V. In other words we have special holonomy. 
Not all the groups in Table 1 can appear as groups which leave a spinor 
invariant. In fact the only possibilities are SU(n) ,  Sp(n),  Gz and Spin(7). 
The corresponding fractions of preserved supersymmetry are shown in the 
table. 

Note that all the supersymmetric manifolds are Ricci flat. From the 
Killing spinor equation we have 

['CIA, V B ] V  = RABGDYCDV ' 0 (B.4) 

Acting with R A ~ y E B  and given the symmetries of the Riemann tensor 
then gives RABRAB = 0 and hence RAB = 0. (Note on a manifold with 
Lorentzian signature one cannot make this final step.) 

Given a Killing spinor one can construct, using the gamma matrices, 
the invariant forms Ei in the form of spinor b i l i n e a r ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  For instance, for 
SU(n), we can define the two 

WMN = -ijiYMNq Kahler form, 
(B.5) 

R M ~  ... M ,  = fjC-y~l ...M, 7 complex holomorphic n-form, 

f o r m s
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where r]' is the conjugate spinor. The forms satisfy algebraic relations66 

where wn is the wedge product of w with itself n times. The two-form w is 
left invariant by Sp(n, R) c GL(2n, R) and R by SL(n, C )  c GL(n, R). The 
common subgroup is SU(n) .  Thus, in fact, the existence of w and R imply 
the gauge group of the bundle is SU(n)  and hence determine a metric. The 
integrability conditions Vw = VR = 0, implied by V A ~  = 0 are equivalent 
to 

dw = dR = 0. 03.7) 

This is a characteristic result of supersymmetric structures. All the inte- 
grability conditions can be written as dEi = 0. 

As a final comment, we note that the G-structure formulation provides 
a useful way of characterizing supersymmetric backgrounds with flux. 70,66 

Then the supersymmetry condition generalizes to an expression DAV = 0 
where DA is a generalized derivative involving the flux. (See for instance 
Eq. (13).) The existence of r] implies we still have a G c Spin(d) structure, 
with G one of SU(n) ,  Sp(n),  Gz or Spin(7), but it is no longer integrable. 
The obstruction to integrability, the intrinsic torsion, is measured by ( D A  - 
V A ) ~  = -VA~]. By construction it is given in terms of the flux. Thus we 
can characterize X, not as special holonomy manifold (which has vanishing 
intrinsic torsion) , but as a manifold with G-structure and intrinsic torsion 
given by the flux. Since dEi measures the integrability, the intrinsic torsion 
conditions can be written as dEi N flux. 

Appendix C. de Rham and Dolbeault cohomology 

Let us very briefly recall the definitions of de Rham and Dolbeault coho- 
mology. On a differentiable &dimensional manifold X we have the exterior 
derivative operator d taking pforms w, to (p+  1)-forms wp+l, with d2 = 0. 
We define the de Rham cohomology groups H P ( X ,  R) as the space of closed 
forms dw, = 0 modulo exact forms w, N w; + dp,-l, so 

{w, : dw, = 0} HP(X,R) = 
{aP : = dpp-l}' 

The set of all groups H * ( X , R )  = Bi H i ( X , R )  has a ring structure under 
the wedge product (since the wedge product of two closed or exact forms 
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is itself closed or exact). The dimensions b, of Hp(X,JR) are known as the 
Betti numbers. 

Given an orientation on X ,  there is a natural inner product between 
elements of H P ( X ,  R) and H d P P ( X ,  R) given by (w,, ~ d - ~ )  = s, wp A W d - p .  

This then gives an identification known as Poincare‘ duality that 

H P ( X ,  R) and Hd-p(X ,  R) are dual vector spaces, (C.2) 

SO b, = bn-p. 
Given a metric g ,  we can define harmonic forms y on X ,  satisfying 

dy = d * y = 0. The Hodge decomposition theorem then states that there 
is unique harmonic representative for each element in HP(X,  R). Poincark 
duality is then realized as the natural isomorphism of the Hodge star oper- 
ation on harmonic forms y -+ *y. 

On a complex manifold of dimension 2n we can introduce complex coor- 
dinates za and the conjugates E 6 .  This means the exterior derivative splits 
into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic pieces d = d + a with 6’ = 8’ = 0. 
Similarly we can decomposed complexpforms under GL(n, C )  as ( p ,  q)-type 
forms where 

Since 8’ = 0 we can define the Dolbeault cohomomology in analogy to the 
de Rham cohomology 

The dimensions h P i Q  of Hpiq(X) are the Hodge numbers. As above one 
can define harmonic forms 8wP>q = 8 * w p ~ q  = 0 and there is a Hodge 
decomposition theorem implying that there is a unique harmonic form for 
each class in HPiQ(X). Poincark duality implies h P i Q  = hn-P,n-q.  

If the manifold is Kahler (see Sec. 3.1 and Appendix B) the two Lapla- 
cians built from d and 8 agree and we get a number of further relations. 
First HPiq(X) = Hq>p(X) so hP>q = hqJ’. Second there is a decomposition 

so that b, = Cp+q=r hpyq and HpvQ(X) is a refinement of H T ( X ,  C). (Here 
H‘(X, C) is just H‘(X, J R )  but with complex pforms.) Note when p = q we 
can define real ( p ,  q)-forms and there is a real group H’p(X,JR) n HpJ’(X). 
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Appendix D. Homology of cycles 

The natural duals of the de Rham cohomology groups are homology groups 
of cycles on an oriented manifold X .  We define a p-dimensional cycle C, 
as a sum 

where Cf) are closed pdimensional smooth oriented submanifolds of X .  
This implies that C, has no boundary dC, = 0. The coefficients ai may 
be in Z, Q, R or C depending on what we are interested. In general we 
write ai E IF. Note the boundary of a boundary is zero, that is d2 = 0. 
We then define homology groups as the group of cycles modulo the set of 
boundaries, that is cycles of the form A, = dB,+1. In other words we 
identify C, N CL + dB,+I and define 

The set of all groups H,(X,IF) = @,Hp(X,IF) has a ring structure under 
intersection of cycles. (Intersection, just means you take the cycle built out 
of the common sub-manifolds between each combination of the Cf’ and 
C’r) defining the original cycles, with coefficient f a &  where the sign is 
fixed by the orientation.) Given some closed cycle C,, the corresponding 
homology class is written as [C,]. 

There is a natural inner product between elements of H p ( X ,  R) and the 
de Rham group H p ( X ,  R) given by 

4c,> U P >  = s,, w,, (D.3) 

where .rr(C,, w,) is called a period. This product is non-degenerate and so 

H p ( X , R )  and H p ( X , R )  are dual vector spaces. (D.4) 
Since H d - p ( X , R )  and H p ( X , R )  are both dual to H P ( X , R )  we can 

identify elements W d - p  and c, of each by 

for all 4 E HP(X,R) .  This naturally defines an isomorphism (Poincark 
duality) 

H,(X, R) E H d - y X ,  R). (D.6) 
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which is used throughout the lectures. 
Note this also allows us to  define a integer cohomology HP(X,  Z) as the 

image of the integer homology H p ( X , Z ) .  There is a subtlety here, that 
torsion classes, that is cycles where nC is trivial in homology for some 
integer n are lost in the isomorphism (D.6) since their integrals against q5 
are always zero. 

Appendix E. Alegebraic and effective classes 

It would be nice to be able to have a notion of homology groups to the 
complex case, in analogy to the relation between H T ( X , R )  and HPyQ(X), 
to find some refinement of H,(X,  IF). 

This is a 
sum as (D.l) above but now each component Ci is a closed analytic sub- 
manifold. That is 

The natural object to  consider is a analytic cycle Cap. 

C!$ is defined by the vanishing of n - p  (and no fewer) holomorphic 
functions. 

In particular if C2p is an analytic cycle then 

(1) components Ct)  are called a holomorphic curues, 
(2) components Cii) are called a holomorphic surfaces, and 
(3) a cycle Czn-2 is called a divisor. 

We define the algebraic homology group:71 

H2p(X,  Z)alg H z p ( X ,  Z) is homology group of analytic cycles Cz,. 

For a generic complex manifold this may be empty even if H p ( X ,  Z) is not: 
there may be non-trivial cycles but none of them are analytic. 

By considering the identification (D.5), it is easy to see that 
H2p(X,  Z)alg c H n - P , n - P  ( X )  n H2"-2J'(X, Z). (Here we are ignoring tor- 
sion classes.) What would be nice is the much stronger statement that 
every element of H n - P i n - P  ( X )  n H2n-2p)(X, Z) has a representative which 
is a analytic cycle. This is the famous Hodge conjecture, 

Hodge conjecture: H2p(X,  Z)alg 2 Hn-p7n-p  (x )  n H ~ " - ~ ~ ( x ,  Z) 
(again ignoring torsion classes). For divisors p = n - 1 and, by Poincare 
duality, curves, p = 1, the conjecture has been proven to be true and is 
known as the Lefschetz theorem. For general p proving the conjecture is an 
unsolved problem. 
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On a Calabi-Yau threefold we only have divisors and curves and hence 
this means we can make the identification. Furthermore, we also have 
h2io = h311 = 0 so all elements in H2P(X,  Z) are of type (p,p). This implies 
H2p(X,  Z)alg = H Z ~ - ~ ~ ( X ,  Z). One has the following picture. Consider 
the divisors. In general, the image of H 2 ( X , Z )  is a lattice of points in 
H 2 ( X , R ) .  Choosing a complex structure on X corresponds to fixing an 
hlll-dimensional subspace within H 2 ( X ,  R) describing the space H1>' ( X ) .  
Generically, no lattice points will intersect the subspace and so there are 
no algebraic classes on X .  The exception is when h2yo = 0, which is the 
case for all Calabi-Yau manifolds. Then the subspace is the whole space 
H 2 ( X ,  R) so all classes in H 2 ( X ,  Z) are algebraic. Thus in this case, we can 
make the identification 

H2p(X,  Q a l g  = H z P ( X ,  Z) on a Calabi-Yau threefold 

The same applies to any complex two-fold with h2yo = 0. 
Finally, we will need a couple more definitions. 

A analytic cycle is reducible if it can be written as the union of 
two analytic sub-manifolds. A class in H2p(X,  R)alg is irreducible if 
it has an irreducible representative. Note that there may be other 
analytic subspaces in the class which are reducible, but the class is 
irreducible if there is at least one irreducible representative. 
A class is effective if it can be written as the sum of irreducible 
classes with positive integer coefficients. 

The collection of all effective classes of curves forms a cone in H 2 ( X ,  Z)alg 
known as the Mori cone. The Mori cone can be shown to be linearly 
generated by a set of effective classes. This set includes the effective basis 
of H2(X,Z),lg but is, in general, larger. The Mori cone can be finitely 
generated, as for del Pezzo surfaces, or infinitely generated, as for dPg 
(see Appendix J). 

Appendix F. Calibrations 

Having defined cohomology and homology we can now define the notion of 
a calibrated c y ~ l e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Suppose we have some p-form E on a Rie- 
mannian manifold such that, if E is an oriented p-dimensional tangent plane 
at  any point p E X ,  we have 
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where vol is the volume form on X .  We then call E a calibration. We note 
that 

all the forms Zi defining G-structures are calibrations. 

Given a cycle C,, we say it is calibrated if 

calibrated cycle: SITzcp = vollTzc, Vx E C, 

If CL is another cycle in the same homology class we have 

1 vol = s,, Z = s,, 2 5 s,, vol, P . 3 )  
C P  

and we get the main result that a calibrated cycle has minimum volume in 
its homology class. 

In string theory, we define a supersymmetric cycle as a cycle in a su- 
persymmetric manifold X on which a brane can wrap without breaking 
supersymmetry. As we saw in the case of M5-branes in Sec. 3.3, this re- 
duces to a condition (37) of the form of a projector on the Killing spinor 
q giving zero. Using the fact73 that for a supersymmetric manifold X,  the 
forms Si can be written as bi-linears in q,69 one finds that 

supersymmetric cycles H cycles calibrated by 22 . 

As specific example, consider the M5-brane wrapping a two-cycle W in 
a Calabi-Yau manifold X ,  as described in Sec. 3.3. The relevant two- 
form calibration is w and one can see that the last condition in Eq. (39) is 
equivalent to the calibrated cycle condition (F.2). From the discussion in 
Sec. 3.3, we saw that W was actually a holomorphic curve. Thus it defined 
an element in H2(X ,  Z)alg. Given the Lefschetz theorem, we then see that 
holomorphic curves are the minimum volume cycles in H2 (X, Z). 

Given the list of supersymmetric manifolds in Table 1 one finds the 
possible  calibration^^^ given in Table 2. For the hyper-Kahler calibrations 

Table 2. Supersymmetry and special holonomy 

X Hol(TX) calibration cycle C, P 
Calabi-Yau SU[n)  & / k !  holomorphic 2k 

Re(eie 0) 

w n / n !  + Re(eieO) complex lagrangian 
1 hyper-Kahler Gz Sp(n )  ‘ ’ ; i l k !  z Z n k y i a n  1 

coassociative 
Joyce associative 

Cayley Spin (7) Cayley 
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we have 0 = wl/2 ,  which is independent of i, while w is a unit linear 
combination of the wi and R is the corresponding holomorphic 2n-form 
where X is viewed as a Calabi-Yau manifold. For the Calabi-Yau and 
hyper-Kahler cases there are also additional calibrations which come from 
viewing a hyper-Kahler manifold as a special case of Calabi-Yau manifold, 
or for d = 8 a Calabi-Yau manifold as a special case of a Cayley manifold. 

Appendix G. Line bundles and divisors 

Recall that on a complex vector bundle E 5 X of rank r each fibre 
7r-l (x) over z E X is a copy of C'. Over each patch U c X we have a local 
isomorphism 

$u : Elu + u x Cn. (G.1) 
For a complex bundle the transition functions guv on the overlap of two 
patches U n V live in GL(r, C),  that is 

In addition, we have the usual consistency requirements on the patching 
that guv * gvu = guv * g v w  * gwu = id. 

A holomorphic bundle is defined over a complex manifold X and is a 
complex vector bundle such that 

guv are holomorphic functions on X 

Such objects are important because the total space E is then a complex 
manifold. Since the transitions functions are holomorphic it is consistent to 
define holomorphic (or meromorphice) sections s as holomorphic (meromor- 
phic) maps s : U + E .  See also Sec. 3.2 for more details on holomorphic 
bundles. 

A classic example of a holomorphic bundle comes from the tangent 
bundle TX of a 2n-dimensional complex manifold. In complex coordinates 
za  and Z6 we can write a complex vector v as 

If T X ,  is the complex bundle spanned by a / d z a  then the complexified 
tangent space T c X  (space of complex-valued vector fields) decomposes as 

T c X  = T X ,  + TX,. 
eA meromorphic function is just the ratio h = f /g of two holomorphic functions, and so 
is allowed to have poles. 
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The bundle TX, is a holomorphic vector bundle since the coordinates z a  
patch holomorphically on a complex manifold X .  

A line bundle L is a rank-one holomorphic vector bundle, that is, with 
a one-dimensional fibre 7r-l (x) = C. Consequently the transition functions 
~ U V  are just non-zero holomorphic functions on U n V. A holomorphic 
(or meromorphic) section of a line bundle is a holomorphic (meromorphic) 
function su on each patch U ,  with the patching su = guvsv. 

There is a very useful correspondence between line bundles and divisors. 
Recall that a divisor D is analytic (2n - 2)-cycle of the form (D.1). By 
definition, each component C$2-.2 is defined locally on a patch U by the 
vanishing of a single holomorphic function fu. More generally, we can define 
the whole divisor D by local meromorphic functions hu, which have a zero of 
order ai (if ai > 0) or a pole of order ai (if ai < 0) on Ct2-2. This is shown 
in Fig. 11. Between patches the functions must be related by hu = guvhv 
for some non-zero holomorphic function guv on U n V. But this is just the 
definition of a meromorphic section of some line bundle L,  with transition 
functions guv = hu/hv.  It is usual to denote the corresponding line bundle 
by O(D) .  Conversely, any meromorphic section s of a line bundle L defines 
a divisor simply by taking hu = su on each patch. We get a one-to-one 
correspondence 

divisor D e meromorphic section of a line bundle L = O(D) (G.5) 

(Note, we could equally well define D by functions h’, = fuhu  where 
fu are non-zero holomorphic functions, but just corresponds to a different 
trivialization of the same line bundle.) 

\ / 

Figure 11. Divisor
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In general, many different divisors define the same line bundle and also 
there are line bundles with no meromorphic sections and hence no cor- 
responding divisor. Finally, note that an effective divisor, where all the 
ai > 0, corresponds to a holomorphic section of the line bundle O(D).  

Appendix H. Chern classes 

We will mention two ways to define the Chern classes of a complex vector 
bundle E.  The first is in terms of sections. From our discussion of line 
bundles L and divisors, we noted that meromorphic sections of L correspond 
to divisors. Furthermore it turns out that the divisors corresponding to any 
two sections of the same line bundle are in the same homology class. Thus 
it is natural to define for any line bundle with a meromorphic section 

where D is the divisor corresponding to some meromorphic section s of L,  
and [D]  represents the corresponding homology class. In fact, this definition 
generalizes to complex line bundles (dropping the holomorphic condition), 
in which case D is just defined as the cycle defined by the zeros of a general 
section of L,  the so called “degeneracy cycle”. 

More generally, for rank n complex vector bundles E one can define a 
set of Chern classes 

where DrPp+l is the degeneracy cycle given by the set of points where of 
(r - p + 1) generic sections become linearly dependent (with a sign fixed by 
the orientation of the sections in the C‘-fibre). We have cp(E) E H d - 2
because, at a given point x E X ,  the condition is that (r  - p + 1) vectors 
in the Cr fibre are linear dependent, which generically corresponds to p 
complex conditions. This is 2p real conditions over X ,  which should define 
a Cd-2~  cycle. 

Given this definition one finds 

(1) cp(E) = 0 for p > r and co(E) = 1, since (r  + 1) sections sections 

(2) the Whitney sum formula 
are dependent everywhere on X ;  

Ck(E1 69 E2) = c C p ( W  * cq(E2); 
k=p+q 
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(3) for line bundles 

Cl(L1 8 J52) = Cl(L1) + cl(L2); 

(4) for holomorphic bundles on Kahler manifold X we have, under 
Poincar6 duality, 

c ~ ( E )  E HP~P(X)  n H ~ P ( X ,  z), 
and furthermore if X is an algebraic variety (so can be embedded 
in CPm),  we have 

Cp(E)  E H2P(X, Z)aIg. 

The second way to define Chern classes is as Poincar6 dual elements in 
H2P(X, C). One takes the field strength F of a general GL(r, @)-connection 
D = d + iA. We define 

co(E) = 1, 
cl(E)  = & t r F ,  

c2(E) = & ( t r F A F -  t r F A  t r F ) ,  
(H.3) 

. . .  

where it is understood that we really mean the cohomology class of the 
expressions on the right not the forms themselves. These expressions can 
be written more succinctly as 

c(E) = co(E) + . . . + c,(E) = det (id + &) , (H.4) 

where the determinant is taken over the fibre indices, and the expression is 
understood as a (finite) expansion in F ,  with F" corresponding to FA.  . .AF 
n-times. 

The point is that it is relatively easy to show63i71!11 that each of these 
polynomials in F is, first, closed, because of the Bianchi identity, and sec- 
ond, choosing a different connection simply shifts the polynomial by an 
exact form. Then the polynomials as elements in H2p(X,C) are indepen- 
dent of the choice of connection. From this point of view it is much harder 
to see that they are integral classes. The correspondence between these two 
definitions of cp(E) is given by the Gauss-Bonnet formulae.71 

In general, there are other characteristic classes that can be defined for 
vector or principle bundles. In general, any polynomial expression in F 
which is invariant under gauge transformations is closed and defines a class 
in H2p(X, R) independent of the choice of c o n n e ~ t i o n . ~ ~ ) ~ ~  
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For instance on a real rank r vector bundle W one has the analogs of 
the Chern classes known as the Pontrjagin classes p j ( W )  with 2 j  5 r and 
4 j  5 d = dim(X). These are defined by first choosing a metric on on El 
which is always possible, and then taking a O(r)-connection D = d + w 
which preserves the metric. If R is the corresponding field strength then 

p(W) = po(W) + pl(W) + . . . = det (id - g) 
03.5) = l - & t r R A R +  . . . ,  

Since RT = - R these are non-zero only for even powers of R and so p j  (E) E 
H4j(X,Z). 

If we can decompose the complexification of W as Wc = E@E where E 
is a complex vector bundle, then there is a relation between the Pontrjagin 
classes of W and the Chern classes of E. In particular 

(H.6) 
PI ( W )  = c m  - 2c2(E), 
pz(W) = c;(E) - 2cl(E) . c3(E) + 2Cq(E). 

Other classes which commonly appear are most easily defined by con- 
sidering F (or R) diagonalized on each fibre 

F/27r = diag(x1 , . . . , 2,). (H.7) 

We then have63i74 

Chern character ch(E) = x e Z t  = treF’2T 
i 

=r+cl+; (c : : -2c2)+ . . . ,  
Xi  

1 + ecXi 
Todd class td(E) = n 

i 
2 = 1 + ;c1 +&I +c2) + .  . . , 

xi/2 P . 8 )  
A-roof genus A(W) = n 

sinh( xi /2) 
i 

2 
= 1 - &PI 

Xi  
L(W) = n ~ tanh xi 

&(7Pi - ~ P z )  + . . . , 
Hirzebruch L-poly. 

i 

= 1 + + &(-pf  4- 7P2) + .  . . . 
The Chern character has the particular property that ch(ElBE2) = ch(E1). 
ch(E2) and ch(ElBE2) = ch(El)+ch(Ez). All these classes appear in index 
theorems.63 
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Finally we note that for a complex manifold we can always define the 
Chern classes of the holomorphic part of the tangent bundle cP(TXc). (Usu- 
ally this is written just as cp(TX) or cp(X).) In terms of the Riemann tensor 
we have 

Cl(TX) = &R, 
03.9) c2(TX) = & t r R A R +  &RAR, 

where R is the Ricci form RAB = $RABCDJDCl with J the complex 
structure. Recall that on a Calabi-Yau manifold cl(TX) = 0 and hence 
c,(TX) = +l(TX). 

Appendix I. Sheaves 

This section is a brief and somewhat sketchy introduction to sheaves. More 
detail can be found in Griffiths and Harris71 or H a r t ~ h o r n e . ~ ~  There is 
also a very good recent review of the connections between sheaves, derived 
categories and D-branes by S h a r ~ e . ~ ~  

A sheaf is a sort of generalized vector bundle defined by its sections. 
Formally we have 

A sheaf 3 associates to each open set U c X a group of sections 
3 ( U ) 1  and for each pair V c U a restriction map ru,v : 3 ( V )  4 

3P). 
The restriction map, which tells us how to match sections on different 
patches has to satisfy various properties: 

(1) For any W c V c U we have 

ru,w = rv,w . w,v. 
(2) For any U and V and sections u E FU and r E 3 v l  if ru,unv(cr) = 

TV,~"V(IT) then there exists p E 3 ( U  U V )  such that 

ruuv,u(p) = u1 ruuv,v(p) = 7, 

(3) If CJ E 3 ( U  U V )  and 

~uuv,u(u) = ruuv,v(a) = 0 

then u = 0. 

Essentially these just allow one to think of a section o defined over the whole 
space X ,  with a unique restriction " I u  to any given patch. The group of 
sections over a given point p E X is called a stalk. Note the definition is 
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very general. It can also be generalized to define sheaves of rings, sets of 
modules etc instead of groups. We will always be thinking of the sections 
as functions or particular sections of vector bundles. 

Clearly, sections of a vector bundle form a sheaf. We will be most 
interested in holomorphic objects. Given a holomorphic bundle E over XI 
we write 

O x ( E )  = holomorphic sections of E.  

The simplest case is when E is the trivial line bundle. The corresponding 
sheaf, built from holomorphic functions on XI is written Ox and is call the 
structure sheaf of X .  Note given a divisor D we write O x ( D )  for both the 
corresponding line bundle (see Eq. (G.5)) and the corresponding sheaf of 
holomorphic sections of that bundle. Often the subscript X is dropped. In 
general, the nomenclature is that 

locally-free sheaf e~ holomorphic bundle E. 

Vector bundles give sheaves where the dimension of the stalk never 
changes. More generally one could consider, for instance, given a complex 
sub-manifold V ,  the ideal sheaf, 

ZV = holomorphic functions vanishing on V 

Away from V ,  the stalks are just copies of C and the sheaf just looks like 
Ox, however on V the stalk is just a single point. From this point of view, 
we see that a sheaf is like a vector bundle where the dimension of the fibre 
can change. This is shown in Fig. 12. 

IV 

X 

Figure 12. The sheaves Zv and OV 
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Even more radically, we could define a sheaf OV (the structure sheaf of 
V )  by, for each open set U c X, 

holomorphic functions on U n V if U n V # 8 
otherwise 

Over most points in X the stalks of OV are zero, but over V they are @. 
Thus we have a sort of line bundle localized on V .  The most extreme case 
where V ,  a single point p ,  we get the so-called skyscraper sheaf O,, which 
has zero stalk everywhere except at p .  

In general one defines the support of a sheaf 3 

supp(F) = { x  E X : stalk over 2 is not zero}. 

so that, for instance, suppOv = V .  One also defines 

torsion sheaf 3 H supp(.?) is a submanifold of X. 

Thus, a torsion sheaf has stalks which are generically zero. 

Y to X by, for each open set U E X, 
Given a continuous map i : Y -+ X, we can push forward sheaves from 

i * 3 ( U )  = 3(i-l(u)), (1.1) 

defining the group of sections over U as the corresponding group of sections 
over i - l (V) .  Given a vector bundle E on a submanifold V with the em- 
bedding i : V - X, we can take then push-forward the vector bundle to a 
sheaf i,E on X. Clearly, if U n V = 8 then i ,E(U) = 0, since i-’(U) = 8. 
We have supp(i,E) = V and i,E is effectively a vector bundle localized on 
V .  

We can also define maps of sheaves in terms of maps of their sections. 
For instance we have an inclusion map i : ZV 4 OX and also a restriction 
map r : OX --+ OV. In general we have a exact sequence of sheaves 3 i  is a 
set of maps ai 

(1.2) 
ant1 - . - t3n%Fn+l  -+ 3n+...1 

O+Z, f Ox r, Ov 3 0, 

with an+l o an = 0. The maps i and r form a short exact sequence 

(1.3) 

since r o i = 0. As for any short exact sequence, this means that Zv is a 
sub-sheaf of OX and OV is the quotient sheaf OxlZv, that is holomorphic 
functions on X modulo holomorphic functions on X which vanish on V .  
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It will be useful to define two further classes of sheaf. First we have 
coherent sheaves. A coherent sheaf is one that can be realized as a finite 
resolution in terms of vector bundles. This means there is a finite exact 
sequence 

0 -+En -+ En-l -+ . . .  4 Eo -+ .F-+ 0 (1.4) 

where Ei are holomorphic vector bundles. Such a resolution allows us to 
define Chern classes of .F by 

n 

cp(3)  = C(-l)i Cp(Ei). 
i=O 

It can be shown that this is independent of the particular resolution. 
Finally we define a torsion-free coherent sheaf as a coherent sheaf which 

has no torsion sub-sheaves. If vect(X) is the space of holomorphic vector 
bundles on X, coh(X) the space of coherent sheaves, and cohtf(X) the 
space of torsion-free coherent sheaves then 

vect(X) c cohtf(X) c coh(X). (1.6) 

The key point is that for coherent sheaves, since we can define cl(.T) we 
can define the slope of the sheaf as in Eq. (33). hrthermore, if we have a 
torsion-free coherent sheaf we can sensibly define stability, since any sub- 
sheaf is torsion-free and we then don’t have to worry about the slope of 
torsion sub-sheaves. In other words, there is a sensible notion of a super- 
symmetric torsion-free coherent sheaf. 

Appendix J. Properties of del Pezzo surfaces 

A del Pezzo surface is a complex manifold B of complex dimension two the 
canonical bundle Kg of which is negative. This means that the class of the 
dual anticanonical bundle Kjjl has positive intersection with every curve 
in the surface. The del Pezzo surfaces which will concern us in this paper 
are the surfaces dP,. constructed from complex projective space @P2 by 
blowing up r points p l ,  . . . , p r  in general position where r = 0,1, .  . . , 8. We 
will not discuss the process of blowing up in detail, but just recall that it 
is a procedure by which we replace a point in CP2 with a two-sphere CP1. 
The sphere has self-intersection -1 and is called an “exceptional divisor”. 
The homology class of the sphere has only one representative, the sphere 
itself. More details can be found in Griffiths and Harris.71 

We will also consider the rational elliptic surface, which we denote dPg,  
although it is not a del Pezzo surface in the strict sense. It can be obtained 
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as the blow-up of CP2 at nine points which form the complete intersection 
of two cubic curves, and which are otherwise in general position. (If (x, y, z )  
are homogeneous coordinates on CP2,  then the cubic curves are given by a 
pair of homogeneous cubic equations f (5, y, z )  = g(x, y, 2) = 0. As we saw 
for the Weierstrass model in Sec. 6.1, cubic equations generically describe 
two-tori.) For a dPg surface, the anticanonical bundle is no longer positive 
but, rather, it is “nef”, which means that its intersection with every curve on 
the dPg surface is non-negative. In fact, a dPg surface is elliptically fibered 
over CP’ and the elliptic fibers (cubic curves of the form af + bg = 0, 
which all pass though the nine blown up points) are in the anticanonical 
class. This description fails when the nine points are in completely general 
position, which is why we require them to be the complete intersection of 
two cubics. 

Of particular interest is the homology group of curves H2(dP,, Z) on 
the del Pezzo surface. First we note that H2(@P2, Z) = Z. There is just a 
single class 1 corresponding to a line ax + by + cz = 0. Any higher order 
homogeneous equation always has a limit where it factors into a product of 
lines. Thus all curves (divisors) in @P2 have homology classes which are 
just multiples of the “hyperplane” divisor 1. (This is true for any CP.) 
Since a new cycle is created each time a point is blown up, we see that the 
dimension of H2(dP,, Z) is thus b2 = T + 1. Explicitly, we write 1 for the 
class inherited from CP2. The blow-up of the i-th point pi  corresponds to 
an exceptional divisor ei. Hence, for dP,, there are T exceptional divisors e,, 
i = 1, . . . , T .  The curves 1 and ei where i = 1, . . . , T form a basis of homology 
classes. Since h2yo = 0 the Lefschetz theorem relates elements of If1)’ to 
algebraic classes, and we have Hz(dP,, Z) = H2(dP,, .Z)alg. A particularly 
important element of H2(dP,, Z) is the anticanonical class F = - c1 (Kdp,.), 

given by 

Let us consider the intersection numbers of the basis of curves 1 and ei,  
i = 1,. . . , T of H2(dP,, Z). Any two lines in @P2 generically intersect once. 
As we mentioned exceptional divisors have self-intersect -1. Furthermore, 
two exceptional divisors at different points cannot intersect. Finally, a 
generic line in CP2 will miss all the blow-up points. Thus we expect 

(J4 1 .  1 = 1, e . .  , e .  3 -  - -6.. 23,  e i - 1 = 0 .  

It is important to explicitly know the set of effective divisors on dP,. 
By definition, 1 and ei are effective, as is the anticanonical class F .  Now 
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consider a line 1 in CP2 which passes through the i-th blown up point pi. 
Such a line is still effective. The class of such a curve is given by 1 - ei and, 
hence, this is an effective divisor for any i = 1, . . . , T .  In general, a line can 
pass through at most two points, say pi and p j  where i # j. The properties 
of blow-ups then imply that the class of such a curve is 

1 - ei - e j  (5.3) 

which, by construction, is an effective divisor for any i # j = 1,. . . , T .  

In general, a class CY E Hz(dP,, Z) is called exceptional if it satisfies 

The classes of the exceptional curves ei certainly are of this type, but there 
are others; for example, the class 1 - ei - e j  just described satisfies these 
properties as well. In fact, any exceptional class on a general del Pezzo 
surface is the class of a unique, irreducible, non-singular curve which is the 
image of some curve on CP2,  perhaps passing through some number of 
blow-up points (or is the blow-up itself). Each such curve in dP,. is in fact 
a CP'. Even though this is not apparent from our description, all these 
exceptional curves look exactly alike and, in fact, can be interchanged by 
the Weyl group which acts as a symmetry group of the family of del Pezzo 
surfaces. So, for example, our del Pezzo surface admits another description, 
in which the line 1 - ei - ej appears as the blow-up of some point, while 
one or more of the exceptional divisors ei appears as a line or higher degree 
curve. 

For T 5 4, all exceptional curves are of the types already discussed. But 
consider, for T 2 5 ,  a conic in CP2; that is, a curve defined by a quadratic 
equation. The conic is denoted by 21. A conic can pass through at most 
five blown up points, say pi, pj, pk, pl and p,. If they are all different, 
then the curves 

(5.5) 21 - ei - ej - ek - el - em 

are exceptional divisors. These are easily seen to be effective as well. Simi- 
larly, consider a cubic in CP2;  that is, a curve defined by a cubic equation. 
The cubic is denoted by 31. When T = 7, 8 or 9, a cubic can be chosen to 
pass through one of the blown up points, say p i ,  twice (that is, it will be 
a singular cubic curve, with singular point at pi), while also passing (once) 
through six more of the blown up points, say pj, pk, pz, p,, p, and p,. 
Therefore, we see that, for T = 7, 8 or 9, we also get exceptional divisors of 
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the form 

(J.6) 31 - 2ei - ej - ek - el - em - en - e, 

where all the points are different. Again, these are easily seen to be effective 
classes. Yet more examples of exceptional curves are obtained, for T = 8 
or 9, by considering appropriate plane curves of degrees 4, 5 or 6. The 
complete list of exceptional curves for T 5 8 can be found, for example, in 
Table 3, page 35 of D e r n a ~ u r e . ~ ~  All these classes are effective. 

We can now complete the description of the set of effective classes on a 
del Pezzo surface. These classes are precisely the linear combinations, with 
non-negative integer coefficients, of the anticanonical class F and of the 
exceptional classes, including the ei,  the curves in (J.3), (5.5) and (J.6), 
and their more complicated cousins for large T .  For T 5 8 this gives us 
an explicit, finite set which generates the Mori cone. (Note also that the 
exceptional classes are actually the roots of the E, lattice.) 

The above statement, that is, that the effective classes are precisely 
the linear combinations, with non-negative integer coefficients, of the an- 
ticanonical class F and of the exceptional classes, remains true for the 
rational elliptic surface dPg. The new and, perhaps, surprising feature is 
that on a dPg surface there are infinitely many exceptional classes. This is 
easiest to see using the elliptic fibration structure. Each of the nine excep- 
tional divisors ei has intersection number 1 with the elliptic fiber F ,  so it 
gives a section of the fibration. Conversely, it is easy to see that any section 
is an exceptional curve. But since each fiber, an elliptic curve, is a group, 
it follows that the set of sections is itself a group under the operation of 
pointwise addition of sections. We are free to designate one of our nine sec- 
tions, say eg, as the “zero” section. The other eight sections then generate 
an infinite group of sections, which generically will be Z8. The Mori cone 
in this case is not generated by any finite set of effective curves. 

Finally, we list the formulas for the Chern classes on dP,. We find that 

c1 (dP,) = - c1 ( K ~ P , )  = 31 - ei 
(5.7) 

cz(dP,) = 3 + T 

are the first and second Chern classes of dP, respectively. The second Chern 
class is simply a number, since there is only one class in Ho(dP,, Z). 
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